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Quote:

Originally Posted by TheHumblePoet (Post 4829485)
Could I please get a link?
http://alternatehistory.com/discussi...d.php?t=165342
Here it is :)
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Update #394: I Hope the QE2 Can Be an Icebreaker
----------Wednesday, October 16, 1996
Tsalax
Tsalasia
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 4/1.1%
----------NEXT UP: Which One Is Undesirable #1?
----------Edwin Mueller looked around the park at the edge of the lake. "Praetor, this is amazing!
How long did it take you to build this?"
Praetor Tsandor smiled. "It took a matter of months and that was it. Remember that we
have magic at our disposal down here."
"Is this a natural lake, or did you construct it?"
"Believe it or not, it's natural. It empties into the Southern Ocean through a river on the
other side of the city. Merpeople brave enough to swim through the cold waters down here
can actually come and visit us through that channel."
Poole whistled. "Interesting. You've got a way for vessels from the outside to reach your
nation?"
"In theory, yes. In practice, however, most of the river is under the ice so I don't see how

well Muggle ships can make it over here. Maybe if they knew how to travel underwater."
Mueller cut back in. "Praetor, we do have underwater vessels. They're called submarines,
and a couple of them are protecting Atlantis at all times now. You know, sir, a place like this
could become a prime Muggle tourist destination if that channel is wide enough to admit
submarines."
Tsandor grimaced momentarily, but his face soon cleared up. "Perhaps. However, keep in
mind that we aren't accustomed to dealing with outsiders. Many of us will be scared,
especially if the submarine comes from a Western nation."
The Chinese man looked over at the waterfront a few hundred feet away, where several of
the locals were eyeing them wairly. "That's another thing I don't get. Why exactly do you
guys fear people from the West?"
"Our country was founded by people fleeing anti-wizard colonial policies, Mr. Chang. This
part of the world was relatively unknown to the Europeans, but not to the merpeople. They
told us about this lake and helped us settle down here."
There was a distinct pause, and finally Leonard spoke. "Praetor, I come from Australia, a
nation which was once part of the British colonial empire. I can tell you that times have
changed. If you took a look at a modern world map, the empires have all disappeared and
the colonies have gained independence for the most part. You have nothing to fear
anymore. If anything, we Muggles will marvel at what you have done down here. You have
managed to settle where people like us couldn't have dreamed."
Zhukov grinned. "If you want monetary compensation for what your oppressors did to you,
you can always have them come down here in their submarines and pay to visit. This would
also open up trade with the outside world. You'd never know when Muggle technology would
come in handy."
A new voice cut in, and Mueller turned as the Foreign Minister headed in their direction.
"That may not be a bad idea. However, we'll have to think about it -- we don't want to push
things too fast down here."
Zhukov continued. "There's another alternative -- you can leave this underground city and
return to the lands you came from as the colonial threat is gone. You probably wouldn't
mind feeling the sun on your face without the ice in the way."
"Indeed, we wouldn't mind feeling the sun directly. Sometimes we take the form of
penguins and go exploring on the peninsula, but that's as far as we can go. As far as the
relocation goes, the simple fact is we've all grown up here. This is our home now, and none
of the people who originally emigrated here are still alive."
Mueller nodded and looked back at the lake. "Are there any native lifeforms in the lake or in
the area surrounding the city?"
The Praetor nodded. "Indeed, there are fish in the lake unique to this area. The area
surrounding the lake, however, is artificial and does not have any native lifeforms. Are you
thinking of examining these creatures?"
Mueller nodded vigorously. "Absolutely. We are scientists, and these animals have been
isolated from the outside world for millions of years."

Tsorak bit his lip. "We'll see what we can do to set up a naturalist expedition. Keep in mind,
however, that the endemic creatures are not very common anymore. When we brought our
fish in to feed ourselves --"
The researchers swore in unison, and Mueller let it out. "Let me guess. Your fish ate
everything in here because they had no predators and the fish here weren't expecting to
become prey."
The Praetor blinked. "Why, that is exactly what happened. I'm impressed, sir -- you must be
very smart. There are a few local species left in niches here and there, however. We've
taken some care to make sure they don't die out as we've managed to extract some
interesting spell components and herbal remedies from them."
Mueller breathed a sigh of relief. "That was a wise move, Praetor. I'd recommend putting
some kind of barrier in the lake and confining your fish to one side of it, the one nearest the
town. That way, you won't have to look as far for your food and the native species will be
able to come back."
Praetor looked at the lake thoughtfully. "That might not be a bad idea. I'll bring it up at the
next Senate meeting. That should be next Fire Day."
Zhukov frowned. "Fire Day?"
The Foreign Minister smiled. "We have an unusual calendar down here. With the seasons
and constellations all in disarray because of our proximity to the pole and our belief in the
Five Gods of Magic, we've developed a calendar which consists of 73 five-day weeks, where
each of the days is named after a different god. Every four years there's a special holiday
dedicated to all five gods which occurs at the end of the year."
Mueller did the math in his head and turned to the rest of the researchers. "Heh. 73*5 =
365. It sounds like they've developed something based on the Julian calendar with five day
weeks. I wonder..."
He turned back to the Praetor. "Do you ever find the equinoxes and such getting out of
whack with the beginning of the year?"
The Foreign Minister nodded. "It's gotten off by a few days. However, it's pretty close. You
can do better?"
Everyone nodded in unison. "Indeed, Praetor, we can. Let us tell you about it."
The Foreign Minister listened attentively as the researchers explained the Gregorian
calendar. Once the presentation was done, he nodded. "Very interesting. I'll bring this up
with the Senate as well."
The Praetor then brought out a bottle of green liquid, which Mueller looked at warily.
Pouring it into glasses, Tsandor gestured to the bottle. "Do you drink alcohol or wine in your
culture? This is a bottle of fine wine from the land of Syrdan. Only highly-ranking Muggles
are allowed to drink it."
Mueller looked at the rest of the Muggles, who were as baffled as he was. "Syrdan? Where
is that? Is that somewhere else under the ice cap?"

"No, sir. It's in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean, and I would expect that your world already
knows about it by now since it is almost certainly going to be on the map which exposed us.
You DID know about it, right?"
----------Hogsmeade
-----Professor Flitwick looked at Dumbledore. The man had survived, but he seemed to have lost
a lot of his memories and his speech was somewhat slurred. Flitwick had handed over the
former headmaster's Pensieve hoping that it would fill in some of the blanks.
Flitwick watched as Moody brought Dumbledore up to speed. "That's about it, Albus. You
went down, and the Death Eater stole the Elder Wand and killed Severus when he came to
investigate. He cast the Dark Mark with the Elder Wand, and the supercharged spell brought
the snake to life. It attacked the people on the Astronomy Tower, killing Sinistra and many
Ravenclaw and Hufflepuff NEWT students. Two famous Muggle scientists, Professors Moore
and Hawking have taken over for Sinistra. Hawking was actually very sick at the time we
got to him, but Madam Pomfrey was able to cure him to the point where he can now walk
with a cane."
Dumbledore nodded. "That's good news. However, I am a bit disturbed by the fact you
believe the Death Eaters are after the Deathly Hallows so that they can bring back
Voldemort. That would explain their attack upon me, of course. I take it Nicholas has given
the Resurrection Stone to Atlantis?"
Moody nodded. "He has done so, Albus. I highly doubt the Death Eaters would be stupid
enough to actually try to get into Atlantis. Particularly since an international manhunt is
underway for the Zygonovs."
"That takes care of the second Hallow. However, there is something urgent I need to tell
you. Would you agree that we need to keep the third Hallow out of the Death Eaters' hands
as well? Especially if they don't realize the Resurrection Stone is out of play?"
Flitwick nodded. "I agree. You know where it is?"
"I believe I do. And trust me, Filius, you're not going to believe it."
Moody grunted. "Considering what's happened over the past nine months, I'll buy anything.
All right, Albus. Where is it?"
Dumbledore told them, and there was a long pause. Finally, Moody burst out swearing.
"Is there anything that kid is NOT involved with?"
To be continued...
[Incidentally, Moody's comment is spot on, and it exposes what is effectively an ASB-sized
plot hole in the original Rowling canon. How would an 11-year-old kid wind up with one of
the three Deathly Hallows without invoking ASB's? Come to think of it, how did Dumbledore
wind up with the world's most powerful wand? How did all of these magical artifacts wind up
in Britain at the same time? Why doesn't the ICW (wherever it is) intervene when
Voldemort takes over the Ministry of Magic? There are so many ASB's in the Rowling
canon!]

Tirion,
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Keep in mind that summer and winter (long day and long night on the South Pole) are the
opposites of what we have in the northern hemisphere. The date being the middle of
autumn it doesn't affect the story much, fortunately.

Tirion,
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Update #394.5 Not What I Had In Mind
----------Wednesday, October 16, 1996
20 miles south of Belaya Gora
Abyysky District
Sakha Republic
Russian Federation
----------The muksun was a fine specimen of it's kind, silvery, fusiform, half a meter long. Soon, it
would travel upriver to find a suitable stream for spawning, but now it was lazily swimming
through the clear, sunlit waters of the river, looking for smaller fish, insects or crabs. The
prey never stood a chance. Faster than it could flinch it was impaled by a wicked, serrated
knife, tightly fixed to a straight tree branch to create a makeshift spear, and hauled out of
the water. Sevastyan Orlov neatly decapitated the trashing fish with another knife, uttered
a praise to the Black God, and started gutting it. Looking up at the setting sun, he decided
to call it a day and set up camp as soon as he found a good place.
He had been wandering in this wilderness since Friday. He salvaged what he could and
dared from the empty safe house where the Portkey deposited him, but sometimes he felt
he hadn't given himself enough time for that. Sure, it was only a matter of time until the
enemy noticed his escape, and they would send trackers after him... but even if it was only
the middle of autumn according to the calendar, he felt the gathering cold already, and
knew that winter is coming. He didn't recognise any prominent landmarks, but the stars,
plants and climate told him he's somewhere in the Russian Far East. He found the river the
day before yesterday, and followed it down ever since, knowing that following it would
probably lead him to civilisation, but would certainly lead him north.
He had to find a settlement, and soon. The food he could take was good for a week, two if
he are sparingly, and he could fish now that he found the river. But the trees have already
shed their leaves and there were no berries left to gather. He salvaged a good tent, a warm
bedroll, and a backpack, but he wasn't so lucky when it came to clothing or weapons. There
were none of the latter, and judging by the safe house's wardrobe, none of Mab's minions
were human males, a fact that limited his looted clothing to a gaudy and ill-fitting fur cloak
and other items even more obviously belonging to females with twisted sense of taste. How
in Tchernobog's name will he walk into a village dressed like that?

His musings were interrupted by the distant roar of an old engine. Straining his ears, he
heard it approaching from the south, then he saw a faint, barely visible light filtering
through the trees... then the roar stopped. By then, he identified it as an old pickup truck,
one of the crude but durable designs from the late USSR, about a mile away. Not wanting to
miss the opportunity, he grabbed his katana and started moving towards the source of light
as fast and as silently as he could.
----------Abram Yakov took another swing of his bottle of Vodka. He stopped to empty his bladder
maybe ten minutes ago, but to his irritation he found himself unable to relieve himself, no
thanks to old age. He came to these parts as a hunter and trapper, gathering furs in the
summer, selling them and drinking booze in the winter. This year's catch was good enough
for a happy winter in Yakutsk... a thought that should have made him relaxed enough. Well,
perhaps with a little more alcohol... he put the bottle away and started whistling a tune,
when he felt a slight prodding on his back and heard a cold voice say: "Don't move. Slowly,
lift your hands up where I see them and turn around."
Obeying in silent terror, Abram turned and saw the wierdest man he'd ever seen, holding
some japanese sword at his throat. He was dressed in a strange fashioned, gaudy fur cloak,
obviously meant for ladies and quite expensive. Strangely, he couldn't identify the fur but
saw that it was intact despite twigs stuck to it. Apart from that, the man wore rags feet to
neck, he didn't even have a decent pair of shoes. His face and hands were full of scars,
visible even in the faint light of the bike's headlights. The stranger spoke again, "Black light
in the darkness..." as if he waited for him to finish it.
Seeing that the hunter won't know the reply phrase, the cultist said: "I need your boots,
your clothes, and your pickup truck." Abram stared at him in wry amusement, then began
to softly chuckle. "I guess you always wanted to say that line. I've seen that movie, son,
I'm not gonna fall for that. But listen to me. We could work out a compromise. I need my
boot and clothes, and my pickup above all that carries all my catch this year, but I think
you're not specifically after those. What you need is a ride out of here and back to
civilisation, and maybe someone who can help selling that cloak of you. You know, it looks
quite expensive to me, I daresay it'd sell for more than what I made this summer. So, how
about I give you a ride to town, help you sell that stuff and buy decent clothing, and you
forget that leaving me naked in the middle of nowhere part?"
Swiftly sidestepping and taking the man's gun from it's holster, Sevastyan replied: "Deal.
Follow me to my camp, I've some stuff to pick up." To his surprise, the hunter just stood
there when he started out. As the cultist raised his eyebrows questioningly, the hunter
shrugged and said: "One more thing, man... could you please whistle something?"

To be continued...

acgoldis,
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Update #395: Which One Is Undesirable #1?
----------Friday, October 18, 1996
Atlantis
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 4/1.2%
----------NEXT UP: Does My Hair Look Good On That WANTED Sign?
----------Heydar Dagher took the document from the Russian Minister of Magic. It showed a man and
a woman in their fifties. The woman was had gray shoulder-length hair and the man had
was bald with a salt-and-pepper beard. They should be easy enough to find...assuming they
weren't using the Polyjuice Potion again.
He whistled. "So those are the Zygonovs. You think they've left Ukraine?"
The Russian nodded. "Yes, sir. We've staked out their house for a while, and we've seen no
activity there."
"Could they be somewhere else in your area?"
"It's possible, sir. After all, Ukraine is a large nation, let alone Russia itself. There's a whole
section of Siberia which isn't patrolled very often because people...well, generally don't go
there. I'm organizing an expedition to start searching these remote areas. Keep in mind,
however, that given the sheer size of the target area and the wizards' access to Polyjuice
the odds of finding them are low."
"How about England? Could they have gone back to England again?"
"Perhaps. Flamel is looking for them over there as we speak. So far, nothing."
Dagher put the document with the Zygonovs' pictures on his desk. "Keep me posted, my
friend. I'll start warning my men over here, and they'll start broadcasting the alert all
around the globe. We'll catch them. Don't worry. Any news on Rasputin?"
"Nothing yet, sir. If he's out there, he's being very careful. He knows what happened to
Voldemort. We're going to issue a bulletin for him as well. I know you can't get involved yet
as it's not international, and let's hope it stays that way. How's the situation in Tsalasia?
I've heard Tsirul just came out to a bunch of Aussies and Antarctic researchers."
"Indeed they have, Viktor. So far, they seem to be cautiously optimistic that contact will
work, though there's a lot of distrust. Both sides have been learning from each other, and
I've even been told that the Muggles have introduced them to the Gregorian calendar -they've still been using a Julian one with five-day weeks."
The Russian smiled. "It's about time they did that. My parents told me about the confusion
when they switched over in Russia, and I still can't figure out when my birthday is half the
time. What's going on with Syrdan? I've heard rumors that the common Muggles in the
United States have found out about Syrdan. We know President Clinton already knew about
the Syrdani and kept them a state secret due to the fact that nation wasn't out. Has Syrdan
come out?"

Dagher frowned. "No, and that's what worries me. Syrdan is in absolute chaos right now.
The freed Muggles are begging and stealing for their food, half of the men have been lured
to Nestor, and some of the opportunistic wizards are trying to take advantage of the
situation by playing off the disgrunted Muggles. The tractors are breaking down every so
often, and there aren't many people who know how to fix them. To top that off, there's still
lingering resentment about the United States for forcing them to change their way of life.
The wizards are frightened of further American interference, and the Muggles are finding it
harder and harder to get by. The priests are not sure what to do with all the polygamy. It's
an absolute mess. And yes, you are correct in that the Muggles in the United States are
starting to find out. At the very least, the Tsalasian consul blurted it out thinking that
Syrdan had already been exposed by the Xylend map which had exposed Tsalasia.
Realistically, though, once that map came out it was only a matter of time. I doubt Tsirul's
restraint would have bought Syrdan more than a couple of weeks. Remember Nestor has
come out, and there are likely lots of ex-yahoos who want to rat on their former masters
through Nestor."
"Do the Muggles realize the Syrdani used to enslave the Muggles?"
"Unfortunately, I think so. The stories coming out of Enfield are claiming that the nine-yearold girl who'd escaped on the oil tanker is learning English and is starting to talk. You forget
how quickly young children can learn new languages. She's got the ability to speak but
doesn't have the restraint or maturity yet to keep things to herself. That's a dangerous
combination, especially now that she's spending a lot of time in a Muggle school without her
parents to keep her in check."
The Russian grimaced. "I agree. And if the Syrdani find out that the general American
populace knows about them and is almost certainly going to tell the rest of the world..."
Dagher gritted his teeth. "There's going to be hell to pay, Viktor. I have a very bad feeling
about this. It could very well be that the State of Syrdan may not be long for this world.
Remember what happened to Houyhnhnmland. There's only one thing we can hope for: the
United States realizes that any attack on Syrdan will almost certainly justify Tsalasia's
prejudices and give Syrdan a possible ally. We can only hope this conflict doesn't widen.
Particularly since the US is a member of NATO."
The Russian's eyes widened. "God help us. America and Nestor vs. Syrdan and Tsalasia,
with a possible escalation to get NATO involved. That we DEFINITELY do not want."
------------Chancellors' Executive Chamber
Syrdasch
Syrdan
------Siatnan looked Vixar in horror. "What? Are you sure about this?"
Vixar nodded slowly. "There are multiple reports stating that we exist making out into the
general Muggle community. One of Altri's missing yahoos has started talking in the United
States, and we can rest assured that there are yahoos talking to people in Nestor, which is
already out. To make matters worse, Tsalasia exposed us during THEIR first contact,
thinking that we were already out or about to come out."
The three chancellors looke at each other. Finally, Ortelu summarized the situation in one
word. "Shit."

She continued. "It's a moot point right now. We're going to HAVE to come out, and do it
fast. First impressions are very important, and as a result we need to broadcast our side of
the story before that kid tells us what she believes to be the truth."
Siatnan shook her head. "But we've made some reforms already and given the yahoos more
freedom."
"Yes, but remember that this little girl -- and very likely her parents -- don't know that.
They're American Muggles now for all practical purposes. Besides, it's not like freeing the
yahoos helped solve our problems. If anything, it made it worse. Those yahoos don't know
how to think for themselves, they can't fix the tractors, and so forth. In effect, emancipation
has just given our country a 53% unemployment rate and an insane gender imbalance."
"Is the United States going to attack us?"
"I sure hope not. We've certainly made changes, after all. Hopefully the US will help clean a
lot of this stuff up. You have to understand that a similar situation happened in the United
States back in the nineteenth century. One part of the country had slaves while the other
didn't. This distinction was used as a casus belli for a civil war when many of the southern
states broke off to form their own nation. The war lasted four years, and the northern side
won. The nation was reunited, and slavery was abolished in the south -- and according to
Ariadne the United States had the same problems we currently have for a while. It took a
lot of hard work to clean that up, most of it was imposed by the winning side. Let's hope we
have the time."
Vixar grunted. "Does this mean that the half of the United States will support us and half
will support the yahoos?"
"Unlikely, Vixar. Remember they're all potential slaves from our perspective...and that the
side which was against slavery won. Judging from Clinton's reaction, the nation may very
well find itself compelled to squelch slavery wherever it goes. That would be bad. At any
rate, here's what we'll do. We'll issue a report this afternoon and broadcast it to the US and
other nations. We'll spin it in a way which focuses on our reforms. something along the lines
of 'we have reformed our government to make it more democratic and believe we are ready
to come out to the world. Further reforms will still be coming, and the country is in a state
of flux. Advice would be appreciated, and people who wish to contact us should speak with
their Minister of Magic'. What do you think?"
The other two chancellors looked at each other. Finally, both women nodded. "I don't like it
much, but I agree with you. We have no choice, and we need to announce ourselves before
any of the sen-Altri do it for us. Let's start talking with the speechwriters. We need to get
this done today."
Vixar nodded. "Agreed. Besides, as long as the Protector is still up, they can't really do
anything to us without our permission."
To be continued...
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I would comment earlier, but I was unable to.
Glad to see that the situation in Syrdan is getting balanced.
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Update #396: Does My Hair Look Good On That WANTED Sign?
----------Friday, October 18, 1996
Kohut/Zygonov Residence
Atlantis
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 4/1.3%
----------NEXT UP: Don't Drool On the Camera Lens
----------Genya Zygonov was getting accustomed to life in Atlantis. As far as he could tell, everyone
had seemed to have been convinced that they were in fact the Kohut family. They seemed
to have escaped without any problems. However, as a precaution, they had disguised
themselves in case people caught them without the Invisibility Cloak or the Polyjuice Potion.
He had shaved off his beard and drunk an experimental potion which supposedly regrew
some of his hair (it gave him some acne, but he figured he could live with that). His wife
had dyed her hair brown -- which she had been thinking of doing for years -- and cut it
almost short enough to look good on a man.
It was hard for him to spend most of his time indoors, and in the few times he went outside
for him not to use magic. Halyna had done it for a long time, however, and she had come
out fine. She had given him some pointers -- put your wand in your pants leg or somewhere
like that where it wasn't as easy to reach -- and those seemed to be working. But for how
long?
His musing was interrupted by an owl which flew in their window with a document in its
talons. The bird was accompanied part of a large flock which seemed to delivering similar
letters to all of the people in the area. Since he had chosen to live in a Muggle area, it was
probably more instructions to get the Muggles accustomed to their new lives.
He unrolled the document and began to read it. His eyes widened as soon as he saw the two
pictures at the top of the page.
-----

URGENT SECURITY
ANNOUNCEMENT

International Terrorist on the Loose

250,000 Galleon Reward For Her
Capture
The International Confederation of Warlocks, in conjunction with the British and
Russian Ministers of Magic, has just issued a reward for information leading to the
capture of a Ukrainian witch, Halyna Wasylyevna Zygonova. The British Ministry of
Magic has evidence which ties Mrs. Zygonova to the recent Death Eater terror attack at
the Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. Like all of the servants of the late
Voldemort, she is to be considered armed and dangerous. If you see her, do not try to
apprehend her. Call the Aurors and they will deal with her.
As you can see from the photographs below, Mrs. Zygonova is in her early 50's. She is
about 160 cm in height and has shoulder length gray hair. She also likely has a Death
Eater tattoo, though it is not visible in this image. She likely belongs to a Death Eater cell
in Eastern Europe, possibly in the Ukraine.
She may be seen in traveling with her husband, Yevheniy Romanovych Zygonov. He is
bald and has a black and white beard. We have reason to believe that he is either a Death
Eater or sympathetic with the Death Eaters' mission of subjugating the Muggles and
ridding the world of wizards who are not pureblood. He is about 180 cm in height.
Both Zygonovs come from a small town near Lviv, Ukraine. They survived the events of
Judgment Day by hiding underground, possibly with the assistance of the Polyjuice
Potion. This draught allows the drinker to temporarily assume the form of another
person, allowing escape without being detected.
Mrs. Zygonov was detected at Hogwarts by agent with a magical artifact which saw
through Polyjuice Potions. The ICW has reason to believe that she infiltrated Hogwarts
by posing as the Muggles Studies teacher and luring Headmaster Dumbledore and
Severus Snape out into the Forbidden Forest where they are attacked by an unknown
accomplice. The accomplice cast the Dark Mark into the sky with spell powerful enough
to animate the snake and cause it to attack the castle, killing one more professor and
fifteen students.
If you have any information on either of these people, or you want more details as to
how to detect if someone has been Polyjuice, contact your local Wizarding official.
Thank you for your attention.
----Zygonov swore and raced downstairs, where he ran into his wife washing dishes. "Halyna,
we've got a problem. We've got to get out of here."

Zygonova looked at him surprise. "A problem ? What do you mean?"
In response, he just showed her the letter. She read it and began shaking. "Dear God,
Genya. What do we do? We can't leave here! If we leave, Rasputin won't have us in place
when the Black Fist needs us."
"I'm aware of that, Halyna. However, he also has to realize that if we're dead, we won't be
able to help him either. How did they figure it out?"
She looked over the document once again. "It must have been Alastair Moody's eye or that
Marauder's Map I confiscated from that student. Now that I think about it, it was probably
the latter. I highly doubt Moody would have let me keep on teaching if he saw through my
ruse. I suspect the kid saw me on the map, though I was a new student, and didn't pay
much attention until the attack took place. Once the investigation began, he recalled seeing
my name on the map and everything went from there. We did catch one break, however.
They didn't catch Daryna."
Zygonov nodded. "No, they didn't. And that gives me an idea."
"Really? What?"
He brought out their fake ID cards. "We get two more people in here, a man and a woman,
who continue playing the role of the Kohuts. We then shrink ourselves, hide under the
Invisibility Cloak or Polyjuice Potion, and escape on the boat that brings the new wizards in.
Maybe Daryna can play the woman's role. We stick their pictures over ours similar to the
way we did it with the Kohuts. Suddenly, our fake ID's become theirs."
"But won't people wonder where we went?"
"Probably, Halyna. However, I suspect that if the new agents say they're friends of the
Kohuts -- or better yet their Muggle-born Wizarding children and the Kohuts bought a house
for them -- we may be able to get away with this."
--------------------------------Revelation Party Headquarters
-----------------Judith Rodgers looked at the America for Humans members and pointed at the map. "That,
ladies and gentlemen, is Houyhnhnmland. A place where wizards have been engaged in
battle despite the Aes Sedai oaths. Combine that with the fact that it is possible to preemptively renounce oaths with religious formulas, and you can see how the wizards are
unable to police themselves. To make matters worse, the Death Eaters have regrouped and
are attacking children in England."
Her voice reached a crescendo. "Ladies and gentlemen, it is obvious that the wizards are
not keeping up their end of the bargain when it came to the truce America for Humans had
with them. As of this moment, the truce is null and void. As of now, it is once again open
season on wizards. I will advocate increased pressure on wizards to behave while you guys
start planning attacks. If the wizards don't shape up in a hurry, it's showtime.
"Britain for Humans has already said they plan to resume attacks. We don't want to let
them have all the fun, do we now?"
------Nestor

---Gabrielle watched in disbelief as the cruise ship pulled up a few hundred feet away from
Nestora. It was about the size of a small town! She shuddered to think how many people
were on board.
A small boat lowered itself over the side, filled rapidly with people, and started heading over
to the island. People with Muggle cameras were taking pictures and gawking at all of the
women in the welcoming committee.
This wasn't mating season anywhere on the island. However, it didn't prevent people from
wanting to visit. Judging from the people on the boat, it looked like a 70/30 split between
men and women. Many of them were elderly. However, there was a large group of young
men whose eyes were roughly the size of Acromantulas.
Curious what they wanted, she started heading over to check it out. She had barely taken
ten steps before her stomach heaved again and she doubled over. Damn that morning
sickness, she thought. Maybe it would be best for her to just stay here.
Henriques had written back and agreed that she should keep the baby. She hoped she
wouldn't regret that about eight months from now.
---------Hogwarts
----Harry Potter glared at Flitwick in Moody. "First you people take my map and then you take
my Cloak?"
Flitwick nodded. "We have reason to believe the Death Eaters are going after your Cloak. I
can't say why, though. Suffice it to say that anyone with Dumbledore's wand and your Cloak
is in a position to obtain great power."
"Really? Why? And why my Cloak in particular?"
Moody grunted at him. "I can't say, Mr. Potter. It's classified. Suffice it to say that your
Cloak is unusual, and Dumbledore knew about it."
Harry frowned. "My Cloak is unusual? Aren't there others?"
"Yes, Mr. Potter. However, yours is unusually powerful and can do strange things when use
in conjunction with Dumbledore's wand. Give it to me."
Harry winced. "Can I at least have my map back?"
Moody shook his head angrily. "We don't have the map, and even if we did have the map
we'd confiscate it and not give it back. Now are you going to give me the Cloak or do you
want me to give you a detention? This is for your own safety."
Resigned, Harry handed over his Invisibility Cloak. He was having a very bad day.
To be continued...
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However, as a precaution, they had taken some precautions to at least disguise themselves
in case people caught them without the Invisibility Cloak or the Polyjuice Potion.
That doesn't sound exactly right. :P
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Quote:

Originally Posted by nlspeed (Post 4835481)
That doesn't sound exactly right. :P
I fixed it.
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I think that it isn't exactly fair that they are hiding info from Harry :/
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Astraan (Post 4835630)
I think that it isn't exactly fair that they are hiding info from Harry :/
He's underage, and the Deathly Hallows are classified. Besides, if Harry finds out, how much
would you be willing to bet that he goes of on "another damn fool moralistic crusade?"
Now it's POSSIBLE that Harry could find out by doing the Extendable Ear trick at the Burrow
he did in Book 5. Remember that also happened ITTL as the "effective" POD was January.
I'll think about that.
Come to think of it, I HIGHLY suspect Hermione is now in the OOTP now that she's
17...hmm...
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Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 4835640)
He's underage, and the Deathly Hallows are classified. Besides, if Harry finds out, how much
would you be willing to bet that he goes of on "another damn fool moralistic crusade?"

Now it's POSSIBLE that Harry could find out by doing the Extendable Ear trick at the Burrow
he did in Book 5. Remember that also happened ITTL as the "effective" POD was January.
I'll think about that.
Come to think of it, I HIGHLY suspect Hermione is now in the OOTP now that she's
17...hmm...
And hey, it's Harry goddamn Potter, he always finds out about stuff :p
The damn fool moralistic crusade has to happen because that's part of his character.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Astraan (Post 4835647)
And hey, it's Harry goddamn Potter, he always finds out about stuff :p
The damn fool moralistic crusade has to happen because that's part of his character.
Ah, but does Harry finding out about all this stuff border on ASB? I suspect Harry's
"discoveries" in canon are very likely novel-based plot devices by Rowling -- which in this
case won't happen.
For instance, Harry linking Flamel to the Philosopher's Stone in book 1 because he
"happened" to stumble across a Dumbledore (convenient) Chocolate Frog card which
"happened" to mention Flamel AND the Stone. Furthermore, Harry just "happens" to realize
that Stone exists because Hagrid foolishly picks up the Stone after picking up Harry
(wouldn't it make more sense for secrecy to do it on a different trip, when Harry is shopping
for books, or before he picks up Harry?)
Dumbledore is actually doing the more reasonable thing most of the time IOTL by not
letting Harry chase Horcruxes (in fact, he doesn't even tell Harry about the Horcruxes until
after Dumbledore's already destroyed one of them and injured his hand doing so). He
knows Harry will try to come along and get himself into trouble against a powerful Dark
wizard. As it is, the one time Dumbledore DOES allow Harry to come along just happens to
be the one case where having Harry play the role of Sam Gamgee and ensuring that
Dumbledore reach his objective (drink the potion and so forth) comes in handy. Not only
that, if I were Dumbledore I would have taken Snape instead of Harry (like he did ITTL).
Dumbledore taking Snape instead of Harry...now THAT would be an interesting POD for
another thread...
If Harry finds out about it, you'll get a crusade. The question is how likely is it that Harry
DOES find out about it without using plot devices.
We can assume the OOTP has reconvened because there is an apparent Death Eater threat.
You will notice that IOTL none of the members are under 17 at any point, and when Harry
finds out and says he wants to join at age 15 Sirius glares at everyone and says "See, I told
you so". This means Hermione is involved and the other two aren't at this point.
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Update #397: Don't Drool On the Camera Lens
----------Saturday, October 19, 1996
Stonehenge
United Kingdom
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 4/1.3%
----------NEXT UP: Time to Invent a Spell to Correctly Spell "Tchernobog"
----------Fleur Delacoeur hadn't realized how much time it took to prepare a model for a photo shoot.
She had been in the makeup room for a good thirty minutes already, and they were still
trying to mess with her hair. The stage manager had already lain no fewer than five
costumes on the back seat of the Pegasus, most of which were rather revealing.
Those were nothing, however, compared to the requests they had made to have her pose
nude. Yes, she would have all private areas covered by monoliths and so forth, and in some
cases she'd have her elbows in front of her chest. She had turned those down flat, of
course. They had insisted, however, and she eventually agreed to do the nude poses (a) a
few months after the first set had already been taken, (b) if the men of Britain agreed that
she would make a good model, and (c) if no men were present at the nude shot.
The plan was to take advantage of the morning sunlight and take several shots of her
lounging in the back seat of the car (her future father-in-law had leapt at the possibility of
getting more Pegasus advertisement out of this). They'd then take her over to the monoliths
and have a few more with her leaning against them, standing between them, and so forth.
The hope was that she would be able to advertise herself as an attractive young woman
who was both an accomplished witch and a model.
The choice of Stonehenge to serve as the photo shoot made sense in more ways than one.
Not only was it traditionally associated with witches and witchcraft, but it supposedly had
been built by people the Muggles weren't supposed to have known about. Giants had helped
shape and carry over the tremendous rocks several thousand years ago in an attempt to
help the ancient Britons create a simple observatory. The Muggle documents explained how
hundreds of workers had been needed to carry each stone -- a fiction which Fleur was
wondering if she should disillusion them of. Construction supposedly began in 2840 BC upon
the site of an existing Muggle observatory which wasn't doing much good. There had been a
brief pause of about 20 years immediately after the Hammer of Ra impact in 2807 BC.
Other than that, construction had been more or less nonstop -- with lots of magical
assistance -- for about fifty years. By the time the site was fully operational in 2760 BC, it
had magical turrets made out of wood and extremely sophisticated technology for its time.
It had been one of the wonders of the post-impact world.
Stonehenge didn't last long, however. In 2531 BC, a war broke out between rival tribes and
one of them decided to use the site as a fortress to defend themselves against a more
powerful enemy. Not surprisingly, the besiegers eventually made it in and more or less
wrecked and looted the entire structure. All that was left behind were the huge stones which
survived to this day. Everything else had been small enough to steal or burn. By the time
people returned to the site a few hundred years later, its history as a magical observatory
had been completely lost.

Fleur winced as she tried on the first swimsuit. How could something this...scandalous cost
£199? What was that, 40 Galleons? There wasn't any material to buy! She found much to
her amusement that it propped up certain parts of her body in a most...disturbing fashion.
She made a mental note to not let them put her in such ridiculous costumes in further
shoots -- at least until she got herself completely drunk.
Doing her best to paste a smile on her face, she stood between two of the pillars as the
cameramen turned a Muggle air moving device called a fan on so her hair could be blown
back. In one hand she had a flower, and in the other hand she had a wand. The
photographers grinned and started taking pictures with both dynamic and ordinary Muggle
cameras. She resisted the urge to strangle the photographers as they told her to look this
way, turn that way, put her head on the rock, and so forth.
She breathed a sigh of relief as the photographers said she was done. Then they pointed at
the next swimsuit, one which seemed even more revealing. Oh wonderful, she thought.
-----------------------------------Britain for Humans Headquarters
-------------------Isabel Miller pointed at the Long Live King Harry sign over her head. "That's right, ladies
and gentlemen. We are Britons, and we love the monarchy. However, the idea of having a
potential wizard in charge of the country gives me a sense of dread. We know William is a
good person. However, what are the wizards going to do to him? Are the wizards going to
make it so that he is going to be unfit to rule? Will he get the same snobbish arrogance as
the rest of the wizards and make Muggles like us second-class citizens?"
Judging from the reaction of the crowd, she wasn't alone in that assessment. She continue:
"I believe that the country should do one of two things. First, we can have the Regency
Committee continue to serve as the de facto rulers even after William attains his majority.
Second, we can pressure William to abdicate so that Prince Harry can take the throne. What
do you think of that?"
There crowd murmured a little. It seemed like was a little more dissent here. Besides, it's
not like the king had much real power anymore.
On the other hand, the king hadn't been a practicing wizard for...God knows how long, if
ever.
-------------------------------------Muslims for Humans Headquarters
--------------------The head of Muslims for Humans gestured towards the crowd. "This is a sign from Allah,
fellow Muslims. Allah has hardened the wizards' hearts to the point where they refuse to
hold by the Aes Sedai oaths. What's more, they attack children.
"Allah will not do everything for us, though. You know how He works. He guides us through
His actions the world. Although I do not dare to presume to know how He thinks, His
request here is plain to see.
"America for Humans is planning to restart its campaign against the servants of Satan.
Britain for Humans will be doing so as well. Even our traditional enemy, the crusaders, have
joined the party through Christians for Humans, officially known as the Celestine Church.
"Everyone is acting to overthrow the wizards and their demonic allies. If you need any more
proof, just take a look at Houyhnhnmland, where horse-men have spent years subjugating

our race! Look at Syrdan, where according to recent reports the wizards have historically
treated mundane people like you and me as slaves! The wizards' behavior is an affront to
Allah, and it is obvious what must be done.
"Allah has called you to action and demands that you rectify His world. What say you?"
The crowd cheered in unison, and Muslims for Humans was back in business.
-----Tokyo
--The INTERPOL agent looked at the Japanese security officer and shrugged. "We've looked all
over the place, sir, and contacted people from all around the world. There is no radioactive
material missing other than promethium. However, all of the promethium appears to have
disappeared. There is one anomaly, however."
The Japanese man frowned. "Oh? What's that?"
"A wizard in the United States used a spell to Geminio some more promethium for his lab.
This Geminio worked, and he now has several kilograms worth of the material. The spell
appears to have been cast about the time you -- and many other people around the globe -saw your samples disappear from your lab."
"That's crazy. Are you implying that they stole our stuff? If so, why would they just take
that and not other radioactive compounds?"
"We're not sure, sir. However, one of the wizards has an interesting theory which, if true,
sheds some light on the way magic works...at least when it comes to Geminio and possibly
Engorgio."
"Really? What's going on?"
The INTERPOL agent looked at his notes. "The theory is that Geminio works not by
duplicating material but by summoning additional material of that type from locations all
over the world. Enough material is summoned to make it look as if more of the substance
had been created out of nothing. However, if one were to look very carefully you will notice
that some of the substance has been taken from other places."
The security officer nodded slowly. "I think I see where you're going. The spell required five
kilograms of promethium. This element does not occur naturally on Earth, so there wasn't
much promethium anywhere nearby. Consequently, it took stuff from further away."
"Correct, but it goes further than that. According to latest estimates, there are fewer than
600 grams of the metal on the surface of the Earth. This forced the spell to look in outer
space as well, which in turn caused it to retrieve material from so far away that the finite
speed of light came into play."
"How?"
"The metal arrived in several bursts after the first 500 grams or so appeared. The next
batch occurred three seconds later, which is roughly the amount of time required for light to
travel to the moon and back. Atlantis suspects that this batch came from the moon. The
next batches came from further away, far enough away that the light travel time was
measured in minutes and possibly hours."

The security officer whistled. "I see. So the summoning spell worked after all, except that it
was drawn out by the fact that nothing can travel faster than light."
"Exactly."
"What does it mean?"
"It means that physics has another conundrum to deal with...and, if we set up the
experiment properly, we have discovered a way to get material objects to travel at or near
the speed of light."
To be continued...
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Halyna Larisa Zygonova... with her husband, Yevheniy Yuri Zygonov
That's (in-TL canonically!) Halyna Wasylyevna and Yevheniy Romanovych, respectively (as
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mentioned in
330 - of course, those names haven't been used since, and it's
been two months (#330 is the Zygonovs' very introduction, and it was posted all the way
back in May), so I can get how you've forgotten those).
And BTW, I find it hilarious how everyone seems to give Slavic characters second names
instead of patronymics :):):)
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back in May), so I can get how you've forgotten those).
And BTW, I find it hilarious how everyone seems to give Slavic characters second names
instead of patronymics :):):)
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I have mixed feelings about the update.
On one hand, "X for humans" groups :mad:
On the other hand, SCIENCE! :D
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Update #397.5: Scary Big Tracker
----------Friday, October 11, 1996
Icicle Citadel
Arctic Ocean
----------"What do you mean, he escaped?" Sabine's shriek revebrated through the white halls of the
iceberg fortress. The fairy winced and replied in a small voice: "Tun'tun and your Veela
friend is dead, and the prisoner is not in the cell. Someone must have taken him away to
dispose of him."
The witch was baffled. "Who on Earth would want to dispose of a prisoner? He was right
where Mab wanted him, enabling her to cross-check any information gained from her new...
outfit."
The fey shrugged. "Tun'tun was pretty high in the chain of command, he had many enemies
and jealous ones. And you know how it goes... offing one's superior on the field of battle is
called treason, doing the same in the Citadel is called a promotion. He must have been
killed by one of our kind."
Forcing back an outburst, Sabine told the fairy in a dangerously calm voice: "I don't care
about your hierarchy. The prisoner is missing, find him and bring him back alive, before I
have to tell the Queen you screwed up. She won't be happy."
The fairy gulped. "He could be anywhere, Icicle Citadel is very big. Finding him will take
time."
Losing the last of her patience, the witch shrieked: "THEN YOU BETTER START NOW!"
----------Saturday, October 12, 1996
Icicle Citadel
Arctic Ocean
----------The steady rumble of Lookhus's footsteps drowned out the more subtle noises of the
corridor, but only when he chose to. This time, for example, he wore armored jackboots and
walked with the stereotypical Giant gait... but when he donned his deerskin moccasins, he
could be frighteningly silent, especially for a 20 foot tall brute. Well, at least in theory. The
truth was, whenever it came to forests, being a Giant and being stealthy was invariably
mutually exclusive- not that it stopped him from hunting with an oversized crossbow and a
small pack of tamed Waheelas, but it wasn't the same as walking the woods like a shadow.
Purposefully trampling to avoid the pestering of tiny ones, on the other hand, never got old.
Unfortunately for the oversized hunter, Ke'shaunn did not give up when his voice was
drowned out by the thumping of giant feet. It all came to a startled halt, when the fairy
simply flew up into the giant's ear, and whistled sharply.
"Ow! Wazzat for?" He was irritated, and knew from experience that his mistress didn't

particularly care about each and every 'accidentally pulped' little winged minion... but the
little one's recklessness awakened his curiousity.
"I need your help, O Great Hunter, Master of Direwolves" chimed the fairy. "I want a lost
person found, discretely- the Queen doesn't need to know he's not in his cell. Can your
wonderful beasts track a day old trail?"
A cocky grin spread on the Giant's face. "Sounds like a challenge. Lead the way, Squishy!"
------30 minutes later
------The fairy and the Giant looked at each other in the dim light of the Emergency Portkey
Room. Desperate, the small one cried: "Are you sure he didn't double back, or something?"
The hunter shook his head and rumbled: "His path is clear from the cell all the way here. He
knew his way, and came alone. He used a Portkey and is somewhere in north-east Asia. We
must tell the Queen."
----------Wednesday, October 16, 1996
20 miles south of Belaya Gora
Abyysky District
Sakha Republic
Russian Federation
----------The waheela sat on the muddy road, and let out a sad howl. The scent trail ended here, and
the prey wasn't here. It knew it's master will be disappointed and angry.
Up to this moment, Lookhus was full of hope. The escapee's campsite was really fresh, he
could still feel the warmth of the campfire's ashes- a remarkable achievement, considering
the man had a day's head start and he'd lost another two when a rain has washed away the
trail. Now he heard the beast's report of failure, and felt a burning anger building up in him.
Kicking out, he snapped a full-grown tree in half like a twig- the first to show his rage, but
not the last. Behind the red haze, part of his mind noted that the local humans will
recognize his handiwork for years to come, but there was nothing wrong with that- the
yakuts were better off knowing their place, under the thumb of the Queen in the North...
and those knew better than alerting their Ministry of Magic, as that was more distant and
less threatening that the power of Mab.
----------Friday, October 18, 1996
Yakutsk
Sakha Republic
Russian Federation
-----------

Refreshed by a good night's sleep, a decent human breakfast, clad in decent human clothing
and having a wallet full of decent human money, Sevastyan Orlov, Tchernobog cultist and
operative of the Black Fist felt that life is good. He was standing before a nondescript house
in a totally average part of the city, where one of his brethren he called on a phone directed
him. The house was a gathering place for the cult, and a memorized Apparition place for
some of their wizards. Soon, one will come for him and at last, he can report back to his
superiors. No doubt, Rasputin would want to hear all about the self-proclaimed Queen in the
North...

To be continued...
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Originally Posted by Astraan (Post 4836988)
I have mixed feelings about the update.
On one hand, "X for humans" groups :mad:
On the other hand, SCIENCE! :D
At this rate, sooner or later, even those unfortunate fools who took the Aes Sedai oaths will
start using Muggle-repelling charms as a precaution.
Let's just hope the lunatics don't frighten away the wizards who help the scientists...
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Update #398: Time to Invent a Spell to Correctly Spell "Tchernobog"
----------Saturday, October 19, 1996
Russian Ministry of Magic
St. Petersburg
Russia
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 4/1.5%
----------NEXT UP: Another Brick in the Wall
----------The Minister of Magic heard a whistle behind him. Turning, he saw Oleg the intern heading
towards him with an excited expression on his face.
"Sir, I think we've found something interesting pertaining to the Zygonovs."
The Minister looked at him hopefully. "You've found them? Where are they?"
"We don't know, sir. However, we've discovered that they were spending a lot of time with a
woman named Daryna Vovchanckaya. She's in her late twenties and is a known witch."

The Minister frowned. "Is Vovchanckaya also a Death Eater?"
"I'm not sure, sir. However, we did find one thing that they shared which was most
intriguing. You see, all three of them are members of the cult of Tchernobog."
The Minister's eyebrows shot up. "They're Black Gold cultists?"
"It appears so, sir. The cult has many members in the former Soviet nations, after all.
We've always passed them off as crackpots. The fact that they have wizards, however, is a
little disturbing."
The Minister sighed. "The Zygonovs' religious beliefs aren't pertinent to the issue here. What
would a bunch of Black God cultists have to do with a Death Eater attack in England?"
"Nothing that I can think of, sir, and that's the problem. Granted, the Black God cult has
always prided itself on bringing back Tchernbog to bring about the end of the world. I
wouldn't put terrorism by them."
The Minister dismissed that impatiently. "There's no way that is going to happen. Now that
the Statute of Secrecy is gone, we can just start having the Muggles look for them. The
Black God cult is leaderless and powerless, my friend."
"Were any of the Death Eaters also Black God cultists, sir?"
"Not that I know of, Oleg. However, it wouldn't be a bad idea for you to double-check that."
Oleg gulped. "It will be done, sir. In the meantime, I suggest that we start tracking this
Vovchanckaya woman as well. Although it is unlikely that she was involved in the attack, it's
possible she could lead us to the Zygonovs."
The Minister nodded. "Make it so, Oleg. In the meantime, I should probably report this to
Atlantis. They'll put out a bulletin looking for Vovchanckaya as well. I'll recommend 30,000
Galleons as she's not a suspect at this time. She isn't at the same level as the Zygonovs."
"You're going all the way to Atlantis with this?"
The Minister grabbed a quill and a piece of parchment. "Absolutely. First, this woman may
lead us to the Zygonovs. Second, an unusually large number of Muggle Black God cultists
tried to get into the lottery for Atlantis. Judging from the list I have here, we lucked out and
none of them were actually chosen. But it's an interesting development, particularly in light
of this discovery."
--------------------------Syrdani Council Chamber
--------------Siatnan looked at the report in disbelief. "Are you sure this is right, Vixar?"
Vixar nodded. "It is, Siatnan. The Americans have found out that we exist and are not
happy about it. It as we feared, ladies. We got the message out either too late or to the
wrong people. A good 21% of the American people wants to see us destroyed at the
moment, and I suspect that percentage is going to increase with time."
Ortelu gritted her teeth. "Shit. Has Bill Clinton said anything?"

Vixar began pacing around the room. "Clinton is in a difficult position. We have reason to
believe that he wants us destroyed. However, his economy is in recession and he has
already advocated a more isolationist policy. If he attacks us, he cheats on the isolationism.
If he doesn't, he goes against the will of the people. The latter could be quite damaging to
him, particularly since the United States chooses its next president in two weeks."
Siatnan growled. "Bad timing."
"Indeed, Siatnan. Had this been after the election, things could have been different."
Ortelu cut in. "But they already messed around with us! They forced us to emancipate the
yahoos!"
Vixar looked out the window. "That was a black op, from what we've heard. It wasn't
officially on the record, and the vast majority of Americans didn't know about it. They
probably weren't using all of their military capacity. Also, keep in mind that Nestor was
considering an alliance with the Americans as well. Our biggest threat there was Nestor, not
the United States, because the United States officially didn't know we existed at the time."
Siatnan slammed her fist on the table. "But they do now."
"Indeed, they do now. This gives them more deadly and dangerous options."
Ortelu shook her head. "Has Clinton said anything yet? You still haven't answered that
question."
"He has, in fact. He's said that the government has known about us for a while and sent
agents in to help improve the lives of Muggles in our land. It's a clever compromise: he
doesn't try to provoke us, he makes himself look good with the election coming up, and he
doesn't start wasting money on another war after he's recommended isolationism.
Assuming the Americans don't get too angry at us, we may be able to get away with this.
This assumes, of course, that we don't start by picking a fight with them."
Siatnan's jaw dropped. "You're thinking of attacking THEM? No way, Vixar. Absolutely no
way."
Vixar smiled and shook his head. "We're not going to attack them -- the United States is an
extremely powerful nation, and as we saw last time they'll manhandle us. However, there
are many hotheads here on the island who have been urging some of the committees I'm
involved with to join with a group of wizards in Iraq who are also wizard supremacists.
These Iraqi wizards have offered an alliance with us. They're willing to use Iraqi weapons
and materiel, both Muggle and Wizarding, to defend us in case the Americans attack. They
will also keep our lower classes in line. In return, we will let them into our government as
observers and advisors. We also give them monetary aid and let them use our materiel if
necessary."
Ortelu frowned. "Iraq? Why does that name sound familiar?"
"It's because that is Saddam Hussein's nation. President Hussein was one of the two Muggle
leaders who had to turn the Judgment Day keys back on June 20th. He doesn't have a
Judgment Day key anymore, of course. They now belong to the two modern superpowers:
the United States and Russia, the most important member of the former Soviet Union."

Siatnan thought for a moment. "What do you think about this alliance?"
Vixar put his hands behind his back. "I'm personally in favor of it. We need some help at
this point as it's almost certain the Americans are going to try to interfere again at SOME
point. I don't like bringing in the Iraqis. However, we don't have much of a choice, I'm
afraid. I was going to recommend a tentative alliance which will solidify itself if the Muggles
do start attacking us."
"What happens if the Iraqis send Muggle soldiers over?"
Vixar grinned. "I highly doubt they will, Siatnan."
Ortelu shook her head. "These Iraqis are Muslims, are they not?"
"Yes, Ortelu."
"Could Muslims for Humans get involved? We don't want Muslims for Humans infiltrating
Syrdan and agitating the lower classes against us."
Vixar drew a deep breath. "I sure hope not. However, you have to keep in mind that most
Muslims are not like that. Like any religious movement, the majority of the people are
peaceful and it is only the lunatic fringes that give them a bad reputation. Muslims for
Humans is a distinct minority."
"Won't they see us as infidels?"
"Quite possibly. However, I doubt they'll jeopardize the alliance by trying to start a religious
war with us. Besides, the vast majority of Muslims are not lunatics. It's quite possible we
may agree to disagree."
The three discussed the Iraqi alliance a little more. Eventually, they gave it a tentative
approval, at least for a few months until the crisis with the United States passed.
Finally, later that evening, the meeting adjourned. They left the room to issue their report
to the rest of the cabinet.
Ortelu looked over her shoulder. "What was the name of the head Iraqi wizard again?"
Vixar began scanning his document. "I can't remember offhand. It's on this document,
however. All I can remember is that I believe he's Indian and came to Iraq a few months
ago. Let's hope he doesn't hit the United States with a pre-emptive attack and drag us into
it."
To be continued...

acgoldis,

August 1st, 2011 11:47 AM

You're not going to believe it, but there's a rather interesting book signing coming up at the
Harvard University Coop:
"Jim Butcher is a full-time writer who lives in Independence, Missouri, with his wife, son,

and ferocious guard dog. He will be reading from and signing copies of his new novel, Ghost
Story - which is # 13 in the Dresden Files series.
His appearance is at the Harvard Coop Barnes and Noble in Cambridge, MA on August 3rd
from 7:00-8:00pm.
We'll meet at the Coop entrance before the signing, then at 6:30, we'll head inside to try to
get seats. If you arrive later than 6:30, just come on in (the signing is listed as being on
Level 3). Afterwards, if there is interest in food, we might grab a bite to eat."
I doubt telling him he was Obliviated by wizards will go over well :)
Hmm...it just occurred to me that Harry Dresden has a ferocious magical guard dog.
Coincidence? :eek:

Xandrel,

August 1st, 2011 12:32 PM

I'm a little confused about the Iraqi wizards :confused:

acgoldis,

August 1st, 2011 12:36 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Astraan (Post 4839480)
I'm a little confused about the Iraqi wizards :confused:
They're the Death Eaters congregating in Iraq without Saddam realizing they're Death
Eaters. They sent some people over to Syrdan to see if they could set up an alliance. I don't
have the map on me, but it's probably been 20-30 episodes ago.
Yes, a Death Eater-Syrdan alliance with Syrdan not realizing they're Death Eaters (only
"wizard supremacists")

Tirion,

August 1st, 2011 12:42 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Astraan (Post 4839480)
I'm a little confused about the Iraqi wizards :confused:
Me too, about Saddam Hussein. After witnessing how various heads of states fell to the
Imperius charm, he's still recruiting unsworn wizards. Or, what I find more probable, is that
he does force a set of Oaths on them... but Death Eaters are even less inclined to avoid
loophole abuse than their Lawful Good fellow wizards.
I foresee a moment like this one. Perhaps with the exact same wording: Dark Witch asking
if she can give him a suggestion. Saddam says "sure" and immediately takes a Suggestion
spell in the face.

acgoldis,

August 1st, 2011 12:54 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Tirion (Post 4839494)
Me too, about Saddam Hussein. After witnessing how various heads of states fell to the
Imperius charm, he's still recruiting unsworn wizards. Or, what I find more probable, is that
he does force a set of Oaths on them... but Death Eaters are even less inclined to avoid
loophole abuse than their Lawful Good fellow wizards.
I foresee a moment like this one. Perhaps with the exact same wording: Dark Witch asking
if she can give him a suggestion. Saddam says "sure" and immediately takes a Suggestion
spell in the face.
Heh -- plot hole there :). However, Tirion's suggestion is closer to what I have in mind -thanks for plugging it for me. Don't worry, the Death Eaters will show their true colors to
Saddam later on.

acgoldis,

August 2nd, 2011 12:32 AM

Update #399: Another Brick in the Wall
----------Sunday, October 20, 1996
Site of Western Wall
Jerusalem
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 4/1.6%
----------NEXT UP: J. K. Rowling GIVES UP ON the Harry Potter books! :eek:
----------Wizard Amirmoez, formerly associated with Hamas and the Death Eaters, looked up at the
newly rebuilt Western Wall. The plan to rebuild the wall had been announced during the
Shemini Atzeret services at the Temple and had been intended to serve as a project which
would bring people of all of the Abrahamic denominations (and then some) together.
Some people had immediately started running outside to start working on the project.
Samuel, however, had requested that they wait until the holiday had ended since difficult
manual labor should not be performed on a holiday (which also happened to be a Saturday
to boot). This inevitably led to a big discussion over whether volunteer work for a spiritually
uplifting experience was permissible on the holiday. Amirmoez had watched, partially
amused, as the rabbis started arguing over fine points of the Five Books of Moses while a
good 40% of the pilgrims ignored them and headed off to start work on the ruined wall.
Amirmoez had gone out of his way to help with the reconstruction process. After all, he had
been inserted by Rodolphus Lestrange to infiltrate the Middle East, and he had been in one
the discussions to demolish the wall. He hoped that Allah would accept this form of
atonement. It turned out, however, that the help of a wizard would be much appreciated.
The explosion which had flattened most of the wall had thrown rocks all over the place, and
Amirmoez had to cast several spells to bring back all of the rocks. Meanwhile, the Muggles

were poring over pre-attack photographs of the wall to make sure that all of the rocks were
in the right place.
A good 15% of the rocks had been damaged beyond repair, and 5% more had suffered
scorch marks in the explosion which would be inappropriate at a holy shrine. After meeting
secretly with the Israeli Ministry of Magic and Prime Minister Netanyahu, Amirmoez agreed
to replace them with rocks from a nearby quarry and make them so they looked like the
stones they had replaced. This was kept absolutely secret, of course. Nevertheless, a good
80% of the rocks were recovered and put back in their original positions.
The Western Wall reconstruction project had turned the Israeli hotel industry on its ear as
hundreds of thousands of pilgrims, sick and tired of living in their tents, had checked into
hotels to make sure that they would be able to participate in this act of kindness. Prices
skyrocketed, and people wound up staying in their tents a little longer or renting cars and
driving in from places as far away as Haifa (despite warnings that there could be slightly
above average radioactivity there from the Judgment Day dirty bomb). The scene looked
like something out of the book of Exodus, except that the construction project was to honor
God instead of to mock Him. Whenever possible, the builders used technology (and magic)
known to the classical Israelite kingdom.
The paparazzi surrounded him as he and Michal Oved prepared to lift the last rock -- a good
fifteen ton monster -- up to the top of the wall, finishing the construction. Waiting for the
cameraman to give the signal, they picked up the huge brick and put it in place at the top of
the wall. Construction workers swarmed around it with rocks and wooden beams to make
sure it stayed in place. Once everything looked like it was all right, the workers nodded and
left. The Western Wall was complete once more.
The Jews of Jerusalem started singing songs of praise and rushed over to the wall to pray
and insert notes which, according to tradition, would be read by God Himself. Running
pilgrims and Israelis nearly trampled each other en route to the wall, and eventually the
wizards had to lift some of them into the air to get them to all access the Wall in a timely
fashion. Ordinary tourists were respectfully told to depart to make room for the pilgrims.
The Kohen Gadol then announced that he was thinking of extending the Dome of the Rock
to accommodate larger numbers of people. Plans were in the works to add additional wings
and courtyards to the Temple which would wend their way down the Temple Mount and
include the reconstructed Western Wall. Some of the conservative Muslims grumbled about
this a little, but the Kohen Gadol placated them by saying that they could restrict
themselves to the current site if they so wished.
Barely audible over the chanting pilgrims, Michal Oved nodded and looked at him. "You
know, Amirmoez, I never thought I'd find myself doing this with you. Hell, I thought I'd
have to Avada Kedavra you at some point. Come to think of it, I had a death warrant out for
you shortly before Judgment Day."
Amirmoez laughed. "Don't worry about that, Minister. That Amirmoez is dead. You can tear
that up now."
Michal nodded, reached out to shake his hand, but then drew it back when she remembered
that religious Muslims generally did not shake the hands of people of the opposite gender.
"Don't worry, I will. Which reminds me: do you want to work for us now?"
Amirmoez shrugged. "I don't see why not."

---------Syrilla
Syrdan
----Emancipation wasn't as good as he thought it was, Ho'star sen-Irno thought to himself. He
then kicked himself when he realized he'd added his master's name again. He needed to get
accustomed to thinking of himself as a free man.
With freedom, of course, came a price. He had to think for himself, which proved difficult.
All his instincts told him to ask other people for help, a habit which eventually began to
irritate them. It would take him a long time for him to gain enough self-esteem to start
making his own decisions.
He had wanted to spend some time starting his own farm and possibly buying his own
tractor. Unfortunately, tractors were expensive, and land was even more expensive. The
money he had received as part of the emancipation program had been barely enough for
him to afford a small house on the relatively unpopulated eastern side of the island, far
away form Syrdasch.
He knew how to grow things pretty well, so he decided to see if he could turn a five-acre
plot of land into a one-man farm. He'd spent a lot of his startup fund to buy seeds and plant
them -- with all the rain from the exposure of Houyhnhnmland, there would be lots of crops
around. The problem was that crops wouldn't grow in a day without magic.
And the wizards were not helping him at all. With most of the American support force gone,
the wizards were basically throwing rocks at him and bullying him. Slavery may have
vanished, but discrimination persisted. A couple of friends of his were hexed for no other
reason than being in the wrong place at the wrong time.
Most of his friends had gone to Nestor. By the time he had realized what was going on, the
Nestorian ambassador had left and he was stuck over here. Granted, he would likely find
himself very popular with the women. However, he doubted he could feed two on his lot.
He had paid a good 30 Galleons -- a lot of money -- to join a lottery to get some support
from the United States and Atlantis. As it turned out, he won device which would magically
irrigate his field. At least he wouldn't have to go water the plants all the time during
droughts, he thought.
Wondering what food was available today, he headed into town where an Atlantis agent was
giving out food and drink. It was a good two-hour walk each way, but he was accustomed to
walking. As he got into town, a dingy old woman tapped him on the shoulder and told him
that he dropped something. Wary that this was a robbery attempt, he held onto his
possessions as he looked behind himself. Sure enough, there was a little card on the floor.
Fairly certain that it wasn't his, he picked it up to tell the woman it wasn't his. However, by
the time he had stood up, the woman was gone.
Curious, he looked at the card and his eyes widened.
--------

Attention, Freed Muggles of Syrdan!

Are you having trouble making ends meet?
Do you believe we should be getting more help from the wizards?

Are your representatives in Syrdasch being ignored by men and women now considered our equals?
In short, has our New Order not improved your way of life or possibly even worsened it?
We of the Syrdan Muggle Resistance Movement are here to help.
Under our leader, Frederique Lornezi, we plan to do to Syrdan what our colleagues in
Houyhnhnmland did in the Pacific.
Miss Lornezi is a veela from Nestor who sympathizes with and supports our mission.
We plan to overthrow the tyrants and turn Syrdan into a state where the Muggles rule the wizards,
not the other way around.
Are you interested? Intrigued? Willing to help?
If you are, meet us in front of the building across the street from the place your received this
card at 2 AM tomorrow morning.
Make yourself heard, and turn Syrdan into the Muggle-friendly democracy you always wanted it to
be!
Sincerely,
The Syrdan Muggle Resistance Movement
P.S. The woman who gave you this note was a veela in disguise.
P.P.S. Thanks to our Nestorian Wizarding friend, this message will self-destruct in ten seconds. I'd
drop it if I were you.
------Ho'star dropped the message in a combination of shock and surprise. Ten seconds later, it
vanished in a puff of smoke.
His mind raced. A Muggle resistance movement to turn the tables on the wizards for good?
He needed to get involved with this. He didn't have a wife and children, and it was fairly
obvious that as long as the wizards were on the island the Muggles would never get fair
treatment.
He looked across the street, where an old office building had a big plaza in front of it. That
must be the meeting site, he thought. He decided he'd check it out, provided that he would
be able to get up at midnight and walk tow hours in the dark.
"Nah," he thought to himself. "I'll sleep on the ground tonight, maybe under a tree, maybe
twenty minutes away from here. I don't like it, but I've done it before. I really don't want to
miss this."
To be continued...

TheHumblePoet,

August 2nd, 2011 04:19 AM

Great work on this timeline, but I'd like to make a suggestion, regarding spells. It makes
little sense for Korean and Arabic wizards to be using Latin words for spells. It would make
more sense for each region of the world to use a language that influenced a lot. Whatever
the local equivalent to Latin is (Western Europe speaks mostly romance languages, and thus

their spell-lore is influenced by Latin). Things like Greek for Orthodox regions and Sanskrit
for South Asia, Ancient Farsi for Persia and Central-Asia etc.*

acgoldis,

August 2nd, 2011 10:14 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by TheHumblePoet (Post 4843027)
Great work on this timeline, but I'd like to make a suggestion, regarding spells. It makes
little sense for Korean and Arabic wizards to be using Latin words for spells. It would make
more sense for each region of the world to use a language that influenced a lot. Whatever
the local equivalent to Latin is (Western Europe speaks mostly romance languages, and thus
their spell-lore is influenced by Latin). Things like Greek for Orthodox regions and Sanskrit
for South Asia, Ancient Farsi for Persia and Central-Asia etc.*
Thanks!
I was actually thinking about that. However, I wanted to make sure people recognized what
the spells were. Besides, I THINK Krum uses Crucio in the Triwizard maze (albeit under
duress) and he's Bulgarian.

nlspeed,

August 2nd, 2011 10:38 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 4843580)
Thanks!
I was actually thinking about that. However, I wanted to make sure people recognized what
the spells were. Besides, I THINK Krum uses Crucio in the Triwizard maze (albeit under
duress) and he's Bulgarian.
Yes, but he uses it because he is being Imperio'ed by Crouch junior, who is English, and as
such would have used Crucio.

Tirion,

August 2nd, 2011 10:49 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by TheHumblePoet (Post 4843027)
Great work on this timeline, but I'd like to make a suggestion, regarding spells. It makes
little sense for Korean and Arabic wizards to be using Latin words for spells. It would make
more sense for each region of the world to use a language that influenced a lot. Whatever
the local equivalent to Latin is (Western Europe speaks mostly romance languages, and thus
their spell-lore is influenced by Latin). Things like Greek for Orthodox regions and Sanskrit
for South Asia, Ancient Farsi for Persia and Central-Asia etc.*

My theory is that the wand is a Roman invention, and most wand spells are from the period
when they still had the monopoly of wand use. Runes are from different places and times...
and lo and behold, they don't use latin.

Tirion,

August 2nd, 2011 11:07 AM

Update #398.5: Brain Bleach
----------Saturday, October 19, 1996
Tchernobog cult safe house
Fideliused location
---------Grigori Rasputin silently studied the Muggle kneeling before him. His record was
remarkable: Sevastyan Igorovic Orlov, age 28, a devoted member of his cult like his father
and father's father (etc, etc) before him. Showed a remarkable talent for violance in
training, and was assigned to the Black Fist. Couple of successful missions, kill count of 3
Muggles and now a Veela and a Fairy. The man came back as the single survivor (what a
sad loss, one of his finest lovers MIA like that, where will he find another girl like Suzy...no,
Sybil, oh, scratch that, the world of the living is full of nubile wenches) of his team sent on a
retrieval mission in the north, and his story was so improbable that even the members
knowing him for decades as a completely (brutally) honest man wanted magical proof for it.
Having been trained, however briefly, at Occlumency like every other soldier of the Black
Fist, there was a shadow of a doubt even as he repeated his story under the effects of
Veritaserum, and had an interview with one of the cult's Legilimenses.
Wanting to hear the story personally, the Mad Monk granted an audience to his soldier, and
now there he was, Occlumency barriers lowered, looking in Rasputin's searching gaze
without flinching away. They were unmoving for a long time, as the wizard went through
the memories. When he finished, he stayed silent and deep in thought for a while. Finally,
he came to a decision.
"This Mab is no threat to us for now. She might be a powerful witch and probably very old,
but her armies are weak. She commands only a few witches, some creatures with lesser
magic, and an army of inferi in the worst case. Neither of these could stand the might of a
modern army, as the battles of Judgement Day clearly showed it. Furthermore, it appears
she's biding her time. I say, we proceed with our original plans. Let her act when she wants,
we'll be ready for it."
He looked at the Muggle.
"As for you, I sense that some of your memories trouble you. I'll have a Pensieve brought,
you'll put your worst memories there- I'd say those will become very effective for torturing
enemies. Then, if you agree, I'll have those memories of you Obliviated. You'll only
remember you were tortured and the Veela deserved her death, but the details will be
mercifully absent. Do you like the idea, Orlov?"
The man bowed even deeper. "Yes, my lord. Thank you, my lord."
He rose to leave, but Rasputin wasn't done with him yet. "Oh, and another thing. The

healers reported some of your scars were cursed, and beyond their talent to heal. They say
those are inconvenient, considering that they make you very noticeable. However, I may
have something at my disposal that they don't..." he showed the Elder Wand, "and I'm quite
eager to test it's powers."

To be continued...
Note: Rasputin isn't getting senile, he's just too busy enjoying the pleasures offered by wine
and women to bother memorizing a name :p

acgoldis,

August 2nd, 2011 09:26 PM

Update #400: J. K. Rowling GIVES UP ON the Harry Potter books! :eek:
----------Monday, October 21, 1996
Great Hall
Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry
United Kingdom
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 4/1.5%
----------NEXT UP: It's the Stay-Puft Marshmallow Man
----------The huge double doors opened, and J. K. Rowling found herself in the Great Hall of
Hogwarts. This time, however, she knew exactly how she had come to find herself in the
castle and what this was all for. This was much better than last time, where she had awoken
in an old closet near the Great Hall and had no idea how she had gotten there. Her
confusion had lasted only a matter of moments, just long enough for her to leave the closet
and see hundreds of people waiting to see which house King William had been sorted into.
That had been a month and a half ago. Once again, she was in the magical school to be
present at a press conference. This time, however, she wasn't going to be a reporter. She
was going to be the speaker, accompanied by two students and one of the vice presidents
of Bloomsbury Publishing.
She watched as some of the staff and Muggle paparazzi began settling into their seats. The
students for the most part were absent, Flitwick having refused to allow them to skip
classes to attend the conference. However, not all of them were absent. She turned look at
Harry and Hermione as they took their seats at the front of the room, next to the podium.
Rowling turned to Harry. "You're sure you're all right with this, Harry? I figure you wanted
to be famous, but --"
Harry shook his head. "People may know my name, but I'm not superhuman like the people
in the stories. Hermione here, on the other hand, has developed a reputation which far
exceeds anything I could have even dreamed of."
Rowling nodded. "I'm aware of that". Turning to Hermione, Rowling bowed slightly.
"Countess, I --"

Hermione rolled her eyes. "Don't call me Countess, Ms. Rowling. And don't bow. I still see
myself as an ordinary human being, just like you. Call me Hermione. To be honest, I don't
even think William is accustomed to being thought of as 'Your Majesty' or 'Mr. Windsor'. As
far as my reputation goes, I just did what I thought I had to do. I had to save myself from
that explosion, and while I was at it I figured I'd protect other people as well."
"So you've told me, Hermione. Still, you've become a heroine all over Britain. Are you aware
that Hermione is fast becoming the most popular name for baby girls in English-speaking
countries?"
Harry chuckled as Hermione's face turned white. "Actually, Ms. Rowling, I didn't. God,
that's...embarrassing..."
Rowling was about to continue the conversation when someone tapped her on the shoulder.
It was Headmaster Flitwick (how often did this school go through headmasters?)
The man nodded and gestured at the podium. "It's all yours, Ms. Rowling. The podium has
been enchanted so that your voice can be heard all over the room. No microphones will be
necessary."
Rowling thanked him and walked over to the podium with Harry and Hermione trailing
behind her. The crowd fell silent as she began to speak.
"Ladies and gentlemen, good afternoon. My name is Jo Rowling, and I'm a columnist for the
Daily Mail. I've been focusing on issues relating to the Wizarding world.
"As you know, the world has changed drastically since little Harry here flew his broom in
front of that Blast Cola camera. I had always wanted to write a story about a magical
school, yet I never imagined that such schools actually existed. People all over the world
want to learn more about what life is like at these schools and do so without interfering with
the education of the students.
"With this in mind, it is my pleasure to announce that Bloomsbury Publishing and I have just
agreed on a deal for a seven-book series which will document the life of one of our nation's
best-known and most-admired Wizarding students: Hermione Granger.
"These books will focus on her career at Hogwarts, one year at a time. The first book will
start with her finding out that she was a witch and continue through the end of her first
year, 1992. Each succeeding book will discuss her experiences during the years after that.
There will be seven books, one for each year at Hogwarts.
"The first book, Hermione Granger and the Philosopher's Stone, will be available in
hardcover in April 1997 and in paperback a few months thereafter. Much of the research for
the book has already been done thanks to my interviews with Harry, who was originally
going to be the focus of the series. However, now that Hermione has emerged on the world
stage and that Harry and Hermione have shared many of their experiences, the two young
wizards and I have agreed to switch the focus of the documentary over to Hermione.
"Hermione Granger and the Philosopher's Stone will discuss Hermione's meeting Ron and
Harry, nearly being killed by a troll in the girl's bathroom only to be saved at the last minute
by Harry and Ron, and thwarting Lord Voldemort's servant Quirinius Quirrell as he pursued
immortality through a Philosopher's Stone originally created by Nicholas Flamel, our current
Minister of Magic. Each book will be geared towards an audience whose age matches that of

Hermione's in the book. For instance, this first book will be geared towards children 11 or
12 years old.
"The titles of the first five books have already been determined, with each book coming out
one year after the previous. They will be Hermione Granger and the Philosopher's Stone,
Hermione Granger and the Chamber of Secrets, Hermione Granger and the Time-Turner,
Hermione Granger and the Bulgarian Seeker, and Hermione Granger and the Super Bowl
Breach. Since this is currently Hermione's sixth year, we have no idea what will happen in
the last two books. However, given all of the aftershocks from the exposure of the
Wizarding world, you can be assured that it will be exciting.
"Hermione will spend some time each weekend speaking with me and bringing me up to
date on what has happened. Accuracy is going to be important here, as this series is
designed to serve both as a historical documentary as well as a children's novel."
She reached into her pocket and brought out a piece of paper. "I would like to take the
opportunity to read the first chapter of Hermione Granger and the Philosopher's Stone.
Hopefully this will give you a taste of what is to come.
"Chapter 1: The Girl Who Lived Differently. Hermione Granger knew she was gifted..."
-------Atlantis
---Daryna Vovchanckaya, Polyjuiced as a dead Muggle and with a wand Fideliused to her,
looked at the man next to him and then at the two Atlantean guards who had escorted them
to the house. "This is it, gentlemen? This is Misha and Mila's house?"
The escorts nodded. "That's it. Do you need any more assistance?"
"No thank you, sir. You've been very kind, and I hope that this helps improve
wizard/Muggle relations."
"Do you know how to get back?"
"Yes. My husband here has a good sense of direction."
"Excellent. My name is Dionysus and don't hesitate to ask if you have any other questions."
The two guards walked off. Making sure the way was clear, Vovchanckaya knocked on the
door. Seconds later, she heard Halyna say: "Hello? Who is this?"
"Mila, it's Anya. I've come for a visit!"
She hadn't actually come for a visit as much as to stay. It was a code phrase indicating they
were Rasputinites.
Halyna continued. "Wow! How'd you get over here?"
"Atlantis flew us over on their magic brooms!"
The door unlocked with a click as Halyna said, "Come on in. The water's fine."
Vovchanckaya and her accomplice stepped into the main room and shook the Zygonovs'

hands. Zygonov looked at them, closed the windows, cast a spell to ensure privacy, and
whistled. "We've got a problem. Daryna, you're going to have to go back. This is not going
to work."
Vovchanckaya stared at him in alarm. "Oh? What happened?"
Zygonov put it bluntly. "Things are getting hot here. Atlantis has figured out that the Black
God cult is involved. What's more, they've tied you to us. The WANTED poster isn't out yet,
but you can rest assured that it will be shortly."
Vovchanckaya winced. "Great. What are we going to do?"
Zygonov nodded at the man who had come with her. "Pyotr here should stay with you for
the time being. Keep yourself Polyjuiced at all times, even inside the house. Do not, I
repeat, do not do anything suspicious and stay away from the police. Give us the Polyjuice
Potion you came with. We'll masquerade as the people you two masqueraded as in a few
hours after we've discussed plans and leave. Once we get back to Ukraine, we'll ask
Rasputin to send a woman over to take your place, preferably a new recruit or possible even
a Black Fist Muggle since you know how to brew Polyjuice. Pyotr can serve as our mole here
in the meantime. Hopefully we'll have you out of here in a few days, at most a week."
Pyotr gawked at him. "Damn, Genya. Are they actually onto us?"
"I sure hope not. If they kill off Rasputin and destroy his Horcrux before we can bring back
Lord Koschei there will be hell to pay as Koschei and his Horcrux will be likely be assigned
automatically to Boris Yeltsin, the closest thing that exists to the advisor to the Romanov
tsar. Hand over the Polyjuice Potions...thanks. Pyotr, here's my fake ID. I go by Misha
Kohut here, and your partner will go by Mila."
Pyotr nodded. "Misha and Mila. Got it."
Zygonov pointed. "The Kohut hairs and Polyjuice components are in a cabinet over here.
There should be more than enough to get us through the next six months, at which point
Koschei's takeover of Atlantis will likely be complete and we will no longer need to hide
anymore."
Vovchanckaya nodded. "Sounds like everything's all set. We chat for a moment to fool
anyone who's watching and Polyjuice into the Kohuts. You Polyjuice into the people we
came as and leave Atlantis. You send someone back Polyjuiced in my current form to pick
me up. She arrives and turns into Mila Kohut while I resume my current form and leave."
Zygonov nodded. "That's correct. Any questions?"
The two visitors looked at each other and shook their heads.
"Good. Let's get down to business."
To be continued...

Xandrel,

August 2nd, 2011 09:33 PM

Sensing much awesome incoming, brace yourselves people! :D

nlspeed,

August 2nd, 2011 09:48 PM

So, that update will be continued? Could you also post it again, updated and all?

acgoldis,

August 3rd, 2011 01:58 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by nlspeed (Post 4845597)
So, that update will be continued? Could you also post it again, updated and all?
I've updated it. Unfortunately, I don't have any obvious text for the Hermione version of the
books. I leave it to the imagination (at least for now -- perhaps I may throw in some lines
here or there after some of the episodes).
The Hermione books are going to be interesting if you think about it.
The first book is likely going to be focusing on her getting her Hogwarts acceptance letter
and her parents' reaction, learning magic for the first time, taunting Ron, being traumatized
with the troll, and so forth. It won't include seeing Quirrell/Voldemort in the Stone Chamber
as she didn't go in there -- it will have her reaction when Harry tells the tale later.
Book 2: Crush on Lockhart. Shock and possibly fear when she finds Harry is a Parselmouth.
Lots of stuff trying to figure out who the Heir of Slytherin is. Stress trying to make the
Polyjuice Potion and getting Millicent Bulstrode's hair. Terror about turning into a cat via
Polyjuice. When she's Petrified we'll assume her brain is still functioning and she's dying to
get out, hoping that she won't die this way.
Book 3: Beseeching McGonagall and Dumbledore for the Time-Turner and goofing around
with the Time-Turner, making sure she doesn't do anything stupid. Ends the same way as
the real book since Harry and Hermione share the same experience with the Time-Turner
rescuing Sirius.
Book 4: Less of a focus on the Triwizard Tournament other than trying to help keep Harry's
spirits up. Focus on Krum and elation he picked her to go to the Yule Ball. Fear that either
she or Ron will drown when they're told they'll be tied to the bottom of the lake for the
second task. At the end, she doesn't know whether to root for Krum or Harry. Fear Harry or
Krum was killed in the maze when the red sparks go up when Harry rescues Fleur. Fear that
Voldemort has returned and that she will be targeted as a Muggle-born.
Book 5 (pre-Super Bowl Breach): Reaction to Harry supposedly nearly being seen by the
boat and overhearing OOTP discussion which concludes going near the boat was a Bad Idea
which they "appear" to have gotten away with. Friction with Umbridge, figuring out whether
she should stay with Ron or continue communication with Krum, possible Ron/Krum
jealousy, then Super Bowl Breach

Tirion,

August 3rd, 2011 06:53 PM

Update #400.5: Return to Syrdan I
----------Monday, October 21, 1996
Green Dragon Inn
Neutral District
Glubbdubdrib
Galiver Consortium
----------Most of Glubbdubdrib's landmass was partitioned between the member nations of the
Galiver Consortium, belonging to their jurisdiction. However, the region where the Senate
and assorted offices stood was declared a neutral zone, and over time became a
multicultural gathering place... for the rich, naturally. Even though neither his birthplace
Syrdan, nor his second homeland Roqteratl was a member of the Consortium, Samanar
Naztheros was welcome here, as long as he had money. And that he had enough, and then
some. Sitting in a comfy armchair in the VIP backroom of a high-class establishment,
dressed in tailored robes of the latest fashion, sipping exotic and very expensive wine, the
only clue implying he wasn't always a rich aristocrat was the company he had- old friends
and partners of various races, some (like the pair of goblins wearing Muggle sunglasses
even indoors) quite out of place no matter how much money they left at the tailor's.
His business enterprise was surpassing all expectations. His starting funds have produced
profit, which he in turn invested again to upgrade his flying ship to the best of all the
spellcraft of the Hidden Nations. Copycats were quick to follow, but being there first and
having his Veela girlfriend with him at negotiations, he managed to obtain monopolies,
concessions and other exclusive trade arrangements cementing his place among the most
influential merchants operating between the Hidden Nations and the new Muggle/merpeople
trading posts, all in a matter of weeks. They also had the foresight to found a corporation,
Naztheros Shipping Company, and now he made an offer to other flying ship captains: join
the company, pay a share of their profits, and benefot from those monopolies. So far, 17
other captains have taken up on the offer.
There was some confusion about the company's laws, namely, if they should stick with the
archaic Guild design still dominant in the Hidden Nations, or to adopt some Muggle
cleverness, like a franchise or a Public Limited Company. Lacking familiarity with the latter,
they agreed to settle the argument later, and have individual contracts with Mr. Naztheros
as his employees. He, in turn, allowed them quite a bit of freedom provided they followed
some basic rules (no involvement in wars, no smuggling, etc), and was willing to listen to
their advice.
His musings were interrupted by someone knocking on the door. with permission granted to
enter, a robed man came in. He was short, wiry, with tanned olive skin and curly black haireven without family sigil, the wizard was obviously Syrdani. He bowed politely to another
apparent Syrdani and announced himself: "Wizard Alar Faramos, at your service, my lord
Naztheros, and at yours too, ladies and gentlebeings." As the tanned wizard didn't respond,
and a pale, red-haired gentleman began to chuckle softly, Alar blushed in embarassmenthe should have gone for the hair, instead of assuming his compatriot will have the same
complexion after spending two decades in an underwater city devoit of sunlight.

As the wizard quickly corrected his mistake, Sam went over what he knew about the man.
The Faramos family has been serving his for countless generations first as overseers and
retainers, but more often right hand men. When his father started openly advocating
abolition, they stayed loyal to him, and were consequently punished when the Noble and
Most Ancient House of Naztheros was stripped of all ranks and titles, of all lands and
holdings, and exiled from Syrdan. Obviously, they survived and regained some of their
former influence... "I presume you're here to join our brave and profitable enterprise,
Wizard Faramos."
The man nodded in approval, but also pulled a large tome from under his robe. "Correct,
but there's something else I must do first. I've spent two decades reclaiming what I could of
your family's possessions, and recently, this item came to me. As the last scion of your
House, this now belongs to you."
Sam recognised the book at first sight. It was the 4th volume of the Naztheros family
grimoires, a priceless collection of magical lore accumulated over two millennia.

To be continued...

acgoldis,

August 5th, 2011 02:16 AM

Update #401: It's the Stay-Puft Marshmallow Man
----------Tuesday, October 22, 297 AG [AD 1996]
Lilliput Lantern Newspaper
Lilliput
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 4/1.5%
----------NEXT UP: Where's an Aging Potion When I Need One?
----------Galiver's Descendants Return -- In Peace
We have all heard the legends about the return of the Dread Lamel Galiver bringing about the end of the world.
Teachers threatened to turn us over to Galiver if we misbehaved in class, parents begged us to reform our ways lest
Galiver take us, and we have wished that our former spouses and supervisors be punished by Galiver time and time
again. We've been taught from a young age that Galiver and the rest of the evil Muggles sought to conquer our land
and weaken our people by infecting us with deadly diseases. We've learned that the Galiver Consortium was
founded, and Protectors granted to all of its member states, to prevent further Muggle intrusion and to buy time to
rebuild our society in case the Muggles came calling again.
Yesterday, the legends finally came true. Galiver returned...but with the olive branch of peace instead of the sword
of war. For the first time in hundreds of years, Muggles have set foot upon Lilliput and South Lilliput and hace
promised us that there will be no more epidemics among our people.
At approximately 1:00 yesterday afternoon, a tremendous vessel carrying Muggles docked a few hundred feet away
from the capital and a Muggle man was escorted ashore by our own diplomats. This man stood approximately 6 feet
3 inches tall, a good twelve times the size of the average Lilliputian. He towered over our buildings, and when he

explored our neighborhoods -- walking around the perimeter to make sure he didn't damage any buildings or step on
any people -- the ground shook with every footstep he made.
Many of you may have thought that the end of the world had come, and that the apocalypse heralded by Judgment
Day was upon us. However, that is not the case. The man everyone in the city saw towering over the buildings was
our new Muggle ambassador, the Honorable Jermaine Gulliver-Brooks.
If his last name sounds familiar, it should. Mr. Gulliver-Brooks is a distant descendant -- eleven generations,
according to Muggle scholars -- of a British explorer named Lemuel Gulliver. About three hundred years ago,
Lemuel Gulliver encountered our islands on a British mission of discovery. We will not bother you with this tale as
you already know it. Needless to say, although the encounter with our ancestors went well at first, tragedy struck
shortly thereafter and the explorer's name was changed over time into Lamel Galiver and considered synonymous
with the Dark One.
Our wizards and politicians, including Her Majesty the Queen, have spoken with the Muggles to determine what
happened. You may be amazed to learn that the assault of the tremendous, carnivorous animals known as "rats" and
"dogs" Gulliver unleashed upon our nations was, in fact, unintentional. Stated simply, Lemuel Gulliver and his crew
were carrying large Muggle animals which saw most of our food sources as prey and would have likely eaten us had
it not been for our wings. Gulliver may have been civilized enough to not try to intentionally hurt us, but when those
animals got off the ship...that was a completely different story. There was no way for Captain Gulliver to have
known as he would have very likely not been paying attention to his "small" animals at the time. After all, do you
keep track of YOUR pets 24 hours a day?
Gulliver-Brooks was horrified when we told him the story of the attacks of 2-9 AG. Throwing diplomatic protocols
out the window, he broke down in tears -- a sight which all of you could not have missed as he towered above most
of the buildings. Although he knew very little about his explorer ancestor, he was fairly certain that Lemuel Gulliver
-- the man we had thought of as evil incarnate -- would have reacted the same way. Although he speaks a different
dialect of Galiver from the rest of us, that booming "The animals ate most of your food while virgin soil diseases got
everyone else sick?" would have woken the dead. Our wizards were skeptical at first and subjected him to a
Veritaserum test, whereupon they found that he had been telling the truth the entire time.
Our authorities then sent messages the British Minister of Magic, Nicholas Flamel, for confirmation. Not only did
Minister Flamel confirm this, he explained that he remembered the incident very well. Recall that Minister Flamel is
over six hundred years old, having lived this great age due to a now-destroyed Philosopher's Stone. The Ministry
suspected a virgin soil pandemic or invasive species incident almost from the beginning, as similar conditions had
killed most of the people in North America in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries AD. However, since the
Statute of Secrecy was already in place, there was little the wizards could do to help without exposing themselves.
Flamel recounts a near-schism in the British Wizarding world over assisting our people through those terrible early
years.
After rancorous debate, the Ministry decided not to intervene. This was not out of malice, however, as the British
wizards argued that our own wizards should be able to stop the animals. In our defense, our ancestors did actually
manage to reduce the mortality rate from 90% -- as it had been in North America -- to between 30% and 40%. But
even this rate -- one out of every three people -- dying on short notice is still a major disaster.
Note that the other Galiver nations' experiences with widespread disease also had a Muggle explanation. It was in
fact a situation known as a "virgin soil pandemic" where diseases in one area suddenly find themselves transmitted
to a second which is not prepared for them and as a result everyone gets sick. The Muggles had already adapted
themselves to not have to worry about the diseases, so they didn't even know they had them. However, when
Gulliver interacted with us, the diseases spread to our communities and appeared seemingly out of nowhere a few
years later.
Although Mr. Gulliver-Brooks represents the United Kingdom -- Lemuel Gulliver's nation -- he says he is willing to
serve as our representative to other nations as well in case our inhabitants are not comfortable interacting with
Muggles yet. He will take on this new responsibility after 1 year of working with us and getting to know us.

Nothing can atone for the horrors Lemuel Gulliver unwittingly unleashed upon our people. However, the British
have ensured that all of the members of the Galiver Consortium receive appropriate monetary and medical
compensation for the attacks. The Muggle world is in an economic recession right now, yet no fewer than 15 major
Muggle powers -- including both Judgment Key holders -- are contributing to a compensation fund. Our people will
be trained in medical practices which can do wonders even from a magical standpoint.
Muggle medical practices will be analyzed by the government and by the Senate in Glubbdubdrib and will be
available to all citizens once they are deemed safe and effective. The monetary compensation will be more than
enough to cover our debts and help improve the infrastructure all over the Galiver Consortium.
Many of you may wonder about whether the Galiver Consortium will continue to operate now that its original
purpose -- the defense of the world from Galiver -- is now gone. Rest assured, it will. We have been working
together for centuries now, and that is not going to change. The Galiver Senate has served a role similar to the
Muggle entity known as the United Nations, defusing issues before they can escalate into a war.
For those of you in South Lilliput who missed seeing the ambassador, be advised that he will be visiting Blefuscu
this afternoon and spending a few hours exploring South Lilliput. He may be tall and a Muggle, but do not hurt him.
He is a diplomat, here to help us, and the Head Wizard himself is convinced that he means no harm. He intends to
travel to Brobdingnag on Friday to provide second contact with the giants. His plan is to meet with all of the nations
Gulliver discovered in the order they were seen. Nations which joined the Consortium later, such as Dalernus, will
be visited at the end.
On behalf of the Lilliput Lantern, we would like to welcome Ambassador Gulliver-Brooks to our land. We both
sincerely hope and pray that second contact will be much more peaceful and mutually beneficial than first contact.
Judging from what we all heard yesterday from Mr. Gulliver-Brooks, this seems extremely likely.
After all, it's already been one day since he arrived upon our shores...and we have not seen one attack by one of his
creatures.
To be continued...

TheHumblePoet,

August 5th, 2011 05:36 AM

Once again, I am enthralled by this timeline. I read it whenever I have time, on my phone
etc.
I got a few questions. Muslims believe that jesus never died, but was in fact called up to
heaven before the crucifixion and a duplicate was crucified instead. This is one of the major
differences between the two faiths. How can Samuel reconcile this?
Also, it sends out of character for Harry to tell the entire sequence of events of the third
book to a reporter. He's not stupid and could know the implications if wizards found out
about it.

Tirion,

August 5th, 2011 06:52 AM

Couple of points: Fairies of Lilliput are Fey, like house-elves and leprechauns. Just like those
species, they aren't anywhere near human. All members of a Fey race has a set of magical
abilities, they have no Muggles, and the genetics are totally different from human Q Z etc
stuff.
I'd assume 'wizard' and 'Patronus' in Fey context are translation convention- a 'wizard' is
someone who professionally uses his/her racial abilities with great skill, just like an OTL
human craftsman- just because some of us know how to manufacture good quality leather

from animal skins, most of us lack the knowledge, practice and talent.
As for Patronus, it's a human spell requiring an active Q gene, and a wand. Fairies have
none of these, but we can assume their dedicated spellcasters too have magic-amplifying
tools, and an analogous spell.

acgoldis,

August 5th, 2011 10:08 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Tirion (Post 4856009)
Couple of points: Fairies of Lilliput are Fey, like house-elves and leprechauns. Just like those
species, they aren't anywhere near human. All members of a Fey race has a set of magical
abilities, they have no Muggles, and the genetics are totally different from human Q Z etc
stuff.
I'd assume 'wizard' and 'Patronus' in Fey context are translation convention- a 'wizard' is
someone who professionally uses his/her racial abilities with great skill, just like an OTL
human craftsman- just because some of us know how to manufacture good quality leather
from animal skins, most of us lack the knowledge, practice and talent.
As for Patronus, it's a human spell requiring an active Q gene, and a wand. Fairies have
none of these, but we can assume their dedicated spellcasters too have magic-amplifying
tools, and an analogous spell.
Duh (facepalm). The primary threat here is not going to be the disease as much as rats and
other animals getting off the boat and running amok. Will fix.
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Tirion,

August 5th, 2011 10:30 AM

Question to whoever read the books or watched the movies recently: how many legs do
dragons have?
EDIT: apparently, in the movies, they have 4 limbs total, the forelegs are the wings.

acgoldis,

August 5th, 2011 10:35 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by TheHumblePoet (Post 4855903)
Once again, I am enthralled by this timeline. I read it whenever I have time, on my phone
etc.
I got a few questions. Muslims believe that jesus never died, but was in fact called up to
heaven before the crucifixion and a duplicate was crucified instead. This is one of the major
differences between the two faiths. How can Samuel reconcile this?
Also, it sends out of character for Harry to tell the entire sequence of events of the third
book to a reporter. He's not stupid and could know the implications if wizards found out
about it.
Samuel may not have yet. That's why the conference is still going on. You've noticed that
I've got the conference going until the end of the timeline so I don't have to figure that out
or rule on it :)
Harry told the Time-Turner story to a Muggle reporter, not a Wizarding one. The wizards
figured out what happened through the Muggles and Harry didn't consider that possibility.
Incidentally -- would you believe that I am actually going to be making a pilgrimage to
Omega for a rest and relaxation meditation weekend today? It's about $330 or so (room,
board, food) for a weekend. It's about 4 hours from Boston. The only major change from
last time is that the clothing optional sauna has become permanently single-sex, much as it
was set up for the Samuelist conference with all the religious people in attendance (which
sort of makes sense -- Omega may want to get new guests, but it doesn't want have to wait
9 months for the guests to arrive). What is even more ironic is that 402 was supposed to
feature "A Day in the Life of Omega", which can be dropped as it doesn't really advance the
plot much. We can tell a wizard is at work if I had gotten up to 438 today:
438 -- Fri 11/22 DEFCON 3/3.9: A young adult trip to Omega, invited by Samuel. I visit
Omega for the weekend to see what's going on. A whole slew of spiritual seekers show up
from Generation 6-8: Michael Posner, Mike Silberstein, Michelle, Dara, etc. Michelle is told
that this used to be a summer camp a long time ago and she decides to make an Abrahamic
summer camp for kids called Happy Camp. Larry Rosenberg from the CIMC is there as well.

Tirion,

August 5th, 2011 07:51 PM

Update #401.5 Return to Syrdan II
----------Tuesday, October 22, 297 AG [AD 1996]

Green Dragon Inn
Neutral District
Glubbdubdrib
Galiver Consortium
----------To understand Alar Faramos's gift, we have to take a look at magocracies. In mundane,
modern societies the threat of Muggles, should the Statute of Secrecy fail, was serious
enough to force the wizards to cooperate and share as much power with each other as they
could. National or even international magic schools become the norm, and homeschooling is
negligable. Schools teach spells for all aspects of life, and when the newly graduated
student gets a job or some post-grad studies, his colleagues gladly share most of their
knowledge with him. Of course, Noble and Most Ancient Houses, especially those who like
the Malfoys live off their lands and holdings, tend to monopolize knowledge as long as they
can get away with it, but that usually means secret dietary requirements of a new breed of
magical sheep, as anything less situation-specific will very soon leak out to the general
public, like Snape's Sectumsempra curse.
Magocracies are not like that. From their founding to the last years of the 20th century,
none of the Hidden Nations has been threatened by Muggles. If the race has dedicated
spellcasters, they were treasured...or feared. Those lucky enough to be born a wizard or
witch (or Cunning One, as the goblins call theirs) had nothing to fear... except the others of
their kind. For without unifying external threats, the rivalry between them stayed much
stronger than their fellow wizards living among Muggles ever experienced.
Knowledge was power. And power was shared only with family, friends and trusted allies.
With Muggleborns popping up again and again, public schooling developed here too, but the
education they offered was generally less than what Hogwarts and other such schools
offered, and homeschooling was usually a de facto requirement of becoming a fully trained
wizard.
Syrdan, in particular, had the tradition to help Muggleborns obtain their rightful place as
wizards... assuming they lived long enough to prove themselves worthy. Their lives weren't
without danger, not even their childhoods: many times did nubile slaves and their toddlers
end up dead and their owner cursed when his wife discovered the signs of magic in their
slave's offspring and the wizard couldn't deflect suspicion quick enough. Assuming that
apathy from the mistress's part, or good lies (with enough Occlumency to beat Veritaserum)
or even actual fidelty and innocence from the master's part enabled the young Muggleborn
to reach sufficient age, (s)he was sent into a school where they taught the children some
magic, but more importantly reading, writing, general tidbits of culture, and above all, the
superiority of wizards. Those Muggleborns who seeked to help their slave families were
filtered out, and disappeared from the country while they were still manageably weak, one
way or the other. Most Muggleborns eagerly offered their loyalty to pureblood families in
exchange of jobs, arcane knowledge, and eventual marriage to surplus offsprings of the
House... and completely turned their back to their yahoo parents. There was a saying in the
plantations: "Ruthless, as an overseer who's momma has a forehead tattoo."
Anyway, all that knowledge that made the pureblood families so influential had to be
recorded somewhere. Enter the grimoires, books containing all sort of useful informations
and advices from crops to animal husbandry, from ancient geneologies to fertility potions,
from powerful warding runes to horrible hexes deliberately invented to be hard to copy.

These books were the prized treasure of wizard families, guarded, updated and looked after,
cherished as the House's millennia-spanning repository of knowledge. To lose it was worse
than death in the eyes of the Syrdani. So, when Melanar Naztheros publicly advocated
abolition and actually set his slaves free two decades ago, the rulers of the island nation
stripped him of all ranks and titles, of all lands and holdings, confiscated all his family
grimoires, and forced his whole family into exile. Perhaps understandably, the man soon
died- some say shame killed him, others suspect assasination, and his widow didn't linger
for long after that. Young Samanar was home-schooled in Roqteratl as long as there was
money for that, and ended up being a cunning businessman but only a mediocre wizard by
the standards of his kind. Now, the book returned to him offered new ways to increase his
power... and raised other questions.
Syrdan has changed a lot in the last few months. Slavery was abolished and the nation
didn't just blink out of existence, that alone had probably elicited a chuckling 'told ya' from
the late Melanar in Sheol, and a curious 'gotta see it for myself' from his son. With the
reason of their disgrace re-evaluated, perhaps it was time to restore the ancient family's
position in power. And if not, there were still other parts of the family library back there...

To be continued...

teg,

August 5th, 2011 08:21 PM

I'm really sorry to say this acglodis, but I don't like this timeline anymore.
Why?
Here is a short summary of my reasons:
i) It is set in the film universe instead of the book universe.
ii) There have started to be crossovers with books/films/series that have nothing to do with
the Harry Potter series. This means it has increasingly drifted away from the HP universe.
Don't get me wrong, I understand that other wizarding cultures would be different to the
British one but adding Men in Black to the HP universe? This is getting ridiclous.
iii) Because of all the unnecessary content and crossovers, the main storyline of the battle
against the Black God Cultists feels like it is going nowhere.

update #

Personally I would have either stopped this TL after
250 or jumped ahead a bit
to when Rasputin resurrects his master. At the moment it feels like nothing is really
happening... Sorry.
teg

acgoldis,
Quote:

August 5th, 2011 09:58 PM

Originally Posted by teg (Post 4857880)
I'm really sorry to say this acglodis, but I don't like this timeline anymore.
Why?
Here is a short summary of my reasons:
i) It is set in the film universe instead of the book universe.
ii) There have started to be crossovers with books/films/series that have nothing to do with
the Harry Potter series. This means it has increasingly drifted away from the HP universe.
Don't get me wrong, I understand that other wizarding cultures would be different to the
British one but adding Men in Black to the HP universe? This is getting ridiclous.
iii) Because of all the unnecessary content and crossovers, the main storyline of the battle
against the Black God Cultists feels like it is going nowhere.

update #

Personally I would have either stopped this TL after
250 or jumped ahead a bit
to when Rasputin resurrects his master. At the moment it feels like nothing is really
happening... Sorry.
teg
Sorry to hear that. Do you want me to focus more on the Black God stuff? Also, Men in
Black was not actually added in -- you'll notice that it never made it into the updates. That
was indeed too far out and I axed it.
Very often in real life there are long stretches where nothing interesting happens. In all
fairness, the timeline is experiencing the same problem Robert Jordan did -- there are so
many plots now that plots one person sees as interesting aren't seen often enough. In all
fairness, right now we're at the part where things are more or less "slowest" -- if you go by
DEFCON at least. They'll pick up again.
A lot of the stuff you're seeing now are cultural changes which, I freely admit, aren't exactly
blockbuster movie material as they tend to be more subtle. The books also effectively ended
with Voldemort's death and Judgment Day. If I were to ever make a movie out of it, it
would in fact end with 250.
Rest assured, the Black God stuff is going to come back. As a teaser, there's going to be a
huge 12-episode battle at the very end...which will include two MAJOR surprises and the
resolution of one of the two Prophecies.
If there's something you think is being overlooked, you can set it up for Shared World. If
you wish, I can show you the rest of the story and I'll see if I can do something.
The way I see it, a true timeline (as compared to a novel) has no defined "major plot", so to
speak. Lots of things happen, many of which have no bearing on each other, yet all of which
are butterflies of the things which occur beforehand. Some of these events may be
important to an individual reader or character, some may not, and they may range all over
society. This is Darwinian evolution here, not Lamarckian.

The books are unusual in that there IS a major plot arc: Voldemort. By the time Voldemort
falls, lots of the other "smaller" events are starting to butterfly into existence and they start
to dominate. This can have a major impact, especially when the scope is worldwide.
I confess that once I got to the end of the Judgment Day arc I wasn't exactly sure how
things would develop. All I knew was that the world wouldn't end with Judgment Day, and a
true timeline would continue after that.
I'm thinking of the course list at MIT and seeing how each of those disciplines have been
affected by the emergence of the wizards. Maybe this can show how all of these small plot
lines are having an impact.
1. Civil engineering -- underwater cities, cities being retrofitted for flying and teleporting
2. Materials science -- probably Invisibility Cloak stuff, that type of stuff
3. Mechanical engineering -- magically enhanced objects (e.g. David's "sling")
4. Architecture -- the rebuilt MacGregor using magical techniques
5. Chemistry -- increased study of radioactive elements
6. Computer science -- quantum computer (new Millennium Goal to be introduced later)
7. Biology -- Q and Z genetics, new species of Homo sapiens
8. Physics -- relativistic transportation
9. Psychology/cognitive science -- possible work with the Pensieve
10. Chemical engineering -- to be seen later
11. Urban studies -- removal of waste products via Portkey
12. Earth, atmospheric, and planetary science -- easy space missions via Portkey
13. Naval engineering -- will start to crop up when people discover and study the wreck of
the Iavet
14. Economics -- Galleon as gold standard
15. Management -- none
16. Aerospace -- new flying objects
17. Political science -- Hidden Nations experimenting with new forms of government
18. Math -- POSSIBLE thread where P is effectively forced to be equal to NP because magic
will allow the algorithm to choose the right answer even if P != NP
and so forth.

Tirion,

August 6th, 2011 04:29 PM

A few possible uses for Obliviation:
therapy for PTSD, post-rape trauma and other bad stuff: I think some people would gladly
get rid of some memories.
powerful Obliviation, like what Lockhart did both intentionally and unintentionally, plus the
insertion of 'false' memories, plus mental blocks and suggestions, plus Unbreakable Oaths
added for safety, equals resocialization, a la Starcraft.
Of course it can be failed, just like any other magic. But the worst you can get is amnesia,
which isn't that bad, compared to what happens when you ingest Transfigured food, and
then it turns out the wizard failed to make the Transfiguration permanent:eek::eek: Though

there are rules about summoning and transfiguring food, more specifically a ban on that,
probably for this reason.

FDW,

August 7th, 2011 08:38 AM

Just caught up with all the updates. I can say that while I haven't liked the increasing
marginalization of Harry, the story's still been pretty interesting so far.

acgoldis,

August 7th, 2011 11:43 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by FDW (Post 4864232)
Just caught up with all the updates. I can say that while I haven't liked the increasing
marginalization of Harry, the story's still been pretty interesting so far.
Thanks!
Harry is actually going to be showing up in the next episode. However, like Xandrel/Astraan
said, once Voldemort dies and the butterflies go worldwide, one underage wizard isn't going
to have as much of an impact anymore. As a teaser, one of the Big Three is, in fact, going
to do something which will completely change the course of the Battle of Buyan...and
possibly the world. You'll have to wait until the very end for that though :).
Hint: the person in question has an R in his or her first name :P
Basically, as you've seen, the first half has all the action and the second half has all of the
more subtle cultural and societal changes which would be good for a scholarly paper. The
first half is the classic fantasy novel, the second is the domain of the sociologists...up to the
big battle at the end. But don't worry, you're going to see lots of action in the last 100
episodes. You've got to get from DEFCON 4 to almost DEFCON 1, after all, and Koschei
coming back isn't all of it.
Besides, admit it -- you want to know if Hermione winds up with Ron, William, Harry (this
would likely require Ginny dying or dumping him, which for all you know could happen -I've killed off big characters already, and I have plans for at least FOUR characters from the
books to die along the rest of the way), or none of the above. Remember that many of
William's handlers want him hooked up with Laura Spencer or Princess Madeleine.
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Update #402: Where's an Aging Potion When I Need One?
----------Wednesday, October 23, 1996
Hog's Head Tavern
Hogsmeade
United Kingdom
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 4/1.5%

----------NEXT UP: Biggest Ship Ever Built? Supposedly Unsinkable? Thousands On Board? What
Could Possibly Happen?
----------Harry and Ron had been looking forward to this Hogsmeade trip for a while. Unfortunately,
this trip had proven to be a bit of a letdown.
With all of the dementors and Aurors scouring the town for information on the Death Eater
who had attacked Hogwarts and killed Professor Snape, the mood in the city was somber, to
say the least. The dementors were making everyone depressed, and several of the
shopkeepers were so down that they had simply closed their shops until the crisis had
passed. There weren't many customers, and most of the people browsing in the stores
hadn't been in the mood to buy anything useful.
There were still no new information about the attacker. The Daily Prophet had reported that
Flamel could have sworn that all of the Death Eaters in Britain had been accounted for and
that no new cells had started up since Judgment Day. Nature abhorred a vacuum, as
Professor Hawking liked to say, so the rumor mill immediately began turning. The attack
had purported been triggered by a revived Voldemort, a Snape who had turned back to the
Death Eaters and been killed by the Aurors, Britain for Humans somehow having the nerve
to hire a wizard, and so forth. None of these seemed to fit the circumstances, however.
Large sections of Hogsmeade were off limits as the dementors continued the investigation.
The Forbidden Forest was also out of bounds, but this time for an entirely different reason.
Supposedly a fight had broken out between the dementors investigating the forest and the
centaurs there and several people had been killed on both sides. There were rumors that
Aragog, Hagrid's half-tame Acromantula, had been killed by the Aurors as a creature that
big would have been a threat to both Hogsmeade and Hogwarts. Aragog had gotten a few
reprieves at first when his supposed executioners had collapsed in pain when they tried to
kill him, thanks to the Aes Sedai oaths preventing use of magical against sentient beings.
Eventually, though, they managed to find someone who was not sworn and dispatch him
that way. Harry would have paid to see the expression on Hagrid's face if the former Care of
Magical Creatures professor ever returned to school.
Students were not allowed to travel around Hogsmeade unless they were in groups of at
least three or more (or there was a teacher in attendance). For the first time, underage
wizards were allowed to defend themselves outside of school without having to worry about
disciplinary hearings.
Harry and Ron had planned to explore the city a little with Hermione, but Aberforth
Dumbledore had held Hermione behind as soon as the group emerged into the Hog's Head
from the Room of Requirement. When Harry asked why Hermione couldn't attend, Aberforth
claimed that Hermione had been inducted into the Order of the Phoenix now that she had
turned seventeen. She would not be able to do much during the semester, of course.
However, since the Order had now set up shop in Hogsmeade, she would at least be able to
attend the meetings.
Harry had been a bit miffed at Aberforth's decision. For one thing, they had been forced to
find a third person to go exploring with them, which inevitably meant both Ginny and
Neville. However, Harry couldn't help but think that he had a right to be the member of the
Order. So he wasn't seventeen yet. Big deal. He had EARNED it, for crying out loud. He had
destroyed two Horcruxes, the locket and the cup. In fact, if the rumors were true about Tom
Riddle's diary, he had actually finished off three! He was a trained Voldemort hunter, yet he

was not officially a member of the Order? What the hell was going on here?
"Where's an Aging Potion when I need one?", he thought.
Harry and his friends noticed that many Muggle stores had opened up in Hogsmeade.
Amazingly, they were actually doing a decent amount of business. The shopkeepers may
have felt a little down because of the dementors. However, their saving grace was the fact
that they couldn't actually SEE the dementors. The food service establishments were getting
zero customers as the Wizarding food was much better than Muggle food. Electronic
equipment was popular until the Muggles realized it wouldn't work well with wizards running
around. Games like Scrabble and Monopoly had made inroads into British Wizarding society,
and supposedly Hasbro was in the process of making a Wizarding version of Monopoly with
Atlantis in the Boardwalk space.
After what seemed to have been an hour, Hermione raced down from the upper levels of
the tavern followed by the rest of the members of the Order of the Phoenix. She gestured
frantically for Ron and Harry to follow her. Aberforth glared at her sharply for a moment.
She glared right back at him, at which point he threw his hands up in the air and nodded.
Excited, the three students headed into an empty store for the debriefing.
Harry spoke first. "All right, Hermione. What can you tell us that we're not supposed to
know?"
Hermione whistled. "A lot. They're still working with Atlantis to try to figure out who these
Zygonovs are working for. They've discovered that a group of people associated with the
Black God Tchernobog may be involved. We can't tell if their association with Tchernobog is
coincidental, though. The investigation is continuing."
Harry frowned. "Tcherno WHAT?"
"Tchernobog. He's an evil Slavic god and he's got a bit of a cult following in eastern Europe.
Think of him roughly on the same level as Satan."
Ron grunted. "Devil worshipers. What a surprise. Voldemort would fit right in."
"Amen, Ron. Does this cult have a branch in Britain?"
"Not that I know of, which is even more puzzling. However, Harry, I've come across some
information which will affect you personally. For some reason, you could be a target for the
Death Eaters."
Harry stared at her. "Bloody WHAT? Why aren't they telling me this?"
Hermione looked down the street to make sure no one was watching. "Are you familiar with
the story of the Deathly Hallows?"
Ron nodded. Harry, however shook his head. "Never heard of it?"
Hermione explained. "It's a Wizarding tale which was believed to be a legend until Perenille
Flamel claimed that it was true."
Ron's jaw dropped. "The Deathly Hallows really exist?"

"Yes, Ron. Now let me finish, this time with the legend turned into information which is
more likely and more practical. Many years ago, someone -- in the story Death -- created
three powerful magical items: the Elder Wand, the Resurrection Stone, and the Invisibility
Cloak. The tale goes on to say that whoever collections all three of these artifacts can
become the master of Death."
Harry's eyes widened. "Master of Death? You mean he can overrule Death and bring people
back to life?"
Hermione nodded. "That's the theory. Dr. Flamel and the rest of the Ministry is convinced
that the attack on Hogwarts was an attempt to take control of the Elder Wand, which
happened to be in use by Dumbledore at the time. Once they have all three Hallows, they
cast some powerful spell to revive Voldemort from the dead."
Harry swore. "Bloody hell. Just what we need."
Ron, however, was focused on something else. Turning to Hermione, he said:
"DUMBLEDORE has the Elder Wand?"
Hermione shook her head. "Had, Ron. If the stories are correct, defeating the Elder Wand's
owner in battle causes the Wand to change its allegiance to the person who won the duel.
Considering that Dumbledore's wand is now gone, the Ministry is assuming that they've
already gotten their first Hallow."
Ron and Harry looked at each other. "Bloody hell. That's bad."
Hermione continued. "That leaves two Hallows left. The Resurrection Stone was also in
Dumbledore's possession -- in fact, Voldemort made a Horcrux out of it. We can rest
assured that the Death Eaters are not going to get that because Flamel's wife had that
shipped directly to Atlantis. If all else fails, Dagher can always order Linda Warren to send it
off into space."
Both boys laughed at that. However, Harry's chuckling stopped abruptly. "Hermione, what
happens if a Death Eater mole makes it into Atlantis?"
Hermione grinned. "Highly unlikely, Harry. They do background checks. Besides, like I said,
they can always send the Resurrection Stone into the sun somewhere -- that should destroy
it."
Her expression then turned serious. "Here is where Harry comes in. Although we know that
the Death Eaters won't be able to reunite the Hallows, they don't. This means that they are
naturally going to try to get their hands on everything...including the third Hallow, the
Invisibility Cloak."
Ron snorted. "What does Harry have to do with..."
His voice drained away. Slowly, he looked at Harry, and then back at Hermione. "You have
GOT to be kidding."
Hermione shook her head. "I'm afraid not. Dumbledore had Harry's cloak in his possession
for a while. He strongly believes that it is the third Hallow."
Harry nodded abruptly. "THAT Explains why Flitwick and Moody wanted my Cloak!"

"Exactly. They realize that the cloak's owner may be in danger and they want to take it onto
themselves. They want to keep you safe, Harry. Do not ask for that cloak back, because
you're not going to get it."
Harry grumbled. "Can I at least get the Marauder's Map back?"
"I'm afraid not, Harry. The Order doesn't have it. And even if it did, Flitwick is right. If you
get that back, the school will confiscate it immediately. As it is, the map may already be in
Death Eater hands."
Harry looked at his two friends "I see. So what are we going to do about this?"
----------------------Crabbe and Goyle took advantage of the Hogsmeade trip to spend some time in the library.
Crabbe admitted that he'd probably not spent this much time in the library during his
previous five years combined.
He opened the book on potions and slammed his finger down on the page. "That's it, Greg.
Polyjuice Potion. We take the forms of Ron and Harry, incapacitate them, enter the
Gryffindor common room, and take the Cloak. If we're lucky, Harry will have it on him and
we'll be able to nick it without having to risk using the potion."
Goyle looked at the potion description and frowned. "I'm not sure about this. Without Snape
to help us this looks like it's going to be tricky."
Crabbe nodded. "Indeed, it will be tricky. However, we're almost seventeen. We can't rely
on Draco anymore, and we're going to have to take risks to get this Death Eater cell to
approve of us. Well, my friend? Are you in?"
Goyle looked at the potion, swallowed, and nodded. "You got it. I'm in. Let's get cracking."
To be continued.

Xandrel,
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Let me guess, Crabbe and Goyle are going to fail hilariously. :D

Jcoggins,

August 7th, 2011 03:55 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 4864405)
Thanks!
Harry is actually going to be showing up in the next episode. However, like Xandrel/Astraan
said, once Voldemort dies and the butterflies go worldwide, one underage wizard isn't going
to have as much of an impact anymore. As a teaser, one of the Big Three is, in fact, going
to do something which will completely change the course of the Battle of Buyan...and
possibly the world. You'll have to wait until the very end for that though :).
Hint: the person in question has an R in his or her first name :P

Basically, as you've seen, the first half has all the action and the second half has all of the
more subtle cultural and societal changes which would be good for a scholarly paper. The
first half is the classic fantasy novel, the second is the domain of the sociologists...up to the
big battle at the end. But don't worry, you're going to see lots of action in the last 100
episodes. You've got to get from DEFCON 4 to almost DEFCON 1, after all, and Koschei
coming back isn't all of it.
Besides, admit it -- you want to know if Hermione winds up with Ron, William, Harry (this
would likely require Ginny dying or dumping him, which for all you know could happen -I've killed off big characters already, and I have plans for at least FOUR characters from the
books to die along the rest of the way), or none of the above. Remember that many of
William's handlers want him hooked up with Laura Spencer or Princess Madeleine.
i have a solution for this lack of harry problem

nlspeed,
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And that solution is...?

Jcoggins,

August 7th, 2011 07:20 PM

get someone to write a side story about harry, like tirion's side stories. That way he'll still
get alot of focus and the other can put his attention on existing issues

acgoldis,
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Jcoggins (Post 4865462)
get someone to write a side story about harry, like tirion's side stories. That way he'll still
get alot of focus and the other can put his attention on existing issues
I agree. I can put in some little blurbs about Harry in the main timeline, but unless I cut out
some other plot lines it will make for very long updates.
Be advised that these other Harry updates have to be worked around the rest of the main
timeline, so the writer will need information on what will happen later on if need be.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Astraan (Post 4864602)
Let me guess, Crabbe and Goyle are going to fail hilariously. :D
Don't be so sure about that. Yes, Crabbe+Goyle have roughly the same IQ as Hermione
(note the double meaning of the "plus" sign there). However:

1. They're working together, whereas Hermione worked alone (I'm not sure how much
Harry and Ron helped, and Moaning Myrtle didn't do much good)
2. The instructions are already available for them to read.
3. They have 5+ years of potion making each under their belts, which is three times what
Hermione had when she did her Polyjuice.
4. Snape likely gave them experience making potions during his masquerade as a Death
Eater.
5. A good Potions instructor, such as Slughorn, would likely have explained the Polyjuice
Potion to his class once word leaked out that it was used by Zygonova and it made the
news. If so, they may realize that they were victims of Polyjuice during their second year.
Furthermore, you can assume that Slughorn figured out Hermione et al. had used it
(particularly if Crabbe/Goyle start remembering stuff) and would have docked Gryffindor X
points for experimentation with dangerous spells.
6. They can choose to test the potion on a hapless first-year to see if there are any
problems.
Of course, I may always choose to have them turn into a frog and then go to Draco to get
help...
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Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 4866103)
Don't be so sure about that. Yes, Crabbe+Goyle have roughly the same IQ as Hermione
(note the double use of the "plus" sign there). However:
1. They're working together.
2. The instructions are already available for them to read.
3. They have 5+ years of potion making each under their belts, which is three times what
Hermione had when she did her Polyjuice.
4. Snape likely gave them experience making potions during his masquerade as a Death
Eater.
Of course, I may always choose to have them turn into a frog and then go to Draco to get
help...
But Harry doesn't have the cloak anymore...
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Astraan (Post 4866110)
But Harry doesn't have the cloak anymore...
Correct. However, Crabbe and Goyle don't know that.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Astraan (Post 4866110)
But Harry doesn't have the cloak anymore...
Maybe he gets a new one? There are plenty of other cloaks, it's just that none are as good
as his

Xandrel,
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Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 4866197)
Correct. However, Crabbe and Goyle don't know that.
What I meant to say is that their mission will be a failure because they plan to steal the
cloak.
When they get there and see that the cloak is missing, they aren't going to think "success!".
:p
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Jcoggins (Post 4866223)
Maybe he gets a new one? There are plenty of other cloaks, it's just that none are as good
as his
Unlikely. I would suspect those Cloaks are very expensive, and even Ron says they're rare.
I would figure that the only way to get Cloaks would be to get involved with the
Ministry/government somehow.
At any rate, here are some good "Harry filler" plots.
1. Draco tries to befriend Harry. What does Harry do?
2. Ron/Ginny go "mental" trying to recover from Fred's death. Harry plays therapist and
gets into Ron's head.

3. Harry gets into Ginny as well, for the first time, in a manner which needs to be written
using family-friendly language. Deciding that this type of exploration could be useful, Ron
starts to get into Hermione the same way. George Weasley gives them brotherly advice.
The problem with this idea is that it's TOO cliche. Also, if the staff catches Harry and Ginny
in these lessons we can assume they'll be expelled or at least given three weeks of
detention.
4. Quidditch stuff.
5. Harry, Ron, and Hermione talk with J. K. Rowling.
6. Hermione signs off on parts of J. K. Rowling's first Hermione book. Quotes would appear
in the episodes.
7. Word leaks out that Harry had the Philosopher's Stone for a brief time and people start
asking him about it.
8. Hermione/William/Ron love triangle (though the climax of that will appear later on in my
series).
9. Harry is given permission to do Muggle interviews on weekends.
10. Slug Club stuff.
11. Expansion of SPEW (now SPIW) among Hogsmeade residents.
12. Hermione (and other 17+'s in Dumbledore's Army) being drafted for overseas
deployment if necessary. This hasn't been mentioned yet in the timeline, but it will come
into play later.
13. Harry et al. help George Weasley set up Joke Shop II in Hogsmeade.
14. Hermione's parents are shown to be Q father and Z mother.
15. Hermione has a younger sister, Artemisia, who is 12 [Fake Name Generator]. She is
found to be a Q witch. She wants to enter Hogwarts and talks with the Trio. Note that at
one point Hermione had a younger sister in but the character never made it in:
Siblings: At one time in the writing process, Hermione had a younger sister (WBD 2004);
however, Rowling decided not to include that character, so Hermione is an only child (EBF
2004) (WBD 2004).
16. Petunia -- in jail -- discovers she's Z-only. I'm not sure if Dudley's told her he's Z-only.
Vernon is straight Muggle.
Stuff like that.
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Update #402.5 Noah Would Be Proud
----------Wednesday, October 23, 1996
Archon's Office
Sapphire Caverns
Trapananda
----------Avernus, of House Qełthas, the First of His Name, Archon of Trapananda, Protector of the
Realm of the Living, titles, titles... was reading an after-action report from the Watch,
detailing their failure to track any more of the escaped Death Eater supporters... just as
usual. Pointing his wand at the scroll and uttering a charm in Old Mermish, he wrote his

thoughts below the report. "Note to self: train Auror force that remains competent
even after their convenient global spell-tracking device is disabled, ASAP."
He had been crowned barely a week ago, with relatively little ceremony as the city-state
was still recovering from the recent coup and brief civil war. Making him the Archon was a
necessary compromise to prevent more infighting: House Qełthas was an Oldblood family,
thus acceptable to the more traditionalist elements, but Avernus couldn't be linked to the
attrocities of the last two regimes and he had personally helped in taking the last one down
by destroying the Observer's focus point in the Nazca Desert. That didn't mean he liked his
new position: he had the responsibility of leading the merwizards in an unprecedented time
of trouble and change, and his power was significantly less than what his precedessors had.
And he had so much to do...
Such as getting familiar with some classified projects. Formerly being a high-ranking
member of the Watch, he already knew some of those, but there were surprises, and he
suspected this time will be like those. He quickly summed up what he knew of this one:
Merwitch Joronda of House Maerdlle. She was a head of her House, that had a private
academy going since the city's foundation, healers mostly. He wondered what their secret
would be.
There was a flashing light coming from a warning crystal, about the same as a human
doorbell ringing. Outside the veil closing off his office, a bodyguard announced the visitor.
Avernus pointed his wand at the veil and deactivated it, allowing her through. Measuring up
the witch in one look, he said the traditional greetings and added: "Now, please keep this as
brief and informal as you can while still telling me all you must, I'm a bit tired of this
ceremonial crap."
The old female nodded in understanding, and began her story. "As you know, Archon, our
city was founded to be the failsafe for the human Judgement Day protocol. But what you
don't know is how exactly we'd do it. All we do is apparently this: gather all merpeople who
can do magic, train them, and hope that when the might of Atlantis fails to save the world,
somehow we will be strong enough to do it. But it's not true. Our real mission is not
preventing the catastrophe: if Atlantis fails, it's already happened, and no amount of Timeturning can undo it. Our mission is to rebuild... and this is where Project Re-Genesis comes
into play."
"For thousands of years we've been experimenting with restoring ecosystems after
extinction events, and by now, I'm proud to report that we have made incredible progress.
We have gathered samples from all sort of ecosystems, enough from each to make it
complete, and have stored them in stasis." Avernus interrupted: "How can you know it'll
work? There were no such extinction events since the fall of the Old Ones!"
A smug smile spread on the wrinkled face. "I know it works, because we tested it. Every few
years, a new island is born when underwater volcanoes reach the surface. Those are devoit
of life, even more harsh than what our predictions are, yet a reasonable number of our
specimens survive, an average of 30% of introduced species are still there after 10 years."
"Is that safe? Wouldn't Muggles find those islands and wonder how life got there?" -"We had

no such problems, Your Grace, we have always chosen species that weren't that much out
of place, and a Muggle could have let them loose there: mice, rats, cats, dogs, goats,
rabbits, that kind of things. We allowed a greater variety of plant and bird life, but as we
know they accept those far easier, even if they are so strange- they just convince
themselves those were blown there by the winds."
A thought came to the Archon. "What kind of cataclysm did you prepare for? Does it include
a nuclear world war?" The witch sighed. "We had no way of safely testing nuclear sites, and
the scenarios were a supervolcano eruption and a second Hammer of Ra impact, with
terrestial impact sites. Both would result in an ice age that we can weather out here, and a
layer of ash not unlike that of volcanic islands. As for using it in irradiated environments,
perhaps you could get someone in Atlantis to cooperate once you contact them."
"I'll do that. I expect a detailed, written report of Project Re-Genesis by the end of the
week. Until then, I wish you the best luck and inspiration, Lady Maerdlle."

To be continued...

acgoldis,
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Update #403: Biggest Ship Ever Built? Supposedly Unsinkable?
Thousands On Board? What Could Possibly Happen?
----------Thursday, October 24, 1996
Eastern Mediterranean Sea
200 Miles From Egypt
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 4/1.5%
----------NEXT UP: Accio Nirvana!
----------Joanna Gifford whistled and looked at the computer monitor. "There's definitely something
down there, all right. It's long and almost perfectly straight. That can't be natural. Dr. Albaf,
can you come and check this out?"
The Egyptian archeologist came over to the screen and checked out the results of a radar
scan of the seafloor. The device had been configured -- thank you, Wizard Bařina -- to pick
up any signs of wood or within the top 100 feet of the ocean floor. He nodded excitedly
when he saw the huge red streak plastered across the screen.
"That's definitely worth a look, Dr. Gifford. How did you find out about this?"
The American smiled. "We've known about it for a long time. People have always joked they
thought it was the keel of the Titanic, albeit in the wrong ocean. Which reminds me,
however: are you sure that this is what we're looking for? There are lots of shipwrecks down
here. Besides, I would suspect that the people would have reported this anomaly as a

shipwreck had it truly been a shipwreck."
Albaf nodded. "I highly doubt it, Dr. Gifford, for one major reason. As far as we knew, there
was no way this could realistically have been a shipwreck. It's far too large for the time
period. You've seen a lot of ancient Egyptian vessels in the museums and so forth. If this is
indeed a shipwreck, the ship must have been at least the size of the Titanic. That's probably
why they called it an anomaly and not a shipwreck."
Gifford turned to the man next to her. "How far down is she?"
The technician crunched the numbers. "The main anomaly is about 70 feet down or so.
However, there appears to be a large field of debris around the target, including several
wooden and primitive metal objects. Judging from what I'm seeing, it sure looks like a
wreck to me. And a very old one, to boot. Had it not been for the size, we'd have identified
her a long time ago."
Albaf and Gifford rounded on the technician in unison. "How old? Can you estimate a date
given the depths of the sediment?"
The technician turned to look at one of his charts, and his eyes widened. "Son of a bitch.
That depth corresponds to approximately 4850 +/- 100 years old. In other words, 2850 +/100 BC."
All three of them turned to face the bearded man in the back of the room. "Well, Wizard
Bařina? You've been talking with Grand Mugwump Dagher and Ambassador Dialonis. What's
the current estimate of the date of the Hammer of Ra impact?"
Gifford knew what the answer was immediately simply by watching the Czech wizard's
reaction. Nevertheless, the mage answered the question in a hushed voice. "2750 +/- 75
BC. Intriguingly, there was a solar eclipse in May 2807 which could have been mentioned in
some of the flood myths."
The four team members loked at each other. Finally, the technician voiced what they were
all thinking. "Good Lord. The two error bars overlap, and that overlap includes that 2807
date. This has GOT to be it. I'd say we send down the submersible to check her out. We'll
first examine the surface and see if there are any artifacts up there. If there are, we go full
bore. Wizard Bařina, are you sure that you will not be able to make it so the submersible
can transport itself into the sea bed?"
Bařina shook his head. "In theory, we can transport it into the seabed. However, we won't
be able to see much with the sand around. Besides, trolling around for artifacts in the area
could jeopardize the safety of the submersible as well as possibly contaminate the site. If
this is indeed the wreck of Noha-Pishtin's lost ship, we have no right to damage her. We'll
do drills for now, and if necessary Portkeys to retrieve samples."
Gifford turned to Albaf. As the Egyptian representative and the head of the expedition, it
was up to him to make the final decision. After all, the expedition had unanimously
considered the wreck to be Egyptian property.
Albaf drew a deep breath. "This is the best lead we've gotten so far, and it wouldn't hurt to
take a better look. Send the sub down and have them investigate that big anomaly."
The technician shook his head. "We can't do that, Dr. Albaf. Remember that the main

anomaly is underground. All we have access to are the fragments on the surface."
Albaf shrugged. "Very well then. Start with the surface and we'll go on from there."
The technician nodded, and Gifford picked up the phone to start talking with the team in
charge of the submersible.
-------------Six hours later, the team crowded around the computer monitor as the automated sub
approached the seafloor. The little ship had a camera in front which was broadcasting a
signal up to the surface. For the longest time, the display had just shown an empty water
column interrupted here and there by odd-looking fish.
The technician called out the altitude from the radar sounder on board the ship. "20
feet...15 feet...10 feet..."
Albaf raised his hand as the seafloor slowly rose into view. "Stop at 5 feet -- we don't want
the engines to start raising a sandstorm down there and making it so we can't see
anything."
The technician nodded and the image froze with the camera hovering five feet above the
bottom. A small, oddly shaped fish, surprised by the intruder, came over to take a closer
look. Seeing that the camera was not edible, it swam away.
Albaf turned Gifford. "How far away are we from the nearest artifact?"
Gifford looked at her screen. "About 8 feet, bearing 175."
Albaf nodded and turned to the technician. "All right, David. Move it over so we're right
above the artifact. We'll start numbering the artifacts as we see them. We'll call this one
Artifact 1-1 and go from there: the first artifact from this dive site. Got that?"
Gifford nodded. "Yup. Artifact 1-1."
The image shifted slowly as it closed in on its target. The team was all pent up with
excitement, and they let it all out in an amazed gasp when they saw the object make its
way into the field of view.
Gifford spoke rapidly. "That looks like a piece of wood! How big do you make it, maybe 2
feet long by 8 inches wide?"
Albaf hesitated a moment as he converted that to meters. "That sounds about right. Take
enough pictures to document the sample and then let the wizard take a look at it."
The team spent the next five minutes feverishly taking pictures of the artifact from all
angles. The piece of wood seemed more or less featureless with the exception of a small
hole in the center, where a black object maybe four inches across appeared to have
penetrated it and gotten stuck in the wooden matrix.
Albaf looked at the screen momentarily and frowned. "Something doesn't seem right here.
Where are all the parasites and stuff? Surely SOMETHING must have eaten through this
object over all these years. I'm starting to wonder if this is a piece of a separate wreck. Do
you have something which does carbon-14 dating in there?"

Gifford shook her head. "No, but we do have something like that in the lab. Thanks to the
intervention our Czech friend here, we should get a result within half an hour."
Albaf bit his lip. He really didn't want to damage the sample, but he didn't have much of a
choice here. "All right, then. Take tiny pieces of the edge of the artifact and see if we can
get a piece of that black thing."
The technician frowned. "I think the black thing is just a rock. But there should be rocks --"
He cut himself off when he realized that there WEREN'T any rocks around. The wreck had
landed in a sandy area, and the fact that the rock was there was also a it surprising.
Meanwhile, the wizard finished the technician's thought. "I don't think it's natural, David. It
could be a decoration. It could be a magical stone of some sort, possibly used to prevent
marine creatures from damaging the hull. For all we know, it could make the hull
waterproof. I agree, Dr. Ablaf. We want to take samples of both if possible.
Gingerly working the submersible's robotic arms, Gifford took tiny samples of the two
regions and stored them in the submersible's hull. She then moved out of the way so that
the wizard could cast the Duplication Charm on the artifact so that the team could study it
while leaving the site intact.
The submersible began making its way up to the surface as the artifact's duplicate appeared
on the boat. Working quickly, the wizard cast a spell around the copy which would protect it
from the air yet still allow the team to examine it. For the first time in millennia, the artifact
could be seen under natural light, light whose colors had not been attenuated by water. The
resulting observations brought virtually everyone into the little control room.
The piece of wood had portions of what appeared to be three hieroglyphs on it. They had
been drawn on in red ink which had survived in the abyss after all these years. Cameras
flashed everywhere as Albaf stared at the copy in amazement.
"Those are definitely hieroglyphs, and judging from the shapes of the characters old ones to
boot. This is very, very promising. I'm going to want to see the carbon-dating results before
we claim victory."
Gifford whispered the obvious question: "What do they say?"
Albaf shook his head. "I can't tell without more context -- they seem to be in the middle of
a word somewhere. Suffice it to say that we know the wreck is Egyptian, and old Egyptian
as well. I would give a good 50% chance at least that we have found the Iavet at last after
three months of searching."
The team then looked at the copy of the rock, which appeared to have been burned
somewhat on the outside. Turning to the wizard, he pointed at the rock. "What's the rock
for? Is it used in spells at some point? It looks like it's been burned, and it's not charcoal. I
haven't seen anything like this before."
The wizard shrugged. "Neither have I. However, we have a lot of time to look at it. Let's
first see what the carbon dating and spectroscopy tests give us on the originals."
-----------------Five hours later, the results for the carbon dating test on the wood sample retrieved from
the submersible had come back: 4793 +/- 85 years. The team burst out in cheers when
they heard that. All they had to do now was tell the rest of the world.

Noah's Ark had finally been found. One of them, at least.
However, there was still one more surprise to come. Half an hour later, the results came
back on the rock sample which had punctured the wood.
Albaf looked at the report in confusion. "Iridium? What on earth would wizards do with
iridium? Pavel, is there anything about iridium which makes it special to wizards?"
The wizard shook his head. "Not that I know of, Dr. Albaf. Then again, I'm not exactly an
authority on --"
Bařina's reply was cut off by an shocked scream from Gifford. Everyone turned to her and
saw that her face was white with terror...and awe.
Albaf turned to her. "Dr. Giffords, what's wrong?"
Gifford could barely speak. "I think I know what that rock is. It just occurred to me."
"Really? Please, illuminate us."
She opened her mouth to continue the explanation when suddenly the computer technician
got it as well, and turned to stare at the copy of the rock fragment still embedded in the
artifact. He turned to Gifford, who nodded. "The iridium gives it away."
There was a delay of a few seconds, after which both people suddenly began to cry.
Albaf threw his hands up in the air. "What in Allah's name is going on here? What are you
guys all worked up about? We've found the wreck! You should be happy!"
Gifford wiped her eyes. "We've found more than the wreck, Dr. Albaf. You see, iridium is a
very rare element on Earth's surface as most of it is embedded deep in the core. What this
usually means is that if a rock has a high concentration of iridium in it, it does not come
from Earth. It has an extraterrestrial origin."
Albaf suddenly realized where she was going, and his face turned ashen. "Are you saying
what I think you're saying?"
Gifford nodded. "Indeed. What we have here is a rock of extraterrestrial origin which has
punctured a small hole in the deck of the Iavet. This could only mean one possible origin,
sir."
There was another pregnant pause. Finally, Bařina whispered three words to himself.
"Mother of God."
Within seconds, virtually every single team member had his or her head bowed in respect
for the dead. Sitting before them, embedded in the wood, was a copy of a piece of the
object which had caused the largest natural disaster in the history of the human race, one
which had cauesd the extinction of over half of the world's population.
To be continued...

Xandrel,
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Oh, a piece of the meteor!
I gotta say, this little rock here is become SO expensive that I can't even begin to imagine
the price.

Tirion,
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Astraan (Post 4868169)
Oh, a piece of the meteor!
I gotta say, this little rock here is become SO expensive that I can't even begin to imagine
the price.
Not to mention how many questions it poses: how did it become stuck like that? My guess is
that the hieroglyphs are the Runes strenghtening the ship, and they were strong enough to
stop that piece of meteorite like that... unfortunately for the ship, that piece is just
shrapnel, from when the original meteorite exploded against the wards, broke clean through
them and the ship, and sent pieces of itself flying around.

acgoldis,
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Tirion (Post 4868195)
Not to mention how many questions it poses: how did it become stuck like that? My guess is
that the hieroglyphs are the Runes strenghtening the ship, and they were strong enough to
stop that piece of meteorite like that... unfortunately for the ship, that piece is just
shrapnel, from when the original meteorite exploded against the wards, broke clean through
them and the ship, and sent pieces of itself flying around.
The meteor Shoemaker-Levy 9'ed into many pieces, the two big ones and lots of shrapnel.
This was one of the smaller pieces.
The runes were to waterproof the ship and such. That's why the wood is still intact.
Another thing to keep in mind is that small rocks like this won't come in at a few zillion
miles per second. The air will slow them down enough for them to actually come in at
somewhat reasonable speeds, enough to stave in a few wooden boards and that's that.
There are stories of small meteors crashing through roofs and bouncing around for a while
in a house. The small ones won't turn the house into a crater.
------Incidentally, in case you're wondering where the other two ships went (the Shim and the
Han), there's a very good reason why archeologists haven't found them. When the two
ships came ashore again after the tsunami, they found that the wave had knocked out
almost all of the trees within a good walking radius. This proved to be a problem in that

Noha-Pishtin and so forth wanted to build new homes.
How convenient: there are two huge wooden structures which don't seem to be of much use
anymore sitting right next door!
Fifty years go by, and the people who venerated the ships pass on. Eventually, people stop
being in awe of the two vessels and start scavenging them for wood. By 2300 BC they're all
gone, turned into walls, ceilings, and so forth. Just like the Parthenon (I think it was the
Parthenon).

acgoldis,

August 9th, 2011 01:58 AM

Update #404: Accio Nirvana!
----------Friday, October 25, 1996
Gryffindor Tower
Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry
United Kingdom
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 4/1.6%
----------NEXT UP: Bye Bye Bardie
----------Hermione Granger had gotten hooked on the Buddhist meditation practices as soon as she
had bought the book at a Muggle New Age bookstore which had opened up in Hogsmeade.
Interest in Buddhism had skyrocketed as soon as Buddhist techniques had been
incorporated into Samuelist teachings. There were a few books on Samuelism out as well,
though Hermione suspected that Samuelism would start getting more publications once the
Omega conference completed. Having been raised secular Anglican herself, she knew very
little about Buddhism. She could see, however, that traditional Abrahamic beliefs could
mesh pretty well with the teachings of the Buddha. After all, most of the meditation
practices were nontheistic, so even more rigid Abrahamics could adopt them without
denying belief in one god.
She was was going to try to adopt a ten-minute meditation practice each day. Finding time
for it was often hard, considering her work as a prefect and her interviews with the Muggles.
However, she figured she'd be able to do it right after she woke up or something like that.
She opened the book and cast the spell which caused it to turn to the page where she had
left off. It was entitled "Metta: Lovingkindness Meditation". Very interesting, she thought.
Was this a meditation which made you a little friendlier? She figured it couldn't hurt.
The chapter explained how one started out in a lovingkindness practice by loving yourself,
then trying to extend the circle to include relatives, then friends, and so forth. Eventually,
the circle got large enough to encompass the whole world.
The Buddha understood that going from the ground level to loving the whole world couldn't
be accomplished in one jump, so the worshiper had to go step by step. Hermione thought
that might actually work -- she'd try it when she got a chance. Intriguingly, the text
referred to a case in the Old Testament where the practitioner -- in this case the classical
Kohen Gadol -- managed to relate to the community as a whole in a similar fashion on Yom
Kippur. The Kohen Gadol would first atone for himself, then for his family/clan, and then

eventually for the entire community. She wondered if the Kohen Gadol had managed to
accomplish this feat over the past Yom Kippur.
Finishing her daily reading, she meditated for a few minutes, did some homework, and then
looked over the latest excerpt from the proposed Hermione Granger and the Philosopher's
Stone. It was discussing how her parents had thought that her unusual behavior had been
due to hallucinations either their parts or hers -- the brain template necessary for a 150 IQ
had to have a few drawbacks with it. Instances of this "problem" would recur with
increasing regularity until her parents received the note from Hogwarts which explained
what the underlying cause had really been.
She corrected some of Rowling's texts and then sent them back to her. She was about to
get back to her reading when hjpotter@hogwarts.uk raced in with a computer printout in his
hand. Professor Flitwick had proven to be as curious about the computer in the
headmaster's office as Dumbledore had been, and he had put in a request for each House to
have its own computer. In the meantime, Flitwick requested that all people who wished to
get onto the Internet speak with Hermione, Professor Bell, or one of the two Astronomy
professors if they wanted to get an account. Hermione was amused to discover that
someone had put Duke Nukem 3D on Flitwick's computer -- and none of the staff members
seemed to know who it was. It was probably George Weasley via Ron, she thought. There
were also rumors that a television set with a Sega Genesis had materialized in the Hufflepuff
common room.
Harry tried to shove the document in her face. "Hermione, take a look at this! You're not
going to believe it!"
Hermione batted it away and tried to turn back to her book. "Not now, Harry. I'm --"
Harry spoke right over her: "going to be very happy when I tell you that SPIW's mission has
just taken a tremendous step forward thanks to the United Nations!"
Hermione put the book down and gawked at him. "WHAT?"
Harry, grinning furiously, showed her the document once more. This time, she took it and
started to read. Her eyebrows headed for the ceiling as soon as she read the first few
sentences.
-------------United Nations Grants Human Rights To All Sentient Hominids
After extensive discussion with Ambassador Dialonis and members of the
British organization known as the Society for Preservation of Intelligent
Welfare, the United Nations has passed a resolution which will grant human
rights to many hominids capable of speech. This resolution will go into
effect on January 1st, 1997.
Ambassador Dialonis, a member of SPIW, explains. "We have known for many
years that many species other than Homo sapiens are intelligent and capable
of meaningful discourse with human beings. In the Wizarding community, we
have two classes of sentient creatures, Beings and Beasts. With very few
exceptions, Beings are capable of human, or near-human, intelligence and are
far more civilized than their unusual exteriors would suggest. Most Beings
are hominids, or at least part-human, and in some cases are able to even
breed with humans. Some of them may have horns, fins, or tails. But you can
look into their eyes and see someone on the same level as you are in

virtually all aspects."
Beginning January 1st, all hominid creatures with Being status will receive
the same rights in Muggle countries as humans. These include goblins, elves,
giants, fairies, and veela. Werewolves are also included while they are in
human form, as are centaurs and all humans of all races and creeds. Merpeople
are protected by this new law as long as they are in forms capable of human
speech. Finally, mixtures between these species, such as Ambassador Hagrid
the half-giant and veela model Fleur Delacoeur, are also considered Beings.
The United Nations admits that the human race has had a dark history of
discriminating against other members of their own species simply because they
appear to be superficially different. Humanity has made great strides over
the last few years to rectify this issue, but there is still more work to be
done. The difficulty of stopping discrimination even in our own species makes
preventing inter-Being discrimination extremely important. "We need to nip
this in the bud", as Ambassador Dialonis says.
President Andrea Markali of the Republic of Nestor was one of the first to
comment on this resolution. "We of the Veela Republic are glad to hear that
the Muggles will be accepting us as equals. As you can tell, we look almost
exactly like human beings and can be mistaken for human beings very easily. A
quick poll of the people in this room indicated that 98% of them believed I
was an ordinary human and were quite surprised to find that I actually was a
veela."
This decree applies to Muggle nations represented in the United Nations as of
January 1st. Wizarding nations, for the most part, already accept other
hominid species as Beings and have done so for many years. There is one
glaring exception, however: Houyhnhnmland, where President Neihym has
returned from exile after the fighting there wound down. He freely admits
that it will take a while for the
-------------Hermione turned over the paper and saw that it was blank. Jumping up and down in
excitement, she shrieked: "Where's the rest of the story? Am I mentioned?"
Harry backed off. "I'm sorry, Hermione. I couldn't print out the rest of it because Flitwick
imposed a limit of one printed page per person. There aren't that many pieces of Muggle
paper out here yet, and the pieces of parchment we usually use are too large for the
printers to take them. However, you can rest assured that you are mentioned near the end.
I wouldn't be surprised if you're asked to make a statement."
Hermione looked at the document again and blinked. "Dialonis himself found out about
SPIW? How did he do that?"
Harry shrugged. "I don't know. If I were to guess, I suspect it was either through something
you said or through Hagrid. After all, Hagrid is a diplomat now."
Hermione's mind raced, and she frantically tried a meditation technique to calm her. It
didn't work well, of course. Then again, she needed to start getting into a regular practice.
Hopefully she'd be able to think of something intelligent to say before the Muggle paparazzi
managed to force their way past the Fat Lady.
-------Baghdad
Iraq

---Saddam Hussein was ecstatic. No fewer than 35 wizards had agreed to come to Iraq and
swear Unbreakable Oaths to serve him. Granted, they had requested that he accept the
version of the Unbreakable Oath which wouldn't kill the oath taker if he or she accidentally
made a mistake. He was a bit worried about that. However, he figured that it would be good
enough. He didn't have THAT many wizards, after all, and he didn't want any of them
dropping dead because of an accident.
The vast majority of them were Muslim or had agreed to convert to Islam. Most of them
were Shiite to boot. This appeared to be a match made in heaven.
Now the question was...what was he going to do with them? Get back at the United States?
Beat up on Iran? Grab some more oil? He needed to think carefully here.
--------A few hundred miles away, one of the newly sworn Iraqi Death Eaters chuckled as he
explained why he agreed to take the break-it-or-die version of the Oath. "It's simple,
Mahmud. When I mean serve him, I meant that I would give him a drink at some point.
That technically does count as serving, does it not?"
Mahmud chuckled. "Indeed, it does. The big question is whether it still counts as serving if
it's been spiked with Veritaserum or hexed or something like that?"
The first Death Eater smiled. "Why, yes, I suspect that it does."
Mahmud nearly fell over laughing. Eventually, he composed himself and jotted down a note.
"You know, that's a clever idea. I'll have all the other Death Eaters do just what you did -swear on their lives to serve him. As long as you give him food at some sort, you've obeyed
your oath. If you really want to get creative, you can Transfigure him into a tennis ball and
hit him with one of those Muggle rackets."
The first Death Eater shook his head in mock sadness. "I doubt he'd let me Transfigure him
into a tennis ball. Too suspicious."
Mahmud shrugged. "Well, it was worth a try."
To be continued...
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IIRC Saddam Hussein's regime was secular, so he wouldn't care much about their religion.
But using only Muslims helps to filter out Jewish infiltrators, that preemptive oath rejection
stuff seems too risky. That, plus many people in Israel would want him dead.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Tirion (Post 4872367)

IIRC Saddam Hussein's regime was secular, so he wouldn't care much about their religion.
But using only Muslims helps to filter out Jewish infiltrators, that preemptive oath rejection
stuff seems too risky. That, plus many people in Israel would want him dead.
One of the other posters argued that Saddam wouldn't be stupid enough to let in unsworn
wizards, so I included the oath for that reason (not that it would do any good).

Tirion,

August 9th, 2011 08:38 PM

Update #404.5 People's Republic Of Tyranny
----------Friday, October 25, 1996
Communist Party of Houyhnhnmland HQ
Hynhynm
Houyhnhnmland
----------"...So this is how it works. Any questions?" Advisor Chantrea Samnang, Xylend witch hasn't
even finished her sencence yet, and virtually all hands in the room were in the air.
"How do you think we could manage without that mobility?" asked Hohepa, a former yahoo
from Chiron's Landing, and added: "I mean, we don't have as many wizards as you... at
least not full wizards with Apparition Licenses."
The witch frowned and responded: "As I said, we haven't seen any working examples of this
kind of government above the population of 100 000. Worse, we've seen it not working well
at all through the eyes of those Inuits unfortunate enough to belong to the USSR. But then
again, we haven't seen a combination of magic and advanced technology before
since...well...ever! Next?"
Sitting in a back corner, some men of the Shining Path's original expedition force were
whispering to each other angrily. "This is totally not what we signed up for!" said one
Peruvian. "That wierdo system of that foreign witch isn't even decent communism, and
she'd have us achieve it peacefully, without revolution! What a farce!"
Struggling to maintain his feigned expression of anger instead of smirking smugly, Comrade
Vazquez (actually Zafareth Bluestar, undercover merwizard agent) responded:
"Unfortunately, these ex-yahoos seem to give more trust to fellow Hidden Nations people
than to us. And face it, they have better credentials than us when it comes to peaceful life...
after what those wizards did to this city I'm not surprised they'd rather avoid war for a
time."
"Still," the complainer insisted, "the boss will not take it well if we just give up. Or you say
you're willing to tell him personally, Vazquez?"
--------later
secret location
Republic of Peru

--------"No, no, absolutely NO!" Comrade Feliciano, (actually Óscar Ramírez, current leader of the
Communist Party of Peru - Shining Path) shouted in the wireless transmitter, his face beat
red. "We will not heed that false communist's words! Our path, the only true path, is that of
Revolution! Having it any other way is just a feeble excuse for cowardly inaction, which in
turn directly helps the reactionary forces! ... Of course we won't stop our militant campaign,
for a thousand times no! In fact, it's time to show the world that we really mean business! I
know there are some of those halfwizards there, loyal to us... I think it's time we start using
them to re-enact those bombings of Judgement Day! ... What do you mean Vazquez, it's
Tabooed? ... I see. Well, then we'll just have to stick with more traditional methods, but I
trust your ingenuity comrade, I know you'll find some way to incorporate magic in our new
wave of terror attacks! I command you, Comrade Vazquez, to use everything at your
disposal to show the might of the proletariat to all it's enemies! Use whatever tools you see
fit! I'll be watching you."
Putting down the transmitter and looking around to see he's alone, 'Vazquez' pulled out his
wand from it's Fideliused holster and muttered to the empty room: "I see fit to use this tool,
you delusional criminal swine. Expecto Patronum!"

To be continued...

ByzantineCaesar,
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Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 4871691)
Beginning January 1st, all hominid creatures with Being status will receive
the same rights in Muggle countries as humans. These include goblins, elves,
centaurs, giants, fairies, and veela.
No. I have a (Portuguese) copy of Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them and there JK
clearly states that both merpeople and centaurs are given beast status. When the wizards
were classifing the species there were some argues between the centaus and the humans.
The centaurs wanted to give the Being status to more species, e.g. the vampires, but the
humans disagreed. Therefore, the centaurs declined their Being status, followed by the
merpeople.
Anyway, Hermione must be very proud!

Xandrel,
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Quote:

Originally Posted by ByzantineCaesar (Post 4875468)

No. I have a (Portuguese) copy of Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them and there JK
clearly states that both merpeople and centaurs are given beast status. When the wizards
were classifing the species there were some argues between the centaus and the humans.
The centaurs wanted to give the Being status to more species, e.g. the vampires, but the
humans disagreed. Therefore, the centaurs declined their Being status, followed by the
merpeople.
Anyway, Hermione must be very proud!
Well surely the fact that the entire muggle world knows about them changes things.
Besides, nobody is asking for their permission. It's the UN, they'll do what they want
anyway.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by ByzantineCaesar (Post 4875468)
No. I have a (Portuguese) copy of Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them and there JK
clearly states that both merpeople and centaurs are given beast status. When the wizards
were classifing the species there were some argues between the centaus and the humans.
The centaurs wanted to give the Being status to more species, e.g. the vampires, but the
humans disagreed. Therefore, the centaurs declined their Being status, followed by the
merpeople.
Anyway, Hermione must be very proud!
I knew about the merpeople, which is why I tacked them on later in a different sentence. I'll
fix the centaurs -- thanks.

Tirion,
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Quote:

Originally Posted by ByzantineCaesar (Post 4875468)
No. I have a (Portuguese) copy of Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them and there JK
clearly states that both merpeople and centaurs are given beast status. When the wizards
were classifing the species there were some argues between the centaus and the humans.
The centaurs wanted to give the Being status to more species, e.g. the vampires, but the
humans disagreed. Therefore, the centaurs declined their Being status, followed by the
merpeople.
Anyway, Hermione must be very proud!
IIRC it was the opposite of that- they rejected Being status because they didn't want to be
in the same group with Vampires and Hags, who were considered Beings.

ByzantineCaesar,
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Tirion (Post 4876856)
IIRC it was the opposite of that- they rejected Being status because they didn't want to be
in the same group with Vampires and Hags, who were considered Beings.
Oh I must have misunderstood that. Now that I read it again, the sentence is a bit of
ambiguous. Thanks for the correction!
The strange thing is that the book includes vampires and hags as beasts :confused:
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Update #405: Bye Bye Bardie
----------Saturday, October 26, 1996
Outside Shakespeare Residence
Stratford-upon-Avon
United Kingdom
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 4/1.6%
----------NEXT UP: The Omega Bible
----------Nicholas Flamel couldn't deny it anymore. He was aging, and he had completely forgotten
how it had felt since he hadn't aged for...well, about six hundred years.
One look in the mirror this morning had betrayed it. His hair had definitely thinned, and
what was left was almost completely gone. His beard had gone from gray with white streaks
to white with gray streaks. He was getting backaches more and more frequently, and
although he was able to heal them with some spells he'd picked up in the 17th century he
knew it wouldn't last forever. He figured he had ten years left, twenty tops.
He was having second thoughts about having destroyed the Stone four years ago. Why
hadn't he just Fideliused the Stone to himself and let his wife and Hugh in on the secret?
That way, the Stone would be effectively out of play for everyone other than the three of
them. He grimaced: there wasn't much use worrying about it now.
The fact that his life was nearing an end had made it more important than ever that he start
giving lectures about his experiences and telling everyone what had REALLY happened,
especially in the years before the Statute of Secrecy had come into place where the wizards
actually witnessed things the Muggles would have known about.
He had spoken to his wife and Hugh about this, and both of them had agreed. Hugh would
leave Hogwarts at the end of the school year and replace him as the Minister of Magic. Hugh
didn't have any political experience that Flamel knew about. However, Flamel hadn't had
any, either. Their main qualification was the simple fact that they had lots of experience in
MANY fields...period. Six and a half centuries worth of experience at their fingertips thanks
to their Pensieves. Once Flamel resigned from the Ministry, he and his wife would spend the

rest of their days discussing their past experiences on the talk circuit. It would be like
teaching the medieval literature class all over again...but without the homework.
Yes, they were planning to turn his diary into a movie, The Life and Times of Dr. Nicholas
Flamel. The problem with movies, of course, was that in order to be viable for the mass
market, they needed explosions and sex and so forth. He knew enough about the Muggle
film industry to realize that more often than not the movie didn't match the book perfectly.
Since the purpose of this project was to document reality, he could not afford any mistakes
in the transmission to film. It could be boring from time to time. Well, the Muggles would
have to live with it. Perhaps advertising it as the first 3D would help.
There were lots of things the Muggles knew little about: Professor Koschei's involvement
with the Black Death, the Native American Wizarding shamans killing off the settlers of the
Roanoke colony, the real reason Columbus's ships made it across the Atlantic, the terrible
circumstances leading to the founding of the Galiver Consortium, and so forth. It was up to
him to clear the air on these.
He decided that he would start by spilling the beans on Britain's most celebrated author. As
a result, he had agreed to give his first lecture at Shakespeare's home in Stratford-uponAvon.
Looking out over the crowd which had gathered in front of the building, he saw that there
were at least a thousand people there and that he would have to enhance his voice to get
them to all hear him. Hoping that he wouldn't break the windows in the old building behind
him, he cast the spell and began to speak.
"Ladies and gentlemen, good afternoon. My name is Dr. Nicholas Flamel Sedai, and I am
currently serving as the British Minister of Magic. I admit that I am relatively new to this
position, having been called upon to serve my country shortly after the events of Judgment
Day. I promise you that will do everything I can maintain stable relations between the
Muggle and Wizarding worlds.
"My trip to this famous house today, however, is not to support the Ministry. Rather, it is
because it is the first stop on what will be a lifelong tour to explain, once and for all, some
of the momentous events I have witnessed over my lifetime -- most of which have been
recorded incorrectly in history books, both Muggle and Wizarding, as we know it.
"I believe that I am qualified to do this because, stated simply, I look quite good for my
age. I appear to you to be a man of seventy-five or so. However, I am actually slightly older
than that. Yes, ladies and gentlemen, the rumors are true. I was born on August 10, 1328.
That is right, ladies and gentlemen. 1328. I studied alchemy from a young age and decided
to attempt to construct a Philosopher's Stone after the Black Death ravaged most of Europe.
Having seen several people die of bubonic plague, including my infant son Robert, I took it
upon myself to ensure that something would always exist to cure virtually all ailments.
Needless to say, the fact that I am still here proves that I succeeded after decades of work.
However, that is a story for another time.
"I have come here to tell you the tale of the Wizarding scholar Sir Henry Wood. He was born
in 1556 in a house four blocks from here, died in 1649, and was one of the most learned
wizards of the era. He served as Minister of Magic from 1636 to 1647. He was fluent in
English, Spanish, Gaelic, Danish, German, Greek, Latin, Hebrew, French, and quite possibly
Italian as well. The man was a linguistic scholar of the highest degree and governed our
wizards with great skill and dignity. He also was a very successful diplomat and mediator.

"Most of the information on Sir Wood vanished from the Muggle world shortly after the
Statute of Secrecy was put in place. However, a few of his works survived, primarily
dramatic. They included plays like Hamlet, Romeo and Juliet, and a large number of
sonnets."
The crowd began muttering excitedly, and Flamel smiled. "If this reminds you of somebody,
you're not imagining anything. In 1590, when Wood's first plays came out, he decided to
publish them under a pseudonym because he was concerned that Muggles would not read
plays written by a wizard. After much consideration, he decided to attribute these plays to a
middling actor and playwright from these parts, a man by the name of William
Shakespeare."
The crowd, naturally, began hollering. "Shakespeare himself, whom Wood knew from his
home town, was not literate enough to produce any good plays. Besides, he didn't have the
international experience and Wizarding knowledge to turn out masterpieces. Wood and
Shakespeare agreed to split the profits from the plays, with Shakespeare getting 25% and
Wood getting 75%. Shakespeare would take the credit in the Muggle world and Wood would
take the credit in the Wizarding world. This helped Shakespeare's own plays gain in
popularity and helped him make some money, enough at one point to start his own theater
troupe. The Wizarding part of the funds, collected anonymously, went to various charitable
agencies...including the research and development fund which eventually allowed me to
finish off the Philosopher's Stone.
"When Shakespeare died in 1616, Sir Wood considered continuing to release his plays to the
Muggles under a different name. He was in the middle of a work called Double Falsehood at
the time -- I'm sure you recognize the title as that of one of Shakespeare's lost plays.
However, it was increasingly obvious that he was having less and less time to work on his
plays. His fame was starting to catch up with him, much as you see with the Muggle royal
family today. He was also thinking of getting into politics as he had done a lot of research to
create the plays he had already written -- and, as I said earlier, became Minister of Magic
twenty years later. However, he did manage to write a few more plays, none of which were
actually made available to Muggles."
The crowd immediately started hollering "WE WANT THE PLAYS! WE WANT THE PLAYS!".
Flamel having expected this, smiled. "Don't worry, they're coming out. At any rate, all of his
plays were designed to be performed using either wizards or Muggles as actors. Muggles
could play many roles, such as Hamlet or Romeo. However, there are scenes where ghosts
come into play, as you know. Hamlet's dead father is a good example. Furthermore, there
are plays which refer to fairies, such as Titania and Oberon in A Midsummer Night's Dream.
Wizards could appear as well, such as Prospero in The Tempest -- which reminds me,
Caliban was supposed to have been cast as a troll. A Wizarding performance of these plays
where the magicians and wizards were actually performing their assigned roles was a
marvel for the guests, and I hope it will be possible for one of these to be performed again."
The crowd began cheering loudly and immediately start clamoring to have Flamel organize a
performance. Flamel chuckled and nodded. "Ah, yes. I thought you would be asking about
that. Well, you will not have long to wait. You see, Amelia Bell, the Hogwarts Muggle
Studies teacher, recently reintroduced Sir Wood (under the Shakespeare pseudonym) to the
Hogwarts curriculum to get the wizards up to speed on Muggle culture. My wife, of course,
found this rather amusing. He pulled her aside and explained a few things to her. Needless
to say, she was very surprised. However, she eventually came to see the truth.

"Professor Bell immediately recommended that the school put on some of Shakespeare's
plays in full Wizarding form. After discussion with His Majesty and several of the staff
members, the school has decided to put on The Tempest and King of the Warlocks for a
brief period of time near the end of the first semester. First performance is going to be
Tuesday, December 17th, in the Great Hall. Yes, King of the Warlocks was one of Wood's
last plays, published in 1631. The last I heard, Flitwick would be playing Prospero, the Gray
Lady would be playing Ariel, and Nearly Headless Nick will be playing Rufus, Laurentio's
servant in King of the Warlocks. Tickets will go on sale in a few days: 8 Galleons or £40 per
person for each play. All proceeds will be donated to the Judgment Day cleanup funds."
Flamel winked. "I highly recommend that you mark your calendars, ladies and gentlemen.
Rest assured, it will be a night to remember. After all, I saw several of those plays
performed when Wood was one of the new kids on the block. Besides, how many of you can
claim to have seen an authentic 'Shakespearean' play called King of the Warlocks?"
To be continued...

acgoldis,
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Update #406: The Omega Bible
----------Monday, October 28, 1996
Christians for Humans Headquarters
Lviv
Ukraine
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 4/1.7%
----------NEXT UP: Of Course, The Dead Sea Is Probably More Salt Than Water
----------Viktor Pavlov shook his head as he handed the document to the man formerly known as
Pope Urban IX. "Holiness, I'm sorry for bothering you, but I think you should see this."
Urban looked at the news report and his eyes widened. Slowly, methodically, he read its
contents. Finally, he growled and threw report away. "Do they honestly expect us to abide
by this? Who do they think they are, God?"
Pavlov chuckled sarcastically. "Probably. Judging from all of the grandees who are there, I
bet they think they speak for Him."
"I doubt it, Viktor. This Samuel character -- assuming he is in fact Samuel to begin with,
which I'm still not convinced of -- has got him under his spell. Not to mention that wizards
are starting to join the conference."
Pavlov nodded. "Indeed. With all due respect, however, it's getting a bit late in the year for
Omega to be open. If they want to continue the conference into the colder months of the
year, someone is going to have to winterize those cabins in a hurry."
Urban crossed himself. "I'd rather bring over a sleeping bag and a space heater than subject
myself to the Mark of the Beast like that. Those poor fools, Viktor. I hope God has mercy on
their souls. And if His mercy comes to late, then it behooves us to break up that conference
using any means necessary."

Pavlov blanched for a moment as the ramifications sank in. Slowly, he backed off a step.
"Any means necessary? Sir, I doubt I'd go that far..."
Urban glared at him. "We are doing the work of God here, Viktor. He has given humanity
knowledge for a reason. Had He not intended us to use it, He would not have allowed us to
obtain it."
Pavlov glowered at him momentarily, then shook his head. "Whatever you say, Holiness. In
the meantime, what do we do about this new Bible they're advertising."
Urban grinned. "We've already got a Bible, and it's the unalterable word of God. We don't
need this newfangled thing they're toting around. If God wants us to change the text of His
book, He'll presumably come down and tell us."
Pavlov hesitated for a moment. "Holiness, one could argue that the fact that the conference
allowed to begin to start with could be a sign of God's approval. I personally don't like
wizards all that much, but the fact that the vast majority of those theologians are Muggles
and were brought together to begin with..."
Urban gritted his teeth. "Yes, and God said wizards were supposed to be destroyed. There
may not be many wizards there, but when whoever is in charge is supposedly a wizard AND
a ghost, that's a rather damning sign. Besides, you've heard rumors that one of them
supposedly tried to play God over Sukkot."
Pavlov frowned. "That I have heard. However, in all fairness the jury is still out."
Urban looked at Pavlov as if the latter were stupid. "A wizard disappeared shortly before
that manifestation took place. Coincidence? I think not". Cutting off Pavlov's reply, he said.
"Tell everyone to buy copies of those new books. Once everyone has a copy, cut out
everything that's not in the real Bible and see if it's combustible."
Pavlov gaze was fixed on a point somewhere above Urban's head. "As you command,
Holiness."
------------Hogsmeade
------Richard Zabini, a former Slytherin whose son was still at school, frowned when he saw that
the package was addressed to Dinky, his elf. Since when did elves actually get presents?
Wary, he unwrapped the gift and realized what was for almost immediately.
The package contained a piece of parchment wrapped around what appeared to be a piece
of underwear. The parchment read:
----Dear Friend: Thanks to the actions of the United Nations and the Society for the Preservation of
Intelligent Welfare, you are no longer a servant. Go out into the world and make a new life for
yourself if you so choose.
Sincerely,
S.P.I.W (formerly S.P.E.W)
The Society for the Preservation of Intelligent Welfare

Countess Hermione Granger, Founder
Ms. Henrietta Lansford, Chief Executive Officer
Mr. Leonard Culver, Chief Elf Rights Agent
----Furious, he tossed the package into the trash. The United Nations had no jurisdiction over
him. Who was he to listen to those obnoxious Muggles?
At least two thirds of his friends had lost at least one elf servant over the past twenty-four
hours. It appeared that someone in S.P.I.W. had managed to get list of everyone who had
owned elves and had decided to give them a bit of a surprise. Well, he wasn't going to fall
for that. Just wait until he got in touch with the Death Eater cell which had attacked
Hogwarts. Had Blaise been taking Astronomy at the time the snake had attacked the tower,
things might have been a bit different. But Blaise was excited and ready to go. Supposedly
he, Crabbe, and Goyle were already starting to set up another student group of Death
Eaters right under poor Flitwick's nose.
He went back to his work when he heard someone rummaging in and around the trash can.
He frowned when he saw pointed ears sticking up out of the trash can.
Grabbing his wand, he pointed it at those ears. "All right, Dinky! Get out of that trash can!
Go back to work!"
Dinky didn't respond immediately. Instead, he rummaged a little more. Zabini shot a few
hexes in his direction, but the stubborn elf didn't respond.
It appeared he had no choice: he had to maintain discipline. Preparing an Avada Kedavra,
he threw everything he had at those ears. The ears promptly disappeared into the trash pin,
and the green bolt hit the curtain and set it on fire.
Seconds later, Dinky came out with a smile on his face. In his hand he held the sock and
the note.
Dinky beamed at Zabini. "Master has given Dinky underwear! Dinky is free!"
Zabini begged to differ. He roared, "No, I haven't! You weren't supposed to get that! I most
certainly did not give that to you!"
Dinky looked at him slyly. "Master knows Dinky likes to rummage in trash. He intended to
give the letter to Dinky by dropping it in the trash."
Zabini bit his lip. So, the elf was a bit of a lawyer, was he? Well, two could play at that
game. Throwing a book at the elf, he bellowed: "That was NOT what I had in mind!"
Dinky didn't bite. "Master could have Vanished it. But no, Master threw it in a place where
Dinky could find it."
Zabini was getting fed up. Hitting the elf with an Immobilus, he shouted: "Dinky, I'm
warning you! I'll give you to the count of three to promise me you will go back to work.
One, two..."
Dinky's ears drooped momentarily. Finally, he sighed. "Master is right, of course. Release

me from the spell."
Breathing a sigh of relief, he released the elf from the spell. Winky, still moping, dropped
the parchment in front of him and got ready to leave. However, as he was about to leave,
the elf stopped and turned to look at the man who had owned him for nineteen years.
"Winky would like to say one thing, Master."
Zabini stared at him warily. Wand still pointed at the elf's chest, he said: "And that is?"
Winky smiled and extended his middle finger out towards Zabini. "Go kiss a dementor,
Richard Zabini."
Furious, Zabini cast another Avada Kedavra at the elf...only to find the elf disappear before
it hit him. The spell hit a wooden table and it, too, started to catch fire. Zabini barely had
time to let loose with an expletive-laden "DINKY!" before the fire alarm spells started
hooting throughout the building.
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Why do the elves suddenly wish freedom? It would be very interesting indeed to see the UN
deal with a race not wanting liberty ...

Xandrel,

August 12th, 2011 08:06 PM

Sigh... not those religious fanatics again.

acgoldis,

August 12th, 2011 08:08 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Astraan (Post 4888577)
Sigh... not those religious fanatics again.
Do you want me to stop the religious fanatic scenes? I think there may be only 1 or 2 of the
fanatic scenes left. Rest assured, Christians for Humans/the Celestines are all wiped out by
the time the timeline ends (in fact, that was not originally there, but I've realized this has
been a long-running issue so I figured you deserve them being wiped out unless you want
to wipe them out yourself in Shared World).
You must have loved the elf scene though :)

Xandrel,
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Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 4888584)

Do you want me to stop the religious fanatic scenes? I think there may be only 1 or 2 of the
fanatic scenes left. Rest assured, Christians for Humans/the Celestines are all wiped out by
the time the timeline ends (in fact, that was not originally there, but I've realized this has
been a long-running issue so I figured you deserve them being wiped out unless you want
to wipe them out yourself in Shared World).
You must have loved the elf scene though :)
I liked the elf scene :P
As for the fanatics, I think it would be hilarious if they wiped themselves out AND
completely discredited themselves while doing that.
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IIRC Petrificus Totalus doesn't let you speak. Maybe Locomotor Mortis or Imobilus could do
it?

deathgod,
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As the name suggests, Pertrificus Totalus is a complete shock and paralysis ...

acgoldis,

August 12th, 2011 09:21 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by ByzantineCaesar (Post 4888879)
IIRC Petrificus Totalus doesn't let you speak. Maybe Locomotor Mortis or Imobilus could do
it?

I'll switch that...thanks.

Jcoggins,

August 12th, 2011 09:28 PM

most elves do not want their freedom

acgoldis,
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Jcoggins (Post 4888972)
most elves do not want their freedom
Depends on their boss, I'd imagine. That's why the SPIW people said "you can leave if you
want to". Elves working for Slytherins probably wouldn't mind leaving, or at least getting
better treatment out of the deal.

Jcoggins,
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Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 4889001)
Depends on their boss, I'd imagine. That's why the SPIW people said "you can leave if you
want to". Elves working for Slytherins probably wouldn't mind leaving, or at least getting
better treatment out of the deal.
nah, even the abused are pretty loyal. i actually heard an interesting theory for why that is

Xandrel,
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Jcoggins (Post 4889083)
nah, even the abused are pretty loyal. i actually heard an interesting theory for why that is
Dobby magically proves that not all house elves are loyal ;)
I am interested in that theory though...

Jcoggins,
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Astraan (Post 4889087)

Dobby magically proves that not all house elves are loyal ;)
I am interested in that theory though...
Well, some magical creatures grow stronger when they are around certain emotions, like
rage or lust. the theory i heard is that house elves get the same kind of boost from being
servents.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Jcoggins (Post 4889101)
Well, some magical creatures grow stronger when they are around certain emotions, like
rage or lust. the theory i heard is that house elves get the same kind of boost from being
servents.
In that case, there could be elves who get turned on by other things (or want to find new
masters who exhibit their favorite emotion more openly).

Jcoggins,

August 12th, 2011 11:27 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 4889491)
In that case, there could be elves who get turned on by other things (or want to find new
masters who exhibit their favorite emotion more openly).
No, i mean the act of serving someone has that efect, not the person's emotions. Some
elves don't get as much of a rush from it, which is how you get elves like dobby
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August 13th, 2011 01:24 AM

Update #407: Of Course, The Dead Sea Is Probably More Salt Than
Water
----------Tuesday, October 29, 1996
Experimental Desalination Plant
Ein Gedi
Israel
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 4/1.6%
----------NEXT UP: Hint: Try Talking To Keebler
----------Michal Oved and Wizard Amirmoez blinked in the glare of the harsh sunlight. It was
devilishly hot here, even by Middle Eastern standards. Then again, what would could

someone possibly expect when you were in a desert area near the lowest point in the entire
world.
Amirmoez raised his hand to silence the crowd and then nodded his head at a large glass
door marked with "Experimental Spell Lab #3". Inside the laboratory, wizards were hard at
work doing things the Muggles probably had no idea could even be done.
The former Hamas wizard began to speak. "Ladies and gentlemen, it is our great pleasure to
introduce the Ein Gedi Experimental Desalination Plant. The sole mission of this facility is to
combine Muggle and magical technology to develop a safe, economical, and practical
method to turn salt water into water fresh enough to drink. Inshallah, the wizards and
scientists in these laboratories will be able to provide drinking water for people all around
the world. This project has been sponsored by the Israeli Ministry of Magic and is partially
sponsored by the Lowne Paolte Fund for the Millennium Problems."
Michal Oved continued. "The Earth's surface is over two thirds water, yet very little of it is
actually fresh. Even worse, most of the fresh water is stuck in the glaciers of Antarctica and
Greenland, where the only people able to benefit from it are the Tsalal community buried
deep under the Antarctic icecap. With large portions of the world lacking high-quality
drinking water, magical desalination techniques should improve the livelihood of hundreds
of millions, perhaps billions of people."
One of the reporters raised his hand. "Can the Philosopher's Stone be used to create potable
water?"
Michal shook her head. "I don't think so, sir. However, it is a moot point as all surviving
copies of the Philosopher's Stone have been either confiscated by American wizards or
destroyed."
"Why did you set up the plant here? Shouldn't you have placed this facility on the
Mediterranean?"
Amirmoez smiled. "There's a reason that this is called the Ein Gedi Experimental
Desalination Plant. A second is also under construction outside what is left of Tel Aviv, right
on the Mediterranean. Although that facility will be hard at work trying to purify water of
lower salinity levels, the Tel Aviv facility -- formally known as Experimental Desalination
Plant #2 -- will also be hard at work at trying to deal with radiation and other anthropogenic
pollutants. This plant here, however, is the primary desalination one."
Michal Oved cut in. "The reason for placing a plant on the Dead Sea is obvious. If we
developed a technique for desalination which would only work for the Mediterranean, it is a
distinct possibility that the high salinity of the Dead Sea would be too much for the
technique to handle. This could still leave hundreds of thousands of Israelis, Palestinians,
and Jordanians with nothing to drink. With the Dead Sea being the saltiest body of water in
the world, we're assuming that if it works on the Dead Sea's water, it will work for
everything."
"What happens if the tensions between the Israelis and Palestinians flare up again? I know
things have simmered down a lot because of the destruction of Tel Aviv, but we all know
there have been scattered attacks here and there."
Amirmoez shrugged. "Then the Palestinians and Jordanians get this plant and the Israelis
get the Mediterranean one."

"Will you be able to extract minerals such as potash and bromine from the sea water as you
purify it?"
Amirmoez nodded. "Yes, we will. Once we remove the impurities from the salt, we'll be able
to do whatever the world wants with them. Personally, as a wizard, I could use some of the
substances for spell components. I don't know what you Muggles are going to do with the
stuff, but I take it potash and bromine are quite valuable where you come from."
"I vaguely recall a prophecy which envisions a time when the Dead Sea's salinity will drop to
a level appropriate for an inland lake, or at least to the level of the Mediterranean. Will you
be able to fulfill this prophecy?"
Michal Oved frowned. "A prophecy? I don't remember a prophecy about this."
The speaker laughed. "It's in the Bible, both the traditional and Omega versions. Ezekiel
chapter 47."
The Israeli Minister laughed. "Oh -- THOSE prophecies. Well, I'm afraid Ezekiel will have to
wait. Magically desalinating the entire sea with a wave of a wand is far beyond our
capabilities. Furthermore, even if we did, evaporation of the water trapped in the Dead Sea
will just raise the salinity again."
The crowd murmured a little as Amirmoez winked at his former adversary. "Don't give up
hope, Minister. Yes, as far as we know of, it is beyond our capability right now. However,
you forget the power of science. For all we know, a technological breakthrough will occur in
the next 20 years which will allow Ezekiel's dream to come true."
Michal Oved laughed. "I admire your optimism, Wizard Amirmoez. However, in the light of
recent events involving Samuel and Deborah, I would not be surprised if Ezekiel himself
comes back first."
The crowd murmured more loudly. Finally, someone at the back of the room asked the
obvious question. "Are you telling me that Ezekiel was a wizard?"
Oved shook her head. "I do not know of the magical statuses -- or even the actual existence
-- of any biblical characters other than those of Samuel's era. It's quite possible that Ezekiel
was a wizard, or at least saw something magical in that chariot prophecy of his. However,
it's more than likely that we will never have proof either way. With issues like this, it is a
matter of personal religious beliefs and faith. And that is all I am going to say on this
subject."
-------------------Seredina-Buda
Northern Ukraine
----------Yakiv Gavrilyuk shook his head. "I don't like this, Lilya. It doesn't make sense for them to
be gone this long."
His wife laughed. "They're the Kohuts, Yakiv. They like to travel. I suppose that they've
taken advantage of the trip to Atlantis to go explore the Greek islands and possibly the
Mediterranean basin in general. The weather down there's certainly better than what we've
got up here now."

Gavrilyuk grunted. "That's possible. However, it seems very much out of character for them
to go completely incommunicado like that. Particularly without telling us."
"Could they not have phones in Atlantis?"
"Maybe. However, they've got to have SOME means of communicating with us. Whoever is
running the show down there has to realize that the Muggles who won the lottery are going
to want to keep in touch with the rest of the world."
Lilya frowned. "You know, Yakiv, you could be right. Even if they don't have phones, the
wizards would have at least given them owls or Patronuses or something else. Furthermore,
now that I think about it, I vaguely remember Mila telling me that they'd be going down
there for a week and would tell us if things changed."
Gavrilyuk nodded abruptly. "That tears it. They've been gone for too long, and I can't
imagine them not talking with us for a week. I'm starting to wonder if there was a catch to
those wizards' invitations that we don't know about."
Lilya snorted. "You're being paranoid, Yakiv. We've heard lots of stories about people
visiting Atlantis and reporting back to their families. This is Atlantis, for God's sake.
Atlantis's mission is to save the world, not wreck it."
Gavrilyuk swore and started heading towards the phone. "That makes this even more
troubling. It seems that everyone else has reported back...but the Kohuts haven't. Let me
make a few calls here."
The Gavrilyuks spent the next fifteen minutes calling people who were friends with both the
Kohuts and themselves. They were horrified to hear that none of them had heard from Mila
and Mihaylo either. Something very strange was going on, and neither of them liked it.
Deeply disturbed, Gavrilyuk reached for the general phone book and started leafing through
the civil service pages at the beginning. Finding the appropriate phone number, he dialed it
and was rewarded with an almost immediate answer.
The words began to tumble out of his mouth. "Good evening, sir. I regret to inform you that
we have a bit of a problem. I'd like to file a missing persons report, and I'd like for a copy of
it sent the Minister of Magic if possible."
To be continued...

acgoldis,

August 13th, 2011 01:37 PM

A couple of comments about this last episode.
This is one of the more "boring" episodes that teg was complaining about, especially the
first part. There isn't any action, though at least someone is going to contact the Ministry of
Magic to start tracking down the Kohuts.
However, you have to understand that this is a classic case where the main impact wouldn't
be seen on a battlefield or in a movie. The focus here is societal and cultural, as is often the
case with a "boring" episode. Inexpensive magical desalination of drinking water could be a
godsend for people all over the world. It isn't flashy (and insufficient as the technique

requires that the people need to be near an existing body of water in order to use it. As a
result, it is not valid for a worldwide solution and corresponding reward. Furthermore, the
Millennium Problem requires that the solution provide both food AND water), but it would
improve the lives of people all over the world.
It isn't exciting, but from a sociological standpoint it's big news.

Xandrel,

August 13th, 2011 06:50 PM

I don't think that any of the episodes are boring.
I think that all of them are equally interesting.

Tirion,

August 13th, 2011 07:54 PM

About house-elves: I had the impression that their definition of freedom isn't anywhere near
ours. They hate being abused, but they have nothing against being servants. Judging by
Dobby's example, a house-elf liberated from a complete asshole will swear a "Wookie life
debt" to the rescuer, effectively seeing him/her as the new master.
My impression is that their servant attitude is hard-coded into their genes, somewhat like
homo servus in the Draka series.

Xandrel,
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Tirion (Post 4892242)
My impression is that their servant attitude is hard-coded into their genes, somewhat like
homo servus in the Draka series.
Careful, we're sailing on dangerous waters here...

Tirion,

August 13th, 2011 08:57 PM

sorry for the long post...
Quote:

Originally Posted by Astraan (Post 4892292)
Careful, we're sailing on dangerous waters here...
What I'm trying to say is that they definitely aren't like humans or even OTL animals in that.
There are a number of possible explanations to their situation:
1, through natural evolution over millions of years: on their homeworld, there were lots of
fey-killing stuff around, but some of those was willing to establish some kind symbiotic
relationship: the elf can feed on the leftovers of the other creature's food, and is generally
protected by being close to it, in exchange it uses it's abilities to help the creature.

Notes: house-elf magic is much stronger than anything humanly possible, but it wasn't
enough to make it anything more than prey in it's home ATL. I hope whoever starts
screwing with ISOT magic again will note this.
2, domestication, over thousands of years: pigs, cattle, sheep and most extremely, dogs
were domesticated by man, and the overwhelming majority of individuals of these species
wouldn't have a clue about life without us... but there are a few problems with that, and
those raise more questions than they can answer:
a) what was the wild form? House-elves are (most likely) Fey, but let's have a look at other
Fey on IOTL Earth: winged Fairies and wingless levitating Leprechauns. Now, Fey seems like
an umbrella term to me, roughly meaning 'non-hominid, sentient humanoid with magic'.
Note that they all have magic, no Q Z rules for them. But it's kinda obvious that Houseelves weren't bred from any of the other two Fey races, and they don't have a fossil record
on Earth, so how come they are loyal exclusively to humans? If it was the centaurs or giants
I'd say "meh, they were brought along for the ride", but if they are human-exclusive, that
would mean there are/were advanced humans with a long history in the Multiverse when
the ISOTs happened. Maybe if the Giants brought them along... it's not too late to include
them in the Giant's Hidden Nation, and it'd make sense: magic-resistant big guy+ useful
little spellcaster, sounds like a potent mix.
b) how come none had gone feral? Dingoes, mustangs, feral pigs/goats, you name it we
have it. Despite low chances of individual success, domesticated animals always find a way
to go feral if the ecosystem supports it. The Hidden Nations are big and very scarcely
populated, if a feral population of House-elves could exist at all, it'd have come to be
already. And sentient beings do it too, there were hidden settlements of escaped african
slaves in Brazil, sometimes surviving on their own for generations.
c) they are otherwise sentient, for crying out loud. They aren't mountain trolls who have the
mental capacities of very clever parrots but not true self-awareness. They think, they feel...
how do you domesticate something that is like that?
3, 'uplifting' for selfish reasons through magical breeding and other stuff, a.k.a. A Wizard
Did It. In the canon TL, Hagrid pulled off some pretty wierd animal breeding, and according
to the little bestiarium, he wasn't the only one. Interestingly, there are several fully
sentient, yet monstrous and malevolent Beasts (Being status not even considered) like the
Arcomantula and the Sphinx. At least the first one is magically bred. In this case, I think a
typical warlike/amoral and most importantly free-willed Fey race was bred into something
less free will-y.
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Update #408: Hint: Try Talking To Keebler
----------Wednesday, October 30, 1996
Hogsmeade
United Kingdom
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 4/1.6%
----------NEXT UP: Halloween: Salem Witch Trials
----------Dinky the elf was slowly starting to realize that freedom wasn't all it was made out to be. He
had been in a state of euphoria for about six hours or so, after which his stomach started

grumbling. It had suddenly occurred to him that he had to find a place to eat on his own -the first fly in the ointment. And even if he did find food, it would likely be cheap and
probably of the same quality as the scraps the Zabinis had given him.
Figuring that SPIW would know something about how to get himself out of this predicament
-- they had probably freed lots of elves over the past few days -- he brought out a small
business card which had been hidden inside the piece of underwear now sitting, albeit
loosely, around his waist. It had SPIW's address on it and a comment saying that any elf in
need of advice should go there.
Hoping that the SPIW office was still open, he snapped his fingers and Apparated over to
the movement's headquarters. He was pleased to notice that it was still open, and it had a
huge banner reading WELCOME FREE ELVES waving above the main entrance. However, his
joy was tempered somewhat by the fact that there was a very large line of elves snaking
out the door.
Hoping that he wouldn't die of starvation before he got to the front of the line, he took his
place at the back of the line. He figured that it would take several hours for him to make it
to the front. To pass the time, he made conversation with the elf in front of him.
This elf was named Zippy and had been owned by the Nott family. Dinky listened in horror
when she explained how she had been beaten and tortured by her masters. "Master was a
Death Eater," she wailed. "He treated Zippy like vermin and had her do all the dirty work.
Zippy had hoped that her lot in life would improve after Master was killed in Flying House.
However, that was not to be. Zippy was sold to Master's son, currently at Hogwarts, and
told to live with her new master's uncle. Zippy was very sad and wanted to take her own life
at some point. Yet Zippy could not do that!"
Dinky stared at her. And he thought his life had been bad. All he could say was. "Dinky is
sorry, Zippy. Dinky feels for you. Dink --"
That was as far as he got before Zippy flung her arms around him and started crying. The
elf in front of her, an old man, spun and glared at her. "In the name of the Five Gods,
Zippy, stop doing that. No one is going to hire you if you can't control your emotions. I
know I wouldn't."
Dinky stared at the old man in disbelief. Had he actually heard an elf use the word "I",
placing himself on the same level as the humans? That one word even managed to shock
Zippy back into a semblance of sanity. Slowly, carefully, she turned around.
Dinky let it out first. "You actually used the word 'I'! You brave elf!"
The old man grunted. "Brave? That's nothing. I'm asserting my right to be my own person.
I've been wanting to do that for a while."
Dinky looked at him in awe. Slowly, he pointed at himself. "What is your name, sir? Dinky
wishes to greet you."
The old man's response surprised him. "My name is Daniel."
Dinky and Zippy's jaws dropped, and it was all Dinky to could to gasp: "Daniel? That is a
human name!"

Daniel grinned. "Yes, and I chose it for myself. It means 'God is my judge', not a human. Of
course, I didn't start out as Daniel. I started out as Skinny and was under the control of the
Macnairs. When I received my underwear, I made a run for it before that executioner's
widow could intervene. It took me about three hours to choose my name, and by the time I
decided what I would call myself I had gotten a bit hungry. Worried I'd spend the rest of my
life regretting that I'd given up free food, I went around looking for Dobby."
Dinky stared at him blankly. "Dobby? Who's Dobby?"
Daniel's smile broadened. "Dobby is the reason we're all here, Dinky. A little over three
years ago, Harry Potter -- yes, the famous wizard -- tricked Lucius Malfoy into releasing
him. Lucius wasn't happy about it, to say the least. It looks like SPIW has been reusing that
trick with the rest of us to let us all go."
Zippy gawked at him. "Harry Potter supports SPIW? The wizard who destroyed several of
the Dark Lord's Horcruxes is our ally?"
"He does indeed, Zippy. Harry is in fact friends with Hermione Granger, SPIW's founder.
Hermione was first introduced to Dobby through Harry, and when Hermione realized how
miserable Dobby's life was she vowed then and there to do something to help the elves.
Thus was born SPEW, the Society for the Preservation of Elvish Welfare. We now know that
organization as SPIW."
Dinky clapped his hands. "Dinky...er, I...see! How has Dobby been getting by since his
freedom?"
"Well, he was destitute for a while, like the rest of us. Eventually, though, he wound up
working at Hogwarts in the kitchen with the rest of the elves there. He can tell you more
about it here, from what I've been told."
Zippy frowned. "Why would Dobby be here if he already has a job?"
Daniel smiled. "To encourage elves like us that there is daylight at the exit of the cavern.
We can look at him and realize that our troubles will soon end. Officially, he's here to serve
as a recruiter for the Hogwarts staff kitchens."
"Recruiter?"
"Someone who tries to connect employers with jobs. As a veteran kitchen elf, he wants
some more help. Supposedly half the elves ran away when Igor Karkaroff took over the
kitchen a while back."
Dinky scratched his head. "What would a human be doing in the kitchen?"
Daniel shrugged. "I don't know, Dinky. However, from what I've been told, he couldn't cook
all that well."
Zippy was starting to brighten up. "There are people willing to give us jobs and food here at
SPIW Headquarters?"
Daniel smiled. "It's not just jobs and food, Zippy. We're talking Galleons as well here.
Imagine, you will be given Galleons so you can buy your own food whenever you wish."

Dinky couldn't believe what he was hearing. "I...will have my own MONEY? I won't have to
rely on other people for handouts?"
"Yes, Dinky. You can have your choice of the best food you can afford. That is, of course, if
you get one of the jobs. I'm hoping to try out for the Hogwarts kitchens myself, though
we're going to have to have open minds here."
"Who's hiring here?"
"Well, we've got Hogwarts, the Ministry here in Hogsmeade, a few places in York, and that
pet store which was more or less cleaned out during the fight between Sirius Black and
Peter Pettigrew over Nagini. Looks like all the Muggles ran away and Roger wants new
employees. There are also supposedly seasonal positions for people who are supposed to
wrap presents for Christmas, also for Muggle owners."
Dinky frowned. "I can work for Muggles?"
"I don't see why not. If you like Muggles, go for it. You'll get a lot of attention, of course.
Keep in mind, though, that it can be a double-edged sword. You may get discriminated
against 'unofficially', possibly with taunts and teasing. On the other hand, people with an
open mind will likely back you up."
Dinky nodded. "I'll keep that in mind, Daniel."
Zippy turned to him. "Do you know which job you have in mind? I'm thinking the kitchens
myself."
Dinky shrugged. "Whatever will take and feed me. I'm not that picky."
Daniel glared at him. "That's the slave mentality talking, Dinky. You are your own master
now. You have rights, and you can CHOOSE a job. You need to come to this from a position
of confidence. Otherwise they won't take you."
Zippy chuckled. "Take a look at the line. Unless I'm mistaken, I doubt they'll take us
anyway before this job fair closes down."
Daniel shrugged. "Hope for the best, young lady. There's nothing you can do about it,
anyway."
The three elves resumed their wait, making their way closer and closer to the front of the
line. Dinky was about to start eating dirt when someone came out with free food, which he
gobbled up immediately. It was better than anything he'd tasted before. Once he got a job,
he'd be able to get food like this all the time.
If he could only get to the front of the line...
To be continued...
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i would complain about their being that many house elves in the line, but then i realised
that the line probably has every house elf in the world that actually likes their freedom
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I think I've got an explanation as to how Elf magic works and why it works regardless of
human magic (for example, elfs can apparate in and out of hogwarts).
You ready? Get this: magic has frequencies, like radio waves.
This allows us to have several types of magic, elf magic, goblin magic (proved to exist on
some occasions when a goblin uses his finger to open vaults),
human magic and who knows what else.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Astraan (Post 4894709)
I think I've got an explanation as to how Elf magic works and why it works regardless of
human magic (for example, elfs can apparate in and out of hogwarts).
You ready? Get this: magic has frequencies, like radio waves.
This allows us to have several types of magic, elf magic, goblin magic (proved to exist on
some occasions when a goblin uses his finger to open vaults),
human magic and who knows what else.
Dark energy (if it is indeed energy) could have frequencies. Apparition blockers could be
infrared or ultraviolet filters which doesn't let UV through. If elves use "IR" and humans use
"visible" you could do that :)
Similarly, you can block elf Apparition without blocking human Apparition. Otherwise, why
don't elves run from their masters all the time?
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Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 4894867)
Otherwise, why don't elves run from their masters all the time?
They don't want to? :p
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They can't run from their masters. Their magic prevents them from doing so.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 4894867)
why don't elves run from their masters all the time?
mostly because elves like dobby are incredibly rare
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Update #409: Halloween: Salem Witch Trials
----------Thursday, October 31, 1996
Salem
Massachusetts
United States of America
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 4/1.6%
----------NEXT UP: Uh, Where Are You Going To Put Them All?
----------Ed Burchett had heard from many people in the know that Halloween in Salem would be an
absolute madhouse. However, NOTHING had prepared him for this. Route 114 was backed
up for miles, and at the rate it was going it was going to tie up traffic on Route 128 as well.
He could only pity those people like himself who wanted to go to places like Marblehead and
didn't want to touch Salem with a ten-foot pole. Or broom, for that matter.
The exposure of the wizards -- along with Guinevere's involvement with an organization
(now defunct) known as the Salem Witches' Academy -- meant that the traditional
Halloween festivities would go from ridiculous to completely out of hand. To make matters
worse, the Peabody Essex Museum had somehow managed to get hold of a few brooms and
other magical artifacts even though Secretary Ariadne had endorsed Radner's decree that
Muggles should not be using brooms without appropriate training.
Ariadne had foreseen that something like this would happen and had repeated that most of
the people who had been killed in the 1692 crackdown had not in fact been witches. She
explained that the exhibits in Salem gave people a false impression of what magic was like
and what it was like to be a witch or wizard. Finally, she repeated that most of the people
who had been executed had in fact been from Danvers, not from Salem. The only reason
that the incident had been known as the Salem witch trials was because at the time
Danvers had still been part of Salem. She had done everything she could to keep people
away from Salem. Some good that did, however.
Burchett turned on the radio to hear that the Quabbin was absolutely mobbed. With two of
the towns already destroyed, thousands of people had tried to visit at the same time. The
head of the Quabbin Academy of Sorcery -- which now included the women's school as well
-- had eventually given up trying to teach classes when people had started pestering him
for tours. The security guards had tried to keep boats off the surface of the reservoir and
had eventually given up, letting them visit as long as they did not release any flotsam and
jetsam into the water (and used paddles instead of motors).

Meanwhile, there were rumors that Rebecca Nurse, the ghost of a witch who had been killed
in 1692, had made her way off to Salem Willows Park to try to deflect some of the people
away from downtown and explain what had actually happened. All that managed to do, of
course, was make matters worse because the people who wanted to visit her still had to get
to Salem. There were also reports that some leftover activists from America for Humans
was going to protest in Salem. Anything involving America for Humans looked like it was a
good recipe for disaster.
He looked at the cars around him and was horrified to see no fewer than three people
dressed like elves. For all he knew, they WERE elves who knew how to drive cars. Five
people were dressed as witches, and one was even dressed as a mermaid. A shadow passed
over him, and he craned his neck to catch a glimpse of a flying carpet. He made a mental
note to buy a flying carpet as soon as he got back. If he ever got back.
To add insult to injury, he saw someone walking around with a sign advertising the Muggle
Apparition Network: "Why spend all the time in traffic if we can Apparate you to your
destination". He was very tempted to park the car somewhere and ask the MAN
representative to send him home. Tomorrow, after all of this hullaballoo died down, he'd go
back and pick the car up.
He was tempted. Very tempted.
------London
---Michael Heseltine's remarks were short and to the point. "Ladies and gentlemen, it has been
an honor to serve as your acting Prime Minister. However, it would be inappropriate for me
to stay on too long without taking the will of the public into account. As a result, it is my
duty to inform you that my tenure as acting Prime Minister will be ending February 1st,
when the Regency Committee and Parliament have promised to identify a permanent
replacement. It may be me, it may be someone else. All we know is that the person chosen
on February 1st will no longer be acting Prime Minister. He or she will be Prime Minister, full
stop. No ifs, ands, or buts.
"Note that the government has agreed that Nicholas Flamel, the Minister of Magic, is not in
the running for this position. Although Minister Flamel appears trustworthy, we cannot
forget the last time a wizard tried to run for Prime Minister. Voldemort nearly took us over,
and we will never let that happen again."
---------Hogwarts
----Flitwick looked at the other staff members. "You're sure about this?"
Moody nodded. "We are, Headmaster. We have to show the world that we are trustworthy
and do so without relying on those ridiculous Aes Sedai vows. That's why there have to be
tours of Hogwarts. We need to have the Muggles see for themselves that we're good people
and that we're learning about Muggles from one of the Muggles themselves."
"But what about Britain for Humans? Britain for Humans has regrouped and is thinking of
starting attacks again!"
Patrick Moore threw his hands up. "All the more so. If we don't let the Muggles in, they're
going to find way to circumvent our defenses somehow or attack somewhere else in the

Wizarding world. Remember what happened with Zygonov and the Death Eaters. By giving
out tours, we're going to lure them over to us...and hit them with virtually every single
security method we can think of. We're going to involve both Muggle and Wizarding security
tactics here. To be honest, Headmaster, I don't see how ANYTHING is going to get past
that."
Moody continued. "We're going to have to let Muggles in at some point. People are going to
want to talk to the Muggle king from time to time, and J. K. Rowling will be stopping by to
interview Miss Granger. If we DON'T let Muggles in, on the other hand, they're going to
start wondering what's going on here and whether we're doing something to King William."
Flitwick groaned. "I don't like this. Where are you going to take the Muggles?"
"Well, we'll go into the Great Hall and maybe have them sit in on a few Muggle Studies
lessons. We'll probably throw in Charms and History of Magic because no one would be
stupid enough to actually go the wife or apprentice of the Minister of Magic himself.
Quidditch matches should also be popular, as well as Hoops matches."
"Hoops?"
"A new game which was developed in Xylenda as a combination of Muggle basketball and
Quidditch. It's played at the Quidditch pitch but there are bouncing balls and so forth. It's
getting pretty popular among the students."
Moody continued. "At any rate, we're going to enhance the castle's defenses with a
permanent charm to prevent Polyjuicing. All guests will be disarmed and relieved of all their
possessions other than notebooks and cameras. They'll then have to go through Muggle
airport-style security checkpoints. Trust me, nothing is going to get by."
Mrs. Flamel nodded. "Headmaster, I'm personally comfortable with this. We know this castle
had good security even before the Muggles got involved. This will just augment that.
Furthermore, it would be a great political and diplomatic risk if we DIDN'T take the risk."
Flitwick looked at her grimly. "Well, if all else fails we can always say the dementors are still
there -- at least those of us who aren't Aes Sedai. The Muggles won't know any better. All
right, people. I agree. Let's start the tours, and God help us all if this doesn't work out."
--------------------------Russian Ministry of Magic
--------------Tsar Alexei looked at the Muggle attache and then back at the photographs of the two
Muggles. "You're saying the Kohuts are missing?"
The Muggle bowed and nodded. "Yes, Your Majesty. A missing persons report has just been
called in from northern Ukraine. Mila and Mihaylo Kohut. The person who called it in, Yakiv
Gavrilyuk, insisted that the Ministry of Magic find out about this as well."
Alexei nodded. "That is a wise move, sir. After all, the Kohuts were among the people who
earned a trip to Atlantis through the Muggle lottery on October 1st."
The Muggle gaped at him. "The Kohuts are in Atlantis?"
"I suspect. I don't know why they haven't kept in touch, however. Rest assured that I will
relay this information to the Grand Mugwump to see if we can get this ironed out."

The Muggle bowed once more. "Thank you very much, Your Majesty. The Gavrilyuks will be
delighted to hear this."
"No problem sir. I'll keep you posted."
------Atlantis
---Dagher frowned. "What do you mean the Kohuts are missing? They're right here! I saw
them a few days ago!"
Alexei grunted. "Well, they appear to like Atlantis so much that they've forgotten to tell
everyone that they're still alive. We've got a couple of people in northern Ukraine frantic
enough about their safety to file a missing persons report."
Dagher nearly fell over laughing. "Stupid Muggle tourists. I'll head over the first thing
tomorrow morning. Send me the missing persons report so I can shove it in their faces."
Alexei nodded. "Will do, sir. Over and out."
Three hours later, well after sundown, a package arrived express from St. Petersburg.
Wondering how frantic these northern Ukrainers were, he dragged over a candle to look at
the document. The first things he saw were the two pictures, one of a man and one of a
woman.
He didn't recognize either of them.
He swore to himself. "What the HELL?"
To be continued...
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Update #410: Uh, Where Are You Going To Put Them All?
----------Friday, November 1, 1996
Shap Abbey
Cumbira
England
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 4/1.6%
----------NEXT UP: The Rise of the Frankenwizard
----------Nicholas Flamel looked around at what was left the complex. Four and a half centuries
earlier, Shap Abbey had been inhabited by group of Premonstratensian monks which had
turned it into a religious shrine. Everything had changed, however, when Henry VIII broke
off from the Catholic Church and dissolved all the monasteries. Shap Abbey soon fell into
ruin with the exception of one tall tower.
It would have likely taken the Muggles decades to reconstruct the complex. However, this
time the Muggles would have some assistance. If everything went as planned, the

archeological excavation of the site would be done by late spring 1997 and the new
buildings would be ready for use in the winter of 1998/1999. The rest of the time would be
spent interviewing prospective teachers.
Flamel's advisors had initially been in a bit of a bind when Flitwick told them about his plan.
Although the Hogwarts headmaster's idea made sense, there was the small issue as to
where all of the new students would go. Fortunately, Flamel knew just the places to put the
new institutions. After all, he had been born into an era when monasteries had still dotted
the English countryside. Most of them were in ruins, like this one. They would not be in
ruins for long, however. By the end of the century, most of them would be back in business
as centers for education.
Flamel chuckled as he imagined the stern monks' reaction to hearing that their churches
and homes had been transformed into Wizarding schools. He had the distinct impression
that they would be turning over in their graves for years to come.
Making sure his robe was on properly, he stepped to the podium outside the West Tower of
Shap Abbey. Headmaster Flitwick stood at his side, as did a Catholic priest.
"Ladies and gentlemen, thank you for coming. Headmaster Flitwick and I have journeyed to
this ruined monastery to announce a radical change in the way magical education will be
handled in the United Kingdom.
"For over a thousand years, the pool of Wizarding candidates was small enough that the
vast majority of the students were able to be taught at Hogwarts. The class sizes were, and
still are, small enough so that each student can receive individual attention if need be.
Furthermore, it is possible for Hogwarts graduates to pass down their secrets even after
their deaths by communicating with the current students through the portraits on the walls
and in the headmaster's office."
Flamel looked around the room. "Everything has changed now thanks to Ziggurat Labs's
discovery. The era where only one in ten thousand people was eligible for Wizarding school
is over. The era of 1% wizards -- those with the Q gene -- has begun."
Flitwick continued. "As most of you are aware, His Majesty King William is a Q-only wizard.
He has been taking courses in spellcraft along side the rest of his first-year students. From
what I have been told by the teachers, he is an excellent student. He tends to have trouble
seeing some of the magical constructs he makes, but that is understandable given the lack
of the Z complex. Although he probably will never be good enough to make the Ministry of
Magic, I am fairly certain that he will be able to hold his own as a wizard, as a Muggle, and
as a king.
"King William is taking a dual curriculum this semester, one which has traditionally been
reserved for Wizarding royalty. He is working extremely hard and plans to take some extra
classes during summer. He has become a very conscientious -- and popular -- student. I
have reason to believe that several well-known young women may fancy him. Princess
Madeleine of Sweden, if you're listening, I'd recommend that you redouble your efforts if
you want to get your hands on him."
The crowd chuckled as he continued. "His Majesty's experience has shown us once and for
all that Q-only wizards can learn spellcraft as well with few ill effects. As a result, it is my
pleasure to announce that starting in the fall of 1999, the Ministry of Magic will start offering
Wizarding education for anyone with a Q complex."

The crowd began murmuring excitedly. One person in the back suddenly started jumping up
and down, and Flamel grinned. Unless he was badly mistaken, someone was about to sign
up for the 1999 dual curriculum.
"Q-only wizards who grew up in the Wizarding community will be able to attend Hogwarts
as usual. Q-only wizards who grew up in the Muggle community will take dual curriculum
classes similar to His Majesty."
Flamel began speaking once again. "Many of you may be wondering why we have called a
press conference here, at a ruined monastery, to make this announcement. The reason is
quite simple. You've seen Hogwarts. Where are we going to put all of these extra Q-only
students, which outnumber the traditional wizards almost 100 to 1?"
He stabbed his thumb behind him, indicating the abbey. "You're looking at it."
The crowd reacted about the way Flamel had expected: disbelief and skepticism. However,
he had been prepared. Slowly but surely, he tapped his wand on the podium in front of him
and revealed a three-dimensional image of a small castle about half the size of Hogwarts.
The model was dominated by the huge West Tower sticking out from the west side.
The crowd gasped as Flamel continued. "Yes, ladies and gentlemen. With the help of both
Muggles and wizards, we are going to rebuild this and many of the other ruined
monasteries. They will be reborn as centers of learning, this time for the Wizarding
community. A full archeological dig will be performed on each site before construction
commences, and any relics -- religious or secular -- will placed in a museum on the
premises of the school. The schools will be named after the monasteries, so the one over
here will be callde the Shap Academy of Witchcraft, Muggle Studies, and Wizardry."
"These new schools will open in the fall of 1999. Students will have three choices for
housing: in the school itself in the rooms which used to be the monks' or nuns' barracks, in
the town served by the original monastery, or in their parents' houses assuming that the
parents provide transportation. Note that out of respect for the dead monastics, only
students whose gender matches that of the original religious center will be able to sleep on
campus. For instance, in this case, boys will be housed in the West Tower while the girls will
be living in town. This will successfully segregate the sleeping arrangements while allowing
for a co-ed school. The current plans are to introduce 10 schools in 1999, 20 in 2002, and
50 in 2006. These schools will be spread out all across the nation so that Muggles all of the
country can train their children to become wizards."
Flitwick spoke once more. "Note that Hogwarts will start admitting Q-only students early, in
the fall of 1997. The Q-only students will be sorted into the traditional four houses, plus the
new Black House. However, due to space limitations that they will be given housing in
Hogsmeade for the time being."
The headmaster smiled. "Well, that's about it for us. We'll now take questions."
--------Atlantis
----Daryna Vovchanckaya looked up from her reading when she heard the knock on the door.
She frowned: what was going on here? She wasn't expecting guests.
Putting away the book on magic as it would blow her cover as Mila Kohut, she headed over

to the door and looked through the peephole warily at the two men. "Hello?"
One of the men nodded. "Mrs. Kohut? We're here on a request from the Ministry of Magic.
Do you remember Yakiv Gavrilyuk?"
Vovchanckaya froze. She had no idea who this Gavrilyuk was. However, the name sounded
Ukrainian. She suspected that it was one of the Kohuts' friends. Hoping she didn't blow her
cover, she called out, "Yes, sir. Is there something wrong? Did something happen to him?"
The other man's pocket suddenly started shaking, and his eyes widened. He turned to his
colleague and nodded. The first man returned the favor and turned back to Vovchanckaya.
"Ma'am, Mr. Gavrilyuk is concerned you haven't written back or called him yet. He's been so
nervous that he's put out a missing persons report on you. Is it all right if we come in?"
Vovchanckaya's mind raced. Hoping she didn't sound too nervous, she said: "Not unless you
have some form of ID. With Death Eaters running around, you could be anyone."
The two men nodded and reached into their pockets. They both pulled out ID's which
claimed that they were Muggle liaisons. Both "Kohuts" had been trained, as had all of the
Muggles, to recognize them. They were genuine, as far as he could tell.
Still wary, she asked: "Can you remind me of his phone number? I haven't called him for a
while."
The two men did so. Hoping that this wasn't a mistake, she told them to hold off for a
second so she could try the phone. She picked up the handset and started pushing buttons
at random. She had gotten maybe four digits in before the line conked out.
Shit, she thought. The wizards would probably would want proof that she'd called them. Yet
with the phone malfunctioning like this -- how could it NOT malfunction with all the magic
around -- this would be a problem.
She returned to the door to see the two men talking to each other. One of them heard her
approach and said: "Ma'am, we apologize, but I think we just did something which knocked
out your phone. Our spells are picking up a malfunction in there. May we come in so we can
fix it?"
Trapped, she opened the door and the two men came in. She marched them over to the
phone and pointed it out. They nodded, raised their wands, and pointed them at the phone.
The first man nodded and began messing with the phone. The second, however, pulled out
a piece of parchment and looked at it for a moment. Smiling in satisfaction, he put the
parchment away and pointed his wand at her. He then spoke two words.
"Expelliarmus! Immobilus!"
Vovchanckaya's wand was safely in a drawer, so she didn't lose the wand. However, she still
couldn't move. What the hell was going on here?
Abruptly, both men reached into their pockets once again and brought out two more
badges. She blanched when they realized what they were: Auror badges.
The man with the parchment spoke, his wand still pointed at her face. Meanwhile, the man

next to him cast Revelio Hominem.
"Daryna Vovchanckaya, you are under arrest, charged with conspiracy, murder, and
terrorism at the Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry in Hogsmeade, England. Now if
you know what's good for you, help us find your so-called husband and come with us."
To be continued...
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Update #411: The Rise of the Frankenwizard
----------Friday, November 1, 1996
2340Z
Ziggurat Labs
England
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 4/1.9%
----------NEXT UP: Singing in the Rain
----------Wynfor Grigor looked around the lab. The only people left in the building belonged to the
janitorial staff, and he highly doubted that they had any idea about what actually was going
on in the building -- let alone what Grigor was trying to accomplish.
Making sure that the view of the video camera was blocked by the secret cabinet containing
his experiments, Grigor opened the door and took a look at the contents of the petri dish.
There, sitting in a batch of chemicals, four small groups of stem cells were growing and
thriving.
The cells had initially been taken from an ordinary cell line that Ziggurat Labs had been
working with over the past few years. They had supposedly been extracted from umbilical
cord blood after one ofthe secretaries had given birth. This woman, a pure Muggle, had
figured that it couldn't hurt try donating some of her stem cells to science.
Ziggurat Labs tended to do a lot of work with genetic testing and occasionally genetic
engineering. All of the equipment the company had purchased over the past few years had
paid off in gold -- and a Nobel Prize -- once the wizards had been outed. Had Michael
Parsons not convinced the president of the company to commit all of that cash to genetic
testing equipment, someone else would have likely walked away with the secret of the Q
and Z genes.
Grigor had managed to commandeer some of these stem cells for a little experiment of his
own, one which no one else in the company knew about. One of the batches of cells in the
cabinet was a control group, which were growing under circumstances familiar to anyone
who worked with biological material. A second group consisted of cells which had been
modified to have the Q gene. Having been on the team which had helped Parsons identify
the Wizarding genes, he had an ample supply of the stuff. A third group contained cells
which had been primed with the Z gene. As far as he could tell from his last observations,
these three groups of cells seemed to be doing what they were supposed to.
This would have been a major breakthrough on its own. However, the key experiment lay in

the fourth container, where the cells had been injected with both the Q and Z complexes.
There had been some cell death in that group -- about 20% of the cells had disappeared
somewhere between the 16 and 32 cell stage. Thankfully, there hadn't been any problems
since.
That fourth group of cells were his ticket to glory. Once he was convinced that the QZenhanced cells were viable enough to be used in experiments, he planned to go into the
black market and start advertising a service which would allow volunteers to try to bear
children guaranteed to be capable of magic. It didn't matter whether one of the parents, or
both of them, had started out as Muggles. Grigor's job was to make sure that wizards could
be born ex nihilo, out of a situation where neither parent had magical ability. Which, of
course, covered about 96% of the world.
It had taken him many, many tries to reach this point. After all, genetic engineering wasn't
easy. He had used various techniques to try to get the cells to accept these new DNA strains
only to find most of them dying between the 2 and 4 cell stage. Eventually, he had
stumbled across a gene splicing method which worked.
He amended that thought: worked at least for now. How many cells did he have there, a
few hundred? There were many, many more than a few hundred cells in a living human
being. For all he knew, all of these cell cultures would self-destruct in two or three days.
He started examining the four clusters of cells more closely. The control group seemed to be
working more or less the way he had expected. The Z group still seemed to be going strong,
though some of the cells around the periphery seemed to be a bit ragged. The Q group had,
for some reason, split in two. He didn't know if it was from the presence of the Q gene or
whether the blastocyst had naturally twinned. He would have to run this experiment again.
The QZ group seemed to be very unhappy. There weren't as many cells as he had expected,
and a few of them seemed to be starved for nutrients. He wondered if activating the Q and
the Z together had consumed so many of the nutrients on the petri dish that there wasn't
enough food left to go around. If that was the case, this culture would die off in a few days.
This theory assumed, of course, that the Q and the Z had already been activated. He had no
idea if that was the case. There was evidence that the Q had done SOMETHING strange as it
had twinned that culture. That wasn't conclusive, however. And it certainly wasn't enough to
merit him another Nobel Prize.
It was increasingly obvious that this latest set of QZ cells was going to be another failure.
However, he had definitely made progress -- the culture had lasted almost a week before
collapsing. Would the cells last longer if he provided them with more food? He made a
mental note to try to find a witch who had borne children and ask her whether she needed
to eat more food than a Muggle during pregnancy.
Jotting down notes on his most recent observations, he turned to the next set of petri
dishes which were trying to implant G1, S, B, T, and a whole host of other complexes into
the base stem cell template. The G1 cluster seemed to have larger cells, which was
consistent with gigantism. The B's looked normal for now, and the T's were half dead. There
was still a lot of work to be done here as well.
He wondered how long it would take for him to be confident enough in his results to try to
move on to animal and primate experiments. Checking for the Q was easy: give the chimp a
wand, and if the chimp howled and dropped it immediately the animal didn't have Q active.
For the Z, all he had to do is have a ghost volunteer come into the room with the chimp. If,

as the theory claimed, the Z gene allowed you to see ghosts of species other than your own,
a chimp which reacted to the ghost would mean that the Z was active. This assumed, of
course, that the chimps weren't close enough to Homo sapiens for the animal to see the
ghost anyway.
He figured he could make a killing creating wizards via genetic engineering. He'd have to do
it in secret, of course, and possibly set up the lab in a remote location so no one would be
able to find it. He expected a Q enhancement would go for £250,000, a Z enhancement for
£100,000, and a QZ combo for £325,000. The other complexes would be cheaper: £10,000
for half-giant genes, £50,000 for the T gene, £25,000 for the siren gene S, £30,000 for
Parseltongue ability, and so forth.
As he continued examining his cultures, Grigor wondered whether he should get a wizard in
on the act. The wizard would likely know more about what all these genes did than he did.
Grigor also suspected that he would likely be able to do something to these cultures which
will make them more viable and cause them to develop more quickly.
It occurred to him that Harold-Green Pharmaceutical Corporation might be willing to help
him. They had fallen upon hard times now that the wizards had run away with their
Philosopher's Stone. Their stock had tanked, Daniel Green had been forced out, and Lou
Harold had taken over as sole president. Grigor suspected that Harold would likely be shown
the door pretty soon unless something drastic came along. Well, Grigor was working on
something drastic. If they joined forces...things could be very, very, interesting. Particularly
if Harold-Green had some Philosopher's Stone information left over which could possibly,
just possibly, be reverse-engineered.
He finished his observations and turned off the light just as the clock struck midnight. He
had been in there for less than an hour and a half. Before he left, he took a quick look at his
"real" project: the lycanthropy vaccine. Things seemed to be working pretty well there, and
Harold was pretty excited. Granted, a large infusion of cash from the emperor of Luggnagg
hadn't hurt. At the rate things were going, clinical trials would likely begin before the end of
the year.
If all else failed, he could give up on the genetic engineering and make his fortune off the
lycanthropy vaccine. However, he did not intend to fail. Not by a long shot.
To be continued...
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Well this is a nice monkey wrench…

Tirion,
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Update #411.5: All Your Base Are Belong To Us
----------Friday, November 1, 1996
Ministry of Magic, Andes facility
Condór Picchu
Peru

----------

Hidden in the mountains surrounding Macchu Picchu, was the secret ancient school and
headquarters of the Inca Empire's wizards. They weathered the spanish conquest there,
waiting under the leaderaship of the Wizarding Sapa Inca for a day to reclaim their land.
That day never came, and the royal bloodline ended in the XVIII century, but over the
decades as Muggle cultures mingled, so did wizarding ones. Today, the Minister of Magic,
Eligio Porfirion, had Spanish and Inca ancestors in equal number. Traditionally, Peruvian
wizards were considered isolationists, mingling with mundanes even less than the SOS
allowed, even keeping heads of state off the loop if they deemed their regimes transient,
and even after the Breach wizarding facilities remained classified with entrance limited to
high ranking government officials. Harboring some resentment over the past inaction of
their wizards, the people of Peru were nonetheless pleased when Judgement Day came and
went without battles in the country.

That would change now. Earlier that week, President Fujimori was contacted by none other
than Atlantis, and recieved from anonimous sources an incredibly detailed report on terrorist
activity in the country. Alberto Fujimori had used successful counter-terrorist operations to
forge political capital several times in the past, and saw great potential in this one- the
neutralization of the entire Shining Path. He already striked several blows at the
organization back in 1992, but even mostly crippled it survived... and he made many
enemies when his military took the necessary steps to combat the terrorists, and collateral
casualties appeared. But this wasn't going to be a problem now: along with several hundred
pages of records, came maps and pictures enabling Apparition, and the sites were already
checked by Disillusioned wizards and deemed real.

"The plan will work, Senor Presidente," the Minister of Magic assured Fujimori. They stood
on a balcony. In a hallway below them, close to a hundred Aurors and more than a
thousand spec ops commandos prepared for the mission.
"Of course it will," replied the President, "the Shining Path ends today."
An aide came, and reported that the troops are ready for action, and are waiting for the
inevitable speech from Fujimori. They didn't have to wait long, just until the Minister of
Magic casted Sonorus on him.

"My fellow citizens of Peru! You who have gathered here today are the best of two worlds,
and we can proudly say that our cooperation has set an example for all humanity! Together,
we will build a better world. But there are some individuals in this nation, certain
irredeemable louts, who wouldn't let us prosper. Men who resort to intimidation, bombings
and assasinations to force their twisted ways on normal people, and who don't hesitate to
become drug lords to support their unholy war against our nation. I speak of course of the
Shining Path, the very thugs you'll fight against today. When you see them, remember all
the suffering they brought to our beloved Peru, and to make a better life to our children,
don't let a single one escape! Let all know, that as long as I am your president, terrorism
shall never be tolerated! Gentlemen... let's bring them Hell."

----------Shining Path HQ
Safe House, somewhere in an abandoned mine
-----------

Deep beneath the earth in a quite elaborate base, Óscar Ramirez nom de guerre Comrade
Feliciano, leader of the Shining Path smiled. For the first time in five years, the organization
managed to actually increase it's power. The revelation of magic brought unexpected
developements: though Al-Quada had beaten them to the most destructive applications
(nukes) and their actions resulted in the worldwide ban on the most obviously useful spells
(Engorgio, Geminio), all was not lost. The alleged revolutionary force had always been eager
to take what the black market offered... and since the Breach, all sort of magic-related stuff
appeared there, up to and including mercenaries. Some of those weren't particularly useful
in Muggle hands. Yet others... other things showed serious potential. For example, a shady
fellow traded an easy, mass-producable and very potent something for a kilogram of
kokaine. Óscar couldn't wait to see his little deathbringers wrecking havoc among the
revolution's enemies. For now he could only chuckle at the thought that if his acts were
known, he'd have to add PETA to the long list of his enemies. His musings, however, were
cut short by sounds of gunfire in the tunnels...

--------Same facility, earlier
---------

With a crackling sound, muffled almost into nothingness by a spell, a Disillusioned Auror
Apparated into a locked storage room, looked around to make sure no one is there,
Disapparated, and returned seconds later with 2 commandos at his side. He repeated the
process a dozen more times until the room was filled with soldiers and equipment, then
opened the door with Alohomora. Silently, squads of commandos began spreading out
through the base, and the wizard resumed the side-along Apparitions to bring further
reinforcements.
The insurgents had no idea they were there until over a hundred special forces agents were
in the middle of their base... and by the time one of them stumbled upon a squad, shouted
an alert, reached for his sidearm, jumped behind a corner and managed to get a few shots
out before going down in a hail of bullets... by then the soldiers were in position to cut off
all escape attempts. But the rebels didn't surrender, and managed to put up a hell of a
fight.

At last, the commandos managed to spot Óscar Ramirez, fleeing deeper into the base.
Chasing him, a squad of soldiers came to a great hallway, with rows of tables on the sides
packed full of strange boxes. They were small, about 20x10x10 centimeters, with small
holes in them but a second layer blocking view, a small cage door in the front, a larger one
on the top wired shut, and miniature levers on the side, and a post-it with numbers on each
box.
Ribbit, ribbit, ribbit.
As they looked around in surprise, searching for the inexplicable mine-dwelling frog,
Ramirez glanced out from behind the doorway on the opposite end with a hand mirror, and
tossed a grenade in the hallway.
A BOOM was followed by splintering of furniture and screams of wounded men... then a
rising, infernal HISSSSS joined the cacophony.
"Of the many fearsome beasts and monsters that roam our land, there is none more curious
or more deadly than the Basilisk, known also as the King of Serpents. This snake, which
may reach gigantic size, and live many hundreds of years, is born from a chicken's egg,
hatched beneath a toad. Its methods of killing are most wondrous, for aside from its deadly
and venomous fangs, the Basilisk has a murderous stare, and all who are fixed with the
beam of its eye shall suffer instant death. Spiders flee before the Basilisk, for it is their
mortal enemy, and the Basilisk flees only from the crowing of the rooster, which is fatal to
it." Hatching a Basilisk is easy- both toads and chicken eggs are commonly accessible. Dark
wizards had been doing it for centuries... but they didn't exploit the easiness of the process
to it's full potential. In this hallway, there were hundreds of boxes, each with two
compartments. One was just big enough to put in a toad and an egg, and so small that the
toad had no choice but to sit on the egg. This compartment had an hatch on the top for
putting in the toad and the egg, then it was sealed shut. Once the baby basilisk hatched, it
ate the toad, then handlers periodically placed live mice in the other compartment, closed it,
pulled a lever to open the door separating the compartments, let the snake feed for a few
hours, then picked up the box, shaked it down into the smaller compartment, and closed
the door with the lever. They started a cluster of eggs each day, and by now many has
hatched. The boxes were designed to let air and small objects like excrement pass, but
absolutely no light... and though they were quite well-constructed, they were intentionally
weak. The shockwave of the grenade knocked many tables open and flinged boxes around.
Many basilisks ended up dead or crippled... but many more ended up free, and enraged.
Newborn basilisks were around 10 centimetres long. Their poison was already full potent,
but their lethal eyes were not- until their third moulting (by when their size tripled), even a
direct stare 'only' caused petrification, and an indirect one led to fainting. Because of this,
they started out hunting by scent and hearing, and with their eyes closed- they could not
eat rock. However, it was still their favorite defensive mechanism against percieved
attackers, in this case the big warmbloods making noise. Soon, wounded and healthy
commandos alike thudded on the floor with cracks, their flesh turned to stone.
Hearing the lovely noises of panic and mayhem, Ramirez smirked... but his expression
turned sour when he evaluated his situation. He was cornered: the corridor he stood in was
ultimately a dead end, and the only way to escape was through enraged deadly snakes and
equally pissed-off counter-revolutionaries. Well, at least he'd go out in battle like a hero,
setting an example for the proletariat. Yes, he could do that.

As the shouting increased in the other entrance of the hallway, he tensed, and when he
heard a soldier suggesting to throw grenades at the snakes till they were silenced, he
springed from behind the doorway, grenade armed and poised to throw, trajectory already
calculated so it would fly through the hallway and land at the other door... but a little
something dramatically altered his plans. Two little somethings, to be exact- two small
pinpricks at his ankle, and an instant wave of dizziness sweeping through him. Refusing to
believe what in his heart he knew, that he only has seconds to live, he looked down,
desperately hoping for anything but a snake at his feet. Fate was cruel to him: his
expression had managed to strike the perfect balance between complete despair and utter
horror before the reptile's eyes found his... and he turned into stone like that...then the
grenade exploded in his petrified hand.
----------------Ministry of Magic, Andes facility
Condór Picchu
aftermath
----------------"Look, is that really necessary?" asked the president, and not for the first time. The Minister
of Magic sighed and facepalmed. "Senor Presidente. I already told you of the dangers of
basilisk breeding. If you don't want those monsters released in your cities, that knowledge
can't get out to Mug... mundanes. Anyone who has seen it has to be Obliviated, or killed,
before he talks about it, or writes about it. Don't let today's events fool you, President
Fujimore, for our cleanup teams did a great job but if even a single mature basilisk would
be released in a crowded city, today's few dozen casualties would be laughable low. Please,
let us Obliviate your soldiers, and their captives now."
"Fine" shrugged the president, "take their memories, just take care not to mess up their
heads." Then he pointed down at the petrified, mutilated body of Óscar Ramírez. "What of
him? Any chance of reviving him so he can have a trial? Is he alive at all?"
The wizard shook his head. "He is alive, but he was bitten before petrification and badly
damaged afterwards. Even if we found a healing spell to rebuild him and some Phoenix
tears as antidote, chances are he'd be dead before the antidote took effect. Realistically,
he's either kept as a statue locked in agony for all eternity, or he is given the petrification
antidote and allowed to die. Normally, I'd say a Being deserves the latter, but I hear this
man is responsible for thousands of deaths, and worse."
"Indeed" said Fujimori with a smirk. "So, I either set an example by granting him a mercy
kill, or I set an example by letting all see how terrorists end up here? Decisions, decisions."
"I don't follow Muggle news too close, but didn't some terrorist named Che Guevara end up
being famous and popular after he was displayed in such a manner?"
"...You have a point," the president admitted. "Give him the petrification antidote and get
rid of the body discretely, then."

To be continued...

Tirion,
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I don't know how petrification goes in canon, I guess sensory deprivation is a given- you
can't sense anything when your organs are turned into stone. Personally, I guess
petrification (which is a Transfiguration to stone with the same shape retained, essentially)
acts as perfect stasis, with no brain activity or any sign of life down to cellular levels, but
with a possible revive option, antidote. Pause/Resume, in other words.
But if that guy feels anything, he's been effectively placed into stasis while under the effect
of basilisk poison. If he doesn't feel anything but is conscious, he knows he's poisoned and a
grenade exploded in his hand...
and if he's mercifully unconscious, well, his facial expression (what remained of his face
anyway) is still one of horror, pain and despair.

acgoldis,
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PLAUSIBILITY CHECK: Koschei Horcrux Defenses
-----------------------------------------------------Koschei's Horcrux is a needle, as we know. Well, he did something clever when he created
and hid the Horcrux in the egg etc. Something which not many people know about.
Koschei was a powerful wizard, so we'll assume he was at least somewhat involved with
Atlantis. That's what made him so hard to kill and why Atlantis was so eager to get rid of
him.
Well, it turns out that he has an Atlantis ring because of this experience. The ring will
automatically turn on as soon as its assigned owner puts it on his finger. It detects this by
looking for pieces of soul inside the ring.
He made the needle into a Horcrux, stuck another bunch of needles in a bundle with it, and
inserted the bundle into the Atlantis ring. He then put another bunch of needles around the
ring.
Suppose Atlantis is trying to kill Koschei. In order for Atlantis to get involved, it has to be
DEFCON 2 or above. Now at DEFCON 2, all the Atlantis rings turn on...including this one
thanks to the Horcrux. What this means is that the Horcrux will suddenly be protected by an
Atlantis bubble. Nothing magical can penetrate it other than the Elder Wand (in the hands of
its master) or the Spear of Destiny. A nuke will also work.
This sounds like JUST the thing Koschei would do. In order to get at the Horcrux, Atlantis
has to deactivate the bubbles -- which would make their own men vulnerable (and which
may not be even possible depending on the bureaucracy in the prophecy department at
Atlantis -- can they temporarily reduce status to DEFCON 3?). In effect, Koschei has turned
Atlantis's own power against it.
Remember this guy won't be a pushover. They've been trying to get at his Horcrux for 600
years, including a period before the Statute of Secrecy fell.
ACG
P.S. Note the Spear of Destiny reference. Depending on how things happen in the Shared
World, that may be the ONLY non-nuclear way left to destroy the Horcrux without getting
the Elder Wand back (which I'm thinking of having Koschei Fidelius to himself) once we get
to DEFCON 2 and the shield goes up. DEFCON 3 or lower you can have other means
(basilisk venom, etc.). However, realistically -- what do you think the odds are Atlantis will

be at DEFCON 3 or lower when Koschei has actually come back?
Note that I hereby declare the Spear of Destiny CANNOT be Fideliused or destroyed by
anything other than a nuke. There must ALWAYS be at LEAST one non-nuclear way to kill
Koschei for good all the time. Otherwise, it's Koschei-wank.

Tirion,

August 18th, 2011 01:44 PM

And you didn't even mention the other nastiness- I find it hard to believe that he'd not
include many, many offensive countermeasures to protect the Horcrux. Things can fire out
of an Atlantis bubble, right? Trigger delayed Fiendfyre or something equally destructive spell
on every needle in the stack, with 'under attack AND shield is activated' for trigger.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Tirion (Post 4912279)
And you didn't even mention the other nastiness- I find it hard to believe that he'd not
include many, many offensive countermeasures to protect the Horcrux. Things can fire out
of an Atlantis bubble, right? Trigger delayed Fiendfyre or something equally destructive spell
on every needle in the stack, with 'under attack AND shield is activated' for trigger.
Atlantis bubbles are defensive only at DEFCON 2. You can shoot out of them at DEFCON 1
and only at DEFCON 1. Judgment Day is just an extension of DEFCON 1.
The Fiendfyre could work, in theory, if they get to it before the bubble goes up. In practice,
they won't get to the Horcrux in time (in fact, they don't even FIND the Horcrux in the
timeline as I have it and even if they did the shield would already be up).

Jcoggins,

August 18th, 2011 05:24 PM

doesn't atlantis have a way to track their rings?

acgoldis,
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Jcoggins (Post 4912902)
doesn't atlantis have a way to track their rings?
I was wondering about that possibility as a possible plot hole. It would make sense for them
to have such an ability, particularly if they needed to coordinate something and find where
everyone was during a DEFCON 2 or DEFCON 1 operation. The spell will indicate the owners
by name on a map like the Marauder's Map, and we will assume that the Atlanteans bring
the map to Buyan for the fight.
Here's the way we'll handle it. The rings can only be tracked while the shields are ON, and

the spell to track is relatively recent and as a result hasn't been involved in a Koschei hunt
before.
What this means is that the Horcrux COULD be detected during the Battle of Buyan.
However, there's no way the good guys will have time to go after it with all of the fighting -particularly since it's 40-100 feet underground and not readily accessible. They'll have to
plan on retrieving the Horcrux (and getting through the defenses) after the fighting. That's
going to be in Shared World territory. The catch, of course, is that all these years the
Horcrux has been Fideliused to the advisor to the tsar (in this case Rasputin) or equivalent.
It may very well be that the good guys will have to first break the Fidelius and then deal
with the bubble.
Remember, incidentally, that a Horcrux cannot be Fideliused to its owner as it reunites the
soul. Draco Fideliused the box containing the cup to Voldemort, not the cup itself (if that's
not what it says, that's the way it should have been handled).
We'll have to think about this.
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Update #412: Singing in the Rain
----------Saturday, November 2, 1996
Atlantis
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 4/1.8%
----------NEXT UP: Countess Love Triangle
----------Daryna Vovchanckaya was not a happy witch. The undercover Aurors had frogmarched her
and her "husband" out of the house and had escorted them into a pair of Apparition-proof
cells with no view whatsoever of the outside. They had then told her to make herself
comfortable and locked her in. Then the wait began. She to talk to and she thought that she
was going to go out of her mind.
She wondered what had happened to her colleague. They had taken him from her shortly
after locking her in the jail. She could have sworn that she had heard him screaming from
time to time. She prayed briefly that that was not the case. Besides, most of these people
had sworn at least Novice level Aes Sedai oaths. This meant that use of magic as a weapon
was forbidden unless the oath taker was fighting a Dark wizard. She and her friend were
certainly Dark wizards, at least from the misguided Atlantean view of the world. However,
she couldn't imagine how they could be torturing him if he wasn't fighting them.
Then it occurred to her: they could be using Muggle tactics, tactics which were often far
more barbaric than magical torture. Crucio was exceedingly painful, but it didn't cause any
permanent harm. Muggle techniques, on the other hand...She shuddered. She didn't even
want to think about that.
She wondered if Zygonov and Rasputin knew that they had been captured. If Atlantis played
its cards right -- which she had to admit was a strong possibility given Dagher and
Dialonis's power -- they'd just have her vanish without telling Rasputin where she went.
There was also a distinct possibility that they could try to force her to betray all of her

secrets using Veritaserum or some other method. She really hoped that was not the case as
she was not allowed to betray Koschei without permission of Rasputin. An Unbreakable Vow
had seen to that.
She had no idea how much time had gone by since her arrest. She had long since finished
counting the number of bricks in the walls: 1457. The wizards shoved food through the wall
at irregular hours, undoubtedly designed to make sure she didn't know what time of day it
was. The food wasn't all that great, but it was a hell of a lot better than anything the
Muggles would have been able to produce.
She had told everyone that she was willing to die for the cause. However, now that the
moment was upon her, she couldn't do it. What use would she be, dead? As long as people
lived, there was still hope. Granted, there wasn't much she could accomplish without her
wand, and she highly doubted that they would agree to her request to get her wand back.
She hoped that her colleague would be braver than she was. She was man, after all, and
men were supposed to be brave and sweep women off their feet.
She broke off her reveries as she heard footsteps approach her cell and stop outside her
door. A voice shattered the silence:
"Prisoner Vovchanckaya, we are about to come in. Keep your hands above your head and
do not move. Otherwise, we will shoot you. Be advised that we are carrying a device which
will allow people to see invisible objects as well as a Secrecy Sensor. We also have the
executioner with us in case you make too much of a mess. Do you agree to this?"
She tried to keep her voice steady. "I don't see I have much of a choice. What would you do
if I didn't feel like cooperating?"
"Then we will make your cell airtight and you will die a slow, painful death from
asphyxiation. It is a terrible, gruesome fate. You do not want to face it, Prisoner
Vovchanckaya."
She sighed and put her hands over her head. "All right. Come on in."
The door opened and no fewer than ten wizards marched in. They put her in handcuffs
made of Devil's Snare -- wonderful, she thought -- and forced her out into the hall. She saw
no sign of her colleague and couldn't decide whether they had killed him, turned him, or
placed him in a separate facility.
They marched her into a dark room with what appeared to be several small leaks in the
ceiling. They asked her if she wanted to get a little bath to get rid of the stench of her
prisoner's uniform. Amazed at their merciful behavior, she nodded. They pushed her under
the leak in the ceiling so that the water drops began falling at random intervals on her
forehead. They were brutally cold, and she opened her mouth to ask them to raise the
temperature. She didn't get far, however, before someone cast Immobilus on her. Suddenly
she found herself motionless with water dripping on her forehead.
She suddenly realized what this was. She wasn't going to be given a bath. She was about to
be subject to an interrogation method known as Chinese water torture. And those damned
Aes Sedai called it "a bath" so they didn't have to see it as torture.
Hoping she wouldn't go insane, she gulped and stared as a man sat at a desk across from
her. "Prisoner Vovchanckaya, how are you feeling?"

She fought to speak. "Cheated. I wanted a shower and I got this uncomfortable leak in my
face."
He shrugged. "We're sorry about the discomfort. We'll try to get you out of there as soon as
possible, provided that you answer some questions for us."
She looked at the floor, unable to move her head. "You're going to torture me, aren't you?"
"Not necessarily. You can end it much more quickly by telling us what we want to know. Be
advised that your colleague is being interrogated as we speak, and that it is in both of your
best interests for you to co-operate. I believe the Muggles call this the Prisoner's Dilemma.
Do you accept these terms?"
"I don't see I have much of a choice, sir."
"Indeed, you do not, so make the best of a bad situation and be advised that there is a
strong probability that your colleague may confess in order to reduce his sentence and foist
all the blame on you."
Vovchanckaya blinked and winced as water got into her eyes. She could imagine the Black
Fist Muggle telling everyone the witch did it and he was just a henchman. This was not
good. Not good at all. Sighing, she told the interrogator to begin the interview.
The interrogator nodded and pulled out a piece of parchment. "All right, let's get started.
Where were you on the night of October 1st?"
She looked at him with a straight face. "I was in my apartment with my colleague." The
Secrecy Sensor didn't move -- after all, she did spend some time in the Zygonovs'
apartment in Hogsmeade on the night of the attack.
The interrogator checked the Secrecy Sensor and nodded. "This was in Hogsmeade, right?"
"Correct."
"Did you ever spend any time in the vicinity of Hogwarts, Prisoner?"
She gulped. "I was definitely in the area of Hogwarts. Then again, Hogsmeade is near
Hogwarts, so that doesn't really help much."
"I see. Were you INSIDE the Hogwarts castle at all on that night?"
"No."
She was relieved when she saw the Secrecy Sensor not moving. She had never actually
entered the castle -- all she had done was enter the Forest and escape via Portkey after
doing the deed. The interrogator looked at the man holding the Secrecy Sensor and
frowned. Finally, the man with the Secrecy Sensor smiled.
"Actually, I have a question. Prisoner Vovchanckaya, were you by any chance in the
Forbidden Forest that night?"
She blanched, and then winced as she realized her facial expression had given everything

away. Hoping against hope, she stammered, "Why would I have been in the Forbidden
Forest?"
The interrogator glared at her. "Answer the question. Don't play with us."
All she could hope for was the Secrecy Sensor not working. "I don't recall entering the
Forest, sir."
Not surprisingly, the Secrecy Sensor began shaking rapidly. The interrogator saw it and
shook his head. "Don't lie to us, Prisoner Vovchanckaya, as it will just prolong the agony.
So, you were in the Forest after all. Did you by any chance hide in the trees under an
Invisibility Cloak at the time Professor Snape was killed?"
She looked at the Secrecy Sensor. She was toast, and they knew it. Finally, she gave up.
"Yes, that was me. I had the Cloak and was hiding in the Forest. Let the other man go -- he
didn't do anything."
"He didn't do anything on that mission, you mean. We can't rule out the possibility that he
was involved with something else. At any rate, back to the Forest. Were you responsible for
killing Professor Snape and using a Muggle weapon on Albus Dumbledore?"
She let out a soft whimper. "I had no choice! Snape was trying to kill me!"
"Probably because you had just shot Dumbledore and taken his wand. Am I right, Prisoner
Vovchanckaya?"
The game was up. "Yes, sir. I had the gun."
The interrogator whistled. "Whew. Looks like we've got a live one here. Let's get some more
details here. For one thing, do you still have the Elder Wand?"
She blinked. "The Elder Wand? Why would I have the Elder Wand? I took Dumbledore's
wand, not the Elder Wand."
"You obviously knew Dumbledore had the Elder Wand, Prisoner Vovchanckaya. Otherwise,
you wouldn't have wanted to take it."
She stared at the interrogator. "I...didn't know."
The Secrecy Sensor stopped moving -- she was telling the truth. She knew Dumbledore's
wand had been supercharged, but the actual Elder Wand? Now she regretted giving it back
to Rasputin!
The interrogator was silent for a couple of moments while he pondered this development.
Suddenly, the man holding the Secrecy Sensor spoke up once more. "Actually, that makes
sense. Someone told her to retrieve the wand for him without telling her it was the Elder
Wand because he wanted the Elder Wand for himself. He didn't want Hit Woman here to be
tempted to keep it."
The interrogator whistled. "Indeed, that makes a lot of sense. So, let's go down that line of
thought. Who exactly are you working for? Lord Voldemort? The Italian Ministry of Magic?
Grigori Rasputin?"

Her jaw dropped at the mention of Rasputin. She tried to clamp it shut again even though
she realized it was too late.
The interrogator smiled evilly. "Well, it looks like we've got a lead into Rasputin's camp
here. A bunch of Black God activists uniting under the Mad Monk's banner. Am I correct?"
She breathed a sigh of relief: technically, according to one interpretation, the questioners
were correct. "That is correct, sir."
"Rasputin is a Black God activist?"
"Yes, sir."
"Did you give him the Elder Wand after the mission?"
She grumbled. "He demanded it of me. I told her that Dumbledore's wand seemed to like
me and he responded by Disarming me and claiming the wand for himself. I'm stuck with
my old one."
Mr. Secrecy Sensor growled: "Shit. Rasputin's the master of the Elder Wand now. We need
to find him, and find him soon. All right, Prisoner Vovchanckaya. Where's Rasputin? I
suspect a lot of Romanovs are going to want to hear this."
She had dreaded that question. "His safe house is under the Fidelius Charm, sir. I can't tell
you as I'm not a Secret-Keeper. Besides, I've never actually been there. I've met him at
designated meeting points and that's it."
"Where are these meeting points?"
"Well, we've got a place in Istanbul, a place in St. Petersburg, and a place in Constanta,
Romania."
The interrogator's eyebrows shot up. "What the hell is in Constanta?"
"I don't know, sir. All I know is that we sometimes meet there."
"Give me addresses. Now."
Resigned, she turned over the addresses and the interrogator jotted them down. "Thank
you for your cooperation, Prisoner Vovchanckaya. We'll be done soon and you'll be able to
get out of that leak in the ceiling. Are you familiar with either of the Zygonovs?"
"Yes, sir. I know them both."
"Were they involved in the attack at all?"
Telling the truth was getting easier and easier. "Yes, sir. Zygonova was the woman who
passed herself off Amelia Bell at Hogwarts. She was our mole into the school."
"Were you there most of the time as well?"
"I was called in to help with this mission once Zygonova realized that she would have to be
in two places at the same time, serving as Zygonov's husband while keeping Bell's two

roommates from noticing her absence. I lived in Bell's apartment with the roommates while
Zygonova herself lived with her husband."
"Are the Zygonovs actually married?"
"Yes. Husband and wife team."
"What did you do while school was in session?"
"I spent some time exploring the Muggle world to get information for Zygonova to relay to
the class in Muggle Studies. It was tough trying to find stuff for the course sometimes."
The interrogator made some more notes. "We appreciate your candor -- you'll probably get
a reduced sentence out of this. One last thing. Is Rasputin a Death Eater? I find it hard to
believe."
She couldn't help but grin as she answered the question. "No. Rasputin is not a Death Eater,
and neither am I. I cast the Dark Mark to frame the Death Eaters. I learned the Dark Mark
from a program about Judgment Day and Voldemort."
Both men's eyes shot to the Secrecy Sensor, which remained still. For the first time, their
eyes widened in shock. Finally, Mr. Secrecy Sensor swore. "Son of a bitch. We've been
chasing a false trail the whole time."
The interrogator pressured her further. "If Rasputin's not doing this to bring back
Voldemort, what's his mission?"
She prayed this would be enough. "He is involved with a group which wants to make
wizards rule Muggles. Wizard supremacists, you might say. The world is difficult and
chaotic, and it is up to the wizards to take control of the Muggles when they misbehave."
The interrogator grunted. "That's our job. You don't need to cast your lot with Rasputin."
"You aren't effective enough. People ignore Atlantis all the time, and you don't really do
much unless the world is about to blow up."
"I see. Is Rasputin the head of your cell?"
"Yes."
"Who's his boss? Who's the kingpin here?"
She chose her words to be carefully ambiguous. "I cannot say. I'm sorry."
The interrogator looked at the Secrecy Sensor, which was stationary. He frowned. "Well,
we'll just have to capture Rasputin and deal with him -- looks like you're pretty low-level.
What happened to the Kohuts?"
"The Zygonovs killed them and took their forms before they arrived on the island. They
modified your Muggle ID cards so they had their pictures on them instead of the Kohuts'."
"Where are the bodies?"

"On Santorini, Zygonov claimed. Transfigured into rocks."
"Where are the Zygonovs now?"
"Don't know. Sorry."
Mr. Secrecy Sensor shook his head. "They could be anywhere by now. Were they ever here
on Atlantis? They must have been if they went after the Kohuts."
"Yes, they were. They had originally been tasked with the mission of infiltrating Atlantis but
were pulled out when Rasputin realized that you may be onto us. He replaced them with
less...famous people. He was about to pull me out as well but didn't get to me in time."
"Was he the one who gave you the Polyjuice Potion?"
"Yes."
"Where have you been keeping the Polyjuice Potion?"
The dripping water was really starting to get uncomfortable, and there was nothing she
could do to prevent it. Sighing, she said that it was in a cabinet at home. Hoping against
hope, she then pleaded with the interrogators to let her go back to her cell. To her surprise,
they agreed. "You've given us a lot of information to work with here. If anything else comes
to mind, tell us. With luck, you'll be able to reduce your sentence further."
She nodded. Within an hour, she was back inside her cell hoping she hadn't revealed too
much...and that Rasputin or Koschei wouldn't kill her for it.
To be continued...
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What's the thing about Dementors and Ghosts? If souls go to Sheol, there will be some epic
OMNOMNOM when a Dementor finds a Deathgate. Except if the ghosts=spirits=personality
imprints=/=souls, and souls go somewhere else (potentially nowhere).

acgoldis,

August 19th, 2011 10:36 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Tirion (Post 4915833)
What's the thing about Dementors and Ghosts? If souls go to Sheol, there will be some epic
OMNOMNOM when a Dementor finds a Deathgate. Except if the ghosts=spirits=personality
imprints=/=souls, and souls go somewhere else (potentially nowhere).
This is delving into the far reaches of the Rowling mythos and it could be a plot hole in the
original Rowling canon (providing existence of an afterlife/realm of the dead in Book 5 as a
means to kill off Sirius as well as creatures which destroy souls in Book 3). All I can say is
maybe the people try to run from the dementors in Sheol. Perhaps that is one of the things
which forces wizards to come back.

Xandrel,

August 19th, 2011 11:24 AM

THEORY: Dementors don't actually destroy souls.
They assimilate them to their bodies. Once the dementor is killed, the soul is free and
automatically goes to afterlife.
As for Dementors entering the death gate, let's make it impossible for them.
On the grounds that they are the opposite of a soul (anti-soul if you wish), they cannot
enter afterlife.
(physical objects such as cameras can enter it because they aren't a soul or an anti-soul)
Voila, plot holes closed.

acgoldis,

August 19th, 2011 11:37 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Astraan (Post 4916236)
THEORY:
They assimilate them to their bodies. Once the dementor is killed, the soul is free and
automatically goes to afterlife.
I buy that, though keep in mind Hermione says they destroy souls. This version reminds me
of Shang Tsung from the Mortal Kombat movie.
Incidentally, I can't help but think: "I am Dementor. Dementor of Borg. You are to be
assimilated. Resistance is futile..."
Try not to imagine a dementor with Borg prosthetics... ;)

Tirion,

August 19th, 2011 11:46 AM

IIRC there is no way at all to kill a Dementor. That supports the anti-soul theory... but
bodes ill for the assimilated/eaten souls.
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Xandrel,

August 19th, 2011 01:03 PM

Acgoldis, Hermione says so, because she has no way of knowing that the souls aren't
actually destroyed. How could she know? how could anyone know for sure?
Unless someone who was killed by a dementor is discovered via deathgate in sheol, they
have no proof.
(Imagine their faces if they do meet someone like that)
Tirion, are you sure? In that case, let's assume that the physical body of dementors is made
from the souls he assimilated. Without it, he looks like voldemort did in philosopher's stone
(a small living smoke-thing). When you kill a dementor (with a patronus strong enough),
the souls are released and he becomes the smoke-thing again. (That way, the theory about
anti-soul is correct because he isn't really killed AND the theory about souls going to sheol is
also correct, because they were released by patronus).
As for dementors multiplying, it is never stated exactly HOW they are doing it, so we can
assume that they split in two like amoebas (for example, a dementor who has 50 souls in
him, becomes two dementors with 25 souls in them)

acgoldis,

August 19th, 2011 08:52 PM

Update #413: Countess Love Triangle
----------Sunday, November 2, 1996
Gryffindor Tower
Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 4/1.8%
----------NEXT UP: Now Will Anyone Less Than 3000 Years Old Buy This?
----------Harry Potter woke up and felt like a million Galleons. The sun was out, and the temperature
was probably in the teens somewhere. He had more energy than he knew what to do with,
and he felt like he could take on the world.
How could this be? He hadn't done anything unusual over the past few days. Yes, he'd won
a Quidditch match, though his work as a sixth-year Seeker had been interfered with
somewhat by the dementors hovering around the pitch. At least he hadn't fallen off his
broom a few hundred feet up in the air like he had three years earlier when the monsters
had been protecting the castle from Sirius Black!
School had slowly settled back into a routine after the Death Eater attack. Hermione spent
most of her time meditating, trying to oversee SPIW, helping J. K. Rowling work on
Hermione Granger and the Philosopher's Stone, and reading in the library. Occasionally, she

even had time for class. Harry wondered if she had stumbled across another Time-Turner
and Flitwick was turning a blind eye. Ron had been fighting his way through Slughorn's
Potions class, convinced that he would also become an Auror at some point.
Ron's ability as a Keeper had improved, and he had gotten a little more popular at school.
He had managed to pick up a new nickname, "Count". Considering that he was going out
with a girl who was a countess, that made a lot of sense. Granted, the skinny redhead had
had to endure taunts from people like Crabbe and Goyle his supposedly not being able to
count. He had managed to restrain himself to the point where he'd only gotten detention
twice.
Ginny had been shaken badly by the attack on the Astronomy Tower. She had told Harry
that had the attack occurred an hour later or so, she would have likely been killed or eaten
by the snake. Harry didn't want to even think about that. She had become an integral part
of his life now -- hell, he even lived at her house now when school wasn't in session -- and
he couldn't imagine life without her. He was doing everything under the sun with her now,
including several things both Ron and Hermione thought he'd get into big trouble if either
her parents or the school staff found out. He felt so brave today that he decided to ask her
for another anatomy lesson today.
King William, a.k.a. Mr. Windsor, had spent most of the time since the attack trying to turn
on the charm for Hermione. It was obvious he had fallen for her -- what would you expect
for a kid who had just turned fourteen? Although Hermione was a good three years older
than him, she appeared to be at least somewhat considering the idea of dumping Ron for
William and becoming a princess. Harry was still trying to figure out whether he should
break this to Ron and then run for the hills. The king had proven to be a passable wizard
thanks to the assistance of the Wizarding Queen and the Korean chap. He would likely never
be able to do everything an ordinary wizard could. However, he wouldn't embarrass the
profession.
Harry opened the window to take a look outside. He scanned the area around the castle and
thought something seemed a bit strange. What was it? The sun was out, there were a few
birds left in the trees, the Whomping Willow was beating up on a pigeon, happy thoughts
were coursing through his mind...
Happy thoughts. Suddenly, it hit him.
The dementors were gone.
He ran around the floor throwing open windows to see if they were anywhere in sight. They
weren't. The one-month siege of Hogwarts had finally come to an end.
The noise of him racing through the dormitory woke up most of the boys on his floor. Their
irritation about being woken up early on a Sunday dissipated very quickly when they
realized they were all in a better mood than they had been for over a month. Soon,
everyone was cheering.
Ron hurried to get dressed. "Thank God they're gone! With them hovering around here, we
couldn't do ANYTHING fun! Do you know what happened? Did they catch the guys who did
it?"
Harry's reply was interrupted by a squawk as an owl suddenly flew into the dorm and
dropped a rolled up parchment in Neville's hand. It looked to be a copy of the Quibbler.

Considering that Neville and Luna were rumored to have hooked up, it made a lot of sense.
Harry could just hope that Luna would be able to save Neville once Flitwick realized that an
owl had flown directly into the dorm without first stopping in the Owlery.
Neville took one look at the headline and started waving the paper around. "It's a Quibbler
extra! It's talking about the dementors!"
Everyone crowded around as he began to read.
-------

DEMENTORS REMOVED FROM HOGWARTS, HOGSMEADE
Happy days have returned to the citizens of Hogsmeade and Hogwarts. For the first time in over a month, the
residents of these locations will not have to deal with dementors in their midst.
Dr. Nicholas Flamel, our Minister of Magic, offered an explanation. "Late last night, word came in from Atlantis
which shed some light on the actions of the Death Eaters in the area. After carefully considering this new
information, the Ministry has concluded that Hogwarts and Hogsmeade are no longer under a magical terror threat
from the Death Eaters. The Death Eaters were removed immediately during the night, a development which will
please virtually everyone in the area."
The Minister, however, could not reveal everything. "Although many of you wish to know who exactly attacked
Hogwarts, the Ministry cannot provide any additional information at this time. The investigation is still ongoing,
although we now know for certain that Hogwarts will not be targeted again by You-Know Who's organization.
Ministries of Magic all over the world are going to be collaborating in track down the killers.
"As Minister of Magic, I regret having to withhold information like this. Unfortunately, we cannot reveal all of our
information without possibly tipping off the killers to the fact that we are on their trail. The only person outside the
upper levels of the Ministry to know the entire story will be Professor Flitwick, headmaster of Hogwarts; and
Alastair Moody, the school's Defense Against the Dark Arts teacher."
Madam Rosmerta, a resident of Hogsmeade, was ecstatic about this develpoment. "It's about time those black-caped
monsters left Hogwarts. Everyone has been moping for the past four weeks, and no one has spent any time in the
Three Broomsticks. I've had so few customers that I've often found myself closing the shop and sending everyone
home. Now that the dementors are gone, the tavern should finds itself brimming with customers once more."
------Ron began whooping it up. "Way to go, Flamel! He may not have specifically campaigned for
Minister of Magic. However, I can't help but think that someone who's been around six
hundred years has certainly got more experience and wisdom than any of the politicians like
Fudge or Scrimgeour."
Neville chuckled as he rolled up the newspaper. "Amen to that, Ron. Amen to that."
Harry frowned. "They haven't caught the guy who did it, it sounds like. I'm not sure how
safe we are, to be honest. I think we'd better reconvene the original Dumbledore's Army
group from last year and see if there's anything we can do to help out."
Neville frowned. "I don't think so. I trust Flamel -- he knows what he's doing. Besides, how
are we going to get out of school? We can't even leave the castle to visit Hogsmeade. How
are we going to help here?"
Harry nodded somberly. "You're right, Neville. Maybe I can use my Cloak --"
Ron rolled his eyes. "You gave the Cloak to Moody, Harry. Besides, you by yourself can't do
much."

Neville scratched his head. "Maybe we should talk to Hermione and use her new star power
to help out? I --"
A first-year stuck his head in the door. "Hey, guys! Come on down! Professor Dumbledore
wants to talk to us in the common room!"
"Which one?"
The first-year blinked sheepishly. "Oh, Aberforth. Albus is still retired, as far as I know."
Harry followed the rest of his friends down into the conference room just in time to see the
students celebrating and Aberforth making his way out through the portrait hole. Hermione,
clad in a very interesting looking nightgown which was making Ron's eyes as wide as
saucers, headed over to explain.
"The Ministry is continuing the investigation into the attack on the Astronomy Tower.
They're not certain which Death Eater did it, of course. However, what they are certain
about is the fact that Hogsmeade is no longer going to be threatened. The dementors have
left, guys. In case you're wondering why you feel so happy this morning, that's why. Oh,
and they're all letting us going to Hogsmeade today to celebrate!"
Ron's eyes widened. "Yes! Unplanned field trip!"
Harry smiled. However, his face turned serious again. "Hermione, do you think I'll be able to
get my Cloak back?"
Hermione frowned. "I doubt it, Harry. If the Death Eaters are still planning on taking the
Cloak and Flamel is convinced that Hogwarts is safe, the obvious implication is that the
Cloak has been moved out of the area. And even if it is in the area, there's no way you'll get
it back as it will draw the attackers right back here."
Harry groaned. "Damn. Well, at least we got a Hogsmeade trip out of it. Let's find Ginny and
get going."
----------Harry had been on many Hogsmeade trips before. This, however, was the best of them all.
The place was mobbed as virtually everyone was out celebrating. He had kissed Ginny
several times and gotten her some candy at one of the stores. Ginny had surprised him and
bought him a set of British football cards at a Muggle store. Ron, of course, had no idea who
any of the players were. Neither did Harry, though his excuse was a bit different.
Hermione had left a little early to hang out with Lavender Brown and a couple of other girls.
Ron had ogled her for a minute and begged her to stay, but she argued that he would be
able to put himself to better use serving as a chaperone for Harry and Ginny. Harry didn't
like the idea of Ron serving as a chaperone, but Hermione did have a bit of a point.
Three hours later, Harry, Ron, and Ginny started making their way back towards
Hogsmeade with the rest of the group. He wondered where Hermione, William, and Laura
Spencer were. He figured they'd show up eventually, however. Hermione wasn't one to miss
school. And if the monarch wound up missing -- either Muggle OR Wizarding -- there would
be hell to pay and the government would find the person very quickly.

Ron looked down an alleyway and suddenly froze. His face went beet red as Harry crashed
into him. Apologizing profusely, Harry asked Ron if something had happened. In response,
Ron just pointed. Besides him, Ginny gasped and winced.
Harry followed Ron's outstretched finger to see William kissing Hermione. Next to them was
Laura Spencer, who was frantically trying to separate the two of them.
Ron started marching towards them with fury in his face. "I'm going to kill both of them!"
Harry and Ginny tried to pull him back. "For God's sake Ron! She can't be interested in him!
He's half her age!"
"OK, I'll just kill HIM then!"
Harry shoved him up against the wall of the alley. "You can't kill William! As far as the
Muggles know, he's the king. You're going to get the entire British Secret Service after you
if you do that. Besides, you remember what you were like when YOU were fourteen?"
Ron wasn't listening, however. Harry and Ginny tried to catch up as she closed in on
Hermione and William.
Laura Spencer jumped in between them. "Ron, this isn't what you think it is --"
"Out of my way!"
Ron tried to shove her out of way -- unsuccessfully -- as Hermione spun and stared at him.
Realization suddenly dawned in Hermione's eyes. Slowly, she began to back off. "Oh my. Oh
my."
Ron glared at William. "Well? What do you have to say for yourself? Hermione is MINE,
William."
William shrugged. "I'm the king. In theory, I could always call for your head to be chopped
off."
Everyone started screaming until Laura clapped her hands. "You can't do that, William! I
know! Magna Carta and all that! I told you, you're acting like an idiot. Every single guy does
when he's fourteen."
Ron, of course, then proceeded to play the idiot by starting to beat up on William. He
actually managed to land a few punches before everyone else managed to separate them.
Finally, sporting a bloody nose, he turned to glare at Hermione.
"Well? What exactly was that? Tutoring?"
Hermione flared at him. "I must admit, I was intrigued by the possibility of being queen for
a while. However, you're right. He's way too young for me. Besides, I know a sure thing
when I see one."
Ron blinked. "So you're not going out with him?"
"I had debated it for a while. However, I've decided against it. At least I had before you
started beating up on the poor kid."

Ron's face reddened again, and Harry and Ginny pulled him back while Laura checked to see
if William was injured. "I -- I was being stupid. I apologize."
Hermione wasn't convinced. "You'd better apologize. Otherwise, I may just change my
mind. I don't go out with bullies."
Ginny and Harry promptly started pestering Ron to come to his senses. Finally, he did.
Giving Hermione a kiss and ignoring William's glare, the sixth-years headed off back
towards the castle with Ginny standing between William and Ron.
Suddenly, Hermione stopped. Saying she'd dropped something back in the alleyway, she
headed back to Laura as the other students headed for the castle.
Laura shook her head when Hermione approached. "William does have a thing for you,
Hermione. However, I agree that he's way too young. Besides, would the Muggles seriously
like an active witch being the king's consort?"
Hermione grinned. "Maybe, maybe not. Tell William that we'll have to just stay friends for
now because the age difference. I remember a bit about that time in my life myself, and I
can understand where William is coming from."
Laura nodded. "I will. I hope he doesn't go to pieces over it, though."
"I hope he doesn't, either. After all, who knows? Ten years from now, when he's 24 and I'm
27, things could be different."
Laura stared at her. "You're still somewhat interested?"
"Quite possibly. However, that's just between the two of us for now. For the time being, I'm
fine with Ron. In the future...we'll see. After all, how often does one marry your first
boyfriend as a teenager?"
To be continued...
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That was decidedly cold and calculating from Hermione. Then again, she's not the 'blindly in
love' kind anyway...:p
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Tirion (Post 4919081)
That was decidedly cold and calculating from Hermione. Then again, she's not the 'blindly in
love' kind anyway...:p
Should I change it?

Actually, she WAS somewhat blindly in love (well, crushes at least) on Krum and Lockhart.
I'd expect that she and Ron are fairly well established at this point.
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Update #414: Now Will Anyone Less Than 3000 Years Old Buy This?
----------Monday, November 3, 1996
Omega Institute
Rhinebeck, NY
United States of America
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/2.0%
----------NEXT UP: An American Does His Civic Obligation
----------Samuel didn't like the way things seemed to be going. His first reforms had gone over
pretty well. However, his ordination of female clergy had gotten a few of the delegates
upset enough to split off to the Sanctuary to hold their own High Holiday services.
Nevertheless, he had to try. He was convinced he had been sent back for a reason: to unify
the Abrahamic faiths. He knew the road would be difficult and that there was a distinct
chance that this would fail. These new, more serious reforms had to be made in order to
mend the fences between the three sects. It could very well alienate a few members of the
group, and if that were the case so be it. Sacrificing 5-10% of the group to improve the
lives of 90% was, in his mind, a reasonable price to pay.
There would always be pangs of pain accompanying a birth. He knew that all too well seeing
after hearing what his sister-in-law had to go through. Yet people had to have faith that
things would work out in the end.
Drawing a deep breath, he came to the podium with the interpreter and looked over the
crowd. The Jews and members of John Paul's sect didn't look all that happy. The Jews had
complained that one of the reforms would likely endanger their sect's traditions due to the
sect's small size. Samuel didn't like the idea of one of the sects' traditions disappearing
completely, but he'd be willing to take that risk. The Catholics -- John Paul's sect -- had
complained about the second reform, saying that it just wasn't done. Samuel had explained
that the Jews and Protestants did it, and the Protestants also believed in Jesus.
As usual the various reporters were there. Most of them were starting wearing light jackets
as the main hall had not yet been winterized. If the conference was going to continue much
longer -- and Samuel was adamant that everyone stay put until a consensus was reached -every building would have to receive climate control. The rabbis didn't look happy, but they
pasted smiles on their faces for the cameras.
He began to speak. "Ladies and gentlemen, thank you for coming. It is my pleasure to

announce two new reforms which I would like to propagate through all of the Abrahamic
sects.
"As you know, the goal we are all striving for is the unification of the Abrahamic faiths and
an end to the struggles between the two large ones, the smaller Jewish faith, and the world.
I believe that part of the problem revolves around the fact that the three sects have spent
so much time isolated from each other that they have inaccurate views and opinions of the
other two. This needs to be rectified in order for progress to continue.
"As a result, I encourage members of all the sects to date and marry people who did not
belong to their original sect. Yes, some of you may consider this to be interfaith dating.
However, it is not as we all belong to one faith, the faith of the God of Abraham. In mixed
marriages like this, a child's sectarian affiliation will be that of the parents whose sect has
fewer members. The tribal, secular affiliation will go by the other parent.
"I understand that relationships between members of different sects may be difficult for
some people due to the different backgrounds of the two individuals. Relationships are
difficult even without this handicap, and if a given couple finds the gap too hard to
overcome they shouldn't force themselves. However, I want everyone to realize that simply
ruling someone out for not belonging to the right sect is the wrong thing to do.
"I also encourage people in subsects to marry believers outside their subsect; for instance,
Orthodox Jews marrying Reform Jews, Shiite Muslims marrying Sunni Muslims, and Greek
Orthodox Christians marrying Catholics."
There was a collective gasp from the crowd, and people started peppering the interpreter
with questions. Samuel raised his hand and the people slowly quieted down. He noticed that
the rabbis' scowls had cleared up somewhat with his declaration that the child inherits the
faith of the minority parent. However, they still most definitely weren't happy campers.
"In addition, it has come to my attention that the Catholic subsect is unusual in that it does
not allow for married clergy. I have been informed of certain unscrupulous behavior among
Catholic clergy when it comes to the youngest members of the congregation. Although I will
not denigrate the sect's image by going into the nature of this behavior, I have reason to
believe that this problem is due to the fact that the Catholics do not allow married clergy."
The crowd began to chatter excitedly once more. Samuel saw that most of the Catholics had
a relieved look on their faith, happy that one of the darkest aspects of their history was
hopefully about to be dealt with.
"As a result, it has been agreed that all of the sects are allowed to have married clergy of
either gender. There is to be no discrimination by gender in institutes of religious
instruction. Furthermore, any Abrahamic religious advisor who performs abominations such
as those found among the Catholic clergy will be stripped of their posts and
excommunicated."
The crowd began to throw questions at him once more. However, he wasn't done yet. "One
more thing. I can understand how people who have already been raised in their sectarian
traditions may find it difficult to change their views to match those I have promulgated here
at Omega. As a result, I decree that people of this generation will be permitted to practice
as they always have. However, couples who marry after this conference concludes will have
their children instructed both in their family's traditions and in the combined Abrahamic one.
This will allow the current generation to keep their current beliefs while readying the world

for the merged Abrahamic faith.
"There is a precedent for this decision. At one point in the history of the Jewish sect, the
Jewish people were split between the teachings of the School of Hillel and the School of
Shammai. Both of these men were well-respected religious teachers who lived about the
same time. The religious authorities, however, grew concerned that the community would
split into two rival religions, one which practiced Hillel's rites and one which practiced
Shammai's. For the sake of unity, they had to request that one of these scholars -- in this
case Shammai -- stop teaching his own practices and instead start teaching Hillel's.
However, he and his students were allowed to keep on following their customs for the rest
of their lives. It worked for Hillel and Shammai as the Jewish sect still exists. God willing, it
will work for us as well."
Samuel fervently hoped this would work. Judging from the reaction of the delegates at the
conference, he gave it maybe 2-to-1 odd in favor. Better than 50%, but far from a
certainty. What he was concerned would likely happen was that the rest of the Abrahamics
would just ignore this pronouncement. He hoped that he wouldn't have to communicate
everyone else and create what was, in effect, yet ANOTHER sect.
He figured he'd end on a happy note. "In other news, it has come to my attention that the
Students for Samuel movement has grown drastically over the past few months, especially
here in the Northeast United States of America. I would like to invite the young adults in
this movement -- those of age 35 and under -- to Omega for a young adult retreat the
weekend of November 22nd through the 24th. You will likely have to sleep in tents on the
grounds or inns in Rhinebeck itself, but you will be able to come onto the campus and speak
with me and the rest of the staff here."
--------------------Harold Pharmaceutical Corporation
(Formerly Harold-Green Pharmaceutical Corporation)
-----------Lou Harold looked at the balance sheet and frowned. It didn't look good, not good at all.
Daniel's obsession with the Philosopher's Stone and Vitalix had nearly bankrupted the
company by giving Harold-Green the worst of both worlds: a huge investment in a product
only to have the damn wizards TAKE the Stone from him just after they'd announced that
Vitalix would be made available to the public. The resulting public relations nightmare had
forced him, against his better judgment, to feed Daniel to the wolves known as
shareholders.
He'd be taking a big risk with this. Wynfor Grigor -- much to his surprise, the guy was Welsh
and not Russian -- had an interesting idea. Ziggurat Labs probably wouldn't let him
implement his genetic engineering plans. They were very likely skirting the edge of the law
here, and Ziggurat didn't want to risk the profits and fame they'd already managed to
accrue. Hell, the Q/Z stuff had just earned them the Nobel Prize!
Harold, on the other hand, needed to take a risk. The company was in deep trouble at this
point, and they had to do something crazy to right the ship at this point. Perhaps he could
convine Grigor to take maybe 60% of the profits from the genetics research in exchange for
the patent in the future.
Hoping that this would work, he looked up the number in the email message and dialed it. A
man with a distinctive Welsh accent picked up the phone.
"Hello?"

Harold's throat was dry. "Is this Wynfor Grigor of Ziggurat Labs?"
"It is he. Who is speaking, please?"
"My name is Lou Harold, and I'm the president of Harold Pharmaceutical Corporation?"
There was a pause on the other end of the line. "Is this the same as Harold-Green
Phramaceutical Corporation?"
"It was Harold-Green until recently, when my co-founder Daniel Green was forced out
because of an unsuccessful business venture."
"In other words, he took the fall for the wizards stealing your...equipment."
Harold bit his lip. "I see the word has spread. Wonderful."
"Green's miscalculation appaers to have become public knowledge, I'm afraid. Fortunately, I
think I can help your company get back on its feet again. All we have to do is make a deal."
"Indeed, a deal may be mutually beneficial to both of us. I assume we'll be able to haggle
over the specifics?"
"Of course, Mr. Harold."
"Good. We're in."
To be continued...
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Update #415: An American Does His Civic Obligation
----------Tuesday, November 5, 1996
169 South Street
Waltham, MA
United States of America
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/2.0%
----------NEXT UP: Santa Claus Is Coming...To Pay Me
----------I looked at the email in amazement and had to reread it to make sure it was saying what I
had thought it was saying. It was, however. Samuel had invited the entire New England
branch of the Students for Samuel community over to Omega for the weekend before
Thanksgiving.
I really wanted to go. Unfortunately, there were logistical issues to deal with. To start with,
I would almost certainly have to take a vacation day to get down to Omega before sundown
on Friday. I hadn't accrued many vacation days yet, having only gotten to Parametric less
than a year earlier. New hires got two weeks of vacation per year and one week of sick
leave, and the plan was to use most of the vacation on Jewish holidays. I supposed I could

take a sick day, but I wasn't comfortable of using sick days for days when I wasn't sick. It
just felt...wrong.
On the other, the holidays had all come out on weekends in the fall by sheer good luck. This
gave me a little more flexibility in the vacation department. If there was a year I would able
to make it over to Omega for a long weekend, it would be this one.
Money was also a problem. I was making a decent salary, even after the pay cuts. The
problem was that although the Judgment Day recession had bottomed out, there didn't
seem to be any obvious growth in the near future. I didn't like spending $100 to frame my
newly completed jigsaw puzzles. How could I afford a hotel in Rhinebeck? Granted, I could
always get a roommate -- but I did like my privacy.
Fortunately, there was an option in the money department: the tent. I was still going
through my astronomy phase, spending many nights stargazing on a golf course in Stow.
The equipment for stargazing sessions, in addition to that huge telescope I had gotten for
graduation, included a decent tent (which I had no idea how to put together) and a sleeping
bag which supposedly protected the wearer down to 20 below zero Fahrenheit. Did I have
the guts to simply put the tent and sleeping bag in the back seat of the car (along with
possibly the telescope -- what better way to lure cute girls over to you than going to a 20's
and 30's event and letting them see the moon and planets?) and camp out in the open in
late November? There wouldn't be any charge for camping, of course. But it would be very,
very cold. Even worse, there probably wasn't a shower there outside the sauna.
I'd never been in a sauna before and was a bit nervous that I'd be broiled alive -particularly a clothing optional one. Granted, the sauna had switched from its traditional coed clothing optional status(!) to single-sex. The danger was that it would get very popular
for both the shower and the heat. Maybe I could try to get one of the wizards to
Extendatent and winterize my tent for me.
There was also the simple fact that my mentor at Parametric was Orthodox. Most of the
more conservative members of the Orthodox community didn't buy Samuel's reforms and
had chosen to maintain their original customs. The loosening of the interfaith dating
restrictions was almost guaranteed to cause someone to explode. I don't think my mentor
would be particularly pleased by the fact that I was going to the Samuelist Shabbaton, as
many of the Brandeis Students for Samuels were calling it. Although I was probably
paranoid about this, I figured I'd get excommunicated by the religious community. For all I
know, my Orthodox high school would revoke my diploma and shower me with guilt!
I would likely have to decide quickly -- with all of the students coming in from Boston and
New York, the weekend would sell out soon. If enough people from the Brandeis and MIT
chapters of Students for Samuel went, I'd go. Let's hope they made up their mind within the
next few days.
Putting the Samuelist conference on the back burner for the time being, watched the news
and got ready for another possibly overwhelming day at work. However, there was
something I had to do before heading the one mile to Parametric.
I pulled out of the driveway and turned left instead of right, heading towards downtown
Waltham and the synagogue once known as Temple Beth Bingo. This was probably the first
time I'd ever been to the synagogue on a weekday morning, and it felt strange pulling into
the parking lot. Then again, what I had come for was a ritual which had nothing to do with
God.

The parking lot was crowded, of course, and I could see a short line snaking out the door.
The latest polls across the nation had Clinton leading 45% to 42%. Most of the
Massachusetts commentators -- not to mention the college students in the area -- saw this
as promising and believed that Clinton was going to win re-election fairly easily. I didn't
know how much my vote would matter -- this was Massachusetts, after all, which ALWAYS
voted Democratic. Yet one didn't have to look far to find countries where the common
citizens didn't really have a say in who the president would be.
It took me maybe 15 minutes to make it up to the front of the line. When I did so, I found
myself staring into the brown robes of a wizard.
Having learned very quickly during my tour of the annex of the Dutch Ministry of Magic in
Curacao that wizards were decent people, I turned to the wizard and just had to ask.
"A wizard at a polling station? Talk about unusual! What exactly are you doing here?"
The wizard didn't bat an eye as he spoke. "Sir, I'm making sure that there aren't any
irregularities in the voting. We're also keeping track of how many people have voted. Once
the polls close, we're thinking of casting a spell which will point out who DIDN'T vote."
Some of the people waiting in line cheered at that. I couldn't help but laugh. "Ingenious, sir.
That's one way to increase voter turnout, which would probably be good for the country as a
whole. I don't know how well that will go over with the country, though. Someone's
probably going to get irritated."
"It works pretty well with us, sir. We get 98% turnout for the elections in the American
Wizarding community. We've always thought it was rather odd that less than half of the
registered Muggle voters actually come to the polls to vote for the president. At any rate,
back to the issue at hand here. What's your name and address?"
The wizard gave me a ballot and I headed over to one of the booths to cast my vote. I was
amazed how many presidential candidates there actually were: I had only heard of Clinton,
Dole, and Perot. Who were all these other guys? I filled in one of the little circles and
dropped the ballot off in the box. I then headed off to work, thinking about what the wizard
had told me.
Having wizards in the polling place made a lot of sense as they were good as impartial
judges for the Muggle community. However, I couldn't help but think that having a corrupt
wizard handling an election could be mildly problematic. What was there to prevent the
wizard from magically tampering with the ballots? The ballots hadn't been designed to
handle Wizarding interference. For all we knew, the wizard would tap the ballot box at the
end of the day and make the ballots all support the Libertarian candidate! Furthermore,
what was preventing the wizards from announcing not just who did (or didn't) vote -- but
who everyone voted FOR as well? The information was almost certainly there!
I sure hoped this worked. It had the potential to be big news, for good or for ill.
-------Albania
---Halyna Zygonova grunted as she looked at the message from Rasputin. Things were
definitely getting hotter and hotter. She could only hope that the movement would survive
long enough to bring back Koschei.

--------Dear Supporters. I regret to inform you that we will no longer be able to use the Constanta, Istanbul, and
St. Petersburg safe houses for our meetings. This is because we have reason to believe that Daryna
Vovchanckaya may have been captured by the Atlanteans. We haven't heard from either her or her
Muggle assistant for several days now, which is completely out of character. This, combined with the fact
that the defensive arrangements around Hogwarts have changed, lead me to suspect that Vovchanckaya
was betrayed and interrogated. This interrogation may have provided Atlantis with the location of our safe
houses.
"I want you each to send a Patronus to the following coordinates, where I will cast a spell which will relay
you the locations of our new safe houses. They're going to be in the same geographical area, but not in the
same place. If you are a Muggle who cannot cast a Patronus, contact your wizard colleagues to send the
Patronus for you and tell you the new location.
"One more thing. It is quite possible that Vovchanckaya and her Muggle may reappear in the near future.
If they do so, assume they've been compromised and are being tracked by Atlantis. Don't tell them
anything unless I specifically tell you to. If you have Secrecy Sensors, Sneakoscopes, and Invisibility
Detectors on you, make sure to have them available while talking to them. Furthermore, we have to
consider the possibility that Atlantis may take a piece from our own roll of parchment and try to Polyjuice
into Vovchanckaya as to infiltrate US. Make sure to challenge her and her Muggle whenever you see them,
and take everything they say with a grain of salt even if they do prove to be the real thing.
"That is all. May the Black God be with us.
"Sincerely, Grigori Rasputin."
---------------------Normally, I didn't watch the news in the evening. However, there were a few major
exceptions, such as on the night after an election.
I turned the TV to Channel 4 and started watching as the electoral map soon started to fill
in. I sure hoped that the wizard who had been manning the polling station hadn't in fact
been manipulating the results. If he had been, the entire country -- no, the entire WORLD -would be in trouble.
The first few states didn't show any irregularities. Massachusetts went Democratic by a wide
margin, of course. Democratic states went Democratic, Republican states went Republican.
Overall, the election results still seemed to be about 45% to 42%, just as they had been the
day beforehand.
It took a good three hours or so for the pattern to become clear. I normally didn't stay up
this late on a weeknight, but I figured I had to see history in action here. Clinton was
building up a decent lead, as most of the pundits had expected. Nevertheless, it was likely a
bit closer than it would have been had a couple of big cities not been nuked and the nation
plunged into a recession.
Finally, California went for the Democrats and pushed Clinton over the top. I turned off the
TV and went to bed. As I did so, it occurred to me: messing with the election results would
be too obvious if I were a wizard. Messing with the voting in the Electoral College,
however...
To be continued...
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Sorry for such minor nitpicking :)
But, as I hoped you'd remember, it's 1996. They haven't invented "red" and "blue" states
yet. ;)
And if (maybe) you did realize that, what are you basing your pattern on? Just the one in
2000 (i.e. the one that won IOTL), or the one that actually existed IOTL in 1996 (if you
remember it)?
Coincidentally, as far as I was able to find, the electors technically vote in late December,
but the votes themselves are still secret until early January. As such, the question of the
wizard messing (or not) with the Electoral College might or might not be in Shared World
territory depending on how you take it (though I'd bet the guy's completely honest either
way). :)
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Quote:

Originally Posted by January First-of-May (Post 4926107)
Sorry for such minor nitpicking :)
But, as I hoped you'd remember, it's 1996. They haven't invented "red" and "blue" states
yet. ;)
And if (maybe) you did realize that, what are you basing your pattern on? Just the one in
2000 (i.e. the one that won IOTL), or the one that actually existed IOTL in 1996 (if you
remember it)?
Coincidentally, as far as I was able to find, the electors technically vote in late December,
but the votes themselves are still secret until early January. As such, the question of the
wizard messing (or not) with the Electoral College might or might not be in Shared World
territory depending on how you take it (though I'd bet the guy's completely honest either
way). :)
I used the 1996 OTL results (47-40) and transferred two points in each state to Dole for the
recession. Clinton still wins all states he got in 1996 other than NV and AZ.
I'll switch red/blue to R/D.
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Update #416: Santa Claus Is Coming...To Pay Me
----------Wednesday, November 6, 1996
Michael's Toy Emporium
Bath, England
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/2.1%
----------NEXT UP: Recalculating! Turn Left In 500 Kilometers, Then Turn Right
----------Dinky was wearing clothes -- a lot of them. All he could see were his hands and parts of his
feet. Even more amazing, they actually felt a lot more comfortable than the rags he had
grown up with!

His new costume was actually a uniform associated with his new employer, Michael's Toy
Emporium. His visit to the SPIW jobs fair had paid off, and he was now working for a
whopping 3 Galleons a day. That was a lot of money, he thought. A LOT of money. The only
problem was that the job would only last until the end of the year, at which point he would
likely have to look again.
His primary job was to wrap presents for customers, attach a photograph of himself and
Santa Claus, and write the words "Courtesy of Santa Claus and Dinky the Elf" on the
wrapping paper. Although wrapping presents got boring after a while, he found that talking
with the store's staff as an equal for the most part was most refreshing. Michael -- the
manager -- had to explain, however, that most of the people who worked at toy stores were
children deep down inside and tended to have open minds. As a result, they were more
likely to be accepting of elves than other humans. Business was slow right now, but Michael
said that it would get more hectic as Christmas got closer.
Dinky was also responsible for interacting with young customers as he saw fit. He was
supposed to let children sit next to him for a small fee (which he would get 50% of) and ask
them what exactly they wanted Santa to give them for Christmas. The premise, of course,
was that Dinky was in fact one of Santa's elves and consequently would be able to deliver
the child's request directly to Santa. At the end of each day, he would enroll the children's
requests in a raffle to determine who actually got the free gifts.
The only problem with the job lay in the fact that the children were...well, children, with all
that entailed. A typical interview would go like this.
HIM: Good morning, little girl! What's your name? My name is Dinky.
CHILD: I'm Michaela! Are you really Santa's elf?
HIM: Such a pretty name! At any rate, I really am one of his elves. Look, I can do magic!
(Snap of fingers and Apparation a few feet away)
CHILD, excited: COOL!
HIM: So, Michaela, what do YOU want Santa to get you?
CHILD: A pony!
HIM, sheepishly: Well, I'll see what I can do about a pony. However, that's not going to be
easy here. How about a few Barbie dolls, a dollhouse, or -CHILD, louder: I WANT A PONY!
HIM, grasping at straws: Will a My Little Pony suffice?
CHILD, throwing a tantrum: I WANT A REAL PONY! MOMMY!
HIM: Er...
Although the arguing with the children wasn't easy, it was a hell of a lot better than working
for the Zabinis. For one thing, he wasn't getting whipped and tortured. For another, he was
getting paid.

He had found himself a place to live along with three other elves. Their house was in one of
the low-rent districts in town, but the buildings were outright palaces compared to what he
had been forced to deal with at the Zabinis' house. He had two other elves living with him in
a room which had originally been intended for two people. Fortunately, since elves were
smaller than humans and had magic at their disposal, the place didn't seem as cramped.
He had tried walking around Muggle Bath the first day after he had moved in and had found
that it was a bit of a mistake as he had attracted lots of attention, both good and bad. On
the good side, many people talked to him and tried to ask him if he needed help getting
settled in. On the other hand, others had run screaming while a third group had treated him
like a child or curiosity instead of a sentient being. He and his roommates quickly decided
that they would limit their interaction with people outside their immediate jobs for the time
being.
He had originally wanted to get himself a permanent job, not a temporary position which
would expire at the end of the year. Unfortunately, the line had been long, and by the time
he had made it to the front virtually all of the permanent positions had been filled. He still
considered himself lucky, however, as many of the elves who had come in after him hadn't
gotten anything at all.
Hopefully this temporary position would give him experience working for Muggles,
experience which would go a long way into earning him a permanent position. For all he
knew, Michael would take him on full-time if he did well during these next two months.
The bell on the door jingled, and Dinky turned to see a family of three enter the door: two
parents and a child of about 8. The child, naturally, saw the him and screamed. Thinking
quickly, he flicked his fingers and an illusory racing car appeared in his hand. That got the
child's attention, and the screams suddenly turned into cheers as the child started running
towards him.
Here we go again, Dinky thought.
-------------------------Lega Veneta Headquarters
Padua, Italy
-------------Don Gerardo, now helplessly trapped in the clutches of 'Ndrangheta, didn't like what he was
being told to do. However, he didn't have much of a choice. He had tried rebelling once
before, and one of his sisters had been shot dead as a result. The Godfather wasn't kidding
when he said he played tough.
Hoping not to make anything any worse, he turned to face the president of Lega Veneta,
one of the major secessionist movements in Northern Italy. Originally based in Venice, this
association was part of the Lega Nord, a group which advocated the independence of
Northern Italy and creation of a new nation, Padania. Gerardo knew a lot about the
Southern secessionist movements, of course, as most of the wizards down there were
manipulating politics to pave the way for an 'Ndrangheta takeover of Southern Italy and its
transformation into a nation which was ostensibly democratic but in fact ruled by the
'Ndrangheta mob.
Rome hadn't paid much attention to the increased saber-rattling down in the south. The
Two Sicilies (he never figured out where the second one was, and he'd have known if a
wizard-only island existed) secession movement had been making noise for a while and for

the most part nothing had come of it. The reason for that was obvious: if the south
seceded, Rome would just march in and take it over, likely with NATO support. In order to
truly break off, the South needed power -- power which it now had in the form of the
captive wizards like himself.
There were still several obstacles to an 'Ndrangheta takeover, however. First, the other
crime syndicates had to be dealt with before they could try to fill the power vacuum.
Second, Rome had to be given enough of a distraction to leave the south alone. Finally, the
north had to start getting accustomed to living life without the south.
Gerardo, in his alias as Ministry of Magic member Don Elvio Paderna, had been tasked with
helping set these in motion. The Godfather had thought of a rather elegant way to do this
which, much to Gerardo's horror, might actually work.
He really didn't want to do this. Then again, did he want to lose his son too?
He drew a deep breath and turned to the president of Lega Veneta. "Sir, thank you for
letting me speak with you. I am here to tell you of some disturbing information the Ministry
has recently received in the southern part of the country."
The LV man chuckled. "Let me guess, Don Elvio. Vesuvius is about to erupt and you guys
are going to fix it."
Gerardo's eyes widened -- he hadn't even thought of that. "Actually, no. This is a more
subtle problem, I'm afraid. A problem which may work to our advantage."
The LV man raised his eyebrow at him. "Our advantage?"
Gerardo nodded. "I'm from Venice, and I wouldn't mind ridding ourselves of the south too at
some point. However, don't tell anyone or I'll have to turn you into a toad or do something
nasty like that."
The LV winced. "That, I don't want. However, I appreciate your support. What's going on?"
Gerardo licked his lips. "There have been mysterious disappearances going on in the
Ministry of Magic of late. We have reason to believe that Cosa Nostra has been buying up
wizards and plans to turn southern Italy into an autonomous Mafia state."
The LV man frowned. "You're sure that's accurate? I heard it was 'Ndrangheta."
Gerardo had expected this. "We did as well for a while. However, we now have reason to
believe that Cosa Nostra is behind it. They're hoping to take over and get everyone chasing
'Ndrangheta instead."
The LV man looked out the window thoughtfully. "Clever. They take over the south, frame
'Ndrangheta, and have Rome knock out their primary competitor in the attempt to regain
control."
"Exactly. With this in mind, can you see how that is going to help us?"
"Indeed, I do. We start arguing that we don't want to have to deal with all those mobsters
and secede on our own, creating Padania. We wash our hands of all that mess, leaving it all
to Rome."

"Correct. We get the north, the mobsters get the south, and Rome winds up in the lurch
somewhere."
The FV man frowned. "I don't want to burst your bubble, Don Elvio, but I don't see how this
can work. There's no way Cosa Nostra can get ALL the wizards, and if all else fails Atlantis is
bound to get involved."
Gerardo shook his head. "Atlantis can't get involved until at the very least DEFCON 2. And
to be honest, if we get to DEFCON 2 we've got bigger problems than a bunch of nut jobs in
the South. If I recall correctly, we only got to DEFCON 2 when that nuke went off in
Afghanistan."
The LV man then stared at Gerardo -- hard. "All right, how about this? You're a member of
the Ministry of Magic. You guys have to follow orders, right?"
"Yes."
"What are you going to do if the Minister of Magic orders you to go after us?"
Gerardo shrugged. "Go after you, of course. However, I highly doubt that they'll send the
wizards after the north -- particularly if there are mobsters controlling the South. If
anything, Rome will likely join Padania once the south breaks free."
The LV man grunted. "I don't want Rome in Padania."
"Having a Padania with Rome in it is going to be better than having no Padania at all, sir.
Besides, controlling Rome could give your state extra authority."
"Fine. Now, let's bring up another question. You said you're a wizard, right? Well, prove it."
Gerardo shrugged, brought out his wand, and turned a coffee mug on his host's desk into a
rat. The rat managed to run maybe five feet before Gerardo zapped it once again with a
wand and turned it back into the mug.
The LV man clapped. "All right, you're a wizard all right. Now I want to know if you're telling
the truth. This seems too good to be true."
Gerardo nodded and brought out a Silver Card indicating Aes Sedai status. He wasn't an Aes
Sedai anymore, of course. However, the Godfather had thought of this contingency by
managing to procure a Silver Card off a dead Aes Sedai wizard and changing the name on
the front. Showing it to the secessionist, he said that he was an Aes Sedai and couldn't lie.
The secessionist looked at it and whistled. "You're telling the truth, my friend. This is
interesting. Very interesting. I'll tell you what -- you go back home and continue with your
work. Meanwhile, we'll see what we can do to prepare for the secession of Padania as soon
as the South breaks off."
"That will be fine, sir. Keep it quiet, however -- we don't want anyone find out. If they do,
BOTH our lives will be on the line."
"Will do, my friend. Good luck."

"You too."
To be continued...
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Nitpick: shouldn't Rasputin call Istanbul Constantinople?

January First-of-May,
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Good update. Loved the Two Sicilies joke. :)
Though I'm very afraid of those 'Ndranghetas :eek:
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Quote:

Originally Posted by ByzantineCaesar (Post 4931851)
Nitpick: shouldn't Rasputin call Istanbul Constantinople?
I thought it was renamed after 1453. When was it renamed?

January First-of-May,

August 23rd, 2011 12:36 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 4931880)
I thought it was renamed after 1453. When was it renamed?
1930, technically.
But in the 1900s, it basically had several names at once. I think the preferred Russian
version was Tsargrad, but by that point nobody really used that anymore. As such, both
names should be fine. :)
PS: And by this point, Rasputin had returned months ago. So he probably knows anyway
what the city is properly called, whatever he was calling it before :):)
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Quote:

Originally Posted by January First-of-May (Post 4931875)
Good update. Loved the Two Sicilies joke. :)
Though I'm very afraid of those 'Ndranghetas :eek:
Actually, in all seriousness...what IS the second Sicily? It's not Malta, Corsica, Sardinia or
something like that, is it? I can imagine it being Sardinia as the kingdom which unified Italy

I believe started out in Sardinia.
BTW -- if you really want something scary, imagine what happens if (say) the Basque ETA
movement finds out about this idea...

January First-of-May,
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Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 4931946)
Actually, in all seriousness...what IS the second Sicily? It's not Malta, Corsica, Sardinia or
something like that, is it? I can imagine it being Sardinia as the kingdom which unified Italy
I believe started out in Sardinia.
BTW -- if you really want something scary, imagine what happens if (say) the Basque ETA
movement finds out about this idea...
Naples, IIRC. As in, there was a United Kingdom of Naples and Sicily, which for some reason
changed its name to Two Sicilies.
Now, AH.com being a history-themed forum, there are going to be several posts from other
members with more detailed explanations :)

Jcoggins,

August 23rd, 2011 01:13 AM

i dislike the mob plot. the dinky plot, however...i wanna see him become the elf version of
andrew carnegie
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Jcoggins (Post 4932039)
i dislike the mob plot. the dinky plot, however...i wanna see him become the elf version of
andrew carnegie
You can control him in Shared World if you want. I don't think I have any more episodes
with him in it.

Tirion,

August 23rd, 2011 06:52 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 4931946)
Actually, in all seriousness...what IS the second Sicily? It's not Malta, Corsica, Sardinia or
something like that, is it? I can imagine it being Sardinia as the kingdom which unified Italy
I believe started out in Sardinia.

BTW -- if you really want something scary, imagine what happens if (say) the Basque ETA
movement finds out about this idea...
Or if they find out about that than the basilisk mass breeding project of Shining Path, or
some other nastiness- dragon hatching only needs an egg and constant fire...
OTOH, at least no sane Muggle terrorist hires wizard mercenaries even as they are on the
market now. After what happened to Al-Quaeda, Saudi Arabia and North Korea, they'd at
least demand several Oaths to make sure they don't take over- an in turn, no sane
mercenary wizard would take those oaths, and most of them wouldn't be willing to work for
terrorists to begin with.
Anyway: plausability check: Merwizards suspect something fishy about Mab. Remember,
she has a minor, very isolated merpeople tribe among her followers. Their Observer spell
showed any QZ merpeople, but marked those in the vicinity of non-merpeople spellcasters
as unavailable for "recruiting". Since the tribe is small, Muggleborns are few and far
between, centuries usually pass between two- so when their half-assed investigations didn't
find the source of the anomaly (hidden iceberg fortress) they just shrugged and ignored
those.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Tirion (Post 4932849)
Or if they find out about that than the basilisk mass breeding project of Shining Path, or
some other nastiness- dragon hatching only needs an egg and constant fire...
OTOH, at least no sane Muggle terrorist hires wizard mercenaries even as they are on the
market now. After what happened to Al-Quaeda, Saudi Arabia and North Korea, they'd at
least demand several Oaths to make sure they don't take over- an in turn, no sane
mercenary wizard would take those oaths, and most of them wouldn't be willing to work for
terrorists to begin with.
Anyway: plausability check: Merwizards suspect something fishy about Mab. Remember,
she has a minor, very isolated merpeople tribe among her followers. Their Observer spell
showed any QZ merpeople, but marked those in the vicinity of non-merpeople spellcasters
as unavailable for "recruiting". Since the tribe is small, Muggleborns are few and far
between, centuries usually pass between two- so when their half-assed investigations didn't
find the source of the anomaly (hidden iceberg fortress) they just shrugged and ignored
those.
That's plausible.
Here's a plausibility check of my own:
-----------------------------------------------------------------------PLAUSIBILITY CHECK: Koschei Had the Elder Wand At Some Point

-----------------------------------------------------------------------The Elder Wand predates Koschei by about 300 years, so he could have had it. The fact that
he was able to stand up to Atlantis as long as he did (and get the world to DEFCON 1)
meant that he MUST have had a trick up his sleeve somewhere. The virulence and "success"
of the Black Death also must have meant he did something really nasty.
Oh, and there's also the fact that he's managed to Fidelius a small ISLAND. That's probably
on the same level as the Galiver Protectors (smaller target but more beings are being
excluded from Buyan than the Galivers). The Galivers do it with huge statues. To do it with
a wand you need a VERY powerful wand.
So the story goes like this: Koschei gets the Elder Wand and makes a mess of things. The
acquisition of the Elder Wand gets the DEFCON meter up to 1 after the Black Death plague
is let loose to get it up to the high 2's. Atlantis falls on him like a pile of bricks, knocks him
out, and takes control of the wand. Nothing happens for a while. Then someone steals the
Elder Wand from Atlantis, takes control, and the wand goes on the rampage again.
COROLLARY: In this scenario, Koschei will remember what the Elder Wand looked like. If he
happens to see this wand on Buyan after he's revived...
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Update #417: Recalculating! Turn Left In 500 Kilometers, Then Turn
Right
----------Wednesday, November 6, 1996
Central Prison
Atlantis
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/2.1%
----------NEXT UP: Let The Cost Overruns Begin
----------Daryna Vovchanckaya woke up with a startle as she heard steps approaching her cell.
Worried that she was going to be interrogated again, she drew a deep breath and braced
herself for the pain.
The door opened, revealing a surprise: Kristjana Þórdís Elísabetdottir, one of the people in
charge of the Auror division. She was Icelandic, from what he had been told, and she
spelled her middle name with some bizarre runic character instead of a TH or theta.
This didn't look good, she thought. If the chief Auror herself was coming in, something big
had happened. Had she run out of luck? Was this woman about to hit her with an Avada
Kedavra? She didn't think she deserved execution -- she'd told them a lot. If anything, she
would have expected an early release!
The chief Auror had been accompanied by her two interrogators, both of whom seemed a
bit...disturbed. She had a large bag in her hand, its flexible sides betraying the fact that it
was very full. Vovchanckaya looked at the bag suspiciously, expecting something to be
moving around in it. Death by snakebite would be quick and clean.

Elísabetdottir tossed the bag over to Vovchanckaya and began to speak. "I've got good
news for you, Vovchanckaya. Word of your cooperation in our investigation has reached all
the way up to the top. After a brief discussion, we've decided that you have earned an early
release. As of now, you are free to go. Your possessions are in the bag."
Vovchanckaya's eyes widened. "You're letting me go?"
"Yup. These two men will administer an Unbreakable Vow to you which will ensure that you
never work for Rasputin again. Once that is done, they will Obliviate you so that you don't
remember anything that happened here. You will then be escorted from the city back to
Santorini, and you will be banned from visiting Atlantis ever again."
Vovchanckaya thought frantically for the moment. Had the Atlanteans learned from all of
their mistakes with the Aes Sedai oaths? Hoping not to look too excited, she asked: "I don't
like Aes Sedai oaths, Chief Auror. Make one false move and you're dead, even if that move
is unintentional."
Elísabetdottir nodded. "I'm aware of that. That's why we've chosen to use the version of the
Unbreakable Vow which will cause you to experience excruciating pain instead of die. From
what I've been told, it's quite a good deterrent -- one or two violations is more than enough
to train an average oathbreaker."
Well, well, thought Vovchanckaya. They haven't learned from their own mistakes. She was
more than willing to take this kind of oath and either renounce it or experience a
momentary pain to work for Rasputin once more. Most interesting. Rasputin would want to
know about this...if she were given the opportunity to tell him.
She kept her face as neutral as she could. "That's a pleasant surprise, I must admit. I'll be
more than willing to accept those terms."
Elísabetdottir grinned. "You'd better, because the alternative is staying here."
"What's going to happen to Zhukov?"
"He was released earlier today. If you wish, I can show you the document authorizing his
release. I can vouch for its authenticity."
Vovchanckaya shook her head as began rummaging through her stuff. As far as she could
tell, most of her clothing was there. The Atlanteans had crammed lots of stuff into that
Extendatent bag. She wondered how much of her stuff had been placed in Zhukov's bag.
She frowned, however, when she noticed that some of the stuff was missing. She
mentioned this to he Chief Auror, who shrugged. "We couldn't fit it all in. Think of it as part
of the fine associated with your crime. Besides, in all honesty you can't honestly NEED
seven pairs of shoes."
One of the interrogators glowered at her. "Get real, Chief. You have at least ten."
The Chief Auror glared right back. "Actually, I don't. It's one pair of shoes which can change
color."
----------------Elísabetdottir watched as the interrogators escorted the two Black God terrorists away from
Atlantis towards Santorini. Once they were out of view, she walked back into the Auror

Office and headed over to the Muggle Technology Research Bureau, where two people were
staring intently at a couple of computer screens.
She folded her arms over her chest. "Well? Did it work?"
The Muggle technician turned and gestured to the monitor. "The Global Positioning System
tracker is working perfectly. I've got the woman's coordinates right here."
"Good work, Felix."
"Thank you, Chief. I must say, sticking a Muggle tracking device on her kind of makes
sense. She'll probably think we're going to do something magical and look for spell residues
or something like that. She'll probably never suspect a magic-hardened computer chip
embedded in her earring."
Elísabetdottir smiled savagely. "That's the point, Felix. We're going to do what she doesn't
expect us to do."
"Using Muggle technology certainly qualifies, Chief. They came to spy on us, and now we're
going to use them to track down Rasputin and whomever Rasputin is working for."
"Correct. Do these chips broadcast video footage of where they are? What about sound
recording?"
Felix raised his hands in resignation. "Some chips do that. These, however, don't. We didn't
have much to work with, after all. Sorry."
"Don't worry about that -- this is still a very good development. Both of them are being
tracked?"
"Yup. The man's chip is in his belt buckle. Hers is in her earring."
"How robust are these things?"
Felix smiled. "Fairly robust, I'd say. Besides, like I've told you, they're magic-hardened."
"Good. Keep an eye on where they're going and see if they lead us to any new safe houses.
If the two of them separate and then suddenly start converging on the same place, let us
know immediately."
"You got it, Chief. The big question is whether Rasputin will still accept them -- or whether
they'll go off on their own thinking we're tracking them."
"They've been Obliviated, so they know nothing about their visit other than the fact that
they really shouldn't come back here. As far as them stopping to work with Rasputin, I'm
counting on them going back to work for him. I deliberately used the hurt-if-you-violate-it
version of the Aes Sedai oaths on them, not the death version. Although most people won't
even think of violating their oaths, these are Rasputin's people we're dealing with here.
Many of them have been known to renounce this type of vow, enough to make many of us
start wondering if the Aes Sedai program is still worth it anymore -- especially since Britain
for Humans doesn't buy the vows as a deterrent anymore. We're betting that they're going
to try to get out from under their vows and go back to work again. And once they do, we
catch them."

-------------------Montreal, Quebec
----------Guinever de Mornay and Jason Morgenstern waved to the crowd as they cut the ribbon on
Guinevere's Flying Carpets's new office in Montreal. Kurchatova had wanted to come as well
but she was too busy grading papers to make the trip up here.
The company was doing very well, holding its own against the Muggle Apparation Network
and the flying cars. As of today, it had fourteen stores...and was now an international
company.
Guinevere's Four Towns friends and Jason's MIT colleagues were already up to their ears in
orders and the details of running a growing company. However, they were young and full of
energy. There was no limit as to how far this could go.
To be continued...
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Here's an interesting article which takes on extra significance with respect to this story. It
looks like the Black Death spread much more quickly than it should have. Something had
sped it up -- possibly human intervention?
http://www.ablogabouthistory.com/201...ople-not-rats/
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Update #417.5
----------October 1996
Notes of a Japanese anthropologist in Roqteratl, excrepts
---------...average merpeople life expectancy is about 70 years in Roqteratl, while around 40 years
in other colonoes inhabited purely by merpeople, based on anecdotal evidence gathered
from merchants. Speculated reasons of this difference are lack of advanced technological or
magical medicine, and general lack of advanced technology: non-Roqteratl merpeople
generally don't have access to useful heat sources, with the rumored rare exception of
magical forges harnessing undersea volcanism...
...some Roqteratl residents fear their city will lose many of it's traditional customers with
the establishment of Muggle-Merpeople trading outposts. Others point out that the citystate is still unique in providing a remarkably neutral and discrete jurisdiction (comparison
to old Swiss banking system- possible abuse by criminals?)...
...apparently, all merpeople society is based on tribes. Interestingly, Roqteratl citizens
belong to Houses instead of tribes- according to local tradition, in the founder's dialect the

plural to tribe meant war, and the plural to house meant city (comparison to Greenland's
naming by vikings- PR trick?)...
... Roqteratl Houses usually pool their resources and specialize in a few areas of expertise
each. Monopolies are respected and enforced to avoid conflict...
...anecdotally, there are a thousand tribes of merpeople in total. In truth, the number is
approximately correct but not accurate, as they split and merge over time, especially the
smaller nomadic communities. On average, a tribe has a few thousand members, putting
global populations at around 3-5 million (confirmation needed)...
...Different subraces (Siren, Selkie, Merrow) are interfertile but hybridization seldom occurs
outside Roqteratl, as tribes stick to their own territories and keep interactions on a low
level. Merpeople eat a lot, especially in cold water (some quirky biology thing- they don't
have enough fat to keep core temperature unless they speed up their metabolisms. Or if
they spend their time as dolphins.), so conflicts sparked by contest of feeding grounds are
commonplace...
...Tribes are led by Elders. They are elected for life (details of voting process needed). There
was a Kingdom in the American East Coast, but it wasn't recognised by Roqteratl:
conquered cities were still issued their independent places in the Merpeople Assembly. That
state is now a loose federation...
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Update #418: Let The Cost Overruns Begin
----------Thursday, November 7, 1996
1600Z
Park Street/Downtown Crossing Connector Passageway
Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority Terminals
Boston, Massachusetts
United States of America
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/2.1%
----------NEXT UP: Messing with Sasquatch
----------For the first time in a long time, Mayor Menino was wandering through his city and he
wasn't the focus of attention. There was a good reason for that, however. The man next to
him was a wizard, complete with a full-blown robe and a hat.
Wizard Kershaw had sent a word a couple of days ago that his memorial in Dana for the
Quabbin attack had been completed. Menino had commissioned the project a while back
when Kershaw had claimed that he'd be able to finish the Big Dig well under budget -- and
throw in the North/South Rail Link, the Green Line Extension, and I-695 as well. Menino

couldn't help but think that this would be a godsend...if this guy could actually do what he
proposed and those massive worms pressed into service as tunnel-boring machines wouldn't
eat any of his voters in the meantime. Menino and the head of the Big Dig immediately sent
back a message indicating that they were ready for the tour. Kershaw's response was to
meet him at Park Street Station at 11:00 AM this morning.
Kershaw shook the two politicians' hands and began leading them down the corridor to the
Orange Line. "Welcome, gentlemen. It took a lot of overtime to complete the project, but
thanks to the expert workmanship of our Wizarding engineers it is done and looks just
about the way I planned."
The Big Dig's chairman barked a question at him: "How did the budget work out?"
"About 10% over budget. However, compared to the Big Dig as implemented so far, that's
nothing". Menino didn't like the sound of that. However, he would withhold judgment until
he saw the results.
Ignoring the stunned looks from the passersby, he stopped outside one the doors on the
right side of the corridor heading away from Park Street. "First things first, gentlemen. Let's
head over to the Four Towns. This ordinary-looking utility door is actual dual-purpose, and it
will transform itself into the new I-Entry when I tap it with my wand. We can use it to
shorten our trip."
Menino's frown deepened. "You reconnected the city with the Four Towns despite the
disaster triggered by the terror attack?"
Kershaw looked surprised. "I left a note on your desk: you must have overlooked it. Rest
assured, Mr. Mayor, that it is going to empty out on dry land above sea level near the
memorial site. There is no risk of a flood."
Menino's frown dissipated slightly. "That's good to hear, Wizard Kershaw. Lead on."
The wizard nodded, brought out his wand, and tapped the door with it. The door shimmered
and suddenly vanished, revealing a long passageway with sunlight streaming through the
far end. Not surprisingly, the spell didn't go unnoticed as many of the commuters froze
when they saw the corridor materialize in the wall. It was obviously something new was
afoot.
The wizard gestured to Menino and the Big Dig official. "Gentlemen, after you."
Hoping this wasn't a mistake, Menino walked through the door and began heading down the
corridor. The Big Dig official appeared behind him, followed by no fewer than five civilians
who had raced over to the door to see what was going on. Kershaw -- seemingly taken
aback by all of the accidental tourists -- emerged a few seconds later and closed the door
before anyone else could follow.
The corridor was bathed in soothing blue light. The civilians oohed and aahed as Menino
stopped to read one of the inscriptions glowing in the wall in white letters.
Mai Anh Mạnh, Age 19
Hải Phòng, Vietnam
H-Entry, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Puzzled, he turned to Kershaw, who smiled and began addressing the assembled group.
"This corridor connects Boston with the Four Towns. It has been enchanted with light in a
color appropriate for an underwater setting in order to commemorate the fact that the
corridor was flooded. The names of the people who were killed in the Cambridge flood have
been etched into the wall and are glowing under an enchantment which will never go out.
Their memories will be with us forever. Now, if you follow me a little more, we'll come out
the other end. It will take a few minutes, and is handicapped-accessible. There aren't any
stairs to interfere with our elder statesmen's mobility."
Kershaw led the group down the corridor and stopped midway through when the corridor
suddenly widened and took the form of a long tube. "My friends, we are currently
somewhere between Route 495 and Worcester. This section of the tunnel was dug out by
the rock worms, worms which will help finish off the Big Dig, the North/South Rail Link, and
the Green Line extension."
Menino nodded in appreciation and satisfaction as he examined the walls. As far as he could
tell, the worm wranglers had done their job and constructed a fine tunnel. He had plenty of
time to examine the walls as the wizard had to spend a few minutes explaining to the
civilians that these worms were tame enough to be allowed in Boston. There were names on
this wall as well. Curiously enough, they were all from the Four Towns. One name stood out
in particular:
Headmaster Arthur Daniel Nagel, Age 57
Prescott, MA
Men's Division, Quabbin Academy of Sorcery, Dana
The Big Dig official tapped him on the shoulder. "Impressive work. Assuming these worms
don't have us for lunch, he's gotten my vote. I take it the people on this side of the corridor
are casualties from the two flooded towns?"
Kershaw overheard their comment and nodded. "That is indeed this case, sir. And no, the
worms will not have you for lunch. They eat rocks, not people. Now, if you would come with
us, I'll show you the memorial itself."
The expedition reached the far end of the corridor and stepped out into what appeared to be
a domed enclosure. The top of the dome was lit by a faint blue light which allowed the sun
to pass through. The dome featured benches, fountains, some flotsam and jetsam, and two
large reflecting pools. It was held up by about seventy or so pillars. There appeared to be a
piece of an airplane as well mounted in a fountain, an exhibit which looked completely out
of place here. Still, the place looked beautiful -- a good sign for this possible Big Dig
engineer.
Outside the dome was a large stack of what appeared to be carpets. Menino would have
given 3:1 odds that those carpets were going to get off the ground, odds which jumped to
6:1 when he saw the Guinevere's Flying Carpets logo on a sign near the pile. He also gave
himself 3:1 odds that he wouldn't set foot on one of those carpets if they paid him. Next to
the pile of carpets was a standard Massachusetts state highway sign with a big "32B" on it.
It had two arrows pointing straight up. Was that a misprint? It was also light blue instead of
the standard white.
Kershaw continued the tour. "This is the main memorial for the attack. Each of the pillars
supporting the dome represents 100 people killed here in the four towns. The two reflecting

pools represent Dana and Greenwich. You can tell which one represents which beause
Greenwich has the airplane statue and Dana has the deep section in the middle representing
the original I-Entry passageway. Remember that the airplane crashed into Greenwich and
the bomb was dropped into Dana.
"The benches are designed for relaxation and contemplation. In the center of the park is a
small structure which will provide more information about the attack. The building over
there discusses the history of Wizarding Greenwich, and this one over here discusses the
history of Wizarding Dana. In case you're wondering about a building discussing the history
of the QAS, that's going to be built in Enfield at the school's new location. Recall that only
the men's division was destroyed: the school has since reopened by expanding the women's
division, which survived intact and is now housing both genders under the name Quabbin
Academy of Sorcery."
Kershaw walked over to one of the reflecting pools. Menino followed him and saw to his
amazement that each pool was surrounded by a trench maybe three feet wide with some
kind of odd liquid in it. Puzzled, he turned to Kershaw. He was just about to ask a question
when one of the civilians let out a squeal.
Everyone turned to look at her and saw her shaking in her shoes. "There are people in that
water! Ack!"
Kershaw shook his head. "No, ma'am. What you are seeing are memories recalled by the
people of Prescott and Enfield concerning the people who lived in Greenwich. That trench
you put your hand in is something called a Pensieve, albeit on a much larger scale. What
better way to learn more about the people killed in the attack than by living through
memories concerning them?"
Menino looked suspiciously at the trench. Finally, against his better judgment, he stuck his
hand in and soon found himself watching two young lovers crossing a street in what had to
have been Greenwich. He nearly fell over in shock when he realized that one of them had
probably been killed in the attack and this was a recollection by the survivor.
Shaken but deeply moved, he stepped away from the trench to see everyone leaving the
dome and congregating near the pile of carpets. He hurried over to find Kershaw pointing
out the sign with the two arrows.
"This is the world's first Skyway sign. This means that to reach Route 32B, you go straight
up. We couldn't use one arrow because as we all know that means 'ahead'. Signs which
indicate that the traveler should go down will use two arrows pointing down."
He then pulled a large carpet out of the pile of carpets. It was actually a decent-sized
Oriental rug, one which seemed to be large enough to fit everyone in the group.
No way, he thought. Absolutely no way.
Kershaw unrolled the rug and told everyone to get on. "If you will all follow me and get on
the rug, I'll get us airborne so I can show you what a Skyway -- an airborne highway -looks like to a commuter."
A few people stepped onto the carpet and sat down. Several, however, looked at it warily.
Finally, one of them said: "What the hell: why not." and got on board. The rest of the
people followed, leaving only Menino and one other person behind.

Shit, he thought. I'd better get on before these civilians think I'm chicken and won't vote for
me. Muttering nervously to himself, he got on the carpet and sat down as Kershaw
explained how to control the carpet. "Guinevere herself had originally wanted to do this, but
she's busy working on setting up a new office in Canada. So, I had to take over."
Making sure everyone was seated, Kershaw stepped to the front of the carpet, sat down,
and directed the carpet into the air. A few of the passengers twittered nervously for a while,
but they eventually got accustomed to the ride. Menino found that if he sat in the middle of
the carpet he wouldn't need to worry about looking over the edge.
About 150 feet up in the air he saw another blue sign hovering in midair. It read:
SOUTH <---- 32B ----> NORTH
Prescott..................New Salem
Kershaw pointed at it. "That's a standard Skyway sign. To go to Prescott, go south. To go to
New Salem, go north. Let's start heading south."
The carpet began slowly moving southwards. As it did, little illusory white lines -- Menino
could put his hands through them -- began making their way past them. Just like regular
highway lane markers, he thought. The ride was extremely smooth, and there was no wind
to interfere with them. Kershaw explained that the shield preventing the people from falling
off ensured that the wind didn't hit them. The view was amazing.
The waters of the reservoir slid beneath him, and Menino had to admit this looked like it
was going to be a very good idea. Even more important, the civilians -- many of whom were
likely people who were going to vote for him -- seemed to approve of it. If that was the
case...
Kershaw looked over his shoulder at him. "Well, Mr. Menino? What do you think? Is it what
you were looking for?"
Menino had to admit the truth. "I must say, Wizard Kershaw. I'm...speechless. The Big Dig
is going to be like THIS?"
"I-695 will, sir, and it will only be for flying vehicles. The rest of it is going to be for cars,
just as it had originally been planned. What will it be sir? Do I have the job? Magic makes it
cheaper, I must confess, and much more of a highlight for the city of Boston."
Menino and the Big Dig engineer looked at each other. An unseen signal passed between
them, and they both nodded. Turning to Kershaw, they spoke in unison. "Congratulations,
Wizard Kershaw. You've got the job."
Everyone clapped, including the civilians, as Kershaw nodded and began focusing on
steering the carpet. "Thank you, gentlemen. I will do what I can to justify your faith in me.
Now, if you will look ahead, you'll see another sign which shows there's another exit in 1
mile and that Prescott is straight down. Let's descend to the surface of the reservoir, get
away from the exit, and head over to the shore."
To be continued...
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Update #419: Messing with Sasquatch
----------Thursday, November 7, 1996
2220Z
Above Great Bear Lake
Northwest Territories
Canada
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/2.2%
----------NEXT UP: Don't Worry, Kershaw, We ALWAYS Complain About The Big Dig
----------Canadian Park Service agent Ellen Colson lowered her binoculars and stabbed her finger out
at the telltale mark in distance. "There's another one. That's definitely a fire of some sort.
And even from out here I can tell that it's coming out of a building."
Amanda Lira squinted and shook her head. "I don't see anything. The trees are in the way."
"Don't focus on the trees. Take a look directly above the trees. There's a small tube of some
sort with a thin gray plume coming out of it. That's got to be chimney. Someone has a fire
lit."
Lira looked for a moment and then turned away. "I see what you're talking about. However,
I can't believe that's a house. Come to think of it, how tall would a house have to be to poke
the chimney that far above the trees? Five stories? Four?"
Colson ignored her and reached for the controls of the helicopter. "We're going over there.
We have to check this out. There have been more and more sightings of these anomalies up
here. No one I've spoken to can make head or tail out of them. It's about time we went
over there and saw them for ourselves."
Lira winced. "You know, Ellen, if they ARE houses we're going to need to get warrants if we
want to come in. For all we know, they're radicals of some sort who are going to be plaster
us with shotgun shells as soon as we approach."
"That's why we're going to circle around the anomaly first. If it is a house, we'll watch what
they do for a while. If they aren't threatening, we'll land a mile or so away in a clearing and
go up and knock on the door. I'll head over there and keep in radio contact with you. If
anything happens to me, get out of here."
"You'd better go armed, Ellen."
Ellen reached into a storage bin and pulled out a firearm. "I will, Amanda. Don't worry."
The chopper approached the anomaly, and soon became apparent that it was indeed a
house in a clearing. The house had to be at least forty feet tall and a few thousand square
feet in area. It was impressive, yet it betrayed signs of a hasty and recent construction.
Who would build a monster like this as a temporary dwelling?
Lira took a deep breath. "They're going to hear us a mile away, Ellen. You can't use stealth

with -- ah, look, what did I say?"
Colson's brow furrowed as a door opened and a bearded man walked outside with
something in his hand. Amazingly, the man's proportions seemed to match those of the
house: huge. Judging by the trees, he had to be at least ten feet tall.
Lira drew a deep breath. "Ellen, are these those...half giants who have been living up here?"
Colson's mind raced as she tried to process this. "Quite possibly. I didn't know they lived
down here. I thought they lived much further north, in the islands."
"Could this man have been abandoned or exiled from the community up there? If so, we
should at least ask if he needs help."
Lira hesitated. "He could also be a criminal of some sort who's ready to take us out as soon
as we get too close."
The two Canadian agents watched as the man turned back towards the house and gestured
at people inside. Seconds later, two more figures emerged: a ten-foot-tall woman and an
ordinary human. Colson took a second look and her jaw dropped when she realized what
the ordinary woman actually was: a six-foot-tall child with a three-foot diameter ball.
Lira whistled. "This must be a Ieti family. I don't know what they're doing down here,
though. We know one thing for certain, though: if they've got a child with them, they're
unlikely to be hostile."
"Indeed, Amanda. Let's go down and talk to them. However, we should just hover for a
while to show that we have no malicious intentions and that we're just curious."
They had been hovering for about five minutes when the bearded man gestured with his
hand and pointed something at his throat. He then spoke with a booming voice.
"Good afternoon, gentlemen. If we're trespassing on your territory, we apologize and we'll
go somewhere else. I must say, however, that this looks like a good place to live because it
isn't as crowded as Ietalis, has fresh water, and is going to be much warmer for Unlox
here". He pointed at the child as he finished his statement.
Telling Lira to hold the helicopter steady and hoping that the sound would carry over the
noise of the rotors, she grabbed a bullhorn and shouted back down at the man. "Good
morning, sir. Do you three live here? What are you doing all the way down here? Do you
need assistance?"
The half-giant cupped a hand over his ear and screamed at her to repeat the question.
Colson did so, and the giant hesitated a minute. "Well, actually, help would be appreciated
at this point -- being pioneers and migrating to places we've never been before can be
difficult. Come on down here -- put that machine of yours on the lawn so we can get inside
where it's warm."
Lira drew a deep breath as she began landing the helicopter. Colson asked her what was
wrong -- the giants seemed pretty friendly. Her answer was quite succinct -- and surprising.
"He said migrating, Ellen. Not exploring, migrating. It sounds like the Ieti are planning on
moving down here now that they're allowed to be seen on the mainland."

"What's wrong with that? If I were stuck living up on that windswept island, I'd think about
it as well!"
The helicopter touched down and Lira rounded on Colson. "A couple of people migrating
somewhere isn't a problem. A whole NATION trying to get up and head south is an entirely
different matter. That's especially true in this case, where the northern parts of the
Northwest Territories are sparsely populated."
Colson suddenly saw where she was going. "You're thinking they're going to try to occupy
parts of the Northwest Territories and make them part of Ietalis?"
"That's what I'm wondering about. A few settlers here and there isn't a problem. However,
if ten thousand people the size of these characters suddenly start taking all of our resources
up here and start clamoring that they have a right to live here as well...well, that's how
wars of conquest start up."
Colson didn't want to think about that. Hoping for the best, she said: "Amanda, you're being
paranoid. It's not like they've seen thousands of these houses down here, only a few. Let's
at least hear what these fellows have to say."
"Agreed."
The two women got out of the helicopter and trudged through the snow over to the front
door. They soon found themselves facing a handle about the size of their arm placed about
a foot above their heads. Colson was concerned they wouldn't be able to yank the damn
thing down -- if the handle WAS supposed to pull down. They didn't have to worry about it,
however, as the door opened of its own accord and revealed the man looking down at them.
He was about their height...combined.
The man smiled at them. "Come on in, ladies. I'm sorry, I wasn't expecting guests, so I
don't have any food prepared. If you wish, I'll send Aelfor over to Aulavik to see if they can
send over some extra food. In the meantime, I hope you like caribou."
Lira, who was a vegetarian, winced at the mention of caribou. Colson, however, had paid
attention to a different part of his introduction. Cautiously, she asked: "Aulavik? Where's
that?"
The half-giant shrugged. "It's one of our new frontier towns, one island south of South
Ietalis. It's got 3,000 people already and it's growing as we speak. The land is beautiful
down there and it's got lots of musk oxen for hunting game. I've been told the meat is
good."
The two women stared at each other, concern on both of their faces. The northern end of
the island due south of Ietalis featured Aulavik National Park, well known for scenery and
for a large population of musk oxen. Hoping it wasn't too late, Colson bit her lip.
"Sir, you shouldn't settle in the northern part of that island. It's a Canadian Muggle national
park -- Aulavik National Park -- and should be protected."
The half-giant gaped. "So that's what the sign they saw was for. I'll tell them, but I doubt
that they're going to move. Moving one family like ours is one thing. Moving 1,500 is

something else. Maybe your culture and ours can turn what's left of the island into a new
park."
"That would most appreciated. Also, please don't eat the animals -- they're endangered. It's
kept as a nature preserve."
The half-giant frowned. "Oh dear...I don't think there's much we can do about that at this
point unless you can find us another source of protein. I suppose we could go back to polar
bears and so forth if all else fails. We apologize, and I'll make sure to tell the High Chief. We
try to not go to places where you humans are living because we don't want to get into any
trouble taking things which aren't ours."
Lira didn't like where this was going. Cautiously: "Are there a lot of pioneers like you who
try to settle in new places?"
"Yes, ma'am. From what I've been told, there are about 15 or so families in this portion of
the lake. I'd say the total population around the lake as a whole is about 100, and it's
probably going to increase with time. Do you want us to leave the lake? I must say, ma'am,
that it's a good place for us to live with the water, fish, game, and so forth. Which reminds
me -- do you have any Muggle heating equipment we can use?"
Colson shook her head. "I'm sorry. We've got some Canadian money you can have, though.
At any rate, what percentage of you are thinking of leaving Ietalis and coming down here?"
"I don't know, ma'am. My guess is a lot of us are. The High Chief thinks that maybe 50% of
the people are going to bolt -- to honest, it's gotten a bit overcrowded up there. Most of
them are going to go south, I think. However, they're going to have it easy compared to us.
We're the trailblazers and do the hard work. But hey, I bet they're going to let us name the
settlement after Unlox here!"
Colson tried to keep her facial expression neutral. "Sir, you can't just send large numbers of
people of an unusual ethnic group around Canada without at least alerting the government
and asking for permission. What happens if your people and mine start arguing over who
gets the fish in this lake?"
The half-giant rolled his eyes. "I told you, we don't go where you guys are. We live in the
places you haven't settled, which from what I've seen so far is about 99% of the land here."
"The Inuit want to fish here too, sir. Won't they get to use it as well?"
"I don't see why not. However, in all honesty I don't see them here much. Why let all of
those fish go to waste? We take these fish and the Inuits keep on using their own fish
stocks."
Lira had to ask. "How much of the area around here have your people explored?"
The half-giant thought for a minute. "I don't know -- maybe 200 miles or so south of
Ietalis? I hope you guys don't mind -- we try to keep away from your people, as I said.
We're peaceful and don't want to fight anyone."
The conversation continued for a good fifteen minutes. Eventually, it got late and the two
women excused themselves and trudged back to their helicopter for the trip back to the
base.

Colson looked at Lira and then back at the house receding behind them. "They seem nice
and were more than happy to talk to us. It's obvious that they're friendly, on the level, and
don't mean anyone any harm. If anything, they're all gung-ho about exploring and breaking
now ground to alleviate their overpopulation."
Lira nodded. "That's the way countries expand, Ellen. First a few pioneers and explorers
map the area, and then the colonists come in en masse. The next thing you know, you have
a new country trying to claim large swaths of land. This guy may be on the level. However,
the time will come when Canada and Ietalis are going to start fighting over the fish in that
lake. Mark my words, Ellen. Mark my words. And we really don't want to be fighting infantry
battles with creatures eleven feet tall."
To be continued...
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1 Attachment(s)

Here's the current map of where the Ieti have been settling. Better hope that they don't
start hanging around near the ANWR and realize they're sitting on oil :)
As the half-giant said: "It's Canadian territory, but as you're not using it..."
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It would be hilarious/awesome if the Canadian government made these immigrant halfgiants Canadian citizens :)
Imagine a Canadian army of half-giants. Is that fucking cool or what?
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Astraan (Post 4951200)
It would be hilarious/awesome if the Canadian government made these immigrant halfgiants Canadian citizens :)
Imagine a Canadian army of half-giants. Is that fucking cool or what?
Or this -- once the 2000 Olympics come around and feature basketball, the Canadian team
features some rather tall people. VERY tall people, as a matter of fact. The US Dream Team
may have a bit of a problem if the wingspan of the giants is such that they can just walk
over and put the ball in the basket without having to jump :)
The best way to deal with them? Foul them. Granted, the giants probably won't even feel it
they'll just barge right past the defender. On the other hand, they can't shoot the free throw
at the end well because their eyes are at the level of the basket :)
Actually, at one point I was seriously considering having Hagrid try out for the Washington

Wizards not knowing what exactly that group was...
-----------You know, it just occurred to me that the Tsalal may want to expand and colonize the rest
of Antarctica (the peninsula and so forth where it's somewhat bearable outside). I don't see
how any other Wizarding nation can expand (the land nearby is too populated, it's an island,
that type of stuff). Syrdan is awfully close to a large supply of Muggles, though, in Mexico or
Honduras or wherever I put it :)
Tsalal on the Antarctic peninsula. Very interesting idea...I'll think about that. Then again, if
the Tsalal manage to overcome their fear of Westerners, they may just return where they
came from in Europe or whatever.
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1 Attachment(s)

Here's a proposed new settlement for Tsalasia on the Antarctic peninsula.
Eventual population: 4,000 (though it's just getting started now). It's going to turn into a
big tourist attraction for cruise ships who don't need to use subs to get over there (provided
they're at least icebreakers).
It's protected from the wind by being on the far side of the mountains and has ocean
access. Average winter temperature is about -10 Celsius (14 Fahrenheit). Average summer
temperature is about 0 Celsius (32 Fahrenheit). With a little magic to warm it by a few
degrees here and there, people may be able to live outside.
We'll call it Tselna. Note that since Tsalasia was settled before the Antarctic Treaty went into
effect I think they may be able to get away with building a city there.
This is going to be probably be for Tsalasia what Cancun is to Mexico -- where all the cruise
ships and adventurous travelers stop. It's not exactly Hawaii, but it's the hot spot (in more
ways than one) of the continent.
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When I think of giants in Canada I can't help but think of Scott the Dick from South Park
who was recently exposed to radiation and grew to a slightly larger size, resulting in the
other Canadians calling him "The Giant." :D
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Update #420: Don't Worry, Kershaw, We ALWAYS Complain About The
Big Dig
----------Friday, November 8, 1996
169 South Street
Waltham, MA

United States of America
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/2.2%
----------NEXT UP: How About Breaking Up Harry And Ginny While You're At It
----------I didn't feel like going to work today. However, I didn't have much of a choice. Dejected, I
headed over to the TV set to watch the morning news. Granted, hearing lots of gloom and
doom didn't help much. However, I needed to be informed.
I turned the TV on and saw that the anchorwoman was accompanied by a placard showing
the Big Dig logo and a wizard's hat. I blinked in confusion. What was going on here? Had
they actually asked WIZARDS to finish the Big Dig?
The anchorwoman cleared things up pretty quickly. "We begin today's report with an
astonishing development in the never-ending saga that is the Big Dig. Mayor Menino, along
with the governor, have reported that the state has relieved Bechtel-Parsons of its
involvement in the Big Dig. Bechtel-Parsons was the construction firm responsible for most
of the planning and budget overruns with the Big Dig to this point. This firm was responsible
for the Ted Williams tunnel and had been hard at work in digging the Central Artery tunnel
under the city of Boston.
"However, they will no longer be working on the Big Dig. As of today, the Big Dig will be
supervised by Wizard Kershaw of Prescott, MA. Kershaw is a trained engineer and
construction manager who plans to use magic to do what we Muggles could not and get it in
under budget."
The scene changed to a press conference featuring the governor, Mayor Menino, and a
wizard. The camera focused on Menino as he spoke. "Ladies and gentlemen, Wizard
Kershaw has demonstrated that he is extremely competent when it comes to using magic as
a construction aid. He has reason to believe that with magic at his beck and call, he will be
able to complete the Big Dig within four years at a cost of under $6 billion. That's less than
Bechtel-Parsons's most recent estimate. Furthermore, Kershaw's methods are so thrifty that
they will allow us to complete three extra projects in addition to the Central Artery tunnel:
the North/South Rail Link connecting North and South Station, the Green Line extension to
Somerville (albeit underground), and the I-695 Inner Belt Skyway.
"Yes, ladies and gentlemen, you heard me right. Skyway. This highway will be designed for
flying vehicles like brooms, carpets, cars, and so forth. In a scene right out of Back to the
Future II, it will use hovering signs to guide people through Cambridge, Brookline, Brighton,
Somerville, Charlestown, and the South End."
I watched in disbelief as the image shifted to show simulated lines of flying cars and brooms
hovering over Brookline. This couldn't be happening, I thought. This was impossible? Then
again, I had to admit that flying carpets were getting more and more common, especially in
the Northeast. Hell, I was thinking of renting one myself for a few days to see what it was
like!
Menino continued. "Wizard Kershaw has already demonstrated his technical prowess to the
citizens of Massachusetts by using his abilities to design a memorial to the attack on the
Four Towns and the Cambridge flood. It can be accessed through a new I-Entry-like corridor
which can be reached, with Wizarding assistance, from the Winter Street concourse
connecting Park Street and Downtown Crossing on the T. Don't worry, ladies and
gentlemen. The exit of the corridor is above sea level so there can't be another flood."

The scene shifted once more to photographs of a domed structure supported by pillars with
a bunch of benches and two reflecting pools in the ground. The anchorwoman explained
that this was an example of what Wizard Kershaw could do with magic. There were even
shots of a blue highway sign for Route 32B (wherever that was) which were supposedly
prototypes for the I-695 skyway. They were followed by scenes taking from what appeared
to be a flying carpet floating a few hundred feet over the Quabbin.
I couldn't believe this. This looked like it was out of a science fiction movie. What were they
going to think of next?
The anchorwoman came back on screen. "Channel 4 spent much of yesterday evening
walking the streets of Boston asking them what they thought of this new development."
The image shifted once more to a reporter interviewing random Bostonians. The opinions
were extremely varied:
"Of course a wizard will get the job -- he'll turn us all into frogs otherwise!"
"He's going to charge us $13 billion as well, I'd imagine."
"I think it's a clever idea, and it can't be worse than what we've done so far. I don't know if
I can afford a flying car, though. Maybe a carpet."
"This has got to be a joke! Isn't it?"
"Can't the wizards invent transporter beams?"
"They're thinking of extending the Green Line when cars are always breaking down on the
Red Line?"
"I know how they'll get it done by 2000! Finish it in 2017 and Obliviate everyone into
thinking it was done on time!"
The anchorwoman came back on screen. "We at Channel 4 admit that it's a bit unorthodox.
However, these people seem to know what they're doing, and I wish them luck in the
months and years ahead."
The broadcast shifted to more mundane news, and it suddenly occurred to me that if I got
laid off I might want to get involved with think tanks trying to adapt magic for Muggle use.
In the meantime, I'd stick where I was at Parametric, continue work on HTML, and prepare
for the Samuelist Shabbaton in a few weeks.
------------------------------------NASA Space Rock Quarantine Lab
-------------------Linda Warren's Caterwauling Charm went off, startling virtually everyone else in the room.
She knew what it meant and immediately told everyone to don their bunny suits so they can
check out the returned Portkey.
This Portkey had been sent to Mercury to bring back a rock sample. A quick analysis of the
box indicated that it was about 80 pounds heavier than it had been when it had left.
Making sure that the entire room was filled with an argon atmosphere, the scientists opened

the boxes and began removing the rocks. Most of them appeared to have been made of
metal for some reason, possibly iron. Someone brought out a magnet and discovered that
most of them were magnetic.
One of the scientists looked at Linda in surprise. "Well, well. I guess I was wrong. Maybe
Mercury is the iron core of a planet which lost most of its volatiles and silicates because it
was too close to the Sun."
Linda shrugged. "It's quite possible. Unfortunately, I have no way to tell whether this is true
or not. I'm a witch, not a specialized astronomer."
The scientists looked at her pleadingly. "Can't you do something to discover this
information?"
She shook her head. "Nope. I may be a witch, but there are things even I can't do. As a
wise wizard once said: we're wizards, not gods."
One of the other scientists thought for a moment. Finally, he shrugged, picked up a rock,
and put it in a Ziploc bag. He then handed the rock over to Linda.
"Hey, Linda! Keep this. You've deserved it after all this work you've done for us."
Linda looked at the rock skeptically. "I'm sorry, I don't think I should have it. There aren't
that many of them --"
The scientist grunted and pointed at the box. "There are 81 pounds of those things. Trust
me, we've got enough to go around for you to keep one as a souvenir. Who knows, if you
sold it you'd probably get a lot of money for it. Make sure to keep it sealed, however. We
don't want oxygen or even nitrogen for that matter to contaminate it."
Linda shrugged. "If you insist, I'll keep it. I suppose I could sell it if you needed money."
The scientist grinned. "If you want to make money selling rocks, try to see if you can grab
more pieces of the Hammer of Ra impactor. That small piece of boat hull -- with the rock in
it -- supposedly went for $375,000,000."
"I thought it would go to Atlantis as a reminder of what they had to do."
"Me too. However, Sotheby's had other ideas."
--------------------------Slytherin Common Room
Hogwarts
--------------"Hey, Little Snape! Come here for a second!"
Patricia Prince turned and saw the two sixth-years towering over her. Hoping they wouldn't
take her to task for hanging out with King William again, she walked over to them warily.
He tried to remember their names -- ah yes, Crabbe and Goyle. Both of them were bullies
to be wary of.
Hoping this wasn't a mistake, she came over to them. "Yes?"
Crabbe tapped her on the shoulder. "I was wondering if you could help us with something.

Let's head into this alcove."
Suspecting that they were going to beat her up, she followed them into the alcove. Once
they were alone, they gave her a vial with a golden liquid in this.
"Be a good girl and drink this, Little Snape."
She put her hands behind her back. "Uh, I don't think I should. Slughorn probably won't like
it if we pilfer his stuff."
Goyle grinned at her. "We'll beat you up if you don't."
Drat, she thought. Figuring she had no choice, she unstoppered the vial and drank the
contents. She suddenly felt sick and collapsed to the floor, writhing in pain. She tried to
scream but she couldn't get any sound out of her mouth. Finally, the pain subsided. Making
a mental note to report this to Slughorn, she glared back up at the two bullies.
They were looking at each other and smiling in satisfaction. Glancing at her one more time,
Crabbe whistled. "Merlin's beard, Greg. It works."
"Indeed, it does. We'll do the deed tomorrow."
"Agreed."
Patricia, wincing in remembered pain, was barely able to make it out. "What works?"
In response, Crabbe gave her a mirror. Hoping this wasn't another mistake, she held it up
to her face.
Pansy Parkinson's face stared back at her. She tried to scream once more and could barely
utter a sound.
Goyle gave Crabbe a high five. "Way to go, Vince! We did it! We made Polyjuice Potion on
our own!"
---------------Eastern Russia
--------Tsar Alexei looked in disbelief at the huge tracks in the forest. They were partially covered
by snow, but enough of them were visible to tell where they had come from. The fact that
the trees had been shattered all over the place helped as well.
He scratched his head, concerned. "Yup. They're giants all right."
The Muggle made off a sign to ward off evil. "God preserve us! Are they going to threaten
us, Your Majesty?"
"I don't know, sir. However, I'd recommend that you stay away from this area for the time
being."
"Are they good or bad, Your Majesty?"
"Giants, like any other sentient being, can be good or evil. However, the fact that they're
running around out here in the open can't be good. For all we know, they could be more

Death Eaters -- they supported Voldemort in the past. The fact that they're hiding out in the
forest is also suspicious."
"Voldemort? Death Eaters?"
"Voldemort was the evil wizard whose death curse triggered Judgment Day. Death Eaters
were Voldemort's supporters. We believed most of them were dead or in prison."
"Are they, Your Majesty?"
Alexei grunted. "I thought so. However, I could be mistaken. Then again, they could be
signs Rasputin is running around out here. The more that I think of it, this likely IS
Rasputin. He's tried to frame the Death Eaters before."
"Rasputin? The Mad Monk?"
"Yup. He was a wizard and is making a mess again. Stay away from here while we check
this out."
The Muggle nodded. "As you wish, Your Majesty."
Alexei nodded and turned to leave. However, the Muggle called after him. "Uh, Your
Majesty?"
The tsar turned around. "Yes?"
"You're a wizard, right?"
"Yes. Why do you ask?"
"Can you cast a spell to keep my family warm for the upcoming winter? We don't have
much money and firewood is expensive."
Alexei thought for a moment, then nodded. "I'll see what I can do, my friend."
To be continued...
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Awesome.
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Update #421: How About Breaking Up Harry And Ginny While You're At
It
----------Saturday, November 9, 1996
Slytherin Common Room

Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/2.2%
----------NEXT UP: Lowne Paolte Should Get Royalties Out Of This
----------Crabbe and Goyle looked at each other in concern. They'd miscalculated, it seems like. They
only had enough Polyjuice Potion to give both of them half an hour worth of time in their
alternate body. The other alternative would be for one of them to take the full hour and the
other one to stay behind.
Crabbe thought for a moment and shook his head. "I'm not staying behind. I want to join
the Death Eater cell, and if I chicken out they're not going to let me in."
Goyle nodded. "My reasoning exactly. I'd say we split the potion. It increases the risk, but a
high-risk operation will very likely get us into good standing with the Death Cell. Particularly
if we come away with the Cloak."
"Fine with me. However, I highly recommend that we don't drink the potion until we're just
outside the Gryffindor common room. Which reminds me -- where exactly IS Gryffindor
Tower?"
Crabbe rolled his eyes. "Even you can't be that thick, Greg. How many times have we been
over there to pick on Potter, the Mudblood, and Weasley? Come on, I'll show you after we
jump a couple of first-years and take their hairs. And make sure you bring the potion."
The two boys headed to the Great Hall see if there were any Gryffindors they could jump.
There were a few people playing games in the common room, including several Gryffindors.
Unfortunately, there were enough people in the room that they would likely blow their
cover. So, they tried going somewhere else: a bathroom near the Great Hall.
Hiding in the toilet stalls, they watched as people came in and out of the bathroom.
Eventually, their wait paid off as a Gryffindor third-year made his way in. After an
interminable wait to make sure everyone else left the bathroom, Goyle hexed the third-year
and shoved him into the toilet stall Goyle had been hiding in. He grabbed some of the thirdyear's hair and shoved it in his pocket. Crabbe gave him a thumbs up and waited for
another Gryffindor to show up.
It didn't take long for Crabbe's future alter ego to appear in the form of Neville Longbottom.
Unfortunately, the bathroom was filled with students at the time and there was no way for
Crabbe to attack Longbottom out in the open. However, in a stroke of good luck,
Longbottom chose the toilet stall Goyle had been hanging out in. Granted privacy at last,
Crabbe pointed his wand at Longbottom and threw a hex at him.
Longbottom's surprise didn't last long, however, due to his training in Dumbledore's Army.
He shouted "Protego!" and the spell bounced away and crashed into the pipes in the wall.
Students streamed out of the bathroom as Goyle and Longbottom fought in the stall and
water sprayed into the room. Waiting until the students were gone, Crabbe raced out of his
own stall and hexed Longbottom through a crack in the door.
Goyle breathed a sigh of relief. "Phew! Thanks, Vince. I thought we had a problem there.
Come on, let's grab his hair and get out of here."
Crabbe yanked off some of Longbottom's hair. Then, just for fun, he hit the detestable

Gryffindor with an Eat Slugs curse. Not waiting to see what happened to Longbottom,
Crabbe followed Goyle out of the bathroom.
They made it over to Gryffindor Tower and searched for another bathroom near the
entrance. Making sure no one else was around they inserted the hairs into the Polyjuice
Potions and watched as they changed color, just as they had with Pansy Parkinson. There
was a good two-minute argument over who would get to impersonate Longbottom, and the
honor eventually went to Crabbe.
Crabbe looked nervously at his potion. "Judging from Little Snape's reaction, this is going to
hurt."
Goyle nodded. "Probably. However, think of the honor we'll get once we finish this operation
despite the pain."
Consoled, both boys consumed the Polyjuice Potion and transformed themselves into the
two Gryffindors. They then hurried over to the portrait hole where the Fat Lady was waiting
for them.
She stared down her nose at them. "Password?"
Crabbe looked at Goyle and then back at Fat Lady. "Um..."
The Fat Lady rolled her eyes and turned to Crabbe. "Mr. Longbottom, how many times are
you going to forget the password? Fortunately, Kevin here will help you get in this time.
You're lucky someone's here for you."
All eyes went to Goyle, whose borrowed face went white. "Er..."
The Fat Lady's painted jaw dropped. "Goodness gracious, Mr. Falwell. You've forgotten the
password too? Well, I guess you're going to have to wait until someone else lets you in.
Don't worry, they'll probably be around in ten or fifteen minutes. I'd recommend doing my
homework if I were you."
Crabbe and Goyle stared at each other in horror. If it took fifteen minutes for them to even
get into the Gryffindor common room, they'd be sorely pressed for time to rifle through
Potter's belongings for the Cloak. This didn't look good.
Five minutes went by, and the two boys started to do homework. Ten. The Fat Lady
commented that she was impressed the third-year Falwell was doing a sixth-year's course
work. Finally, after about twelve minutes a first-year came over and opened the door for
them.
Crabbe and Goyle raced into the Gryffindor common room and hurried up the stairs towards
the sixth-year men's dormitory. Thankfully, each level of the tower was labeled with the
class's year of graduation and gender. Three minutes later, they reached their goal: an
ornate door labeled with "Men, class of '98". Fifteen minutes down, fifteen minutes to go.
They had maybe eight to ten minutes to go through Potter's stuff and find the Cloak.
The two Slytherins found Potter's bed immediately thanks to the state-of-the-art broom he
had as the Gryffindor Seeker. Goyle immediately started rummaging through Saint Potter's
stuff, trying to find the Cloak. Crabbe, however, didn't move for a while. Goyle looked up at
him in surprise and saw Crabbe staring at the broom.

Suddenly, Crabbe chuckled. "I think I know how to get Slytherin to win the House Cup this
year. Watch this."
He brought out his wand, shot a hex at Potter's broom, and watched in satisfaction as the
broom snapped in two and the bottom half fell out the window. Goyle, not amused,
slammed him to the wall. "You idiot! We've only got eight or nine minutes left up here.
Focus on what we've come for or the Death Eater cell won't take us."
Subdued, Crabbe joined Goyle in searching through Harry's stuff. They found a lot of love
letters from Ginny Weasley, a lot of extra robes, a few Galleons here and there (which Goyle
pocketed), objects which looked like they came out of the Weasleys' joke shop...but no
Cloak.
Goyle looked at his watch frantically. "We've got one more minute before we have to turn
back! Hurry, Vince! Hurry!"
Crabbe looked around the room. "I wonder if the Invisibility Cloak is in fact invisible and we
have to feel for it. If that's the case, it's going to be hanging on the walls somewhere. You
keep on looking around in there while I try the walls."
Goyle counted down the seconds while he tossed Potter's clothes all around the room and
Crabbe did a number on the walls. Finally, though, they ran out of time.
"Bloody hell, Crabbe! We've got to go! We can't get caught here in our normal bodies or
we're going to be expelled!"
Crabbe wailed, "But the Cloak --"
"-- will have to wait, Vince. Next time, we'll get the password beforehand using Crucio or
Imperio and bring along extra Polyjuice. Come on! The clock is ticking, and you can console
yourself by having wrecked Potter's broom!"
The two faux Gryffindors hurried back down the stairs and raced out of the portrait hole
with maybe two minutes left to spare. They began racing towards the bathroom only to find
Argus Filch running down the corridor in their direction. He gaped at Crabbe momentarily.
"Longbottom! Flitwick reported you were sick in -- hey, where are you going? Come back
here, Longbottom! And what are you doing running in the halls, Falwell? Come to think of
it..."
Crabbe and Goyle didn't have time for chit-chat. They hurried down the hall towards the
bathroom with Professor Filch hot on their heels shouting, "Get over here, you two, or
you're going to face detention".
Goyle, panting, could barely speak. "We're going to have to lose Filch in the next minute or
so or we're done for. We can't be trapped in the bathroom because he'll put two and two
together when Longbottom and Falwell disappear and we happen to show up with no one
entering the room in the meantime!"
Crabbe nodded. "Let's go. Run, and hope we can outrun Professor Filch!"
The two of them hurried down the corridor. They were slowly getting away from Filch, but
they were just about out of time. Crabbe's limbs were starting to ache, a sign that he was

about to change back.
They rounded a final corner and reached the Great Hall once again. Realizing that they had
to do something drastic, Goyle hexed a Ravenclaw second-year who had been reading a
book nearby. The second-year fell down in the corridor seconds before Filch entered the
Great Hall. Filch, his eyes solidly on the two running Gryffindors, tripped over the secondyear and went flying in a spray of robes. The last thing Crabbe saw as he left Hogwarts
Castle was Mrs. Norris staring at him.
The pain was starting to become excruciating as Goyle, visibly wincing, pointed at a small
grove of pine trees. They dove into the trees as they completed their change back into their
normal forms.
Crabbe and Goyle looked at each other in horror. Not only had they not been able to
retrieve the Cloak, they'd gotten Professor Filch suspicious. They had to confess that they'd
be lucky not to be expelled -- particularly with their parents having been involved in the
Death Eater movement.
To be continued...
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Heads up -- as we get deeper into the 400's you're going to start seeing the transition to
the Shared World. Here is the plan as I currently have it.
425 -- Bids open for character and Hidden Nation control. Real world characters (defined as
"people I know personally and not famous people like Bill Clinton") leave the story after
500.
440 -- Bids close. If multiple people want a character, ties will be broken by a write-off
where I give them a whole-numbered episode (complete with my plot, possibly as a .5) and
whoever does a better job gets the character. Characters who have not been taken will be
assigned to writers by me.
450 -- Bids finalized, plots involving the characters are developed and run past me to
prevent ASB in plot or physics (PM so that no one else knows what is going on until it
happens in the Shared World). Spoilers will be given via PM involving the characters and
plots if the remaining 50 episodes change the scenario a lot.
475 -- Plot assignments awarded by me in PM, whole-number episodes given to EVERY
person involved in Shared World to give them practice writing updates and to start moving
me into the background (I tell the writer what's supposed to happen and s/he writes it).
Episode assignments will be chosen at random and given to people whose character is
involved in the scene.
490 -- Shared World timeline opens with me as moderator, backgrounds of plots are put in
the Hogwarts Exposed Wiki by all new writers and filled in as things develop.
500 -- End of main timeline. I leave the scene and everyone else takes over in Shared
World. In theory, I control real world characters and (if the timeline gets far enough) the
resolution of the Dawn Ash prophecy. Note that the Mercury and the Bear prophecy will be
resolved in the timeline itself.

There will only be one more semi-major character which will be added the rest of the way: a
wizard in Africa who wants to help feed the hungry. Otherwise, you've got everyone already
there.
People who count as real characters:
1. Anyone who only appears in episodes with a PoV of me (the author)
2. Kurchatova (real person under a different name, and she actually WAS a Russian House
witch in the sense that she was Wiccan)
3. Lieutenant Janitch
4. Michelle Goldhaber (who will show up in a few episodes later on and is a BIG fan of this
timeline)
5. Seth Binus (note he is now deceased IRL, succumbed to cancer around 2001 or 2002)

acgoldis,
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PLAUSIBILITY CHECK: Samuelism Becomes Fourth Major Abrahamic Faith
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------I was thinking of the future of the Samuelist conference and it occurred to me that what's
likely going to happen is this.
The conference goes on, but as more and more reforms start taking place more and more of
the clergy are going to start leaving. Eventually (maybe by spring 1997) they will be down
to maybe 30-50% of the initial attendance.
By this point Samuelism will have likely become better known among the world population
and will be seen by many laymen around the world as a good alternative to the more
mainstream religions with its belief in a more personal God and view that the traditional
customs are only a means to an end. If the end is consistent with the original purposes
behind the standard Abrahamic practices (if those are known) then any customs which
achieve that end for an individual worshiper are permitted (in fact, required).
Put these together and you have what effectively starts out as a grassroots, lay-led
movement which will become attractive to those fed up with dogma and doctrine. It doesn't
have any standardized customs, only the ends that the worshiper is to reach (based on the
worshiper's original religious text of Old Testment, New Testament, or Quran). Temples will
likely have different designs with lots of private meditation rooms and amenities designed
for spiritual growth. There will be Samuelist clergy and they will advise people on the
possible ends intended by the standard Abrahamic traditions.
By mid-1997 or so the head honchos of the main Abrahamic religions will decide that what
they have is good enough and stop making most of the Samuelist decisions binding. But
Samuelist thought will still continue to evolve and the new traditions will begin to diverge.
The lack of a standard dogma (only religious texts and equivalent) will help evolution go
even faster.
Evenually the conference will conclude with some Samuelist guidelines for personal growth
and introspection and guidelines for promoting tolerance among all Abrahamic faiths,
including Samuelism (which had been Samuel's backup plan in case they were unable to
reach a binding consensus for all Abrahamic clergy).

The net result will likely be to the Abrahamic faiths what Western Buddhism was to
Hinduism -- more of a philosophy and way of life than a truly theistic "God requires that you
do this". It may very well go down as a philosophy at some point and lose the status of a
separate religion (so you can have Samuelist Jews, Samuelist Muslims, etc.). This
philosophy need not be limited to Abrahamics.
Who knows what will happen here!

wolfram,
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I don't see any problem with that.

Xandrel,

August 30th, 2011 10:23 AM

Sure, why not.

January First-of-May,

August 30th, 2011 11:00 AM

Wouldn't that (the "becomes a philosophy" thing) be, if not exactly Samuel's dream result,
very close to it?
And I wonder what Satya Sai Baba thinks of all of this... :)

acgoldis,
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Quote:

Originally Posted by January First-of-May (Post 4963443)
Wouldn't that (the "becomes a philosophy" thing) be, if not exactly Samuel's dream result,
very close to it?
And I wonder what Satya Sai Baba thinks of all of this... :)
Yes, it would be pretty close to what he wants. Remember that at least in the West
Buddhism is more of a philosophy practice/way of life than an actual religion. That's how
you can have Bufis (Buddhist Sufis), JewBu's (Jewish Buddhists), and so forth. Granted, I
don't think the form practiced in the West by meditators and so forth is an accurate
representation of the true Buddhist faith.
------Heads up -- I am going to be out of contact from 9/1 to 9/8 (in Machu Picchu). If anyone
wants to try their hands at whole number episodes when I am gone, be my guest. I'll
probably write 422 today, 423 tomorrow. I'll give you the next four in white text now if
anyone wants to handle it. I REALLY want to do 428 myself -- it's the discovery of the fossils
in the Mars rock.
Note that a Bostonian would be well suited for 424 as it is a Big Dig-related episode.
The rule of thumb is that as long as this stuff gets into the update, you can put in whatever
you want.
424 -- Tue 11/12 DEFCON 3/2.2 (North-South Rail Lunch): The tunnel connecting North and

South Station is chewed out by some big worm. Only 5,000 people or so lose their
electricity, and a bunch of people clog up their sewers, but the wizard says he can fix that
pretty quickly. Crabbe and Goyle start their own Death Eater cell.
425 -- Wed 11/13 DEFCON 3/2.2 (Countess Postdoc): The head R&D wizard invites
Hermione to join the new division after she graduates. She accepts. The Basques discuss
kidnapping their own wizards and mimicking the Italians so they can become independent.
Harry loses his next Quidditch match (against Hufflepuff) because he has a yucky broom.
426 -- Wed 11/13 DEFCON 3/2.2 (Supreme Court Cabinet Decision): The Supreme Court
rules that the Constitution does not allow for Muggle citizens to elect cabinet members. Yet
the Baseball League Rule still applies, so the wizards have to keep their rule. They
recommend that the wizards have the election, "tell" the President whom to appoint to the
position, and have him appoint the candidate as a workaround. Now that Clinton is done
with the election and Syrdan is out, he talks with Ariadne about attacking Syrdan. Ariadne
says that it's a bad idea.
427 -- Thu 11/14 DEFCON 3/2.2 (You Can Make Money By Calling It Aquafina): The Israeli
Ministry of Magic claims that the rat tests have been worked out and are planning to test
the desalination technique on humans. Several communities sign up for the test. Half are
given desalinated seawater and half are given a placebo (regular drinking water). There is a
1 month trial.

January First-of-May,
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I'm such a horrible writer (especially since English isn't my first language) that even if I
wanted, I probably won't be able to write any of those (or even participate in the later
Shared World; I would gladly read it, though).
So just posting this to get the post #5000 :)
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Something relevant to Hogwarts Exposed's past ;)
A recent article:
Researchers Discover the Origin of the Black Death
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Update #422: Lowne Paolte Should Get Royalties Out Of This
----------Monday, November 11, 1996
Hogsmeade City Hall
Hogsmeade
United Kingdom
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/2.2%
----------NEXT UP: I Went To This Exhibit IOTL
----------Magical Administrator Keira McDonald looked over the assembled multitude. The HMRI
didn't have a permanent address yet, let alone the magical and scientific equipment that it
would need to accomplish its goals. However, they had more than enough money to play
with, both in pounds sterling and Galleons, now that Lowne Paolte had agreed that the
organization was a worthy candidate for Millennium Fund support.
The reclusive Laputan angel investor had been delighted when McDonald had told him about
the British government's new think tank devoted solely to go after the Millennium Problems.
He had been even more pleased to hear that both she and her Muggle counterpart, physicist
Dr. Charles Hewitt, had followed Paolte's lead and agreed that 50% of the proceeds from
Millennium Fund bonuses would be reinvested back in the HMRI to finance future projects.
As each of the Millennium Problems succumbed to the work of the HMRI, the money would
keep on flowing in and be concentrated further and further on the remaining projects.
She personally had no idea how they were going to pull it off. Then again, she wasn't
exactly Stephen Hawking or Albus Dumbledore. She was just a businesswoman who knew
only a little about science. She might be able to help with basic magic here and there.
However, the really advanced stuff required specialists. She only had to look at the
desalination project in Israel to see how specialized and difficult the work would be.
They weren't called Millennium Problems for nothing, after all. Those $2,500,000,000
bonuses weren't going to be easy to get. People had always joked about solving world
hunger as the classic example of an intractable problem. In order to earn that
$2,500,000,000, the HMRI would actually have to DO it.
Minister Flamel, who had taken time out of his busy schedule to come to the dedication of
the HMRI, likened the HMRI's predicament to that of John Harrison and Nevil Maskelyne
when the two engineers had attempted to solve the longitude problem back in the early
eighteenth century. The citizens of the world would serve as the Board of Longitude's
judgment panel and Lowne Paolte's fund would serve as the Board of Longitude's financial
arm.
The Minister had told her flat-out that most of the ideas the HMRI would produce would
likely be unworkable and/or crackpot. He explained that solutions in the quest for longitude
had included, among other things, a means of keeping track of time in London by injuring

an animal, bringing it on board the traveling vessel, and using "Powder of Sympathy" to
cause the animal to bark at 12 noon London time. Not that it would have worked as a
Muggle-only solution, he added. The point was that the HMRI would have to sift through a
lot of ideas to find the ones which worked. Furthermore, McDonald had to resist the
temptation to give up. What would have happened to the Muggle world had the Board of
Longitude folded before John Harrison had presented his first sea clock? Sure, the wizards
had known how to do it since 1400 (which was news to her!), but this was well before the
Statute of Secrecy had fallen!
With Flamel on her left side and Hewitt on her right, Administrator McDonald began to
speak. "Ladies and gentlemen, thank you for coming today. We have assembled here today
to celebrate a momentous occasion: the founding of the Hogsmede Millennium Research
Institute, or HMRI. The purpose of the HMRI is simple: devote all of its energy to the
solution of the Millennium Problems and to the transmission of any such solutions to the
rest of the world. The HMRI has been funded by a grant from the Lowne Paolte Millennium
Fund, created by Laputan entrepreneur Lowne Paolte. Mr. Paolte would have been here as
well for this ceremony except that he is currently in Israel speaking with the Ministry of
Magic and the men and women in charge of the experimental desalination plants there.
"The HMRI will be using a strategy similar to that of the Israelis. We will be combining
magic and science in an attempt to do what no sentient being on Earth has done before. To
that end, we have two presidents. My name is Keira Faith McDonald, and I'm a witch. I'm in
charge of hiring and looking out for everyone who can hold a wand. To my left is Dr.
Nicholas Flamel, our ageless Minister of Magic and a veritable storehouse of long-lost
magical (and historical) knowledge as a result of his...unusual longevity."
Most of the crowd giggled as McDonald continued. "To my right is Dr. Charles Bernard
Hewitt. Dr. Hewitt is a prize-winning biologist and general polymath who will be in charge of
running the Muggle scientific end of things. He knows a little about virtually every field of
science known to man, though the only field he can actually contribute personally to the
research is biology. Nevertheless, his wide repertoire will allow him to relate to scholars of
all scientific and engineering disciplines.
"We currently do not yet have a permanent headquarters for our laboratory. For the time
being, we have set up shop at the University of Liverpool, where Dr. Hewitt is a tenured
professor. The biologists will work in Liverpool's biology lab, the physicists in the physics
lab, and so forth. Eventually all of the scientists will be moved under one roof so they can all
work together in true interdisciplinary fashion."
Hewitt continued. "Unlike most government think tanks, all of our developments and work
will be posted on the Internet for everyone to see and try to improve on. After all, the
Millennium Problems are the world's problems, not just one company's. At least at the
moment, we have no one to compete with, and ideally any competitors would join us and
help our cause rather than strive to thwart us.
"This will likely be the first major research institution where scientists all over the world will
be able to comment on and possibly make recommendations for future work. Why have only
a few thousand people working on it when we can have six billion? You will be able to reach
us at www.hogsmlnm.com."
Hewitt reached into his pocket and brought out a candy bar. Showing it to the crowd, he
placed it front of his Wizarding counterpart. McDonald unwrapped it and nearly had it in her
mouth before she remembered what she was going to do with it. Laughing, she shook her

head and put the candy bar back on the podium in front of her.
"Here's an example of what we can do. Remember that joke about solving world hunger?
Here's a morsel of food. It's not exactly GOOD for you, but it could be an apple or anything
else more nutritious. This one candy bar can't exactly feed an entire city, right? Well, not for
long. With your permission, Minister Flamel?"
Flamel nodded. "Go ahead. I'm starting to think the restriction's a bit overkill anyway.
Maybe we'll check to see what they're doing it to somehow -- there's another problem for
you to consider."
The witch nodded and tapped the candy bar with her wand. "Engorgio! Geminio!"
Less than thirty seconds later, the front of the room was filled with jumbo-sized candy bars.
It wasn't exactly enough to feed a city, but it would definitely provide Hogsmeade with
enough dessert to last it a couple of months.
Assuming, that is, the citizens of Hogsmeade liked Kit Kats.
-----------------Eastern Russia
---------Tsar Alexei Romanov frowned at the leader of the giants. "You're sure about this, Gurg
Laxus? You didn't send any of your men over there over the past twelve months?"
The Gurg nodded. "I'm certain, Your Majesty. The few people we sent over there didn't
travel in the direction those tracks had been pointing in. I'm sorry."
"Who did it then?"
"I don't know, Your Majesty. Did you try some of the other tribes in the area?"
Alexei nodded. "I have, and the mystery gets more and more profound. You're the last
chance we've got."
The giant shrugged. "I'm sorry, Your Majesty, but it's not us. And if you've ruled out
everyone else, then we could have a problem. Someone is doing something without telling
their Gurg. That's very bad form, to say the least."
"Borderline illegal, possibly?"
The Gurg's face was grim. "Quite possibly. Are you thinking Death Eaters or something like
that?"
Alexei's eyes widened. "I hadn't thought of them, but now that you mention it it's plausible.
Either them, or the Rasputinites. We've still never figured out where that madman is. Could
he be out here somewhere?"
"It's definitely possible, Your Majesty. There's a lot of room to hide out here, as you can
see."
Alexei stared uncomfortably at the giant's feet. "I was afraid you'd say that, sir. I was afraid
of that. Would you be willing to help me look for these guys?"

The giant nodded. "You have my word, Your Majesty."
"Good. Let's go."
To be continued...
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Update #422.5 Naked First Impression
----------Monday, November 11, 1996
Atlantis
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/2.2%
----------Two merpeople and a wizard are talking in the Merpeople Liaison Office- until today, Grand
Mugwump Dagher Sedai thought it'd only happen in jokes. The office was part of the Beast
Division of the Department for the Regulation and Control of Magical Creatures, and ever
since merpeople rejected Being status and kept limiting contact with the wizards to 'come to
us to trade and follow our rules while here', not a single one of them ever visited it. Today,
it happened for the first time- and it was really wierd.
In the last two week, a mysterious group of wizards approached Atlantis through a series of
contact persons. Proving to be very secretive, they eventually settled for communicating
through Patronuses and Pensieve archives left behind in premediated locations. The
strangers apparently wanted to establish, or re-establish contact between their very Hidden
Nation and Atlantis, but first, they insisted on presenting some gifts. One was a breeding
pair of live Tasmanian Tigers, a curiosity as though the animals were both completely
mundane and thought to be completely extinct. Perhaps a hidden landmass near Australia
would explain this... but not the other gift: lots and lots of carefully edited, but as the
recent anti-terrorist raids proved, extremely accurate inside information on more than half
of the criminal organizations on the American continents. In South and Central America,
those covered virtually all significant organizations. In North America, it was less than
that... and somewhere along the line, just beyond Dagher's insight, was some important
observation to make about it.
He was genuinely surprised when the two merpeople showed up on a flying rug, though.
The strangers never mentioned their species, but he expected something more terrestial
and/or magical. Though these ones apparently didn't lack the latter: they both had
holstered wands hanging from odd harnesses and belts that made up most of their clothing,
covering some of their torsoes and arms but nothing below- not that the tails were clothingfriendly anyway. They had Patronuses out, to do the speaking, he realised.
After some really cautious (but after the recent Tchernobogist infiltration, justified)
inspection, they were escorted to the Merpeople Liaison Office by a trio of Aurors. The
office, built with the amphibian race's special needs in mind, had a great pool to enable
comfortable dialogue. Dagher pointed his wand at himself to cast Bubblehead Charm, but

one of the guests shook her head and her Patronus said: "It won't be necessary". Puzzled,
the head of Atlantis could only stare as the other merperson jumped into the water, brought
out his wand, aimed (well aware of the Aurors tracking him with their own wands) it at the
mermaid, and began some arcane incantations- while it was bearable for human ears, many
of the sounds would have been impossible for human vocal cords.
As he finished, the mermaid began changing: greyish green skin became caramel, blue hair
turned into black, great yellow eyes whitened and shrunk, a nose enlarged, gills closed upthen she crouched on her tail, and when she stood back up, she had legs instead. The
Atlanteans stared at the improbable transformation, then blushed as one and turned away
as they noticed that the witch's clothing did not change with her. Sniggering in a now
human voice, she made a remark about them having been completely comfortable with her
body in it's previous state, then pulled out a light robe from a small bag and put it on.
Introducing herself to the baffled humans as Willa Whitespear, ambassador of the
merwizard hidden city Trapananda, she quickly got down to business. Mostly, she just
informed Dagher of non-negotiable facts, but she did have some proposals, like a
cooperation between the Auror organizations of the two entities and the sharing of Project
Re-Genesis. Those were both promising, but the prize was high: Trapananda insisted on
staying hidden, visitors were only allowed to leave if they took a harsh set of Unbreakable
Oaths ensuring death before they could reveal the city's location in any way, no human
visitors were allowed at all -"Sorry about that, ghosts present a serious security hazard
that's unique to your race" explained Willa; the police cooperation's first task would be
hunting down thousands of escaped Death Eater supporters, and although the merwizards
blamed their previous regime for getting involved with the Houyhnhnmland conflict, it didn't
change the fact that the majority of the wizards (and the most destructive ones at that)
fighting there were in fact merwizards. Then there was the whole spy in human form
problem, and their past treatment of nonmagical merpeople- they could insist those were
reformed, but many of them were obviously still entangled in illicit activities. By the time
the merwitch finished presenting this, Dagher was white as chalk, and dangerously silent.
Then he exploded:
"YOU IDIOTS! Do you have ANY IDEA what you've done to the wizarding world? We were in
the middle of getting Muggles to finally trust us, then you people waltz in, inform us that
you've conspired for five thousand years behind our backs, and present us with demands! I
wouldn't be surprised if all nations on this Earth would be checking each other for hidden
merwizards once someone invents the magic or technology to identify one! Your blatant
disregard of Aes Sedai oaths and continued operation behind our back..."
..."Is nothing your lot hasn't done before, Mr. Dagher" quipped the merwitch. "Our
existance, let alone our abilities will remain classified and only some high-ranking nonmerpeople will be informed like you, so no Muggles will know more than they have to. As far
as the world knows, the wizards fighting in the centaur civil war were of other Hidden
Nations, which is mostly true. Our conspiracies only served to keep our power and preserve
Life on this planet, and it'd be very, very amusing if a wizard accused us of operating
behind 'normal' people's backs. Your Statute of Secrecy has done all these things and more,
motivated only by self-preservation, and has fallen due to your own incompetence. As for
your authority, human, remember which office we stand in- it might get some use in the
future, but from now on, we'll only interact with the Roqteratl Merpeople Assembly as

intermediary. Our goals are to preserve Life and now to uplift the merpeople species, and
while your advice is appreciated, we will do it without any outsiders ordering us around, or
trying to force those ridiculous Oaths - did anyone point out those were demanded by a
known terrorist organization? - on us. I came here with offerings of peace and cooperation,
asking in return nothing we don't already have, but if you don't want to share, we can keep
going our separate ways. What will you do, Grand Mugwump?"
Dagher took some deep breaths to calm himself, before replying: "I... I have to think this
over. Please give me some time alone." That being granted, he stormed out of the office,
muttering to himself: "Allah forgive me, but I need a freaking drink!"

To be continued...

acgoldis,

August 31st, 2011 09:46 PM

Update #423: I Went To This Exhibit IOTL
----------Monday, November 11, 1996
Parametric Technology Corporation
150 Turner Street
Waltham, MA
United States of America
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/2.2%
----------NEXT UP: W! O! R! M! Up!
----------I was not a big fan of gambling. However, I had an uncanny ability to win lotteries. First
there had been the trip to a classmate's house in Martha's Vineyard which had been
auctioned off in elementary school. Then there had been the Celtics game in high school
when I had sat in the area reserved for the Bruins penalty box when the Garden had been
configured for hockey. Now I had earned a ticket to the opening night of the "World of Harry
Potter" exhibit at the Boston Museum of Science. Granted, the premiere was on a weeknight
and I normally didn't go out much on weeknights. However, magic was just...cool. Hopefully
the exhibit would explain some of the stuff I had seen during my visit to the annex of the
Dutch Ministry of Magic in Curacao.
Making sure that the invitation was in my pocket, I hustled out of the building and hurried
over to my car as quickly as I could. The event started at 7:00, and I had been forced to
leave work a little early (thankfully, my manager hadn't had a problem with it). It took a
good forty-five minutes to get down to Cambridge thanks to the miserable traffic on the
Turnpike and Memorial Drive. However, I eventually reached the Science Musem and pulled
into the parking garage.
The news had reported that the people were still picketing out in front of the Aquarium,
claiming that the dolphins in the dolphin show were being poorly treated and deserved
human rights. This was quite surprising, as several people from the Four Towns had come
down to visit the Aquarium and assured the Aquarium's staff that the dolphins were in fact
dolphins, not merpeople. However, the protesters had immediately countered by saying that

dolphins had a civilization of their own thanks to the Grassy Key interview and should be
included in the human rights discussion even though they weren't hominids. I wasn't sure
how exactly our land-based species would be able to effectively extend human rights to an
ocean-based species, but who knows?
I had been going to the Science Museum ever since it had been half its current size. In the
old days, the Omni Theater hadn't existed and the third floor of the main exhibit hall hadn't
even been built. The only problem I had now as the fact that I had to pay for admission -my family had free membership until I got to MIT, and admission was free with a valid MIT
school ID.
I gave my ticket to the front desk and was directed over to an elevator which I had never
seen before. Intrigued by this discovery, I pressed the button for the third floor and
watched as the doors opened into what appeared to be a conference room filled with round
tables, wine, and hors d'oeuvres which didn't exactly fit well with the nutrition exhibit. There
wasn't much I could eat, but I made do.
The room was fairly crowded, and I found myself overwhelmed from time to time. Most of
the crowds were centered on the three wizards who had been brought over from the Four
Towns to address the crowd. I tried to work my way into one of these groups but didn't get
very far.
A few pieces of garlic bread later, the host told us to all take our seats and introduced the
wizards who would be giving today's talk. I didn't recognize any of their names, and they
explained that they were low-level administrators in the Four Towns. They then went
through a little introduction to the Wizarding world and explained what magic could and
could not be used for. I had already learned a lot about this, however, during the visit in
Curacao.
The talk went on for maybe half an hour, after which the host requested that we go
downstairs and check out the new exhibit. Everyone trooped over to the exit, allowing me a
chance to talk with one of the wizards.
I still wasn't sure how to address a wizard, but I had to ask. "Sir, is there any work
underway in the United States figuring out how magic works from a scientific point of view?"
The wizard nodded. "As a matter of fact, there is. Like I said in the talk, there has
traditionally been a strong link between the Department of Magic and MIT -- a link which as
you know nearly flooded Cambridge when the Four Towns were attacked. At any rate, MIT
has started an investigation into the properties of magic. For instance, they have reason to
believe that magic is powered by antigravity."
I blinked. "ANTIGRAVITY? There's no such thing as antigravity! I went to MIT myself and I
was majoring in physics for a while."
"Join the club, sir. That took me by surprise as well. Nevertheless, this research seems to be
credible. I suspect that the physics department there is going to really be breaking new
ground here. I take it you're a recent graduate?"
"Yes, 1994."
"Perhaps you know several of our MIT liaisons: Jason Morgenstern, Jelena Kurchatova --"

I chuckled. "I knew Kurchatova from Russian House as an acquaintance, but I had no idea
she was a witch. That caught me a bit off guard, to be honest."
"Of course she wouldn't tell you -- the Statute of Secrecy prohibited it. My guess is you'll
see many more people coming out now. Who'd have thought the Pope was a wizard?"
Suddenly, something occurred to me. If I did get laid off from Parametric due to the
recession, could I get a job working for whatever think tank was trying to analyze magic? If
it was at MIT, perhaps I'd be able to call in some connections.
On a whim, I asked the wizard if the MIT research lab was hiring. The wizard nodded.
"Indeed, they are. What's your major in?"
"Mathematics and computer science with a minor in earth, atmospheric, and planetary
sciences. I have a master's in computer science and left midway through a Ph.D in
computer science when I got sick of the field."
The wizard frowned. "I don't think they have a place for you -- they're focusing more on
cutting edge physics right now. Keep looking, however. Perhaps they may find something
based on astronomy. Maybe you could help with the astronomical Portkey program. Do you
know how to design spaceships?"
I shook my head -- this didn't look like it was going to work out. "That's course 16, AeroAstro. Sorry."
The wizard shrugged. We talked a little more about my trip to Wizarding Annex in Curacao,
and the wizard was amused when I mentioned that a blue light surrounded us on Judgment
Day. "It's a good thing that light was blue and not red. Had those balls been red at ground
level, you wouldn't be here talking to me."
Eventually, we made it over to the exhibit and my eyes widened. The exhibit featured
wands, dynamic cameras, Quidditch equipment, robes, potions, and so forth. We couldn't
touch most of the equipment, unfortunately. However, looking at them was more than
enough. It was a good thing that I had manage to secure tickets to the premiere -- it would
have been MOBBED on a typical Sunday.
Since this was the Museum of Science, they had a lot of exhibits on the scientific
investigation of magic. The company responsible for the Q and Z genetic discoveries was
offering a deal on genetic testing for $100 -- too much for me. There was an exhibit on the
Hammer of Ra impact crater as well in the Indian Ocean and a detailed discussion as to how
the Noah story had actually taken place. A booth was offering small dynamic photographs
for $250 each, still too much for my taste.
There were several skeletons on display near the far end of the room. They looked more or
less human. The things which threw me were the labels over the skeletons: ELF, GOBLIN,
TROLL. There were also skeletons and photos of creatures which I'd never heard of before:
PIXIE, DOXY, BOWTRUCKLE. I had no idea what species those were -- or even if they fit in
the Linnaean classification. Hanging from the ceiling was the skeleton of a dragon.
The far end of the room had what appeared to be an elf sitting in a chair. I blinked -- an
honest-to-God elf. He didn't look like anything out of Dungeons and Dragons or Santa
Claus. The elf explained that he wanted to learn more about Muggles and had volunteered
for this mission. He explained that until recently, elves were subjugated by wizards. They

had just been emancipated by the federal government and the UN.
I was surprised the guests weren't trying to touch him or shake his hand. It turned out,
however, that there was a defensive shield around the elf making sure he didn't get
harmed. The elf explained that he had been granted a charm which would ensure that he
receive some breathing space for the next two hours.
There was a small gift shop near the elf. They were selling, among the traditional stuffed
animals, wizard hats, and so forth, small samples of potions which would regrow hair and
heal injuries. The samples provided wouldn't do much, however, and as it was the price tag
was well out of my range.
I would have wanted to stay to talk to the elf a little. However, it was getting late and I had
to go back to work tomorrow. Besides, I had seen elves in Curacao. Taking one last look
around the room -- a look which took longer than I had hoped -- I headed out of the exhibit
and went back to Waltham.
------------Hogwarts
------It was late at night, yet Professor Flitwick had still been adamant that Crabbe and Goyle
head to his office. When they arrived, they found the headmaster with an angry look on his
face.
Flitwick explained. "All right, Messieurs Crabbe and Goyle. I may not be Merlin, but given all
of the witnesses to your...operations, it is fairly obvious what happened. You've returned to
the Death Eaters and tried to steal Mr. Potter's Cloak so you could bring back He-Who-MustNot-Be-Named. You knowingly hexed two Gryffindors, made Polyjuice Potion even though it
is well above your grade level, and broke into Gryffindor Tower where you rifled through Mr.
Potter's belongings and broke his broom. You were discovered in your alternate forms by
Filch who immediately gave chase knowing that the original two Gryffindors had already
been discovered by the staff. Is that correct?"
Crabbe and Goyle looked at each other and gulped. Finally, Goyle's eyes fell to the floor.
"I'm afraid so. I apologize, Headmaster. We won't do it again."
Flitwick nodded. "Indeed, you will not. Give me your wands."
Crabbe looked at him. "Huh?"
"Give me your wands, or I will take them by force."
Reluctantly, the two Slytherins handed over their wands. Flitwick made a motion as to break
them for a second, then changed his mind. Instead, he hid them in a closet behind Snape's
portrait.
"You are hereby suspended from Hogwarts, effective immediately. This suspension will last
throughout the rest of the year. You will spend the rest of the week apologizing to your
classmates and cleaning out your rooms."
Crabbe blinked at him. "Sir, I don't have any parents left because of the attack --"
Flitwick spoke right over him. "You will be staying at Wool's Orphanage starting this coming
Friday night. While you are there, you will be expected to perform community service for

the Muggles. We need to wean you of your Death Eater superiority."
"No!"
Flitwick ignored him. "If your behavior improves over the next nine months, you will be able
to resume your studies at Hogwarts next year, returning as sixth-year students. If not,
you'll just have to wait longer. And if you tarry too long once you turn seventeen, you're
going to Azkaban."
Crabbe shouted, "Now just a minute --"
Flitwick pointed his wand at them. "This meeting is adjourned. Now get out of this office
unless you want to lose your manhood."
To be continued...

Xandrel,

August 31st, 2011 10:14 PM

Ha! Serves them right for being death eaters wannabes.

Tirion,

August 31st, 2011 10:18 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Astraan (Post 4970044)
Ha! Serves them right for being death eaters wannabes.
MWAHAHA! Voldemort knew Avada Kedavra. Flitwitk knows a castrating hex. I can see why
the latter became a dueling champion instead of the former- there are fates worse than
death:D

Xandrel,

August 31st, 2011 10:34 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Tirion (Post 4970072)
there are fates worse than death:D
so this is what Dumbledore meant!

acgoldis,
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Astraan (Post 4970159)
so this is what Dumbledore meant!

I had Flitwick bluffing there. He wouldn't actually do it (if Transfiguration can't be used as a
punishment -- remember Crouch/Moody turning Draco into a ferret in the movie -- I doubt
castration is allowed). However, Crabbe and Goyle don't realize he's bluffing, and Flitwick
knows that :D
Then again...if you want a castration hex, you could always do Reducio -- the canon
shrinking spell used by Crouch/Moody on the spider during the Unforgivable Curses
demonstration -- on Crabbe's (drat, the computer locked up my paste text and omitted the
last few words!)

FDW,

August 31st, 2011 11:57 PM

acgoldis, I've got a question for you: When Hogwart Exposed Timeline moves to a shared
world, will the updates still be written in the present format?

acgoldis,

September 1st, 2011 12:00 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by FDW (Post 4970519)
acgoldis, I've got a question for you: When Hogwart Exposed Timeline moves to a shared
world, will the updates still be written in the present format?
Up to you. I figure they'd start out with #501 and go on from there (though I won't be
writing any after #500 -- I'll just serve as moderator at that point. You'd be amazed how
mentally exhausting writing these episodes is! I may try foisting the timeline off on some
other websites like fanfiction.net and so forth, under the de facto name of Harry Potter and
the Super Bowl Breach).
Incidentally, at one point I want a world map made of the world as of #500. The main
differences so far will be:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

one Korea
a slightly larger Iraq
a slightly larger Egypt
a partially Balkanized Italy (though both halves are the same color at this point)
a partially Balkanized Spain (though both halves are the same color at this point)
Hidden Nations and Atlantis visible

acgoldis,

September 1st, 2011 10:29 AM

1 Attachment(s)

Before I go on vacation, here's a teaser for the next update.
Kershaw is going to start the digging for the Big Dig by an experimental worm foray into
Boston. He's too nervous to start digging downtown, however, where there is a high water
table and lots of big buildings with a lot of power lines and so forth which could be disrupted
by the tunnel.

So, he pushes up the budget a little (surprise) and tests out his first worm tunnel as a
project which will come in quite handy and fills a hole in the Boston transit system.
Boston (as of 1996) had four subway lines: the Red, Green, Blue, and Orange. There are six
possible pairings for transfers. However, only five of these permutations actually have
transfer stations. There is no Red/Blue intersection.
Not for long. See the map below. And as a bonus, there will be a new Massachusetts
General Hospital station (to be added later).
Yes, it's a budget increase, but it's probably worth it to get that sixth pairing at Charles
Street as collateral damage.
I wonder if the Silver Line actually becomes a subway line instead of the glorified bus line it
actually became under this scheme. Maybe people will petition Kershaw to do that later
once the rest of the Big Dig has been finalized.
The worm approaches Boston from under the Charles River so it doesn't wreck anything as
it comes in.

acgoldis,

September 1st, 2011 10:41 AM

WHOA! Believe it or not, this extension was ACTUALLY CONSIDERED at some point! I made
that up on the spur of the moment! Take a look at this!
Yet, the Boston region has concentrated funding on other transit priorities. A 0.4-mile Blue
Line extension south from Bowdoin to the Charles/MGH Station, where it would
meet the Red Line, recently received $29 million in design money from the state,
though there is no guarantee the $300 million project will be built. Meanwhile, the
light rail Green Line would be stretched from Lechmere into Somerville and beyond if
planners on that side of the Charles River get their way — and find more than $900 million.
Boston’ s Silver Line busway is under constant improvement and will be stretched south
along Washington Street. None of these projects are fully funded and the MBTA, which
spends 30% of its operating budget to service its more than $5 billion debt, isn’ t exactly
ready to commit to more transit service.
This article was written in 2009. The extension from Lechmere into Somerville is precisely
the Green Line Extension project mentioned by Kershaw. The Silver Line was mentioned in
the previous update as well, though it's going to be more of a hassle to do (particularly as
they have already replaced it with bus lines IOTL -- they figure the Silver Line trains are a
reasonable sacrifice for the Red/Blue extension).

January First-of-May,

September 1st, 2011 11:36 AM

Completely off the current topics, but on-topic as for the timeline :)
You know how Samuel (well, at least I think it's Samuel) is constantly saying that the
Philosopher's Stone is wrong and people are only supposed to live to 120 (citing Bible as
such)?
About time someone tells him about Jeanne Calment ;)
Note that we've been very lucky with timing in that regard. 1996 is about the only year in
reasonably recent history when there's a person alive who is known (to Muggles) to be over
120 (though, of course, given how old Dumbledore is, it can still be possible for her to not

be the oldest non-Stone-related human alive in 1996 after all).
Coincidentally, Nicholas Flamel is French (and conceivably could have taught at
Beauxbatons, but that's somewhat of a stretch). People are so going to ask him (especially
now that he pretty much can't lie) about his connections to Jeanne Calment... :D (I doubt
there are any, but still, an obvious question to ask.)
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Quote:

Originally Posted by January First-of-May (Post 4972253)
Completely off the current topics, but on-topic as for the timeline :)
You know how Samuel (well, at least I think it's Samuel) is constantly saying that the
Philosopher's Stone is wrong and people are only supposed to live to 120 (citing Bible as
such)?
About time someone tells him about Jeanne Calment ;)
Note that we've been very lucky with timing in that regard. 1996 is about the only year in
reasonably recent history when there's a person alive who is known (to Muggles) to be over
120 (though, of course, given how old Dumbledore is, it can still be possible for her to not
be the oldest non-Stone-related human alive in 1996 after all).
Coincidentally, Nicholas Flamel is French (and conceivably could have taught at
Beauxbatons, but that's somewhat of a stretch). People are so going to ask him (especially
now that he pretty much can't lie) about his connections to Jeanne Calment... :D (I doubt
there are any, but still, an obvious question to ask.)
I've assumed that Calment is a straight Muggle who just got very lucky.

January First-of-May,

September 1st, 2011 12:42 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 4972278)
I've assumed that Calment is a straight Muggle who just got very lucky.
I think you mentioned she was a wizard in a discussion several hundred episodes ago. :)
(That might well be non-canonical by now, though.)
People are, of course, going to be looking for connections either way ;) (And that doesn't
negate the Samuel-related argument, either - just strengthens it, actually.)

acgoldis,

September 1st, 2011 08:03 PM

[Writing directly from the Admiral's Club at Miami International Airport, with the name
Kathia Ernst coming from the first name of the lady who issued my airline ticket and the last
name of the copilot of the plane that flew me down from Boston!]

Update #424: W! O! R! M! Up!
----------Tuesday, November 12, 1996

Charles Street Station, Red Line
Blue Line Extension Project / Rock Worm Boston Test
Boston, MA
United States of America
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/2.2%
----------NEXT UP: Hermione Gets a Job Offer
----------Kathia Ernst was getting a bit nervous, and for good reason. Jeff was being temperamental
again.
Normally, when someone threw a temper tantrum you told them to shut up and behave
themselves. Unfortunately, even worm wranglers like her hadn't perfected a method for
trying to convince those 20-foot long rock worms to do what they were supposed to do.
Usually, all the wranglers had to do was spray the rock wall which was supposed to be eaten
with a substance which the worms would find tasty. The worm would do the rest.
On the other hand, it wasn't often that one of the rock worms was told to travel this far
away from his home in the bowels of the Berkshires. Jeff hadn't mated for a few months as
well, and she had promised him that she would find a mate for him after he did this job.
Granted, she had no idea whether Jeff actually understood what she was saying. Probably
not, she thought.
It was currently about 2 AM, and a few dozen feet above Ernst the city of Boston slept.
Three hours earlier, Ernst had begun luring Jeff towards Boston with the thread of a
delicious appetizer of landfill. There hadn't been any incidents that she knew about. The
only sign of Jeff's passing had been a few seismometers registering a 1.3-magnitude
earthquake a few miles south of the Weston geophysical monitoring station. This job was
going to be one of the most difficult ones she had ever attempted for two reasons, neither
of which involved Jeff being moody.
First, the soil between the Bowdoin and Charles Street stations was riddled with electrical
cables, wires, pipes, and many other artifacts of human habitation. Ernst had done what she
could to magically move these obstacles out of the way of the proposed worm tunnel and
enhance the ground above the tunnel with magical supports so the pipes and/or dirt
wouldn't fall back in. However, there would inevitably be mistakes here and there. Someone
would probably lose power or have his or her sewer back up. Hopefully Ernst would find all
of these anomalies and rectify them before the affected households woke up.
Second, the proposed route ran right underneath Massachusetts General Hospital. She
would have to be extra careful in making sure the land above the tunnel didn't shake at all.
She'd heard horror stories about people with broken necks and spines exacerbating their
injuries when people moved them around, even minimally.
Third, the tunnel had to be done before the subway opened in the morning. Jeff tended to
get nervous around people, and Ernst didn't like the idea of him breaking down one of the
remote walls of Bowdoin or Charles Street only to find a few dozen people staring at him
and running.
Fourth, the water table was pretty high in this area -- hell, the river was only a few dozen
feet away. She didn't want the tunnel flooding, and to make matters worse Jeff REALLY did
not like water. The poor thing had flailed a little the first time the water hit him, and that
flailing had supposedly smashed a hole in the floor of the Charles Street Jail. Thankfully,

she'd been able to fix it and calm down a few maintenance workers before things truly got
out of hand. Thankfully, she'd told him to go up a little at the beginning of the tunnel to get
him above the water level.
Finally, this was just a TEST RUN for the main tunnel: the Central Artery tunnel and the
Green Line Extension tunnel. Those tunnels were going to be done under skyscrapers and
very densely populated areas in Somerville. This particular mission would be a piece of cake
compared to those, and a lot was riding on its success -- including, of course, about 67,000
Blue Line riders a day.
She'd never used rock worms in an urban environment like this before. Supposedly Menino
or one of the other politicians had thrown a fit when he had found out about the animals
and had screamed at Ariadne to get some more information about the worms. Ariadne
eventually wound up contacting the National Zoo's magical creature wing, hoping to speak
with one of the supervisors. The supervisor, of course, was a bit of a newbie and hadn't
done much good. Finally, the wizards had wound up going out of their way to link Menino up
with Rubeus Hagrid himself up in Ietalis.
Hagrid's response had been quite reassuring. "They're perfectly harmless, sir. They
shouldn't cause you any problems. As a matter of fact, those little furry faces can be
adorable when they're young! I had a larva eating pebbles out of my hand once!"
Ernst knew enough about Hagrid to realize that he would almost certainly say the same
thing about hippogriffs, thestrals, and possibly even dragons. Come to think of it, he'd have
probably said it about Voldemort had He-Who-Must-Not-Be-Named sported antennas and
fur. Fortunately, whoever the politician had been had fallen for it.
She directed the worm to tunnel underneath Charles Street Station and then told him to
wait a minute as she brought out her wand to dig a hole the size of an elevator in the floor
above. She cast the spell, and the roof caved in. Jeff backed up in excitement as he started
chewing on the debris. She had a brief glimpse of the rock worm eating a fallen Red Line
route display. As she watched, the words ALEWIFE and DAVIS turned into IFE and S.
Jeff had managed to consume most of the Red Line stops north of Kendall when Ernst saw
movement overhead. She glanced up as someone shone a flashlight into the hole and
shouted: "What the hell is going on here?"
A homeless man, she thought. She tried to explain that there was a construction project
underway and apologized for the inconvenience. That, of course, was when the squatter
shone the light on Jeff. The reaction was more or less predictable. "God Almighty, it's Jabba
the Hutt!"
Jeff reared up in surprise, knocking another hole in the floor and forcing Ernst to make a
mental note to tell Kershaw that Jeff had volunteered to provide room for an escalator as
well. Both rock worm and squatter backed off, and the squatter's eyes narrowed as he
looked at the huge six-pack of beer in the corner.
The hobo looked back at Jeff and shook his head. "Naaah. All right, Lou, time to get sober
for a change."
Reassured that the man would pass off the worm sighting as a hallucination, she conjured
some gratings to cover the holes in the ceiling and transfigured some pieces of the fallen
Red Line sign into a picket fence. Surrounding the two holes with the fence, she ordered Jeff

back into motion again and directed him at Bowdoin.
It took a good three hours for Jeff to chew all the way through to Bowdoin. Just to be safe,
however, the city had closed down Bowdoin for "renovations" for the next four days.
Kershaw had suspected that it would take several days for the worm to finish the job.
Eventually, Ernst halted Jeff a few feet away from the entrance to the part of Bowdoin
Station where the Blue Line trains turned around. Casting Revelio Hominem to see if no one
was there (thankfully, there wasn't anyone around), she told Jeff to complete the
connection between the two stations. The rock worm did so and promptly took a bite out of
the wall, knocking out one of the traffic lights in the tunnel. Swearing quietly to herself, she
told Jeff to exit the tunnel, turn around in the Bowdoin turnaround, and start heading back
in the direction they'd come in. Once he had done so, she waved her want and blocked off
the hole with another makeshift fence. One tunnel done, one tunnel to go.
The journey back was relatively straightforward. All Ernst had to do was make sure Jeff
stayed in the tunnel and didn't try taking bites out of walls he wasn't supposed to. About
fifteen minutes later, Ernst rode the worm out of the tunnel, past Charles Station, and back
to the edge of the river.
She petted Jeff on the snout. "Well done, Jeff. Well done".
Jeff, of course, ignored her.
This was the southbound tunnel. Tomorrow, Jeff would dig out the northbound tunnel. The
day after that, people who had obtained permission to use the Geminio spell would start
copying rails and ties repeatedly to create the track to extend the Blue Line.
----------------Five hours later, she turned on the news station to see what the damage had been. Only
1,000 people had lost power and there had been a few dozen reports of people waking up in
the middle of the night claiming the ground was shaking.
All in all, not a bad night given the circumstances. Hopefully tomorrow would be as
successful as today.
To be continued...

wolfram,

September 3rd, 2011 12:23 AM

Bump. Wait...:o

FDW,

September 3rd, 2011 02:19 AM

You know, Federal Regulations will likely several weeks of testing (6-8 weeks worth of "live"
testing where they have the trains operate the new segment of the line as a part of normal
service, but without any passengers, and more dead time to test signal and switches and
whatnot.) before the new segment can open. BTW, how wide are these Rock Worms?

acgoldis,
Quote:

September 4th, 2011 01:23 AM

Originally Posted by FDW (Post 4980111)
You know, Federal Regulations will likely several weeks of testing (6-8 weeks worth of "live"
testing where they have the trains operate the new segment of the line as a part of normal
service, but without any passengers, and more dead time to test signal and switches and
whatnot.) before the new segment can open. BTW, how wide are these Rock Worms?
I don't have these tunnels opening for a long time. The worms are 6 feet across and 20 feet
long. They go back and forth digging out a tunnel wide enough for the trains.
BTW -- why is the worm named Jeff? Think of the opening scenes for Men in Black II. Let's
hope he stays in the subway this time :)

FDW,

September 4th, 2011 01:52 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 4983683)
I don't have these tunnels opening for a long time.
What's your definition of a long time?
Quote:

The worms are 6 feet across and 20 feet long. They go back and forth digging out a tunnel
wide enough for the trains.
Given your statistics, and depending on the width of the tunnels necessary, It'll probably
anywhere from 6-9 go throughs per tunnel per mile to dig out the subways. So all in all, the
digging might take a couple months at most. Though the digging is just one part, you also
have to deal with loads of other stuff, so I would imagine that even with wizarding help, it
would probably still take what, a year to open said segment.

acgoldis,

September 4th, 2011 11:55 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by FDW (Post 4983757)
What's your definition of a long time?

Given your statistics, and depending on the width of the tunnels necessary, It'll probably
anywhere from 6-9 go throughs per tunnel per mile to dig out the subways. So all in all, the
digging might take a couple months at most. Though the digging is just one part, you also

have to deal with loads of other stuff, so I would imagine that even with wizarding help, it
would probably still take what, a year to open said segment.
I had 6 to 12 months in mind. Also, let´s increase the size of the creatures to those of the
subway car eating worm in Men in Black II. A ratio of a six foot head to a 20 foot body
seems a bit stubby for an actual creature.

Tirion,

September 4th, 2011 12:01 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 4984957)
I had 6 to 12 months in mind. Also, let´s increase the size of the creatures to those of the
subway car eating worm in Men in Black II. A ratio of a six foot head to a 20 foot body
seems a bit stubby for an actual creature.
Not necessarily. It's movement and metabolism are so different from anything we know, it's
not too useful to compare them to anything that doesn't eat rocks and shits pebbles.

FDW,

September 4th, 2011 05:18 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 4984957)
I had 6 to 12 months in mind. Also, let´s increase the size of the creatures to those of the
subway car eating worm in Men in Black II. A ratio of a six foot head to a 20 foot body
seems a bit stubby for an actual creature.
So maybe 10 feet wide and 70-80 feet long?

acgoldis,

September 5th, 2011 10:57 PM

Yup. I'm sorry there haven't been many updates of late -- I'm in Peru right now and don't
have access to the schedule on my MacBook since I didn't bring it.
Actually, I could do ONE thing that's supposed to happen, and if there's something else I
overlooked I can add a .5 later.

acgoldis,

September 6th, 2011 01:39 AM

Update #425: Hermione Gets a Job Offer
----------Wednesday, November 13, 1996
Gryffindor Common Room
Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry

United Kingdom
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/2.2%
----------NEXT UP: Probably a .5
----------Hermione Granger still didn't know what to do about Ron and William. Ron was a sure thing:
she knew that. However, she had always been a sucker for celebrities. She had gone crazy
over Gilderoy Lockhart before he had come out as a charlatan, and to make matters worse
she had been born into a family which admired the royals. It had never even occurred to
her that she would be elevated to a countess, let alone be in a position to pick up the King
of England!
One thing she did know for certain was that she couldn't risk pursuing William while Ron
was still around. The odds that she would wind up with William to begin with were
extremely remote thanks to the interference of Princess Madeleine of Sweden. She realized
the only thing that she could do would be to stay with Ron for the time being and only
consider William as a serious prospect (a) many years later, and (b) if she and Ron broke
up.
Hermione's influence had begun to change the character of Hogwarts to some extent. It was
a given that she would be Head Girl next year and the only question was who her male
counterpart would be. Harry was a possibility for his work destroying Voldemort's
Horcruxes. She could imagine William getting the nod as well -- for all she knew, active
royalty automatically became Head Boy or Head Girl. J. K. Rowling, still working on
Hermione Granger and the Philosopher's Stone, had been so bombarded by students trying
to get her to interview them that she had begun taking notes on the other students and
handing them off to another writer so they could be included in a compendium which would
tell the Muggle world what life at a Wizarding school was like. Her adoption of meditation
practices had triggered a flurry of copycat activity among the Ravenclaws and Gryffindor
girls, and she had eventually managed to convince the Room of Requirement to transform
itself into a meditation hall for her and her fellow meditators.
There had been an interesting quirk in the Room of Requirement which the group had to
work around. Several of the students had asked Hermione to make sure that the Room of
Requirement came equipped with a few statues of the Buddha. As it turned out, this proved
to be impossible as a communal room was not allowed to single out any religious faith for a
large group. Eventually, Hermione convinced the room to leave the Buddha statues out but
replace them with various other contemplative features like mandalas.
The school elves were now salaried employees and had started to produce much better food
in response. Flitwick hadn't liked the idea of paying the Hogwarts elves for their services in
the kitchen. However, he didn't have much of a choice. Word of the elves at Hogwarts had
leaked out, and it hadn't taken much for SPIW to start badgering Flitwick to emancipate, or
at least pay, the elves. Eventually, he agreed to a 2% increase in school tuition to help
support the elves.
Interviews with a few of the elves may have exposed another problem. It appeared that a
large percentage of the elves, perhaps even the majority, did not want to be freed and saw
freedom as a punishment -- much to the surprise of the rest of the world. Apparently Dobby
had been the exception rather than the rule, which meant that SPIW quite possibly would
run into trouble for trying to impose a human value on members of another species. The
psychologists and cultural studies groups were going to have to work overtime on this.
Granted, it was possible that the elves feared freedom because they were not accustomed

to thinking for, or providing for, themselves -- the classic slave mentality. However, she had
to admit that she had only been twelve or thirteen at the time she had founded SPEW. With
all that book knowledge, she hadn't done enough research on elves to prepare for this,
having based everything on a sample of one. She hoped things would come out all right
here.
Hermione didn't know whether she should be happy or upset about Crabbe and Goyle's
suspension. Granted, the two knuckleheads had been looking of trouble for a while, and she
felt somewhat relieved that they had gotten their just desserts. However, the entire reason
the two thugs had gotten into trouble in the first place was because they still thought that
the Death Eaters were still interested in the Deathly Hallows. Moody had informed the rest
of the Order of the Phoenix as soon as Atlantis had briefed him on the Black God cultists'
role in the attack. There was no Death Eater cell threatening Hogwarts, which meant that
Crabbe and Goyle had thrown their careers down the drain for nothing.
Harry had been furious when he had discovered his broken broom. With only a couple of
days to go before the next Quidditch match against Hufflepuff, Aberforth Dumbledore had
been forced to petition Flitwick to allow Harry to use one of the school's old brooms for the
match. This put him at a distinct disadvantage against the Hufflepuff Seeker. In one sense,
Harry only had himself to blame for starting an arms race in broom technology at the
school. Nevertheless, he was not happy when he reported that using the broom had felt as
if he had been flying through molasses. The Hufflepuff Seeker had caught the Snitch
relatively early on, and Gryffindor had gone down to defeat 210-40. Ron had had a tough
day and had let in six goals.
The Slytherins, of course, had been overjoyed. Their enjoyment was terminated abruptly,
however, when Professor Slughorn -- their housemaster -- announced that he was going to
use his own money to replace Harry's broom in time for the match after Hufflepuff's.
Slughorn believed that it was somewhat his fault that his charges had misbehaved, and he
believed that it was incumbent on him to atone for Crabbe and Goyle's misbehavior.
Construction of Black Tower was still going on. Hermione had no idea how Flamel would be
able to spare the construction of the tower after having promised Britain a whole slew of
new schools for budding Q-only wizards. George Weasley had already started issuing odds
on whether or not Black Tower would be completed in time: these were currently 4:3
against.
There was also the issue of the Black House ghost. The most obvious candidate for the
position had been Sirius himself, and no one had seen any sign of him since his funeral.
Granted, the school had plenty of time when it came finding a house ghost. However, she
couldn't think of anyone who would fit the job. She thought back to Nearly Headless Nick's
Deathday Party and realized that none of the guests had been Muggleborn or obvious
friends of Muggleborn. No help there.
Stephen Hawking had proven to be an excellent Astronomy professor. She enjoyed her
NEWT Astronomy lessons and tried to discuss cosmology with him from time to time. All
that had managed to do, however, was bring up a troubling decision: get a Ph.D.
somewhere or become a full-term witch? Did she dare try to do BOTH? William was having
enough trouble with his own dual curriculum, and she thought back to her third year when
she overbooked classes and nearly killed herself from stress messing with that Time-Turner.
She caught some motion out of the corner of her eye and watched as the portrait hole slid
aside and admitted Professor Flitwick, Aberforth Dumbledore, and a wizard she had never

met before. She put down her book as they came over to her.
Flitwick smiled at her. "Good evening, Miss Granger. I hope I'm not disturbing you?"
Hermione shook his head. "No, sir. I'm just studying. How can I help you?"
Flitwick simply pointed at the wizards he didn't recognize. "This man here is Edgar
Bosworth, and he works for the Hogsmeade Millennium Research Institute. Are you familiar
with this institute, Miss Granger?"
Hermione nodded. "I believe so, sir. That's the think tank Dr. Flamel organized to go after
the Millennium Problems, right_"
Bosworth nodded briskly. "You are indeed up to date, Miss Granger. Then again, I'm not
surprised. I've heard a lot of amazing things about you. Is it true that you actually managed
to use a Time-Turner responsibly and only ran into trouble when Albus told you to go back
and rescue Sirius Black?"
Hermione winced. "I used it to attend more classes than students usually do, if that's what
you mean."
"Incredible. At any rate, here is why I am here. I'd like to offer you employment after you
graduate."
Hermione blinked. "What do you mean, sir?"
Bosworth explained. "I was wondering if you would be willing to work for the HMRI after you
graduate Hogwarts. It is well-known that you are one of the best-known and best-educated
students of your generation, Miss Granger. The HMRI needs people like you. Imagine
spending all your time doing research and learning...and being paid for it."
Hermione grinned. "I wouldn't mind that, to be honest. Besides, money can't hurt."
"Indeed, it can't. Your starting salary would be 30,000 pounds or 6,000 Galleons -- your
choice."
Hermione gaped at him. "Thirty thousand pounds? For a girl just out of school?"
"That's right, Miss Granger. I know, it's a very good deal. However, people like you don't
come along frequency. Lots of people are going to want to get their hands on you once you
graduate. I figured a high salary will make our offer a little sweeter."
Hermione thought for a minute. If she was this popular and people were going to have a
bidding war for her...
She nodded. "It's very tempting. However, I'm still considering dental school for a Muggle
career, at least on the side. People can make a lot of money as a dentist."
Bosworth nodded. "And how are you going to pay your way through dental school?"
Hermione looked at him quizzically. If she played this right, she could do this Millennium
Problem research full-time for a while and use the money to finance dental school and any
additional Wizarding stuff she'd get involved with. Finally, she smiled. "You have a point, sir.

I'll think about it, though I confess it sounds very attractive. I'll get back to you when I
graduate. In the meantime, keep me posted as to what you guys are doing."
Bosworth shook her hand. "I will, Miss Granger. I hope you will join us, as it will be a
pleasure working with you."
To be continued...

Jcoggins,

September 6th, 2011 02:01 AM

the house elves wouldn't be making better food after getting paid. they'd most likely make
the same food, which is the best of their abilities already, or make it slightly worse because
they don't like being paid. the only way the food could improve is if they spent their new
wages on better ingredients

Tirion,

September 6th, 2011 07:00 PM

As a side note, there are several working, tested forms (petrification, Draught of the Living
Death, whatever the Trapanandans use with their animal stockpile (that may or may not
include sentients:eek:)) of cryogenics offered by the wizard world. I'd think many people
with terminal, as of now incurable diseases would be willing to try them.

Xandrel,

September 6th, 2011 07:47 PM

Dental school? Is she insane?
This is a serious question.
She is a WITCH and a COUNTESS and she is considering DENTAL SCHOOL.
Wow.

acgoldis,

September 7th, 2011 07:11 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Astraan (Post 4994597)
Dental school? Is she insane?
This is a serious question.
She is a WITCH and a COUNTESS and she is considering DENTAL SCHOOL.
Wow.
I fully have her becoming a witch. However, she's trying to beef up her salary by trying to
fake competition. I can change that if you want. However, it just occurred to me that a
witch dentist could be kind of cool:
HERMIONE: All right, sir. It's time for your root canal.
PATIENT: Oh crap. This is going to hurt, right?

HERMIONE: Don't worry, I - wait, are we out of novacaine? This could be problematic.
PATIENT: $%"&"&!
HERMIONE (pulling out her wand): On the other hand, we can always do this...
PATIENT: WHAT THE HELL ARE YOU DOING?
HERMIONE: Fixo Teetho or equivalent!
PATIENT: Wow, my toothache is gone! What did you -- hey, my TOOTH is gone!
HERMIONE: Exactly. Drink some of this Skele-Gro and you´ll get a new one...
As far as the elves go, the Hogwarts elves will always be offered emancipation but they
don't have to leave.

Jcoggins,

September 7th, 2011 09:46 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 4998713)
I fully have her becoming a witch. However, she's trying to beef up her salary by trying to
fake competition. I can change that if you want. However, it just occurred to me that a
witch dentist could be kind of cool:
HERMIONE: All right, sir. It's time for your root canal.
PATIENT: Oh crap. This is going to hurt, right?
HERMIONE: Don't worry, I - wait, are we out of novacaine? This could be problematic.
PATIENT: $%"&"&!
HERMIONE (pulling out her wand): On the other hand, we can always do this...
PATIENT: WHAT THE HELL ARE YOU DOING?
HERMIONE: Fixo Teetho or equivalent!
PATIENT: Wow, my toothache is gone! What did you -- hey, my TOOTH is gone!
HERMIONE: Exactly. Drink some of this Skele-Gro and you´ll get a new one...
As far as the elves go, the Hogwarts elves will always be offered emancipation but they
don't have to leave.
nor do they want to. you still don't understand that to all but a few elves, freedom is a
punishment

acgoldis,

September 8th, 2011 02:14 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Jcoggins (Post 4999275)
nor do they want to. you still don't understand that to all but a few elves, freedom is a
punishment
I don't remember seeing that in the books -- maybe that's why I'm so confused. If it's in the
books somewhere, I'll change it.

Jcoggins,

September 8th, 2011 02:26 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5001552)
I don't remember seeing that in the books -- maybe that's why I'm so confused. If it's in the
books somewhere, I'll change it.
in the fourth book, barty crouch sr. punishes his house elf by freeing her. the elf in question
becomes incredibly depressed. there are also mentions of the hogwarts house elves being
insulted by hermione trying to free them

acgoldis,

September 8th, 2011 02:31 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Jcoggins (Post 5001563)
in the fourth book, barty crouch sr. punishes his house elf by freeing her. the elf in question
becomes incredibly depressed. there are also mentions of the hogwarts house elves being
insulted by hermione trying to free them
OK, I'll change the update then. Sorry about the confusion. Maybe because everyone
focuses on Dobby and not the other elves.
Interestingly, to someone with a slave mentality freedom CAN be terrifying because the
person has to think for himself. If he manages to overcome this, however, he will generally
get much happier.
That could pose problems for elves later on if now there's a decree that all elves have to be
emancipated. Shared World could have fun with this.
EDIT -- update changed. SPIW may get into trouble in Shared World for trying to impose a
human value on a sentient nonhuman species -- now THERE'S a big can of worms! I'd
expect Hermione is going to get some egg on her face here. Imagine, Hermione getting into
trouble for not READING ENOUGH (about elves, in this case) :).
Incidentally, this looks like another gaping J. K. Rowling plot hole. With someone as fond of
reading and research as Hermione, one would have expected that she would immediately
start scanning the school library for books on elves as soon as Dobby tells her that he
considers himself a slave. She did that with advanced subjects like Polyjuice Potion and so
forth, and I'd HIGHLY suspect there are more books on elves than Polyjuice. Had she done
so, she probably would not have founded SPEW.

Jcoggins,

September 8th, 2011 05:21 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5001573)

OK, I'll change the update then. Sorry about the confusion. Maybe because everyone
focuses on Dobby and not the other elves.
Interestingly, to someone with a slave mentality freedom CAN be terrifying because the
person has to think for himself. If he manages to overcome this, however, he will generally
get much happier.
That could pose problems for elves later on if now there's a decree that all elves have to be
emancipated. Shared World could have fun with this.
EDIT -- update changed. SPIW may get into trouble in Shared World for trying to impose a
human value on a sentient nonhuman species -- now THERE'S a big can of worms! I'd
expect Hermione is going to get some egg on her face here. Imagine, Hermione getting into
trouble for not READING ENOUGH (about elves, in this case) :).
Incidentally, this looks like another gaping J. K. Rowling plot hole. With someone as fond of
reading and research as Hermione, one would have expected that she would immediately
start scanning the school library for books on elves as soon as Dobby tells her that he
considers himself a slave. She did that with advanced subjects like Polyjuice Potion and so
forth, and I'd HIGHLY suspect there are more books on elves than Polyjuice. Had she done
so, she probably would not have founded SPEW.
dobby is an odd man out among elves: he wants freedom.
Dobby himself tells hermione how the elves feel about her trying to free them.

acgoldis,

September 8th, 2011 08:39 PM

In that case, Hermione has forgotten Dobby's warning here and has made a critical mistake.
It goes to show she doesn't remember everything.
This could have consequences and demonstrates that characters in real timelines don't
behave like they do in storybooks.

Xandrel,

September 8th, 2011 09:10 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5002457)
In that case, Hermione has forgotten Dobby's warning here and has made a critical mistake.
It goes to show she doesn't remember everything.
This could have consequences and demonstrates that characters in real timelines don't
behave like they do in storybooks.
very good point

Jcoggins,
Quote:

September 8th, 2011 09:28 PM

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5002457)
In that case, Hermione has forgotten Dobby's warning here and has made a critical mistake.
It goes to show she doesn't remember everything.
This could have consequences and demonstrates that characters in real timelines don't
behave like they do in storybooks.
i think the breach butterflied away the warning

acgoldis,

September 9th, 2011 08:51 AM

Plausibility Check: Nephilu State Returns to Middle East
------------------------------------------------------------Although the immediate fighting is over, there's still some underlying tension in the Middle
East. Atlantis discovers a clever idea to make sure neither Israel nor the Palestinians
misbehave in the future.
Dialonis cites the Israeli Right of Return, which claims that all Jews have the right to return
to Israel. He interprets it as "if you've been kicked out of here in the past, you can come
back."
So, he gets cagey. He sends a whole bunch of stateless giants over to the Gaza Strip to
reestablish the Kingdom of Nephilu. This state will be laissez-faire for the most part, leaving
the "little people" alone and more or less taking care of the infrastructure with their own
wizards. However, if ANYONE steps out of line at all they're going to suddenly turn into
sixteen-foot-tall hall monitors with wands. Oh, and thanks to their immense musculature
their old suits of armor are going to be replaced with suits of inches-thick stainless steel
similar to riot gear...and rather large elephant guns.
The Israelis and Palestinians -- indeed, the entire Middle East -- suddenly realizes that the
teacher has come into the room to stop the fighting schoolchildren. Suddenly, everyone
becomes REALLY friendly.
The Israelis of course protest. The Nephilim smile and explain that since the Nephilim were
kicked out of the Philistine territories by the conquering Davidic dynasty, they're refugees as
well and have the right to return to the area as well by Israel's own law. Oh, and if the
Israelis protest TOO much, the giants will just "happen" to remember that David and the
rest of the classical Israelites virtually genocided their race three thousand years ago.
The Palestinians are searching for an independent state so they're more likely to go along
with this, particularly if the new state supports Palestinian rights (technically, it will support
both groups equally). If the Palestinians start going all anti-Israel, the Nephilim will
"happen" to remember that the Philistines didn't do much to protect Nephilu against the
Davidic dynasty so they're also guilty by inaction. They'll also "happen" to mention that the
Philistines ran away after their giant ally, Goliath, was killed. That's not a nice thing for a
military partner to do now, is it? Granted, it's unclear whether the Philistines and
Palestinians share a common origin. However, there's no way to prove this...or DISPROVE
it, and the giants KNOW it.
Granted, three thousand years is a long time to bear a grudge. It's possible, just possible,
that the giants will let things slide. However, the issue could "just" happen to come up

again.
It's possible that Muslim clergy will try to convert the Nephilu to Islam and ally them in the
fight against Israel. The Nephilim's response?
"No thank you. We've already got our nice religion devoted to the Five Gods. However, if
you really think that unifying the Middle East under one religious rule would be helpful,
here's our holy book about the Five Gods. Learn it. Well."
"Uh, we only have one God."
"Good for Him. We can put him in our pantheon as well so we'll have six gods. How about
that? You worship all of them."
"Uh..."

Tirion,

September 9th, 2011 09:24 AM

Update #425.5 Survivormerman
----------Wednesday, November 13, 1996
rainforest near Macchu Picchu
Peru
----------Rasegar's stomach rumbled loudly, and the tourist turned, staring into empty air with a
puzzled expression. The Muggle's expression grew alarmed as his mind started to process
the barely visible sight before him: after months of tear and wear, the escaped Death Eater
supporter merwizard's invisibility cloak was distorting light much more visibly than before,
and took up an opaque shade - still offering superior camouflage, but "invisible" no longer,
only "chameleon". Swearing, the merwizard sleep-hexed the human and was looting his
backpack before he even hit the ground.
Food. This simple issue was crippling the renegade army, even as it successfully evaded
pursuit from Trapananda, Atlantis and every local authority. Merwizards were trained to be
infiltrators, fliers and battlemagi in their human form, but the training did not include jungle
survival, for obvious reasons- an operative could just Apparate back to base to feed, if he
didn't find a convenient, safe human meal. For the 3 thousand escaped convicts, there was
no such base in the world, and with their cloaks failing, they had to stay in tree cover to
avoid airborne patrols. One frequently forgotten fact about rainforests is the surprisingly low
quantity of obviously edible stuff. Sure, being expert fliers equipped with brooms they could
hunt tree-dweling critters and birds, but those didn't have much meat either. Further
complicating matters, while their bodies were apparently human with a few magical
differences, their merpeople instincts carried over- including an increased appetite.
Magic didn't offer much to help. Geminio and Engorgio were out of the question- unlike
Houyhnhnmland's (at that time) nonexistent authorities, the Peruvians were more than
capable of sending Aurors at a moment's notice. Aside of those two spells, there weren't

any easy ways to produce food: sure, it was possible to transfigure it, but no sane person
would do that- those spells were weak transfigurations, meaning that one Finite Incantatem
would revert the food to it's original state, and when it happened after ingestion, the results
weren't pretty. Wizards and witches throughout history had rather starved to death than
risk it, and these merwizards weren't going to try it either.
As an end result, they were spread out over a large area, hunting whatever they thought
edible, stealing from tourists and locals, and when even that wasn't enough... well, they
could always comfort themselves that it's not cannibalism when the Being roasted over the
fire is not of your species.
Wolfing down a handful of sandwiches mid-flight, Rasegar approached the designated
meeting zone of his part of the army. Today was an important day: some of them were sent
to scout for suitable allies and hiding places around the world, and a party sent to Syrdan
was scheduled to return in hours. Long before that, the place was secured: hundreds of
cloaked merwizards waited hiding in the treetops, watching everything near the designated
forest clearing. Muggle-repelling charms, Portkey barriers and anti-Apparition Jinxes were
all set up, and just in case they failed, the majority of the army was hiding miles away, in a
suitable place for either rescue or flight if it turned out to be an ambush.
A few minutes before noon, Revelio Hominem picked up a dozen incoming fliers from the
north-east. As they landed at the edges of the clearing, they decloaked. Ten were the
delegation sent to Syrdan- no questions of their identity, as (human) Polyjuice wasn't
working for merpeople, and all adult Trapanandans had some nasty mental blocks in place
to deal with interrogation and brainwashing. The other two were humans, but with the same
olive skin as most of the merwizards; one in robes with Syrdani House insignia, the other in
plain black robes and a turban. They were introduced as Wizard Azhir, and some Arabic
Death Eater whose name they could not pronounce (Rasegar instantly dubbed him
Achmed).
And so, the negotiations started, gaining an army of Death Eaters for Syrdan, and a base of
operations for said army...

To be continued...

Tirion,

September 9th, 2011 09:29 AM

I like the Nephilim idea. Though it'd have to utilise some high-end magic+technology to
feed those Giants, not to mention make all those roads and buildings Giant-safe. Even
Grawp broke pipes by running down a street, and he's considered small... a guy with the
weight of a BIG car, all concentrated to one foot slamming down into the ground sounds
quite destructive.
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Update #426: Bartender, I Want One Of Those
----------Thursday, November 14, 1996
Yale University
New Haven, Connecticut
United States of America
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/2.3%
----------NEXT UP: Bottle It And Call It Aquafina
----------Lucy Velasquez woke up with a start as someone shoved a beaker in her face filled with a
black liquid. "We couldn't get many of them, Lucy. However, here's one which didn't seem
as popular at the time."
She turned to the speaker and saw that it was Bieito Anxo Rocha, her thesis advisor. The
man seemed excited and was looking at the beaker longingly.
She pointed at the beaker. "What do you have here?"
Rocha grinned. "The Draught of Living Death. Puts the drinker into a deep coma which in
the old days could be mistaken for death. Do you think you can work with it or do you want
me to go back and find something else?"
Velasquez thought for a moment. "I guess I can start with this. If I want to write something
about the active ingredients in magical potions, I'll have to go through a lot of them anyway
to get a good sample. Have you tried any of it?"
Rocha looked at her as if she had three heads. "Oh no, Lucy. I want to be alive at the end of
the day. That's what lab rats are for."

"Is there an antidote?"
"There is, but it's kind of strange. You have to take the comatose person out into a field
under the full moon and cast three spells on him in quick succession."
Velasquez's expression soured. "Great. That's going to complicate things. How am I
supposed to test this out if I can't get a wizard to reverse the coma?"
"Beats me. However, it's your thesis. You could win a prize if you figure out how to do this."
"Will this antidote work for any type of coma, or only those which have been magically
induced?"
Rocha's eyes widened. "Now that's an interesting question which could pay major dividends
in the medical industry. In all fairness, though, I don't know. I don't think the wizards have
ever tried it on comas caused by other sources. Keep in mind, though, that there could be
cases where lifting the coma could be dangerous to the subject's health. After all, the body
sometimes goes into a coma so that it can focus all its attention on a disease or other
condition."
Valesquez nodded. "I agree. We'll hold off trying to apply this to natural comas until we
know more about it. Thanks for your help, Professor. I'll get right to work on it. Are there
any more potions coming in?"
Rocha nodded. "We're trying to get Polyjuice Potion but there's a limited amount of it to go
around. I've got some Shrinking Potion in the pipeline as well as Wit-Sharpening Potion. I'm
trying to get as many different types of potions as I can to get a good sampling."
"That's good enough for me, Professor. I'll tell you if I find anything."
Rocha smiled. "All right. Good luck, Lucy."
With that, the professor left the room and Lucy began a cursory examination of the potion.
The first thing she did was appropriate a lab rat from the cages, fill a feeding tube with
water, and use an eye dropper to mix ten drops of Draught of Living Death into the water.
Thankfully, the potion was soluble and disappeared into the water.
She then hurried over to the rat's cage, replaced the animal's feeding tube, and watched to
see what the effects would be.
The rat came over to look at the tube. It looked at it momentarily and then turned away, as
if it didn't like the smell of what was in the tube. Eventually, though, it got thirsty and took
a few sips of the water. Velasquez estimated that the animal had gotten maybe ten
mouthfuls of the stuff.
The rat cleaned itself and began burrowing around in the cage. Within a few seconds,
however, the animal decided to stop messing with its bedding and curled up in a ball. The
next thing she knew, it was asleep.
Very interesting, she thought. Those few drops were enough to put the animal to sleep,
even diluted as they had been. She tried to rouse the animal for a few minutes, but it
wouldn't wake up. Eventually, she prodded it and it glared at him with an expression that
needed no translation: "Can't you see I'm trying to sleep? Let me go to bed!"

The rat slept for about 30 minutes and eventually woke back up. It walked around stiffly for
a while but eventually resumed normal functioning.
She smiled and jotted down some notes in her log book. Whatever the rat had drunk had
knocked it out like a rock. She could believe that at higher concentrations it could induce a
coma. This potion seemed to be behaving as advertised.
Excited, she checked how much potion was in the beaker and then weighed the beaker with
and without its contents. She crunched the numbers and discovered that the potion's
density was surprisingly low: 0.955 g/cc, a little less than the density of water. Intrigued,
she looked at a document the professor had handed her with the beaker which explained
how to make the potion.
Most of the ingredients appeared to be biological in nature, so they would have densities of
that of water or higher. The extra ingredients appeared to be metal filings, whose density
was also greater than water. She frowned: how can one mix a bunch of things with density
1.000 g/cc or greater and wind up with something which was less dense? Particularly if, as
the potion's recipe indicated, mass wasn't being released through steam or anything like
that? Where was all the extra mass going?
She could only think of two explanations. First, dragon blood wasn't water-based and had a
density much less than 1 g/cc. That seemed a bit odd, though, assuming that dragons were
natural lifeforms which had evolved on Earth. Second, something in there was magical
enough to cause the antigravity effect to come into play, reducing the weight (and therefore
the measured density) of the resulting potion to the point where it was 0.955 g/cc.
She didn't know what the answer was, but she was going to find out.
--------------White House
-------Bill Clinton stared at the Attorney General in amazement. "The Supreme Court has ruled
that the Constitution doesn't allow the citizens to perform direct election of cabinet
members like the head of the Bureau of Indian Affairs?"
The Attorney General nodded. "That's correct, sir. The Native Americans up in Alaska aren't
going to be happy about it, but the vote was 6-3 against. They're going to be even more
upset when they find out that the wizards are going to be able to keep their traditions going
and elect Ariadne's successor by direct vote."
Bill Clinton saw it immediately. "The Baseball League Protocol. When you're in Wizarding
territory, Wizarding laws apply. When you're in Muggle territory, Muggle laws apply."
"Exactly, sir. Fortunately, several of the justices figured out away for you to nominate the
Secretary of Magic just like any other cabinet-level position. The wizards simply vote on the
representative using direct ballot, tell you the result, and you simply nominate that person.
That way, you won't be setting a precedent for Muggles elevating people to the cabinet
without your approval."
Clinton nodded. "It's a bit of a legal fiction, but it does seem to work around the problem."
"Correct, sir. The big question now is how to deal with the pissed off Native Americans and
dear old John McCain."

Clinton looked out the door of the Oval Office and saw Ariadne waiting in the wings. He had
to finish this interview quickly. "Talk to the head of the Bureau of Indian Affairs and see if
you can get him to buy this. If all else fails, say that direct election for wizards makes a lot
of sense because there aren't that many wizards to go around in the United States. I'll deal
with McCain."
The Attorney General nodded. "I will, sir."
"Good. Dismissed."
The Attorney General left the room as the Secretary of Magic walked in and saluted. "You
wished to see me, Mr. President?"
Clinton nodded. "Yes, Secretary Ariadne. I was wondering if you could give me some advice
about a matter of state."
Ariadne frowned. "A matter of state? I'm not the Secretary of State, sir."
"When you're dealing with Syrdan, I think you're a better person to talk to."
Ariadne's frown deepened. "I've got a bad feeling about what you're going to being asking
me, but go ahead, sir."
Clinton explained. "As you are aware, word of Syrdan's atrocities against the Muggles has
managed to leak out among the American population. From what I've been told, it started
when that nine-year-old girl started blurting things out she wasn't supposed to in school."
Ariadne bit her lip. "Your information is correct, sir. Believe me, kids that young shouldn't
be given state secrets like that."
"Amen to that. However, what's done is done. Syrdan has come out and tried to downplay
their history of Muggle suppression. However, those three refugees have been rather vocal
in their attacks on Syrdan and are starting to get most of the American people to pressure
their politicians to do something about that eyesore off Mexico."
Ariadne's lowered her eyes. "You're thinking of invading Syrdan out in the open now that
that particular state is no longer Hidden."
Clinton nodded. "Exactly. Can it be done?"
Ariadne thought for a minute. "We could probably do it if we overwhelm them with Muggle
firepower and/or try to get a yahoo rebellion going like Two Exceeds Four did in
Houyhnhnmland. Be advised, though, that I would highly discourage such an attack. You've
seen what one powerful wizard can do. Can you imagine what a whole nation of them would
do if we actually invaded them?"
Clinton's experssion soured. "I see your point, Secretary Ariadne. We could do it, but it
would be VERY expensive. And given the economic crisis a drawn-out war is the last thing
we need."
"Exactly. And it would set a dangerous precedent, particularly with the entire raison d'etre
for the Galiver Consortium being Muggle attacks on wizards. Merlin's beard, the entire

reason Tsalasia exists is because a bunch of wizards tried to run away from European
colonists. Finally, you also have to understand that they have made several reforms on our
behalf, even though those reforms have somewhat destabilized the government."
Clinton looked out the window. "All right, an invasion is out of the question. However, I
wonder if we can get some of our allies to help us pressure Syrdan further. If the
magocracy falls and/or Syrdan makes further reforms, we'll say we were involved."
Ariadne's didn't like the idea, but she nodded. "That may work, sir. It's dangerous, but it
may work."
"Good. Get me Andrea Markali."
--------------------------Israeli Ministry of Magic
--------------Michal Oved looked at Dialonis in amazement. "You want me to do WHAT?"
Dialonis repeated his request. "I want you to start bringing some Ethiopian giants into the
Israeli Ministry of Magic. We want everyone in the Middle East to be accustomed to seeing
giants and respect their culture and power."
Oved grimaced. "Sir, we've got enough problems here in Israel. There's still tension even
though there haven't been major attacks against Israelis and/or Palestinians of late. The
further we get away from Judgment Day, the more likely the fighting is going to start up
again."
"We're aware of that, Minister. If everything goes as planned, the giants will help keep the
Israelis and Palestinians in line and browbeat both sides into stopping their endless feud.
You've got to admit, sixteen-foot-tall people with immense muscles can be quite
intimidating."
Oved threw her hands up. "What will you get by having a bunch of giants running around
here?"
Dialonis grinned. "The Palestinians want a state which respects them and they're leery of
having it be Israel. We're aware of that and figure that recreating the State of Nephilu in the
Gaza Strip will accomplish three goals: give the remaining exiled Nephilim their homeland
back, intimidate the Israelis and Palestinians into burying the hatchet, and provide the
Palestinians with a state which accepts them."
Oved stared at him in surprise. "The Nephilim still exist after all these years?"
Dialonis nodded. "Yes. They live in a remote corner of Ethiolpia, far away from all the
Muggles. Their language -- known as Agheer (1) -- is most unusual, a combination of
Giantish, Semitic, and Ethiopian."
Oved shuddered. "If this works it would be a godsend. However, I can see a million ways
where this can go wrong."
"One step at a time, Minister. One step at a time."
To be continued...

(1) For the Robert Jordan fans who see the POD as triggering an early transition to the Age
of Legends (Second Age), there's a reason this word sounds a lot like Ogier...
"The strong martial tradition of the Ogier has faded over the years. During the Age of
Legends and the War of the Shadow, they were known to be fierce warriors (and also
appear to have acted as a police force), with Lews Therin Telamon elected as their
head."
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I doubt Ginsberg would personally visit Clinton to tell him the results of a Supreme Court
decision. True, he'd find out, but it would be more likely he'd find out from the Attorney
General or the Solicitor General.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by thepenguin (Post 5008434)
I doubt Ginsberg would personally visit Clinton to tell him the results of a Supreme Court
decision. True, he'd find out, but it would be more likely he'd find out from the Attorney
General or the Solicitor General.
I'll change that -- thanks.
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Update #427: Bottle It And Call It Aquafina
----------Thursday, November 14, 1996
Israeli Ministry of Magic
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/2.2%
----------NEXT UP: We Were Not Alone
----------Michal Oved didn't like this idea about reconstructing Nephilu in the Middle East. Although a
powerful giant state could serve as a good deterrent for violence in the area, she was
concerned that would just be adding another variable into the fighting. She figured it was
only a matter of time until both Jews and Muslims started trying to flee from the giants
and/or attack them with slingshots. She also didn't want to think about the possibility that
the giants would convert to Islam and be convinced to beat up on Israel.
She had sent a Patronus to discuss the matter with Prince Begnu, the leader of the Nephilu
refugees in Ethiopia. Not surprisingly, Begnu had been a bit ambivalent. Granted, they
didn't exactly like hanging out in the desert and would have preferred to move to a better
location now that the Statute of Secrecy had been discontinued. On the other hand, the
Nephilim were accustomed to where they were and preferred the devil they knew to the
devil they didn't. To make matters worse, Begnu's sister-in-law was supposedly 51 weeks

pregnant and could pop at any moment. She was in no condition to travel. Finally, Begnu
argued that most of the Nephilim weren't accustomed to interacting with "little people" and
could get the whole tribe (and possibly the entire race) into trouble.
Oved was surprised to see that millennia in the desert had changed the giants. The Nephilim
had darker skin than any other giant tribe she knew of, dark enough to rival most of the
Africans. They had shrunk somewhat as well, with an average height of 13 feet for men and
12 for women. Granted, that was still over twice the height of an average human being.
However, that reduction was still likely enough to get them into the lower castes in places
like Brobdingnag. They'd also likely be too tall to be welcomed in Ietalis. This was going to
be a problem.
Eventually, Begnu said he'd ask for volunteers to come over to the Gaza Strip to set up
shop there. He figured he'd start with the twentysomethings who didn't have families and
had been most vocal about leaving in the first place. Oved had no idea how those giants
were going to get over to Gaza, particularly with the Suez Canal in the way. Begnu assured
her that the Nephilu wizards would get them over there.
There weren't many wizards in the clan, maybe seven or eight, which made the Nephilim's
use as a police deterrent tricky. Begnu came up with a clever solution, however: give all of
the mundane migrants fake wands and have one of the true wizards start casting some
spells. This would leave the Gazan people with the impression that everyone there was in
fact a wizard and the Gazans didn't want to cross them. He'd also tell everyone in the tribe
to go for genetic testing (which Oved was curious about as well, considering the genetic
isolation) and for all Q-only Nephilim to get basic training in wand use.
Oved looked at her watch and realized it was time for her latest press conference. She bid
the giant goodbye and had just left the room when there was a snapping sound followed by
a huge crash. She spun to find a thirteen-foot tall dark-skinned man kneeling among rubble
from a broken ceiling rubbing his head. He muttered something in what must have been
Agheer. Oved didn't know Agheer (having spoken with Begnu in archaic Hebrew Samuel
would have likely been familiar with), but the meaning was obvious: "Oh, my head! I should
have known the ceiling was too low! Sorry about the mess!"
Throwing her hands up in disbelief, she told one of her colleagues to look after (and
discreetly send back) the wounded Nephil while she Apparated over to the desalination
facility in Ein Gedi. Not surprisingly, most of the scientists were already waiting for her.
One of the scientists breathed a sigh of relief and turned to her. "What happened, Minister?
I thought you were supposed to be here ten minutes ago."
She rolled her eyes in easperation. "We had a bit of a problem at the Ministry. I had to talk
to a giant, who promptly had one of his friends Apparate in and bashed his head on the
ceiling. Of course, half the roof caved in."
The scientist winced. "Ouch. However, I must confess I've never seen a giant before. I'd like
to meet him. Are they really twenty meters tall?"
Oved shook her head. "Try four meters. Short by fantasy standards but still quite large by
human standards. How have things been going with you?"
The scientist smiled. "The tests look good, and the rats are all surviving. I think it's time to
go to the next step."

Oved nodded. "Good. If these giants are going to be hanging around as much as I think
they are, I want everything stabilized as much as possible before they wreck the place."
Ignoring the astonished look of the scientists, she walked up to the podium and began to
speak. "Good evening, ladies and gentlemen. I apologize for the delay, but I had something
to attend to at the Ministry of Magic. Ladies and gentlemen, I have good news to report
from the Experimental Desalination plants. The rat trials appear to have been successful and
the time has come to go to the next step: human trials.
"I would like to ask for town councils to volunteer their towns for an experimental trial using
the desalinated water. Within a week of volunteering, wizards at the Ministry of Magic and
scientists at the Experimental Desalination plants will start piping either ordinary tap water
or desalinated Dead Sea water into these towns' faucets. The inhabitants of these towns will
not know which they are getting, the placebo or the desalinated water. This water supply
will be provided for one month while doctors monitor the health of the residents. If, as we
hope, the towns with the desalinated Dead Sea water fare as well as those with the placebo,
we will start discussing nationwide distribution with Israeli, Palestinian, and Jordanian
authorities.
"We will need at least 10 towns with at least 100,000 people combined to get a good
sample. Each of these towns must have medical records for their citizens dating back at
least three years. The reason is obvious: if 500 people get sick during the trial, we need to
know that the problem is due to the desalinated water and not due to pre-existing medical
conditions.
"The water is going to be filtered and fluoridated so that everyone can drink it. The filtration
is such that microscopic creatures which some people consider non-Kosher or non-Halal will
be kept out, allowing religious people of both faiths to drink it.
"It is imperative that the people in these towns drink from this water supply and NOT from
bottled water or cisterns. We don't want the people from the bottled water industry
interfering with this experiment. In the unlikely event that people do get sick during the
trials, the Ministry of Magic and the Department of Health will be providing medical care free
of charge."
Oved looked around the room. "Ladies and gentlemen, I believe that this is going to be a
momentous occasion. I fully expect this experiment to succeed and that this work will allow
us to cash in on some of the Millennium Problem money. I've tried some of the desalinated
water myself and it tasted fine to me -- and as you can tell, I'm still standing. This will
work, people. I'm sure of it.
"I'll now take some questions from the audience."
---------------------------------Mars Rock Quarantine Facility
NASA
-----------------Jason Albright thought these Mars rocks were very interesting. So far, he hadn't seen any
sign of life. However, there was plenty of evidence that they had once been immersed in
water. Several of the rocks had rounded edges which were indicative of being tossed around
by waves. They looked like they could have just been picked off the beach.
He reached for the next slide and inserted it under the microscope. Turning on the light at

the base of the scope, he tried to maneuver his face over to the eyepiece. It wasn't that
easy, particularly since he had a bunny suit in the way.
He noticed something odd about this rock immediately. Down at the lower left hand side
there was an odd elliptical impression. It was maybe a few hundred microns across. It was
about the right size for a primitive bacterium, he thought. He didn't see any cilia or anything
like that, but there was no way to tell that Martian evolution would follow the same path as
Earth's. For all he knew, Martian bacteria transported itself on little wheels.
This could be big, he thought. Jotting down the time and observation reports in the log
book, he turned to the man next to him. "Hey, Jack, come over here. I was wondering if
you could tell me what this is."
Puzzled, Jack came over and took a look into the scope. "That oval down there?"
"Yeah. What do you think it is?"
Jack scratched his head. "Not sure."
"Could it be a bacterium? It's about the right size."
Jack rolled his eyes. "Jason, we haven't found any life in these rocks yet. I doubt you're
going to see something that obvious. Have you seen any other anomalies like this?"
"No, this is the first one."
Jack scratched his head. "That makes it less likely that it's a bacterium. You'd probably have
a colony of these things had that been the case."
"Perhaps these guys didn't form colonies."
"Possibly, and I freely admit that it does look a little strange. However, there's a much more
likely explanation. Have you seen any of those hematite blueberries in your rock?"
Jason saw where he was going. "Ah. You're thinking one of the blueberries had been sitting
here and fell out when the Portkey picked it up."
"That's what I'm thinking. Does the ring have any signs of iron in it?"
"I don't know. This thing doesn't have a spectrograph on it."
Jack nodded grimly. "Find a spectrograph. You're probably going to find iron embedded in
these rocks. That's a blueberry indentation, I'm suspecting. Keep the rock around, however.
That's something that's worth a second look, especially if there's no iron in the area."
Jason sighed. He had hoped that he'd discovered evidence of life, but he had to admit that
his interpretation was a bit of a stretch. "Damn, Jack. You're very good at ruining my hopes
for a Nobel Prize."
The two technicians continue processing rocks for the next fifteen minutes. The next slices
Jason looked at seemed more ordinary: no signs of bacteria whatsoever. He started
wondering what he was going to do for dinner.

Suddenly, Jack gasped. "What the HELL? Jason, take a look at THIS!"
Jason grinned. "Let me guess. Another possible bacterium like the one I saw? Still sure that
it's abiotic?"
Jack's face was flushed with excitement. "This isn't a bacterium. I've got three tubular
anomalies about 9 to 11 millimeters across."
Jason blinked. "You mean microns, right? Millimeters are a bit...well, big."
Jack shook his head violently. "No! I mean millimeters! Two of them are overlapping. And I
see evidence of segmented body structure!"
Jason dropped everything and turned to look at his colleague. He hurried over to Jack's
microscope and looked into the eyepieces. There was nothing there. Irritated, he rolled his
eyes and turned to Jack. "That's very funny, Jack. I --"
His jaw suddenly dropped when he saw what Jack was holding in his suited hand. It was the
rock sample, about ten centimeters across. There were three strange wormlike forms
embedded in the center. It almost looked as if one of them was eating the tail of its
neighbor.
Jason finally realized what had happened. "Jack? That's got to be an Earth rock. Animals
that big wouldn't show up in these Mars ones. Someone's playing a joke on you. And it's not
me."
Jack shook his head furiously and shoved a bag in Jason's face. "It's a Mars rock! Here's the
bag, right here!"
Jason looked at the bag. It was indeed a bag from the Mars Portkey. And Jack looked far too
excited and startled to not think this was the real deal. The rock certainly looked like the
rest of the Mars rocks they'd been messing with, complete with the rust-colored patina.
Jason whistled. "They look organic, all right. The question now is whether they're actually
alive -- or were alive at least."
Jack's words tumbled out rapidly. "Curly's eating Larry's tail here while Moe's watching.
That's what it looks like to me. This is life, Jason. It's got to be."
"Perhaps. However, remember that debate over ALH 84001 [1]. I'd recommend getting a
second opinion before we start telling everyone we've found life on Mars. However, if these
are believed to be biological, I get the first discovery because I got the bacterium first."
Jack nodded. "I agree. I'm going to tell my boss and have him get in touch with one of the
fossil gurus from the Smithsonian. We want to do everything by the book here. We'll start
by showing him the Three Stooges over here and ask him if they're fossils. We of course
won't tell him that this rock is from Mars. If they're fossils and he can't identify them...well,
that should nail it down, would it not?" [2]
Jason nodded. "Quite possibly. Then we can start on the champagne. However, can I make
a suggestion?"
"What?"

"Wait until tomorrow. Maybe we'll think of an abiotic explanation after we've left for the day.
Besides, I doubt the fossil gurus are still at work this late."
Jack looked at the rock wistfully, but put it back in the bag. "Agreed. We'll wait. Besides,
who knows? Maybe the head's the other end and Larry's eating Curly's tail. And maybe your
thing isn't a bacterium so I get the first discovery."
To be continued...
--------1. See this link: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Allan_Hills_84001
2. I didn't realize it at the time I wrote it, but this is exactly how ALH 84001 was probed for
possible Martian life:
"The initial analysis of ALH 84001 was unusual in that an undergraduate student, Anne
Taunton of the University of Arkansas, performed much of the SEM work used to correlate
the suspected nanobacterial fossils with known terrestrial nanobacterial fossils. NASA's
David McKay hired Anne Taunton for a 10-week student internship to perform the SEM
analysis, but did not inform her about the nature of what she was investigating.[19] This
technique is known as a single blind. Taunton reported the morphology of the biomorphs in
ALH 84001 to be very similar to terrestrial samples without knowing that she was describing
a Martian meteorite."
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Update #428: We Were Not Alone
----------Friday, November 15, 1996
Paleontology Department
George Wasington University
Washington, DC
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/2.2%
----------NEXT UP: Don't Throw That Out Or You'll Go To The Jail...Literally
----------The phone rang on Robin Rivera's office shortly after she got in. The caller ID indicated that
the call was from someone named GUNNERSON, JOHN. She had no idea who that person
was. Hopefully she would be able to hang up on him before he had a chance to start selling
her something.
"Hello?"
"Is this Professor Rivera of the George Washington University's paleontology department?"
Rivera was surprised: whoever it was had done a bit of research on her. Cautiously, she
replied: "Yes, this is she. Who's calling?"
"My name is Jack Gunnerson. I work for the Museum of Natural History and have come
across something which I believe is a fossil. However, I can't place it. Is there any way you
can stop by and identify it for us?"

Rivera looked at her schedule and figured she would be able to give these people some
time. "I'll see what I can do. When will you be able to bring it over?"
The man's response surprised her. "You're going to have to come here, I'm afraid. There's a
safety issue involved as we believe there's something in the rock which may be radioactive.
We can't let it leave this building, I'm afraid. You're going to have to come over and put on
some special suits."
Rivera blinked. "This sounds a bit fishy. Would you be able to take a photograph of the
specimen and send it over?"
"Of course, Professor. I'll send it over right now. What's your fax number?"
Five minutes later, the fax in Rivera's office beeped and a picture of a small rock slid out of
the bowels of the machine. It appeared to be a sliver of rock maybe four inches across.
Situated in the center of the rock were what appeared to be three fossilized wormlike
creatures about a centimeter across.
She called Gunnerson back. "Mr. Gunnerson, this is Professor Rivera. I've received your fax.
I take it you're referring to the three worms on top of the rock?"
"That's it, Professor. First thing first. What is the probability that these objects are fossils?"
Rivera told Gunnerson to hold on a moment as she brought the fax paper over to a
microscope. She turned the dial to 200x and began examining the three worms.
They were fossils, all right. She could see three little pits which could have been eyes or
sensory organs on top of the worms' heads. Amusingly, one of them appeared to have been
chewing on another one's tail. The bodies were segmented, sort of like modern worms, and
she could see what appeared to be an odd cellular structure in the segments. However, she
didn't know of modern worms this size with three eyes. Come to think of it, she didn't know
of ANYTHING this size with three eyes.
Why would something have evolved three eyes? Maybe this creature lived in an area where
it could have been damaged easily. Having an extra eye would come in handy if one of them
were lost as losing one eye could still provide the animal with stereoscopic vision.
She completed her preliminary examination and picked up the phone once more. "Mr.
Gunnerson, this is a most intriguing specimen. All three are fossils all right. They're all the
same species, one that's got three eyes and likes to cannibalize its neighbors."
Gunnerson sounded excited. "Those little pits are eyes?"
"They're sensory organs of some sort. I'm calling them eyes for the time being. They're
pretty big for an animal that size -- whatever it was didn't have much sunlight around to
work with. Probably submerged, I suspect."
Another voice chimed in. "Professor Rivera, this is Jason Albright from the Museum. You're
100% certain this rock has a fossil?"
Rivera rolled her eyes. "It looks like a fossil worm to me. I don't see how you can doubt
that."

People started chattering excitedly on the far end. What was so important about this
animal? Was it a new species that had gotten everyone all riled up? Perhaps that would
explain why she didn't recognize it.
Albright continued. "Can you identify the species, Professor?"
Rivera hesitated. "I'm afraid not. To be honest, I've never seen anything like this before.
Those three eyes really throw me for a loop. They actually look kind of creepy."
"Is it a new species?"
"Possibly. However, I'll have to double-check with some of my associates who focus on
prehistoric worms. Which level did you find this at?"
Gunnerson came back in. "Level, Professor?"
"Rock level, Mr. Gunnerson. Cambrian, Proterozoic, and so forth. If I were to guess, it's part
of the Cambrian explosion and belongs to a new genus, something with three eyes."
There was a pause on the other end of the line as the people tried to think of a response.
Something seemed very odd here. Could they have been stupid enough not to jot down
which level this specimen had come from. Finally, Gunnerson came back with an
embarrassed cough. "We can't tell which level, unfortunately. All we can tell is that it is very
old."
Rivera swore silently to herself. However, it fit with the Cambrian explosion. "All right, we'll
assume it's Cambrian or something a little earlier than that. Give me five hours or so and
we'll see if we can get someone here to identify these little critters."
------------------Five hours later, Rivera had Gunnerson back on the phone. "Mr. Gunnerson, this is an
extraordinary find. We believe that this may be a new species as no one here can identify it.
We'll do some more checking, though. Have you been able to carbon-date the rock?"
There was a loud cheer on the other end of the line. Yup, she thought. New species.
Inevitably, the fight would begin over what to name it.
Gunnerson hesitated before explaining. "What do you think the odds are that this is a new
species?"
"I'd say at least 80%. Those three eyes and chitinous body are a dead giveaway, not to
mention the fact that they cannibalize each other. Now, answer the question. Have you
been able to carbon-date the rock at least?"
There was another pause at the other end of the line. Finally, Gunnerson came back. "We
have. About 2.7 billion years."
Rivera blinked. "2.7 billion? That's impossible. That's way too old. Nothing this complex can
be 2.7 billion years old. Is it possible that the creatures just happened to die on a rock
which was older than it was?"
"No, Professor. The layers above and below it are 2.7 billion years old."

Very interesting, she thought. No wonder they couldn't figure out which layer it was on -there was nothing going that far back. If this wasn't a hoax, this would be a major
discovery. She drew a deep breath and continued. "This is most extraordinary. Where did
you find this?"
There was yet another pause, this one a long one. Twenty seconds. Thirty seconds. She
heard people talking together quietly in the background. She snorted: did they think she
was going to publish the paper on the discovery of this new animal?
Finally, Gunnerson spoke once more. "Professor Rivera, what I am about to tell you cannot
leave this room until the official press conference has been concluded. Do I have your word
that you will not reveal any of this information without our permission?"
So they were covering their tracks after all, she thought. Aloud: "You do."
What Gunnerson said next nearly caused her to drop the phone in shock. "Professor Rivera,
we don't work for the Museum of Natural History. We actually work for NASA. Specifically,
the Mars Rock Quarantine Lab. A while back, we sent a Portkey to Mars and had it return a
sample from the bottom of Vallis Marineris. This rock came from that sample."
It took her a good twenty seconds to compose herself. "Are you telling me, sir, that this
rock is...MARTIAN?"
"Yes, Professor. What you are looking at it is the first conclusive form of life away from
Earth. I'm sorry I couldn't tell you earlier because I needed for you to judge the sample
without knowing what it was."
Rivera whistled. "Amazing! Did the sample pick up any living organisms?"
"No. Only these three fossil worms, plus possibly a bacterium a few hundred microns
across. We can't identify it, either. However, the odds of that sample coming from abiotic
processes are much higher than those associated with this specimen."
"Do you know of any signs that life still exists on Mars?"
"No. However, Mars is a big planet. For all we know, there's still life underground
somewhere."
"Could it have come from Earth -- no, it couldn't have come from Earth. Otherwise, we'd
have 2.7 billion year old worms in our own fossil record. However, it's possible that we have
a panspermia situation where life first originated on Mars and then made its way over to
Earth. Be that as it may, this is a major discovery. Can we send some people over there to
look at it? I figure a lot of people are going to drop everything for this."
"Absolutely, Professor. Keep in mind, however, you will be in a sealed quarantine lab and
will be wearing bunny suits. Although we're 99.99% certain that there are no living
organisms in the sample, we're not going to take any chances here."
"Agreed. We'll be right over. In the meantime, I'll start sending copies of this image
throughout the school and triple-check that no one is able to identify this animal."
------------------------------Goddard Space Flight Center

----------------The email had come through at 2:18 PM. Within five minutes, people were running
everywhere.
The phones were off the hook as people began calling their relatives and telling them that
the Mars rocks may have included fossils. A good 25% of the employees had almost
immediately gotten into their cars and started heading over to the building which housed
the Mars Rock Quarantine Lab. It was obvious they wanted to see this rock for themselves.
The Air and Space Museum immediately tried to get its hands on the rock, followed within
minutes by the Natural History Museum. NASA, of course, was not going to let the rock out
of its sights until it finished doing its research and concluded, without a shadow of a doubt,
that this was indeed a form of Martian life. Current odds had it 2:1 in favor of Martian life.
The press conference had begun at 3:30. Jack claimed that the investigations were still
underway and that several paleontologists were examining the evidence to verify that it was
in fact not contamination from Earth. Multiple reports were coming out of rock ages between
2.5 and 2.9 billion years. National Geographic was trying to call in but couldn't get through,
as were Nature and Scientific American.
Linda Warren had been peppered with more questions and requests to send a few people
and/or Portkeys to Mars. Warren explained that a manned mission would be too dangerous
at this point. However, Portkeys were another matter. Within a matter of hours, no fewer
than 15 boxes were headed back towards Vallis Marineris.
The taxonomists had no idea what to call the species. Did the Linnaean system even apply
to creatures which Linnaeus couldn't have even encountered? The scientists eventually
decided upon a preliminary name of Vermis xenomartius, or alien Martian worm. Word of
the discovery inevitably leaked onto the Internet even though the analysis was still ongoing.
Meanwhile, back at Yale University, Jason Albright realized that everyone was so busy with
the stupid worms that they would likely not be able to take a look at his possible bacterium
for a long time. Hopefully he'd at least get to name it Xenomartius albrightii.
To be continued...
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Update #429: Don't Throw That Out Or You'll Go To The Jail...Literally
----------Friday, November 15, 1996
Riverside Station, D Line
Massacshusetts Bay Transportation Authority
Newton, MA
United States of America
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/2.3%
----------NEXT UP: Waiting for the Fuhrer
----------Teresa Levesque pulled into the parking lot of the Riverside T stop. She had gotten stuck
behind an accident on Route 128 just outside the exit which would take her to Riverside. As
a result, it was 8:35 and she still had to get to Downtown Crossing by 9:00.

She knew how long it would take to get to Park Street and then walk from there to
Downtown Crossing down the corridor which, according to rumor, was now sporting a
brand-new connection to the Department of Magic in the Four (er, Two) Towns. There was
no way she was going to make it. Even worse, there was no train currently at the station.
She left a message with the boss saying that she'd be late and there wasn't anything she
could do about it. Of course, the boss wasn't there, and God knows if she would get there in
time to reschedule the meeting. She could only hope and pray.
Trying to distract herself from the impending disaster, she parked the car and walked over
to check on something which appeared to have materialized at the train station overnight. It
appeared to be a large area covered with mattresses, taking up a good 5 parking spaces.
Placed next to the pile of mattresses was a rack full of what appeared to be junk: an old
shoe, a wristwatch, a broken stick, and so forth. It looked as if someone had decided to
have garage sale (or mattress sale) in the Riverside parking lot. Why they'd have it here,
she didn't know. Perhaps the vendor figured he'd be able to get all the commuters as they
came in and left.
She saw something was up as soon as she approached the pile of mattresses. None of the
mattresses seemed to have FOR SALE signs, and all of the pieces of junk appeared to have
little signs on top of them. As she drew closer, she noticed that all of the signs had locations
written on them: CLEVELAND CIRCLE, PARK STREET, BOSTON COLLEGE, WONDERLAND,
and so forth. Most of them appeared to be subway stations which would have been a long
trip away from her current location.
What the hell was going on here? Curious, she walked over to the end of the junk rack
where a large white sign explained what was going on. The sign appeared to be tacked onto
an old-fashioned MBTA fare box.
------------

Riverside Portkey Authority Station: Pilot
Program
Attention MBTA Customers:
The Department of Magic is experimenting with a new local-area transportation system
called a Portkey Network. It consists of small objects which have been enchanted to
transport anybody who holds them from one location to another. Once travel is
complete, the user lets go of the object, which will then return to its place of origin.
You can see the rack of objects in front of you to your right. The destination associated
with each object is written on the signs above them. These destinations are fixed by the
Department of Magic and cannot be changed.
To travel using a Portkey, place the standard MBTA fare in the box below. That will
activate the system, at which point a warning buzzer will sound. Once you hear the
buzzer, step up to the list of objects and grasp the object associated with your
destination. You will be lifted off your feet and carried through the air at a high rate of
speed. Once you reach your destination, your motion will stop and you will fall onto a

large pile of cushions similar to the one you see here. This will reduce a trip of thirty
minutes or more into one of one minute or less.
Rules for using Portkeys:
1. The system supports one person, and only one person, per transit.
2. Pregnant women should not use Portkeys.
3. Customers who suffer from vertigo, acrophobia, or arthritis should not use Portkeys.
4. Children under 13 should not use Portkeys.
5. DO NOT LET GO OF THE PORTKEY UNTIL YOU REACH YOUR DESTINATION.
Doing so could result in harm to yourself or to others.
6. Release the Portkey within 10 seconds of your arrival at your destination. Otherwise,
it will automatically transport you back to your starting location.
7. DO NOT CLIMB ON AND AROUND THE MATTRESSES as this could result in
harm to yourself or to people transporting to your location. You will hear a warbling
siren if someone is traveling towards your station.
For more information, contact the Department of Magic at 415-555-MAGIC.
Sincerely,
Secretary of Magic Persephone Artemisia Ariadne
Secretary of Magic Emeritus Travis Harold Radner
----------Teresa looked at the display in amazement. She wasn't entirely thrilled about being flung
around by magical powers at a high rate of speed. However, this could very well be the only
way to get her to her meeting on time.
She walked over to the fare box was about to drop in a token when a siren suddenly howled
in the direction of the mattresses. She whirled just in time to see a man in a business suit
appear in midair and fall maybe three feet into the mattresses. Teresa caught a brief
glimpse of a brick in his hands as he got up. Seconds later, he released the brick, which
vanished without a trace.
She helped him up. "Good Lord! Are you OK? Did you just travel by Portkey?"
The suited man nodded. "Yup. It's actually kind of exhilarating, sort of like riding on a roller
coaster. Granted, the route I was on nearly had me crash into the Prudential, which caught
me a bit by surprise. However, I got here. It really saves time, if you can handle it."

Teresa looked back at the train tracks, where a train was just starting to pull in. "I don't
think I have much of a choice. Wish me luck."
The man wished her luck and began walking to his car as she dropped in her token and
waited for the stack of junk to start buzzing. She made her way across the stack until she
saw the sign marked PARK STREET. Drawing a deep breath, she closed her hand around the
saltshaker lying under the sign.
She let out an involuntary scream as something lifted her off her feet and started flinging
her through the air at a high rate of speed. Trees, houses, and subway tracks zoomed
underneath her. She felt thankful that her hands were frozen in shock: otherwise, it was
quite possible she would have dropped the saltshaker.
The Prudential Tower suddenly loomed up in front of her and began growing at an alarming
rate of speed. Making sure she maintained control of the saltshaker, she lifted her hands in
front of her head and awaited the inevitable crash. Nothing happened, however, as the
device made its way around the building and eventually down the entrance to Park Street.
She had a brief glimpse of a passengers unaware of her presence before she found herself
rematerializing in midair above a pile of mattresses. She landed with a thud, badly mussing
her coiffed hair. Wiping the wrinkles out of her business suit, she dropped the saltshaker
(which vanished) and looked around to get her bearings.
She was in the corridor between Park Street and Downtown Crossing. The junk display and
mattresses had been placed directly across from an unmarked door. She would have given
10:1 odds that this door was the connection to the Department of Magic. Unfortunately, she
was not a witch, so she had no way to check.
She looked at her wristwatch and found that it was 8:39. Good God, she thought. I might
actually make it!
Taking care not to knock people over, she hurried down the corridor and into the Downtown
Crossing station. Up into the street she went, and she found herself in the office at 8:54.
She rushed into the bathroom and spent a good three minutes trying to straight out the
wrinkles in her skirt and fix her hair. Finally, she hurried into the meeting room with two
minutes to spare.
The boss stood to greet her. "Good to see you, Teresa. I thoought you'd be late. How'd you
get here so fast?"
She grinned. "Magic, obviously."
-----------------------------------Britain for Humans Headquarters
-------------------Isabel Miller looked around at all of the material her operatives had assembled in the
workroom: tacks, fertilizer, saltpeter, and so forth. Each of them on its own was more or
less innocuous. However, put them together in the right way and you could create for
yourself a very effective improvised explosive device.
She whistled and turned to her colleague. "Well, Sam? You've got everything?"
Sam nodded. "Yup, Isabel. It's going to take two or three days to put this all together.
However, the explosives experts know what to do. We'll have it assembled by the 18th and

be ready to detonate it on the 19th."
"How big a blast are you going to get?"
"I don't know for certain, Isabel. However, from what people have been telling me it's
approaching the size of a car bomb."
Miller nodded approvingly. "That's impressive. We'll be telling everyone we'll be back in
style, it seems like. Hopefully this action will deter people from interacting with wizards
and/or keep the wizards out of our hair for good."
"I hope so too, Isabel. To be honest, I don't really like killing civilians like this. However, like
you said earlier, it had to be done."
"I agree, Sam. I agree."
Sam nodded and began to leave the room. However, at the door, he turned around.
"Uh...Isabel, I've got to know. What's the target going to be?"
Isabel told him. Sam thought for a moment and said: "Well, fair enough. It should cause
enough havoc for us to get Phase II of the operation underway."
To be continued...
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They might want to fix that little glitch with the Prudential Building. Wouldn't do to have a
saltshaker CFIT (Controlled Flight Into Terrain)...

Xandrel,

September 13th, 2011 09:38 PM

In honor and thanks for acgoldis's permission to translate Hogwarts Exposed, I would like to
post the first translated update also in this thread.
I know that probably nobody here will understand what's written there, but I felt that it was
the right thing to do. :)

Hogwart Ujawniony
Tytuł oryginalny: Hogwarts Exposed Timeline
Autor: Acgoldis
Tłumaczenie Polskie: Xandrel
Prolog
Privet Drive 4, Surrey, Anglia
7 Sierpnia, 1995

Hary Potter ciągle nie mógł uwierzyć w obecność dementorów tak blisko jego domu.
Czyżby moc Lorda Voldemorta urosła tak szybko przez te miesiące odkąd Peter Pettigrew
ożywił swego dawnego mistrza?
Jeśli tak, to Społeczność Czarodziejów miała się czym martwić.
Jeszcze bardziej przerażający był fakt, że dementorzy nie tylko byli gotów zaatakować
Harry'ego ale także Dudley'a.
Dudley był mugolem oraz produktem rodziny która nie chciała mieć nic do czynienia z
czarownicami czy czarodziejami.
Dudley nie był zagrożeniem dla Voldemorta ani dla żadnego innego czarodzieja – z
możliwym wyjątkiem dla jego starego worka treningowego, Harry'ego Pottera.
Jedynym wyjaśnienie do którego Harry mógł dojść, to teoria, że Voldemort przejął władzę
nad dementorami i był na tyle pewny siebie by zacząć otwarcie atakować mugoli.
Najbardziej straszliwy był jednak fakt, że Ministerstwo Magii zachowywało się jakby robiło
wszystko co się da by zapobiec ochronie mugoli.
Kiedy Harry pokazał ducha Gryffindora i użył zaklęcia Patronusa by przegonić dementorów i
uratować Dudley'a,
Ministerstwo odpowiedziało Wyjcem oskarżając go o niewłaściwe użycie magii przez
nieletniego.
Zamiast oczekiwanej nagrody za odwagę, dostał wezwanie na przesłuchanie w
ministerstwie.
To było nie fair.
Czyżby Voldemort przejął kontrolę nie tylko nad dementorami ale i nad Ministerstwem
Magii?
Harry miał nadzieję, że tak nie jest, ponieważ to doprowadziłoby do kataklizmu większego
niż ten w którym zginęli jego rodzice a on został z Dursleyami.
Jednak, Zakon Feniksa nadal był po jego stronie. Patrzył jak ustawili się przed domem jego
ciotki i wujka, gotowi zabrać go do kryjówki w londynie.
Byli prowadzeni przez Alastora Moody'ego, sławnego Aurora.
Oceniając po wyrazie twarzy mężczyzny, Harry uznał że to RZECZYWIŚCIE był Alastor
Moody a nie znowu jakiś Śmierciożerca używający Eliksiru Wielosokowego.
Iskry poleciały w górę i Moody wzniósł się na jego miotle w stronę nieba. Reszta Zakonu
poleciała za nim, włączając Harry'ego.
Wkrótce, byli między chmurami i z daleka oczu mugoli.
Krótką chwilę później, dotarli do Londynu. Latanie w mieście było niebezpieczne ponieważ
któryś z mugoli mógł ich zobaczyć.
Na szczęście księżyc nie był widoczny: gdyby było światło na niebie, mogłyby być kłopoty.
Cała grupa przeleciała nad Tamizą i zaczęli zmierzać w stronę ich celu.
Przy Harrym była Nimfadora Tonks, młoda czarownica która miała niespotykaną umiejętność
zmieniania wyglądu.
Razem, w ciszy, grupa przeleciała nad wodą, starając się nie zwrócić na siebie uwagi.
Duża łódź płynęła prosto na nich, zza zakrętu rzeki, tak szybko, że nie mieli czasu na
reakcję.
Moody warknął rozkaz i grupa zwiększyła swoją szybkość do takiego poziomu, że gdyby
któryś z mugoli ich zobaczył, ujrzałby tylko smugę i uznałby ich za ptaka lub coś takiego.

Harry przeleciał nad prawą częścią statku.
Tonks skręciła i przeleciała nad lewą częścią.
Harry oglądał migające światła zmieniające się w smugi gdy przelatywał obok nich.
Był zdziwiony gdy zobaczył kilka niezwykle jasnych lamp oświetlających jedną małą części
pokładu.
To nie były zwykłe światła, pomyślał Harry.
Ktoś albo kręcił jakieś video, albo nagrywano mugolski film.
Prawdopodobnie ktoś na miesiącu miodowym.
Zastanowił się czy powinien ostrzec innych przed możliwością, że mugole mogli nagrać
czarodziejów na kamerze. Porzucił jednak tę myśl szybko.
Tacy wykwalifikowani Aurorzy jak Moody czy Lupin prawdopodobnie rozumieli ryzyko i
rzucali czary by odwrócić uwagę mugoli.
Harry wiedział, że zostanie Aurorem zajmowało całe lata treningu.
Z całym tym doświadczeniem, potrafili pewnie czynić rzeczy o których Harry'emu się nawet
nie śniło.
Odrzucił więc możliwość wykrycia przez mugoli i skupił się na obecnym zadaniu: ucieknięciu
od dementorów.
Przez chwilę spojrzał na Lupina, który kiwnął głową do niego.
Jego teza została potwierdzona: Lupin blokował mugolom widok jakimiś zaklęciami.
Upewniony, Harry kontynuował podróż do Grimmauld Place 12, zastanawiając się co go tam
czeka.
Gdyby Harry wiedział, że kiwnięcie Lupina oznaczało to, że Harry jest teraz
bezpieczny od Voldemorta, wszystko to wyglądałoby całkowicie inaczej...
-Once again, thanks :) My non-English speaking friends are finally able to read this!
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Update #430: Waiting for the Fuhrer
----------Sunday, November 17, 1996
Chancellors' Office
Syrdasch
Syrdan
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/3.1%
----------NEXT UP: When I Said I Wanted To Be With God, I Didn't Mean It THAT Way
----------Chancellor Siatnan looked at her two colleagues. "I'm a bit leery about talking to this guy.
Yes, I know he's a wizard. However, I've heard some strange things about him."
Vixar frowned. "Like what?"
"Well, there are rumors circulating that his group was involved with the attack on the school

in England. I don't like associating with terrorists all that much. I'm concerned that they'll
turn on us."
Ortelu snorted. "Zygonov is one man, Siatnan. We've got the power of a nation-state at our
beck and call. I'm not concerned about him. Let's see what he has to say."
"A nation-state which is in absolute chaos thanks to the escape of Altri's three yahoos! The
police are barely able to keep everything under control, and there are rumors that a Muggle
resistance movement is developing out in the boonies! We don't have time for any more
complications when these newly-entitled yahoos think they own the place!"
Vixar stood. "I'm in charge right now, and I've already told him we'd give him an audience.
If anything, we'll be able to find more about this organization he's involved with and
whether they will be of use to us."
Siatnan stammered: "But..."
"We agreed, Siatnan. And if you want to have the final word, wait a few more months until
you become Supreme Chancellor. Until then, I'm in charge."
Glowering at Vixar angrily, Siatnan returned to her seat as Vixar turned to one of his
servants. "All right, Jongi sen-Vixar. Send the man in."
The yahoo nodded and left the room. A couple of minutes later, he returned with a bearded,
Slavic-looking man who appeared to be in his late forties or early fifties. He placed a large
briefcase on the floor next to him as the herald announced the visitor.
"Chancellors, allow me to introduce Wizard Zygonov of the Order of the Great Bear."
Zygonov bowed respectfully to the Executive Committee and spoke in Latin. "Thank you for
granting me an audience, Your Excellencies. I have come before you with a proposition
which I believe you will find most interesting."
Vixar, as the Supreme Chancellor, spoke. "Good afternoon, Wizard Zygonov. I'm Supreme
Chancellor Vixar, and these are my colleagues Siatnan and Ortelu. I take it that my yahoos
made you comfortable? Did you have trouble with the guards and the security protocols?"
Zygonov shook his head. "No, Supreme Chancellor. Your hospitality has been exemplary.
The only thing I find surprising is the fact that I was expecting a few more yahoos to be
serving the three of you."
Vixar shot a warning glance at Siatnan as he replied. "We've sent the yahoos away for the
time being -- even chattel need a break from time to time. You can't work an animal
twenty-four hours a day without it breaking down, after all."
Zygonov nodded. "I can't agree with you more. At any rate, I have come because I have
been instructed to offer you and your allies membership in the Order of the Great Bear."
Ortelu looked at him in confusion. "And what, Wizard Zygonov, is the Order of the Great
Bear?"
Zygonov explained. "It is a group of wizards who believe that people who should cast spells
should be placed ahead of, and if necessary rule, the Muggles for their own good. As you

undoubtedly know, Chancellors, the world is too chaotic for the masses to rule it effectively.
Power needs to be concentrated in the hands of a few, and if that is the case those few
must have unusual abilities far and beyond those of ordinary human beings."
Vixar whistled in surprise. "Such a situation does in fact appeal to us very much. Are you
aware that originally Syrdan was founded on just such principles, where the wizards took
oaths taking the Muggles under their wings in return for obedience?"
Zygonov nodded. "I am, Supreme Chancellor. That is why I thought that you and some of
your allies would be interested in joining the Order."
Siatnan looked Zygonov warily. "I still want to hear more about this Order. Where is it
based? How many people does it have? Is it powerful enough to warrant the attention of an
entire nation, or are you coming to us hoping that we will support you and give you military
help?"
Zygonov smiled. "Both. Right now the Order consists of a few thousand wizards and a few
thousand Muggles working for the wizards. It is headed a Russian leader who is operating
out of a Fideliused safe house."
Ortelu grinned slightly. "Let me guess. You're working for Rasputin. I've heard rumors he's
been running around."
Zygonov blinked. "As a matter of fact, I am. He is currently our leader."
"Currently?"
"Currently, Chancellor Ortelu. Hopefully, he will relinquish control within the next couple of
months to the man who, we hope, will be powerful and wise enough to supplant Atlantis as
an effective ruler of the world. Atlantis may be a well-run organization, but it only can come
into play when it reaches DEFCON 2 or higher."
Vixar laughed. "And who is going to be supplanting Rasputin to take over the world? Us?
You? If it's us, you aren't in much of a position to bargain."
Zygonov shook his head. "No, Supreme Chancellor. The man who will succeed Rasputin has
been in limbo for centuries. The last time he was active, he brought all of Europe to its
knees yet was incapacitated before he could finish the job. Had he been active a few more
years, he would have very likely managed to serve as philosopher king for the world."
Siatnan blinked. "Centuries? How can he still be alive? Has he been using the Philosopher's
Stone? Are you referring to Nicholas Flamel, the British Minister of Magic?"
Now Zygonov looked surprised. "As a matter of fact, I am not. The person I am referring to
is well-known in legends. I have been authorized to reveal his identity to you provided that
it not leave this room. I would recommend that your yahoos leave for the time being."
Ortelu stared at him, hard. "So you've come to assassinate us."
Zygonov reached into the briefcase and brought out one of the two objects inside it. "No,
Chancellors. Here is my wand, and I am freely laying it on the ground. If you wish, you may
handcuff me so I cannot do anything to you."

Ortelu suddenly gasped and pointed at the wand. "The wand! I recognize it! That -- but it
can't be --"
Zygonov nodded. "Yes, Chancellor. This is the Elder Wand, soon to be in the hands of the
legendary wizard I spoke of earlier."
Siatnan abruptly brought up her wand, pointed it at Zygonov, and shouted "Expelliarmus".
Nothing happened, of course, as Zygonov had already dropped the wand. Zygonov,
however, laughed. "I am not the wand's master, Chancellor Siatnan. You can disarm me but
it will have no effect. It currently answers to someone else."
"Who?"
"I may not say."
Vixar rounded on him. "How did your Order come to be in possession of the Elder Wand?"
Zygonov shrugged. "We earned it by going to Hogwarts and disarming its previous owner,
Albus Dumbledore. Its owner reports that it is indeed a most puissant artifact."
Siatnan stared longingly at the wand and sent the yahoo out of the room. "All right,
Zygonov. Talk. I want to learn more about this group of yours?"
Zygonov waited until the yahoo had left and cast a spell to prevent eavesdropping. That
done, he turned back to the chancellors. "The wizard I am referring to is Lord Boris
Maximovich Koschei."
Vixar gasped. "Koschei the Deathless?"
"The same, Supreme Chancellor."
"He was a terrorist! Why should we support you? What do we get out of it?"
Zygonov shook his head. "Lord Koschei is misunderstood. He unleashed the Black Death on
the world to demonstrate his power to the rest of the Muggles. He had planned to use his
power to reverse the disease, thereby demonstrating that he was fit to rule the Muggles by
performing what appeared to them to be a great miracle, but the plague got out of control
and he was banished before he could do so. He was simply trying to convince the Muggles
to accept his rule."
Siatnan was very skeptical. "Prove it. And prove that if he lets a plague loose again, nothing
will happen to us or any of his allies."
Zygonov nodded and retrieved the second object from the suitcase. It was a large,
transparent container filled to the brim with a glowing white liquid. He placed it in front of
the chancellors and gestured. "Ladies and gentleman, the Elixir of Life."
Vixar's jaw dropped. "The Elixir of Life? That's impossible! All of the rogue Philosopher's
Stones were destroyed!"
"No, Chancellor. The Order has one. If you wish, call the yahoo in and I will demonstrate it
for you."

All three chancellors came to their feet as Vixar drew his ceremonial sword. He brought the
yahoo in and then calmly ran him through before he could make a sound. The man fell in a
pool of blood to the floor.
Zygonov burst into action immediately. He decanted some of the Elixir into the injured
man's mouth. Slowly but surely, the wounds closed and the scars disappeared. Within a
minute, the man who had suffered the sword thrust had returned to perfect health. The
yahoo was about to scream at his master for attacking him when Ortelu's Obliviation spell
hit him in the head. He wouldn't be screaming about any attacks after that.
Siatnan whistled as Vixar sent the yahoo away. "Merlin's beard, it IS the Elixir of Life! Your
Order has a Philosopher's Stone!"
Zygonov nodded. "Indeed, Chancellor. What's more, we also have the Elder Wand. This puts
the Order in a position to supplant Atlantis as the de facto rulers of the Wizarding, and
eventually Muggle, world."
Siatnan found herself leaning towards him. "I demand that we keep the Elder Wand and the
Philosopher's Stone."
Zygonov shook his head. "I'm afraid I can't give you the Stone because I don't have it -you can search me yourself. And as for the Wand, since I am not its master it is not mine to
give. However, I can make you a deal. If you help us bring back Koschei, you and your
allies will be able to have as much Elixir of Life as you wish. You could become immortal if
you wish. In addition, Rasputin and Koschei will do their best to defend you and the rest of
your alliance from the Muggles. Particularly the Americans, whom I have been told are
rather angry with your treatment of the yahoos."
Siatnan grimaced. "We protect them. We deserve their service."
Ortelu nodded. "The Americans don't understand. Then again, for the most part they are
Muggles themselves. Besides, they can't even get to us for the most part unless they go
through Nestor or someplace like that -- after all, the Protector is still up."
Zygonov continued. "Finally, once the Great Bear takes over the world, you and your allies
will be placed in positions of power. With luck, the Great Bear will eliminate Nestor and you
will be in control of the Atlantic once and for all. You will never have to worry about those
pesky veela ever again."
Vixar looked at his two colleagues. It was obvious that the promise of immortality was quite
enticing. He had one question, however.
He leaned towards his guest. "Does your patron seriously think that he can tell us, a
sovereign state, what to do?"
Zygonov shook his head magnanimously. "Of course not. Once the Great Bear takes over,
he will personally control most of Eurasia. You will be left in charge of Syrdan and Nestor,
just as you have before. Here, you will have complete control. You will be doing Koschei a
service by eliminating any Muggles who are a threat to our rule. The point is, when Koschei
takes over you will still be in the position you are today as Chancellors, in absolute power
over Syrdan -- and if things go as planned, Nestor as well."
Vixar glanced at his two colleagues, who were deep in thought. This was an extremely

tempting offer. By simply helping these people bring back Koschei, Syrdan would be
fulfilling its dream of having a world where the wizards ruled the Muggles. Syrdan would
also receive the Elixir of Life and possibly get control of Nestor to boot. Furthermore,
Koschei -- who had been an extremely powerful wizard, he remembered, even more so than
Voldemort -- would help deal with the Americans and Syrdan's own Muggles.
There had to be a catch, somehow. There had to be. Well, there was one way to make sure
Koschei behaved. He turned back to Zygonov. "I personally like the plan, with two
conditions. First, Zygonov here takes an Unbreakable Vow to tell the truth and says that
everything he has said so far is the truth. I don't want to drag our nation into something we
can't get out of. Second, none of this leaves this room -- or the three of us -- without
unanimous approval from the Chancellors."
Zygonov nodded. "Certainly. I'll be willing to swear an Unbreakable Oath, provided that part
of the contract involves some of your wizards engaging in battle withe Muggles and that
decrepit Atlantis who are trying to prevent us from bringing back Koschei."
Minutes later, the Unbreakable Oath was in place and Zygonov showed that he was indeed
telling the truth. Very interesting, Vixar thought. This sounds like something to think about.
If all else failed, he could always order Zygonov killed and blame it on an accident. He'd
then just alert Atlantis that someone was trying to bring Koschei back -- Atlantis would
jump on the Great Bear people immediately.
Vixar made his decision. "All right. Let's write up the document solidifying the alliance."
Zygonov bowed. "You won't regret this. Do you have any allies we should know about?"
"Certainly. The remaining Death Eaters are certainly going to jump at the opportunity to get
the Elixir of Life and suppress the Muggles and Muggle-born. Tsalasia is going to be more
than happy to avenge itself on the Western colonial powers. I highly doubt that you'll find a
problem there."
Zygonov smiled one last time and poured some of the Elixir of Life into four crystal goblets.
"That is good news, Chancellors. Let us all drink now to the future of the Order of the Great
Bear, Boris Koschei, and world where the Muggles are in their place."
He distributed the goblets and raised his own. "To the Great Bear, Koschei, and the wizarddominated world!"
The chancellors raised theirs as well. "To the Great Bear, Koschei, and the wizarddominated world!"
Vixar smiled and downed the Elixir of Life. Seconds later, he felt better than he had in his
entire life.
The world didn't stand a chance against this.
To be continued....
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Our ace up our sleeve: the Ohio SSBN:)
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Good update! :)
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Thanks! In case you're wondering where Rasputin got the Stone from, see episode #300 (it
was a long time ago). Remember Laronov making a new Stone using Flamel's notes at
Harold-Green and giving it to a Rasputinite?
Note also the 0.8% jump in the Apocalypsometer -- Koschei now effectively has an army.
It's going to go up by 0.3% in the next episode, rising by a total of 50% in the span of two
episodes.
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Update #430.5 Arrangements
----------Sunday, November 17, 1996
Chancellors' Office
Syrdasch
Syrdan
----------After Zygonov was escorted out, Supreme Cancellor Vixar asked his colleagues for other
issues. Siatnan pulled out a scroll of parchment from her robe, and levitated it in front of
her. "Wizard Zygonov's audience- check. Next item... whoa, boy, look at that. Wizard
Naztheros's request for a traveler's permission for reclaiming former family possessions and
a future audience to negotiate some trade agreement."
Ortelu sneered. "Naztheros? What's the traitor's spawn planning to do here? His family was
banished for a very good reason..."
"Which is now no longer relevant." Interrupted Vixar. "Their party wanted to abolish the
yahoos, now it happened and look how it turned out. If the man had any political
supporters, they are certainly gone by now. Siatnan, how about the reports of our agents?"
After a couple of yahoos brought in the relevant documents from the archives, the Cancellor
quickly read through the parts marked as important. "The boy has never had any political
ambitions, apparently, "she summarised, " though he shares his father's ideas of Muggle
rights. There are a few years of dusty nonsense, he lived in poverty in Roqteratl- took no
Oaths-, then of course here is the ascension of his shipping company... and his relationship
with a Veela witch."
"Peaceful, wealthy, and unable to raise political support," summarised Vixar. "I've rarely

heard such a fine definition of 'harmless'. I say we let him in, but have some of our trusted
agents accompany him everywhere... if he asks, it's a security detail for his sake. It would
even be true, some people might want to avenge slights on him, even despite his personal
innocence. What's next?"
"An audience with Merwizard Rasegar. He's the leader of a large group of refugees. Azhir
and our ... arab guests... have vouched for them. Shall I let him in?" "Yes" replied the
Supreme Cancellor, "but he better not be as arrogant as the Trapanandan ambassador was,
or I'll kick his scaly butt out of here so hard, even the air will hurt."
-------Rasegar was not arrogant, and his butt wasn't scaly either. He appeared to be a normal
human wizard, in fact he could have passed for a Syrdani, unlike the exotic clothing of last
week's Trapanandan ambassador - much of his equipment was damaged in the rainforest
and was replaced by Syrdani clothing, and he started out in 'generic human wizard
mercenary' outfit anyway. He bowed to each Cancellors, and introduced himself.
"I am Rasegar, leader of a group of merwizard refugees three thousand strong, and I thank
you for your hospitality in their name."
"You are welcome here, as are all wizards if they are untouched by corruption," replied
Vixar. "I've heard you wish to reach an agreement beyond the current state of being our
honored guests?"
The merwizard nodded. "Indeed. While we're glad that you offered us a refuge, we feel that
we need more than that. Condemned falsely and without proof as we were, we have no
trust left in Trapananda... but we have nowhere else to go now. Many of us have family left
there, and they won't be allowed to join us if we have nothing to call our own... so, I have a
proposition. We enter your service as vassals providing a standing army, in exchange of
citizen status and all the protection from foreign persecution it includes."
"Let us think it over" answered the Supreme Cancellor. After some whispered discuccion, he
asked a few questions.
Q: "Tell us about that unjust persecution. The Trapanandan ambassador warned me about
Death Eaters, I assume he meant you. How would his actions contradict the laws of
Atlantis?"
A: "Firstly, we had no chance of actually committing anything recognised as a crime by
Atlantis. We were arrested because some of us thought inappropriate things near a
legilimens, or just being friends of people who did so. Our interrogations were also nonconclusive by your standard, but here I can only blame the ancients: our Oaths and
occlumency sometimes make veritaserum and legilimency unreliable when dealing with us...
interrogating a merwizard is a delicate art, and they didn't bother. Now, I could tell about
the prison, but I think even stasis with our minds left active is preferable to the hypocritical
Atlantean practice of setting Dementors on prisoners. After that, we were recruited into a
penal legion, sent to Houyhnhnmland, and committed some attrocities, but it was actually
an improvement over what the centaurs would have done on their own, and we only obeyed
the orders of assigned political officers anyway. Satisfied, or you need more details?"
"Whoa, and people say our legal system is screwed up," remarked Ortelu.

"So, suppose we keep turning the Trapanandans down about handing you over," mused
Vixar. "You'll need lands, and we don't have enough yahoos for 3000 people..."
"We don't need yahoos, we've been doing just fine without any Muggle servants in the past.
As for lands, we're currently working on reverting ourselves into our true, amphibious
forms. The spell is in Mermish, and nonverbal casting has so far been unsuccessful, but I'm
confident we're approaching a breakthrough... and once it happens, we can go live in the
Protectored waters near the coasts, and build an underwater city... and some underground
bases across the island, while we're at it. If you plan on fighting Muggles, you will sorely
need those, and we have some useful tunnelling spells."
"One last question, Wizard Rasegar. How much of an army are you willing to provide?"
"One thousand on brooms, one thousand underwater. The rest of our population will work
on civilian tasks, but they can act as a reserve force if it comes to that. Is that good enough
for you?"
The Syrdanis were surprised. "Two thirds of your population as a standing army? We're
content, but can you uphold it?" Rasegar didn't see anything strange in it.
"You saved our lives and offered us a chance to make something of it. We owe your people
a life debt."

To be continued...
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Good work Tirion

Tirion,
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Astraan (Post 5027702)
Good work Tirion
Thanks. I'm trying to flesh out the "bad guys" here: they don't think of themselves as evil,
they think they are the good guys... with the exception of Mab, but she's just batshit insane
(but she might get better... dun-dun DUN);)
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Update #431: When I Said I Wanted To Be With God, I Didn't Mean It
THAT Way
----------Sunday, November 17, 1996
Red Hook, NY

United States of America
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/3.4%
----------NEXT UP: St. Malachy Vindicated
----------Kohen Gadol Suleiman I was happy that he had been offered this opportunity to give the
sermon at one of the churches here in Red Hook. It was becoming increasingly obvious that
the Samuelist movement was running into more and more trouble and many of the
attendees were starting to leave increasingly disgruntled with what was going on. Samuel
had explained that there would be many reforms designed to unite the three faiths. What
had hadn't counted on was the possibility that not everyone would agree to those reforms.
Regardless of what had happened, the Samuelists had been a blessing from Allah when it
came to Suleiman. He had become a much better-known and influential religious figure and
many of the Muslims (and Jews) were starting to listen to his teachings. For a moderate
Muslim who defied the Western heresy that all Muslims were terrorists, that was a great
accomplishment. Even if the Samuelist movement collapsed and he went back to being the
al-Aqsa Mosque's imam once again, people would remember that truly devout Muslims
would not condone terrorism.
The Samuelist movement had likely been instrumental in allowing Abrahamic clergy to start
giving sermons (and in some cases even practice) at houses of worship which did not
belong to the speaker's denomination. He doubted he'd have been able t get this gig here at
St. John's otherwise. He hoped that this practice would persist after the Samuelist
conference ended.
He drove his rented car up over to the front door of St. John's and saw the minister walking
out to greet him. He waved his hand in response and extended it to shake the pastor's
hand.
Then something hit him in the back of the head and he knew no more.
---------------------------A couple of blocks away in an old barn, the Muslims for Humans sharpshooter watched in
satisfaction as the bullet hit the traitorous imam in the back of the head. Blood sprayed
everywhere, and the rector cried out in horror as the body fell to the ground.
Serves you right, the shooter thought. Once you started letting people of other faiths into
the mosque you'd broken your contract with Allah. You make friends with Zionists and
crusaders even though you're not supposed to. Oh, and to top it all off, you actually let
yourself be swayed by a wizard who could very well be an evil spirit in human form.
The next thing the shooter had to do was make his escape. He had taped a note to the gun
in which Muslims for Humans claimed responsibility for the attack. It went on to explain that
Muslims for Humans had begun targeting wizards and friends of wizards in various nations
around the world. Being men of God, these attacks were necessary to rid the world of these
evil sorcerers. Mankind's duty should have been obvious: even the Old Testament, used by
the Zionists and revered by the crusaders, warned that witches should not be kept alive.
Sure, some people interpreted it differently. But Muslims for Humans knew the truth.
To stop the attacks, the wizards either had to stop practicing, go back to the plane of
existence they had come from, or adopt the six Aes Sedai oaths in the form originally
intended by Jordan: namely, that the wizards were physically incapable of violating them.
Once the wizards did their part, then Muslims for Humans would believe that the wizards

were bargaining in good faith.
He had done what he could to silence the rifle shot. However, silencers didn't work as well
as they did in the movies, and the gun had made an awful racket when it had gone off.
Fortunately, with most of the people in the church, there weren't many potential witnesses
available, at least at the moment.
Making sure that he touched the gun with his gloves the whole time, he hid the murder
weapon in a big bale of hay and nonchalantly made his way over to his car. He turned the
key in the ignition and hightailed it out of town before anyone could figure out what was
going on. Five miles out of town, just as people had begun streaming out of the church to
figure out who did it, he heard the welcoming sounds of a truck engine. He parked the car,
got into the truck, and hid in the back as the truck made its way out of town. He found
himself being squeezed between more bales of hay -- uncomfortable as hell, but invisible
unless people inspected the cargo very carefully.
Half an hour later, he was back in his safe house. Mission accomplished.
--------Atlantis
----Dagher stared at his underling in amzement. "What did you say?"
The underling's face was pale. "There have been no fewer than 9 attacks on wizards and
their allies all over the world -- all in the past five. All of them appear to have been at the
hands of Muslims for Humans. To make matter worse, reports are starting to come in that
they've assassinated the Kohen Gadol as well."
Dagher kicked at the wall. "Shit. As a Muslim, this makes me VERY angry. It's not going to
be hard to convince myself that my life is in danger so I can use magic as an offensive
weapon."
"Same here. What are we going to do about it?"
"First, what are their demands?"
The underling glanced at his sheet just as someone else ran down the corridor and shouted:
"We've got two dead in Indonesia too now! Make that 12 total!"
The underling found the relevant section and looked back up at Dagher. "We either have to
stop practicing, go back 'where we came from' under the Statute of Secrecy, or adopt all six
Aes Sedai oaths in the form originally intended by Robert Jordan."
Dagher gulped. "The version where the oath physically prevents the oath taker from
violating it?"
"That's it, sir."
Dagher winced. "That's impossible. It can't be done, short of some very intricate
Legilimency which itself may violate the Oaths. And let me guess: Muslims for Humans
doesn't realize that."
"No, sir, I don't think they do."

"Damn! How are the other World for Humans groups reacting?"
"America for Humans is more or less out of business thanks to the crackdown after the Four
Towns were attacked. All that's left for the most part is an anti-wizard political party called
the Revelation Party which is on the lunatic fringe. We don't need to worry about them.
There's been no reaction from the Celestines --"
Dagher cut in. "Call them Christians for Humans. Celestine would never have done this, and
Christians for Humans is a more accurate description now."
" -- Christians for Humans and Britain for Humans yet. However, I'm very concerned that
these attacks are going to give them ideas."
"So am I, Alexander. So am I. I want all of the Aurors in my office in five minutes, and get
Nicholas Flamel over here if you can. Now go!"
-----------------Syrdan Muggle Resistance Movement Headquarters
---------The five Nestorian agents, in their full veela glory, lifted their hands to the crowd. Their new
army looked like it was going to work out pretty well.
One of them finally spoke. "Ladies and gentlemen of the Syrdan Muggle Resistance
Movement, the time will soon be upon us when you will be able to take over the Syrdani
government once and for all and transform it into a democracy, a system of government
where each person has one vote. No more of this insanity where a minority with some
unusual abilities rules the majority!"
The Muggles clapped as the speaker continued. "Rest assured, ladies and gentlemen, that
when it comes time for your revolt, the Republic of Nestor will be backing you all the way.
In a few more weeks we will be smuggling some magical weapons over to you, weapons
which their makers would love to see used against the Syrdani elite. We'll also bring over
three stakes which I'd like to see reserved for the bodies of the members of the Executive
Council."
The Muggles applauded again as the veela pointed at one of the other members of her
party, one who seemed to be an ordinary human woman. "This woman here is a Muggle
who arrived on Nestor via a cruise ship. It just so happens that she specializes in removing
tattoos. Who wants their brands off their heads?"
The Muggles all started charging the tattoo artist, and the veela had to wave her hands
around momentarily to get them to back off. "Hold on a second! You can't all go there at
once! You need to make appointments! I know, there are a lot of you and only one of her.
Unfortunately, that's going to be better than nothing."
The crowd grumbled a little the veela reached into her pocket and pulled out a wand.
"Ladies and gentlemen, you've seen these before. This is obviously a wand, right? Well, you
may be interested to know that I can hold it. And I'm not a wizard. But holding a wand will
sure make people think I'm a wizard."
The Muggles gasped in unison as the veela continued. "How can that be? Simple. It's a fake
wand, a branch Transfigured to look like a wand. I can't actually do magic with it. However,
a Syrdani wizard who sees you without your tattoo and carrying this will probably not even
realize that you're in fact Muggles."

The Muggles roared as the veela concluded her speech. "Wait for the sign, my friends. When
it comes, strike hard and strike fast. Within a few months, Syrdan will be yours."
The veela stepped down from the podium as the Muggles started streaming towards the
tattoo artist. Nodding to her colleagues, she stepped aside and dispatched a Patronus over
to President Markali.
Markali responded immediately. "Yes, Veronique?"
"Well, it looks like it's going well so far. That tattoo artist sent by Bill Clinton has become
more popular than we are for the time being, and we're full veela here."
"Good. I want all of you guys out of there so that she can work on the yahoos without being
distracted. In the meanwhile, I'll report to President Clinton while you guys start making
more of those fake wands."
Veronique nodded. "Very good. You're sure we're going to get American support if this
comes to a head?"
"Almost positive. It won't be overt support, however. It's going to be more under the table.
Clinton wants this to be a black op lest the United States antagonize Tsalasia
immediately...and Syrdan prematurely."
"That's good enough for me. Veronique out."
To be continued...
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Oh, that's not going to be good for DEFCON status.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Tirion (Post 5031504)
Oh, that's not going to be good for DEFCON status.
You saw it went up another 0.3%. Jumps greater than 0.1 tend to be bad. The biggest jump
of all the rest of the way is going to be an almost 3% jump when Koschei comes back. The
biggest jump PERIOD is probably 17-20% or thereabouts immediately after the nuclear
attack on London by Voldemort kicking off the Judgment Day battles.
Keep in mind thought that a limited Wizarding war is not necessarily enough to impact
civilization as a whole, so that's why it's as small as it is. I'd say 0.1% for the assassination
of the Kohen Gadol (religious strife possibly resulting), 0.1% for the Muslims for Humans
attacking worldwide, and 0.1% for a possible regional war in the Atlantic involving Syrdan
and a Muggle power.

The timeline ends at high DEFCON 2, close to DEFCON 1. Basically, Koschei is going to have
the same impact on DEFCON now as he did 600 years earlier (it's easier to prevent
contagion once people are sick, but the fact that we have airplanes and so forth makes its
spread much easier so they offset). If a plague does get started that will push it over
DEFCON 1 as it did back in 1360.
To really get to DEFCON 2 and beyond you need WMD involved somehow. DEFCON 2 was
hit after the Seven Hills nuclear test.
ACG
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Update #432: St. Malachy Vindicated
----------Sunday, November 17, 1996
Omega Institute
Rhinebeck, NY
United States of America
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/3.4%
----------NEXT UP: Britain for Humans Goes to Hogwarts
----------The shouting began shortly after one o'clock, and Pope John Paul II put down his book.
Everyone seemed extremely alarmed, and people were asking each other what on earth was
going on -- and whether they would be safe here at Omega.
The Pope frowned. Unsafe at Omega? There hadn't been any serious problems here.
Granted, the conference was slowly beginning to unravel as more and more people
deserted. However, there had been no threats directed at Omega that he had known about.
He heard footsteps stop outside his door and someone started banging on it. "Holiness! Are
you inside? Are you OK?"
John Paul frowned. "I am, son. What exactly is going on here? Why is everyone so excited?
Are you in need of counsel?"
The response shocked him. "We all are, Holiness. The Kohen Gadol has been assassinated!"
The Pope's eyes widened, and he yanked open the door to reveal someone with a white
face. "Good God! Where? When? Tell me more! Is he still alive? If so, I may be able to heal
him with magic again."
The visitor shook his head. "He's dead, Holiness. Judging from the witnesses, he was shot in
the back of the head outside the door of St. John's Church in Red Hook."
"The place where he was to give the sermon?"
"Correct, Holiness. The pastor and rector saw everything, and they brought the entire
congregation here for counsel."

"Who did it?"
The visitor shrugged. "We don't know yet. However, several church members recalled
hearing a sharp crack a couple of blocks away from the church. That must have been the
gunshot. Apparently there was supposedly an old farm in the vicinity which could have been
used as a staging area.
The Pope slumped. "Sniper."
"Exactly, and from long range. Whoever did this must have been a professional."
John Paul crossed himself and recited a short prayer for Suleiman's soul. When he was
finished, he began thinking aloud. "A professional sniper? That's got to mean either a
fundamentalist Abrahamic sect which predated the Super Bowl, Muslims for Humans, or
Christians for Humans. Christians for Humans have always been badgering us from the
beginning, Muslims for Humans tried to kill him earlier, and fundamentalist Abrahamics
would attack him because of his Samuelist ties -- Mother of God! Are you thinking what I'm
thinking?"
Judging from the visitor's expression, he was. "If they took him out because he was a
Samuelist it was a warning for us. The next time, he may target Omega itself. Someone
really doesn't like what we're doing."
John Paul slammed his mouth shut when Samuel's interpreter barged into the room and
began speaking. "We're sorry for bothering you, but there's been a terrible tragedy. The
Kohen Gadol has been assassinated, and Samuel wants to talk to everyone as soon as
possible."
The Pope nodded. "Lead the way, my friend. May God have mercy upon Suleiman's soul,
and may he find comfort in paradise. From what I know of his works, he certainly deserves
paradise."
As the interpreter led John Paul through the compound, the Pope could see police cars
pulling into the lot and setting up barricades near the main entrance. They were beefing up
security big time, he thought. However, there was so much empty space out here. What
was preventing people from coming in through the forest and breaking in near the dorms on
the hill? Come to think of it, how could he be sure that one of the clergy already at Omega
wasn't in fact an enemy plant? Someone had to have told him that Suleiman had been
going to Red Hook! Granted, the church in Red Hook would have likely announced
Suleiman's impending visit in the newspaper. However, how many people read the
newspaper here?
The interpreter escorted them into Deborah's room, where the two ghosts were talking in
rapid-fire ancient Semitic. They looked up when he entered.
Samuel spoke. "John Paul, I assume you have heard the news. The Kohen Gadol has been
killed by an unknown assailant. Spread the word that I am declaring a minor fast day the
rest of the day. People are to not eat or drink between now and sundown unless their health
prevents it. A special mourning service will held one hour from now in the main hall."
John Paul nodded. "I understand, Holy One."
"Good. In the meantime, I anoint you the new Kohen Gadol."

The Pope blinked. "Me? But I'm already Pope. How can I be both Pope and Kohen Gadol?
Who's going to lead the Church, particularly at a time like this?"
Samuel was blunt. "As far as I am concerned, the title of Pope is obsolete as it refers to one
and only one Abrahamic sect. You will serve as both Pope and Kohen Gadol for the rest of
your life. When you die, the office of the Pope will become obsolete and disappear. Your
successor will be called the Kohen Gadol."
John Paul bit his lip. "Can't you make Celestine Kohen Gadol? Come to think of it, what
about someone Muslim like Ibrahim? The Kohen Gadol is going to be operating out of the alAqsa Mosque, after all."
Samuel looked irritated. "I needed to find someone venerated by the entire world. Islam
does not have a singular spiritual leader, nor does Judaism. You are the closest to a true
Kohen Gadol that we have."
"How am I supposed to pass on the position to someone else? Recall that I am under a vow
of celibacy."
"So? Appoint someone worthy of the title. I'd recommend Celestine if he outlives you."
"Fine, but what about the fact that the Kohen Gadol's temple is now an Islamic house of
worship? It deserves a Muslim cleric. Having me isn't appropriate."
"The Temple is being renovated to honor all three faiths. You don't need to worry about
that. Besides, I believe that it's time we had four major temples to reflect the worldwide
spread of believe in our abstract god: the traditional one in Jerusalem, the shrine at Mecca,
St. Peter's Basilica, and here."
The Pope/Kohen Gadol nearly fell over in shock. "Here? This gathering isn't nearly on the
same level as the other three shrines."
Samuel shook his head and put on a faint smile. "It may not be as ostentatious as the other
three shrines. However, you see pilgrims visiting here from all over the country. In fact, a
large group of young adults is going to coming here next week. Trust me, within a few
decades this camp is going to be an important spiritual center -- especially since word of our
movement is spreading. We may not be able to unify the three Abrahamic faiths completely
at the rate things are going, but we've at least gotten people to start rethinking the sects'
differences."
The Pope's visitor glanced out the window and saw the rest of the conference members
converging on the main hall. Slowly, still in disbelief, he shook his head. "I can't believe
we're talking the end of the Papacy here. It's like St. Malachy --"
Suddenly, the visitor's jaw dropped. "Good God! St. Malachy's Prophecy of the Popes! It's
just been fulfilled!"
Samuel looked at the man. "Who, Cardinal, is St. Malachy? Is it the prophet mentioned near
the end of the Old Testament?"
John Paul laughed for a moment, but then his brow furrowed in thought as well. "This is
someone else named after the Old Testament prophet. He issued a prophecy discussing the

end of the papacy. He predicted that there would be a finite number of popes and that each
pope's reign would be characterized by a certain saying in his poem.
"This prophecy was most famous for its prediction of the end of the papacy. Most people
figured that this would be the end of the world, or at least of Christendom -- my sect. Most
people have assumed it has been a forgery, though people have admitted that there have
been many cases where the actual lives of the popes in question seemed to go along with
the text of St. Malachy's poem.
"As it turns out, I am represented by the third-to-last saying in the poem: De Labore Solis.
This matches me as I was born during a solar eclipse. The second-to-last saying, Gloria
Olivae, matches Celestine pretty well in the sense that he tried to return to the fold -- as
the saying goes, presenting an olive branch -- after he founded the movement which would
eventually be corrupted into Christians for Humans."
John Paul smiled. "Here is where things get interesting. The prophecy goes on to say that
the last pope, Petrus Romanus, will be leading the Christians through a period of tribulation
and instability. 'And when these things are finished, the city of seven hills will be destroyed,
and the terrible judge will judge his people. The End."
The cardinal gasped. "Wow. Christ Lord, WOW!"
John Paul nodded and continued. "Urban IX was born as a Romani man whose name was
equivalent to Peter. That threw everyone off at first because everyone predicted that the
last pope would take the title Peter II. No one had thought that it would refer to the fact
that the person was a Romani named Peter."
Samuel nodded. "Prophecy works like that sometimes. Continue."
"At any rate, Urban IX initiates a period of tribulation by antagonizing wizards and forming
what is now known as Christians for Humans. While he was serving as antipope, Voldemort
starts wreaking havoc on the world. A city known as Seven Hills was destroyed in a test of
al-Qaeda's city-destroying bomb. Soon after that, Judgment Day occurred and a great judge
-- in this case Dialonis, not God -- judged the world."
Samuel whistled. "Impressive. And 'The End'?"
John Paul smiled. "Simple. The end of the papacy after Judgment Day. You've just declared
it yourself. Contrary to most interpretations, it didn't mean the end of the world. It just
meant that the office of the Pope, in effect, would go on under a different title. It's a hope
for the future, Holy One. The world may not yet be doomed, no matter how bad things may
seem at the moment."
Samuel looked out at the crowd gathering in the main hall. "Sounds like a fulfilled prophecy
to me. Congratulations on your good work. Now, if you would come with me and my
interpreter, we have a memorial service to perform."
-----------Gaza Strip
-----Mudar Qanaan stared at his juice cup again. There were definitely ripples on the surface.
The ground was shaking. Was it an earthquake? Hoping his wife didn't notice, he looked
outside to see if any of the trees were shaking.

The trees were quietly waving back and forth in the wind. He didn't see anything unusual at
first. However, he saw something fall off the porch of a house nearby a fraction of a second
before he felt another tremor under his feet.
Qanaan looked up to the sky. Allah, if it is my time to die, I place my soul in Your care.
He looked back down to see someone standing in the trees. At least he thought it was a
person. The man had dark skin, a leather tunic, and a thick black beard. When he walked,
the ground shook.
Qanaan looked back into the house at his cup. Had someone given him alcohol by mistake?
He didn't think he had any in the house -- after all, a pious Muslim wasn't supposed to drink
alcohol. But what else could this be? Certainly Allah couldn't have answered his prayer and
sent him an angel for protection!
The huge man looked at him and waved a hand the size of Qanaan's torso at him. He then
spoke in some kind of bizarre dialect Qanaan had never heard before. Pointing at himself,
he uttered the odd word "Nephil". He then looked expectantly at Qanaan.
Qanaan stared at the giant's feet, up to his head, and then down to his feet again. Finally,
he pointed at himself. "I'm Qanaan". Then he raised his hands. "I'm sorry, sir. I don't know
what you're saying. Are you an angel? No offense, but I don't think I've ever met someone
as tall as you are before."
The giant apparently seemed to understand what he was saying. He laughed, waved his
hand disarmingly, and then tiptoed over to near Qanaan's house (barely drowning out a
shriek from Qanaan's wife) to deliver five goats to their doorstep. A veritable banquet.
Qanaan looked at his terrified wife and then at the giant. Licking his lips, he said:
"Uh...thanks."
The giant chuckled and then marched off down the street as more people stuck their heads
out of houses and stared in disbelief. About a kilometer or so away, the giant looked around
a plot of land near the beach and nodded. He then brought out a wand and began casting
spells to construct a house. A very large house, at the rate things were going.
Qanaan's neighbor yelled over at him. "Hey, Mudar! Who, or what, is that guy? He looks like
he's at least four meters tall! Oh, can I have some of those goats? I doubt you can eat all of
them!"
Qanaan shrugged and watched the huge man work. "Go ahead, Qadin, take a goat. It's
always nice to help a neighbor. I never did pay you back for that job you did earlier. And
speaking of neighbor, I'm getting the impression that's precisely what that big man there is
going to be."
Qadin stared at the giant. "That guy's going to be our neighbor? Well, I hope he's friendly. I
don't want him to step on us by accident!"
To be continued...
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Update #433: Britain for Humans Goes to Hogwarts
----------Tuesday, November 19, 1996
Platform 9 3/4
King's Cross Station
London
United Kingdom
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/3.5%
----------NEXT UP: Dark Side of the Luna (.3)
----------Henry Knight looked at the wall between platforms 9 and 10 in disbelief. He was supposed
to walk right into that wall without bashing his head? Gingerly, making sure that the ticket
to Platform 9 3/4 was in his pocket, he reached out to touch the brick facade. His hand
passed right through it.
He didn't know whether he should be happy or scared. However, he didn't have much time
to think about. Making sure that his gloves were on securely and that the semiautomatic
weapon was hidden discretely under his newly-purchased wizard's robes, he carried the
heavy suitcase down to train station.
Platform 9 3/4 had carried many suitcases before thanks to the perennial commute between
London and Hogwarts/Hogsmeade. However, this was no ordinary suitcase. Instead of
containing books, spell components, and clothes, the suitcase contained Britain for
Humans's pride and joy: a powerful bomb which could be detonated by remote control. If
everything went as planned, the device would go off in the middle of Hogsmeade and hurt
enough wizards to make sure they went back where they came from.
As he boarded the train, he couldn't help but be a little disturbed by the wizards' unusual
clothing choices. Purple robes with a yellow hat? Who on earth had designed that? Anyone
who wore such garish colors couldn't be in their right mind. The fact that the person in
question had a lizard on her shoulder didn't help, either.
The ticket agent looked at his ticket and told him to get on the train. It took him a while to
find any empty compartment, but he eventually did. Hoping that he wouldn't have to share
it with anyone, he placed the suitcase with the bomb so that it blocked the entrance. The
nonverbal cue worked wonders, and the train pulled out of the station on time with him
alone in the compartment.
Now that he was committed, he reached into the pocket opposite the one with the gun and
pulled out the detonator. It a switch and a red button on it. Flicking the switch to the up
position would arm the bomb, at which point pressing the button would detonate it. The two
mechanisms had initially been labeled, but the Britain for Humans staff had conveniently
blotted out the labels so that the wizards wouldn't suspect anything. Making sure that the
bomb was still disarmed, he put it back in his pocket.
It was going to be a long ride, he thought. He sure hoped he wouldn't have to go to the
bathroom. He didn't want anyone to start walking into his compartment and stick their
magical little noses into his suitcase.
--------------------Hogsmeade City Hall

-----------Ginny Weasley was bored. Prompted partially by her paranoid mother, she had continued
taking defense lessons even though Voldemort and the Death Eaters had been destroyed.
She had learned a lot of new skills, including karate (she was a green belt now) and
taikwondo. She was also slowly becoming adept at using a gun. The problem with these
lessons, however, was that the teacher kept on repeating stuff she already knew, either
from her experience with Dumbledore's Army or from her Defense Against the Dark Arts
lessons with Moody or (during her second year) Lupin.
She looked out the window at the Three Broomsticks, where she looked in the door and saw
people drinking and having fun. She couldn't wait until this lesson was over. She was barely
able to resist the temptation to shove aside the teacher and tell him that she would take
over the class.
Unfortunately, that was not going to happen. Her father had already gotten into trouble with
the Ministry, and she had heard what had happened when Harry Potter had tried to use
magic outside of school. Granted, Harry had been exonerated due to the fact that the magic
use had been in self-defense. However, she imagined her mother would have a heart attack
if Ginny put herself in a position where she could get hurt.
So, she did what she could to pay attention. Next to her, Luna Lovegood was playing with
her earrings and looked even more bored than Ginny was. For the first time in a long time,
Ginny envied Luna's ability to live in some fantasy world which bore no resemblance to any
reality Ginny knew about. Perhaps there were six Crumple-Horned Snorkacks walking
around and no one realized it.
----------------------------Headmaster's Tower, Hogwarts
----------------Headmaster Flitwick looked up as Alastair Moody walked into his office. "Well, Headmaster,
the defenses are up. If it had been hard earlier to for someone to attack this place before
with malicious intent, that moving Caterwauling Charm will make it doubly impossible. Then
again, I doubt Muslims for Humans can even get in here."
Flitwick frowned. "Tell that to the dead wizards, Alastair. There have been several security
breaches of this school of late: the Chamber of Secrets incident, the Sirius Black incident,
your own Polyjuicing, the attack on the Astronomy tower, and so forth. I've heard rumors
that people are thinking of taking their students out of the school and sending them
somewhere else. If we want to stay in business, we need to protect our students better."
Moody stared at him. "You've got be kidding. Things have gotten that bad?"
"They have, Alastair. And if Flamel thinks there's a danger, we're going to listen to him. He's
been around for over six hundred years and is far wiser than any of us."
----------------------Gryffindor Common Room
------------Harry's face was flushed. "Bloody hell, Hermione! Can't you and Ron snog somewhere else?"
Hermione shrugged. "People do it all the time, Harry. Besides, it's not like anyone here is
going to complain."
Harry rolled his eyes. "And how would you react if William walked in through that door. Or
anyone else, for that matter?"

Ron glared at him. "We'll stop. Besides, you do this with Ginny all the time in even MORE
public venues."
Harry's flush deepened. "I do NOT!"
Ron thought for a moment, then looked embarrassed. "Actually, I take that back. That's
Neville and Luna. Sorry about that. How's your new broom working out? I never thought
something useful would come out of a Slytherin headmaster."
Harry smiled. "Next Quidditch match, Slytherin is toast. I'm surprised he didn't wait until
after our upcoming match with Slytherin to give me the broom."
------------------Hogsmeade Station
----------Knight's heart began racing as soon as the train pulled into Hogsmeade Station. However,
he kept himself on task. Double-checking once more that everything was in order, he picked
up the suitcase and headed towards the exit. If everything went according to plan, some
tour agents would meet him at the gate and take any luggage over to the target: an inn
known as the Three Broomsticks.
The two tour guides greeted him as soon as he exited the station. One of them shook his
hand vigorously. "Good afternoon, Mr. Wilkins, and welcome to Hogsmeade. I'm Wizard
Hallick, and she's Sorceress Sloane. How was the train ride in?"
Knight smiled. "Quite comfortable, thank you."
"I see yo've even gone out of your way to dress like one of us -- it will make the staff react
to you much more naturally. Did you have any problems getting through to Platform 9 3/4?"
"Not at all, believe it or not. I was a bit leery of that brick wall at first, but I stuck my hand
in and it went right through."
"Did you try any of the food on the train? I've been told they take pounds now."
Knight doubted he'd have been able to keep anything down given his state of anxiety. "No, I
didn't. I'll make sure to do so on the way back."
Hallick laughed. "You should -- those Chocolate Frogs are to die for!"
Knight nearly threw up on the spot. "Chocolate FROGS? Like real frogs?"
"No, Mr. Wilkins. They aren't real frogs -- they're pieces of chocolate which look like frogs
and have been animated so they jump around and stuff. At any rate, back to your visit. I
see you have a heavy suitcase there. If you want, Sorceress Sloane will take it to your hotel
for you and check you in."
Knight breathed two sighs of relief: the woman would plant the bomb and he wouldn't have
to lug the damn thing around anymore. He could only hope that whatever she did to
transport the bomb wouldn't mess with the electronics. Had the team put in enough argon
to neutralize the magic in the area?
Aloud, he replied: "That would most gentlemanly of you -- thank you."

Sloane smiled. "It's no problem at all -- I can just enchant the suitcase and it will follow me
to the inn. Which inn are you staying at?"
"The Three Broomsticks, ma'am."
Hallick whistled. "That's a very good choice. Madam Rosmerta takes very good care of the
place, and it's very popular. All right, Sophie, take it away."
Sloane nodded, excused herself, and cast a spell on the suitcase. Knight watched with
amusement as it followed her away from the station like a puppy dog on a leash.
Hallick watched his reaction. "Looks like she's got a pet suitcase right now. I've been told
you Muggles find this entertaining."
Knight couldn't help but smile. "It is a bit...different. However, I am a bit grateful, it's quite
heavy. Maybe 30 kilos."
"I should say so. Now, let me tell you more about what you're going to be seeing today. Is
this your first trip to Hogwarts?"
"Yes, Wizard Wilkins."
"All right, so we'll start with the basics. Hogwarts was founded over 1000 years ago..."
Knight paid only half attention to the wizard's soliloquy. Making sure to nod at appropriate
times, he brought the detonator an inch out of his pocket and armed the device. A little red
light lit up underneath the detonation button. So far, so good.
The brochure had said that the inn was maybe a 10-minute walk from the station. When he
judged that the bomb was in place, he brought the detonator out of his pocket. Thanks to
his gloves, he wouldn't be getting any fingerprints on it.
Hallick stopped and looked curiously at the device. "Huh! I've never seen one of those
before. What is it?"
Knight pointed at the detonator. "It's a Muggle communications device -- they come in
pairs. My wife has its twin. The switch to the left turns it on, and the little red light there
indicates that is in fact on."
Hallick looked even more interested. "Amazing! Muggle technology! Can I hold it?"
Knight chuckled and held out the detonator. Go ahead, Hallick. Get your fingerprints on it.
"Sure. I doubt you've seen anything like this before. Talk about a cultural exchange!"
Hallick fiddled with the switch for a few minutes and marveled as the little light turned on
and off. Finally, he decided to keep the light on ("I don't want you to miss a call, Mr.
Wilkins.").
He hesitated a moment. Finally, he pointed at the big red button. "What does this button
do?"
Wilkins shrugged openly, but his eyes were locked on Hallick's. "It initiates a call, Wizard

Hallick. A wonder of modern technology. Come to think of it, I think I should make a call
right now."
Hallick started jumping and down like a schoolboy. "I want to push the button, Mr. Wilkins!
I want to push the button! I can say I used Muggle technology! My wife will be so jealous."
Knight smiled as he reached into his pocket. "Be my guest, Wizard Hallick."
Grinning, the wizard slammed his hand down on the button.
To be continued...
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Update #433.3: Dark Side of the Luna
----------Tuesday, November 19, 1996
Three Broomsticks
Hogsmeade
United Kingdom
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/3.5%
----------NEXT UP: You Should Have Just Had the Ghosts Freak Him Out (.6)
----------Madam Rosmerta frowned. "What do you mean, he's got a reservation? I just looked at the
calendar, and I don't have anyone named Wilkins listed. Do you know which room he's
supposed to be in?"
Sloane scratched her head and looked at the suitcase. "He didn't say. He just said that he
was staying here and told me to take his luggage over."
"Pretty peculiar, if you'd ask me. However, what I suspect happened is that Miranda
probably just forgot to write it down."
"The new trainee?"
"Yeah. She's going to --"
The world exploded.
------------------------Hogsmeade Town Hall

-------------Ginny's envy of Luna had grown by leaps and bounds. The damn girl had actually fallen
during the lecture, and the teacher hadn't even noticed. She made a mental note to brew a
Drowsiness Potion and keep a vial of it in her pocket before she left.
The teacher was trying to explain how to conjure a Patronus when there was a huge flash of
light across the street in the Three Broomsticks. Using instincts developed over months of
Quidditch practice, she ducked underneath the window.
Less than a fraction of a second later, the wall slammed inward and a huge brick missile hit
her in the left leg. She screamed in pain and watched as her leg suddenly bent at an
impossible angle. Her screamed grew even louder as she saw a foot-long shard of glass
from the window slice across the top of Luna's sleeping face, striking both eyes and cutting
a deep gouge in the top of her nose. Luna woke up with a start and started screaming she
couldn't see.
Within seconds, the entire room was filled with smoke and crying people. She could barely
see halfway across the room, and she saw immediately that virtually everyone had
sustained some kind of injury from flying debris.
The smoke suddenly began to clear. Surprised, Ginny looked back towards the wall and saw
that the wall had been completely blown in and she was a foot away from a two story drop.
The Three Broomsticks was a complete ruin, and parts of it were on fire. As she watched,
the third floor collapsed onto the second and the entire building toppled to the ground.
Suddenly, someone shouted over the din. "Get away from the window! Those of you who
can Apparate, get out of here! Those who can't, head for the staircase! Remember your
training drills, students! Remember your training drills!"
Ginny's eyes widened, only to become irritated by the dust. Finally, someone had had the
presence of mind to give orders. Now that she had something to do, she immediately
focused on those orders.
Telling Luna to stay calm and try to crawl away from her voice in case she couldn't see, she
started on trying to improvise something to mend her leg. However, she wasn't Madam
Pomfrey. She had been trained to deal with small injuries, but not something this big.
Besides, her first priority would be to get out of the building.
She felt a little woozy and hoped that she wasn't falling into shock. Figuring that it
permissible to use magic outside of school in this situation, she brought out her wand and
pointed it at herself. She was barely able to make out the incantation through the pain in
her leg and the shouts that Luna couldn't find her wand.
"Wingardium Leviosa! Protego!"
Slowly but certainly, with her useless leg dangling under her, she floated out of the building
and towards the smoldering ruins of the Three Broomsticks. Directing her flight with her
wand, she tried to get out of there as fast as possible. However, she still couldn't see very
well through the smoke.
A roar less than a block away betrayed the collapse of another building, and less than a
second later some roof shingles bounced off her protective bubble. She was finding it harder
and harder to breathe, and she was concerned she was inhaling too much smoke for her

own good. The problem was that she couldn't both control her flight and clean the air inside
the Protego bubble at the same time. After all, she only had one wand.
She was getting dizzy as she floated over to a rooftop a block or so away. The air was
clearer here, and she could see people running all over the street. Some were running away
from the explosion covered with blood. Others were running towards it to see what was
going on. Strangers were helping each other. She could have sworn that she had seen
Crabbe actually helping out a Muggle, but that must have been a hallucination.
She landed on the rooftop and nearly blacked out with the pain and dizziness. As her last
conscious act, she removed the Protego bubble to dilute the smoke and eliminated what the
rest with a spell. She had managed to escape. However, she felt a bit guilty for ducking -had she not ducked, Luna would likely still be able to see and not be trying to escape a
building on the verge of collapse without the gift of sight.
She couldn't believe it. Muslims for Humans had made it to Hogsmeade. How many more
wizards would die at the hands of terrorists?
Then the blackness took her.
------------------------Headmaster's Tower
-------------Alastair Moody had just returned to his office when a flash of light caught his eye. Turning
to one of the windows, he saw a huge cloud of smoke rising up from downtown Hogsmeade.
That did not look good. Something had blown up, and it had been VERY large.
He swore. Of course Muslims for Humans wouldn't attack Hogwarts. They'd attack
Hogsmeade, which wasn't nearly as well defended -- and which didn't pose the risk of killing
large numbers of innocent children!
Wand in hand, he tried to Apparate over to help out but of course couldn't, prompting him
to unleash a long series of expletives about the inability to Apparate out of Hogwarts. It
looked like he was going to have to walk or fly.
----------------------------Gryffindor Common Room
---------------The first sign that something strange had happened had been the departure of every single
character in the paintings in the Common Room. Harry and Ron looked at each other in
confusion. What the hell was going on?
The two boys and Hermione made their way out through the portrait hole to see what was
going on. Or at least tried to -- the portrait hole had sealed itself off.
Hermione swore. "Come on, Fat Lady! Let us out!"
The Fat Lady spoke in a tone Harry had never heard before. "You are not going anywhere,
young lady. Headmaster Flitwick has sealed off all the entrances to the common rooms so
they are entrance only. Something has happened and everyone is being sent back to the
dorms."
Ron started pulling his hair out in frustration. "WHAT HAPPENED?"
The Fat Lady sounded angry. "I don't know! I haven't been able to leave this painting to see

what's going on -- oh, Sir Cadogan! Maybe you can explain!"
The knight dutifully complied. "Fair lass, there has been tragedy in Hogsmeade. A large
explosion appears to have taken place in the general vicinity of the Three Broomsticks and
the Town Hall. Now, I must away to defend Hogwarts from these foul miscreants."
The three students stared at each other. "Explosion? What explosion?"
The Fat Lady snorted. "I don't know, and Sir Cadogan's gone. Now stay put!"
Ron spun on Hermione. "Is this Rasputin, the Death Eaters, or one of the World for Humans
groups?"
Hermione put her hands on her head. "I don't know! I need to --"
Flitwick's voice suddenly boomed into the room. "Attention, please. Attention, please. This is
Headmaster Flitwick. There has been an explosion in Hogsmeade, an extremely large one.
We believe it was caused by a potions experiment gone wrong. Go back to your rooms and
stay there until you hear otherwise."
Ron sniffed. "POTIONS EXPERIMENT? Why do I doubt that?"
Hermione shook his head. "I doubt it as well. Flitwick is probably trying to not scare the
students. I'm torn between Britain for Humans, Muslims for Humans, and Rasputin. It could
be any of them. Though come to think of it, Rasputin would be less likely since his agents
were only after the Elder Wand."
Harry nodded. "That means it's probably Britain for Humans. It's not the type of attack
Muslims for Humans have been doing and --"
Suddenly, Ron spoke right over him. "Ginny and Luna! They were in the defense class at the
Town Hall! Oh NO! GINNY!"
Harry's heart suddenly leapt to his throat, and he nearly fainted. He was about to say
something when someone told everyone to look out one of the windows. They did so and
saw a huge pillar of smoke rising into the sky above Hogsmeade with flames flickering at its
base.
He stared at Ron, who gulped. This was not good. Not good at all.
----------------------------------------------Between Hogsmeade Station and Hogwarts
-------------------------Wizard Hallick pushed the button a few times with a wide grin on his face. "All right, I think
it's ready to talk now. Look, the red light is flashing now. It must -- OH MY GOD!"
Knight watched as Hallick's jaw dropped in amazement and the detonator fell from his
hands. Seconds later, the sound of the explosion barreled past Knight and his unsuspecting
accomplice.
Knight smiled to himself -- Phase I was done. Now things got tricky.
Taking advantage of the wizard's distraction -- and making sure the gloves were on tight -he punched Hallick in the side of the head with all his might. The man's eyes rolled up and

he fell to the ground next to the detonator. Hoping no one had seen him, he reached for
Hallick's wand. As he suspected, the gloves prevented him from receiving an electric shock.
His hands did tingle a little, though.
He looked briefly back at the Three Broomsticks and saw the smoke rising into the sky. The
bomb appeared to have been as powerful as the explosive experts had predicted. Score one
for Britain for Humans. He couldn't see much of the area near ground zero, but from what
he could see most of the buildings had been badly damaged.
Now, it was time for Phase II. If everything went as planned, Hallick's fingerprints on the
detonator (and being in the proximity of the detonator itself) would be enough to trick the
Aurors into thinking that Hallick had been a Muggle in disguise. The fact that he had no
wand would add to that impression.
And the fact that Knight DID have a wand would make him less of a suspect.
Grinning, he turned his sights towards Hogwarts and saw, much to his delight, that many
residents of Hogsmeade were heading towards the school in droves. Apparently the school
had extra protection which the city hadn't bothered with.
This would be quite useful, he thought. Making sure his robes wouldn't expose the gun and
keeping the wand in his gloved hand, he made his way into the mob streaming towards
Hogwarts. The question now was: how many teachers could he kill so that the students
could be redeemed with a Muggle education? The students were off limits, but the
teachers...watch out.
To be continued...

Jcoggins,

September 17th, 2011 02:58 AM

one pensieve and hallick's golden

thepenguin,

September 17th, 2011 03:16 AM

Eternal rest, grant unto Luna Lovegood, O Lord,
and let perpetual light shine upon her. May her soul,
and all souls of the faithful departed, through the mercy of God,
rest in peace. Amen.
I wonder, since Hogwarts and Hogsmeade have been "opened," does that mean Muggles
can walk, fly, or drive in, or are they still limited to the Hogwarts Express.

(Let's hope this post goes through...)

Jcoggins,

September 17th, 2011 04:57 AM

i didn't even notice luna died...why? why did luna have to get killed

Xandrel,

September 17th, 2011 06:50 AM

:mad: fillerfiller

acgoldis,

September 17th, 2011 11:31 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Jcoggins (Post 5038480)
i didn't even notice luna died...why? why did luna have to get killed
Side effect of having a Ginny POV near the bomb blast. First I put Ginny there, then I
figured a lot of the rest of the main student characters would be taking the class, which in
turn put them in danger. There's no way I can kill off Ginny without getting myself castrated
by various board members (and destroying my POV).
Realistically, we're going to have a lot of casualties in that class. They're near the bomb
blast and it's unclear how long that building is going to stay up. The building is probably
going to come down and there are probably many injured and stunned people in it. With
Luna a bit of a space cadet, if the bomb blast didn't get her the building collapse probably
would have. She'd have also been the most likely to fall asleep in class and would have no
warning anyway because Ginny was between her and the window when the bomb went off
(which would leave her a sitting duck when Ginny ducked).
To be fair, the main student characters have been lucky so far (no deaths in Judgment Day
or the raid on Hogwarts to get the Elder Wand). Eventually, luck is going to run out. There's
been a tendency for the casualties to involve more and more important characters as the
timeline goes on. We'll see if that continues.
Incidentally, Neville isn't going to be the only guy in for a heart attack. Ginny may be alive
but she's unconscious and can't talk right now. People searching through the rubble are
going to be using Revelio Hominem to find survivors -- and they won't find Ginny. That
hadn't occurred to me when I wrote it. What do they conclude?
As far as the Pensieve for Hallick goes: won't help. Pensieves only work if the people store
their memories in them, and Hallick didn't store any memories from his encounter with
Knight.

Jcoggins,

September 17th, 2011 01:02 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5038975)
Side effect of having a Ginny POV near the bomb blast. First I put Ginny there, then I
figured a lot of the rest of the main student characters would be taking the class, which in
turn put them in danger. There's no way I can kill off Ginny without getting myself castrated
by various board members (and destroying my POV).
Realistically, we're going to have a lot of casualties in that class. They're near the bomb

blast and it's unclear how long that building is going to stay up. The building is probably
going to come down and there are probably many injured and stunned people in it. With
Luna a bit of a space cadet, if the bomb blast didn't get her the building collapse probably
would have. She'd have also been the most likely to fall asleep in class and would have no
warning anyway because Ginny was between her and the window when the bomb went off
(which would leave her a sitting duck when Ginny ducked).
To be fair, the main student characters have been lucky so far (no deaths in Judgment Day
or the raid on Hogwarts to get the Elder Wand). Eventually, luck is going to run out. There's
been a tendency for the casualties to involve more and more important characters as the
timeline goes on. We'll see if that continues.
Incidentally, Neville isn't going to be the only guy in for a heart attack. Ginny may be alive
but she's unconscious and can't talk right now. People searching through the rubble are
going to be using Revelio Hominem to find survivors -- and they won't find Ginny. That
hadn't occurred to me when I wrote it. What do they conclude?
As far as the Pensieve for Hallick goes: won't help. Pensieves only work if the people store
their memories in them, and Hallick didn't store any memories from his encounter with
Knight.
i believe killing off comedy relief characters sends the wrong message, so you shouldn't do
it unless you want to send that message. plus luna's got more fans the ginny
as to the pensieve, my point is the they can extract the memory of hallick's encounter with
knight from his mind, proving his innocence

acgoldis,

September 17th, 2011 01:12 PM

Update #433.6: You Should Have Just Had the Ghosts Freak Him Out
----------Tuesday, November 19, 1996
Near Hogwarts
United Kingdom
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/3.5%
----------NEXT UP: I Sure Hope She Doesn't Have To Go Through Airport Security
----------Henry Knight was starting to get out of breath -- he hadn't had this much exercise for a
while. However, he was almost there. The gates of Hogwarts stood open before him. He
watched in amusement as a man with what looked like an obvious artificial eye and a bum
leg made his way out of the castle and jumped onto a broom. Looked like the wizards
weren't as powerful as they thought they were if they couldn't fix a busted eye!
Knight had a brief moment of concern when he saw there were security guards in front of
Hogwarts. However, they were just waving everybody through and telling them to wait int
the Great Hall. One of the Aurors disappeared as he passed them, presumably heading
towards either the bomb site or the wizard who had been stuck with the detonator.
Two of the people racing for the castle abruptly slammed into what appeared to have been
an invisible wall. An Auror swore something about the Muggle defenses still being up,

conjured a white pig out of nowhere, and sent the pig off to the castle. Fortunately, the
barrier didn't seem to affect Knight, presumably due either to his stolen wand or to his
Muggle tour ticket.
There was a bit of a traffic jam as all of the refugees tried to make their way through the
door at the same time. Eventually, though, he made it and found himself in a huge entry
hall lined with floating candles.
Floating candles, Knight thought. Heh. Welcome to Disneyland.
He had taken about three steps when a loud scream burst out from over his head. Knight
ignored it and tried to make his way out of the mob. To his surprise, the mob melted away
from him -- all except for one person, who tried to jump him. Both men went to the floor,
and Knight suddenly found a wand pointing at his face. He kicked out desperately and the
wand skittered off into the distance before the wizard could cast the spell. The wizard raced
for the wand as Knight reached into his pocket and brought out the gun. He squeezed the
trigger, and the wizard went down.
How had the wizard figured out he was the culprit? It suddenly occurred to him that the
siren appeared to be following him around as he ran through the castle. To make matter
worse, several of the portraits on the walls were shouting that he had brought a Muggle
weapon into the castle. That wouldn't do, he thought. Those Van Goghs needed to be taught
a lesson.
Hoping this wasn't a mistake, he turned the gun on a painting and pulled the trigger. The
man in the foreground dove out of the way as the bullet tore a hole in the fabric. The
painting then started screaming at him that he should watch where he pointed his weapon.
Shit, he thought. It looks like I've triggered some kind of alarm. He doubted it was Muggles
in the castle. Perhaps it was the weapon? If so, he'd have to fall back on Plan B.
Making sure no one else was around -- he'd somehow managed to make his way into an
empty corridor -- he dropped the gun on the ground and continued running. The siren
continued to follow him around, now accompanied by the words "Muggle in building with
weapon! Muggle in building with weapon!". Knight abruptly ran back and picked up the
weapon. The good news was that he could keep his weapon. The bad news was that he was
toast at the rate things were going. It looked like he had to get out of the castle before the
staff cornered him. Phase II was dead on arrival.
He turned around and started running back towards the entrance. However, he had trouble
making it back to the door because of the stream of humanity flooding into Hogwarts.
Eventually, he reached the door only to find that he couldn't get out.
Wonderful, he thought. I'm stuck in here. He would have been surprised to know that the
entrance to the castle had been made entrance-only by the same spell that Flitwick had
used to keep Hermione, Ron, and Harry in the Gryffindor common room. Normally, the front
door would have prevented both inbound and outbound traffic. However, Flitwick could not
prevent inbound traffic with all of the refugees coming in.
Hoping he wouldn't get jumped again, he raced into one of the side corridors to see if he
could find a place to make his stand. If he was going to go out, he was going to go out with
a blaze of glory. That thought inspired him, and at the entrance to the corridor he turned
back to the Great Hall and let loose with the submachine gun. People started running, and a

few more wizards went down.
That was when someone pointed at wand at him and shouted "Expelliarmus". Not wanting
to figure out what that spell did, he threw himself out of the way of something which looked
like a laser beam -- wonderful, wizards with lasers -- and started running down the new
corridor.
He turned a corner and jumped into an alcove just his weapon was thrown from his hand.
Footsteps approached him, and when he judged the moment was right he leaped out and
tackled the wizard. The wand pointed at him once again, and he responded by thrusting his
wand at the wizard's right eye. The wizard instinctively tried to protect his face, which
allowed Knight to kick him in the balls. Seconds later, the wizard was writhing on the
ground. This gave Knight time to retrieve his weapon and put a shot through the man's
head.
He continued down the corridor and suddenly found himself face to face with a large group
of students about half his height. Most of them were scared and talking about Death Eaters.
They were too busy running down the hall to pay any attention to him. That was good,
because he didn't want to have to shoot kids.
He finally found himself a good place to make his last stand: behind two suits of armor in a
corner. He figured the armor was probably good against magical weapons, and he'd be able
to stick the muzzle of the gun out of chinks in the armor. He settled himself into position
and waited for the wizards to come to him.
That was when the armor came to life and clubbed him on the head with the butt of a mace.
His last thought was: that's not fair! Then he lost consciousness.
---------------------Three Broomsticks
-----------Moody landed his broom near what was left of the Three Broomsticks. The venerable inn
had been completely destroyed, and what was left was still on fire. Half of the Town Hall
had collapsed, and the street in between was littered with rubble. The building on the other
side of the Three Broomsticks had been also leveled, as had part of the building across the
street. He could see windows broken for a good block and a half.
There were bodies everywhere. He saw eight people lying motionless on the ground, though
he could not tell if they were alive or dead. They consisted of seven wizards and one
Muggle, judging by the dress. There were undoubtedly many, many more in the rubble of
the collapsed buildings.
He was furious. Muslims for Humans (or equivalent) had attacked Hogsmeade while he was
there. They would not do so again.
Shouting at everyone to stay calm, he cast Revelio Hominem to help with the rescue effort.
Most people appeared to have been focusing on the Three Broomsticks. However, he knew
for a fact that there were likely victims in the Town Hall as well. After all, he'd helped
organize the wizard self-defense class that had been meeting there. He had to admit that
had it not been for his position as the Defense Against the Dark Arts teacher, he'd have
likely been teaching that class and trapped in the rubble himself.
Gathering people around him, he told people to start removing rocks to get at the victims.

They began doing so, both by hand and by magic. He helped out himself, and he began
Vanishing several of the rocks nearest him.
Suddenly, locks of long blonde hair was visible underneath a rock he had just Vanished.
According to the Revelio Hominem, this victim was alive but in very bad shape. This girl
needed immediate medical attention.
Moody gasped when he saw that it was Luna Lovegood. Her head was covered with blood,
and a hideous slash had cut through her nose and both of her eyes. She was crying that she
couldn't see. Moody winced at the sight -- it was unlikely that Luna would be able to see
again unless she got an artificial eye like his own.
One of his students had been grievously injured on his watch as Defense Against the Dark
Arts teacher. That was intolerable, and he didn't want to be the person to break the news to
Neville Longbottom. Redoubling his efforts, he wondered if Ginny Weasley and Christopher
Wright had made it out all right.
--------------------------Hospital Wing, Hogwarts
--------------Madam Pomfrey shrieked when the first person was brought into her room. "Another bullet
hole! Like Dumbledore! We should not have gotten involved with the Muggles, in my
opinion!"
Flitwick sighed. "There isn't much we can do about that now. Can you heal her?"
Pomfrey washed her hands. "I'll try, but dealing with Muggle weapons is always tricky.
Particularly high velocity projectile weapons like these. So much internal damage!"
"That's all I can ask for, Poppy. I must warn you, however, that there are going to be more
coming in."
The blood drained from Pomfrey's face. "I'm going to need backup here -- hell, even Muggle
doctors would help. These are all Hogwarts victims?"
"Yes."
"How many?"
"Judging from the carnage in the Great Hall, eighteen. Four dead and twelve injured in the
Great Hall. There are also a couple of gunshot victims in the corridors, both of whom are
still alive."
Pomfrey wrung her hands. "Sixteen! God help us! Did they at least catch the killer? I've
noticed the Caterwauling Charm has stopped."
Flitwick nodded. "The killer is in custody, having been clubbed into insensibility by one of
our suits of armor. The Aurors will be interviewing him after he wakes up."
"Were any of the students killed?"
"We don't know if any of them were hurt in the explosion in Hogsmeade. However, none of
the people hurt here were students. The killer appears to have made it a point to not harm
the students, only the adults."

Pomfrey drew a deep breath. "At least we can thank God for little things."
----------------------------Gryffindor Common Room
---------------The room went silent as Aberforth Dumbledore made his way through the portrait hole.
Harry and Ron looked at each other in trepidation. Would this be the moment if they found
out if Ginny had lived or died?
Aberforth began to speak. "Ladies and gentlemen, let me update you on what has just
happened. It appears that a man named Henry Knight caused an explosion in Hogsmeade
which destroyed the Three Broomsticks and most of the adjacent buildings. This includes
the Hogsmeade Town Hall, where Ginny Weasley, Luna Lovegood, and Christopher Wright
were taking the Wizarding self-defense classes which evolved out of the Hogwarts chapter
of Dumbledore's Army.
"Mr. Knight is now in custody. Judging his possessions, we believe that he is a Muggle
associated with the Britain for Humans anti-wizard group. We have been a victim of a
terrorist attack against wizards, ladies and gentlemen. Needless to say, we will not be
swayed. We will learn more after we interrogate him.
"There are four dead here in Hogwarts, and at least eleven dead in downtown Hogsmeade.
The body count is likely going to rise as victims are found. There are a good fifty to sixty
injured. We're in the process of finding the survivors right now. In the process, however, we
are coming across body after body."
Aberforth was silent for a moment. Harry had a bad feeling he knew what was coming next.
"Mr. Wright appears to have been killed in the explosion. His head appears to have been
caved in by a brick."
The students shuddered at that. Harry's tension ratched up yet another level.
"Miss Lovegood is very gravely injured. Madam Pomfrey plans to do triage work on her soon
as possible, but there are many other people needing medical attention so Miss Lovegood
may have to wait a while. She suffered a serious cut on her face, and there is a strong
probability, according to Moody, that she will never be able to see again."
Neville screamed: "NOOOO!!!!!"
People tried to console him the best as they could. However, Neville couldn't help but sob.
He started screaming that he was going to spend the rest of his life sending poisoned plants
to the home addresses of every single Britain for Humans member he could get his hands
on. Harry wanted to do something to help, but he didn't know what to do. It suddenly
dawned on him that Aberforth had fallen silent once more -- was Harry about to find himself
in the same situation Neville was?
Aberforth spoke once more. "Miss Weasley is missing. We've excavated maybe 80% of the
rubble, but we still haven't found any sign of her. Our prayers go out to Harry, Ron, and the
rest of the Weasleys. We will keep you updated as the situation develops."
Harry promptly lost it. He began crying, and Ron soon followed. Hermione tried to do what
she could to console both of them as well as Neville, but there was only a limited amount of
consolation one person could provide.

---------------------------------------Rooftop Near the Three Broomsticks
---------------------Ginny Weasley woke up and nearly doubled over with pain. Judging from the position of the
sun in the sky, she'd been out at least two hours. She coughed, and smoke sprayed out of
her lungs.
She was confused for a moment, and then it came back to her. The explosion in the Three
Broomsticks and fire. A shared of glass slicing through Luna's face, followed by Luna's
piteous screams. Ginny's delirious escape.
She looked at her leg and saw that it was completely mangled beyond repair. She certainly
wouldn't be able to walk, and she wouldn't be surprised if Madam Pomfrey said it would
have to be amputated.
She had to get medical attention somehow. She had left her broom in the Town Hall, where
it had presumably been destroyed or at least covered in rubble. She didn't want to black out
trying to fly herself over to Hogwarts because the spell would likely break down and she'd
plummet to the ground.
However, there was one thing she could do. Thank God she still had her wand.
Reaching into her pocket, she pulled out her wand and launched a huge spray of red sparks
into the sky. She was far enough away from ground zero for them to be at least somewhat
visible. She followed the sparks by her Patronus, a horse. Hopefully that would convince
Moody and the rest of the Hogwarts staff that it was her. She realized that she was in a
pretty good position: she would be easier to get to (being on a rooftop far from the
explosion) than most of the victims. Hopefully help would come quickly.
She lost consciousness again.
To be continued...

acgoldis,

September 17th, 2011 01:13 PM

I don't really see Luna as a comic relief character as much as a space cadet. Should I do
someone else instead? I thought Ginny was too important a character to kill.

thepenguin,

September 17th, 2011 02:12 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5039149)
I don't really see Luna as a comic relief character as much as a space cadet. Should I do
someone else instead? I thought Ginny was too important a character to kill.
Pick a redshirt in Luna's year. IIRC, Jo Rowling didn't name them all. Also, can Muggles fly,
drive, walk into Hogsmeade? I see visions of fire brigades, police, and paramedics
responding to the incident, and LifeFlight helicopters flying the most critical out.

acgoldis,

September 17th, 2011 02:40 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by thepenguin (Post 5039276)
Pick a redshirt in Luna's year. IIRC, Jo Rowling didn't name them all. Also, can Muggles fly,
drive, walk into Hogsmeade? I see visions of fire brigades, police, and paramedics
responding to the incident, and LifeFlight helicopters flying the most critical out.
So far it's still only accessible by the Hogwarts Express -- I think, I can't remember if I've
already mentioned something definitive in an earlier episode, though. My guess is they'll
open it up at some point (you can do it in Shared World).

acgoldis,

September 17th, 2011 03:23 PM

All right, here's what we'll do.
Christopher Wright dies. Luna's head is turned somewhat so instead of the glass hitting her
in the head, it slices across her eyes. She's blinded in both eyes. Then the building collapses
and she breaks arm and two ribs.
Moody retrieves her and gives her to Madam Pomfrey, who sets her arm and ribs but she
can't do anything about Luna's eyes. However, she looks at Moody's face and sees there
may be another option.
Luna's hospitalized for 3 weeks and comes back with two Moody eyes embedded in an
honest-to-goodness Geordi LaForge VISOR (to hide the scar). She returns to school after
that and continues her lessons.
With her new eyes, she starts discovering large numbers of invisible creatures. Of course,
no one BELIEVES that she's starting to see these...except for Moody, which is a big
endorsement. This gets Rolf Scamander interested in her a little earlier (possible love
triangle?). They meet perhaps in the hospital (or maybe he's a year behind her so Jo
doesn't mention him)?
Assume Rolf is a 5th year Ravenclaw.
Congratulations, Luna. Looks like you had a piece of your personality held back in a form of
magic known as a Dorkrux.

ByzantineCaesar,

September 17th, 2011 03:46 PM

Well, the last couple of updates was undoubtly good. But I'd like to add my two cents on
Luna's death: why would she be taking the class? Her father isn't paranoid, she isn't either
and the classes were boring for her. Also, she's and O.W.L student and wouldn't have time
for extra lessons. I really see no reason for any of the students to be there, since they got a
very competent DADA teacher. I understand Ginny's situation, but I can't picture Luna being
there.
Also, one would think that the students would be kept safe inside Hogwarts for the time

being. There was just an attack there. If there was a DA chapter for the students, it would
be inside the castle. I suppose Flitwick wouldn't want to have some student using the
lessons as an excuse to go to Hogsmeade.
By the way, did the Ministry got blasted away? Is Flamel there?
EDIT: ninja'd. Luna is a fifth year.

acgoldis,

September 17th, 2011 04:58 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by ByzantineCaesar (Post 5039566)
Well, the last couple of updates was undoubtly good. But I'd like to add my two cents on
Luna's death: why would she be taking the class? Her father isn't paranoid, she isn't either
and the classes were boring for her. Also, she's and O.W.L student and wouldn't have time
for extra lessons. I really see no reason for any of the students to be there, since they got a
very competent DADA teacher. I understand Ginny's situation, but I can't picture Luna being
there.
Also, one would think that the students would be kept safe inside Hogwarts for the time
being. There was just an attack there. If there was a DA chapter for the students, it would
be inside the castle. I suppose Flitwick wouldn't want to have some student using the
lessons as an excuse to go to Hogsmeade.
By the way, did the Ministry got blasted away? Is Flamel there?
EDIT: ninja'd. Luna is a fifth year.
The Ministry survived.
However, you have a good point. All right -- we'll keep Ginny there. Now we have a choice
between no Luna injury at all (not at the lesson) and Luna with a VISOR+Moody eyes on
her face. How do you guys want it? The Rolf/Luna/Neville love triangle could be Shared
World cannon fodder. It would also explain why the Neville/Luna relationship didn't happen
in canon.
Yes, there was an attack at Hogwarts. However, Flitwick is aware that the Death
Eaters/Rasputin are unlikely to attack again since Rasputin got what he wanted, the Elder
Wand. That's why the defenses had been lowered and the dementors removed.

Jcoggins,

September 17th, 2011 05:19 PM

i personally like the visor idea. luna could use it to see the other side of the fourth wall XD

thepenguin,

September 17th, 2011 06:37 PM

OR...you can have Luna raise her arm (a natural reaction) and her arm gets sliced. She
loses some capability in that arm as the glass severs nerves, muscles, et cetera, or set it up
so that that Christopher Wright kid just so happens to be in front of her when the glass flies

through. She suffers bumps, bruises, maybe a couple cracked ribs. I think in this case, a
mass casualty incident, the wizards would be screaming for help and open up Hogsmeade
on an emergency basis.

acgoldis,

September 17th, 2011 06:46 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by thepenguin (Post 5040334)
OR...you can have Luna raise her arm (a natural reaction) and her arm gets sliced. She
loses some capability in that arm as the glass severs nerves, muscles, et cetera, or set it up
so that that Christopher Wright kid just so happens to be in front of her when the glass flies
through. She suffers bumps, bruises, maybe a couple cracked ribs. I think in this case, a
mass casualty incident, the wizards would be screaming for help and open up Hogsmeade
on an emergency basis.
I went with the VISOR (the episode has already been edited). Yes, I'm a Trekkie as well...
BTW: the original plan had Filch or Vector being killed and Knight getting into a fight with
Moody. However, as I wrote it and tried to figure out what would be plausible that didn't
happen. It's a pity -- I had all these jokes about vectors lined up (Vector Cross Product, a
case where Knight climbs something and you try to have a vector cross with a scalar, etc.)

thepenguin,

September 17th, 2011 07:09 PM

She probably wouldn't need the VISOR (yeah I'm being a killjoy, but...), as corneal
transplantation and other eye surgeries exist. This would also have the side effect of
improving Muggle-Wizard relations, as magic is not a cure-all, be-all, end-all. Muggle and
Wizarding medicine could benefit from sharing ideas between the disciplines.
http://http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eye_surgery
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acgoldis,

September 17th, 2011 07:16 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by thepenguin (Post 5040492)
She probably wouldn't need the VISOR (yeah I'm being a killjoy, but...), as corneal
transplantation and other eye surgeries exist. This would also have the side effect of
improving Muggle-Wizard relations, as magic is not a cure-all, be-all, end-all. Muggle and
Wizarding medicine could benefit from sharing ideas between the disciplines.
http://http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eye_surgery
The VISOR if we do it is also there to hide the ugly scar.

thepenguin,

September 17th, 2011 08:02 PM

Which would she be teased over more: a scar that can be explained, or a big honkin' piece
of gold-colored plastic or alloy over her eyes? There also is plastic surgery that can reduce
the appearance of the scar.
The CDC put this out concerning blast injuries to the eye:
http://http://www.bt.cdc.gov/masscas...injury-eye.asp
A natural reaction is to close the eyes following a close blast, whether shock wave or wind,
and her eyelids would be lacerated as a result. Could she be blinded? Maybe, in exactly the
right place at the right time, but given she is in a building and sleeping (how does a student
sleep? Head on desk, cradled by arms), the injuries would more likely be to her arms and
top of her head.

Jcoggins,

September 17th, 2011 08:21 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by thepenguin (Post 5040728)
Which would she be teased over more: a scar that can be explained, or a big honkin' piece
of gold-colored plastic or alloy over her eyes? There also is plastic surgery that can reduce
the appearance of the scar.
The CDC put this out concerning blast injuries to the eye:
http://http://www.bt.cdc.gov/masscas...injury-eye.asp
A natural reaction is to close the eyes following a close blast, whether shock wave or wind,
and her eyelids would be lacerated as a result. Could she be blinded? Maybe, in exactly the
right place at the right time, but given she is in a building and sleeping (how does a student
sleep? Head on desk, cradled by arms), the injuries would more likely be to her arms and
top of her head.
you've also got to think about what luna and xenophilius would choose

Tirion,

September 17th, 2011 08:57 PM

VISOR all the way. The normal procedure to cover the creepy magical eyes would be a
blindfold, Illidan style (as it happened to a minor Roqteratl POV character back in the
#200s), but with all that Muggle pop culture pouring in, the VISOR was just bound to
happen:D
Though remember, those eyes are rare and very expensive.

Tirion,

September 17th, 2011 09:03 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by thepenguin (Post 5040334)
OR...you can have Luna raise her arm (a natural reaction) and her arm gets sliced. She
loses some capability in that arm as the glass severs nerves, muscles, et cetera, or set it up
so that that Christopher Wright kid just so happens to be in front of her when the glass flies
through. She suffers bumps, bruises, maybe a couple cracked ribs. I think in this case, a
mass casualty incident, the wizards would be screaming for help and open up Hogsmeade
on an emergency basis.
She better not raise that arm, sleeping as she is... I doubt she'd get medical attention in
time if an artery or two were severed.

acgoldis,
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Tirion (Post 5040994)
She better not raise that arm, sleeping as she is... I doubt she'd get medical attention in
time if an artery or two were severed.
I had a vision of her resting her head on her arm with her eyes closed.

thepenguin,
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Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5041031)
I had a vision of her resting her head on her arm with her eyes closed.
Yeah, that's how I envisioned it. Is she sitting at a desk?

acgoldis,
Quote:

September 17th, 2011 10:15 PM

Originally Posted by thepenguin (Post 5041172)
Yeah, that's how I envisioned it. Is she sitting at a desk?
That's what I was thinking. Ginny is between her and the window.

thepenguin,

September 17th, 2011 10:23 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5041310)
That's what I was thinking. Ginny is between her and the window.
Depending on whether she is facing the window or not, she would suffer severe lacerations
to the side of her face/head, and maybe smaller debris flying into her eyes, scratching the
surface of the corneas and other stuff (talk to a trauma nurse).
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Update #434: I Sure Hope She Doesn't Have To Go Through Airport
Security
----------Tuesday, November 19, 1996
Hogsmeade
United Kingdom
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/3.5%
----------NEXT UP: Urban Blight
----------"Miss Weasley! Is that you up there?"
It sounded like Alastair Moody's voice. The shout woke up Ginny from her second unplanned
nap of the after. Irritated that the pain from her mangled leg hadn't diminished, her eyes
shot open and she shot more sparks into the air.
"I see the sparks, Miss Weasley. Can you come down? It's all safe now?"
Ginny didn't dare crawl too close to the edge or fly down lest it make her leg worse. So, she
found herself being forced to amplify her voice with the Amplification Spell. "It's me,
Professor. I'm very badly injured. I think my leg is broken, possibly irreparably. Can you
please fetch Madam Pomfrey for me and send her up here?"
"I can't, Miss Weasley. That maniac killed 26 people and injured 60, with three of them still
missing. Well, make that injured 61 now that you're still alive."
"Who was it? What did he want?"
"We believe he was a Britain for Humans operative and that it was a deliberate attack on

wizards."
"Did he get away?"
"No. He came to Hogwarts after setting off the Muggle explosive device and killed a few
more people here before the castle's defenses caught him. We're in the process of
interrogating him now."
Ginny gulped. "A Muggle got into Hogwarts? How was that possible?"
"We suspect he managed to sign up for the tour and was able to get in through the tour
ticket. Whoever organized this was a bloody genius. He even tried to frame a wizard for the
blast."
She didn't want to ask the next question, but she had to. "Were any students killed? I know
Luna was very badly injured -- her eyes! My God, her eyes!"
"Christopher Wright was killed in the blast, but none of the other students or staff were
hurt. The people killed in the building itself were refugees from Hogsmeade who sought
shelter in the Great Hall after the initial blast. Now, if you don't mind, let's focus on getting
you out of there. I take it you can't walk."
"No, Professor. I can barely crawl, and it hurts...oh God, it hurts!"
"All right, don't move. We're going to have to get you down from there by Apparition and
send you directly to Madam Pomfrey. The hospital here is already overflowing, I'm afraid."
Ginny had been afraid of that. "But we can't Apparate into Hogwarts."
"If you wait five minutes or so, I'll come back with Madam Pomfrey and Headmaster
Flitwick. You may or may not be aware that one of the privileges of being headmaster is the
ability to Apparate in and out of the school. Is there enough room for two more people up
on your roof?"
"Yes."
"Good. Stay where you are, and don't move. Flitwick will be with you shortly, and Madam
Pomfrey will be tagging along by Side-Along Apparition. They'll take you back to the medical
wing as soon as possible."
"How is Luna."
"Very bad. She's got internal injuries in addition to the damaged eyes, and she's been sent
to Hogsmeade as she's beyond Madam Pomfrey's help. Odds are she won't be able to see
again unaided with either eye. However, I know all too well that that is not the end of the
story. I should know better, remember? Take a look at my face. That's what's Luna
Lovegood will likely face if she survives. The prognosis was that she'd be in the hospital for
three weeks to a month. Now, lie down and stay still. Help is on the way."
-------Kilsyth
---Courtney Cooper could barely stay awake, yet she couldn't stop looking at the little person
on her chest. It had been a lot of work, and she had spent the last half hour screaming at

Harrison. However, it had all been worth it in the end. Paula Denise Cooper had come out at
a little under four kilos. And to the best of her knowledge, she looked perfectly human. No
hair in unusual places. The acid test, of course, would occur in less than a week when the
moon turned full once again and her husband was transported to Hogsmeade to turn into a
wolf.
The wizards had told her that her daughter would not become a werewolf because Courtney
herself had not been a werewolf at any point during the pregnancy. The only situations
which tended to lead to a higher-than-normal chance of lycanthropy occurred when the
mother suffered the bite before she conceived the victim. In cases like that, the odds of
having the fetus infected with the condition jumped from 1 in several million to 1 in 8.
Harrison had told her that Lauren Mistry and her husband had spoken with the wizards for a
long time about whether Lauren should keep the baby. Eventually, they agreed to continue
the pregnancy and limit themselves to the one child. Even though there was almost a 90%
chance that the fetus would be all right, they didn't want to roll the dice too much. When
asked whether fetuses transformed when the mother transformed, Harrison replied that no
one really knew -- and that no one really wanted to find out.
She turned on the television to find that the news bulletin had switched from the coverage
of the terrorist attack in Hogsmeade to, of all things, outer space coverage. Apparently
Linda Warren, the Wizarding rocket scientist, had dispatched two Portkeys the outer solar
system: one to Europa and one to Titan. Warren had told the reporters not to hold their
breaths waiting for a sample, however: the Europa one would be due back in late 1998 and
the Titan one was supposed to get back in early 2001. That was a long time, but a hell of a
lot shorter than a round trip using an ordinary rocket. Meanwhile, Mars rocks had been
mysteriously disappearing all over NASA. Fortunately, the now-famous Worm Rock was still
in the Quarantine Lab -- under HEAVY guard -- and destined for the Smithsonian after the
analysis was complete. She hoped it stayed that way: there were rumors that the Worm
Rock would likely surpass the Doomsday Rock and fetch more than $375 million in an
auction.
There was a knock on the door, and Harrison made his way into the room. He kissed his
new daughter on the forehead -- somehow, the little girl managed to stay asleep -- and
turned worried eyes to Courtney. "Courtney, I'm starting to feel a little sick again. As you
know, full moon is coming up next Monday, which means I'm going to grow four legs and a
tail."
"I'm aware of that, Harrison. The wizards seem to be taking good care of you, from what
you've been telling me."
Harrison smiled bitterly, then nodded at the baby. "They have, Courtney. However, how are
we going to tell HER? WHAT are we going to tell her? Do we tell her that we have adopted a
stray dog who visits once a month and that I tend to go on business trips?"
Courtney shrugged. "That will do for now. Hopefully, by the time she's matured enough to
understand the truth, the Wolfsbane Vaccine will be in production and you won't have to
worry about transforming anymore."
The TV had switched back to coverage of the attack while they had been talking. "...dead
and 63 injured, according to the latest reports. In addition, we have reason to believe that
Britain for Humans, not Muslims for Humans, was behind the attack. Minister of Magic
Nicholas Flamel has promised that he will act swiftly and bring Britain for Humans to justice.

Isabel Miller, the head of Britain for Humans, is nowhere to be found. Looks like she has fled
the coop."
Harrison frowned. "I sure hope that we didn't bring Paula into this world only to see it go to
hell."
Courtney looked down at the baby. "I hope so either. If not...well, we'll do what we can to
see our way through."
-------------------------Hogwarts Medical Wing
-------------"All right, Miss Weasley. Wake up!"
Ginny Weasley opened her eyes and saw Madam Pomfrey staring at her. For a few seconds,
she couldn't remember what had happened. Eventually, she did, and she took stock of
herself. The pain had lessened greatly, and amazingly her leg felt completely pain-free. She
tried to sit up but found that her limbs had been placed in restraints.
"Don't sit up, Miss Weasley. You need to get accustomed to your new leg."
Ginny blinked. "What did you say?"
"Your new leg. Sense anything strange about your leg?"
Frowning, she focused on her injured leg. It felt -- cold and stiff, for some reason. There
was something strange about it which she couldn't put her finger on. Had they given her an
artificial leg, similar that used by Moody? If so, how was she able to feel anything there?
Could it have been a phantom pain, where the limb had already been cut off and replaced?"
Something still didn't make sense, however. She replied, "It feels a bit cold and stiff,
Doctor."
"Can you bend your knee?"
She tried and found that she could. "Yes, Doctor."
"Good -- the leg seems to be working fine for you. There are always cases where amputees'
bodies have trouble using their new legs. Fortunately, you don't seem to be one of them."
Ginny tried to digest what she was hearing. "What did you do? Did you regrow my leg or
make me one made out of wood like Professor Moody has?"
"Neither. Would you like to see it? I'll hold a mirror up so you can see it. I must warn you,
however, that you'll be in for a bit of a shock."
Ginny braced herself. "I'll find out eventually, Doctor. Let's get it over with."
Madam Pomfrey folded back the blanket covering Ginny's feet and brought over a mirror.
"Ginny Weasley, meet your new leg."
Ginny looked into the mirror and her jaw dropped in disbelief. They had indeed amputated
her leg...and replaced her with one which appeared to be made entirely out of silver! It
functioned more or less like an ordinary leg, yet it looked...well, like she was half...wobot,

whatever the type of being was that Harry and Hermione had told her about!
She found her voice once more. "This is -- impossible! How did you do it?"
"It's a relatively new spell, Miss Weasley, developed in the closing days of the Wizarding
War -- well, the First Wizarding War if you consider the Second Wizarding War to be the
runup to Judgment Day. However, unless I'm mistaken, you've actually seen it done before.
Are you familiar with Peter Pettigrew, Lord Voldemort's old disciple?"
"Yes. What about him?"
"Ever wonder where his silver hand came from? Well, now you know."
To be continued...

acgoldis,
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All right: Cue the Terminatrix and Borg jokes... :P
GINNY TO HARRY: I am Ginny of Borg. Resistance is futile. You and I will be assimilated...

thepenguin,
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Other way to save the leg: plates and screws in the fractured tibia. That would cause her to
be medevac'd to a Muggle hospital though. No Skele-Gro?

Tirion,

September 18th, 2011 08:22 AM

Well, I have a theory how the BfH bomb could create injuries that act as heavily cursed, as
in, they can't be repaired with Skele-gro or other magical (or supposedly, Muggle))
treatment they use to deal with mundane injuries, like just regrowing the limb like Radner
(who might be a very skilled Healer, BTW) did to the falsely accused and burned "witch"
way back.
So, if you're a Muggle, how do you create a bomb that acts like a powerful curse? Easy: buy
as many and as powerful magical items as you can, and arrange them around the actual
bomb to shatter on detonation and act as cursed (or rather, wild magic) shrapnel. I guess
the bomb being the pride of BfH included that... even if the operative wasn't briefed on that
little detail.
The result is that healing of affected tissues is very limited even with magical help, and a
prothesis is the only option to regain limb/organ use.
As for Ginny's leg: she spent a few hours with a fractured leg, I think that's enough time for
tissue death to set in if the blood flow is blocked.
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Originally Posted by thepenguin (Post 5042399)
Other way to save the leg: plates and screws in the fractured tibia. That would cause her to
be medevac'd to a Muggle hospital though. No Skele-Gro?
Skele-Gro is for when the bones are missing completely, not completely mangled with a lot
of internal damage. And there could be multiple ways to deal with missing limbs (Radner
growing them, silver limb, prosthesis, etc.)
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PLAUSIBILITY CHECK: Z Complex Contains Longevity Gene
----------------------------------------------------------------Wizards live longer than Muggles. Why is that? Obviously it's because there's something in
their genes which makes them live longer.
I propose that the Z complex be broken into Z1 and Z2, where Z1 is the traditional "I can
see magical objects" gene and Z2 is "I tend to live, on the average, 15 years longer than
everyone else."
What this means:
1. A Z-only Muggle lives 15 years longer than everyone else. A genetic study of
centenarians will reveal that 80% have Z2 (which may have already been discovered under
a different name). Jeanne Calment is a Z-only witch, but of course no one knows that. She's
the equivalent of a real person living to 107 or something like that -- extremely rare even
among the centenarians, but not impossible.
2. Any character who grows up in a Wizarding environment gets an extra 10 years tacked
onto their life simply because they've got better medical care than the Muggles and are
more familiar with herb lore and such.
3. The traditional "limit of 120" includes wizards. That's the equivalent of 95 for us. Back in
the Bronze Age NO ONE got past 90.
4. This only covers age-related deterioration. People can always get killed.
In short, the following ages are "biologically equivalent":
Ordinary Muggle: 85
Q-only Muggle: 85
Z-only Muggle: 100
Q-only person growing up in a Wizarding environment: 95
Z-only person growing up in a Wizarding environment (Squib): 110
Wizard: 110
Dumbledore (at 114) is effectively 89. Sometimes people that old can still walk around
unaided and so forth.
We cane expand on this in Shared World. You can guess that there will be increasing
pressure to get the longevity gene into the Muggle community -- purebloods will be rather
pissed.

Tirion,

September 18th, 2011 01:53 PM

I don't think it's all genetic. Wizards tend to live longer and survive things a Muggle would
die from, but barring lucky subconscious magic in the latter case, it might be simply all
environmental.
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Originally Posted by Tirion (Post 5043962)
I don't think it's all genetic. Wizards tend to live longer and survive things a Muggle would
die from, but barring lucky subconscious magic in the latter case, it might be simply all
environmental.
It isn't all genetic. There's 10 years from living in a Wizarding environment and 15 from the
gene itself.
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Update #434: Urban Blight
----------Wednesday, November 20, 1996
Omega Institute
Rhinebeck, NY
United States of America
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/3.5%
----------NEXT UP: Fahrenheit 4:51
----------The man once known as Celestine VI didn't like where the world was going. If there was a
time for God to make Himself manifest on Earth, it would be now.
There had been a five month period of relative calm in the immediate aftermath of
Judgment Day. However, the terrorist attacks were starting up once again. This
undoubtedly would get the wizards upset, and they would start fighting back, oaths or no
oaths. Once the wizards started fighting back, the terrorists would argue that magic needed
to be suppressed and they would just redouble their efforts. A vicious cycle would start, and
for all Celestine knew the nukes -- or magical equivalent -- would fly once again.
First Voldemort's supporters reorganize and attack Hogwarts, a major magical school in the
United Kingdom -- and Voldemort's alma mater. The headmaster is injured and forced to
retire for health reasons, two professors are slain (including Flying House hero Severus
Snape), and many students die when a newly-summoned snake attacks one of the school's
towers. Had Judgment Day all been for nought? Celestine had thought that one of the major
foci of the Judgment Day activities had been to completely obliterate the Death Eaters and
make sure they lost any access to Muggle terrorist organizations and nuclear weapons.

Next, Muslims for Humans -- whom the wizards had foolishly ignored during Judgment Day
-- start attacking wizards and their allies all over the Muslim world. In doing so, they
assassinate Kohen Gadol Suleiman I, a close friend of his and major contributor to the
Samuelist cause. Celestine thought bitterly that the Prophet Mohammed would likely have
been more supportive of Suleiman's belief system than the one espoused by Suleiman's hit
man. Why did God allow a believer in a heretical form of Islam to murder someone who
exemplified what the faith could do? Many people here at Omega wanted to know this, and
unless something truly remarkable happened -- like that incident during Sukkot -- it was
unlikely that God would provide any concrete explanation.
As if that hadn't been bad enough, Suleiman's body had barely been laid to rest before
Britain for Humans had resumed the fight, detonating a homemade bomb in an inn in
Hogsmeade, a major Wizarding town in England near Hogwarts, and sending a gunman into
a Hogwarts already reeling from the Death Eater attack. Although this attacker had
intentionally not targeted children, the casualty total was catastrophic. At latest count, there
were 26 dead and 63 injured. Most of these people were residents of Hogsmeade and had
been caught in the wrong place at the wrong time. At least God had the wisdom of making
sure that the gunman was caught.
And in what seemed to be an almost tailor-made sign of the End Times, many members of
the tribe of giants known as the Nephilim were starting to settle in the Gaza Strip, their
former home. Although the Nephilim had proven to be extremely civilized people, this
migration was supposedly making many Israeli authorities nervous. For all Celestine knew,
the Nephilim would convert to fundamentalist Islam and restart the fight between the
Palestinians and Israel which had been shocked into a stalemate by the Tel Aviv nuke.
Why was this all happening? Was God angry with them that they weren't making any
progress in reunifying the three faiths? Was God angry with Samuel for trying to reunify the
three faiths to begin with? Where was Atlantis in all this? Surely Atlantis should be taking
the lead in dealing with international threats like this, especially that of Muslims for
Humans.
Yet Atlantis wasn't doing anything. The United Nations had supposedly beseeched Dialonis
to start doing something about Muslim for Humans. However, the famous wizard
disappointed everyone by saying that by law their hands were tied unless two different
authorities lifted the city-state's alert level to DEFCON 2. It was currently at DEFCON 3,
which meant that the Atlanteans could start making plans in case things got worse but they
couldn't actually implement anything.
This made Atlantis relatively impotent, Celestine thought. If the wizards are to be our allies,
they should be proactively taking charge at a time like this. They should use their great
powers for worldwide good, not waiting until it was the end of the world to pull out their
wands.
The former antipope, of course, had no idea that this was very close to the position
advocated by Boris Koschei.
Hoping for spiritual guidance, he sat down on the floor to meditate. Meditation had taken off
among the Abrahamic clergy, and the Dalai Lama and several other Buddhist monks had
organized a whole group of walking and sitting meditation classes. The labyrinth on the hill
between the main hall and the cafeteria had actually needed to be cleaned up a little as the
pathway between those sacred stones had gotten quite trampled. Supposedly the practice

had taken off elsewhere as well: many of the Students for Samuel who were coming this
weekend were meditators, and apparently even Hermione Granger had a private practice.
He didn't get very far in his sitting before someone knocked on his door. Concerned it was
another disaster in the making, he terminated the sitting early to answer it. "Yes?"
"Your Eminence, you have a telephone call. You can take it in the corridor with the
restrooms outside the cafe, near the old bookstore."
Celestine frowned. "A phone call, for me?"
"Yes, Eminence."
"Who is it?"
"A man by the name of Leonid Pavlov, Eminence."
Celestine recognized the name. Pavlov was one of the clergymen who had first joined what
had then been called the Celestine Church to protest Samuel's interference. That, of course,
had been before Celestine had seen the light and atoned for his mistake.
The former antipope could think of two things. Either Pavlov was issuing a warning about an
upcoming Christians for Humans terror attack against -- of course -- the Four Towns,
Durmstrang, or Beauxbatons -- or he wanted to switch sides and ally himself with Celestine
once more. The more Celestine thought about it, the more he concluded that Pavlov wasn't
the type of person who would stoop to violence once that hypocrite Urban IX took over the
movement.
Cautiously optimistic, he told his visitor that he would take the call. The visitor thanked him
and escorted him to the main hall where one of the phones was off the hok. Celestine put it
up to his ear as his visitor stood outside the corridor to give him some privacy.
"This is Celestine. Father Pavlov?"
"Yes, it is I, Eminence. How have you been?"
"As well as one could, I suppose, given these terrible events over the past week. I mean,
two terrorist attacks in a span of three days. This can't be good."
Pavlov's voice sounded haunted. "What have we done to offend God so much?"
"I don't know, son. All I can recommend is praying for guidance. At any rate, how can I help
you?"
"Very simple. I want to tell you about what's happening in the Christians for Humans camp.
I have decided that I can no longer in good conscience serve this community with that
maniac Urban at the head. I may not be a big fan of wizards, let alone Samuel, but I am a
Christian and Christians don't do the type of things Urban has in mind. I'd like to join you in
Omega, but I think there's something I need to do first."
Celestine was confused. "If you don't like what you're doing there, get out of there. You're
not the Savior. You don't have to suffer to help us."

"I'm afraid I do, Eminence. You see, Urban has plans to do things which I believe are a
little...rash."
Celestine bit his lip. "And these are?"
Pavlov hesitated on the other end of the line. Finally, he spoke in a whisper. "I have reason
to believe that they are planning a terrorist attack against Omega."
Celestine uttered a word which normally was not associated with a high-ranking Church
official. "What in the name of God are they doing now?"
"They're still in the planning stages at this point. I must say, Urban is very angry that you
branded him a terrorist. He thinks he's doing the right thing by attacking wizards."
"That makes him a terrorist. John Paul specifically said that the witchcraft prohibition is
against harmful magic and only harmful magic. You are in the right here."
"I agree, Eminence, and that's why I'm calling you. I want to give you a heads up about
this. Whatever it is, it's probably going to be in the next three weeks or so."
Celestine raced into the cafe and asked one of the workers at the snack stand for a piece a
paper. Thus equipped, her returned to the phone. "Tell me everything you know, son. We've
got wizards here now, so maybe they'll be able to defend themselves. And then get over
here as soon as you can."
Pavlov sounded regretful. "I can't come over, Eminence, until the attack is complete. They
think that I'm supportive for the time being, and I don't want to blow my cover. Also, you're
going to need a man inside Christians for Humans to spy on what they're doing."
"That's dangerous."
"Yes, and the Savior overturning the moneychangers' tables in the Temple was dangerous
too. Yet He did it."
Celestine nodded. "Point taken. Will you be able to stop the attack?"
"I don't think so, Eminence, without revealing myself or without Urban completely changing
his mind. He's completely deranged, Eminence. I've often wondered whether I should try an
exorcism on him."
Celestine laughed briefly but got back down to business. "All right, you can't stop the
attack. However, you'll be able to tell us which form it will take and when it will come so we
will be able to defend ourselves."
Pavlov sounded much more relieved now. "Yes, Eminence. That, I can do."
"Good. Keep us updated every few days until then. And keep it discreet -- we don't want
Christians for Humans figuring out that you're a double agent."
"I will. I assume that John Paul will welcome me back in the Church, Eminence?"
"It will be as if you had never left, Father Pavlov. God always forgives, so how can we be
any different?"

"Thank you, Eminence."
"You're welcome, Leonid. Now -- oh, before I forget, maybe you could do something for me
which will help with the surprise Urban is going to get when their attack completely
disintegrates. Are you highly ranked in the Christians for Humans power structure?"
"Very much so, Eminence. I'm part of the Inner Council."
"Good. Get the names and addresses of all the high-ranking members of the Christians for
Humans movement. Ideally, get the information for all the members, period. When they
attack -- and fail miserably -- we do what the Americans did with America for Humans. We
will coordinate with the Romanovs (and if possible Atlantis) to round them up all at once.
After this attack, Christians for Humans will be no more."
Celestine could hear the excitement in Pavlov's voice. "I like this, Eminence. I really do. God
knows Urban deserves it."
"Indeed. Urban will be our Pitmoss, Father Pavlov. Think of this as your penance for your
time serving Urban."
Celestine could hear the thankfulness in Pavlov's voice. "Thank you very much, Eminence. I
mean it from the bottom of my heart."
"You're welcome, son. Anything else I can do for you?"
Pavlov spoke one last time. "Actually, there is. Would you be willing to take a confession
over the phone? I know we don't have the traditional booth, but since I can't see you and
you're one of my spiritual mentors..."
To be continued...
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Guys, I've just found something interesting which will influence the TL - Armando Dippet,
the predecessor of Dumbledore as Headmaster.
According to his wiki page, Professor Dippet was born in 1637 and died in 1992, giving a
total age of 355.
Thoughts on this strange matter? Maybe another stone or one which he shared with Flamel.
Remember that he died in 1992, the year the stone is destroyed. However, in this sense,
shouldn't Flamel & Co also die in 1992?
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Originally Posted by ByzantineCaesar (Post 5051652)

Guys, I've just found something interesting which will influence the TL - Armando Dippet,
the predecessor of Dumbledore as Headmaster.
According to his wiki page, Professor Dippet was born in 1637 and died in 1992, giving a
total age of 355.
Thoughts on this strange matter? Maybe another stone or one which he shared with Flamel.
Remember that he died in 1992, the year the stone is destroyed. However, in this sense,
shouldn't Flamel & Co also die in 1992?
Interesting discovery!
Things to consider: we know Flamel is the only person with the Stone as of September 1991
(the Chocolate Frog card says Flamel's Stone is the only one in existence when Harry first
gets on the train in Year 1). Flamel is obviously feeding Dippet the Elixir of Life.
The story I have with Flamel is that originally he was giving the Elixir of Life to more people
but eventually he stopped giving it out freely, restricting it to only people he trusted. By
1992 the ranks of the super-old are down to himself, his wife, and Hugh -- and now maybe
Dippet, whom Flamel trusted enough to give the Stone.
Now keep in mind that people don't die immediately once they stop using the Stone. They
just start aging normally again (in fact, a now-defunct epilogue had Dumbledore dying of
natural causes in 2001 and Flamel doing the same in 2011 with Hugh succeeding him as
minister then). And here is how we can resolve the problem.
The paradox can be explained in one of four ways. Assume Dippet would have died at age
100 normally.
1. Dippet goes on the Stone at age 40. He is elected headmaster of Hogwarts in the late
1800's due to his great age and wisdom. During the Voldemort era (when Voldemort is a
student), he appears to be 40. Dippet sees what Voldemort will become and thinks he's not
worthy to live. So, in 1932 he goes off the Stone and starts aging normally. In 1992, he
dies of old age.
2. Dippet goes on the Stone at age 97. He looks 97 when he's talking with Voldemort.
Eventually, in the 1950's or so he decides he's sick of running Hogwart and retires, still on
the Stone. Dumbledore succeeds him and Dippet lives a low-key life like Flamel. In 1992,
Flamel destroys the Stone. This makes Dippet start aging again, and he dies in 1995. By the
time the POD takes place, there are only three super-old left.
3. Dippet goes off the Stone and dies in 1992 shortly before Voldemort tries to steal the
Stone. This makes Flamel's decision to destroy the Stone much easier as he doesn't have
people screaming "hey, you do that you're going to kill me too!"
4. Dippet is in the same situation Flamel is: still alive but no one realizes it -- and that 1992
is a "ca. 1992" in that it would be soon after the Stone is destroyed, but how soon. Now in
THIS scenario, it's conceivable for him to be made Minister of Magic when Flamel starts his
speaking engagement at the end of the school year and retires from the Ministry. That is, of
course, that he didn't die during Judgment Day
What do you think?

----------COROLLARY: There are very likely other super-old people out there, people whom Flamel
was giving the Elixir and who aren't living with the Flamels (which is what exposes Hugh).
These people are now aging normally and will die within the next 50 or so years (unless
someone makes another Stone -- POSSIBLY ONE OF THEM, especially if they reverse
engineer it). This could lead to another interesting plot where someone tries to recreate a
Stone (kidnap Hugh? Remember Hugh is in effect the poor grad student Professor Flamel
used to do the grunt work on the Stone).
Among the people I've always wondered about for being super-old are all Hogwarts staff
members who were around during the Voldemort era. We know Voldemort spoke with
Dumbledore and that Dumbledore is 114. By super-old, however, we'll assume that the
person is above 150. You CANNOT reach super-old status without the Stone.
One thing I've noticed is that Horace Slughorn's age is not mentioned. He was already
an established professor at Hogwarts, and he knew enough to discuss Horcruxes with
Voldemort even though Defense Against the Dark Arts is not his specialty. He's also good
with memory charms and is smart enough to modify his own memories -- and he's a
POTIONS teacher. This means he's learned a LOT of stuff, and he's a good professor to
boot. This means high wisdom. And VERY likely high age. As a Slytherin, he's ambitious as
well and immortality might be appealing to him. Even more interesting is the fact that he's
RETIRED and Dumbledore's still an active staff member implies an age higher than
Dumbledore's.
Could Slughorn be 200+? :O
Also -- I REALLY wonder if Dumbledore was on the Stone. 114 and still in good health? Even
for a wizard, that sounds like it's pushing it. I mean, the Stone is in the CASTLE where
Dumbledore can get at it and feed Flamel.
EDIT: I Googled for the wizards' lifespan and got this:
---Old Age
Wizards can live longer than Muggles.
Dumbledore is about 150 [wrong] and McGonagall is a "sprightly 70" (Sch2)
Madam Marchbanks is even older, since she tested Dumbledore in his N.E.W.T.s [OK, make
her 150]
---The longest-lived wizards on record are Nicolas Flamel and his wife Perenelle, aged 666 and
658, respectively. They are considered extraordinarily long-lived and nowhere near average.
Given Dumbledore's age of 115 and Aunt Muriel's age of 105+, it is clear that wizards and
witches enjoy a longer lifespan than muggles, though it is unknown if this is as unusual as a
muggle centenarian. What is known is that wizards are healthy and active until much later
in life than your average muggle.
---Assuming the oldest you can get without a Philosopher's Stone unaided is 150 (BIG IF -- if
there are any known 200+ wizards before 1300 this is shot as there was no Stone before
Flamel's), you can have a VERY interesting plot which could be added at this point.
Suppose there were (say) 10 people Flamel in addition to Hugh and his wife who had been
secretly been supplied with the Elixir of Life in exchange for not telling everyone they're old.

Dippet would be one of them. They all know each other and live in a closed society, possibly
working for the Department of Mysteries with all their wisdom. They clearly LIKE life as
they're still alive.
Suppose you're one of these 10. Flamel tells you that he's destroyed the Stone because he's
scared of big bad Voldemort -- and was convinced by someone who is NOT on the Stone.
How would you react? You probably wouldn't be very happy, right? How would you react?
For all we know, pressure from these ancient wizards in the Department of Mysteries could
have very likely influenced Fudge's decision to start interfering with, and hating,
Dumbledore as Dumbledore was the man responsible for the Stone's destruction!
1. Copy down the instructions, make a new Stone, and not tell Flamel. HUGH COULD DO
THIS. He was behind the Stone to begin with as the grad student who did the work. He
could have his own notes which he dictated to Flamel. Once Voldemort dies and
Dumbledore's excuse is no longer relevant...
2. When Harold-Green announces they have a Stone, start funneling them money and
wisdom in exchange for Stone research and Elixir of Life.
3. Find out about attempts at Harold-Green to recreate the Stone after the raid on H-G.
Start financing them or Ziggurat Labs's disgruntled employee.
4. Break into the American Department of Magic and walk off with their Stone.
5. Break into the Pentagon (few Wizarding defenses) and walk off with its Stone.
There are probably a whole lot of pissed off wizards out there...and don't forget that one of
them could be a certain Sofia Dippet, widow of the suddenly late Armando Dippet...
As a teaser, the Elixir of Life is going to come into play at the Battle of Buyan...which means
SOMEONE has a Stone out. These Great Old Ones (pun intended) are going to get VERY
supportive of whoever's got that Stone...and that person very easily be Koschei! Can you
imagine if everyone notices it's the Elixir, gapes at Hugh/Flamel, and prompts him to say:
"It's not mine!"
The response: "Oh, so you have another one?"

January First-of-May,

September 20th, 2011 08:38 PM

That makes my (originally jocular) theory that Flamel had given a little of that Elixir of Life
to the young Jeanne-Louise Calment incredibly more probable...
An interesting twist on that would've been that little Jeanne was one of the last people to
whom Flamel still gave the Elixir freely - back in the 1890s maybe? - and he doesn't quite
realize that she's still alive (as most people - especially Muggles - tend to die before the age
of 100, and Jeanne's natural lifespan would've been something like 116).

Xandrel,

September 20th, 2011 09:08 PM

acgoldis, JK Rowling herself said that all the spells and all the chocolate frog famous wizard
cards in the Harry Potter videogames ARE canon.
Now, here, I have the list of the wizards from the cards (birth and death dates included):

http://www.hp-lexicon.org/wizards/card_wizards.html
I'm reading it now, so I don't know everything, but I'll post anything suspicious.

Xandrel,

September 20th, 2011 09:18 PM

famous Hag:
Cordelia Misericordia
1298-1401.
Hag representative at 14th century summit of Wizard's Council.
but that's only 103, so I guess that's too low

January First-of-May,

September 20th, 2011 10:23 PM

Checked the link.
As far as I can tell, the only ones mentioned to be older than 110 are Yardley Platt (14461557), Musidora Barkwith (1520-1666) and Lord Stoddard Withers (1642-1769).
I'd put Yardley Platt as realistic (he died at 111), and the other two fit right in the era when
it's likely for Flamel to supply them with the Elixir (and for that matter, both died before
reaching 150).
EDIT: Missed Grogan Stump (1770-1884). That doesn't change much, though.

acgoldis,

September 20th, 2011 11:43 PM

Update #436: Fahrenheit 4:51
----------Wednesday, November 20, 1996
Omega Institute
Rhinebeck, NY
United States of America
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/3.5%
----------NEXT UP: That's Some Isolationist Policy
----------Celestine hung up the phone and began hurrying over to Samuel's building. At least he
thought of at as Samuel's building -- it was the dorm where his interpreter lived. Samuel
himself, of course, didn't need to sleep because he had fall asleep three thousand years
earlier.
He didn't know whether Samuel would be relieved or upset by this new development.
Granted, Samuel would likely approve of Pavlov's actions -- at least those which the priest
hadn't brought up during the confession session. However, the fact that at least one group
of fundamentalists had targeted Omega would likely not sit well with him. Regardless of his
opinion, this would have to be taken to the top.
It appeared he would have to wait, however. Samuel and his interpreter were apparently
talking with John Paul, who seemed to have stumbled across a problem of his own.

The pontiff looked dejected as he explained the situation to Samuel, "Yes, Holy One. They're
burning copies of your new Bible."
Samuel looked horrified, much more than Celestine would have expected. Suddenly,
however, Celestine understood why. In an era before the printing press, books hadn't been
so easy to come by.
The prophet grunted something, and the interpreter translated. "Who's doing it?"
"The Westboro Baptist Church, Holy One."
Samuel thought for a second. "That group sounds familiar. Aren't they --"
"Yes, Holy One. They're Phelps's old congregation. They're now operating out of a house
somewhere in rural Kansas and have a new preacher who wasn't involved with America for
Humans. So far, they haven't done anything particularly rash."
Samuel frowned. "Are you telling me America for Humans is coming back? I thought the
attack on the Wizarding towns in the state of Massachusetts triggered a major crackdown
on the group."
"America for Humans itself seems to be transforming itself into the Revelation Party, a
political party. The group seems to have changed its modus operandi from terror attacks to
political pressure. That's good, as it will make them easier to ignore. However, you have to
understand that Phelps's hateful congregation existed long before the Statute of Secrecy fell
and America for Humans was founded. This is just a fundamentalist sect doing what it does
best -- irritate people."
Samuel winced. "I see. Have we excommunicated that congregation yet?"
"I think so, Holy One. We can always do that again."
"Good. Reissue the edict of excommunication and make a statement that anyone who gives
money to an organization such as this will be placed under the ban as well. Tell Celestine
and the rest of the sects' leaders to do the same."
"What happens if people donate money to the Church for humanitarian purposes? A
Christian house of worship provides both humanitarian and religious support."
Samuel thought for a moment, then nodded. "That will be all right, provided that the donor
stipulate that they not be used for hateful purposes."
The pontiff nodded. "Makes sense to me. Listen, I should probably get going because
Celestine seems to be waiting to talk to you. One last question, then. What do you think of
me elevating Ibrahim to Deputy Kohen Gadol? He's going to take the name Ibrahim I upon
elevation. Recall that he was already associated with the al-Aqsa Mosque before you arrived
and turned it into the Third Temple."
"Works with me. He is from the Muslim sect, right? People with Semitic names tend to be
Muslim or Jewish, and there are far more Muslims than Jews."
"Yes, Holy One."

"I thought so. Having a Muslim running the Temple makes a lot of sense given its history.
Well done, John Paul. You are going to make an excellent Kohen Gadol."
John Paul nodded and excused himself. Celestine was about to begin speaking when
Deborah suddenly appeared in the room and started chattering in rapid-fire ancient Semitic
with Samuel.
The interpreter listened, bit his lip, and turned to Celestine. "Great. Five more people just
left the conference. They claim it's because it's getting too cold. However, I have a strange
feeling that they'd have stayed a little longer had there been fewer reforms. One man and
four women, with the women claiming that the more conservative delegates are trying to
undermine the powers of the new female priesthood. Rabbi Sara Hurwitz tried to convince
them to stay but it didn't work."
Celestine shrugged. "It's a big change. When the Jews first ordained female clergy in the
liberal movements, the women still suffered discrimination. As it is, a good 30% of the
Orthodox Jews here don't buy her ordination -- as do about 85% of the Orthodox Jews
outside this campus. Give it time, however: it will work. Who ordained Rabbi Hurwitz,
Samuel or Deborah?"
"Deborah did. You can assume that if the candidate is wearing a skirt, hijab, or burqa odds
are 10 to 1 that she elevated her."
Eventually, Samuel finished speaking with Deborah, who vanished into thin air as usual. The
prophet then turned to Celestine. "Good afternoon, Celestine. How can I help you?"
"Holy One, I have good news and bad news. The bad news is that my rebellious offspring
known as Christians for Humans plans to attack this conference. The good news is that one
of the members of that group's Inner Council has become disillusioned enough with Urban
to betray Christians for Humans to us. He's going to be reporting on all of their plans while
gathering up as much information on the members as possible. When the day of the attack
comes, we'll be prepared to defend ourselves and we'll run Christians for Humans into the
ground using the same techniques the United States did against America for Humans."
Samuel nodded. "That's good, and bad, to hear. What type of attack do they have
planned?"
"Not sure yet. All we know is that it will be in about three weeks. Given our experience
handling the High Holiday pilgrimages, we should be able to get everyone out of here pretty
quickly."
"Indeed. Cotso Rica sounds like it should be very nice this time of year, especially for you
mortals who have to deal with the cold and are accustomed to climate-controlled buildings."
Celestine couldn't help but laugh. "You mean Costa Rica, the site of the Omega Institute's
winter retreat center? Yes indeed, Holy One. Costa Rica will work pretty well."
------------------Walsh Household
Blindburn, UK
---------"FREEZE!"

Riley Walsh nearly dropped his bottle of Blast Cola in shock. What the hell was going on
here? He spun and found himself facing three men with wands pointed at his head. There
were also a couple of cops with them.
Shit, he thought. He hoped this wasn't what he thought it was.
"Mr. Walsh, we're from the Ministry of Magic and we'd like to talk to you about Britain for
Humans. You name was mentioned by an operative named Henry Knight, and we've been
hoping to get hold of you for a while. You can start by telling us where exactly Isabel Miller
is and handing over any computers in your possession."
Walsh was barely able to speak. "I don't know where she is! I'm just a mid-level operative,
and I wasn't involved in the attack!"
"Well see about that. Ever heard of Veritaserum before?"
To be continued...

thepenguin,

September 20th, 2011 11:48 PM

In England: The Ministry of Magic is going solo on this? I would think the Muggle police
would be helping out on the sweep.
In America: They should turn the information over to the local FBI field office and ask for
heightened security from the New York State Police and local law enforcement. Bombsniffing dogs and all that.

acgoldis,

September 21st, 2011 12:10 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by thepenguin (Post 5056098)
In England: The Ministry of Magic is going solo on this? I would think the Muggle police
would be helping out on the sweep.
In America: They should turn the information over to the local FBI field office and ask for
heightened security from the New York State Police and local law enforcement. Bombsniffing dogs and all that.
I'll add a few Muggle cops in there.

Tirion,

September 21st, 2011 09:39 PM

Plausability check: ancient, mostly forgotten way of sealing Horcrux "spirits" away.
So, we know Koschei was "in Limbo" for centuries, and we have no proof of Rasputin being
active either, though he might have been merrily possessing people in the USSR for fun and
mayhem. Anyway, Horcruxes were invented by Harpo the Foul thousands of years before
Koschei was born, and he was stopped (he also invented the basilisk, which has horcrux-

killing poison... good job breaking it). Anyway, since I already used some barrier keeping
souls from leaving a small area in a Mab update, it occurred to me that Atlantis might know,
or had once known, a really powerful large scale version of that spell. By large scale, I mean
"Oh, Buyan is hidden from us, let's just draw a circle that includes both Koschei and his
Horcrux's vague location, activate it and kill the bastard when he is in that circle" = a good
chunk of the Black Sea. The "walled off" area was then drew tighter, and as an end result,
even without knowing the whereabouts of his Horcrux, they can bind Koschei to it.
In practice, this means the Great Bear alliance will have to destroy/deactivate some obscure
wards around the Black Sea, and first get some intel on where the hell they actually are.
Note that the info gathering part might already be done- Rasputin had some important
paperwork stashed away in the frozen northlands, and he sent out the Black Fist over 100
updates ago to retrieve those...

Xandrel,

September 21st, 2011 10:01 PM

I know that it won't make it into the timeline (or maybe will in the shared worlds, who
knows).
But I'd like to post this as a nice reference.
I don't know if any of you heard about this book called:
"The Night of Wishes: Or the Satanarchaeolidealcohellish Notion Potion"
(gotta love the title, huh?)
Or, most commonly known as Wunschpunsch.
The plot is basically this: two evil wizards have a magical spell (that's so long that it has to
be written on a very long scroll) that allows them to make the titular potion.
The potion works by generating a Spell of Mass Transmutation that works for seven hours.
If the spell is deactivated or disrupted before the 7 hours pass, it is reversed as if nothing
happened.
If however nobody deactivates it, the seven hours pass and the damage is permanent.
Here's how they use it: they create the potion and attack the fictional city of Megalopolis
creating an incredible amount of pollution there, plants die, water becomes undrinkable etc.
Fortunately, their animals (who happen to be sentient) deactivate the spell before the 7th
hour passes and all the pollution disappears.
Now come on, does that sound like an awesome plot or what? The wunshpunsch scroll could
be an ancient artifact, long forgotten by modern wizards.
Imagine what horrors could be unleashed by using it (anything can be done, you can even
turn everyone in the blast area to cats)...that is if the spell isn't deactivated.
Say...I think I've got an idea for the next villain after Koschei gets defeated (let's say a year
after that).

acgoldis,
Quote:

September 21st, 2011 10:35 PM

Originally Posted by Tirion (Post 5059782)
Plausability check: ancient, mostly forgotten way of sealing Horcrux "spirits" away.
So, we know Koschei was "in Limbo" for centuries, and we have no proof of Rasputin being
active either, though he might have been merrily possessing people in the USSR for fun and
mayhem. Anyway, Horcruxes were invented by Harpo the Foul thousands of years before
Koschei was born, and he was stopped (he also invented the basilisk, which has horcruxkilling poison... good job breaking it). Anyway, since I already used some barrier keeping
souls from leaving a small area in a Mab update, it occurred to me that Atlantis might know,
or had once known, a really powerful large scale version of that spell. By large scale, I mean
"Oh, Buyan is hidden from us, let's just draw a circle that includes both Koschei and his
Horcrux's vague location, activate it and kill the bastard when he is in that circle" = a good
chunk of the Black Sea. The "walled off" area was then drew tighter, and as an end result,
even without knowing the whereabouts of his Horcrux, they can bind Koschei to it.
In practice, this means the Great Bear alliance will have to destroy/deactivate some obscure
wards around the Black Sea, and first get some intel on where the hell they actually are.
Note that the info gathering part might already be done- Rasputin had some important
paperwork stashed away in the frozen northlands, and he sent out the Black Fist over 100
updates ago to retrieve those...
I didn't have any of those wards in mind when I made the timeline -- sorry about that. And
if the wards existed, they'd have already been encountered when Rasputin was holding
meetings near Buyan (and even if those were missed when Rasputin tried to set up shop on
Buyan as a personal safe house).

acgoldis,

September 22nd, 2011 04:49 PM

Update #437: That's Some Isolationist Policy
----------Thursday, November 21, 1996
Syrdan Council Chamber
Syrdasch
Syrdan
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/3.7%
----------NEXT UP: Samuelist Shabbaton
----------Vixar stared at the report in horror and turned to his advisor. "Please tell me that this is a
joke. If it's not, we're in bigger trouble than we had thought."
The advisor shook his head. "I'm afraid not, Chancellor. If you wish, we can send for the
head of the Intelligence Service. He'll confirm everything that's in here."
Frantically trying to figure out what to do, Vixar turned to the other two chancellors.
"Ladies, it appears we have a problem. A very large problem."
Ortelu winced. "Like we didn't have problems already. All right, Vixar, what's the bad
news?"

Vixar drew a deep breath. "Our spies in Nestor have informed the Intelligence Service that
there have been several secret meetings between representatives of the United States of
America and high-ranking Nestorian officials. In addition, Nestora has expanded its military
training drills to include women between 30 and 35."
Siatnan slammed her fist on the desk. "Shit! It sounds like the two of them have formed an
alliance and want to finish what they started here."
Vixar's advisor cut in. "That's a distinct possibility, Chancellor Siatnan. Particularly since the
American public has been pressuring President Clinton of the United States to do something
about our treatment of the yahoos."
"But we've already made some reforms! Don't those count?"
The advisor shrugged. "Not enough, apparently. Yes, we've made some reforms, and those
quite possibly may have been enough to appease Clinton had they been done in a vacuum.
However, we have reason to believe that ordinary American citizens didn't know about the
government's earlier campaign against us. They know now, however, thanks to that overly
talkative nine-year-old girl. The first impression that the Americans are getting is an
account from one of Altri's former slaves. And we all know that Altri was a
bit...overzealous."
Ortelu whistled. "We've got to do something, and do it fast. At the very least, I'd
recommend increasing our own readiness. Mobilize some of our own soldiers and give them
experience in real life situations by having them try to subdue the Syrdani Muggle
Resistance Movement. In the meantime, send an emissary to Nestor --"
She suddenly cut off when she realized the flaw in her plan. "Merlin's beard, we can't send
an emissary to Nestor. We got this through the Intelligence Service! If we react too quickly,
they'll know we've got a spy in their government!"
Vixar nodded. "That's a logical conclusion. However, there's a way around that: tell them
that we're mobilizing people to deal with the SMRM and that it has nothing to do with
Nestor. If we're lucky, they won't realize that we're in on their little scheme and will stop
hassling us."
The advisor cut in. "Chancellors, my personal opinion is that we need to squelch the
Resistance Movement as soon as possible once we take action against Nestor. Markali might
try to distract us by encouraging the SMRM to take up arms against us. Come to think of it,
they could ARM the SMRM and make things worse."
Vixar nodded. "Looks like we've got a plan: send troops to get some experience handling
the SMRM and tell Nestor that it's an internal issue. That will deal with the short-term
issues. Now the question comes: what do we do about the United States. We've got to
convince the United States that we aren't going to attack them."
The advisor glanced at him. "Are you three thinking of attacking the US?"
Siatnan snorted. "Hell no, at least not openly. They're a major Muggle superpower, and
we've got problems of our own right now. If we deploy troops against the United States
we'll be seen as the aggressor, and if that weren't enough Nestor and the SMRM would
undermine us from within."

Vixar scratched his beard. "Then what do we do? Obliviate the President into thinking we're
his ally? Assassinate him?"
Siatnan thought for a moment. "You know, an operation against Clinton might not be a bad
idea. He's a Muggle leading a Muggle nation, which likely means his Secret Service isn't
accustomed to magical threats yet."
Ortelu shook her head. "He's got a Minister of Magic."
"A relatively new one, Ortelu. Recall that Radner retired recently."
Vixar suddenly smiled. "I've got an idea. How about getting the United States to fight
Nestor after convincing Clinton that we've started treating the yahoos better? If we're lucky,
we'll be able to get the president to side with us against Nestor?"
Siatnan looked at him warily. "And how do you propose to do that?"
Vixar grinned. "Simple. We've still got some captured veela in our prison system right?"
The advisor nodded. "Yes...I don't see where you're going with this, Supreme Chancellor."
Vixar turned to the advisor. "Simple. One of your people must be good with Memory
Charms, right? Specifically, modification of memories?"
"Yes...but how..."
"Good. And we can assume that these captured veela agents are trained professionals?"
"Yes..."
Siatnan grunted. "All right, Vixar. Enlighten us. What's your plan?"
"Simple. We place a Memory Charm on one of the captured veela and convince her that
Markali had ordered her to assassinate the president of the United States."
The advisor stared at him as Ortelu shook her head. "Too dangerous. What if she gets
caught?"
Vixar smiled. "If she gets caught, she confesses. However, remember that she'll have the
Memory Charm on her. This Charm will convince her that she's been a Nestorian agent all
along and that she had been given an order directly from Markali to kill Clinton."
Ortelu got it. "I see where you're going. If she gets caught, the American people blame
Nestor instead of us because she thinks she's a Nestorian agent. The fact that she's a veela
will just serve as proof. And once that happens, we offer an olive branch to the United
States and ask to assist them in dealing with Nestor. We will do so out of gratitude for their
assistance in giving us Muggle technology."
Siatnan grimaced. "It's very risky. What happens if the Memory Charm doesn't work?
Besides, why would Markali suddenly want Clinton dead after allying with him against us?"

Vixar shrugged. "I haven't thought it all the way through yet, to be honest. However, it is
something we may want to consider if the situation really gets bad."
----------Gaza Strip
-----Nagi Suhail Ali smiled as he'd managed to break into the house and come away with a few
necklaces and a lot of cash. The place had been protected by a burglar alarm, but he'd been
able to disarm it before he broke in. He'd lost his job in the chaos immediately following
Judgment Day and the destruction of Tel Aviv. Now he'd be able to put food on the table.
He hurried into his backyard and got to work burying the loot. He had gotten midway
through the operation when he felt as if someone was watching him. Gun in hand, he looked
around to see if anyone was in the area. He didn't see anyone, however. He caught
movement out of the corner of his eye and breathed a sigh of relief when he realized that it
must have been a tree: it was far too big to be a person.
Trying to figure out what to buy, he got back to burying his ill-gotten goods. He didn't get
far, however, before a voice boomed out behind him.
"Good evening, sir. I'm Abliath from the Nephil Protection Authority. I'm kind of curious why
you're burying all of that information instead of putting it back in the house where it came
from."
Swearing, he turned to look at the source of the sound. It had been the tree. He had a
horrible suspicion as he looked up and up...and saw what appeared to be a face on top of
the tree.
One of the Nephilim was, in fact, in his backyard.
Horrified, he pulled out his gun and took a shot, only to find the bullet bouncing off what
appeared to be a steel vest. Son of a bitch, he thought. Not only were they four meters tall,
but they were wearing reinforced armor!
The giant swore, and a huge fist closed around Ali, who screamed as he was lifted off the
ground. He couldn't move either hand as they had been pressed into his sides. There was
nothing that he could do other than hope the giant didn't drop him.
The giant lifted him a good ten feet in the air and glared at him. "All right, sir. That's not a
very nice thing to do. In fact, I'm pretty mad at you about that. So, I'll give you a choice.
Either you put back all of those stolen goods or I'm going to crush you to death right here in
my fist and then hang your mangled body from that tree. Which do you prefer?"
Ali was barely able to speak. "I had no choice! I have no money!"
"Then look for a job, at least a temporary one. If you have a family, have one of your family
members get a job."
"My wife has to deal with the kids right now! She can't work!"
The giant squeezed a little harder. "Then take anything you can get, even if you wouldn't
normally take it. However, I don't have time for this right now. I don't really respect people
who refuse to work for their rewards. So, what's your response? I'll give you to the count of
three: one, two..."

Less than an hour later, the necklaces and the cash were back where they had come from
and Ali was busy trying to rewrite his resume.
To be continued...

acgoldis,

September 23rd, 2011 12:05 PM

Update #438: Samuelist Shabbaton
----------Friday, November 22, 1996
Somewhere
I-90
Massachusetts
United States of America
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/3.7%
----------NEXT UP: For Whom Isabel Tolls
----------It had been about ninety minutes since I had left Waltham and turned onto the
Massachusetts Turnpike headed west. Route 128 went past without any real fanfare -- I was
very familiar with that area. The magnitude of this trip, however, didn't sink in until I went
past Framingham. Beyond Framingham lay Route 495, Worcester, Springfield...and the
great unknown.
I liked to travel, and occasionally went on day trips (or night trips to go stargazing).
However, I had to admit that I knew very little of the world beyond 495. The only time I
had ever gone out this far was to go to summer camp in Palmer, which was somewhere
beyond 495 far over the horizon. Well, Route 495 had been under 20 miles from Boston.
And judging from the map there had a long, long way to go.
In the uncharted wilderness beyond 495 were highways I'd never heard of before: 290,
395, I-84, and I-91. I watched as the mile markers slowly counted down, heading to zero at
the border with New York. Amazingly, the Turnpike didn't actually go through Worcester,
the second or third largest city in New England. One would have expected a major highway
to go through such a major city. Then again, I knew very little about Worcester.
Towns without meaning whizzed by me as I headed west. Brimfield? Uxbridge? I remember
seeing them on atlases, but they had could have been on Mars as far as I knew. Chicopee?
Sounded like what a young bird did after it drank too much.
The trip went on and on, and the numbers on the mile markers continued to decrease. I had
budgeted five hours for this trip, and it looked like I was going to make it in plenty of time. I
had to get in before sundown, after all.
I discovered the Black Hole about fifty miles before the border with New York. The Black
Hole consisted of a thirty-mile stretch of highway with absolutely no exits or turnoffs other
than rest areas. This had to be the end of civilization, I thought. In the greater Boston area,
exits further than maybe two miles apart were few and far between. Thirty miles? That was
half the distance between Boston and Providence! I went through a series of little-known
towns as I made my way through the Black Hole: Otis, Russell, Becket. There were virtually

no buildings in sight in the Black Hole, and it made me wonder how on earth people even
got to those towns. How many people even lived out here? I had always thought Springfield
had been on the western edge of the state -- but it had proven to be a good fifty miles or
more away from New York.
The lack of exits and unending stretch of road unnerved me to some extent, and I was
relieved when I reached the next exit fewer than 20 miles from New York. At this point,
however, I realized that for the first time in my life I was literally driving off the face of the
earth as far as I was concerned. I liked atlases, and I enjoyed leafing through my family's
book of Massachusetts town maps. Since that book only contained Massachusetts towns, I
had no idea whatsoever what awaited me on the far side of that border. All I knew is that
Yankees and Mets fans existed out there. I at least recognized that Brimfield and Otis were
towns from the atlas. Beyond that...nothing.
The mile markers reached mile zero, yet the Turnpike did not end. Now called I-90, it
continued onwards into New York, which proved to look a lot like western Massachusetts.
Towns with bizarre names like Canaan and Austerlitz littered the landscape as exits with
numbers like B3 began branching off the highway.
I eventually found the Taconic State Parkway (whatever that was) and turned onto it,
heading south. There would be about forty miles more on this highway, one which never
even touched Massachusetts. I was truly out on my own as I watched another long series of
meaningless town names go by. There was a brief moment of shock when I discovered that
New York also had a Chatham. Depending on the traffic going over the Sagamore and
Bourne bridges, this Chatham could very well be a faster commute than the real Chatham
on Cape Cod.
Finally, after what seemed like an eternity -- and in one very real sense was as I had never
driven this far before in one sitting -- I found the exit leading to Omega and started
wending my way through the back roads of some extremely small towns which had honest
to goodness FARMS on them. I had never been on a farm before short of the Drumlin Farm
childhood field trip. There were no cities of any size anywhere in the area.
Or were there? As I drove closer and closer to Rhinebeck, I began seeing evidence that
there were more people living in the area than I would have expected from the map. Traffic
began to increase, and many of the general stores were advertising sales on Omega
paraphernalia and Buddhist/New Age books. Many of the towns' small inns were filled to
capacity, presumably by people who had made the pilgrimage to the Omega campus and
had decided to stay there permanently -- or at least for long periods of time.
I soon found myself part of a long parade of cars all following the same route towards the
Omega campus. Most of them had people in their twenties and early thirties, about my age.
Some may have been undergrads. There were a few cute girls, which gave me hope that I
might actually find someone there.
The train of vehicles slowed and stopped...in the middle of nowhere. A traffic jam out here?
The reason for the delay soon became evident: there was a security checkpoint with
barricades and so forth. Considering what had happened at the British Wizarding school and
with the Muslim wizards all over the world, they weren't taking any chances here.
Finally, I pulled into the parking lot at Omega -- a large open area which must have once
been a field where the grass now being routinely mowed by tires. I brought out my suitcase
and tent and made my way over to the registration building. I gave the receptionist my

name and they said they had my reservation.
Then came a surprise: "We've got a room for you. You'll be staying in Nirvana 1. Here it is
on the map."
I blinked. "A room? Cool! However, I has the impression there weren't many rooms
available here and that they were reserved for the elderly."
"That was the case a few weeks ago. However, a lot of people have been leaving the
conference of late, either because of the colder weather or because Samuel's reforms don't
sit well with them."
This was going to be interesting, I thought. "Is Samuel here? I'll actually get to talk to the a
person from the Bible?"
"He's here all right, all 5' 3" or whatever of him. He doesn't know English, of course, so
you'll be speaking with him through an interpreter. You're going to find that he's not exactly
what you would have expected given a strict reading of the Bible. For one thing, he doesn't
have a huge shaggy beard and long hair. He looks sort of like a monk turned professor.
Deborah is here as well, and she's DEFINITELY under five feet. Came in wearing a full burqa
but now we can see her face more. She seems to think she's a cross between Hillary Clinton
and Gloria Steinem, something else the Bible didn't capture. Here's your information packet
and your free Samuelist Bible."
I looked at the book in amazement. "They've printed their new version of the Bible now?"
"Yup. It includes stuff from all three major Abrahamic faiths, plus some Buddhist and Hindu
tales as well. And of course it's got the actual events which took place during Samuel's era:
David inventing the catapult, Samson being about as strong as a modern weightlifter,
Jephthah having soldier's guilt and shell shock, and so forth. Enjoy!"
Intrigued, I headed over to the dorm and dropped off my stuff. It was actually quite small,
smaller even than the dorm at MIT. It just had a nightstand, a bed (no linen -- eek!), a
lamp, and a space heater. Looked like I'd be living like a monk while I was here. Putting the
sleeping bag on the bed, I left the dorm and began walking around the area -- there were
about 45 minutes before the festivities began. It was cloudy out -- in fact, the weather
forecast had a chance of rain -- so it wasn't worth taking the telescope out of the trunk.
That would stay in the car.
The first thing I saw was a majestic arch labeled SANCTUARY. How convenient: I must be
near the main spiritual center. The arch led to a steep staircase which led up a hill and
ended at something which would not have looked out of place in a depiction of Shangri-La.
It appeared to be a large Buddhist temple, koi ponds and everything. Very peaceful. There
was a large pile of shoes outside the front door. I took my shoes off and entered.
The place proved to be a large meditation hall with at least 20 people already there sitting
quietly. More cute girls, I thought. This looked pretty good, and it was a form of selfimprovement which didn't leave a bad taste in my mouth. I made a mental note to sit for a
few minutes before I went to bed.
There was an interesting-looking bookstore (closed for the Sabbath), a maze-like structure
of some sort made out of rocks and very trampled wood chips, and a large building which
appeared to be a library dedicated to Ram Dass. There were a few lumps covered with

sheets which turned out to be statues of the Buddha. Considering Samuel's iconoclastic
stance, hiding the statues sort of made sense. There was also a sauna which I wouldn't
touch with a ten-foot pole: first, it was clothing optional; and second, I didn't want to fry my
rear end off.
It was getting dark as everyone made their way over to the main hall for the reception. I
got there early as usual so I could get a seat near the back. None of the Brandeis or MIT
people were there yet, though I was far from the only person in the room.
There were two lecterns at the front of the room. Behind one of them was a ghostly woman
who had to have been even shorter than the 4'10" Felicia. She was wearing what appeared
to be traditional Muslim or Bedouin garb and was talking to a living woman in what
appeared to be a bizarre dialect of Hebrew where I recognized maybe one out of every eight
words.
Interesting, I thought. Deborah, I presume?
I would have minded talking to her. However, it was obvious she was going to be in high
demand. No fewer than seven guests were converging on her, and the living woman -presumably the interpreter -- told everyone to back off for the time being and set up
appointments to talk with her in the book over there. This prompted a good half of the
people to race for the book. However, I wouldn't be able to make an appointment until
tomorrow night because I couldn't write anything down because of the Sabbath. Stupid rule,
I thought.
More people made their way into the room and began blocking my view of the platform.
With about two minutes to go before the presentation, a second ghost appeared on the
stage and everyone promptly started rattling questions at him. I couldn't help but chuckle.
Samuel did in fact look like a little professor: short beard, white hair -- hell, white
everything -- and mustache. He barked something at Deborah's interpreter, who told us all
to make appointments with him as well. Less than a minute later, a third ghost appeared
whom I recognized as Tiqwael.
Finally, the reception began with every seat filled. Samuel -- well, the interpreter -welcomed us all and told us that we were the future of the Samuelist movement and the
vanguard of a new era where the three Abrahamic faiths would be able to live together in
harmony.
Interesting, I thought. It sounds like he's given up trying to unify the faiths and has fallen
back on trying to get Judaism, Christianity, and Islam to live in the same world without
killing each other. It was a bit of a disappointment, but in reality there wasn't really much
he could do to reverse two millennia of religious evolution.
Samuel went on to explain that the traditional Friday night Qabbalat Shabbat service would
be replaced by a meditation session where a Buddhist monk would give the audience advice
on calming the mind and achieving a state of rest and peace. That fit pretty well with the
spirit of the Sabbath, I thought. I had come to the right place.
The meditation would last about twenty minutes, after which a member of each faith would
give a short sermon. Once the sermons were over, everyone was going to troop over to the
cafeteria for an organic vegetarian dinner.
I blinked. Vegetarian dinner? I hated vegetables! It occurred to me that unless I was badly

mistaken, there wouldn't be much I could eat here. I hoped they had bread at least! It also
occurred to me that Buddhist ascetic practices often included skipping meals after noon.
Maybe I'd start adopting those the hard way...
To be continued...
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I've been thinking of this sort fo stuff do to some rather well written slash fanfics. For which
I came to think of many ways to try killing off their government and purebloods. Might I ask
if they have yet used sattelites to create anti-portkey/apparation wards around the planet,
stuck artificial souls into those kissed by demetors, bought up all the house elves for use by
the governments, or used horcruxes to take control over the cataconic and robots?
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Giysqun Wilde (Post 5066894)
I've been thinking of this sort fo stuff do to some rather well written slash fanfics. For which
I came to think of many ways to try killing off their government and purebloods. Might I ask
if they have yet used sattelites to create anti-portkey/apparation wards around the planet,
stuck artificial souls into those kissed by demetors, bought up all the house elves for use by
the governments, or used horcruxes to take control over the cataconic and robots?
None of these have appeared in the story. At the moment, we can't have machines casting
spells (so no satellites preventing Portkeys). There aren't artificial souls, and Horcruxes
can't control machines at this point.
Elves being purchased by the government is intriguing as a means of "freeing" them.
Hermione found most elves don't want to be freed. Yet how would they like living under a
friendly and relatively lenient master?
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Who said anything about freeing them? They would basically be used for teleportation as
most countries would using wards to stop apparation and portkeys. What have you come up
with for the house elves so far? I have read in one of the fics an interesting thing on there
being symbiotic relationship where they require the magic from their employers to live. If
someone manages to find and contain the creatures who cause blackouts by feeding on
electricity(if they can't find magic to eat) then they can be experimented on to try to find
the corelation between the two and to organically reverse engineer it. I would also suggest
testing to be done on whether or not it can deal with radiation.

January First-of-May,
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Originally Posted by January First-of-May (Post 5055212)
That makes my (originally jocular) theory that Flamel had given a little of that Elixir of Life
to the young Jeanne-Louise Calment incredibly more probable...
An interesting twist on that would've been that little Jeanne was one of the last people to
whom Flamel still gave the Elixir freely - back in the 1890s maybe? - and he doesn't quite
realize that she's still alive (as most people - especially Muggles - tend to die before the age
of 100, and Jeanne's natural lifespan would've been something like 116).
Okay, did anyone notice that? :(
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Update #439: For Whom Isabel Tolls
----------Saturday, November 23, 1996
Ease Gill Cave
United Kingdom
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/3.6%
----------NEXT UP: The Fall of Britain for Humans
----------Isabel Miller didn't like the way things were going. As it was, she was very lucky to have
skipped town when she did. Supposedly the government had visited her flat within five
hours of the attack, confiscating a lot of material. Fortunately, the computer files detailing
the locations and identities of all Britain for Humans operatives were in the her hotel here in
Northern Ireland, where she had booked a room under an assumed name. The data on the
files were encrypted, of course. No one would be able to access them without her secret key
-- even if they were able to log into the computer to begin with.
The afternoon news broadcast had reported that Henry Knight had eventually cooperated
with the authorities and turned over valuable information in exchange for not being
subjected to the Dementor's Kiss, a particularly cruel Wizarding punishment. As a result, his
sentence had been commuted to life in prison without parole. The wizards and cops were
starting to use that information to make their way up the Britain for Humans command
structure, taking people one at a time and getting closer and closer to Isabel herself. As of
1:00 PM, a good half dozen people in Henry Knight's chain of command had already been
taken into custody.
The vice president in charge of Henry Knight's cell would have likely been able to pinpoint
her relatively quickly. However, he had actually done something quite helpful from her
perspective: poison himself rather than face either the Dementor's Kiss or life in prison.
Judging from what had happened with America for Humans after the Quabbin attack, it was
only a matter of time until everyone was rounded up.
For the time being, Isabel Miller was still free, as were about 95% of the Britain for Humans
operatives. She had considered sending out a message to tell them to get the hell out of
Britain, but she decided against it because she figured it had too high a probability of being
intercepted. She could only hope that her people would stay in their safe houses and ride
out the storm.
Having wizards in England was bad in itself. Having wizards spending most of their time and

energy actively trying to track you down using magical means made things even worse. She
began to wonder if the Dursleys -- the founders of Britain for Humans -- had gotten off
easy.
She was armed, of course, with a revolver hidden in her coat. The gun dated back from the
time her ex-husband had been stalking her and she needed some kind of means to defend
himself from his advances. Thankfully, she hadn't been forced to use it, and it had sat in a
locked safe in her flat for the past six years. It suddenly occurred to her that they would
likely realize she had a license for a gun and would naturally concluded that she had it on
her person when they ransacked her house and found the gun missing. Sure, the gun would
have been in the safe, but since when were mechanical locks safe from the prying eyes of
wizards?
This late in the season, there weren't that many people out here, and she had the caves
more or less to herself. She had managed to make her way into the cave system through
one of the lesser-known entrances where no one had been able to see her go in. She was
lucky to have taken an interest in spelunking before getting involved with Britain for
Humans! The geology around here was fascinating, with lots of underground rivers.
She wondered whether she would be able to resurrect Britain for Humans from a cave such
as this. It was an interesting idea, but it would require that she go back aboveground from
time to time to recruit once more. Also, any location which was accessible to anyone but an
experienced caver -- that is, requiring extensive rope work and possibly an underwater
swim -- would be too vulnerable for her own good. Then again, did she want to spend the
rest of her life hiding from the world in total darkness?
She was pondering her future when she heard the flapping of wings far above. A bat, she
thought. The caves were filled with bats. She needed to calm down a little -- otherwise, she
would go absolutely insane. Maybe people would forget about her in a few weeks and be
content with the rest of Britain for Humans...if they managed to round up the rest of the
group.
There was a very un-batlike hoot, and suddenly a piece of parchment fell into her hands.
She shrieked and pulled out her gun, trying to figure out where the parchment had come
from. The silence was complete, however, other than the soft flapping of the bat's wings in
the distance.
She didn't like the sound of this, and cursed herself for not shooting that animal. That had
to have been an owl, and owls tended to deliver messages for the wizards. If the owls knew
where she was, the wizards couldn't be far behind. And she wouldn't be able to get out from
where she was all that easily.
Hoping against hope that she was just being paranoid, she looked at the document. It was
addressed to "Miss Isabel Miller, Ease Gill Cave". Stamped on the upper left hand corner of
the envelope was the seal of the Ministry of Magic.
Shit, she thought. Opening up the letter, she began to read.
-------Dear Ms. Miller. You have evaded us for a long time, but now the game has come to an end. You have ten
minutes from the receipt of this letter to come out of that cave and surrender. If you do not do so, we will
cast a spell which will block of all of the known entrances to Ease Gill and come in after you. You will not
escape, and you will likely be subject to the Dementor's Kiss if you resist. If you do in fact manage to
defeat our men, we will leave the entranced blocked and you will never see daylight again. You will run

out of food very quickly down there.
Do yourself a favor and surrender quietly. If you do so, you have our word as honorable men that you
will not be subjected to the Dementor's Kiss. Instead, you will be placed in the Wizarding prison of
Azkaban for crimes against the Wizarding world. Yes, life in a Wizarding prison is difficult, but it is
better than losing your soul.
Your obedient servant,
Dr. Nicholas J. Flamel Sedai
Minister of Magic
-------Isabel crumpled up the letter and looked around frantically for a place to make her last
stand. Finaly, she found one: a small grotto which could only be accessed through a
crawlway. Making sure that her flashlight was working, she made her way through the
crawlway -- it was about 5 meters long -- and brought out her gun. Then, with a bit of
trepidation, she turned off the flashlight and was surrounded by complete darkness. She
was disoriented for a second and had to feel for the walls of the cave to orient herself.
Ten minutes later, a series of staccato bursts erupted from the cave she had just left and
light blazed through the crawlway as wizards began looking for her. She didn't dare look
through the passage to see if any of them were looking in her direction. She ducked out of
the way as a flashlight beam made its way down the crawlway.
The wizard whistled. "Hey, George! I think we've got a passageway down here! You may
want to check down here as well."
There was a pause, followed by: "It looks pretty narrow, Dave. I'll take it. You head for that
other entrance."
"Fine with me, George."
A pearly white light illuminated appeared in the crawlway and began bobbing around as she
heard someone crawling in her direction. She was trapped, and she knew it. Hoping that she
would be able to find another way out of here -- long odds, but it was better than nothing -she aimed her gun down the corridor and squeezed the trigger.
She got lucky -- the wizard had been too careful making sure he wouldn't get stuck in the
corridor to look ahead. The bullet hit him in the head, and he collapsed noiselessly to the
ground. As she had hoped, the body blocked the entrance to the cave so that no one could
come in afterwards.
She turned on her flashlight and looked further down the passage as shouts erupted from
the main chamber. She soon discovered, much to her chagrin, that there was no way out of
this side chamber other than the way she had come in.
The wizards murmured something in the main cavern and smiled in satisfaction. "George!
You OK? All right, Miller, you bitch. You're going to pay for that. Mike, is it a dead end?"
Another voice. "Yup, it is."
"Good, she's trapped. Cover me -- I'll withdraw George's body and we'll do what must be
done."

Isabel began to panic as a commotion broke out near the front of the cave. Eventually, the
light streaming down the corridor began gyrating once again as the dead wizard's body was
pulled out of the cave.
She tried turning off the flashlight only to see it fly out of her hands, leaving her in darkness
again. One of the wizards outside chuckled: "Hey, it worked! All right, Dave. Do your thing."
The other wizard nodded. "OK, Accio Hotel Key! Reducto!"
Her hotel key disappeared in a blaze of blue light as half of the crawling caved in. She was
now both in complete darkness and unable to escape from her little antechamber. Suddenly,
she knew exactly what the wizards' intent was, and she screamed. "NO!"
The wizard's response was chilling. "It seems you like caving, Miss Miller. You must be quite
experienced to have gotten down here. Hopefully your experience will help you get out of
this."
"I can't get out, sir! You blocked off the entrance!"
She could imagine the wizard shrugging. "Sorry about that. Next time, we'll be a little more
careful."
There was a pause. "My, it looks like you stayed at the Royal Hotel. Good to know -- we'll
tell them to not expect you tonight."
"NO!"
There was another pause, followed by: "Merlin's beard, you are in a bit of a predicament,
aren't you? Tell you what. We'll send a bunch of our people in there, arrest you, and let you
out of that cave, You're not getting out without magical help, Miss Miller. Considering that
the alternative is slow death by asphyxiation, I highly recommend that you surrender."
It was over, Isabel thought. She reached for the cyanide tablet...and found that she couldn't
do it. Telling the wizards that she had given up, she sat back and waited.
-------------Royal Hotel
-------The properietor stared at Dave. "What? You're telling me that Mary Robbins was in fact
Isabel Miller, the maniac behind Britain for Humans?"
Dave nodded and held out a sheet of paper. "Yes, ma'am. Can you take us to her room
please? We've got a warrant."
The proprietor looked at the warrant and nodded. "By all means. You're lucky she isn't here
right now -- now is a good time to search her place. I wonder where she is."
Dave sighed. "We found her in the Ease Gill cave complex and took her into custody. She's
probably going to Azkaban, unless someone wants to impose the death penalty or
Dementor's Kiss."

"Fine with me. She certainly deserves execution for what she did. At any rate, here's her
room. Tell me if we can be of any help."
Dave thanked the proprietor and cast Revelio Hominem. The spell claimed the room was
empty, so he simply unlocked and opened the door.
The room was more or less empty. It looked like Miller had brought only a few pairs of
clothes...and a computer.
Dave looked at the computer in satisfaction. "Well, well. Look at what we have here! Who
here knows how to break simple Muggle passwords using magic? We do!"
Mike shook his head. "That may be the case, but we're not going to be able to read
anything off that computer unless we get it in an Ar-38 atmosphere. We don't want the spell
to wreck the contents of those disks."
"Don't worry, Mike. I'm sure the Ministry will help us on this. Now the fun begins, my friend.
Britain for Humans, you are toast."
To be continued...
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Quote:

Originally Posted by January First-of-May (Post 5067919)
Okay, did anyone notice that? :(
I saw it, but I wasn't sure whether I would make Jeanne a Z-only wizard or not. Maybe we
can have an examination of Jeanne something which would appear in Shared World.
The problem with the Jeanne/Flamel connection is: would Nicholas Flamel even know
Jeanne? Nicholas has been in England all this time (as you can tell from the fact he's been
at the university) while Jeanne has been in France the whole time. I doubt they'd have ever
met. Also, wouldn't transporting the Elixir of Life across national borders raise a few
eyebrows?
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Demetor's Kiss? Who is even using that? Unless it is being used to deal with horcruxes it
would be as good as a declaration of war.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5068131)

I saw it, but I wasn't sure whether I would make Jeanne a Z-only wizard or not. Maybe we
can have an examination of Jeanne something which would appear in Shared World.
The problem with the Jeanne/Flamel connection is: would Nicholas Flamel even know
Jeanne? Nicholas has been in England all this time (as you can tell from the fact he's been
at the university) while Jeanne has been in France the whole time. I doubt they'd have ever
met. Also, wouldn't transporting the Elixir of Life across national borders raise a few
eyebrows?
Nicholas Flamel is French, though, isn't he? I'm not sure if we have any mention of where
he was in the 1890s, but I doubt it was Hogwarts.
And even if he didn't actually meet Jeanne, as he's French (as is Jeanne) people are
certainly going to suspect some connection. That probably should be worked into that
Shared World examination. :)
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Originally Posted by Giysqun Wilde (Post 5068193)
Demetor's Kiss? Who is even using that? Unless it is being used to deal with horcruxes it
would be as good as a declaration of war.
It's being used as a form of execution for people who have committed mass murder against
wizards. Sirius Black would have gotten it for supposedly killing 13 Muggles and escaping
from prison. Here, we've got a mastermind for killing 26 wizards plus resisting arrest.
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Originally Posted by January First-of-May (Post 5068195)
Nicholas Flamel is French, though, isn't he? I'm not sure if we have any mention of where
he was in the 1890s, but I doubt it was Hogwarts.
And even if he didn't actually meet Jeanne, as he's French (as is Jeanne) people are
certainly going to suspect some connection. That probably should be worked into that
Shared World examination. :)
The earlier episode had him at on the British university's medieval literature staff since at
least 1902 (under another name, either John or Robert Flamel). He could go back earlier
than that.
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Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5068202)
It's being used as a form of execution for people who have committed mass murder against
wizards. Sirius Black would have gotten for supposedly killing 13 Muggles and escaping from
prison. Here, we've got a mastermind for killing 26 wizards plus resisting arrest.
They also later gave the right to kiss for those pointing out evidence against them was false.
No government is going to allow that to be used against their subjects and it could trigger
constitutional crisises. It also isn't execution, as they are still alive.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by January First-of-May (Post 5068195)
Nicholas Flamel is French, though, isn't he? I'm not sure if we have any mention of where
he was in the 1890s, but I doubt it was Hogwarts.
And even if he didn't actually meet Jeanne, as he's French (as is Jeanne) people are
certainly going to suspect some connection. That probably should be worked into that
Shared World examination. :)
Another thing to consider: the best way to tell if the Philosopher's Stone has been involved
would be for Jeanne to go through a long period of time (at least 30 years or so) where she
visibly did not seem to age. That would have almost CERTAINLY been brought up by Muggle
doctors who wanted to explain her longevity. Furthermore, one would have expected this
period to occur in her 60's or 70's (that is, the 1930's and 1940's), when Flamel and
perhaps Jeanne herself figured: "You know, I'm getting old -- let's do something about it".
At this point in time, Flamel was in England and Jeanne in France. That doesn't mean he
couldn't visit her, though. But going from Britain to France around the time of the Second
World War could be problematic.
EDIT: Amazingly, that could almost be the case. For someone who was supposedly 85, she
was pretty fit even though she smoked a lot:

Calment's remarkable health presaged her later record. At age 85, she took up
fencing, and continued to ride her bicycle up until her 100th birthday. She was
reportedly neither athletic, nor fanatical about her health.[9] Calment lived on her
own until shortly before her 110th birthday, when it was decided that she needed
to be moved to a nursing home after a cooking accident (she was having
complications with sight) started a small fire in her flat. However, Calment was
still in good shape, and was able to walk until she fractured her femur during a fall
at age 114 years and 11 months, which required surgery.[3][14] After her
operation, Calment needed to use a wheelchair. She weighed 45 kilograms (99 lb) in
1994.[15] Calment became ill with influenza shortly before her 116th birthday.[16] She
smoked until the age of 117, only five years before her death.[1][16] Calment smoked from
the age of 21 (1896), though according to an unspecified source, she smoked no more than
two cigarettes per day.[17] She ascribed her longevity and relatively youthful appearance
for her age to olive oil, which she said she poured on all her food[4] and rubbed onto her
skin, as well as a diet of port wine, and ate nearly one kilo of chocolate every week.[11]
Fencing, bike riding, and so forth seems like something for someone who is 55, not 85.
She's not crazy about her health, so it's not "natural". She goes on the Stone at 55 and off
again at 85, at which point she adopts these new things to keep herself healthy sans Stone.
At age "70" she gets old enough to not ride her bike anymore. She goes into a nursing
home at age "85" and dies at age "92". She reaches the ripe old age of "90" thanks to her
exercise and diet regimen.
There's your 30 year period: 55 to 85.
Quote:

Originally Posted by Giysqun Wilde (Post 5068256)
They also later gave the right to kiss for those pointing out evidence against them was false.
No government is going to allow that to be used against their subjects and it could trigger
constitutional crisises. It also isn't execution, as they are still alive.
Baseball League Protocol. Since the murders occurred in a Wizarding environment
(Hogsmeade, Hogwarts), Wizarding justice applies. Had the attack killed a bunch of wizards
in Trafalgar Square, Muggle justice would apply and the Dementor's Kiss would not be an
option.

Giysqun Wilde,

September 24th, 2011 06:55 AM

It still wouldn't be allowed. No government would agree to the breach of soveirgenty or to
the cruel and unusal punishments. Anyone who tried pushing it would end up hanging from
a lamp post.

Tirion,

September 24th, 2011 10:38 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Giysqun Wilde (Post 5068193)

Demetor's Kiss? Who is even using that? Unless it is being used to deal with horcruxes it
would be as good as a declaration of war.
Wouldn't a declaration of war on terrorism be the exact point of it?

Giysqun Wilde,

September 24th, 2011 12:00 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Tirion (Post 5070316)
Wouldn't a declaration of war on terrorism be the exact point of it?
It is surely against international law. The British made it quite clear in India that the locals
could continue their tradition of burning women alive so long as the British continued theirs
of executing murderers and torturers. The Americans even banned electrocution and
decapitation, I don't see how people who were so religious would be for having souls sucked
out of people by the demons used by the unelected supragovernment sitting over their
heads. They would want to eliminate all dementors, especially when they find how corrupt
the British Ministry was. Has anyone considered how this will be giving the impression that
the Wizards are using dementors to drive people mad or to move into hospitals and cars to
remove their brainfunctions? Think of me as the Devil's Advocate. With the expection that I
am against the horrendous crimes the wizards are doing.

Tirion,

September 24th, 2011 12:34 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Giysqun Wilde (Post 5070416)
It is surely against international law. The British made it quite clear in India that the locals
could continue their tradition of burning women alive so long as the British continued theirs
of executing murderers and torturers. The Americans even banned electrocution and
decapitation, I don't see how people who were so religious would be for having souls sucked
out of people by the demons used by the unelected supragovernment sitting over their
heads. They would want to eliminate all dementors, especially when they find how corrupt
the British Ministry was. Has anyone considered how this will be giving the impression that
the Wizards are using dementors to drive people mad or to move into hospitals and cars to
remove their brainfunctions? Think of me as the Devil's Advocate. With the expection that I
am against the horrendous crimes the wizards are doing.
Well, it's fortunate that the overwhelming majority of pre-exposure Ministry people were
reduced to a pile of radioactive ash. Helps the survivors establish a new image.

Giysqun Wilde,

September 24th, 2011 12:42 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Tirion (Post 5070474)

Well, it's fortunate that the overwhelming majority of pre-exposure Ministry people were
reduced to a pile of radioactive ash. Helps the survivors establish a new image.
Getting rid of the old allies of Voldemort would certainly help. The stories of the wrongful
imprisonments of Sirius Black and Hagrid and the suspiciously well timed Kiss of Barty
Crouch would give some the impression that it would be best to eliminat soul sucking
demons. That and doing something about releasing those in Azkaban for breaking the
Secrecy thing or those in there on trumped up charges or for political reasons. People would
also probably sue for ships or planes that went missing in that area in the past. I would
have to agree that them all going up in smoke would have been an excellent way to make
an even better impression by coming under the reign of the Crown or the rule of Parliment.

January First-of-May,

September 24th, 2011 05:04 PM

Per Jeanne: I was more thinking of her having a huge natural lifetime (on the order of 105110 - a lot but within the borders of plausibility) and somehow (maybe not even from
Flamel himself?) getting a small dose of the Elixir early on in her life.
Coincidentally, is there any canonical (and/or in-TL) mention of what happens if a person
gets some Elixir at a very young age (i.e. pre-puberty)? I'd say it probably won't involve
them staying so young (e.g. growing slower), but I'm not sure what else could happen then
- and the question will inevitably arise anyway if and/or when the Elixir becomes common
enough (if it didn't already).

acgoldis,

September 24th, 2011 09:27 PM

Update #440: The Fall of Britain for Humans
----------Sunday, November 24, 1996
Gryffindor Common Room
Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry
United Kingdom
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/3.5%
----------NEXT UP: Wait Until the Armenians Find Out
----------Moody's harsh voice drowned out the voice of Ron's queen in Wizard Chess. "Potter,
Weasley, come with me."
Harry glanced up and look at the Defense Against the Dark Arts teacher. "Sir? Is there a
problem?"
"Something has come up. Do you know where Mr. Longbottom is?"
Harry shrugged. "I haven't seen him, sir. What's going on?"
Moody sounded irritated. "In case you've forgotten, Mr. Weasley, your sister was injured in
a terrorist attack sponsored by Britain for Humans. You've been given permission to join the
Aurors and several important Hogsmeade personnel in a punitive expedition to destroy

Britain for Humans once and for all. Both Mr. Weasley and Mrs. Longbottom have given their
consent as your guardians."
Harry and Ron started at each other in excitement. However, Harry thought of a problem.
"Sir, we're both willing to help out round up Britain for Humans members, and we're well
versed in defending ourselves thanks to our work in Dumbledore's Army. However, we're
not seventeen yet, so we're not allowed to use magic outside of school. Come to think of it,
sir, we're not even able to Apparate yet."
Moody didn't even break his stride. "You two and Mr. Longbottom have been given special
dispensation from Headmaster Flitwick to join the expedition because, unless I'm very badly
mistaken, you want to revenge on the people who killed Mr. Wright and injured Miss
Weasley and Miss Lovegood. The headmaster believed that the desire for vengeance would
be festering in your system and you needed and opportunity to let it out."
Ron smiled. "Bloody hell, was he right. Harry, this is so exciting!"
Moody wasn't amused. "Exciting is not the word I would choose: DANGEROUS is better. You
will likely have to put much of the material you have learned your Defense Against the Dark
Arts and Dumbledore's Army classes into practice. Each of you will be accompanied by an
Auror or a member of the Ministry of Magic. What you are given orders, you will obey them
without question. You will not do ANYTHING unless it is sanctioned by the officer in charge.
Do you agree to these terms?"
Both boys nodded. "Yes, sir."
"Good."
The three wended their way into the Great Hall and began heading for the main entrance. It
was damp and dreary outside, and Harry wondered if he'd get a chance to get a coat. Not
likely, at the rate Moody was walking. He would have to be content with warming himself up
through his desire for revenge.
Moody, Ron, and Harry made their way down the hill to Hagrid's house. The house itself was
locked -- Hagrid had moved to Ietalis -- but they found a large number of people milling
around outside. Harry recognized some of them from Hogsmeade. Many of them had
bruises here and there, and Harry surmised that they had been members of the Hogsmeade
self-defense class who had been injured in the attack. It occurred to Harry that they were
meeting out here for two reasons: first, to get themselves closer to the point where they
could Apparate out of Hogwarts; and second, to not tempt a lot of the other students into
joining their expedition.
Harry saw Hermione in the group and wondered how she was involved. Moody, however,
had anticipated his question. "Miss Granger is seventeen now, gentlemen. She chose to
come on her own accord, and she has been advised that books are often a poor
replacement for actual combat practice. We need look no further than to the late Dolores
Umbridge for proof."
More and more people converged on the building, and by the time Moody had told everyone
to start heading over to Hogsmeade the group had reached about 50 people, including
Neville Longbottom. True to form, Ginny herself had shown up -- presumably informed by
Hermione or Neville. Showing everyone her silver leg, she told everyone she was ready for
combat. Moody's response was to send her right back to Madam Pomfrey and deduct ten

points from Gryffindor.
The group met in the Hog's Head tavern (why hadn't Moody used the secret corridor in the
Room of Requirement to get there?), where a bouncer was checking names against a list
and letting in only people involved with the mission. The place was absolutely packed -Harry was barely able to breathe as there were at least 200 people in the room.
Moody amplified his voice with Sonorus and began to speak. "All right, here is the plan. We
have just received a complete list of members of Britain for Humans. Most of them are
British, as one would expect. However, there are several America for Humans refugees in
the group as well. This list was retrieved from Isabel Miller's computer after several wizard
magically managed to break through a simple Muggle password.
"Britain for Humans currently has about 9,100 members and has a hierarchical structure.
It's a classic pyramid scheme, with Isabel Miller on top and five levels underneath her. The
vast majority of people -- about 8,000 -- are on the lowest level and don't know the identity
of the other people in their cells. Because of this, they will be more or less isolated -waiting for orders which will never come -- if we arrested everyone on the level above
them. The level above them has 800 members, and they're going to be handled by the
American and British Ministries of Magic.
"The level above them has 200 people and the level above those has about 80. We're not
worried about the 200 level because if we knock out the people above them and below them
they'll be isolated as well. Once every other level has been dealt with, we can finish off the
rest of the group at our leisure. Once the 1,000 and 80 levels have been eliminated, The
Ministries of Magic will deal with the 8,000 leaves and the rest of us will handle the rest of
the tree."
Moody paused for a drink of water, then continued. "Our mission today is to deal with the
80 level. There are 240 people in this room, which means three wizards per target. Each
strike team will consist of two assistants and an Auror, and the teams will travel to the
target by Side-Along Apparition. There, they will arrest the target and if necessary Obliviate
him to make sure he does not inform any of his colleagues. It is 9:05 PM right now,
according to my watch. All teams will leave at 9:30 on the dot, taking off at the same time
to catch everyone by surprise.
"Agents under seventeen and volunteers with limited combat training will follow all orders
given by the Auror in charge of the group without question. Is that understood?"
There was a general murmur of assent. Harry wondered if he and Ron were going to be
working together. They knew each other pretty well, after all. On the other hand, both of
them were underage...
Moody looked around the room, saw everyone was in agreement, and then tacked a long
piece of parchment to the wall. "Good. Here are the assignments. Good luck."
Everyone crowded around the parchment. Harry found, much to his regret (but not to his
surprise), that he and his friends had been broken up. He had been linked up with an SAS
man named Banks and Nymphadora Tonks. He didn't recognize their quarry either, but he
saw that the man wouldn't be hard to find:
Finlay Thompson
88 Chapel Lane

ASCOT
SL5 0ZX
The room erupted into conversation as team members introduced themselves to each other.
Banks nearly fell over when Tonks transformed her face into that of a pig. Shaking his head,
the SAS man said: "You do realize, Miss Tonks, that I'm going to pay a lot more attention to
my dog from now on in. How do I know he's not a wizard in disguise?"
Tonks chuckled. "Metamorphmagi and Animagi -- the only kinds of wizards who can do that
-- are relatively rare. Besides, I know you're dog isn't a wizard. Most wizards of both classes
are registered, and we'd have known if dear old Robert Banks was filling himself up with
Puppy Chow."
The three of them discussed their plans. Finally, Moody called everyone back to order at
about 9:28. "Two minutes to go, ladies and gentlemen. Get your wands at the ready, and
be prepared for all eventualities. Wizards, cast your Protego spells. Aurors, prepare for SideAlong Apparition. People under seventeen, keep your emotions in check and don't mess us
up. And don't let go of your Auror until you get to your destination."
The clocked ticked down to 9:29:30, and Moody said: "Thirty seconds left. Everyone grab
onto your Auror and brace yourself. For those of you who have never Apparated before, it
can be a bit disconcerting. Steel yourself for this, however. All ready? Good. Three, two,
one...GO!"
With an expression of extreme concentration on her face, Tonks bent into what appeared to
be an alternate dimension. Strange sensations flickered over Harry's body as the three of
them traveled through the ether. Finally, floor materialized underneath them. Harry's wand
popped into his hand as he began to look around his new surroundings.
He was in an empty living room which looked remarkably like the Dursleys' old house: a
television set, a faded sofa, a curio cabinet, and so forth. As he thought about it, however,
he realized that the Dursleys didn't have furniture like this at all. He was just getting into
the habit of expecting to see magical items in ordinary houses and thinking any major room
which didn't have at least SOMETHING unusual in it was like the Dursleys.
The room was empty, and Harry began wondering if Mr. Thompson wasn't there. He was
disillusioned of that almost immediately, however, when he heard a woman shout: "What
the hell was that? Finlay, are you down there? Did you drop something?"
Tonks swore quietly to spoke in a whisper. "Merlin's beard, we've got multiple people in this
house. Immobilize them one at a time but do not hurt them. Banks, do you have a card
saying you're a cop or something like that?"
The SAS man nodded, and Tonks smiled. "Good. Take the first Muggle you see and show
him the card. Hopefully he or she will become very cooperative. We'll Obliviate the person
so he or she can't expose you after that."
Banks nodded. "I appreciate that -- thank you. How many people are in the house?"
"Probably two -- this subject's in his 60's and probably has an empty nest. I'll cast Revelio
Hominem once we've dealt with Mr. Thompson."
Thirty seconds later, a woman in her late fifties popped into the room and swore. "Who the

bloody hell are you, and how did you get in here?"
Banks showed him his card. "British Secret Services, and we've come to take Mr. Finlay
Thompson into custody as member of Britain for Humans, the terrorist group which attacked
Hogsmeade."
The woman stared at him in horror. "My husband is a member of Britain for Humans?"
Tonks nodded. "I'm afraid so, Mrs. Thompson. I'm an Auror, the equivalent of a Wizarding
cop. The boy is a student at Hogwarts. Can you tell me where he is? Please do so, as I don't
want to charge you with interfering with a criminal investigation. After today, Britain for
Humans will be permanently out of business."
Harry drew a deep breath: what was going to happen next. He soon realized, however, that
the woman was getting angry...and not at him. "So that's what he was doing all those
nights when he was supposedly out at the pub! I can't believe it! Do you have proof of
this?"
Tonks nodded and brought out a warrant. "We do, but not on us. We have a warrant as
well, as you can see. Please cooperate, Mrs. Thompson. Where is your husband?"
Mrs. Thompson's response was cut off by the sound of someone walking down the stairs.
"Emily? What's going on? Who are you talking to?"
Emily Thompson had a look of satisfaction on her face. "Just talking to myself, Finlay. Come
here for a second, I've got to show you something."
Harry knew what to do. Just as the man's paunch made its way around the corner, he hit
Mr. Thompson with an Expelliarmus just as Tonks blasted him with an Immobilus. The
Britain for Humans agent yelped as he tripped and fell onto the couch. "What the hell?"
Then he saw that there were two wands and a gun pointed at him. His jaw dropped and he
shook his head. "Oh, shit. This can't be good. Emily, what --"
Tonks did the honors. "Mr. Finlay Thompson, my name is Nymphadora Tonks, and I'm an
Auror for the Ministry of Magic. You are under arrest as a suspected member of Britain for
Humans."
The suspect hesitated for a moment, then went beet red. "You must be out of your mind!
That's impossible!"
Tonks smiled. "Perhaps. On the other hand, do Liam Bevan, Alexandra Johnston, and Louise
Read ring a bell?"
Thompson hesitated and licked his lips -- only to realize that almost certainly gave him
away. Resigned, his shoulders slumped. "This is not happening. Emily, make them go away.
I need to make a phone call."
Banks shook his head. "I don't think so, Mr. Thompson. And I don't think your wife will help
you much either, as apparently she didn't know about your extracurricular activities either."
Thompson looked at his three opponents -- make that four -- and it finally occurred to him
that the game was up. "All right, Auror Tonks. You win. I'm part of the group. Please accept

my surrender. However, be advised I'm not going to be able to tell you where everyone else
is. I barely know the rest of the people under Ms. Read."
Banks smiled. "Not to worry, Mr. Thompson. We've got Isabel Miller's master list. We'll find
them."
Thompson swore. "Go to hell, you demons."
Tonks didn't budge. "After you, Mr. Thompson. Now hold still while we put on these
handcuffs and we read you your rights."
To be continued...

acgoldis,

September 25th, 2011 12:32 AM

In case you're wondering, we're now making serious headway in the fight against X for
Humans.
America for Humans: More or less put out of commission (with the exception of a few
stragglers) as a terrorist organization. Now regrouping under the Revelation Party banner
for the most part. They've traded in the gun for the political speech. Most of the survivors
from the raid after the Quabbin attack were in Britain as part of Britain for Humans, which...
Britain for Humans: Out of commission. Kaput. Finis. The final cleanup will take a few days
(off camera), but it's dead.
Celestines/Christians for Humans: Still active. However, you can tell it's in trouble because
the TL has already mentioned that Pavlov is going to betray it to the Samuelists. What this
means is that although it's active, it may not be active for long.
Muslims for Humans: Still fully operational. Muslims for Humans still has one major card to
play prior to the Battle of Buyan...and it's not what you think it is.

Xandrel,

September 25th, 2011 09:22 AM

Good job acgoldis.

acgoldis,

September 26th, 2011 06:11 PM

Update #441: Wait Until the Armenians Find Out
----------Monday, November 25, 1996
Stein Residence
Los Angeles, California
United States of America
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/3.5%
----------NEXT UP: One of These Popes Is Not Like the Others

----------Seventy-five-year-old Abraham Stein looked at the news bulletin in amazement. He couldn't
tell whether he should be overjoyed...or deeply, deeply disturbed.
-----

South African Ministry of Magic Acts To Halt Genocide in Burundi
ASSOCIATED PRESS -- In a development hailed as a breakthrough in the long struggle
between the Hutu and Tutsi peoples in Rwanda and Botswana, the United Nations have called
upon the South African Ministry of Magic to stop recent genocidal activity against the Tutsi
population.
Michael Roark, the South African Minister of Magic, explains. "It was fairly obvious that the
United States would not be able to trust any Hutu or Tutsi people when it came to stopping these
horrific crimes against humanity. A third party was needed to oversee the operation, and that is
where we came in."
The South African wizards' response was quite simple. Taking advantage of the fact that neither
Rwanada nor Burundi has a functioning Ministry of Magic, they cast a spell which would ensure
that any unnatural Hutu deaths would be reported to the nearest Hutu wizard and vice versa
within a matter of seconds. As a result, criminals who committed crimes against humanity soon
found themselves dealing with very angry wizards with wands in their hands.
"The solution isn't perfect", Roark says. "It still allows for the possibility that wizards can
continue the fighting against each other. However, the fact remains that for the vastr majority of
people, the genocide can no longer continue unless the attackers figure out ways to defend
themselves against magic. This action will save the lives of hundreds of thousands of people."
This solution went into effect November 1st, and since then the number of incidents of ethnic
cleansing in the two nations has dropped by 70%. Many people in the area are overjoyed that the
wizards are finally halting this terrible struggle. A 37-year old man named Nduwimana explains:
"Every few days or so a warlord would lead his posse down the street and start shooting people
at random. I lost my nine-year-old son that way, and although I wanted to avenge myself on the
Hutus I realized that two wrongs did not make a right and that any revenge I took would just
exacerbate the problem. Thanks to the actions of the South African wizards, we can start to come
out again knowing that if the warlords try to do anything, they will be caught immediately."
Many other nations are watching this development with interest in case they have to deal with
fighting ethnic groups themselves. Although the events of Judgment Day have caused the Israelis
and the Palestinians to bury the hatchet for the time being, there are many organizations who are
warning that a long period of complacency might restart the fighting there again. Although it
appears that the Israeli Ministry of Magic in has brought in members of a giant tribe known as
the Nephilim to [cont. page 2]
----Although Stein felt happy that a crime against humanity had been thwarted, it made him
wonder why the Atlantis -- or at least the local Ministries of Magic in Europe -- had not
taken more action against genocides of the past.

Particularly his own. He rolled up his sleeve and looked at the number tattooed on his arm:
567178. He'd gotten that number in Dachau back in 1943. If the South Africans were able
to stop, or at least reduce the effect of, genocidal tendencies in Rwanda and Burundi, what
would a more organized Ministry of Magic like that of Germany have been able to do? Would
the Ministry have been able to save his mother, father, and brother from the gas chambers?
Stein knew enough about the wizards to realize that the Statute of Secrecy would have
been in effect in those days. However, he couldn't help but think that there must have been
a way to save the inmates of the various concentration camps without violating the Statute
of Secrecy. What about rescuing the inmates and then Obliviating them, replacing their
memories of the wizards with memories of Allied soldiers or humanitarian Germans like
Oskar Schindler? How about preventing future deportations by causing magical fire to rage
through Auschwitz shortly after it was constructed, burning it to the ground and blaming it
on a lightning strike? There had to have been SOMETHING the wizards could have done to
preserve their precious Statute -- yet they had refused to act.
Could it have been because the wizards in the German Ministry of Magic had also been
Nazis? He had to admit that could have been a possibility, in which case he had to place the
blame partially in Atlantis's lap as well for not overriding the genocidal tendencies of the
Nazi wizards.
Atlantis must have known what was going on at the time. There were rumors of a wizard
named Gellert "Grendel" Wald who had fought for the Germans during the Second World
War. Atlantis must have known that the atrocities inherent in an international conflict could
only be remedied by a major international effort. And who would be responsible for a major
international effort when it came to magic? Atlantis.
Stein paced around his room angrily. He knew enough about Atlantis to know that they
wouldn't intervene unless civilization as a whole was endangered. That was all well and
good. However, who was supposed to watch out for endangered ethnic groups which did not
have a Ministry of Magic to protect them? Atlantis had to wean itself off that laissez-faire
attitude when it came to supervising the world. What use was it otherwise?
Stein had to do something. But what?
-------------------Carillo Household
----------Steve Carillo looked at the reporter in amazement. "We're up to 2,700 people now?"
The reporter nodded. "Yes, Mr. Carillo. Your lawsuit about being Obliviated and demanding
compensation appears to have touched a lot of nerves raound here. We're at 2,700 now and
it's likely to grow even further."
"Amazing! And to think the trial isn't for a few more months. This is probably going to be
the talk of the town."
"Quite possibly. Remind me of your story again?"
Carillo complied. "I'd always thought I'd been abducted by aliens and they'd performed
experiments on me. However, it's fairly obvious now that it wasn't aliens. It was wizards
who made me think that I was abducted by aliens. I'm half expecting that I'm going grow a
third leg or something like that as soon as a wizard casts a spell in my vicinity."

The reporter frowned. "Why would a wizard do that?"
Carillo shrugged. "Beats me. I don't pretend to know how those wizards think. Do you
understand them?"
"No, sir, I don't. At any rate, let's get on with the interview. Would you be interested in
knowing that Oprah Winfrey wants to put you on her show?"
Carillo's jaw dropped. "I'm going to be on Oprah?"
"Yes, Mr. Carillo. What do you say about that?"
Carillo hesitated. "I'm personally not a big fan of Oprah. However, I can't help but admit
that my sister is. When are they thinking of putting me on?"
The reporter gave him a card. "Early next year, or so I've been told. If you're interested,
call this number here and we'll get the ball rolling. You may have 2,700 people involved
now. After a gig on Oprah, however, you can easily get 10,000."
Carillo grinned. "I'm going to be famous in more ways than one? Sister Claire, eat your
heart out!"
To be continued...

thepenguin,

September 26th, 2011 06:30 PM

I don't think a member of Sport And Social would be carrying a membership card
advertising the fact.

acgoldis,

September 26th, 2011 06:46 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by thepenguin (Post 5079518)
I don't think a member of Sport And Social would be carrying a membership card
advertising the fact.
I'll change that.

wolfram,

September 26th, 2011 07:48 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5079455)
Stein knew enough about the wizards to realize that the Statute of Secrecy would have
been in effect in those days. However, he couldn't help but think that there must have been
a way to save the inmates of the various concentration camps without violating the Statute
of Secrecy. What about rescuing the inmates and then Obliviating them, replacing their

memories of the wizards with memories of Allied soldiers or humanitarian Germans like
Oskar Schindler? How about preventing future deportations by causing magical fire to rage
through Auschwitz shortly after it was constructed, burning it to the ground and blaming it
on a lightning strike? There had to have been SOMETHING the wizards could have done to
preserve their precious Statute -- yet they had refused to act.
It could have been that that actually happened.:eek:

acgoldis,

September 28th, 2011 12:35 AM

Update #442: One of These Popes Is Not Like the Others
----------Monday, November 25, 1996
2nd Floor
Ram Dass Library
Omega Institute
Rhinebeck, NY
United States of America
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/3.5%
----------NEXT UP: Damsels Without Dirigibles
----------Pope (or was it Kohen Gadol?) John Paul II looked over the note he had retrieved from the
Ministry of Magic. He had expected that there would be a lot of people in attendance at this
talk, and he hadn't been disappointed. Virtually every single Christian clergyman was in the
room, as were a large number of the non-Christians. Samuel and Deborah were absent,
however, as even ghosts couldn't be in two places at the same time.
The title of the talk was rather innocuous: "A Brief History of the Life of Pope John XX On
the Occasion of John XX's Feast Day". At first glance, it looked like many other of the talks
given by religious scholars during the conference. However, one thing stood out about this
particular talk.
There had never been a Pope John XX. There had been a John XIX and a John XXI, but
there had never been a John XX. The official explanation was because of a bookkeeping
error in the early Church records, and most of the world had been satisfied with that.
However, the wizards knew the truth. The wizards knew all about the person known as John
XX, who, after all, had been one of their own.
Waiting a few minutes after the scheduled start time for stragglers to make their way into
the room, he brought out his notebook and began to speak.
"Ladies and gentlemen, clergy and laity, thank you for coming to my talk. Today I will be
discussing the career of a little-known pope, John XX. This unique individual was a major
religious figure of the thirteenth century and oversaw the Holy See between the years 1269
and 1271. This pope succeeded Clement IV and preceded Gregory X."
There was an astonished gasp from the crowd, which John Paul had expected. Inevitably,
someone at the back of the room raised his hand. The pontiff nodded at him and smiled. "I
have a funny feeling I know what you're going to ask, but go ahead."

The listener chuckled. "Thank you, Holiness. Although I can't be entirely certain, I could
have sworn that there was no pope between Clement IV and Gregory X, only a three-year
sede vacante. Furthermore, I could have also sworn that there WAS no John XX."
John Paul nodded. "Excellent question, Cardinal. Indeed, if you look at most of the religious
textbooks we were taught from, you would have been correct. Clement IV died in 1268 and
was succeeded by Gregory X in 1271. However, you have to consider the possibility that
John XX was stricken from the history books for some odd reason. That is why John XX
remains anonymous...and why the next John didn't take the name John XX."
The cardinal shook his head. "How can an entire papal reign be stripped from the records?
You can't just LOSE a pope, even someone who reigned for only three years. We have
records from men who had much shorter reigns, even in the Middle Ages."
John Paul smiled. "Simple. Everyone was instructed to forget about John."
"Why? What did he do? Was he an apostate, antipope, or something like that? Did he father
children out of wedlock?"
John Paul shrugged. "Nope, and even if John had done so that would not have been enough
to get the pope kicked out of the list. We've got the Borgias in the list and they weren't
exactly people Christ would have been proud of."
"Then what happened? And where'd you get this information from?"
John Paul winked at him. "The wizards, of course. Recall that I am a wizard, and the wizards
did not remove John XX from the papal registry."
Murmurs went through the audience as the pontiff's interrogator thought for a moment.
Finally, it occurred to him. "Are you telling me...that John XX was a wizard?"
The Pope's smile broadened. "Of course not. John XX was not a wizard."
"Then what was he?"
"A witch, Cardinal. She was a witch. All that's left of her reign is the legend of Pope Joan."
The audience erupted in amazement, as John Paul knew they would have. Some of the
more conservative members looked a bit upset, but they respected John Paul too much to
leave. Several of the liberals cheered, as did all of the women and most of the wizards. A
witch as a Pope! Who'd have even thought of this? John Paul waited for the din to subside
and began his story.
-----"The woman we now know as Pope John XX was born in Ferrara, Italy, in early 1218 to the
then-powerful Amarlina Wizarding family. Both of her parents were wizards, and they found
that she was a brilliant student as soon as she entered school. She was tested for Wizarding
ability and admitted to the Wizarding school at Beauxbatons, where she graduated a year
early, in 1234, and earned the position of Head Girl. The documents I received from
Beauxbatons indicate that people revered the teenage Maria Amarlina in the same way they
revere Hermione Granger today. There was one major difference, however: the Statute of
Secrecy was not yet in force, so she was allowed to cast spells in the presence of Muggles in
certain situations.

"Everyone expected her to be Ferrara's representative in her kingdom's Ministry of Magic
when she got older. It was not surprising, therefore, that she got an internship in the
Wizarding government of Ferrara almost immediately after she graduated. She didn't do
anything big, but it was enough for her to put her foot in the door. When she turned
seventeen and came of age, her position became permanent and she began making her way
up the corporate ladder, so to speak.
"In 1237, while working at her position in Ferrara, she met a wealthy Muggle named Vittorio
Gandolfo in the Muggle Liaison Office. The two of them hit it off almost immediately, and in
early 1238 the Gandolfos and the Amarlinas agreed to the proposed marriage. Amarlina and
Gandolfo were married in late 1238, and their son Antonio was born in January 1240. Our
future pope seemed well on her way to becoming a powerful member of Wizarding Italy.
"However, life took an unexpected turn for her. Her husband proved to be extremely
religious, and she agreed to increase her level of observance somewhat so that little Antonio
could be given a decent Catholic upbringing. Unfortunately, Vittorio's piety caused him to
make a terrible mistake: signing up for the crusade of 1241. Hoping to come back with
some plunder for his growing family, he went off to the Holy Land. He came back in a body
bag, a Saracen arrow through his throat."
John Paul took a sip of water and continued. "Our Maria was devastated by this turn of
events, and she sought solace by spending time visiting a convent in Ferrara. She
eventually got to know many of the nuns and found that life in a nunnery seemed to fit her
scholarly personality. As a result, in 1246 Maria Amarlina made arrangements to have her
son home-schooled by wizards so she could join as a full-time sister. Once that was done,
she left her career in the Ministry behind her and became a nun, Sister Mary Joanna.
"Sister Mary Joanna enjoyed life as a nun and used her magic a great deal to help the
women get by and improve the lives of the people in and around the nunnery. The Mother
Superior picked her out for special services almost immediately, and by the time she was 45
she had been elevated to Mother Superior. By the time Mary Joanna had taken the corner
office, so to speak, the convent had become renowned through the world for its mixture of
Muggle and Wizarding artifacts, as well as for its comfortable lifestyle made possible by the
presence of a witch in the house.
"Mary Joanna -- who soon started going simply by Joanna because a good 50% of the
sisters were Mary Something -- promptly began doing things which attracted the attention
of Ministries of Magic and clergy all over the world. She was using spells to feed the hungry,
clothe the sick, and so forth. She encouraged study, both magical and mundane, and the
convent's library became one of the wonders of Ferrara. Imagine a cross between Hermione
Granger and Mother Teresa and you probably won't be far off. Meanwhile, she received
word that her son Antonio had graduated Durmstrang after having served a prefect. Antonio
proved to be as capable a wizard -- and as religious -- as she and her late husband had
been, a combination which would get both him and Joanna into trouble later.
"By 1267, Joanna had cemented her reputation as a powerful witch, well-respected abbess,
great scholar, and gifted diplomat. She had made connections all over Europe -- among the
wizards, the Muggles, and the clergy. At a time when Italy was becoming increasingly
divided, Joanna was one of the few people everyone could agree upon."
The crowd started murmuring again. It was fairly obvious what was going to happen next.
The pontiff continued. "Now we get to history as you know it. In September 1268, Pope

Clement IV died and the Conclave deadlocked over whom to name as his successor. The
deadlock continued for a couple of months, and people started to get fed up. Finally, in
early 1269, one of the Muggles in the Conclave joked that they should make Joanna the
pope. This, of course, got the Wizarding Cardinals talking. They brought out some old texts,
yet it took them a good thirty minutes to convince the rest of the Conclave that, in theory, a
female wizard was preferable to a male Muggle. Suddenly, people began thinking that a
puppet Joanna under a fake name might be a good consensus candidate.
"People agreed that Joanna had the personality suited to be a good pope. However a good
75% of the members of the Conclave refused to go along with a woman as Pope. They
eventually agreed to consider Joanna if and only if they couldn't find anyone else they could
agree on. Which, of course, proved to be the case.
"Finally, in March 1279, the Conclave caved in and elected Joanna Pope. Joanna was
absolutely astounded by this decision, and claimed that she was better suited for a life at
the nunnery. However, she eventually agreed to take the title as long as the Conclave
continued searching for another option.
"She took a leave of absence from the nunnery for 'private meditation', donned a monk's
robes, and came to Rome as "Brother Marius". The cardinals immediately escorted her to
St. Peter's Basilica, where she was declared Pope John XX. Her magical roots and gender
were known only to the cardinals, the wizards, and the nuns at her convent. When she
spoke in public, she took advantage of the fact that a healthy lifestyle as a witch made her
about as tall as most men. She also had a deep voice, so she could pass as a man very
easily.
"She took office on March 22, 1279 and didn't have any major problems for the first two
years. The baggy ceremonial robes hid her figure, and the fact that she was 51 at her
coronation made it so that she was too old for her to exhibit...other issues pertaining to her
gender. Her career proved to be well...mundane. She was a good pope, but so were many
of her colleagues. There weren't any disasters during her reign, nor were there many earthshattering triumphs. She was probably like many of the other popes in the Middle Ages,
people whom we have long forgotten."
The pontiff grimaced. "Everything changed, however, in 1270, when her son Antonio's
religious fervor got the best of him. Determined to avenge his father's death at the hands of
the Saracens, Antonio enlisted in what we now know as the Eighth Crusade. For the longest
time, he hid his magical abilities because he was scared of how the more conservative
pilgrims would react. Nevertheless, in early 1271 the pilgrims were ambushed by a Saracen
patrol and would have likely been annihilated had Antonio not used magic to defend them.
The Saracens fled, of course -- as did a good half of the pilgrims, thinking that Satan had
infiltrated the crusader forces. Antonio, finding himself confronted with a horde of angry
crusaders, explained that he was a wizard and that his father John XX would explain
everything. This raised eyebrows all over the world -- was John XX actually a supporter of
wizards even though the Bible said magic was forbidden? And what was this about a
supposedly celibate man having children?
"Needless to say, the Church started an investigation. The cardinals tried to cover
everything up as much as they could, but inevitably word leaked out that John XX was
actually the former witch Mother Joanna. Not surprisingly, Christendom had collective
apoplexy when they realized that they had elected a female pope. Kings all over Europe
began demanding that Joanna resign and submit herself for punishment. She refused,
claiming that wizards were preferable to Muggles when it came to dealing with spiritual

dangers like the Devil. She explained the hierarchy as we know it: wizard, witch, Muggle
man, Muggle woman. Since there were no wizards nominated in the Conclave, the papacy
went to her. They promptly asked her which of her predecessors had been wizards. She
didn't say, simply because it was extremely bad form to expose people as wizards without
permission. Unfortunately, this refusal weakened her case and the protests against her
continued.
"She was able to fend off her adversaries for a while. However, in May 1271 the reduced
crusader army suffered a serious defeat in battle which proved to be a mixed blessing for
Joanna: her son had survived and had been made an important commander, but her flock
started screaming that the Saracen victory was a sign from God that the woman had to be
taken off the throne of St. Peter. Eventually, even the cardinals started pressuring her, and
in June 1271 she agreed to resign and return to the convent. She would continue serving as
Mother Superior until her death on this date in 1316."
John looked around the room and saw that everyone was still looking at him with rapt
attention. "Meanwhile, the papal conclave which had been convened in 1268 continued its
deliberations, this time with much greater fervor now that their interim Pope had been
deposed. Finally, in November 1271, they agreed to elect Gregory X Pope.
"Gregory, who had studied a lot about the Wizarding world, explained that there had been
four Wizarding popes before 'John' and that he did not know who they were. He confirmed
Joanna's interpretation of the Conclave hierarchy but recommended that future conclaves
not elect witches as Popes for the sake of unity within Christendom. Technically, the law
permitted witches as Popes. However, in practice they were just too controversial.
"The deposition of Joanna triggered a troubling backlash against wizards and nuns.
Eventually, the wizards realized that only way to stop the fighting and maintain a unified
front against the Saracens would be to Obliviate everyone into thinking Joanna had never
been pope and that she had spent 1269-1271 safely ensconced in her nunnery. The wizards
set to work doing this as Atlantis went to DEFCON 3. By the time 1285 had rolled around,
virtually no one outside the Wizarding world had any proof that Joanna had ever been pope.
After some discussion with the wizards and papal scribes, people began publicizing the
theory that there had been a sede vacante throughout Joanna's reign in that an
'inappropriate' person had been pope. And if you take a look at the textbooks, that's exactly
what you'll read today."
John Paul drew a deep breath as he finally finished his speech. "When the next pope named
John came around, people told him that he could take the name John XX if he so chose. He
refused, however, as he didn't want to be associated with a name which -- for some reason
-- had cursed connotations. So, he became John XXI, and history as we know it continues
from there.
"Well, that's all I have. If you have any questions, don't hesitate to ask."
A forest of hands appeared on the floor. John Paul winced: this was going to take a while...
To be continued...
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Update #443: Damsels Without Dirigibles
----------Tuesday, November 26, 1996
Tipsy Troll Inn
Sylvar
Southeastern Syrdan
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/3.7%
----------NEXT UP: Only Ted Williams Can Hit 400
----------Morni put down his butterbeer as he looked at the newspaper thoughtfully. The article
discussed several recent rulings by the Muggle sports organization known as the
International Olympic Committee. This committee was responsible for putting on an
international sporting event every four years (or was it two? The wizard who had written the
article hadn't been sure) in which athletes all around the world set aside their differences for
a couple of weeks and engaged in some friendly competition. Morni was fully in support of
such an organization: perhaps it would do for the vast majority of uneducated Muggles what
the Quidditch World Cup did for decent wizards. Maybe it would distract the United States
enough to ensure that the Muggle superpower wouldn't attack Syrdan.
At any rate, the IOC had just reported that it had discovered "anomalies" during the 1996
edition of the Olympic Games. Specifically, it had ruled that the French fourth-place finish in
one of the relay races had been a result of "magical foul play which was not appropriate for
games in an international competition". In other words, someone had hexed the French
runner just to make sure that the French didn't win. Morne chuckled when he read that:
apparently the free Muggles were as prone to cheating as the wizards were.
The IOC had decided that since the wizard who had been responsible for the attack had

been a citizen of the nation which had placed third, the cheater's nation would surrender its
bronze medal to the French. The cheater had protested vigorously, of course, but to no
avail. The IOC warned people that magic would be considered the equivalent of a
performance-enhancing drug in future Olympics and that athletes and fans would not be
allowed to use magic to influence the outcomes of the races.
In other news, the IOC also reported that Quidditch would be added to the Winter Olympic
program starting in 2002, when the Quidditch World Cup would become part of the Olympic
Games. Matches would be limited to two hours in duration, and they would be held outdoors
in the hemisphere opposite that of the primary Winter Olympics venue. Many of the wizards
had recommended that matches be held during the Summer Games, but the IOC had
rejected that because it would throw the traditional four-year cycle of the Quidditch World
Cup out of whack.
In a decision which had shocked sports fans all over the, Atlantis had recommended that
the 2004 Olympic Games be awarded to the capital of Xylenda, the Hidden Nation which
had taken the lead in voluntarily announcing itself to the world. Athletes, guests, and
reporters would be issued visas to visit Xylenda, and the Xylend had agreed to deactivate
their Protector no later than 2001. The Xylend boasted that it would improve tourism and
prove that the Xylend were welcoming towards the Muggles of the world.
Great, thought Morni. Now all of our yahoos are going to start claiming that they've got
Olympic tickets and will want to "visit" Xylenda. It was becoming increasingly obvious that
the recent reforms handed down by the Executive Committee hadn't been enough to
appease the yahoos. If anything, they had whetted the yahoos' appetite and left them
clamoring for more. Supposedly the southwest part of the country was now infested with
Syrdani Muggle Resistance Movement cells, and there had been sporadic outbursts of
fighting there. Morni wondered how much more the Executive Committee could give up
before the wizards lost control of the Muggles completely.
He turned back to his butterbeer and had the drink halfway to his mouth when suddenly
everyone in the bar started chattering and whistling excitedly. Curious, he looked towards
the entrance and found himself staring into the eyes of the most attractive woman he had
ever seen.
He spilled his drink on the floor as he ogled her. He was totally smitten with her, and he
apparently forgot for a few moments that he was married. Fortunately, his wife wasn't here
right now, so he got away with it. Judging from the high-pitched swear and punch he heard
a few booths away, one of the other guests hadn't been as lucky.
He watched as the woman sashayed into the tavern and asked for a butterbeer. Smiling,
she turned and addressed the crowd. She seemed pleased to have gotten their undivided
attention.
"Good evening, gentlemen. I'm sorry if I'm bothering you, but my name is Arot sen-Selur
and I was wondering if there are any rooms here at the inn. My sorority sisters and I are
looking for a place to hold a regional convention, and we were told this place was good."
All eyes moved to the proprietor, who had his back to the woman. As he started turning
around, he said: "I'm sorry, ma'am, but we don't --"
Then he caught sight of the woman. His jaw dropped as he took in the wonderful sight.
Eventually, he managed to continue: "I'll see what we can do, ma'am. Most of our rooms

are booked, but if you ladies are willing to sleep two or three to a room we may be able to
house you. How many people will be in your party, ma'am."
In response, the woman whistled, and ten more women as hot as she was appeared in the
doorway. Jerking her head back at the newcomers, the first woman nodded. "We'll start
with fifty, sir."
The proprietor looked at her warily as Morni tried to convince some of his body parts to
pretend the women weren't there. "Fifty? We can't fit fifty more people here. However, if
you wish, I'll start calling around to see if anyone else has any openings for the people we
can't host."
The woman nodded. "Please do. We really like this part of the country."
Morni watched as the proprietor sent owls out to several of the other inns in the area.
Minutes later, the owls returned to report that a large group of women had filled up their
rooms as well. One of them went so far as to report that large numbers of attractive women
had booked rooms in their establishments as well.
Morni blinked. How big was this sorority? And why were they spending time here if there
weren't any major universities in this area?
Suddenly, one of the men near the front of the room raised his hand. "Hey, cuddles! You
can stay with me! I've got a guest bedroom!" His response was echoed by several people,
the vast majority of whom did not have wives sitting next to them.
The eleven women looked around the room and giggled girlishly. "Wow, wow! How are we
supposed to repay you for your hospitality? We really appreciate this!"
The Tipsy Troll's patrons spent the next five minutes trying to explain it to them...at length.
-------------Louise Lemarni watched as six of her sisters took over the Tipsy Troll and five others went
off with several of the men who had been drinking in the tavern at the time. This was going
to be a very good beachhead for Nestor, she thought. This was one inn she had under her
control. So far so good.
She turned around to see an entire barnyard's worth of animals heading in her direction.
They all had notes in their clause, paws, and hands. They were from several of the other
commanders in the expeditionary force. Jessica's division had taken over Synoda, Michelle
was now running Syblen, and Julie was occupying Syzarti even as she wrote the letter. An
area a good twenty miles across was now completely enthralled by the young veela.
Louise sent a message back to home base. "All right, Olivia. Send the rest of them over.
We've got the area secured."
-------------Twenty minutes later, Morni had left the bar depressed that he hadn't gotten one of the
eleven women. Hanging his head, he made his way over to the seacoast to ponder the
waves for a moment.
Movement caught his eyes, and he looked up into the air where a large flock of birds was
flying in his direction. They seemed to be huge birds, however. They were traveling in
formation, almost like a bunch of soldiers marching towards a target. And the lock was
HUGE -- at least a thousand, possibly more.

Suddenly, a thought hit him and his face blanched. He watched as the birds flew over his
head and started landing in various positions on the ground. One of them landed near him,
blurred for a moment, and suddenly transformed itself into another attractive young
woman. And at that moment, he suddenly realized what he was seeing.
He thought back to the woman's name at the bar. Arot sen-Selur. Or, if you wrote it
backwards, Nestora Rules.
He brought his wand out and pointed it at the woman. "Merlin's beard! You're veela! This is
a Nestorian invasion!"
The woman shrugged and Disarmed him. "I wouldn't spread that around if I were you. You
could get yourself killed. If I were you, I'd ask for Obliviation or cooperate with us."
Morni looked around frantically for his wand, only to find it in the woman's hand. Hoping he
sounded threatening, he said: "I am no traitor, veela. I know what you animals are trying to
do. What's more, I know you won't kill me as you don't kill civilians unless there's no
alternative. You're going to let me go right now."
The veela grunted and pointed her wand at him. "I'd say exposing our forces is a major risk,
sir. How have you been keeping up with your religious duties? I hope the Five Gods accept
your soul."
Morni cringed. "No! Please, don't!"
The veela looked at him again. Finally, after what seemed an eternity, she put her wand
away and picked up something which appeared to be a metal tube with a handle. She must
be using it as a wand holder, he thought.
She sighed. "I suppose you're right. You haven't done anything to me, and you're a civilian
so I suppose I can't kill you or use magic, harpy form, or fireballs against you without
authorization."
Morni breathed a sigh of relief. "I'm glad we agree --"
That's as far as he got before the veela's arm lashed out and hit him on the head with the
butt of an American-made gun. The Syrdani man crumpled to the ground, and the veela
checked for a minute to make sure he wasn't seriously injured. Confirming that he was only
knocked out, she Obliviated him and moved on to rejoin her forces.
The Nestorian attack on Syrdan had begun.
To be continued...
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Update #444: Only Ted Williams Can Hit 400
----------Wednesday, November 27, 1996
Transfiguration Professor's Office
Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry
United Kingdom
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/3.7%
----------NEXT UP: Those Penguins Make the One In Batman Look Good
----------Hugh de Lourdes had been afraid of this. When Armando Dippet's widow had called him and

asked to speak with him, he suspected he knew what it would be about.
He had alway thought that his master's old policy of giving about two dozen people the
Elixir of Life had been a mistake. Granted, Dr. Flamel had abandoned that practice back in
the early 1970's when the first war against the Death Eaters had broken out, and by the
time the original Philosopher's Stone had been destroyed in 1992 only the two Flamels and
Hugh had still been using it. Flamel giving it to his wife made a lot of sense, and it was only
fair that Hugh -- who as Flamel's old apprentice had did most of the work, similar to a
graduate student today -- would get unlimited use of the stuff.
Not many people had realized that Armando Dippet had been born in 1637 and that his wife
Sofia had been born in 1640. Granted, everyone had assumed that Dumbledore's
predecessor at Hogwarts had been old, maybe in his 80's or so. After all, Professor Dippet
had had the appearance of a man in his 80's. They would have gone nuts, however, had
they realized how old he actually was. And it would have only been a matter of time until a
lot of people started looking suspiciously at Nicholas Flamel.
Of the 25 people who had been given access to the Elixir of Life, Hugh suspected that 13 or
14 were still alive twenty years after their supply of Elixir had been cut off. Hugh certainly
knew about himself, Dr. Flamel, and Mrs. Flamel. Sofia Dippet was clearly still alive, so that
made four. Who else was still out there, miffed that Flamel had seen fit to restrict who got
the Elixir?
Hoping that this interview wouldn't be a disaster, he told Mrs. Dippet to come into his office.
Professor Dippet's widow proved to be a white-haired woman who had appeared to be in her
late 90's and likely didn't have much longer to go. She walked with a cane and her face was
a mass of wrinkles. At her side was the Dippets' 320-year-old son, whom Armando had
apparently been feeding the Elixir even though Flamel had cautioned him not to do that.
Ernesto Dippet looked to be in his sixties or so and could still walk unaided.
Hugh had to bend down to address the frail old woman. "Good afternoon, Mrs. Dippet. How
are you?"
Sofia shrugged, and when she spoke her voice was hoarse. "I'm definitely getting old, Hugh.
I don't know how much longer I have left. Losing my husband back in 1992 didn't help to
say the least."
"That's understandable, Mrs. Dippet. If you wish, I can recommend some counselors for
people who have recently lost their loved ones."
Sofia spat a Spanish expletive at him. "I highly doubt that counselors will know what to do
when the client is trying to deal with the end of a 323-year-long marriage. And who are you
to judge? You never married and don't know what it's like."
Hugh forced himself to remain calm. "On the contrary. My master and his wife have been
together for almost twice that --"
Sofia cut him off. "And it's your master's fault that I'm in this predicament right now. His
decision to stop giving out the Elixir of Life as freely cost me my health and eventually cost
my husband his life. And now to add insult to injury, Albus Dumbledore instructed him to
destroy the Stone just before Armando died!"
Hugh sat down and put his head in his hands. Finally, he looked back up at his two visitors.

"I believe Dr. Flamel explained his reasoning. The powerful dark wizard Voldmeort had just
returned, a man well versed in the Dark Arts and probably the greatest threat to mankind
since Boris Koschei. He had already tried to steal the Philosopher's Stone, going so far as to
possess a Hogwarts professor to try to get at it. My master trusts Dumbledore's judgment.
You should as well."
Ernesto spoke in his deep voice. "Easy for you to say -- you didn't lose your father because
of that decision. Or your master, for that matter."
Hugh sighed. "Voldemort was responsible for a Judgment Day. That alone should tell you
how serious this was. Can you imagine what would have happened had that man actually
gained access to immortality? Although Mrs. Flamel and I originally balked at the idea of
him destroying the Stone, Dumbledore appeared to have been spot on. Destroying the
Stone was the right decision, even though it was distasteful at the time."
Mrs. Dippet looked at Hugh slyly. "I see. And now that Voldemort is dead, what is
preventing you from recreating the Stone?"
Hugh hesitated for a moment -- she hadn't been the first person to make that suggestion.
Nevertheless, he had seen enough to answer the question. "Your request would have been
reasonable had it not been for one thing."
"Oh? And what's that?"
"The fall of the Statute of Secrecy shortly before Voldemort's death. The danger now is not
Voldemort getting the Stone. It's the possibility of the Muggles getting the Stone. Can you
imagine what would happen to civilization if someone publicized the means to achieve
eternal youth and health?"
Sofia glared at him. "And how would the Muggles get the Stone?"
Hugh suppressed the urge to scream. "Apparently you haven't kept up with the news.
Shortly after the Super Bowl Breach, the Muggles found out about the Stone and broke into
my master's house to steal his diary, which contained complete instructions for building the
Stone. A Muggle pharmaceutical company then hired an alchemist to create a Stone and
start selling the Elixir of Life."
Sofia stared at her son and then at Hugh. "Really? Which company is this? I should get in
touch with them."
Hugh bit his lip. "Don't bother, Mrs. Dippet. When my master found out about HaroldGreen's Elixir program, he went up in flames. That, incidentally, was part of the reason
Dumbledore had Dr. Flamel succeed him as Minister of Magic shortly after Judgment Day.
Flamel worked together with the American authorities to confiscate the Stones as HaroldGreen created them. The crisis ended with one Stone in the hands of the Pentagon, one in
the hands of the American Department of Magic, and all copies of my master's diary
destroyed so that Harold-Green can't make any new copies from scratch."
Sofia threw up her hands. "Sounds rather hypocritical of him to try to keep the Stone from
the Muggles considering that one of the Stones wound up in the hands of the Muggle
defense forces."
"I agree, Flamel didn't like that all that much. However, without an alchemist -- and without

the instructions -- they're not going to be able to do much."
Sofia stared at him, hard. "And what happens if they find an alchemist capable of reverseengineering the Elixir? Then the Elixir will leak out into the Muggle world again even though
your master supposedly doesn't want that."
Hugh was finding it harder and harder to suppress his frustration. "They're not going to be
able to do it without at least SOME magical support. Besides, you have to understand that
unless I'm very badly mistaken, the Stone in the Pentagon has top-secret classification. No
one is going to get access to it. At the very least, it's at a security level equivalent to that of
the Deathgates and so forth in the Department of Mysteries. Trust me, Mrs. Dippet. Nothing
is going to come of this. The Muggles are not getting access to that Stone."
Sofia muttered to herself a little as Ernesto looked at him thoughtfully. "Hugh, there could
be another option. You said that you were Dr. Flamel's apprentice, right? You helped him
with the Stone?"
Hugh nodded. "That's right."
"You did most of the work developing the Stone, similar to a modern graduate student? And
you got access to the Elixir as a result?"
"Yes."
Ernesto grinned. "Good. Where are your notes from your apprenticeship days? The notes
whose results you dictated to Flamel back in the 1300's?"
Hugh swore -- he was afraid someone would figure out he still had them. "Under lock, key,
and several powerful enchantments. Yes, I've got another copy of the instructions. And
they're not coming out unless someone gives me a very good reason. And I mean a VERY
good reason."
Ernesto pointed to his mother. "How about saving her life? Like she said, she doesn't have
much longer at the rate things are going."
Hugh fumed. "Much as I feel for you, I cannot let one person's feelings dictate how I will
handle what could very well be one of the most dangerous inventions in the history of the
human race."
Sofia hissed at him. "Your master killed my husband, Hugh. I demand compensation."
"He did not kill your husband, Mrs. Dippet! He realized that the human race is not yet
deserving of immortality!"
"Oh really? Who are you to say that immortality is immoral while you yourself were on the
Stone? And how can you say that Dr. Flamel did not kill my husband? By destroying that
Stone, he sentenced my husband, me, and my son to death. An undeserving death, I might
add, considering my husband's contribution to the Spanish and British educational
institutions!"
"You two should be happy you're still alive! Had Dr. Flamel not respected your work, he
would not have given you the Elixir and you would have passed on in the eighteenth
century! As it is, even I will pass on in maybe forty or fifty years."

Sofia laughed evilly. "Why do I doubt that? When you're my age --"
"I'm already older than you are!"
"-- physically, I mean -- that Stone is going to come out again. You're going to regret not
having been on the Stone the whole time. You're probably going to Fidelius the Stone to
yourself so no one else can use it and then live on forever, afraid of death."
Hugh blinked. Fidelius the Stone to himself once Flamel and his wife pass on and not tell
anyone? He hadn't thought of that.
Ernesto turned to his mother. "Mother, do you think we should talk to the Pentagon and
offer them our services in reconstructing the Elixir?"
Hugh started to lose his temper. "It's not going to work. You're not alchemists, you likely
won't get through the security checkpoints, and they can probably get alchemists from
somewhere else."
Sofia Dippet unleashed a long string of Spanish expletives. "This was a waste of time,
Ernesto. Here, help me up so I can get on with what's left of my life. However little that
may be."
Hugh waved Ernesto aside and helped Mrs. Dippet up -- he was the host, after all, and
proprieties needed to be observed. Gently, he said, "I'm sorry, Mrs. Dippet, but I have no
choice. I'm sentencing myself, as well as everyone else I know, to death. But when the
alternative is possibly the collapse of civilization...Mrs. Dippet, you are currently the fourtholdest person in the world. You must have gained a lot of wisdom over the years. If you
think this over, you'll have to understand that this MUST be done."
The Dippets said nothing as Ernesto helped his mother to the door. As they were about to
leave, Mrs. Dippet turned back to Hugh.
"Methuselah lived for 969 years, and I am barely a third of the way through that. Rest
assured, Hugh, the Stone will rise again. Given Harold-Green's work and the alchemists out
there, it is only a matter of time. And when it does reappear, whoever brings it out will earn
the complete support of myself and quite possibly the Spanish Ministry of Magic. Until then,
adios."
And with that, she put on her wimple and made her way out of the office, leaving behind a
very troubled (and thoughtful), Hugh de Lourdes.
To be continued...
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Now that was a very interesting update…
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Very interesting indeed. So is Sofia an important person in the Spanish Ministry?
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Quote:

Originally Posted by ByzantineCaesar (Post 5094207)
Very interesting indeed. So is Sofia an important person in the Spanish Ministry?
Up to the Shared World. I figure she's a high-ranking advisor to the Spanish Ministry
because of her age and wisdom even if she does live in England (then again, perhaps she
moved back to Spain after Armando's death).
Does Hugh go back on the Stone again? Do Sofia and the other Great Old Ones (there are
10 of them) start subsidizing the now-renamed Harold-Green's secret endeavors? This is an
example of a plot which is intended to be elaborated further in Shared World. You're
starting to see the beginning of the Shared World transition now: the Dippets, the various
anti-wizard court cases, the Syrdan/Nestor war, etc.
Oh, and did I mention that Rasputin has a Stone :)
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does sofia have grounds for a lawsuit?
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Jcoggins (Post 5095161)
does sofia have grounds for a lawsuit?
I doubt it, but it's up to Shared World. A lawsuit could get the Philosopher's Stone more
coverage, but do you think the judge would agree: "Oh no, you only lived 360 years, I
guess your husband died too young?"
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Sorry for repeating the question again: how does that whole thing relate to Jeanne
Calment?
(I realize that the current most probable version is "completely unrelated, not that the
Muggles would know that", but just in case :))
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Quote:

Originally Posted by January First-of-May (Post 5095368)

Sorry for repeating the question again: how does that whole thing relate to Jeanne
Calment?
(I realize that the current most probable version is "completely unrelated, not that the
Muggles would know that", but just in case :))
I was thinking of having it unrelated. However, I WAS pondering the possibility that she was
one of the people who had been given the Elixir and died later.
The tricky part is this: in order to deserve being given the Stone by Flamel, she must have
done something absolutely earth-shattering. And therein lies the problem -- Calment doing
something that famous is almost certainly ASB. The possibilities are:
1. She is a wizard. She hangs out with the Muggles too much to be a wizard, and if she is a
wizard she has a long life anyway and may not have been on the Stone.
2. She is a Z-only wizard. If so, Flamel would not have recognized her as a wizard. She
would just be an ordinary Muggle -- in which case, why would Flamel know her?
3. She is a Muggle, in which case her earth-shattering accomplishment would likely be
common knowledge -- which it isn't, other than her age.
4. Flamel would have to get the Elixir to her while he's living in England and she's living in
France.
5. Rule of thumb with the timeline is that there are no personal attacks (or possible insults)
on individual people who can be identified by name. Yes, we can mess with Clinton, the
Pope, and so forth because they're public figures. People like Michelle Goldhaber and myself
aren't public figures, but they play only minor roles in the story and don't do anything
earth-shattering so I figure it's safe to include them. The one dangerous case, the Russian
House witch (based on a real person) has had her name changed.
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Update #445: Those Penguins Make the One In Batman Look Good
----------Wednesday, November 27, 1996
Executive Council Chamber
Syrdasch
Syrdan
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/3.9%
----------NEXT UP: I Didn't Know They Had Mermaid Veela!
----------Supreme Chancellor Vixar couldn't believe what he was hearing. "What? Are you sure about
this?"
The Defense Minister nodded. "Yes, sir. There are reports of thousands of veela arriving on
the southeast coast. A good thirty miles of coastline have already been...enthralled, for the
lack of a better word."
Ortelu groaned. "That's not good. What have you been doing about it so far?"

The Defense Minister sat down and put his head in his hands. "This is going to be tricky,
Chancellors. This is effectively a two-front war at this point because we've got to deal with
the yahoo resistance movement as well. The SMRM is starting to make inroads in the
southwestern parts of the island, and the rebellion has just gotten worse since Nestor
invaded. I have a strong suspicion that the Nestorians are backing SMRM and are taking
advantage of the yahoo rebellion to invade."
Siatnan growled at him: "Answer the question, Defense Minister. What are we doing to fix
this problem?"
The Defense Minister sighed. "We've segregated our forces by gender and sent all of the
women over to deal with the veela. The women naturally won't be susceptible to the veela's
charm, and if we're lucky we'll be able to infiltrate their ranks. The men will stay behind
dealing with SMRM."
Vixar shrugged. "I suppose that's the best we can do, Defense Minister. Do you think it will
be enough?"
"I'm not sure, sir, for three reasons. First, Markali has thrown a platoon of witches into the
invading forces, so our forces will have magic to deal with as well as veela. For another...we
have reason to believe there will be male Nestorians in the invading army as well."
All three chancellors gasped. "MEN? That's impossible!"
The Defense Minister shook his head sadly. "Unfortunately, it is in fact possible. Although
we all know it's impossible to have a pure male veela, you can have half-veela men with a
veela mother and a human father. These men won't be able to turn into harpies or shoot
fireballs at us. However, they still have the ability to charm people of the opposing gender."
Siatnan got it immediately. "Shit! They knew we'd send women, so they send men out in
the vanguard of the army to turn all of our units into quivering masses of drooling meat.
The regular units then come up behind us and smash us."
"Exactly, ma'am. If I were Markali, I'd send the men in stark naked so they'll be able to
impress us the most."
Ortelu shook her head. "I don't see how they can do that, Defense Minister. Won't the
Nestorian men distract their own troops and vice versa?"
"I'm afraid not, ma'am. We have picked up intelligence that the Nestorian units are wearing
blindfolds which will protect them against their colleagues' charms. We'll be affected, and
they wil not."
Siatnan grated: "Can we use the Accio spell to steal their blindfolds and have them flirt with
each other while we mop them up? We've almost certainly got more wizards than they do."
The Defense Minister's eyes widened. "That may not be a bad idea, ma'am. I'll see that the
order gets passed down the chain of command. However, back to the subject at hand -- our
third complication."
"Oh? And what's that?"

The Defense Minister paused for a moment, then groaned. "We have reason to believe that
several of these women have been armed with Muggle projectile weapons in addition to
their wands."
Siatnan swore. "The United States is getting involved."
The Defense Minister nodded. "That's a distinct possibility, ma'am. Needless to say, that if
the Muggle world gets involved this could escalate VERY rapidly. Atlantis claims that we've
been hovering at DEFCON 3 for a while now. If this becomes a major Muggle/Wizarding war
with the Judgment Day deterrent out of use until June 2001..."
Vixar cut in. "The American president can't be stupid enough to escalate this particularly
after the reforms we've already introduced."
"Clinton may have no choice -- the ordinary citizens of the United States have been turned
against us, albeit in error, by Altri's refugees. If he's a good leader, he'll have to obey the
requests of his people."
Siatnan threw her hands up. "Defense Minister, do you have any GOOD news at least?"
The Defense Minister's mood brightened somewhat. "The initial Nestorian advance has been
blunted, and for the time being we've been holding our own. We'll need more assistance to
push them back into the sea again."
Siatnan turned to face Vixar. "I think it's time to call upon Tsalasia and the Order of the
Great Bear. Thank the Five Gods for that alliance."
Vixar winced. "Tsalasia, fine. However, I'm still somewhat reluctant to bring Zygonov and
his movement into it. After all, he's associated with Koschei. I know, Zygonov promised us
that we'd take over Nestor. However, right now we're on the defensive. I don't think we're
in a position to benefit from Zygonov's help yet. We need more men...well, women."
"What about the merpeople?"
The Defense Minister scratched his chin. "You know, that might not be a bad idea. Nestor is
an island, which means the merpeople can get at it from all sides underwater. Imagine an
amphibious assault on the entire coast. I like it, to be honest. As long as civilians are off
limits, I'd be up for that."
Siatnan grunted. "Civilians are off limits."
"Yes, ma'am. The Nestorian forces have been decent enough to not attack any of our
civilians, so we will do the same. The only way the civilians will get in the way here would
possibly be in the form of charmed collaborators, in which case they are not to be harmed
because it was not their fault."
Ortelu looked out the window, thought for a moment, then turned slowly back to the
Defense Minister. "We have reason to believe that we may be able to launch a mission to
assassinate President Clinton and have the veela blamed for it. What's your opinion of
that?"
The Defense Minister shook his head vehemently. "Absolutely not. They will almost certainly
retaliate in kind and knock out one, or possibly all three, of you. And remember the law --

once one of you dies, the other two have to resign and elections for three new chancellors
have to be held within two months. Trust me, Chancellors, we don't want to have a vacancy
at the top during a war."
Siatnan looked at him like he was stupid. "They're Americans. They can't GET to us with the
Protector up."
The Defense Minister glared at her. "So they tell the veela to do it for them. Big deal. Trust
me, we're not taking the risk. And speaking of the Protector, if I were you I'd start
deploying forces to guard the Protector. If the United States wants to invade us directly,
they'd have the veela come over and do to us what Two Exceeds Four did to
Houyhnhnmland."
All eyes turned to Vixar. As the Supreme Chancellor, he had the final say.
Vixar drew a deep breath. "May the Five Gods help us all. All right, here's what we will do.
We'll call over the Tsalal ambassador and formally request military support from those
trained penguins down there. Once we're done with her, get in touch with the merpeople
and see what they can do to harass Nestor. Instruct them to use female troops only.
Hopefully this will force them to pull some soldiers out of here to deal with the defense of
their home island. Defense Minister, warn our troops there may be men in the invading
army which could distract our women, and while you're there start thinking of ways to
mass-produce those blindfolds. Finally, start telling everyone that Tsalal help may be on the
way. That will improve our morale and make Clinton start thinking twice about getting
involved here."
--------Atlantis
----Dagher swore when he saw the report. "This is NOT good. We DO NOT want that mess in
the Atlantic escalating further."
Ndukaku raised his hands in resignation. "Unfortunately, there isn't much we can do about
that right now. We're still at DEFCON 3, after all."
"What's the current number?"
Ndukaku bit his lip. "3.9%. It's gone up 0.2% in the past few hours. In case you're
wondering, that's over a 5% increase."
"Keep an eye on that number, Head Astrologer. I'm going to start making plans, and when
that thing hits 5.0 we're going to DEFCON 2 and we're going to nail those troublemakers. I - NOW WHAT?"
Ndukaku spun and saw that an urgent memo had hit the Grand Mugwump in the head and
was trying to peck a hole in his forehead like a little bird. Muttering to himself, the Grand
Mugwump unfolded the paper and looked at it. His eyes widened even further.
He swore and handed the document to Ndukaku. "Give this to Dialonis. I can't deal with it
right now."
Ndukaku read the memo and whistled. "A Holocaust survivor is suing us for not saving the
Jews, gypsies, and other ethnic groups from the Nazis and Obliviating the Holocaust victims
to cover up the Statute of Secrecy?"

"That's what it says. Get Dialonis -- if he likes interacting with Muggles, now's the perfect
opportunity. Do it. NOW!"
To be continued...
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Well, that was to be expected (about the Holocaust).
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Update #445.5: Mordor calls for aid
----------Wednesday, November 27, 1996
Executive Council Chamber
Syrdasch
Syrdan
---------The chamber's engraved marble gates swung open as Rasezar, newly minted Lord of
Theramas - formerly a sleepy fishing town in north-east Syrdan, current site of some
impressive amphibious construction projects -, liege lord of the Trapanandan political
refugees (also known as traitorous Death Eater scum) recently rechristened Theramians,
and bannerman of the Wizard's Republic of Syrdan, marched in, and bowed deeply and
ceremoniously before the three Cancellors. "You called for me, my lord and ladies".
"You may rise, merwizard. You were summoned here for an urgent reason" began Vixar,
"One that you may not be aware of yet. Forces of Nestor have invaded our southeast
coast." The amphibious spellcaster immediately responded: "Our wands are yours to
command, my lord. Where shall we attack?"
Pleased by the vassal's eagerness, Vixar smirked. "Don't be so hasty, good Rasezar. First of
all, we'd like to ask you for advice- read the reports, share your insight if you have any."
Reading through the parchments, the ex-Trapanandan's head was filled with ideas. Finally,
as he put it down, he exhaled deeply and presented his analysis of the situation.
"Your southern provinces are in serious trouble, that much is obvious. I suggest a total
evacuation in the affected areas and a few dozen miles wide buffer zone, as much as you
can spare without your wartime economy collapsing. Then, my men and any Syrdani willing
and capable to do some serious collateral damage will swoop in from the air, unleashing
area effect curses to kill everything on the ground from beyond Charm range. In my
experience, airborn Veela tend to come in their harpy form, instead of on brooms. That way
they can use their fireballs and nonverbal wand magic if they have it, and have more
firepower than a human - or merpeople - caster could lay down... however, for all their
destructive potential, they are just birds, with meager active gravity or inertia manipulation

powers. In other words, they'd be outmanauvred and massacred in a dogfight by even a
smaller group of wizards on brooms."
"Interesting" mused Siatnan. "Do you have any personal experience fighting these beasts,
or this is just book knowledge?" Rasezar then proceeded to tell her about the skirmishes in
and over Houyhnhnmland he and his army fought in, against Veela fliers among others.
"Granted, they were not military-trained Nestorians as far as I know, but their limitations
appeared to be anatomical in nature, and thus, still valid", he concluded.
"Now wait just a minute," snapped the lady cancellor, "you propose we use the same spells
you unleashed on Hynhynm? Thousands died there in less than a minute, and several times
as many in the following days till the last fire was put out, the last poison gas cloud was
dispelled, the last movement-seeking animated metal tentacle monster was exhausted..."
"...That's hardly the complete list of it, Cancellor. But as I said, it'd only be deployed after
an evacuation- we'd only destroy the Veela and those already enthralled by them, along
with some architecture. Consider this, my lady Siatnan: would you rather have something
go up in flame, or left at the mercy of Nestor?"
"Well, call it plan C, as in, Completely Out of Other Options" said Vixar. "I'd rather avoid
destroying our land to save it, not to mention the political ramifications of some influential
outsiders becoming collateral damage if they wander by... how did we deal with the Veela
last time we went to war? There is surprisingly little accurate data on that..."
"Invisible witch Imperiuses the Veela and orders it to order it's thralls to kill all Veela in the
vicinity" replied the so far silent Ortelu. "Results are a load of dead Veela, and even more
emotionally scarred wizards, many of whom have taken their lives with their own hands.
And now, the witches aren't a safe way any longer, if they truly send their men too. We go
with those plans, we're screwed either way... perhaps we should try to negotiate a peace..."
"Merlin's withered unmentionables, Ortelu, cease your defetist gibbering!" Shouted Vixar.
"We have not considered an obvious option yet: let's use the merpeople spells... but not on
our land. It is the Veela who attacked us- why not bring the war over to their island? Let's
call back that Minister, tell him to organize hit-and-run airborn raiding parties to plunder
Nestor, let's..."
He was briefly interrupted by a Patronus materializing before Rasezar and passing over a
quick message, but seeing how the merwizard's face brightened up, he wasn't angry... just
curious. "What news, merwizard?"
Rasezar, with a smile showing a bit too many teeth by human standards, let out a chuckle
that sent shivers up the human's spine. "My subordinates just contacted me... after only a
few casualties, they managed to revert one of us into our true form. Cancellors, I suggest
we send some amphibious surprise along with those airborn raiding parties...

Vixar, too, let loose an evil laugh. "Yes, that's how I like it! Now, listen to me, I have this
idea..."

To be continued...
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Update #446: I Didn't Know They Had Mermaid Veela!
----------Thursday, November 28, 1996
Costa Serena Cruise Ship
Between Cape Verde and Nestor
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/4.5%
----------NEXT UP: It's Better Than Animated Turkey Bowl XII
----------Plinio Raul Henriques couldn't believe that he was getting another chance to go through the
Protector and visit Nestor again. Winning the lottery for a night of...adult revelry had been
one thing. This time, however, things would be different.
The woman he had dallied with in Nestor had reported that she had gotten pregnant
unexpectedly. After a brief discussion, the couple had agreed to keep the baby and raise the
child as a Nestorian half-veela (or full veela in case it was a girl). As was usually the case,
the father would get full visitation rights now that the Statute of Secrecy had come down.
The only thing that Henriques had requested would be for the child to be baptized as well as
be raised to honor the Five Gods.
He wasn't the only person on the ship, of course. Nestor had held another lottery about a
month earlier, this time for a different town about to enter mating season. The winners had
been announced last week, and a brand new group of horny twenty-somethings were now
en route to the island. Henriques tried to explain to them what exactly would be awaiting
them, but all that managed to do was get them even more excited.
Henriques would have submitted his name once again only to find that people who had won
the lottery were not eligible to participate for the next three years. He soon realized,
however, that he didn't want more accidents to occur and find that he had fathered a whole
town in a few years.
Gabrielle had told him that she would be showing him around her town and trying to point
out places which would be important in the raising of their child (the local Five Gods church,
the school, recreational activities, communal child care facilities, and so forth). He would be
one of the first Muggles to actually see this part of the island. She recommended that she
bring Muggle recording devices in case he wanted to document any of this information.
The cruise ship was opulent, of course. In fact, it was even more opulent than he
remembered. He had a strong suspicion that the Nestorian public relations committee had
decked it out with magical spells to make it look fancier and -- at the very least -- get it
through the Protector more efficiently. How else could there be smokeless candles hanging

from the ceiling in the hallways without anything obviously holding them up?
The public address system announced that they were about one day from Nestor. There was
no way for Henriques to tell, of course, as there weren't any land masses anywhere in sight.
As far as he knew, Nestor was right over the horizon...if he would be able to see it at all
outside the Protector.
Figuring it was time to relax in the sauna again, he turned away from the railing and headed
back inside. He was just about to open the door to the interior of the ship when someone
shouted: "Merpeople!"
Henriques spun and saw someone pointing frantically at the water. Merpeople? Had
someone mentioned merpeople? He hadn't seen any merpeople near Nestor last time! He
hurried back over to the railing and found himself in the middle of a large group of cameratoting, pointing passengers. He looked in the direction they were pointing and saw an
amazing sight: no fewer than fifteen humanoid figures swimming alongside them. He
brought out his camera and took a few shots. He didn't know how they were doing it, but
the merpeople were probably doing a good thirty knots to keep up with the ship!
Henriques was a little worried. He didn't know if merpeople shared the same facial
expressions as ordinary humans like himself. If they did, he would have thought that they
look very serious and were planning to board the ship. That made no sense, however. There
hadn't been a merman boarding party last time he had gone to Nestor.
He looked beyond the merpeople, back towards the horizon, and saw much to his surprise
that the waves weren't going by that quickly anymore. Was it his imagination, or was the
ship slowing down? Maybe they were going to be boarding the ship after all. It would
certainly explain why the merpeople had been able to keep up with the vessel.
Ignoring the comments of the other passengers claiming that the merpeople were "veela
pets", he hurried over to the bow of the ship to see if there was an obstacle in their path. As
it turned out, there was a good reason the ship was slowing down. A good hundred
merpeople were spread out in front of them, several of whom were riding some kind of
strange aquatic animal. There were dolphins in the area as well who were staring at the
vessel with little beady eyes. People here were screaming and waving at the merpeople, but
they either didn't listen or ignored them.
Three of them were holding up a scroll with a huge sign on it. It was in Latin, and Henriques
had to go back to his Catholic school days to try to translate the words. He didn't get all of
them, but he got enough of them to figure out the gist of what they were saying.
ATTENTION, MUGGLE VESSEL. WE ARE FROM THE NAUTICAL DIVISION OF THE NESTORIAN
CUSTOMS DEPARTMENT. STOP AND PREPARE TO BE BOARDED. PLEASE DECLARE ANY
MUGGLE TECHNOLOGY AND WEAPONS.
Henriques's frown deepened. This didn't make sense. He'd been to Nestor before and the
customs check had been done by veela on the island itself. Why would they be doing it out
here with such urgency -- and use merpeople instead of veela? Was someone smuggling
weapons into Nestor on cruise ships? That was the only thing that it could be, he concluded.
The only way for Muggle weapons to make it to Nestor would be to get Muggles over there,
and the Muggles couldn't get through the Protector without using cruise ships.
The cruise ship slowed ponderously to a halt. By the time it had stopped, a good 20% of the

passengers (and some of the crew) were on deck taking photographs of the merpeople and
asking them to pose for the passengers. The merpeople, however, weren't cooperating.
They were all business and didn't look like they knew how to smile.
The public address system came on as some of the merpeople disappeared below the railing
where Henriques couldn't see them. "Attention, please. This is the captain speaking. We
have just been contacted by the Nestorian customs agency. They will be doing a brief
inspection here at sea to make sure that we are not bringing in any Muggle weapons or
other objects which do not belong in Nestorian territory. Please return to your staterooms
and bring out all of your suitcases. Hopefully, we will be on our way within a couple of
hours.
"They will be going room to room checking on each person's belongings. Note that they
have difficulty speaking outside of the water, so you will have to communicate with them
using the written word and sign language. They seem to be most familiar with Latin, though
they seem to know bits and pieces of English.
"While they are on board, treat them like guests and the important public officials that they
are. Yes, most of us haven't seen them before -- I certainly haven't, as this seems to be a
new process -- but keep in mind that they would likely be offended if we started treating
them as tourists attractions. That is all, ladies and gentlemen. I will report when we're
about to get going again."
The guests made their way back towards their staterooms in a somewhat orderly mob, and
it took Henriques a good five minutes to get back to his room. He looked at his roommate,
who was already pulling his bags out of the closet near the entrance.
The roommate looked at him in excitement. "Wow! Merpeople! Did you know they existed -Plinio, what's wrong?"
Henriques's face was grim. "I've been to Nestor before, and this didn't happen last time.
Something fishy is going on here -- no pun intended. I went to Catholic school, and from
what I saw on the sign at the front of the ship they're going to be checking for Muggle
technology and possibly weapons."
The roommate frowned. "They're confiscating Muggle technology? Why would they do that?"
"I'm not sure. Keep your eyes open. Something really doesn't smell right here."
It took a good two hours for the customs agent to reach their stateroom. Finally, Henriques
heard a knock on the door and saw a piece of parchment slid underneath it. Henriques
picked it up and saw that it was written in both Latin and (bad) English.
THIS IS AGENT RASEZAR OF THE NESTORIAN CUSTOMS AGENCY. PLEASE LET US IN SO
WE CAN INSPECT YOUR BELONGINGS. WE APOLOGIZE FOR THE INCONVENIENCE.
Henriques opened the door and moved out of the way as two people entered the room
followed by one in with a few medals on his chest. Very interesting, Henriques thought. We
got some bigwig here.
Rasezar and his buddies made their way into the room and started looking through the
suitcases. Eventually, one of them let out a hideous noise and brought out Henriques's
Swiss Army knife.

Rasezar's eyes narrowed and he started writing frantically on a sheet of paper: WHOSE BAG
IS THIS?
Henriques raised his hand, and the two merman flunkies began pointing tridents at him. Oh,
wonderful, he thought.
Rasezar continued. I'M AFRAID WE WILL HAVE TO CONFISCATE THIS UNTIL YOU LEAVE.
ARE YOU GOING TO BE RETURNING ON THIS SHIP AS WELL?
Henriques shook his head.
YOU WILL BE ON NESTOR FOR A WHILE?
Henriques nodded.
HOW LONG WILL YOU BE HERE?
Henriques grabbed a notepad and wrote down: "A week or so."
Rasezar's eyes narrowed further. THAT IS A LONG TIME. WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF YOUR
VISIT?
"I came over earlier as a breeding lottery winner. The woman's name was Gabrielle, and
apparently she didn't realize that it was the wrong time of the month for her to be having
unprotected sex. I'm going over there now so we can discuss how exactly we're going to be
raising the child."
The other two merpeople laughed at this, and even the stern Rasezar chuckled. NOW THIS
MAKES SENSE. I DOUBT YOU'LL BE THE LAST MAN TO FIND HIMSELF IN THIS
PREDICAMENT. I HOPE YOU DON'T MIND HAVING ABOUT 15 STEPCHILDREN, SIR.
Henriques blushed as Rasezar showed him the Swiss Army knife and gave him a piece of
official-looking parchment. TAKE THIS DOCUMENT. WHEN YOU LEAVE, GIVE IT TO THE
CUSTOMS AGENT AND YOU CAN GET YOUR WEAPON BACK. BE ADVISED THAT NESTOR
HAS RECENTLY INITIATED AN AGGRESSIVE WAR WITH THE PEACEFUL STATE OF SYRDAN.
IF YOU SEE SOLDIERS AROUND, STAY OUT OF THEIR WAY.
Henriques gulped. War? What war?
The merman flunkies made their way out of the room. Bowing politely to Henriques and his
roommate, Rasezar left the room and shut the door behind him.
There was a brief moment of silence. Finally, the roommate turned to him. "You knocked up
a veela here when you visited last time?"
Henriques sat down, embarrassed. "Yes. Neither of us expected it, and I get visitation rights
once the child is born."
The roommate started chattering excitedly. "All right, what was it like? Huh? Tell me!"
Henriques looked thoughtfully at the door to the stateroom. "Something does not seem
right here. He mentioned a war between Nestor and Syrdan, wherever that is. There was no

such war going on during my last visit. And I can already tell you that when I went through
customs last time in Nestor, it was done on the island itself...and they didn't take the Swiss
Army knife."
"Maybe it's this war the merman was talking about."
"Possibly. Perhaps they're concerned that people from this Syrdan will get their hands on
the weapons -- if this Syrdan really exists. Whatever it is, be careful. I've got a bad feeling
about this."
--------Nestora
----Markali looked at her Customs Minister in astonishment. "What do you mean, the Serena
got boarded by customs agents a day away from here?"
The Customs Minister nodded. "The captain just sent back one of the emergency albatrosses
with a message. Apparently they've been boarded by a large group of merpeople and
searched for weapons."
Markali fumed. "That can't be right. We do our customs search here on the island! Did you
change the policies without telling me?"
"No, ma'am. If someone searched the boat, it was not us. And rest assured, to the best of
my knowledge we don't employ merpeople."
"What's your interpretation this, Customs Minister?"
The Customs Minister hesitated a bit before speaking. "I don't know if it's just me, but it
sounds a lot like Syrdan is trying to put up a blockade and is using merpeople to enforce it."
"Blockade? How can they put up a blockade if we can just fly over the merpeople's heads?"
"They must have discovered the American weapons on our soldiers and planned a
counterattack. They're probably trying to get their hands on Muggle weapons, either to
deprive us from them and/or even the score. Since we still have the Protector up, there are
only two ways for Muggle weapons to get over here. First, have the American government
smuggle us some through Ariadne, which is the way we got our first shipment. Second,
have Muggle civilians bring them over on cruise ships, as they've done the five times since."
Markali swore. "The Syrdani have allied with the merpeople and are trying to use the
American Muggle weapons against us. What did Roqteratl's ambassador say about this?"
The Customs Minister groaned. "She was outraged, and admitted under Veritaserum that
she knows nothing about this."
Markali swore more vehemently. "Oh wonderful. A bunch of merpeople have gone rogue
and sided with Syrdan. And unless I'm badly mistaken, Tsalasia as well."
The Customs Minister winced. "The penguins are involved too?"
"It looks like it. My guess, however, is that the Tsalal's dispute is more with the United
States than with us. The Tsalal ambassador has told us that the penguin troops are under
orders not to attack Nestorian forces unless it's in self defense."

The Customs Minister wilted. "Good lord. Three against two, and our ally can't help very
well with the Protector in the way."
"Exactly. This leaves us with two choices: drop the Protector or ask the United States to
start sending more and more materiel over. We can't drop the Protector on a moment's
notice because it will cause serious climatic problems. From what I've been told,
deactivating the Protector properly will cause the island to reappear in a span of 18 to 24
months."
The Customs Minister nodded. "I've heard that too."
Markali continued. "This means our only option is to increase American involvement in this
war. I'm going to tell Clinton that we're going to need many more supplies and we can't rely
on cruise ships to get them through."
The Customs Minister whistled. "This could escalate the war. If Clinton starts sending more
materiel over, this run-of-the-cauldron fight with Syrdan could drag in Tsalasia and turn into
a world war because of all of these alliances. Roqteratl could have a civil war, for all we
know. Ma'am, with all do respect, I don't think we should get the US involved. From what
I've read about Muggle history, this reminds me a lot of the way the Europe was set up in
1914. And our attack on southeastern Syrdan could have been the equivalent of Archduke
Franz Ferdinand's assassination."
Markali shook her head. "It can't be all that bad. However, in this case we have no choice. If
Syrdan has gotten its hands on Muggle weapons which were meant to come to us, we'll
need more Muggle weapons to counter that. We need the US, I'm afraid. Right now, it's
effectively three on one and the other guys are working of setting up a blockade. We have
no choice."
"Tell the US to get out of there and hope that Tsalasia will go away. Once the US leaves it
becomes a Wizarding-only war."
"All right, that leaves us two on one with the bad guys having Muggle weapons and a
possible blockade while we don't."
The Customs Minister was about to respond when someone rushed in with a report. "Ma'am!
We've got reports all around the island of increased merperson activity! There have been
hundreds of sightings of merpeople!"
Markali spun. "What? What's going on? Are they doing anything to us?"
"No, ma'am. They're just watching for now. However, they've got some strange spider-like
machines in the area with them."
Markali looked at the Customs Minister helplessly before responding. "Take the next two
groups of soldiers destined for Syrdan and deploy them around the island to face off against
the merpeople. They are only to attack in self-defense. Do you hear me? Self-defense only."
The visitor nodded and ran off. Markali muttered to herself: "How many troops do these
rogue merpeople have?"
The Customs Minister sighed. "I don't know, ma'am."

"We need the US all the more so now. I'm going to talk to him and start making formal
requests for assistance. Yes, it may expand the war, but we have no choice. In the
meantime, I think it's time for us to reinstitute the draft."
The Customs Minister shook her head. "I don't like it, ma'am."
"I don't like it either, Customs Minister."
To be continued...
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Note: the spider mechas were a Roqteratl-exclusive invention last I checked... thought the
fact that they are built for merpeople would allow the (rogue) merwizards to steal some, or
even buy some: Roqteratl might be willing to sell those machines, at least the unarmed
ones, to other merpeople for civilian applications. Unfortunately, there is no built-in
safeguard against spellcasters adding offensive and defensive enchantments and hardware
to already operational mechas... I guess that's what happened here. Rogue merwizard: "hey
guys, I walked into Roqteratl dressed as a tribal and got these machines. Let's put some
shields on it, and see what's the biggest Giant-sized boomstick we can get..."
Also, as the above update demonstrates, merwizards are perfectly able and willing to
masquerade as muggle merpeople. If they send small, hand-picked groups of similarlooking individuals, they can impersonate a tribe (those are ethnically homogenous), and if
they send a large force of various hybrids, they can impersonate Roqteratli. Only when the
wands come out, do the affected Hidden Nation's leaders remember their recent and highly
classified meeting with Trapananda's envoys, and put the details together...='Oh shit, rogue
merwizards!' Fortunately, Markali seems to be quick on this.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5096190)
I was thinking of having it unrelated. However, I WAS pondering the possibility that she was
one of the people who had been given the Elixir and died later.
The tricky part is this: in order to deserve being given the Stone by Flamel, she must have
done something absolutely earth-shattering. And therein lies the problem -- Calment doing
something that famous is almost certainly ASB. The possibilities are:
1. She is a wizard. She hangs out with the Muggles too much to be a wizard, and if she is a
wizard she has a long life anyway and may not have been on the Stone.
2. She is a Z-only wizard. If so, Flamel would not have recognized her as a wizard. She
would just be an ordinary Muggle -- in which case, why would Flamel know her?
3. She is a Muggle, in which case her earth-shattering accomplishment would likely be
common knowledge -- which it isn't, other than her age.

4. Flamel would have to get the Elixir to her while he's living in England and she's living in
France.
5. Rule of thumb with the timeline is that there are no personal attacks (or possible insults)
on individual people who can be identified by name. Yes, we can mess with Clinton, the
Pope, and so forth because they're public figures. People like Michelle Goldhaber and myself
aren't public figures, but they play only minor roles in the story and don't do anything
earth-shattering so I figure it's safe to include them. The one dangerous case, the Russian
House witch (based on a real person) has had her name changed.
Makes sense. That's what I expected, mostly. :)
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Update #447: It's Better Than Animated Turkey Bowl XII
----------Thursday, November 28, 1996
169 South Street
Waltham, MA
United States of America
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/4.5%
----------NEXT UP: Uh, Jo, I Think Hermione Missed the Climax
----------Finally, a day off. With all of the days I'd have to use for the Jewish holidays and an
occasional forced workday on Sunday, it was good to have a vacation at last. Besides, even
if I had gone in, there wouldn't have been anyone there to tell me what to do so I would
have been bored to tears.
I had been forwarded an interesting email from my mother, who has always had a notorious
tendency to forward corny jokes which were the most part not particularly funny. This

message, however, actually had some substance to it.
On this Thanksgiving Day, consider the following if you find it difficult to
find things to be thankful for. Remember that on June 20th, the world as you
knew it came very close to ending in radioactive fire. The fact that you are
alive today is, in one sense, a combination of the power of the wizards and
the simple fact that you were not in the wrong place at the wrong time. Had
those bombs gone off in your home town instead of New York, Ogdensburg, or
Miami, you would not be here to receive this message. Regardless of where you
live or where you came from, you have something to thankful for, and you
would be well served to remember this.
Whoever had initiated this email thread did in fact have a point, especially for people in
Boston. Had Kurchatova (I still couldn't believe that she was a witch after all these years)
and her magical friends not summoned a rainstorm to beat down that cloud of nuclear
fallout heading northeast from the ruins of New York, Boston could have very well suffered
some serious casualties from the radiation.
As a matter of fact, Thomas Menino had organized a small ceremony downtown to remind
Bostonians how close the city had come to suffering radiation poisoning. Supposedly he had
managed to convince Kurchatova herself to give a little speech explaining what she and her
colleagues had done. Considering that she was already a national hero and a well-known
witch, it was almost certain that the speech would draw huge crowds.
No one could have predicted at the beginning of the year that wizards would appear among
us. Once that had happened, however, there were plenty of ways which our lives could have
been ruined yet we somehow managed to outlast them all. As the Passover prayer Dayeinu
goes, many things had gone right, and dodging a large number of those bullets only to be
struck by one later on would have been more than enough to be satisfied with.
Had the wizards been prevented from taking over the world, yet the Quabbin had still been
contaminated, that would have been enough for us.
Had God/fate restored the water of the Quabbin but not prevented catastrophe in
Cambridge, that would have been enough for us.
Had God/fate prevented catastrophe in Cambridge but allowed Voldemort to take over the
world, that would have been enough for us.
Had God/fate prevented Voldemort from taking over the world but allowed Boston to be hit
with radioactive fallout, that would have been enough for us.
Had God/fate prevented Boston from being hit with radioactive fallout yet caused me to lose
my new job as a software engineer at Parametric, that would have been enough for us.
The list went on and on. I personally had suffered several hardships, to be certain: a forced
evacuation to Curacao, a water shortage, a pay cut, a threat to my job, and so forth. Yet I
was still alive, and I had to admit that was the most important thing of all.
Some things didn't change, however. As usual, our family had been invited to the
Babchucks' house for Thanksgiving dinner, and my mother was screaming at me that I
shouldn't come in blue jeans. There was a bit of a problem in that this conflicted with
another tradition on Thanksgiving Day which started before the trip to the Babchucks:

watching the various Thanksgiving day football games. The current game had the Chiefs
playing the Lions, and the later game had the Redskins playing the Cowboys. I never really
understood why the Lions and Cowboys always had to play on Thanksgiving. Had it ever
occurred to someone to have the Lions and Cowboys play EACH OTHER on Thanksgiving?
What inevitably tended to happen is that the Babchucks' two sons and I would inevitably
spend most of the time in the TV room while most of the people of my parents' generation
made small talk in the living room. As an introvert, I couldn't handle having too many
people around, and in some cases the presence of the people in the living room proved to
be distracting. I would probably have to go out into the living room from time to time to talk
a little to the other guests and to grab hot dogs before my father ate them all.
Making sure that I looked somewhat presentable, I hopped into the car and made my way
over to the Babchucks with about nine minutes left in the second quarter. As I turned the
television off, the announcer noticed that there would be a special event occurring during
the halftime show of the first game. It probably had something to do with betting, as the
announcer was constantly mentioning a Quad Pot. I was a bit surprised that they'd be
having live gambling during Thanksgiving, but what would I know about this?
By the time I had made it over to the Babchucks it was just about halftime. After making
the cursory small talk with the hosts and a few of the other guests (of whom I only knew
about a third), I made my way into the television room where the other people were
watching the game.
I got into the room just as the first half had come to a close. Wondering what form of
gambling was going to take place, I glanced at the television set and saw something
remarkable: a large forest of brooms making their way out into the field. Underneath the
goalposts at opposite ends of the field were two huge pots filled with an amber liquid.
I frowned and turned to the two boys. "What's this? Some kind of Wizarding ceremony?"
The elder boy watched the TV intently. "I think it's a Wizarding sport. They're going to be
demonstratin a Wizarding sport during halftime?"
"They're going to be betting on this sport? Four pots? Sounds a bit odd for daytime TV,
doesn't it?"
The boy shook his head. "There's no gambling involved. The sport is called Quodpot, Q-U-OD-P-O-T. It's the most popular Wizarding sport in the United States."
I gaped at him. "The wizards have invented their own sports? They don't play baseball and
stuff like the rest of us?"
"I doubt it. Who'd have taught them if they don't interact with Muggles? Or at least didn't
before the Statute of Secrecy fell?"
Now I was intrigued. I watched as a man in a fancy robe made his way out to midfield. He
was accompanied by a man in a plain white robe. The man in the plain robe pointed his
wand at the man with fancy robe, and the man in the fancy robe began to speak. The man's
voice carried without the need for a microphone.
"Ladies and gentlemen, happy Thanksgiving to you. My name is Travis Radner, and I am the
former Secretary of Magic here in the United States. I am now retired and occasionally

serve as a consultant for the Department of Magic. With me here is Lucas McGee, the head
of the American Quodpot League.
"It is our pleasure to host a Quodpot match here between the Mt. St. Helens Eruption and
the Big Thicket Swamp Rats. These are two of the teams of the American Quodpot League,
or AQL. This league has ten members and is dedicated to the playing Quodpot with integrity
and passion. This matchup pits the 9-12 Eruption against the 11-10 Swamp Rats, with the
Swamp Rats serving as the home team in this exhibition."
Radner reached into a box and withdrew a large red ball. "The rules of Quodpot are
straightforward. Think of a combination of Musical Chairs and basketball. Teams of eleven
players on each side spend time flying around the stadium trying to drop this ball (called a
Quod) into the opponent's goal -- those cauldrons near the goal lines. This is similar to ball
games you have seen before. However, there is a catch. At random times during the game,
the ball will vanish. Any player in possession of the ball at the time it vanishes will be
eliminated. That player must leave the field while the remaining players make their way
back to their starting positions and wait for the ball to reappear.
"Note that this match will be played with a few variations. First, in traditional Quodpot the
ball explodes instead of vanishes. We are currently experimenting with a vanishing ball
which is safer for both the fans and the players. Second, the game ends in most cases when
all players on one of the two sides have been eliminated, at which point the team with the
most goals wins. Due to the fact that there is a time constraint here, however, the game
will end after 15 minutes regardless of how many players are still on the field for both
teams."
My eyesbrows shot up as I looked at the two boys. "Cool game. Have you ever seen
anything like this before?"
Both boys shook their heads. One of them said that it reminded him a bit of dodgeball:
whoever gets hit with the ball at the end is out. But dodgeball on brooms? Forget it.
We watched the TV as Radner introduced the two teams. He then yielded the stage to
McGee, who told the two captains to shake hands and moved out of the way to start the
play by play.
"And they're off. Flynn has the Quod for the Swamp Rats. He passes it to Michaels, who
passes it back to Flynn. Douglas gets in the way, but Flynn swerves around him. He's
heading for the goal -- and the ball vanishes! Too bad, Swamp Rats. Flynn is out."
I watched as a furious Flynn made his way off the field to his bench. Meanwhile, at other
side, an volcanic eruption blasted its way into the sky ("that's not a real eruption, people!
It's the Eruption's way of celebrating something good happening to their team!")
The two sides made their way back to the center of the stadium and play resumed. This
time, the Eruption player threw the Quod out of bounds ("that's a foul, ladies and
gentlemen: grounds for a turnover"). The Eruption regained control of the ball and hurried
towards the goal. Even an opposing power play couldn't prevent Jones from making his way
around the goalie, and the Swamp Rat midfielder swooped in and dropped the ball in the
goal. A huge shower of sparks burst out of the bowl as McGee screamed: "Jones scores! 1-0
Swamp Rats! 13:25 left in the game."
The game looked pretty interesting, I thought. I had a strange feeling that people would

start playing this in various high schools and colleges over the next few years. People would
run with the ball instead of fly with it, of course, and the disappearing ball could be replaced
with something which buzzed every minute or so on the average. It was certainly fastpaced. As far as I could tell, there weren't any timeouts other than when the ball
disappeared and players were eliminated.
Finally, after fifteen minutes, McGee called it a game. The final score was 4-3 Swamp Rats,
and three players had been eliminated from both sides. The cauldrons and Quodpot players
were ushered off the field, giving some high school bands a chance to perform. Finally, the
field was cleared once again and the third quarter began.
The elder Babchuck chuckled. "Newton South is going to have 5x5 versions of this game in
the basketball court within a few weeks. Mark my words. Hell, I wouldn't be surprised if
they take an 11x11 version onto the football field."
I nodded. "Neither would I. I highly doubt my high school will get as far as football,
however. After all, we don't even have an ORDINARY football team!"
--------Atlantis
----Sorcerer Pereira pulled over Ndukaku. "All right, I've done the calculations. We're stable at
4.5%. That's high DEFCON 3. Although most of the potential problems are still centered in
and around the Black Sea, we're getting pretty concerned about what's happening in the
Atlantic. If the United States's Muggle forces get dragged into this fight between those two
hotheads, this will escalate in a hurry and the whole world could go up in flames. We DO
NOT want the Muggles and wizards getting into a fight. And this time we don't have
Judgment Day to fall back on."
Ndukaku looked at Pereira's report and nodded. "Believe me, Pereira. I know. I don't like it
either."
Pereira hesitated. "Head Astrologer, I think there's something you may need to know. It's
kind of a crazy idea, but I think it will solve a lot of our problems. And it would explain why
the Apocalypsometer isn't even higher -- the prophecies have taken this into account."
Ndukaku turned to him. "And that is?"
Pereira's voice came out in a whisper. "There are a lot of people here in Atlantis which
wouldn't mind if the Statute of Secrecy can be resealed and the damage caused by the
Super Bowl Breach somewhat undone. I know it's difficult and it would likely need full
Atlantis cooperation. If we get to DEFCON 1 -- or worse yet, break the 30% barrier once
more -- we may want to consider that as an option."
Ndukaku didn't say anything for a long moment. Finally, the Head Astrologer's shoulders
slumped as he said quietly: "You're not the first to think that. Unfortunately, I don't think
there's any way to get the genie back in the bottle here. This isn't the 14th century
anymore. Word travels fast nowadays, and as you saw from the Super Bowl Breach even
wizards can't plug everything that quickly anymore."
"Surely there must be SOMETHING you and Dagher can do!"
Ndukaku shook his head. "I'm afraid it's impossible, at least according to current
technology. Researching that will likely take years, and if that fight between Syrdan and

Nestor escalates it will do so in much less than a year. However, I don't want to give up
completely. We can have Dialonis or someone add it to the Millennium Problems list as a
last resort in case everything goes haywire and we don't have Judgment Day to fall back
on."
Pereira nodded. "Thank you, Head Astrologer. Let's hope we don't have to use it."
"Agreed, Sorcerer Pereira. Now how about recomputing that percentage again? With our
luck, it will hit 5.0 next time you try it and I'll have to barge over to Dagher's office so we
can declare DEFCON 2 and activate the Atlantis rings."
To be continued...
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Update #448: Uh, Jo, I Think Hermione Missed the Climax
----------Friday, November 28, 1996
Gryffindor Common Room
Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry
United Kingdom
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/4.5%
----------NEXT UP: It's the Isaac Sanders Show!
----------I really need to get one of these Quick-Quotes Quills, thought J. K. Rowling. Realizing that
Hermione would be giving many interviews over the next few years (including a few with
Rowling), Professor Dumbledore (which one was that again?) had convinced Headmaster
Flitwick to get Hermione a magical device which would record anything spoken in its
presence. It was an automatic dictating machine, so to speak, which transmitted spoken
words directly to paper. Hermione had been forced to tinker with it at the beginning as it
had come with a tendency to try to embellish the stories and make them far more
interesting than they were. Whereas those would work for sensational movie reviews and so
forth, that wouldn't do for a factual documentary.
From a Muggle perspective, virtually everything Hermione had discussed up to this point
sounded like it would have come out of a fantasy television show or movie. The
Philosopher's Stone, the existence of which had been leaked out into the world as Rowling
knew it. People flying on brooms. Bizarre creatures and sporting events. Moving staircases.
Talking paintings. Devices which warned people if they had forgotten something. A secret
platform between platforms 9 and 10 of King's Cross Station. And this had all been during
Hermione's first year! What would the next six years be like?
She had been looking forward to this day for a while. Her interviews had reached the point
where Hermione had become convinced that Severus Snape had planned to steal the
Philosopher's Stone for Voldemort. In retrospect, that assumption had proven to be
inaccurate as Snape had been a double agent for Dumbledore. To Snape's credit, the late
Potions master had been able to fool virtually everyone -- including, most impressively,
Voldemort himself. By the time Voldemort had found out, Snape had taken out most of his
British minions in Operation Flying House.

After a brief hesitation, Hermione had decided to move today's interview into the Gryffindor
common room. The Fat Lady had nearly suffered a heart attack when she realized that
Muggles were about to enter the sacred chamber. It had taken a lot of fast talking for
Hermione to let Rowing come in with her.
Hermione hadn't been kidding when she had said that the common room looked like it had
been taken out of a four-star hotel. The nights were getting cold, and a fireplace was
burning merrily in the hearth. The place was tastefully decorated and littered with
comfortable chairs. There were several students reading books and doing homework in the
area, but they knew well enough not to interview with these interviews.
Rowling brought out the Quick-Quotes Quill and began to ask questions. "All right,
Hermione. You had reason to believe that Professor Snape was going to break into the
third-floor corridor, get past the three-headed dog, and beat Professor Quirrell to the
Philosopher's Stone. What happened next?"
Hermione began to recount the tale. "The first thing we had to do was make our way out of
this tower and reach the room with Fluffy without being seen by any of the teachers or
talkative students -- remember that corridor was off limits. There was a brief moment at the
beginning when we ran into Neville Longbottom. He tried to stop us, claiming that we'd
already cost Gryffindor a lot of points. We wound up being forced to hex him to make sure
he stayed out of the way."
Rowling blinked. "You cast a spell on one of your own friends?"
Hermione nodded. "We had no choice. If Voldemort had come back with the Philosopher's
Stone thousands of people would have been endangered. We realized we'd have to sacrifice
Neville to save the world from Voldemort. At any rate, we neutralized Neville's threat, put
on the Invisibility Cloak --"
J. K. Rowling nodded. "Harry's cloak, the one which Moody confiscated as a powerful
magical artifact?"
"That's it. Since we were all young, all three of us fit under the cloak. We made our way
over to the room with Fluffy to find the door already ajar -- obviously, Snape had gotten in
before us. We made the dog fall asleep with some music and then headed down through the
trap door."
Rowling leaned forward, intend on the story. "And you ran into Snape?"
"All in good time, Ms. Rowling. We landed in a patch of Devil's Snare, a plant which tries to
immobilize people which fall into it. We had some trouble there for a while, but I eventually
remembered that this plant fears fire. We used a fire to get past it and encountered a room
with thousands of flying keys."
"Flying keys?"
"Yes. The task here, apparently, was to identify which key would open the door to the next
chamber. Harry flew around for a while, looking for a key which had already been
manhandled by Snape. Thanks to his strong Quidditch skills, he managed to track it down.
We passed through that door and encountered a room with a life-sized chess set. Here, we
had to take the place of three of the pieces and win the game. Only by winning the game
would we be able to proceed."

Rowling chuckled. "You're good at chess, Hermione?"
Hermione scowled. "I'm not that great. However, Ron is very good. Which was good,
because we wouldn't have made it through were it not for him. Ron, however, found that he
would have to sacrifice himself in order for us to win the game. He did so, and one of the
enemy pieces hit him hard on the head and knocked him out."
"The PIECE hit him?"
"It's wizard's chess, where the pieces are animated. We didn't want to leave Ron behind,
but we had no choice. We decided that we'd continue on, get the Stone, and then get Ron
to the infirmary when we were done."
"You were prepared to sacrifice another friend for the cause?"
"Like I said we had no choice. The next obstacle was a troll similar to the one which
attacked me in the bathroom, but the intruder had already knocked it unconscious. After
that was a logic puzzle involving potions. And this is where Harry and I separated. You see,
there was just enough of the correct potion to send one person on towards the Stone. After
a brief discussion with Harry, we agreed that he would continue on while I went back to deal
with Ron."
"One eleven-year old boy against Professor Snape and/or possibly Voldemort?"
Hermione laughed. "It does sound a bit stupid in retrospect. However, we were kids. We
didn't know better. At any rate, I headed back to the flying key room, took one of the
brooms Harry had used to fly around chasing the keys, and continued on to pick up Ron.
This proved problematic, however. Ron was still out cold, and I was concerned that I
wouldn't be able to fly the broom while simultaneously making sure the unconscious Ron
wouldn't fall off. And there was no way I was going to try using the Levitation spell to have
him hanging in midair behind me, banging his head on walls and the Devil's Snare on the
way out.
"Leaving Ron behind on the chessboard, I flew out of the trap door and managed to clear
the room a second before all three of Fluffy's heads would have converged on my throat.
The next step was to find a teacher and/or make my way to the Owlery to contact
Dumbledore. As it so happened, I stumbled into Filch wandering the corridors. There was a
brief moment of fear when he expelled me for flying around the corridors at night and, as
far as he knew, injuring Ron. He said he'd contact McGonagall. Fine, I said -- we'll get this
all sorted out.
"McGonagall rescinded the suspension but still docked Gryffindor thirty points for our going
out of bounds. I explained what had happened and described the evidence that someone
had gotten past Fluffy. McGonagall was horrified, to say the least. She sent Filch to find
Quirrell and then sent a spell which I now recognize as a Patronus somewhere to contact
Dumbledore. We then returned to the third floor corridor to check on Ron, who was still out.
McGonagall cast some basic healing spells on him and then whisked him off to Madam
Pomfrey using a spell I didn't recognize. She then told me to go to bed and not to move for
the rest of the night.
"As I turned to leave, I could have sworn I had heard Quirrell screaming that he couldn't
touch something. I must have imagined it, I thought. McGonagall then said that she would

stand guard in this room to make sure the intruder didn't have any accomplices coming in.
It was at that point that Dumbledore came in. He looked furious and talked with McGonagall
a little. He then barged in towards the room with the troll, intent on capturing the intruder
or at least helping Quirrell. That was the last I saw, however. The rest, as you probably
know, is history. We had no way to know that Quirrell had been the person after the Stone
to begin with."
-------Nestor
---Gabrielle had enjoyed showing the Muggle around Nestor. What she had enjoyed even more
had been the fact that the symptoms of morning sickness had started to abate. One would
have expected that a country full of women and wizards would have figured out a spell to
deal with morning sickness!
The Muggle had been distracted by a few of her neighbors, of course, and she had to keep a
tight leash on him to make sure he didn't stray TOO much. She found his story about the
customs raid on the boat disturbing, and she confirmed his suspicion that something was
most certainly not on the level. She then told him about the Syrdan/Nestor war, at which
point both of them realized it was probably an Syrdani attempt at a naval blockade.
This was disturbing, she thought. Syrdan had reacted fairly quickly and not only imposed a
naval blockade but had also gotten some renegade merpeople to join their side. There were
merpeople surrounding the island now, and the Coast Guard was watching them warily. So
far, nothing had happened. However, how long would that be the case.
She was still musing this when she heard a knock on her door. Puzzled, she went over to
open it and saw three women in military robes. She froze -- was this what she thought it
was?
The woman in the front spoke. "Are you Gabrielle Jumarra?"
Gabrielle licked her lips. "Yes. How can I help --"
The woman talked over her. "We are here to inform you that your number has come up in
the Nestorian military draft. You will be joining Louisa Longa's division supporting the Coast
Guard. As of this moment, you are a member of the Coast Guard. You have ten minutes to
gather your belongings and come with us."
She had been afraid of this. Hoping against hope, she pointed at her belly. "I'm pregnant,
ma'am. I'm not sure if this is a good idea."
"If you're pregnant, you will serve in the medical wing or somewhere else which will not
harm the baby. It is possible to serve the country without holding a Muggle weapon or a
wand, after all. Think of it this way, Gabrielle. The alternative would be arrest for desertion,
and I doubt you'd want that."
Shit, she thought. Telling the women she'd go with them quietly, she started packing some
of her most valuable possessions. The thing which had been most troubling of all had not
been the fact that she was now part of the Coast Guard. It was the fact that they hadn't
mentioned how long her term would be.
To be continued...

Makemakean,
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J. K. Rowling interviewing Hermione?
This is so meta that Douglas Hofstadter would be proud. ^^

Xandrel,

October 4th, 2011 12:25 PM

I'm worried about the Veela baby...

acgoldis,

October 4th, 2011 12:58 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Makemakean (Post 5108819)
J. K. Rowling interviewing Hermione?
This is so meta that Douglas Hofstadter would be proud. ^^
In case you missed it earlier on, the other POD in this timeline (which makes sense to have
if you think about it) is J. K. Rowling not writing the Harry Potter books. Otherwise, she'd
have gotten a lot of interesting looks...
Right now, she's researching Hermione Granger and the Philosopher's Stone, the first book
in a series of seven books about Hermione's career at Hogwarts. The next one is going to be
Hermione Granger and the Chamber of Secrets. She's a newspaper columnist on Wizarding
material at this point.
Can you guess what the third one is going to be, assuming things continue as planned?
Well, you're wrong. It's Hermione Granger and the Time-Turner. With Hermione the center
of the story instead of Harry, Sirius isn't as big a deal :)
Speaking of Rowling, she should thank me for plugging various gaping plot holes in
Philosopher's Stone. To wit: if Hermione was supposed to fly to the Owlery and send an owl
to Dumbledore while Harry went on past the potions (check it out in the book), how did that
owl manage to make it all the way to Dumbledore in the 5 minutes or so it took Harry to
confront Quirrell in the Stone Chamber? I doubt owls fly all that fast. Also, how on earth did
she get Ron's unconscious body out of the room with the chessboard with only one broom
and only a first-year's experience? Finally, how did she manage to not get expelled when
the teachers found out she'd been running around on the forbidden third floor? :)

Makemakean,

October 4th, 2011 04:07 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5108871)
Speaking of Rowling, she should thank me for plugging various gaping plot holes in
Philosopher's Stone. To wit: if Hermione was supposed to fly to the Owlery and send an owl

to Dumbledore while Harry went on past the potions (check it out in the book), how did that
owl manage to make it all the way to Dumbledore in the 5 minutes or so it took Harry to
confront Quirrell in the Stone Chamber? I doubt owls fly all that fast. Also, how on earth did
she get Ron's unconscious body out of the room with the chessboard with only one broom
and only a first-year's experience? Finally, how did she manage to not get expelled when
the teachers found out she'd been running around on the forbidden third floor? :)
I know precisely what you mean. Despite all the plot holes, and lapses of logic that it's got
(and boy, does those books have lots of them!) I still cannot bring myself to saying that it's
bad literature, or actually dislike the books at all. They do open a world of possibilities that
is fascinating to explore and are really good for the imagination. As such, I remain
something of a closeted Harry Potter-fan. :)
(Though I'd love a Harry S. Plinkett style deconstruction of the books as far as those plot
holes are concerned...)

Tirion,

October 4th, 2011 08:38 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Astraan (Post 5108824)
I'm worried about the Veela baby...
The Syrdani and their rogue merpeople might be pseudo-feudal, but they do have a
reasonably civilised set of rules about targeting non-combatants. If she's only there as a
medic, the Veela and her baby are reasonably safe.

Xandrel,
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Tirion (Post 5110216)
The Syrdani and their rogue merpeople might be pseudo-feudal, but they do have a
reasonably civilised set of rules about targeting non-combatants. If she's only there as a
medic, the Veela and her baby are reasonably safe.
Yes, that is completely true, however this is a war, and accidents happen.

Tirion,

October 4th, 2011 09:28 PM

Update #448.5: Mer, I am disappoint
----------Friday, November 28, 1996
Merpeople Assembly
Roqteratl
----------

The great Council chamber was getting overcrowded, as leaders of most of the Thousand
Tribes showed up to swear under Oaths their innocence in the current Nestor incident under
the watchful gaze of outsider observers, including a nervous Veela. The more well-informed
of them also kept shooting accusing looks towards Avernus, Archon of Trapananda, who was
presently hovering beside the Eldest, engaged in a private conversation.
"I must say, I'm glad for your silencing spell" said Roqteratl's head of state in an almostshouting voice, earning a question in an equally loud tone from his fellow ruler: "Let me
guess, Markali sent a Howler your way too. Now, you said you have a question?"
"Indeed" said the Eldest. "While the merpeople seen in Nestor looked like normal tribesfolk,
I can't help but feel there is more than meets the eye. I've already heard almost all relevant
Atlantic tribal leader swear they aren't behind it. By relevant, I mean ethnicity, as far as the
Veela managed to identify it, and access to any drider walkers..."
"Wait..." interrupted the merwizard monarch. "You say, the rumors are true, anyone
waltzing into this city could buy one of those constructs? Man, it's insanely careless, any
mage worth his galleon could take a working civilian mecha and enchant it full of shields
and cursed weapons..."
"We did not expect you to come in the picture" the Eldest confessed with a sigh. "The
machines are only good for merpeople pilots, and until you entered the picture we had
neither wizards nor idiots who dared to call our wrath - delivered by professionally equipped
battle driders - down on themselves by retrofitting our peaceful tools for war. But of course
your babysnatching lot had to get involved and screw up a working system... nevermind,
just tell me you can do something if they do turn out to be your renegades."
"No promises here" regretfully replied Avernus, "since Syrdan took them in, we can't just go
and arrest them again. Legal formalities and all that. Add the fact that Nestor did indeed
smuggle weapons in from the USA, to support an agressive war... that's exactly the
situation we all want to distance ourselves from. So no, as long as they don't do something
globally threatening, we don't do anything to the renegades."
"And here I am, shocked to hear this from the man who just last week pointed out to me
how impotent Atlantis is because of their "only dealing with global threats" policy. You hear,
young man? Shocked!"
---------------Somewhere between Nestor and Syrdan
Atlantic Ocean
---------------The albatross had been half-cooked by the flames that ended it's life, and half-rotten after a
few days in the water, but somehow no sea creature touched it. The merwizards noticed it

exactly for this reason- it was unnatural, and clearly the result of some warding magic, and
thus warranting further attention. They soon found the letter fastened to the bird's legs, and
now it was in the hands of Rasezar, who managed to restore it to vaguely legible condition
by some clever spells.
"Dear Myrtille,
I'm glad to inform you that Mother finally saw the light, and now she approves of your boyfriend. She kind of fell to the other
extreme actually, now she keeps asking when the wedding will be, and keeps going on about how you're supposed to hold on to
your luck, once you managed to wrap a pureblood wizard, and one of the wealthiest men in the Hidden Nations at that, around
your fingers despite your pitiful magical powers. I hope you don't mind, perosnally I think it's still better than her past ramblings
about how you stain the Trepanier name by associating with a Syrdani.
Speaking about Syrdan, please don't go near that place, I've heard from reliable sources that a real nasty and real unexpected
stormy season is about to start there any minute now. It'd be awful if you or any of your friends got into trouble there.
Your loving sister,
Veronique"
Rasezar chuckled. No doubt, the shady talk about a stormy season was a code for the Veela
invasion of Syrdan. Well, judging by the messenger albatross's most likely Veela-induced
fiery death, this could mean the adressed one could actually be in Syrdan, recieving some
extremely unpleasant and ironic experience if his gut feeling was right.

To be continued...

acgoldis,

October 5th, 2011 11:56 AM

I've white-texted the future of the conflict in Syrdan/Nestor. Tell me what you think of it -- I
want to make sure it's not ASB.
Clinton receives Nestor's request for additional military support. He also receives word that
the merpeople are boarding cruise ships and are in a position to do some real damage. With
1914 in mind, he starts talking with Ariadne and maybe Radner. He decides upon an
unexpected course of action.
He knows he can't get the Muggle world involved now because he doesn't want the potential
world war to drag in the Muggles. He realizes, however, that Syrdan and the rogue
merpeople need some chastisement.
So, he goes to the Roqteratl trading post and gets an audience with the ambassador to see
what's going on. The trading is still continuing unabated, which leads Clinton to believe that
whoever is attacking Nestor isn't doing it with the sanction of the merpeople's government.
Ariadne brings a Secrecy Sensor over to talk with the ambassador, and the ambassador's
reactions confirm this theory.

He HIGHLY recommends that the ambassador tell the Archon about what's going on (in case
he doesn't already know) and have him bring the hooligans under control. Once he does
this, he considers his part of the alliance satisfied. Nestor won't have the merpeople to deal
with, which means they'll be able to finish off Syrdan without needing Muggle assistance.
The US leaves the alliance, officially because it can't risk a Muggle world war.
Once that happens, things start to change. Tsalasia drops out of the war as its beef was
primarily with American imperialism. The Death Eaters are too busy planning their takeover
of Iraq to get involved, and the Rasputinites are preparing to bring back Koschei. They're
busy.
Backed into a corner by their trading partner (especially when Clinton brings up the
possibility of the rogue merpeople playing U-boat in the Atlantic with trading ships, which
would likely bring NATO into it), the Archon's forces attack the merpeople surrounding
Nestor and get into the war in lieu of the Americans. The rogues disperse, and Nestor can
press on with the war against Syrdan.
The net result:
1. The US gets out of the war.
2. Tsalasia leaves the war once the US leaves.
3. The merfolk disperse their rogue constituents.
4. The Death Eaters and Rasputinites are too busy (and in too small numbers) to really do
anything to help Syrdan.
5. This leaves the only combatants Syrdan and Nestor. The world war has been contained to
yet another local fight between two traditional adversaries in the Wizarding world.

Xandrel,

October 5th, 2011 12:04 PM

I like it, go ahead with this scenario.

acgoldis,

October 5th, 2011 10:06 PM

Update #449: It's the Isaac Sanders Show!
----------Saturday, November 30, 1996
Stern Residence
Scottsdale, AZ
United States of America
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/4.5%
----------NEXT UP: Nothing Useful Up Here
----------David Stern sat down in front of the TV and wondered what was going to happen to dear old
Izzy this time. He'd though that Izzy had gone in over his head once he had gotten involved
with the wizards to begin with. But this was different -- he was going to be one of the stars
of a real-life documentary, a so-called "reality show" about a Muggle living among, and
interacting with, wizards.
Granted, Izzy had already learned a lot about wizards prior to the filming of the first show.
As a result, he wouldn't be as clueless as some of the NBC producers had hoped he would

have been. However, that role could easily be filled by Izzy's wife, Melissa. She didn't know
as much about the wizards as Izzy did, just the little she picked up teaching Muggle Studies
at Fourth Mesa. Not that she was teaching right now, of course -- she was on maternity
leave, and she would be on maternity leave for a good month more.
Sanders had told him that he didn't really like it all that much to have all of those Muggle
video cameras in his face -- especially since they need to provide two or three times the
normal number due to the tendency of Muggle video equipment to malfunction in a magical
environment. He and his wife did want privacy, especially with a two-month old baby in the
house. Unfortunately, that wasn't going to happen. Little Hermione Sanders was already
one of the stars of the show, and photographs of her with magical toys were already making
the rounds on various NBC commercials.
So far, the Isaac Sanders show had been quite popular. It had gotten so popular, in fact,
that people had begun clamoring for a scenario where a wizard moved to a Muggle-only
area and began interacting with the Muggles. With all of the video equipment already in
Fourth Mesa, various Fourth Mesa personnel would likely be good candidates. The Navajo
(a.k.a. Dine) Nation, which surrounded Fourth Mesa, was in favor of having a Fourth Mesa
employee be the star because it would show the world what being a Native American was
truly like. Unfortunately, there hadn't been many wizards brave enough to try living in a
Muggle area yet. So, the second show would have to wait.
Stern was more or less accustomed to life working for Mt. St. Helens now. Granted, he had
lost 10 Galleons betting on the Eruption during the Thanksgiving Day Quodpot game (for
God's sake, they should have kept the exploding ball in there!). However, for the most part
the people were quite supportive of him and his Muggle friends. Not quite supportive
enough to start living somewhere like Seattle, but still much better than he had anticipated.
There were some Wizarding supremacists hiding in Mt. St. Helens, but they were few and
far between.
Stern had taken Sanders's plans for a Muggle Studies class and tweaked them a little. He'd
had a whole unit on Muggle technology: computers, cars, airplanes, etc. There were a
couple of days on fashion (people had come in the next day in tuxedoes...pink ones), one
on medicine, one on careers, and one on games and hobbies. He discussed what he knew of
the (hopefully defunct) America for Humans anti-Wizarding group and its political arm, the
Revelation Party. All in all, he thought he had done pretty well -- enough to possibly get
called back next year.
At the stroke of 6:00, the screen switched to an overhead shot of the Fourth Mesa region
and had special effects cause a mountain filled with magical buildings to appear out of
nowhere. The theme song played as the camera made its way through Fourth Mesa
hallways filled with owls, floating candles, and so forth, into a fireplace. There was a flash of
green light meant to indicate Floo travel, and when it disappeared it showed Sanders, his
wife, and the baby living in their Muggle home in Prescott. All three people were identified
by name as the camera Floo'ed its way back to Fourth Mesa and began identifying other
people the Sanderses tended to interact with: Strong Bear, Two Bear, Willis, and some
others. Finally, it panned out one last time show the name of the program in a magically
fanciful font: "The Isaac Sanders Show".
The camera focused on Melissa and the baby making their way out of the fireplace. The title
card appeared: "One-Month Checkup". Although Sanders hadn't been able to say exactly
what had been filmed, he had told Stern that Melissa had taken Hermione in to one of the
Healers in Fourth Mesa for a standard one-month checkup given to all babies in a Wizarding

environment. Supposedly they cast spells on the child and used them to determine how
healthy the child was. The child was also given charms which would help strengthen the
child's ability to ward off diseases. Stern figured that these were the equivalent of childhood
vaccines. He had no idea if wizards needed to get booster charms as adults, however.
Fortunately, he figured that he was about to find out.
The narrator explained what was going on as the camera followed Melissa through the
labyrinthine corridors of Fourth Mesa. "Today is an important day for little Hermione
Sanders: her one month checkup. It is standard practice in the Wizarding world for all
children to be given simple medical checkups one month after they are born. Melissa is
somewhat nervous, however."
The narrator's voice was replaced by a Melissa voice-over. "I have no idea what they're
going to do. Sure, they say it's safe. However, is Hermione going to get all the vaccines and
so forth she'll need? What happens if the wizards don't know about mumps and their
checkup doesn't include the equivalent of a mumps vaccine?"
The narrator's voice came back. "To the best of our knowledge, diseases are less common in
Wizarding children than they are in Muggle children. In fact, studies show that children die
before age 2 a good 20% less often in the Wizarding world than in the Muggle world. We
don't know if the wizards include a mumps vaccine, but we should know shortly."
Melissa brought the baby into an office with lots of potions lining the walls. Several of them
were releasing green smoke into the air, and the camera caught a shot of Melissa looking at
the smoke in alarm. There was a brief moment of silence, during which the narrator added:
"Secondhand smoke issues?"
Melissa put down the baby as the Healer walked into the room. "Good evening, Melissa.
How is Little Feather?"
("Little Feather, in case you forgot, is Hermione's Dine name. Many of the shamans here
use the Dine names as their primary name. People like Strong Bear have English names -for instance, Strong Bear is Alexander Parkman -- but they don't use them often.")
Melissa looked at the baby. "That charm you cast on her the other day is starting to have an
effect. Her sleep cycle now matches ours: she goes to bed at 7 PM and wakes up in the
morning, like we do. Granted, there are times that she wakes up screaming in the middle of
the night and I have to get up and feed her. I don't suppose there's a milk substitute that
you can magically whip up?"
The Healer winced. "There is, but it's not as good as the original. We don't recommend it
unless the mother can't produce milk."
Melissa grunted. "Oh well. So what are you going to do?"
"We may have to adapt the procedures somewhat since she's a Muggle -- we'll see.
However, here's what's going to happen. We're going to cast some spells on her and see
how she reacts to them. They may surprise her a little, but they won't hurt her. They're
going to test her reflexes and so forth. Next we're going to cast a spell on her which will
check for common childhood conditions such as jaundice. Finally, we're going to give her a
charm which will help strengthen her immune system to the point where it will be able to
fight off old diseases such as rubella, mumps, measles, and so forth."

Melissa nodded. "That's the equivalent of our vaccines, right?"
"Correct, with the advantage that you don't have to get a booster shot with it. The
Wizarding treatment is also painless. I've been told that Muggle children cry a lot when they
receive vaccines. Is that true?"
Melissa nodded and looked around the room again ("Let's hope the secondhand smoke
doesn't kill her first") before continuning. "How long is this going to take?"
The Healer shrugged. "Maybe half an hour. You can stay with the child the whole time if you
wish."
Melissa smiled. "Good -- I don't want her out of my sight. One question, however. Is it wise
to have those potions spewing smoke into the room? I know as a Muggle that cigarette
smoke can be harmful to your health."
The Healer laughed. "Don't worry, those are harmless. Those potions are in fact herbal
aromatherapy tinctures. They won't harm you, me, or the child. Now, let's get started.
Undress the baby while I start casting some spells."
----------------------Kamchatka Peninsula
------------Igor Romanov frowned as the reports came in from the people scouring the area. Sure,
there had been giant tracks around here. However, there wasn't any evidence that Black
God cultists or Death Eaters had been in the area. The only name that the investigators had
turned up was Mab, a half-crazy witch who had supposedly been possessing people since
Shakespeare's time.
He looked at his aide. "Could this Mab be involved with the Death Eaters or Rasputin?"
The aide shrugged. "I have no idea, Your Highness. From what I've heard, she's a bit too
unstable to be a reliable ally. She seems to change her mind every few days, almost as if
she has a split personality."
"Split personality?"
"Correct, Your Highness. To make a long story short, she's nuts. She's not a threat, as far
as I can tell."
Igor drummed his fingers on his chair. "Maybe the Death Eaters or Rasputin will ally with
her and she'll do something which will expose herself -- and them. Do you think that's a
possibility?"
The aide thought for a moment. "It's plausible. However, I would suspect that as soon as
her psychological problems start manifesting themselves our quarry will drop her like a
stolen wand."
Igor looked out the window of his winterized magical tent. It may have been freezing
outside, but here it was actually balmy. "How is the unified Korean Ministry of Magic doing?
They're searching as well, I've been told."
The aide smiled. "For a Ministry which was hit with a nuclear weapon and is in the process
of reuniting with North Korea, they're doing a pretty good job. Unfortunately, they've come

up empty as well."
Ignor nodded sharply and made up his mind. "Keep on looking. The fact that we've got
these Mab references here could mean that she tried to link up with these guys and blew
their cover. If your find anything, report it immediately."
The aide saluted. "As you command, Your Highness."
To be continued...

Tirion,

October 6th, 2011 08:44 AM

Correct analysis, there is someone out there who wants Mab out in the open and a part of
the upcoming conflict... though not for the reasons you'd guess. Will be addressed in the
next update, coming soon.
On the long run, I intend to keep her around as a Joker/Flemeth character: not one of the
great powers in the story, but a wild card and a source of some random "fun".
That will most likely be entirely Shared World, I've thrown enough monkey wrenches into
acgoldis's TL schedule as is.:o

acgoldis,

October 7th, 2011 11:18 AM

Update #450: Nothing Useful Up Here
----------Sunday, December 1, 1996
Kaktovik
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge
Alaska
United States of America
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/4.6%
----------NEXT UP: Theological Implications of an Afterlife
----------Chief Litu of Ietalis had never thought that he'd have ranged this far away to establish a
new colony. Then again, he'd never thought that his people would have the opportunity to
visit an area outside of that island of theirs. Fortunately, now that the Statute of Secrecy
had fallen and that the Muggles were aware of the half-giant population, the Ieti were able
to travel a little more freely.
The original island had been quite overcrowded at the time the Statute of Secrecy had
fallen. Inevitably, people had figured that this would be a good chance for the half-giants to
establish small towns and hamlets further south, where the weather was warmer. A large
community had been established around the shores of Great Bear Lake, making sure that
they didn't encroach on lands visibly occupied by Muggles. However, several of the leaders
in the Senate had figured that they should take the opportunity to explore a little more and
settle more unoccupied territories.

The exodus from Ietalis had been slow at first. However, it had begun to accelerate as the
temperature dropped and daylight became harder and harder to come by. Eventually, the
sea surface froze over and people were making their way south by crossing the icepack as
well as traveling through the forest.
Litu, with his wand at the ready, had led his band of 100 hardy colonists on a trip to settle
the coastal range to the west of Great Bear Lake. Explorers had mentioned a large area
chock-full of wildlife, most of which seemed edible. Unlike most of the places they had
settled so far, this location was technically part of the American state of Alaska. This meant
that they would have to petition the American government if they had to deal with any
Muggles in the area they planned to live in.
Rubeus Hagrid, the British ambassador to Ietalis, didn't think that the Americans would
have a problem with people settling in remote corners of Alaska. He was the local expert on
America, as he had spent some time serving as a zookeeper in the capital. "The Americans
are fairly reasonable people, Chief. Perfectly friendly. I'm sure they'll be fine with it.
Besides, as far as I know the entire area is just covered with trees and no one lives there."
As it turned out, there were a few people up here. Shortly after reaching the coastline they
had stumbled onto an Inuit community known as Kaktovik. The locals had been astonished
to see the train of tall men making their way towards the shore. They had been even more
surprised when they realized how tall the people actually were. Litu had discovered that
some of them had thought that they were gods of some sort (huh?) while others thought
that they were people known as Big Feet.
Thankfully, these people spoke English and Inuit, so Litu didn't have trouble talking to them.
He explained that he and his band were trying to find a place to settle down as it was a bit
too cold for them up north. The natives' response, however, took Litu by surprise.
Apparently this was a protected area and the United States frowned on new settlements up
here. So, the natives came up with an interesting proposal: live with them as residents of
Kaktovik.
"There's a lot of open space up here -- you can build your homes just outside ours. Big guys
like you should be good for dealing with threats like polar bears and so forth. Have you ever
hunted whales, seals, and walruses before?"
Litu nodded. "We're originally from an island further north. We have to eat a lot, and whales
are part of that."
The mayor grinned. "You'll be able to help us a lot then. Are you guys good with harpoons?"
"Some of us are, Mr. Mayor. However, I'm a wizard and I find it much safer to cast spells at
them. We may be big, but whales are a hell of a lot bigger."
Litu talked with the mayor for about half an hour and then turned to the rest of his men,
who had been waiting a few houses or so away as to not frighten the locals. "All right, guys.
Here's the story. Believe it or not, the area around here is a protected reserve and the
United States doesn't like people settling up here a lot. However, this community had been
grandfathered in. As a result, they have offered to let us live with them."
One of the colonists frowned. "Are you sure that's a good idea? I thought we were supposed
to keep away from Muggles. Something about us competing for resources, that type of

stuff. And we don't want any international incidents with Canada or the United States so
soon after we came out."
Litu grinned. "We'll be helping them gain many more resources. The polar bears see
ordinary humans as easy targets, but they'll find us much harder to deal with. Our arrival
will likely provide them with a lot of meat, and the fact that I'm a wizard will make things
much easier for the locals. Besides, providing for 250 ordinary humans isn't going to tax us
much considering that we eat a hell of a lot more than a typical human does."
A second colonist scratched his head. "What are they doing up here to begin with? Without
magic, they must get awfully cold."
"There used be a military facility here back in the 1950's. That's all that left of it -- it's now
defunct."
The first Ieti gawked at Litu. "Someone was going to INVADE here from the Muggle world?
Who were the expecting, angry whales?"
Litu grunted. "Nuclear weapons. Decades ago, Russia and the United States were enemies
and people were concerned that they would shoot nuclear weapons -- the ones from
Judgment Day -- at each other. This facility was to look for missiles headed towards the
United States."
The second Ieti scratched his beard. "If the military facility is gone, what are they doing
here?"
Litu shrugged. "Once they settled and built houses, they probably didn't want to leave.
Which leads me to my next question: do we stay or go? If we stay, we'll have to send back
a message saying that this city will have to be under joint Ieti/American jurisdiction. On the
other hand, we'll get a chance to interact with Muggles. Let's vote, and when you vote think
carefully about how your family would react to living in this area."
The colonists debated it for a little while and eventually decided to go somewhere else. They
didn't want to get into a fight with the Muggles, and several of the people who would be
joining them -- if everything went as they hoped, a few thousand -- might not be as eager
to deal with Muggles as the first colonists were. Finally, they didn't want to be seen as
invaders taking over an American city and making it part of Ietalis. The mayor was a bit
disappointed, but he understood the half-giants' concern and recommended some other
places further east, near the border between the US and Canada.
A few days later, well out of the Muggles' foraging range, they decided that they had
discovered a good place to settle. There was a lot of food around and the area was
beautiful. They were also right on the water, so they would have an ample supply of fish if
they managed to smash their way through the ice on top. Litu nodded, brought out his
wand, and began magically unpacking all their equipment.
Most of the people got to work starting to erect buildings, pitch tents, and plant the Ieti flag
in the permafrost. However, a few people decided to look around the area to see if there
was anything else of note other than trees. As it turned out, there was.
Litu looked in amazement at the sample one of the explorers had brought back. "What is
that black goo? Where'd you find it?"

The explorer grinned. "I found it coming out of the ground in a forest somewhere, in the
shadow of some trees. Believe it or not, there are areas up here where the trees are so
thick there isn't much snow on the ground. At any rate, this goo is a good supply of energy,
and it can be used in torches."
Litu nodded. "Interesting discovery. I wonder if the Muggles could use it. I know it may
come in handy for us, but we have to remember that if the Muggles need a resource, they
should get first dibs on it. We're on their territory, after all."
The explorer frowned. "I don't think we need to worry about it, Chief. There are no Muggles
up here using it."
"What about the people in that village we saw? Could they be using it? We don't want to
steal their stuff."
"I'd argue that it's a bit unlikely. We didn't see any evidence of downed trees or trails in the
area. Unless those Muggles flew here, they've likely never seen it before."
Litu made up his mind. "All right, Martu, here's what we'll do. Tell me where you found that
stuff. We'll wait a week, and if no one from the Muggle village comes to claim it it's ours.
We'll then start trading it with the Muggles. Fair enough?"
Martu nodded. "Works for me, Chief. I'll see if I can go back and get more of it."
"Good idea. Oh -- one more thing. Which side of the border is it on? Do we need to talk with
the Canadians or the Americans?"
Martu shrugged. "Beats me -- I didn't see any signs saying WELCOME TO CANADA. If I had
to guess, I'd say the United States. I doubt it will matter, though. What are they going to
do, invade us because we stole their black goo?"
Litu smiled. "Yeah, right. Here, let me see that. I wonder if it would make a good spell
component."
To be continued...
---------------------P.S. This was an unexpected twist from my vantage point. It came across because the
original plan for #450 proved to be ASB when I thought about it:
450 -- Sun 12/1 DEFCON 3/4.5: The Wolfsbane vaccine will be tested on a condemned
criminal, who allows himself to be bitten during the next full moon.
Even with magic, there is no way that vaccine could have gotten to the point where it was
ready for human trials...
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Update #451: Theological Implications of an Afterlife
[I hope I don't offend people with this!]
----------Monday, December 2, 1996
Omega Institute
Rhinebeck, NY
United States of America
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/4.6%
----------NEXT UP: No Love Boat
----------John Paul II didn't know which of the latest developments was more disturbing. All he could
say was that things would have been much different had Development #1 taken place
before Judgment Day.
Confronted with incontrovertible evidence that large numbers of giants were congregating in
and around the city of Gath in the Gaza Strip, the Israeli government had finally asked the
fledgling community to explain its actions. The giants' response had taken the world by
storm: they planned to re-establish the ancient Free City of Nephilu back on land which the
giant took to be their native soil. Although it was true that the Middle East had always been
discussing two-state solutions, having a second state run by giants hadn't exactly been
what the peace brokers had had in mind.
Large areas of Gath had been built up seemingly overnight. Most of them were flying an
unusual flag that no one had seen before: a white fist on a green background holding a
sword and an olive branch. Samuel's jaw had dropped when someone had pointed it out. He
said that it was the flag the Nephilu had used in biblical times, and it hadn't been seen in
this part of the world in millennia.
The Nephilim insisted that there would be freedom of religion in the city and that Muggles
would be welcome to live in it. There would also be swift justice in case any fighting broke
out, a claim that the giants had already shown to be plausible. The Palestinians had cheered
the giants' declaration and said that they would welcome the giants as neutral law officers.
The Israelis, however, had complained that they had enough problem dealing with the
Palestinians. They didn't need giants getting involved in the region as well.
The Nephilu ambassador had apparently been expecting this comment. Grinning fiercely, he
had explained that the Nephilu had the right to settle in the area under the Israelis' own
Right of Return. He argued, quite reasonably in Samuel's opinion, that the community in
Ethiopia was in fact a group exiled from Israel by David and his descendants in the tenth
and ninth centuries BC. If the Israelis were allowed to return to their ancestral homeland,
why weren't the Nephilim? The Israelis had been caught completely off guard by this claim
and didn't seem to buy it all that much. However, the thought of thirteen-foot-tall walking
mountains stepping on their houses caused them to protest less strongly than they
otherwise would have.
Supposedly the declaration had even caught several members of the Israeli Ministry of
Magic off guard. Apparently the Nephilim had originally been brought in to serve as
peacekeepers in the Gaza Strip. Had they been planning on recreating a small independent
city-state in Gaza the whole time? If so, had they realized how that could influence Middle
Eastern politics?

The pope didn't have time to think about this, however, because of other issues which had
come to his attention. There were rumors that the entire Omega community was going to
leave the Rhinebeck campus and head off to Costa Rica. The reason was twofold: first,
Christians for Humans was planning to attack the campus and the conference attendees
didn't want to be there when that happened; and second, the fact that it was getting VERY
cold up here. Everyone would have to pack up and make their way down there over the
next few weeks.
Samuel had finally admitted that he would not be able to unify the Abrahamic faiths.
However, at least he could suggest a philosophy that Abrahamics could follow, a way of life
which would make sure that all three faiths were able to live side by side and at least
tolerate each other. That plan still seemed to be holding, however -- thank God.
John Paul also had to make up his mind as to whom to make the next Kohen Gadol. He had
tried to convince Samuel that having a Christian leader ministering in a revered mosque
made no sense, but Samuel had been adamant. Oh well, he thought. We all have our
crosses to bear. He was currently leaning towards Ibrahim, the late Suleiman's deputy in
Jerusalem. He was a Muslim who was quite familiar with the area and was quite accepting of
other people's faiths.
Then, of course, there was the latest issue. One of his priests -- a man who wasn't a
Samuelist -- had sent him a note asking him to rule on the theological implications of the
existence of ghosts. How did the realm Samuel knew as Sheol relate to hell, heaven, and
purgatory? In order to answer this question, he'd need to talk to Samuel and learn more
about this mysterious location.
He knocked on the door of the building assigned to Samuel's interpreter. The man told him
to come in and take his shoes off. The pontiff did so, explaining what exactly he wanted
from Samuel. The interpreter's eyes were a bit wide and was about to speak when prophet
suddenly appeared in the tent. John Paul flinched a little -- he would never get accustomed
to that.
Samuel nodded to John Paul. "You wished to see me, John Paul?"
"Yes, Holy One. I need to advise the Christian sect on how Sheol maps to the domains of
heaven, hell, and purgatory. You're familiar with those terms, right?"
"Yes. I'm not sure how accurate they are, but I can see how someone could have thought
that."
"I agree. First, tell me more about Sheol, and I apologize if I've asked this before. Do
people of all faiths all go to Sheol?"
"Yes. I've run into a few Moabite prophets down there."
"Interesting. Are there criteria which a person has to follow in order to make it to Sheol?"
"No. Everyone goes there after death."
"So you don't have to be religious at all. You can be a sinner in your own personal faith and
still make it there."
"Yes."

"Can anyone return from Sheol?"
"Only wizards can, and even so with difficulty. When they do so, they come back as ghosts."
John Paul jotted down notes on a piece of paper as he continued. "Now the hard questions.
Are there angels in Sheol?"
Samuel thought for a moment. Then, he frowned. "Yes and no. There aren't any creatures
with wings which look like your sect's angels. However, you have to realize that everyone in
Sheol takes the form of a glowing, floating spirit -- like the way you see me. They're just
naked souls without bodies. It is quite possible that someone found out about the
description of a ghost, was partially Obliviated, and came up with the idea of an angel."
"What about the theory that you meet God in Sheol?"
Samuel shook his head. "Faith in the existence of a personal God is orthogonal to Sheol.
Ghosts keep whatever religious views they had in life, which means that there are lots of
theists in Sheol. Many people thank their deities for being granted an afterlife at all."
"How many of these theists meet God in there?"
"It depends on what concept of God you're thinking about. If you expect Someone to solve
all of your problems, you're not going to find Him. However, I have reason to believe that
the sight of spirits floating through the air could easily cause people to believe that they've
found God as well as angels."
"Are there atheists in Sheol?"
"Yes."
"Do you meet your loved ones in Sheol when you pass over?"
"Yes and no. In theory, given enough time, you can find anyone. However, Sheol is a very
big place -- as far as we can tell, boundless. The odds that you will actually find where one
of your colleagues has been flying around are relatively remote."
"Do you find existence in Sheol to be better, worse, or the same as real life?"
Samuel thought for a moment. "You can't compare them, really. You don't have any
responsibilities anymore, so that's a bit of an advantage. However, Sheol itself is pretty dull,
especially for beings who can't come back. All in all, I'd say it's about even. Some people
may find it better than life, in which case they'll call it heaven. Others may find it
unbearable, in which case they call it hell. It's all in the spirit's point of view."
"Can people die again, so to speak, and be removed from Sheol?"
"Unclear, John Paul. People disappear from time to time, but it's possible that they have
either left the immediate area or have returned to the world as ghosts."
"How about nonhumans? Do nonhumans appear in Sheol?"
"Yes. All sentient beings of all species appear in Sheol. And that's from a lot of experience."

"What species have you seen?"
"Various forms of humanoids, of course. I occasionally see dolphins or extremely hairy
humanoids...you call them gorillas and chimpanzees."
"Is there a common language everyone can speak down there?"
"No, there are still language barriers. However, it's possible to learn new languages given
centuries of practice."
John Paul drew a deep breath. "Have you seen the Savior in Sheol?"
"The prophet Joshua of Nazareth, you mean?"
"Yes."
He shrugged. "I don't know what he looks like. However, given that he was martyred two
thousand years ago I'm assuming he's dead. If so, yes, he is in Sheol. Where, I don't
know."
The talk continued, and a picture slowly began to emerge. Sheol seemed much more like
the Greek version of Hades, an alternate world where everyone went. Perhaps the story of
St. Peter at the Pearly Gates was allegorical, talking about a believer's own personal view of
heaven -- or possibly influenced by the stories where Odysseus meets Teiresias and the
gatekeeper in Hades. The pontiff could understand how this domain have easily been seen
to be filled with angels, God, and so forth. And whether or not people found Sheol as
heaven or hell depended on their view of the world.
In fact, it would make sense that wealthy people would find Sheol as hell and the religious
ascetics would see it as heaven. Wealthy people would be stripped of all of their physical
pleasures in Sheol, so they wouldn't like it. Ascetics would be more spiritual and
knowledgeable and wouldn't be tied to material goods. So, they'd handle the transition
better.
There was lot of stuff to think about here.
To be continued...
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Glad to see another update :)
Also, you don't have to fear "offending people".
Its fiction, therefore its not real, therefore it is incapable of offending anyone.
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Originally Posted by Astraan (Post 5128961)
Glad to see another update :)
Also, you don't have to fear "offending people".
Its fiction, therefore its not real, therefore it is incapable of offending anyone.
I was off for Yom Kippur (grr...and I had to fast as well. Where's Samuel when we need him
:P)
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Also, does Samuel or the Pope know about the DeathGate?
If no, will and when they will find out?
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Originally Posted by Astraan (Post 5129009)
Also, does Samuel or the Pope know about the DeathGate?
If no, will and when they will find out?
It's in the Department of Mysteries, so one would expect at least the Pope doesn't. Samuel
MIGHT, however -- he had to come back through something. He may not know what it is,
though.
Then again, who knows? Perhaps there are ways ghosts can come back without using
Deathgates (all we know is the only way you can access Sheol from the non-ghost realm is
a Deathgate).
In fact, there HAS to be a way a ghost can come back without using a Deathgate. We have
Moaning Myrtle's description of seeing the basilisk's eyes and then suddenly appearing
there. Had she gone into Sheol for a long time or traveled through the Department of
Mysteries she'd have probably mentioned that.
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I'm asking because the Pope is now asking about afterlife. Wouldn't the DeathGate and the
results of experimenting with it be a definite proof that Samuel is telling the truth?
It would be a big hit against those who question him. Imagine the Christians for Humans
seeing the results and actual footage from afterlife.
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Originally Posted by Astraan (Post 5129032)
I'm asking because the Pope is now asking about afterlife. Wouldn't the DeathGate and the
results of experimenting with it be a definite proof that Samuel is telling the truth?
It would be a big hit against those who question him. Imagine the Christians for Humans
seeing the results and actual footage from afterlife.
The world knows about the afterlife because they know ghosts exist now. They wouldn't
have access to a Deathgate though, nor would they really know that Deathgates exist.
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Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5129060)
The world knows about the afterlife because they know ghosts exist now. They wouldn't
have access to a Deathgate though.
Yes that is true, but actual footage would change so much.
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What about spiritism?
Also, instead of going to Costa Rica, why don't they go to Brazil? There's a VERY large
basilica down here. Have a look at it. I think it's only seconded by the Vatican in size.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Basilic...y_of_Aparecida
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Originally Posted by ByzantineCaesar (Post 5129591)
What about spiritism?
Also, instead of going to Costa Rica, why don't they go to Brazil? There's a VERY large
basilica down here. Have a look at it. I think it's only seconded by the Vatican in size.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Basilic...y_of_Aparecida
Omega has a retreat campground for winter retreats in Costa Rica. I can't tell if it existed in
'96 though. I'm actually somewhat debating going down there in April.
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Update #452: No Love Boat
----------Tuesday, December 3, 1996
Silver Explorer Antarctic Cruise Ship
Near Tselna
Tsalasia
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/4.6%
----------NEXT UP: Finally, A Ruby Slipper That Can Take You To Kansas
----------Michael Barham had been looking forward to this Antarctic trip for a while. He'd been
captivated by pictures of glaciers, penguins, and crystal-clear water. Some of his friends
had joked that he'd run into icebergs, but he countered by saying that this ship's name
wasn't Titanic.
He had balked a bit at the price -- a good $8000. He hadn't realized how hard it was to get
from Ushuaia in Chile across the Southern Ocean. Although the two continents looked close
on a map, in real life it was much further than it seemed. There would be several days of
cruising simply to get to the Antarctic Peninsula...and those days had increased the price of
the ticket greatly.
He'd bitten the bullet, however, and booked a room. It had been worth it, however -especially when word leaked out that the ship would be one of the first to be visiting the
new Tsalal community of Tselna, sitting on the Antarctic Peninsula.
Barham had never met a wizard before, and he wanted to learn more. Unfortunately, the
cruise line didn't really have much information on Tselna and the Tsalal community in
general. Supposedly Tselna had a few thousand people and was rapidly becoming a base
from which to explore the Antarctic Peninsula. A few of the Tsalal actually spoke English,
which would help as well.
There hadn't been much trade yet between the Tsalal and Muggle communities. So far, the
wizards had been trying to pick up computers and other pieces of Muggle technology. The
Muggles, in return were getting lots of equipment magically hardened against the cold. The
fact that people had been living down there under the icecap for all those years had been
absolutely mind-blowing.
He watched from the railing -- wearing a parka, of course -- as the ship closed in on the
new Tsalal city. There were a few fanciful buildings there, but all in all it looked just liked a
typical small village anywhere in the world. A few people were flying by on brooms, but
from what the brochure had told him there brooms weren't popular down here because the
wind chill from the flight would make a bad situation a lot worse. Apparition -- magical
teleportation -- was much more popular.
There wasn't a pier for the ship to pull up to -- the locals hadn't gotten to that point yet.
Consequently, the passengers would have to disembark in groups of five or so and go
ashore in the Zodiacs. Several popping sounds resonated throughout the ship as the wizards
beamed aboard to process customs and so forth.

Everyone lined up near the Zodiac bay to get off the ship. Barham saw several people in
white robes scouring the ship. What were they checking for, illegal drugs? The brochure
hadn't mentioned anything about a full inspection of cruise ships. He debated asking one of
the wizards what was going on, but they seemed very intent on what they were doing. So,
he decided to not get between them and their prey.
The people stood in line for a long time...a very long time. Clearly, something unusual was
going on. What was it? Were they checking for biological contamination? If so, they weren't
doing a good job of it because the first person in line hadn't been processed yet. He glanced
at the bridge, wondering if they were doing something up there. Finally, the boat's
messaging system squawked as the bridge deigned to explain what was going on.
"Ladies and gentlemen, your attention please. This is the captain speaking. I have just
spoken with Captain Tseno of the Tsalal Coast Guard. Due to circumstances beyond our
control, Tsalasia has closed all of its borders to American citizens. No one with an American
passport will be able to set foot in the city. In lieu of a trip to Tselna, American citizens will
be given a trip in the Zodiac to the island across the straits from Tselna."
Barham stared at his passport and muttered: "What the hell?". He wasn't the only one.
The bridge continued. "I can't get into details, unfortunately. Suffice it to say that a recent
incident has made the Tsalal government a bit leery of Americans. I don't know what we
could have done to get these guys angry at us, but what's done is done. In all fairness,
Tseno reports that the citizens of Tselna are as shocked and taken by surprise as we are."
Barham scratched his head. Had the Americans planned to occupy Tsalasia? That made no
sense as they couldn't live there without extensive resupplying. Then what had gotten
everyone riled up? The only country the Americans had a beef with in the magical world -at least as far as he knew -- was Syrdan, and to be fair the Syrdani deserved it for what
they did to their Muggles. Did the Tsalal also enslave their Muggles?
No, he realized. If the Tsalal enslaved their Muggles, they wouldn't want the non-American
passengers to see it, either. So, they wouldn't have let potential witnesses off the ship. And
he doubted that they'd singled out American Muggles because they were better at fighting
wizards than those of other countries.
The United States must have done something to antagonize Tsalasia, he realized. But what?
Were Syrdan and Tsalasia allies, and Tsalasia threatening to go to war with the United
States if Clinton took action against the Syrdani slave drivers? That's just what we need,
Barham thought bitterly. Another war with wizards.
A second, heavily accented male voice boomed over the intercom. "This is Captain Tseno.
On behalf of the community of Tselna, I sincerely apologize for the inconvenience. The
people of Tselna are actually clamoring for the government in Tsalax to revoke the ban on
Americans in Tsalasia's main trading post. Hopefully, Tsalax and Washington will be able to
resolve this issue quickly and peacefully so people will be able to visit Tselna without any
fear of repercussion."
Shit, Barham thought. Tseno had said "peacefully". The odds of the US getting into a war
with Tsalasia seemed to be increasing by the moment.
The Tsalal continued. "As a gesture of goodwill and respect for the Muggle world, several of

the stores in Tselna have donated items to be given to the American tourists. There are 15
items available, and they will be given out at random. I don't know about where you guys
come from, but here in Tsalasia foreign civilians are off limits to government military
decrees and activity. By the time you return to your cabins after this speech, the winners
will have the prizes sitting in their rooms. All I can recommend is pray to whatever god or
gods you believe in that this crisis will end without serious consequences."
There was a brief pause, after which Tseno concluded his statement. "I'll now turn this
message back over to the captain of this vessel. Once again, welcome to Tsalasia and I
hope that next time I speak with you, everyone will be able to visit our fine land."
Swearing bitterly to himself, he made his way out of the line and back to his room. He
swore once again when he saw that someone had placed a stuffed penguin in his bed.
Barham grunted -- just what he needed, a practical joke. Furious, he picked up the penguin
and prepared to throw it into the closet.
That's when the penguin spoke up in the same dialect Tseno had used. "Hello there! I'm
Tsallie, and I come from Tsuknu's Toy Store in downtown Tselna. What's your name?"
Barham dropped the penguin in surprise, then watched in amazement as it made its way
over to the couch -- waddling like a real penguin. "All right, I get the point. You want me to
sleep on the couch. I still think there's room for both of us, though. Hey, I'm nice and
cuddly! Kids love me! And if you don't have kids...well, I bet girls will all fall over you when
you carry a cute gal like me around! Hey, if you want I can even lay an egg. It won't be a
real egg though."
Barham's mind raced. He couldn't really use the silly thing, especially if it spent the entire
trip chattering like this. However, this would likely be a valuable souvenir in Kentucky. That
was especially be the case if the embargo against the United States continued for a while.
Maybe he could auction it off somewhere...
For some reason, a practical joke on his Linux engineering friend came to mind...
To be continued...
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Just wrote it out of boredom, feel free to consider it non-canon :)
Of course if you like it, consider it canon! :D

Update #452.5: Best of Wishes
----------Tuesday, December 3, 1996
Beelzebub Castle
10 miles from Frankfurt
Germany
---------Fire under the glass cauldron in the dungeon was already burning.
An old man in a dark-blue tiara walked closer to it.

He looked at the piece of paper in his hand. "Yes, this spell will definately please Mr.
Maggot."
That piece of paper was actually the Right part of the Demonic Scroll, a powerful and
ancient artifact used to create the Wunschpunsch potion.
It was a very dark and forbidden type of magic, something the man liked very much.
His name was Beelzebub Preposteror and he was a dark sorcerer. Not a very skilled one,
but a sorcerer nonetheless.
However, unlike regular wizards, he wasn't born with his abilities, he acquired them from
someone through a very painful and disgusting ritual.
Maledictus Maggot was the name of that being. He was a humanoid bug-like creature,
dressed in very expensive muggle business suit.
He was supposedly working for an organization called Hellish Wishes Inc.
Beelzebub met Mr. Maggot a long time ago and made a deal with him.
In exchange for his soul, Beelzebub would get magical powers and the ability to see magical
creatures.
There was a catch of course. The newly-made sorcerer was forced to use his spells only for
evil or personal gain, never for good.
Preposteror didn't care about that, as he wasn't all that good to begin with.
He later learned, that his aunt Tyrannia Vampirella, had the Left Part of the Demonic Scroll
and that she also made a deal with Maledictus.
He remembered laughing when he discovered that. "Well this explains the longevity of that
old hag!"
But now, he wasn't laughing. He was scared.
Two days ago, Mr. Maggot visited Beelzebub and told him that since the Statue of Secrecy is
over, he has spread his work to muggles AND increase the number and size of his evil spells
to city-levels.
The old man then asked what will be the consequences if he doesn't deliver.
Maledictus simply smiled and said: "Oh, nothing big. I'll just eat your soul if you don't
create a spell evil and powerful enough to destroy an entire city. You have 5 days."
He then teleported away in a flash of yellow smoke.
Immediately after that, Beelzebub contacted his accursed aunt. Both of them hated each
other, but maybe, just maybe, she would be able to help him.
When she arrived, Preposteror noticed that she hasn't slept well in a few days. He then
understood that Mr. Maggot visited her as well.
Now, they were standing on the opposite sides of the glass cauldron in Beelzebub's
dungeon.
A green liquid was boiling in it. It smelled horribly.
"Alright. Do you have the Right Part?" Asked Tyrannia.
He nodded and waved the piece of paper before her face. "I do, but do you have the Left
Part?"
She replied with the same thing.
"Good, now let's begin. We don't have much time."

Vampirella looked at him with hateful eyes. She despised him and yet they were forced to
work together.
"TIME FOR A LITTLE MEGA MAGIC!" They both screamed as hard as they could and the
pieces of the Demonic Scroll started glowing a little with green light.
They then took turns telling the incantation.
Tyrannia began and her part of the scroll flew up in the air. "By the power, hail and
hearty..."
Beelzebub continued and the Right Part started flying as well. "...of an earthquake on a
roll..."
"...to be party, part and party..." Both parts slammed into each other and started merging.
"...of the one and only scroll." The scroll was complete and powerfull light was emanating
from it.
Then, both of them started screaming the rest of the spell.
"FORMULA OF THE DEEPEST NIGHT, IF ITS YOU, THEN SHOW YOUR MIGHT! JOIN WHAT
ONCE WAS WITH A SUNDER, TO THE SOUND OF FLAMES AND THUNDER! READY?! SET!
WUNSCHPUNSCH!"
The liquid exploded with green lightning bolts, smoke and the sound of a thousand tortured
souls.
Seconds later, all of that was sucked Left back into the cauldron.
However, the spell wasn't complete yet, now they had to state their wish.
Beelzebub screamed. "Oh potent bowl of our incredible potion, hear our wish and grant us a
devotion!"
"Remove all colors and all their hues,
from green to reds and yellows and blues!
Oh great spell, remove all colors from sight,
and turn everything black and white!"
Tyrannia yelled. "Now we'll say it in reverse, to make our curse, a whole lot worse!"
"White and black everything turn and,
sight from colors all remove, spell great oh!
Blues and yellows and reds to green from,
hues their all and colors all remove!"
A giant black and white lightning bolt flew out of the cauldron and after minutes of flying,
touched the city of Frankfurt.
Moments later, everything in the city lost its colors. People, animals, buildings, everything.
Mass panic ensued while Beelzebub and Tyrannia laughed.
To be continued.... (maybe, if you'll like it)

Tirion,

October 11th, 2011 06:52 PM

Well, it sounds a bit ASB with demons (teleportation from other universes wasn't done in
millennia, and the spells are presumed lost forever) and magical ritual granting Q and Z to a
Muggle... but for these exact reasons, it might be a blockbuster movie in-universe.:D

Xandrel,

October 11th, 2011 07:11 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Tirion (Post 5140185)
Well, it sounds a bit ASB with demons (teleportation from other universes wasn't done in
millennia, and the spells are presumed lost forever) and magical ritual granting Q and Z to a
Muggle... but for these exact reasons, it might be a blockbuster movie in-universe.:D
Yeah :P
Here's the ritual I came up with to justify how it's done (warning, may be gruesome):
First, you take the muggle and cut a deep enough wound in his body.
Then, you take a captured wizard and do the same for him.
Using some spells, you practically make a blood transfusion that ignores the blood types.
Once the wizard blood is in the muggle body, a specific spell forces it to affect actual genes
of the muggle, and gives him QZ.
Note: these fake-wizards are generally weaker than regular wizards and will never be as
good at magic as the originals.
Of course the spells for doing all that stuff are a secret that only the Hellish Wishes Inc.
knows.
As for "demons" they could just be a long-extinct magical race that was exterminated by
wizards a long long time ago.
Now, the scroll, this is what gives Beelzebub and Tyrannia the power to do stronger spells
(like the one presented).
It is an ancient artifact (think older than Samuel), that was once split into two by good
wizards to prevent such powerful spells from being cast.
After many centuries, both parts of the Scroll were found by Hellish Wishes Inc.
They gave them to Beelzebub and Tyrannia respectively, hoping those two would cast
enough evil spells to achieve the organizations goals.

acgoldis,

October 11th, 2011 08:05 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Astraan (Post 5140265)
Yeah :P
Here's the ritual I came up with to justify how it's done (warning, may be gruesome):

First, you take the muggle and cut a deep enough wound in his body.
Then, you take a captured wizard and do the same for him.
Using some spells, you practically make a blood transfusion that ignores the blood types.
Once the wizard blood is in the muggle body, a specific spell forces it to affect actual genes
of the muggle, and gives him QZ.
Note: these fake-wizards are generally weaker than regular wizards and will never be as
good at magic as the originals.
Of course the spells for doing all that stuff are a secret that only the Hellish Wishes Inc.
knows.
As for "demons" they could just be a long-extinct magical race that was exterminated by
wizards a long long time ago.
Now, the scroll, this is what gives Beelzebub and Tyrannia the power to do stronger spells
(like the one presented).
It is an ancient artifact (think older than Samuel), that was once split into two by good
wizards to prevent such powerful spells from being cast.
After many centuries, both parts of the Scroll were found by Hellish Wishes Inc.
They gave them to Beelzebub and Tyrannia respectively, hoping those two would cast
enough evil spells to achieve the organizations goals.
Sounds too crazy, unfortunately. Also, taking a grown organism and messing around with
genes like crazy (particularly if the wizards don't know cellular biology other than the fact
that genes exist) are good ways to get people killed.

Xandrel,

October 11th, 2011 08:13 PM

Yeah, I know. Like I said, this was mainly out of boredom and my love for the show :)

acgoldis,

October 13th, 2011 01:47 PM

Update #453: Finally, A Ruby Slipper That Can Take You To Kansas
----------Tuesday, December 3, 1996
Metropolitan Transportation Authority
New York, NY
United States of America
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/4.6%
----------NEXT UP: You've Got Audrey, But We've Got Audrey II
----------Cathy Seay had suddenly become a very busy witch. Originally the deputy chairman of the
Americn Portkey Bureau, she had been catapulted into the corner office when her
predecessor had found himself in Greenwich during the attack on the Four Towns. It had
taken her a while to get up to speed on the job, one which was getting more and more
complicated (and exciting) every moment.
First there had been the requests to put up the Portkey barrier shortly before Judgment
Day, something her predecessor hadn't done in five years. Businessmen complained, of
course, that none of their shipments were going through but she had convinced them that

safety was paramount, particularly after the bombs went off. Then there had been the
requests by Linda Warren to send Portkeys into space. The Russians had initially complained
when that sneaker had materialized aboard Mir. Then there was the acquisition of the Apollo
11 command module and its rechristening as Selene. The people who had been maintaining
the capsule had gone bonkers, and she'd had to done some fancy talking to placate them.
As if that hadn't been enough, she was being bombarded with requests to send people into
the outer solar system (a bad idea, as the best speed Portkeys seemed to be capable of was
about 1 AU every 10 days). Granted, travel with a Portkey was much faster than travel with
normal rockets. However, a one-way trip to Pluto was still going to take a year at least.
Didn't people realize how BIG the solar system was? And interstellar exploration? Forget it.
It would take millennia unless wizards developed FTL travel, and she knew that was
impossible.
Her most recent project, one which had been a major boon for commuters, had managed to
raise the ire of everyone from McDonnell-Douglas to Guinevere's Flying Carpets. This, of
course, had been the Boston Portkey Authority. Now in its third week, this pilot program
had revolutionized travel in the Boston area. It had been expanded to include the MBTA
commuter rail system as well, which had managed to include a route to Providence and
irritate Amtrak. There were lawsuits all over the place saying it was too dangerous, and she
had countered with an emphasis that this was a pilot program and people were using it at
their own risk.
The success of the Boston Portkey Authority had not gone unnoticed in the other New
England towns. Providence had set up its own Portkey Authority in lieu of a modern subway.
Springfield, Worcester, Hartford, and Nashua had followed suit. All of these Portkeys
charged MBTA-level fares to start with, though many customers suspected that they were
going to raise prices once these organizations realized that they had no competition.
Setting up the Portkey Authority for these towns was going to be far easier than the
community Seay was currently talking with: New York. New York had more people than the
other cities put together...doubled, at least. As a result, there were many more locations
which needed Portkeys associated with them. The Long Island Railroad would have to be
included in this as well, which meant that even more Portkeys would be necessary. Finally,
there were cases where a Portkey couldn't travel from Point A to Point B because there was
a large area full of radioactive contamination between them. People would have to go
around those areas lest they start growing a third ear.
On the other hand, it was fairly obvious that SOMETHING had to be done to improve the
transportation system in New York. A good portion of the subway service had been
disrupted when the bomb had gone off on Judgment Day. Many of the MTA tunnels had
flooded, and a large number of cars had been destroyed. Traffic had been an absolute
disaster since that day, with everyone relying either on walking or on taxicabs. There had
been too many taxis in New York even before the bomb had gone off. Now, however, things
were insane. People joked that one could walk on top of the taxicabs and get to his
destination faster than they would have in the cars.
Guinevere's Flying Carpets and MAN had gotten several customers here. However, a lot of
people were still nervous about flying on rugs with big pictures of Winnie the Pooh on them.
There had even been a few arrests where commuters going by on flying carpets had
managed to stop en route, look into the apartments on the 34th floor, and see people
undressing. Clearly, something else needed to be done.

Seay explained her plan to the MTA authorities. "Here's what we're going to do. We'll have a
network of 512 stations, each with up to 16 bidirectional Portkeys. I take it you have
enough junk to supply eight thousand Portkeys?"
The MTA chairman chuckled. "This is New York, Sorceress Seay. There's trash all over the
place -- unless Astronaut Lady does something about that and Portkeys it into space."
Seay blinked -- she hadn't thought about that. "You know, that might not be a bad idea. I'll
get back to you on that. At any rate, here's the plan. The transit map will be divided into
eight sectors, one on Long Island, one for the suburbs north of the Bronx, one on the Jersey
side, and one for each borough. Each of these sectors will consist of eight subsectors
consisting of eight destinations each. Got it so far?"
"Yup. Eight cubed is 512."
"Good. The passenger goes to one of these 512 stations and will see a group of nine
portkeys. Seven of them go to the other locations in that station's subsector and they will
be used for local travel. One of them will go to a station which represents the subsector as a
whole and is intended to be used as a launchpad for longer journeys. These subsector-level
stations will have sixteen Portkeys: eight to the destinations in the subsector, seven to the
subsector-level stations of the other seven subsectors, and one to the station representing
the sector as a whole.
"This last Portkey will take the customer to a sector-level station which will have fifteen
Portkeys: one to each of the eight subsector-level stations and one to each of the seven
other sector-level stations representing the other seven sectors. The net result will be a
three-level tree which will get from anywhere to anywhere else in five jumps."
The MTA man nodded. "I see. Station A1A to subsector A1 to sector A to sector B to
subsector B3 to station B3H. Sounds...intriguing."
"It should be, sir. It's the future of transportation in the area, especially with the subway
overwhelmed as it is. I'd recommend a rack of maybe 5 or 10 pieces of junk per leg to
make sure there isn't a wait. We're up to 80,000 Portkeys now, but like you said this is New
York."
The MTA man, however, still had a few questions. "Will these people actually be flying
through the air? Will people on the ground see them?"
"Not easily, but it's possible. Why do you ask?"
"Won't people driving around be a bit distracted if people are zooming over their heads at a
high rate of speed?"
Seay had anticipated that. "At first, perhaps. However, if they've got their eyes on the road,
they won't see the Portkey passengers. Besides, after a while they'll get accustomed to it."
"I see. What about buildings? Will people on these things crash into buildings?"
"No. Portkeys automatically maneuver their way around buildings. The passengers will
approach the building and go around it."
Another MTA representative spoke up. "Won't these flying people be able to look into

apartments as well like the ones on the flying carpets?"
"Not really. They'll be going too fast to see much."
"What about airplanes? I see LGA and JFK are both on the list as possible destinations. Do
you really want people flying around only to be run over by 747's on final approach?"
Seay pointed out one of the features on the proposed Portkey map. "Nope. The subsectors
with the two airports are such so that the other seven substations do not cross the airspace
near the airport -- if the airport Portkey comes in on the west side, all other seven stations
in that subsector will be to the airport's west. No one will be flying over the airport. That
brings up another thing -- there may be cases where subsector to subsector and sector to
sector travel may require more than one jump. In cases where direct access won't work,
such as line of sight routes which would cross air lanes or Wall Bay, passengers will have to
get off at an intermediary stop and pick up another Portkey to complete their journey."
"How long will it take to make a trip like this?"
"I normally assume 60 seconds per leg maximum, most of which is going to be pulling
yourself off the pile of cushions and trying to find the piece of junk representing the next
leg. This would mean at most a 6-8 minute trip anywhere in the city. Local trips will be 3060 seconds."
A third MTA person raised her hand. "Will disabled people be able to travel this way? There's
going to be a lot of walking involved along with falling into piles of cushions."
Seay shook her head. "I'm afraid not. The best way to transport someone with disabilities
would be to use a flying carpet. Guinevere rents them out for about $40/month for simple
one-man carpets."
"What happens if three people arrive at the same station at the same time? Will they fall on
top of each other? People tend to be much harder and pillows in my experience. I hate to
think what would happen half an hour before a Rangers game is about to start."
Seay hesitated for a moment -- she was a bit worried about this herself. There had been a
couple of incidents where people had injured themselves in Boston in this fashion, and that
had been with many fewer stations and many, many fewer people.
She drew a deep breath. "We're trying to figure out how to handle that, and a committee is
looking into it. They've promised to have a solution by the end of the year. Once that's
taken care of, we'll start installing the Portkeys in early February or March, provided that."
One of the MTA people looked mopey. "Can't you do it any faster? You were able to set
something up for Boston pretty quickly."
"Yes, but that was for a much smaller-scale operation which was piggybacked on the
existing MBTA system. Here, we're effectively replacing a lot of the subway system here and
ramping it up to cover not only a city over ten times the size of Boston but two airports and
Long Island as well. Trust me when I tell you that this is much more complicated. However,
rest assured that once it's done, you'll have the most advanced transportation system in the
world...at least for now."
Another MTA employee cut in. "Sounds cool. Here's another idea. How hard would it be to

take all of these cities with Portkey Authorities and connect THEM with Portkeys? With one
additional level of complexity, you can get from Boston to New York in sixty seconds."
Seay smiled. "We're actually thinking about that. However, we want to get this off the
ground first. One thing I can tell you is that it's going to take more than sixty seconds to get
from Boston to New York. We're talking maybe 20 minutes or so. As it is, getting from
Boston to Providence takes 5 minutes."
"That's twice as fast as an airplane!"
"Correct. The trick here is what we're going to charge for such a service. Realistically,
Portkeys require minimal maintenance -- maybe a few thousand dollars a year to replace a
broken or missing Portkey. What's more, the maintenance costs don't depend on the
distance traveled. In theory, we can just charge maybe $5 each way to go from Boston to
New York in 20 minutes and still make money."
The MTA board began talking excitedly among themselves. Finally, the chairman pulled
rank. "Yeah, and it's going to put companies like American Eagle, Greyhound, and Amtrak
out of business. In this economy, that's no a good idea."
Seay nodded. "There is that, of course, plus the fact that it's difficult for disabled people to
travel by Portkey. In addition, can you imagine grasping a Portkey without letting go for 20
minutes? That's one of the reasons we're not sure what to do about long-distance service at
this point. However, rest assured that it's on the drawing board provided that all of these
pilot programs work out all right."
To be continued...

FDW,

October 13th, 2011 05:07 PM

Well this is rather interesting, no sectors for those on the Jersey side? Or those in the
suburbs north of the Bronx?

acgoldis,

October 13th, 2011 06:01 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by FDW (Post 5148336)
Well this is rather interesting, no sectors for those on the Jersey side? Or those in the
suburbs north of the Bronx?
Shows how little I know of New York to be honest. I could add a couple for the Jersey side.
Basically, my experience with New York is limited more or less to an airport and a bunch of
blocks in the Upper West Side where my friend lived. Of course, there are the sports teams.
For some reason, as a Boston sports fan I nearly had the Judgment Day nuke go off in the
middle of Yankee Stadium but I figured...naah, too ASB :)
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Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5148523)
Shows how little I know of New York to be honest. I could add a couple for the Jersey side.
Basically, my experience with New York is limited more or less to an airport and a bunch of
blocks in the Upper West Side where my friend lived. Of course, there are the sports teams.
For some reason, as a Boston sports fan I nearly had the Judgment Day nuke go off in the
middle of Yankee Stadium but I figured...naah, too ASB :)
Okay, Let's reduce the Long Island sectors from three to two (one each for Nassau and
Suffolk counties). From there, you can expand the Staten Island sector to include Hudson
County, you can then create a sector consisting of Union and Essex counties, after that you
can create a sector consisting of Bergen county and Passaic county of New Jersay and
Rockland County of New York. Next you can carve out a new sector consisting of
Westchester county of New York and Fairfield County of Connecticut. That's 10 sectors,
consisting of most (but not all) of the New York metro area.

acgoldis,
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Quote:

Originally Posted by FDW (Post 5148843)
Okay, Let's reduce the Long Island sectors from three to two (one each for Nassau and
Suffolk counties). From there, you can expand the Staten Island sector to include Hudson
County, you can then create a sector consisting of Union and Essex counties, after that you
can create a sector consisting of Bergen county and Passaic county of New Jersay and
Rockland County of New York. Next you can carve out a new sector consisting of
Westchester county of New York and Fairfield County of Connecticut. That's 10 sectors,
consisting of most (but not all) of the New York metro area.
I kept the 8 but made Long Island one sector (64 stations), one north of the Bronx, and one
in New Jersey. It could be expanded later.

FDW,
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Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5148871)
I kept the 8 but made Long Island one sector (64 stations), one north of the Bronx, and one
in New Jersey. It could be expanded later.
My suggestion was as it was largely so that the population of each sector was roughly the
same. Since the Staten Island sector has a much smaller population base than the other
sectors, it can at the very least be expanded to include some segments of New Jersey within
it.

Tirion,

October 14th, 2011 10:57 AM

Update #453.5: Behind enemy lines
----------Tuesday, December 3, 1996
Sargazos
Southern Syrdan
----------Few things are worse in war than getting trapped behind enemy lines. Unfortunately, when
a group was composed of individuals from both warring entities, it was pretty much the
default state of existance.
That was why Samanar Naztheros, one of the top 100 wealthiest Being in the Hidden
Nations - which says a lot, considering how over-represented royels and other noble families
with a tendency of hoarding treasures over centuries were in those countries - was currently
cowering in the burnt-out ruins of a cottage, wondering how it all went wrong.
It all started nicely, arriving to Syrdan with his girlfriend and house-elf. Sure, Myrtille got a
few stares, but as she was A, a known Veela, B, way too young to have been a combatant
in the last war, and C, well-known for being his girlfriend, none of the customary
accusations of being a spy/seducer, or any desire for revenge were voiced by the wizards
and witches they met. Their Auror escorts, "assigned for their own protection" were outright
amiable... a stark contrast with how he and his family were forced to leave the country last
time.
Well, that time was about two decades ago, and boy, did Syrdan change. The end of the
Statute of Secrecy brought along great changes. It started subtly, but with the Muggles
getting involved, the traditional structure of Syrdani society soon began to crumble.
Spellcasters were no longer the unquestionable authority they used to be, and as the
yahoos were granted more and more rights, they became increasingly divided... some of
both groups even reached the point when they resorted to open violence. It got to the
point, month ago, where wizards now noticably avoided stepping close to yahoos- fear from
unexpected knifings became second nature to them. Rumors said that the Americans even
supplied the yahoos with gunpowder weapons, probably smuggling it along the shipments of
mechanized farming and industrial equipment.
Well, at least those were conveniently converted to work on magic, preserving the local
environment, and by now enough wizards got a hang of mechanics, and enough Muggles
learned rudimentary magic theory to ensure the machines were maintained well. More, they
recently succeeded in building machinery on their own, combining magic and mechanics
quite adeptly - well, not on Roqteratl drider walker levels, but they were getting close. On
the other hand, the sight of imported and custom-made machinery along with pack mules
inevitably reminded Samanar of a certain desert planet's mismatched technology seen in a
very popular Muggle movie.

However, it was all blown to hell when Nestor invaded. They were in the northern part of
the country tracking down one of the family grimoire's volumes when they learned of it... in
the form of a Veela air raid. Apparently, a sizeable army of the feathered ones attempted to
take out an installation in a local fishing village, recently given to some refugees. The
invaders were met with fierce resistance and routed in a destructive dogfight by wizards on
brooms, but not before unleashing a veritable rain of fire. As their shelter caved in on them,
Floppy the house-elf used her magic to fling them away into relative safety, but she was
trapped under falling debris. He managed to excavate her in time, but they also had to deal
with their escorts... as those turned on Myrtille. Disabling 3 Aurors was really taking a lot of
luck, including some late fireballs, but in the end they got out in walking condition, only to
learn that the elf had an internal skull fracture, a condition usually lethal in a few days.
Fortunately, he found a reference to a possible cure in one of the recovered grimoires.
Unfortunately, the volume referenced was in the South, what now became a war zone. To
complicate things, Portkey Barriers and Anti-Apparition Jinxes were powered up all through
the nation, restricting teleportation to manned checkpoints... if their "escorts" were any
indication, they wanted to avoid those. The elf was conscious but unwell, and required all
her will to stay awake, so that approach was out of the question. In the end, they sneaked
into the burning village and "borrowed" the first boat they could in the chaos, hastily
enchanted it and took off, barely above tree level. They did reach the South, but now they
had another problem- the desired location was in Veela-infested territory, and seeing how
her fellow Nestorians had let his girlfriend walk into a soon-to-be war zone with no warning,
Samanar had problems trusting them any more than his own countrymen...
--------Syrdach
Syrdan
--------Rasezar was in the throne room again, reporting to the cancellors about how they stopped
the Veela incursion in the North at least, when the messenger arrived, handing a report to
Vixar, who read it and tore it in anger.
"Well, merwizard, it seems your kind is more persistent than we were led to believe. Do you
know of any reason why there are merwizards and Roqteratl military walkers appearing at
our coasts, other than that they are pissed over our blockade?"
The renegade shook his head. "No... but they are bluffing. The blockade itself is left alone,
and they didn't assist the Veela raid on our base. They are scared of the political
implications."
Vixar frowned. "Explain."
"Say, what happens if the Eldest and the Archon send their armies of walkers and

battlemages against us, numbering in the tens of thousands? Only a fool would meet them
in open battle."
"They'd wipe us out in sieges too," snapped Ortelu.
"Probably, if we are on our own. But we have Tsalasia, and why is that?"
"...America" replied Siatnan. "As long as they are siding with Nestor, anyone siding with
Nestor would be branded as traitors to all the wizarding world, assisting Muggles in a war of
conquest against Wizardkind. It would escalate to the point where the Galiver Consortium
might get involved, quickly leading to a world war while Atlantis is still recovering from the
last Judgement Day."
"Reassuring" said Vixar, "But I'd like some contingency plans for a case when Nestor sees
the Americans are more trouble than they are worth, and they choose to just sic the
merpeople on us."
"I've been thinking about it for some time..." mused Rasezar. "Here is what we will do..."
--------Greater Council Chamber
Roqteratl
--------Avernus's ears were still ringing after yet another Howler from Merkali. This time, the
insufferable hag was complaining that her strike force was decimated. "I don't understand
her" he complained to the Eldest. "I did warn her that these are trained battlemagi and
powerful dark wizards... what did they expect, a sensual back massage?"
Despite the severity of the situation, the old Roqteratli chuckled. "She might just be scared
that her girls and lads didn't manage to charm the enemy into harmlessness. Speaking of
whick, how is it even possible?"
The Archon sighed. "Two reasons. One, our fighters are taught to take out hostile Veela
from outside of Charm range. Two, these are dark wizards... some of the evil rituals they
perform on themselves leaves them with decreased fertility and diminished sexual drive..."
"Less for the Veela to work with?" guessed the Eldest. The Trapanandan ruler nodded and
asked: "So, what's next? Our soldiers did scare the Syrdani, but not enough to withdraw the
blockade. They effectively called our bluff... so, they don't believe we would truly invade.
What might go in their heads, I wonder..."
"Simple. They know our power, they know that if we send our armies of walkers and
battlemages against them, numbering in the tens of thousands, they have no chance to win.
Only a fool would meet them in open battle. It would be four nations against one... but then
there is Tsalasia. We would forfeit their friendship if we were to side with the Muggles in the
invasion of a wizard nation. So, as long as America is involved..."
"We wait." They said in unison.
-----------

To be continued...

------Notes:
House-elves are valuable enough to warrant some research into their healthcare over the
centuries the wizards had them, so a 'Big Damn Book of everything a family's members
ever thought important knowledge' has good chance of containing relevant data.
Nestor was given every information about Syrdan's rogue merwizard population, and they
tried eliminating them the same way Israel bombed Iraq's nuclear facilities way back.
Unfortunately, they had bitten more than they could chew, that with the residents being half
on alert and airborne, half underwater.
I presume the general tendency that wizard couples where someone dabbles in the Dark
Arts tend to have less children is not just a coincidence. Voldemort has become
pronouncedly asexual, not just monstrous (and powerful) - I presume he'd have been
entirely immune to Veela charm. I'm going with the implication that there are less powerful
and more common forbidden spells, other than Horcruxes, used by Death Eaters and other
dark wizards with similar side effects. AFAIK Movie canon had some l33t Dark-only spells,
such as unpowered flight in the bridge destruction scene.
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Update #454: You've Got Audrey, But We've Got Audrey II
----------Wednesday, December 4, 1996
Chiang's Exotic Herbs
Chinatown
San Francisco, CA
United States of America
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/4.6%
----------NEXT UP: The Man Who Could Have Saved Millions
----------Guo Chiang signed for the Fedex delivery as the courier shook his head in disbelief. "I must
say, sir, I've never heard of any of these things before. And I've delivered a lot of strange
things to shops like this in Chinatown."
Chiang looked at the set of boxes and bowed. "It's understandable, sir. To be honest, I'm
not entirely sure what I'm getting either. All I can tell you is that it will be unique."
The Fedex man frowned. "Where did you import this stuff from? Those symbols on the
package sure don't look like Chinese to me. They're foreign, obviously. Come to think of it,
why isn't there a customs slip associated with the delivery?"

Chiang laughed. "They're from an internal supplier. We don't need to worry about customs
declarations, at least for now. For all I know, though, the Food and Drug Administration may
start cracking down on us more."
"What do these plants do? And how can you have no idea what you're getting? Certainly you
placed the order, as I see it's supposed to be delivered to you."
Chiang finished signing the forms and handed them back to the deliveryman. "I placed the
order, all right. I told them to give me stuff that was...unique. I need to sell something that
neither the Whole Foods down the street nor the other Chinese stores sells. Otherwise, I'll
go out of business."
The Fedex man sounded dubious. "All right, I'll play along. Where did you get this from?
Something really doesn't sound right here. I want to know the truth, sir. What's going on
here?"
Chiang groaned. "I got it from the Mt. St. Helens Facility. It's Wizarding stuff. You've got to
admit, no one else will have it."
The Fedex man looked at the boxes and shuddered. "Gremlins."
Chiang blinked. "Excuse me?"
"The movie. Remember at the beginning when the guy gets that cute little animal from the
store. Everything is wonderful until it gets wet, reproduces, and the little children start
feeding after midnight. Next we know, there are monsters running all over the place and
there goes the neighborhood."
Chiang laughed as the Fedex man turned to leave. "These are plants, for God's sake. They
just sit there. They're not going to walk around and try to strangle people."
The Fedex man threw one last comment over his shoulder. "How do you know, sir? Maybe
magical plants walk."
Chiang frowned as the man drove away. He hadn't thought of that -- would these plants
actually try to convince their owners to water them? Come to think of it, wasn't there a
movie when a plant needed to be fed blood to survive? He looked at some of the boxes with
trepidation. Mt. St. Helens wouldn't have sent him dangerous plants now...would they?
Watering can at the ready (did these even take water?), he opened the first box and found
a large, well-sealed container holding an odd green, slimy substance. This plant looked like
it was some kind of cross between green moss and a worm of some sort. He breathed a
sigh of relief when he realized that, at least for the time being, this plant wasn't moving
around.
A long piece of parchment had been packed with the specimen. Hoping that these were
instructions as to what the plant did and how to care for it, he unrolled it and began to read.
------------GILLYWEED

Inspiratus Submarinus

Gillyweed is a magical plant found in carefully protected areas in the Mediterranean and Black Seas.

It has a tubular form and is often compared to green rat tails. It features kelp-like leaves
approximately 6-10 centimeters in diameter and prefers relatively sandy soil. Although the leaves
themselves are edible and somewhat tasty, the tubular roots are what makes gillyweed a well-known
and revered magical herb.
Gillyweed is best known for giving people the ability to breathe underwater for a limited time. One
four-ounce serving of gillyweed allows for 60 minutes of underwater operation in a typical lake or
ocean environment. Up to three ounces of gillyweed can be consumed at any one time. Eating more
than sixteen servings of gillyweed in a span of 24 hours or less can result in breathing difficulties
and possible pulmonary damage.
Gillyweed is a powerful herb. However, this power can be dangerous if misused. It does its job by
closing off the eater's lungs about ten seconds after ingestion and opening two sets of gills on each
side of the body. Once the gills fully develop -- five more seconds -- the eater will be able to
breathe underwater like a merperson or fish.
The consumer's hands and feet will experience temporary webbing while the gillyweed is in effect.
This will allow him or her to swim more easily.
------------Chiang looked at the herb thoughtfully. Something which allows the user to breathe
underwater without scuba equipment? This sounds like it would be a real boon for places in
the Caribbean which feature coral reefs. All the person has to do is eat some of this stuff
and leave the scuba tanks at home.
The only problem he could think of would be that this ability sounded awfully dangerous. If
anything went wrong, the person could easily drown. On the other hand, if there was
something else in these boxes which helped mitigate the risk...
He turned back to the information pamphlet.
------------At the end of the allotted period, the eater's gills will close up and the lungs will reinflate. It is
imperative that the eater be near the surface at the time this occurs. Otherwise, he or she could
drown. Green Thumb Growers recommends that the wizard cast Ascendio as soon as he feels the
gills begin to close. There will be a brief tingle in the gills about five seconds before they do so,
which should be enough time for the eater to bring out a wand.
------------Uh oh, thought Chiang. Don't tell me this stuff is only safe to use if the consumer can cast
spells. Maybe this hadn't been a good idea after all.
------------WARNINGS
1. Gillyweed will not work in water with high salinity.
2. Like any set of gills, the organs produced by gillyweed will simply siphon oxygen from the water.
If gillyweed is used to explore a region with a low oxygen content, the user can still asphyxiate.
3. Gillyweed does nothing to handle pressure-related issues such as "the bends" and eardrum pain.
As a result, Green Thumb Growers recommend that people dive no deeper than 15 meters.

4. Do not dive in water colder than 15 Celsius.
5. Gillyweed does not protect against grindylows, which can be common in kelp forests and ponds.
------------Wonderful, Chiang thought. You can get a disease as well -- or was that some kind of
poisonous fish which the Muggles were blissfully ignorant of? He was starting to have
several doubts about this now.
There were a few more warnings, most of which made sense (don't dive alone, for
instance). The last warning was followed by care instructions, which he discovered he would
be able to follow by simply placing the sample in the koi pond in the back of the store and
making sure the fish didn't get at it. Although he figured he wouldn't be stupid enough to
try to sell that stuff himself, he could always serve as a supplier to the Caribbean.
Putting away the gillyweed, he turne to the next box. This one contained a small bush with
the root system still intact. It was clear it was supposed to be planted outside somewhere.
It, too, had instructions associated with it.
------------DITTANY MAGUS

Magus Dictamnus

Dittany magus is magical herb which grows in small bushes about 20 to 30 centimeters across. It
grows best in areas which do not exceed 30 Celsius for long periods of time. Don't try growing it
near the poles, however, as frost will kill it. Keep it in direct sunlight as much as possible.
Dittany magus is best known for its use in essence of dittany, a powerful healing salve. When placed
on wounds, essence of dittany will cause the wound to heal within minutes, leaving barely a scar.
------------Chiang blinked. Now THIS was something he could sell, particularly to people who didn't
balk at trying unusual medicinal herbs!
------------Although this herb is well-regarded for its magical potency, and has been used by wizards for
hundreds of years in the Aegean, one must keep in mind that it will only heal the wound. If the
wound triggers an infection before it can be healed, the patient will still have to treat the infection.
It should go without saying that it cannot heal fatal wounds or chronic medical conditions.
To prepare essence of dittany, wait until the spring and pick the blue berries which develop on the
leaves. Crush the berries, squeeze the sap into a pot, and add the leaves. Pour the contents into a
pot and bring it to a boil. Add some cinnamon into the boiling pot and stir three times clockwise and
five times counterclockwise. Once you've done that, wait for it to cool. The resulting potion can
begin healing wounds as soon as it comes to room temperature. It will remain potent for five years,
after which it should be discarded and rebrewed.
------------Chiang gave a whoop of join and began looking around for his cinnamon sticks. There they
were, sitting in a corner. He was all set to go -- except for one small problem: the specimen
in the box didn't have any berries on it.
Chiang scratched his head and read on, finding that dittany magus produced berries in April.
Wonderful, he thought. He needed to keep this plant alive long enough to get it to produce

the berries. He couldn't put it outside because he didn't want animals (or other Chinese
apothecaries) to get their hands on it.
Something told him that he was going to have to keep this plant in his own house. He made
a mental note to throw out the cat if it ate too much of the stuff...
To be continued...
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San Francisco doesn't really get cold enough for frost to occur, the shop owner shouldn't be
worrying about it too much…
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Update #455: The Man Who Could Have Saved Millions
----------Wednesday, December 4, 1996
United Nations Building
Geneva
Switzerland
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/4.5%
----------NEXT UP: See It Fly
----------Anastasios Dialonis looked at the American representative in horror. "So it is true then, sir.
The Americans have sued Atlantis for not preventing the genocide of the Jews in the Second
World War."
The American nodded. "Not only that, but it's become a class-action lawsuit. Thousands of
people whose families have been victims of genocide have joined it. There are Armenians
involved, for instance, as well as members of the other ethnic groups Germany targeted
during the war. What's more, from what I've been told Urban IX himself has joined the
suit."
Dialonis looked at him warily. "The head of Christians for Humans? What does he have to do
with this?"
"He's a gypsy, remember, and he supposedly lost an uncle in the war. Besides, we know
him well enough to figure he would jump at anything to make life hard for the wizards."
"I see. The story is a bit complicated. However, to begin with you have to understand that
the Statute of Secrecy made it quite difficult for us to intervene."
The American looked down at his notes. "I agree. However, it was not impossible. You have
Obliviators, after all. All you had to do is do something magical to rescue the people in the
concentration camps and cover them up. Am I correct?"
Dialonis fidgeted a little. "Technically, yes. However, there are two major obstacles to that.
First, an operation like this would require thousands of Obliviators. It would have to go

through both the inmates and camp guards and convince them that the Allies had liquidated
the camp. That excuse, however, wouldn't go over very well unless the Allies were
approaching the camp, in which case they would have likely liberated it anyway within a few
days. All the Germans would have to do would find out that someone is convincing the
guards to let the inmates go. If I were Hitler, I would have been very suspicious. I would
have likely court-martialed the guards and replaced them with ones who were more loyal to
the Nazi movement."
"Did you consider the possibility that the camp guards would have had a change of heart
and let them go of their own volition?"
Dialonis nodded. "It wouldn't work. Although many of the guards were probably
uncomfortable with what they were doing, Hitler and the Nazis ruled partially on fear. These
soldiers would have followed orders even if they didn't like them -- after all, that's the
soldier's credo. One slip and they could have found themselves going into the gas chambers
instead of maintaining them."
"How about sabotaging the Zyklon-B and replacing it with sleeping gas?"
"Still won't work. All the Germans would have to do is check if the supposedly dead
prisoners still had a pulse. That ruse wouldn't have lasted very long. Incidentally, this goes
to show that we at least discussed the possibility -- many of the arguments that you've
raised are valid and were brought up during the war. However, the lack of Obliviators
partially doomed them from the get-go."
"Did you serve in the war, Ambassador?"
A haunted expression appeared on Dialonis's face. "No, sir. However, I was alive at the time
and remember the atrocities from the German occupation very well. I wanted to help but
my parents advised me not to get involved as the Germans tended to butcher hundreds of
civilians for every Nazi attacked. Look up massacres like the Holocaust of Kedros. I don't
want to talk about it -- it brings up very bad memories. Besides, it doesn't involve the Stein
lawsuit."
The American could tell immediately that Dialonis was uncomfortable here, so he got back
on task. "You said there were two major obstacles to freeing the inmates from the camps.
The first was the fact that you would have had to Obliviate all of the inmates and guards.
What was the other one?"
Dialonis hesitated for a moment. Eventually, though, he let it out. "Gellert Grindelwald."
The American scratched his head. "Who?"
Dialonis began pacing back and forth behind the podium. "Gellert Grindelwald was a
German Dark wizard born in early 1880's in what was then known as Danzig. He was a
colleague (and at one point a friend) of Albus Dumbledore, the former Grand Mugwump and
British Minister of Magic. He studied for a while at Durmstrang but was eventually expelled
because he was caught studying the Dark Arts too much for his own good. He eventually
went back home and continued studying the Dark Arts on his own.
"He served on the Western Front during the First World War, where he learned very quickly
(a) that a discreet Impervius spell would protect him from mustard gas and bullets, and (b)
he would need a large number of mechanical or undead soldiers if he wanted to take over

the world. Given all of the casualties on the Western Front, that was a logical conclusion.
And he couldn't use living people because they tended to think for themselves and get
killed.
"So, he decided that he would create an army of Inferi, undead creatures, when it came to
conquering the world. A believer in the Deathly Hallows, he understood that an artifact
called the Resurrection Stone could be used to create Inferi. So, he went out of his way to
steal the Stone. While he was at it, he stunned a wizard named Gregorovich and got his
hands on the Elder Wand as well."
The Russian ambassador cut in. "Elder Wand? You mean the thing the Death Eaters stole
from Hogwarts a while back?"
"Yes. This wand is extremely powerful and is well nigh invincible in a magical duel.
Supposedly it is even strong enough to overwhelm Atlantis bubbles, though I'm not exactly
hoping for confirmation."
The American grunted. "A wand which can beat Atlantis. Wonderful."
Dialonis tried to reassure him. "Don't worry, sir. There's only one Elder Wand."
"And it's in the hands of the Death Eaters. I'd say that's something to worry about."
Dialonis shrugged. "The Death Eaters are in disarray, as far as we can tell. One man with a
powerful wand isn't going to do much, and we're going to do what we can to get it back. At
any rate, back to the story. Grindelwald was similar to Voldemort -- and Syrdan for that
matter -- in that he believed that the wizards should rule the Muggles. His belief in the
Wizarding race's supremacy over the others led him into the study of Social Darwinism.
This, in turn, led him to study the writings of a fellow Western Front veteran by the name of
Adolf Hitler."
The American representative winced. "A Nazi wizard. Oh, wonderful."
Dialonis waved his hands noncommittally. "Yes and no. The Nazis were German and Aryan
supremacists, whereas Grindelwald was a Wizarding supremacist who happened to be
German. The important thing, however, was that when Hitler came to power in 1933 and
briefed on the magical world around him as one would have expected for a new head of
state, Grindelwald introduced himself and explained that he was a wizard who was in favor
of having the superior races rule the inferior races. Hitler was a bit wary at first, but a few
'magic tricks' by Grindelwald convinced the Fuhrer that Grindelwald knew what he was
doing. So, they agreed to a tentative alliance which would be worth its weight in gold in
1940, when discreet magical support helped the Germans plow through Western Europe and
conquer everything but Britain."
The British ambassador whistled. "Are you telling me that Grindelwald used magic against
us during the war?"
Dialonis shook his head. "Almost. Grindelwald had considered it. However, he was wary of
getting involved with England because that would drag in Albus Dumbledore, an extremely
powerful wizard Grindelwald was reluctant to antagonize and/or fight. Besides, he didn't
want Hitler getting TOO powerful as at some point Grindelwald would have to overthrow
HIM as the head of the Reich."

"I'm surprised the German Ministry of Magic, groups like the Luftwaffe, and various generals
accepted Grindelwald's support."
Dialonis chuckled. "They did...for a while. Most of the German Ministry members were
strong patriots, which meant that they tended towards the Nazi ideology (although to their
credit they refused to do anything to support the death camps). However, eventually the
German Ministry realized who they were dealing with. Once that happened, things fell apart
swiftly. Having just signed off on what we know as Operation Sealion, a combined magicalamphibious attack on the British Isles, they warned the Fuhrer that Grindelwald was an evil
wizard who wanted to take over the world. Hitler immediately requested that the Ministry of
Magic get rid of Grindelwald. The German wizards began doing so and dropped all support
for the German military (much to Hitler's chagrin, but the wizards convinced them at
Grindelwald was too dangerous to allow free). This meant that Operation Sealion was going
to have problems as there was no way that the invasion would work without magical
support. To make matters worse, one of the German army generals who hadn't realized that
there was going to be magical support supposedly reported to Hitler that many of his men
were concerned that Sealion would be a disaster. Realizing that without the wizards the
invasion was hopeless, Hitler called off the attack. This, ladies and gentlemen, is why the
Nazis never invaded England and why the D-Day invasion worked.
"Now, back to the subject at hand. Grindelwald decided to entertain himself by taking
advantage of the chaos in Europe to do the type of things Voldemort tended to do: attack
Muggles and blame the Russians/Jews/Germans/Japanese/etc., terrorize wizards, and so
forth. Atlantis couldn't do anything at the time as it was at DEFCON 3 during most of the
Second World War, getting to DEFCON 2 only after the dropping of the bomb on Hiroshima.
However, it recommended that the free world send any free wizards to fight and capture
Grindelwald."
Dialonis summed it up. "That, my friends, took up most of the our resources. That is why
we didn't have anyone left to free the death camps. Atlantis couldn't intervene, and the
wizards who could intervene were dealing with Grindelwald. Atlantis probably WOULD have
intervened, but by law it couldn't unless it was at DEFCON 2 or higher, at which point the
war in Europe was over."
There was a long pause. Finally, the American whistled. "This could very well be a case
where ignorance was bliss. Is it just me, or should we say that the existence of Grindelwald
should be considered a state secret and not leave this room?"
Everyone nodded, and the American turned back to Dialonis. "Whatever happened to
Grindelwald?"
"Dumbledore fought him in a classic duel and eventually defeated him. He was sentenced to
life imprisonment and placed in a jail he himself created. As far as I know, he's still there,
thinking about his actions at the age of 113."
There were murmurs in the crowd. "He's still alive?"
"Yes. Recall that wizards tend to live longer than Muggles. However, you can rest assured
that he isn't breaking out of there. Grindelwald himself saw to that when he made the
prison."
The German ambassador's eyes narrowed. "I'm surprised you didn't execute him. He would
almost certainly have stood trial at Nuremberg for war crimes."

Dialonis paused for a moment, then shrugged. "Being trapped with powerful magical
guardians in your home for five decades is a fate worse than death, from what I've been
told. Trust me, sir. He deserves this form of imprisonment. Execution would be a blessing in
a case like this."
To be continued...
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You know, this gives me a funny idea, what if the Statue of Secrecy falls during world war II
?
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Quote:

This, ladies and gentlemen, is why the British never invaded England and why the D-Day
invasion worked.
minor nitpick here.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by nemo1986 (Post 5160474)
minor nitpick here.
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Update #456: See It Fly
----------Thursday, December 5, 1996
10-250 Lecture Hall
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, MA
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/4.5%
----------NEXT UP: World War Won't
----------Jelena Kurchatova tapped her wand on the blackboard and the wand motions underlying the
Transfiguration spell appeared on the blackboard. She was grateful that she didn't have to
write that out all by herself anymore.
She pointed at the board. "Take a look at this sequence of wand movements. Do you see
anything familiar about them?"
One of the students in the front of the room raised his hand, and Kurchatova called on him.
"It's the same swish and flick that was used with the Sleep spell."
"Correct. Why would that be?"
Another student answered that. "Probably because the swish and flick is necessary to
concentrate magical energy. Have any experiments been done to determine at one point the
energy flows into the wand?"
Kurchatova smiled. "Two points for East Campus. You're right on, my friend. Several
scientists have done experiments with gravimeters now that we know that magic is powered
by a form of repulsive gravity. A good 85% of the gravitational effects seem to occur during
the initial swish and flick. Clearly, this motion was designed to strengthen the effects of the
spell about to be cast."
"But how does that motion do that? Does the energy flow down into the wand when the
wand is pointed up? If so why doesn't that happen more often?"
Kurchatvoa shrugged. "To be honest, we don't know. No one has ever tried done a scientific
investigation of magic before. If you choose to go Course 19 you could get a chance to do
your own magic lab and find out. All right, we now know what the first half of the spell does.
Now comes part two. This spell whose wand motion has been written on the blackboard
transfigures the target into what?"
A girl in the back of the room raised her hand. "A cat. I think it's going transfigure it into a
cat."
Kurchatova was expecting this. "What makes you say that?"

"Because it seems to trace out the shape of a cat's head. I suspect that you have to wave
the wand in a way which traces out the form the object is supposed to take."
Kurchatova smiled. "A reasonable conclusion. However, that is in fact not the case. The
second half of the spell is a motion which indicates this is a Transfiguration spell. This
particular spell actually can be used to change it into a dog, fish, mouse, Athena
workstation...anything. All of them use the same wand motion."
"But how can that be?"
"Simple. At the time you finish the wand motion, you're supposed to think about what you
want to transform the target into. Envision it in your mind's eye, and that's how you do it."
She erased the lesson from the blackboard. "This goes to show two things. First, the swish
and flick is used in virtually all spells to gather magical energy. Second, you can have a lot
of false cognates when it comes to reverse-engineering a spell from its wand motion. All of
you were convinced that it transfigured the target into a cat. However, that was not the
case. Magical incantations aren't always what they seem."
One of the girls was watching the lesson with rapt attention. Kurchatova understood why, of
course. In a class with 500 people, the odds favored about five or so being Q-only wizards.
Sure enough, four of them had managed to grasp the wand without being harmed.
Tentatively, the Q-only witch raised her hand. "Professor, can I try?"
Kurchatova looked at her warily. "Transfiguration is a pretty complicated spell, and it's easy
to mess up."
The girl lifted her pencil and showed it to the crowd. "I think I know how it works. I'm going
to try to run this pencil into a crayon. That's a small enough change that it could work even
for me."
Kurchatova explained that traditionally students weren't supposed to use magic outside
school for a reason. However, she didn't get far before her voice was drowned out by her
students' chanting: "GO! GO! GO!"
It was obvious that they would keep on nagging her until she gave in. Eventually, she threw
up her hands and handed over the wand. "All right, Jill. One try. And I want you facing away
from the rest of us in case you blow up half the blackboard."
The girl stared hard at the pencil and then pointed the wand at it. Taking a deep breath, she
shouted: "Burnt Sienna, here I come!"
There was a flash of light, and the pencil disappeared. In its place was what appeared to be
a wooden stick. It wasn't a crayon, and it certainly wasn't a pencil anymore. But she had
done something, at least. Excited, she showed the stick around the room. "Look what I did!
It's not a crayon, but it's not a pencil anymore! How about that?"
The people whooped it up for a few minutes as Kurchatova put her head in her hands.
Kurchatova took her wand back and said: "All right, Jill. That's enough for now. If you want
to practice Transfiguration, do it somewhere where you can actually concentrate."
Jill's eyes brightened. "Does Next House get a few points for this?"

Kurchatova shook her head. "Casting the spell is not part of the official course curriculum,
so no. However, I must say that you got further than I thought you would."
She turned back to the class. "All right, then. Where were we?"
She continued the lecture as people all around Jill started congratulating her. Jill's elation,
however, diminished greatly when she realized that she was missing something. Sheepishly,
she turned to the boy next to her.
"I'll go out with you if you give me something to write with."
Kurchatova rolled her eyes, conjured up a pencil, and threw it over to Jill. Jill caught it onehanded and started taking notes, much to the chagrin of no fewer than three boys who were
waving pencils in her face.
She looked up at the back of them, where a good 2/3 of her sorority sisters were taking the
class. She may have graduated, but she still spent a lot of time on campus with the rest of
the girls. On a whim, all of them were wearing their SIF shirts. Although the official call
letters of the sorority weren't actually SIF -- after all, there was no F in Greek -- the SIF had
started out as a joke when Kurchatova had taken each freshman pledge candidate out on
her broom for a ride. One of the girls had shouted down to the rest of group: "See? It flies".
That had just opened the floodgates for more SIF acronyms: See It Fly, See I Fly, Shit I
Fell, and so forth. Many of the pledges were pressuring Kurchatova and the rest of the
founders into changing the sorority to be one based on fans of magic. However, the
founders weren't going for that. The sorority had been founded to fill a niche at MIT which
had not been covered by current Greek system, and it was important for the women in that
niche to have a place to belong to.
The illusory cuckoo clock hanging over the blackboard started chirping, indicating that the
class was at an end. Dismissing the cuckoo clock, she announced the latest -- and final -problem set topics for the semester. Waiting to make sure everyone (or at least most of the
people) in the room had gotten the information, she grabbed her broom and made her way
out of the room.
She had gotten midway through her own grad student work when Jill made her way into the
room. "All right, Professor. I really want to learn how to cast spells. You will be able to help
me, right?"
Kurchatova shook her head. "Jill, listen to me. I'm extremely busy. I'm teaching a class and
am taking my own grad student classes at the same time. I have to take care of the
students here in Russian House, where I'm their 'Aunt Jelena'. I'm still on the board of
Guinevere's Flying Carpets, though Jason and Guinevere have more or less taken over while
I'm in school. I barely have time as is."
"Can't you get a Time-Turner?"
"There are restrictions on Time-Turner use, which means there is no way I'll be able to get
my hands on one. Besides, I don't want to cause any time paradoxes and get myself killed.
Time-Turners are dangerous and should only be used by trained professionals, like those in
Atlantis."
Jill pouted for a moment before something occurred to her. "Maybe I can take classes in

Enfield with the Quabbin Academy of Sorcery."
Kurchatova blinked, then stared at her thoughtfully. "You know, that might not be a bad
idea. Do all four of you want to learn how to cast spells?"
Jill nodded. "Yes. We all do. And we know how to get there -- just head down to Park Street
on the T and head down that new I-Entry corridor. Once we're there, take the flying carpet
down 32B to Enfield. There's got to be something there which will allow us to get through
the water to the city."
Kurchatova frowned. "There are several options. I'd recommend the Muggle Apparition
Network -- supposedly they're going to have a man near the Quabbin attack memorial as
well. Talk to them and have them send you over there on my authority. The headmistress of
the QAS will almost certainly listen to you. Tell him that King William has been able to
become a wizard and that you want to follow in his footsteps."
Jill let out a girlish laugh. "You really think they'll take us?"
"Absolutely. For one thing, Hogwarts has already set a precedent. For another, there are
going to be a lot of openings over the next few years due to the deaths of students in
Greenwich and Dana. Believe me, Jill. You'll get in."
To be continued...
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Update #457: World War Won't
----------Thursday, December 5, 1996
Oval Office
White House
Washington, DC
United States of America
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/3.6%
----------NEXT UP: Charlie's Even More On the MTA
----------Bill Clinton looked at Secretary Ariadne and swore. "Are you sure about this, Ariadne?"
Ariadne nodded. "I'm afraid so. Tsalasia has closed its borders to Americans because of the
way we're interfering with Syrdan. The Tsalal ambassador is hoping that we'll be able to
resolve this diplomatically."
"We haven't done anything to Tsalasia! If anything, the Antarctic scientists have enjoyed
talking with the Tsalal! Are Syrdan and Tsalasia allies? I can't see them as being allies as
the Tsalal seem to respect Muggles."
Ariadne explained. "Remember Tsalasia's history. This particular nation was founded by
wizards who were fleeding Western imperialism and colonialism. They wanted to keep their
way of life and were concerned that their culture, along with that of the native population,
would be subsumed in the name of progress."

Clinton's eyes widened. "They think that we're trying to take over Syrdan, make it an
American colony, and impose American values?"
Ariadne nodded. "That's correct, Mr. President."
Clinton grimaced. "We all know that Syrdan has some quirks which most of the world isn't
particularly keen on. From what I've been told, they're a bit of a pariah state themselves for
that reason. However, much as I would like to reform them, I'm not planning on taking
them over. We've already got enough problems here with the recession and so forth!
Haven't you told the Tsalal that?"
Ariadne looked at him helplessly. "I have, Mr. President. And the Tsalal don't believe us.
They've already pointed out that someone -- presumably a Western nation -- has forced the
Tsalal to make some pro-Muggle reforms. And it wasn't Nestor, their traditional rival. The
Tsalal probably don't know we reformed Tsalal. However, I wouldn't be surprised if Syrdan
tells them at some point. From the vantage point of the Tsalal, it's classic American
imperialism."
Clinton groaned. "You're thinking Tsalasia is going to ally with Syrdan and escalate the war
if we actively get involved?"
Ariadne nodded slowly. "That's a distinct possibility, Mr. President. As long as it's just
Syrdan and Nestor duking it out, nothing really is going to happen. Those two countries
have been fighting for God knows how long, and this spat isn't particularly unusual. What is
unusual, however, is the fact that there's a chance of escalation thanks to American
intervention. And this is what I've come to talk to you about."
Clinton looked at her intently. "I'm listening."
Ariadne drew a deep breath. "Mr. President, I think we're going to have to get out of this
somehow. I know we promised help to Nestor. However, if we get involved there is a strong
possibility that a local war could go worldwide. This could be a Wizarding World War III if we
continue to actively pressure Syrdan."
Clinton blinked. "WHAT?"
Ariadne looked at the president gravely. "Simple. We attack Syrdan. Tsalasia gets involved
and goes after us, and the merpeople harassing Nestor start attacking our coastlines as
well. You've seen what wizards can do -- magical terror attacks when we're out of position
can wreak havoc on Muggles who aren't expecting them. A NATO country is attacked, so
Europe starts going nuts. Think of Desert Storm but worse...and with wizards."
Clinton whistled. "Damn."
Ariadne continued. "The merpeople decide to play U-boat and start attacking Muggle
shipping in the Atlantic. At the very least, they try to blockade us like they did Nestor. Oil
prices hit $8.00 a gallon and the economy crumbles further. Europe gets dragged in,
especially if European ships are targeted and they lose one of their major trading partners.
NATO mobilizes. Syrdan, the merpeople surrounding Nestor, and Tsalasia then try to ally
with the Galiver Consortium, arguing that Muggles are overstepping their boundaries again
and attacking wizards. The Pacific goes up. Hawaii falls, and for all we know Japan and
Taiwan do as well. Just go on from there...and consider the fact that wizards are very good

at Apparating. Oh, and did I forget to mention we can't use the Judgment Day protocol
again until June 2001?"
Clinton gritted his teeth. "Double damn."
Ariadne leaned towards the president. "This reminds me a lot of 1914 with a lot of alliances
and global economics hooking everyone together. The initial attack by Nestor on Syrdan
could have very well been the equivalent of the assassination of Franz Ferdinand. You know
what happened next, sir. There is only one way to prevent a major international conflict.
This has to stay a wizard-only struggle. The American armed forces can't get involved."
Clinton stared out the window, his brow creased with thought. "We have to do something,
however. Nestor has asked for our help, and the United States doesn't renege on promises."
"I'm aware of that, Mr. President. We'll help, but we're going to do so in a way which is not
military."
Clinton looked at her, intrigued. "Oh? What are you thinking?"
Ariadne smiled. "I have reason to believe that the merpeople blockading Nestor aren't
working for the Archon."
"The Archon? Who's that?"
"The Archon is the king of the merpeople. But think about it for a second, sir. We've got a
trade blockade of a possible American ally at the same time the Kodiak station is having
brisk trade between the merpeople and the Americans. Something seems out of place here.
What's even more interesting is that the merpeople's ambassador has told us several times
that the Archon didn't order the attack on Nestor. I'm a good judge of faces -- at least with
humans -- and I'm convinced that he's telling the truth. It makes sense. There are almost
certainly a few wizard supremacists -- or at least human Muggle haters -- in the
merpeople's community. They decide to ally with Syrdan since they both don't like human
Muggles. Syrdan of course thinks they speak for the Archon and accept their help.
Clinton thought for a moment. "You're thinking we should issue a formal request to the
Archon to have him pull his wayward countrymen out of Nestor -- by force? And we'll then
leave the scene, having fulfilled our promise to Nestor?"
Ariadne nodded. "That's exactly my thought, sir. Here's what I envision happening. We tell
the merpeople to clean up their act. They get embarrassed a little, but they soon realize
that we're right. The Archon's forces take out the rogue merpeople as we leave the scene.
Once we stop acting like an imperial power, Tsalasia backs down. This leaves only two
combatants left: Syrdan and Nestor. Just like we've always had."
Clinton thought about this some more. Slowly, he nodded. "It makes sense. However,
Nestor isn't going to be happy about this. I doubt they would have attacked Syrdan on their
own."
"Don't be so sure about that, Mr. President. Nestor has always welcomed outsiders and the
few Muggles it has been able to get its hands on -- after all, in a land with a good 2:1 ratio
of women to men, where are babies supposed to come form? These two countries have
been going after it for many years now. Come to think of it, I have reason to believe that
several of the disappearances in the Bermuda Triangle were actually either Syrdani slave

captures or Muggle ships caught up in the battle between the two states."
"Yes, and with our luck Nestor will decide to punish us for not helping them."
"I doubt it, sir. Why would Nestor open a two-front war? Antagonizing us won't do anything
about the fight with Syrdan."
"Nestor started it, Secretary Ariadne. Markali has her troops on foreign soil. Nestor can
always pull back out."
Ariadne groaned. "Sir, we've thought about this a lot. This is the best solution by far. We're
more than willing to risk of Nestor's displeasure if this action is going to stop a potential
world war. You know enough about human history to realize that Muggles, wizards, and
wars don't mix. Hell, the last time magical weapons were loosed on the Muggle world, we
had a Judgment Day. And that was one wizard. ONE WIZARD!"
Clinton thought a little more. "Have you spoken with Radner about this?"
Ariadne nodded. "We haven't spoken with him much since he's technically in retirement
from major political duties. However, we talked to him a couple of days ago and he fully
agrees with this plan."
Clinton stood as he made up his mind. "All right -- let's do it. Send a message to the
Roqteratl ambassador and have him meet the two of us here in three hours. See if you can
get a promise out of Roqteratl to have the Archon's regular forces blockade Syrdan as long
as the merpeople are blockading Nestor."
Ariadne nodded. "We'll do what we can, sir. Thank you for your support."
To be continued...
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Update #458: Charlie's Even More On the MTA
----------Friday, December 6, 1996
Charles Street Station Blue Line Tunnel
Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority
Boston, MA
United States of America
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/3.6%
----------NEXT UP: How About Giving Them Time-Turners, Take II
----------Michael Hobbs looked over the beginnings of the new terminal and nodded. The rock worm
had, much to the MBTA's surprise, done an admirable job. The tunnel was more or less
waterproof and seemed to be sturdy enough to support the weight of Cambridge Street
above it. The wizards had managed to pack down the dirt on the walls, ceiling, and floor of
the tunnel so it wouldn't be filled with dust when the first trains went through. As far as he
could tell, construction was proceeding only a day or so behind schedule. However, it was
still early in the project and he had a strong suspicion that the State of Massachusetts was

going to throw a big monkey wrench into the proceedings.
The wizards had taken Jeff -- the rock worm -- over to South Station to start working on the
North-South Rail Link tunnel. Jeff did an admirable job, as usual. However, there had been a
couple of minor snags which had made the news. First, a large sinkhole had opened up in
Chinatown when the unstable landfill which made up much of Boston had caved in and
swallowed a good portion of Curve Street. The wizards supervising the construction had
plugged the hole pretty quickly. Unfortunately, one of the brownstones had partially
collapsed and the residents had spent a good half hour screaming at the wizards in Chinese.
The wizards had been forced to spend a good ten thousand dollars fixing the building and
another two hours helping the residents put their belongings back in place.
That Chinatown incident, however, had been nothing compared to the disaster earlier today
in the financial district, when Jeff managed to eat up a large electrical transformer buried
underground. Not only had power been shorted out for a good three hours this morning, but
the electric shock had spooked Jeff to the point where he'd backed out of his tunnel...and
right into the Sotuh Station railroad platform, in plain sight of the Muggles waiting for the
commuter rail and Amtrak. There had a been a brief riot as the train passengers had run in
fear of the humungous creature, and no fewer than two cars had been derailed in the
animal's panic. Although the wizards had managed to fix everything by the evening rush
hour, commuter rail service had been delayed and people were screaming that using
monsters to complete the Big Dig hadn't been what they had been expecting.
The wizards explained that the monsters occasionally did get out of control for a few
minutes here and there and that these particular creatures had been behaving about as well
as could be expected in such an environment. They insisted that everything would be all
right and that the wizards would repair any damage to Boston's infrastructure during the
construction. The wizards' opponents, on the other hand, argued that it was only a matter
of time until one of those animals crushed or ate somebody -- and as everyone knew by
now, even wizards could not reverse death.
What a mess, though Hobbs. However, the simple fact been that the introduction of the
worms to dig some of the smaller tunnels had been a pilot program for the most part. There
had been no major incidents working on the Blue Line extension and only two working on
the North-South Rail Link. Whether the program would be extended to cover the main I-93
tunnel would depend on the results of these trials.
The wizards had told Menino that they intended to continue the trials, and they had
convinced Menino and the MBTA that it was safe. Unfortunately, Menino was being deluged
with requests to get rid of the rock worms and have humans dig the tunnels. Once the
tunnels were dug, then the wizards could do whatever they wanted. The concerned citizens
also demanded that no monsters be used at any other point in the project.
Wizard Kershaw had explained that it would be possible to send Jeff back to the Four Towns
and continue the construction using ordinary wizards. However, he warned the city that the
cost would increase by about $2 billion and that construction would take an additional 12
months. It would be up to the citizens of Boston to decide between the cost increase and
the worms. In either case, however, it would be cheaper than going with Bechtel-Parsons.
Hobbs hoped they stayed with the worms and finished the project on schedule for a change.
The worms hadn't done anything to him, after all, and he found the idea of the tunnels
being dug out by animals somewhat amusing. However, he suspected that the referendum

on March 1st would determine that the worms had to go. After all, Boston was accustomed
to cost increases and delays with the Big Dig. How would this be any different?
-------------------Park Street Station
----------Jill led the other three Q-only wizards from 19.00 off the shuttle bus which had replaced the
Red Line and made their way over to the entrance to Park Street. She and the three guys
had been waiting at Kendall for a long time, ringing those musical sculptures in the station,
when the public address system reported that there had been an incident at South Station
and the Red Line was going to be replaced with shuttle buses for the next three hours.
There were rumors running around that one of the rock worms had run amok and had
managed to make its way into South Station, terrorizing a few passengers and causing
damage before being subdued.
She didn't know how to react to that. Had it not been a case where people had been
frightened and possibly injured, it would have sounded like a headline from a bad movie
("HUGE WORM FROM DUNGEONS AND DRAGONS ATTACKS PEOPLE IN TRAIN STATION!").
She had a strong suspicion that Wizard Kershaw's plan for the Big Dig would have to be
redeveloped or scrapped completely. She chuckled. The Big Dig, she thought. What a
disaster. Anyone who majored in courses 1 or 11 -- civil engineering or urban studies -would probably make it big in Boston.
There were several streetlights out in the area for some reason, presumably damage from
the worms. Fortunately, the entrance to Park Street was still illuminated. With Kurchatova's
wand in hand, she led them down into the terminal and stopped outside the door to I-Entry
in the Winter Street concourse.
Professor Kurchatova had mixed feelings about letting the four trainees borrow the wand.
On one hand, holding the wand would prove once and for all that these four candidates
were in fact Q-only wizards. On the other hand, the young professor -- who had supposedly
just graduated last year -- had been concerned that one of the Gang of Four would try to do
something with the wand without her supervision. All four had promised to behave, but Jill
herself had to confess that one of the boys seemed a bit...eager.
The door to I-Entry was closed. However, Kurchatova had told Jill what to do: step up and
tap the wand on the door. The door disappeared, and the four candidates made their way
into the corridor. All four of them marveled at the worm-hewn walls and the glowing names
which had been permanently etched into them. Alex, the sophomore, gasped when he saw
the name of one of his friends who had been killed in H-Entry. It had taken the group a
good two or three minutes to console him.
The corridor eventually opened out into a large park with a couple of reflecting pools. This
must be the Quabbin memorial, she thought. If that was the case -- yes, there were the
flying carpets, just outside the dome. And next to them was a man with a Muggle Apparition
Network uniform. The MAN employee looked up for a moment, saw that Jill was holding a
wand, and turned back to his book.
She led the group over to the MAN employee, who put down his book with a sigh of relief.
"May I help you?"
Jill nodded. "Quite possibly. The four of us are Q-only wizards. Professor Jelena Kurchatova
has recommended that we go to the Four Towns to see if anyone would be willing to train
us over IAP. Hopefully this will set a precedent for training American Q-only wizards, much

like they do in England."
The MAN agent blinked. "IAP?"
"MIT intersession, taking up most of January. Ideally, we'd like to learn as much as we can
within two weeks of immersive study. That way, we'll be able to spend at least some time at
home."
The agent frowned. "I'll be able to take you there, of course. However, you must
understand that training to become a wizard takes years. You'll barely be able to cast
simple spells with two weeks of training."
Jill drew a deep breath and brought out her half-Transfigured pencil. "I've already partially
Transfigured a pencil into a crayon. Professor Kurchatova drew the wand motion on the
blackboard and I tried to follow it."
The agent stared at the pencil with a dubious expression on his face. "All right, I'll send you
over there. However, don't expect much. You won't be able to get into the QAS until next
fall at the earliest, and even if you do so you'll have to take classes both at MIT and the
QAS. I don't know much about MIT, but from what I've been told it is at least as difficult a
school as the QAS. At best, you'll be able to get a personal tutor -- come to think of it, why
can't you have Kurchatova teach you?"
"Kurchatova's extremely busy with her own work as a teacher. She is also a graduate
student there as well as a dorm housemaster. She recommended some of Guinevere's
friends as possible tutors."
The MAN agent looked even more dubious. "Guinevere's friends are as young as she is. I
doubt they're experienced enough to be tutors."
"They help teach 19.00 from time to time!"
"Yes, and that's a basic magic course for Muggles. They're talking about the magical world,
not actually trying to teach magic. Although I suppose they'll take you after 19.00 ends, be
advised you won't learn much."
Jill grunted. "It's more than we know right now."
The MAN agent scratched his head. "True, so I guess it can't hurt. All right, you four. $10
each and I'll send transport you one at a time to the QAS."
---------The headmistress of the QAS looked at the four MIT students thoughtfully. "Kurchatova's
right, of course. You probably should be tutored. Otherwise, your magic might get out of
control and harm people."
Jill stared at her. "Harm people?"
"Have strange things tended to happen to you and you don't know why they do so? Do you
ever feel like when you get into trouble you always manage to get through despite the
obstacles?"
Jill nodded slowly. "Yes. However, I figured it's because we're bright and clever."

"Sometimes it is. Sometimes, however, it's because of magic. Magic will always resonate
within you, even if you don't have a wand. Remember that several spells, such as
Apparition, don't require wand use -- in fact, many cultures don't even use wands. Next
time you find something unusual happening, pay close attention to it. It could be a magical
instinct or talent manifesting itself."
"I see. So will one of your staff members be able to tutor us during the winter? We don't
have much money, but we may be able to help by providing you with Muggle technology for
your school."
The headmistress seemed amused. "Muggle technology? What would we do with it when we
have magic?"
All four MIT students chuckled. "You'd be surprised, Headmistress. Computers are very
powerful nowadays."
The headmistress paused a little, then shrugged. "Well, I suppose I should keep an open
mind. All right, if you teach someone here how to use a computer and bring a computer
with you, we'll give you lessons over the second and third weeks of January. I see you
already have wands, so you're already ahead of the game."
Alex caughed discreetly. "Actually, we don't. This is Kurchatova's wand. We borrowed it to
get in the door."
"I see. Well, in that case you're going to have to buy wands when you first begin lessons -we're not giving you any wands before then, and you are not to experiment with
Kurchatova's. Be advised that they can run hundreds of dollars, though from what I've been
told of college tuition that's just a drop in the bucket. Is that so?"
All four students nodded sharply. They'd be paying off student loans for a long time...unless
being a wizard made them more marketable.
"Good. I'll make the necessary arrangements here. Meet me outside the door to I-Entry the
Sunday of the second week of January at 9:00. If, after two weeks, you wish to continue,
we'll talk about renewing your lessons in the summer and expanding the program to cover
more Q-only wizards. To be honest, I'm not sure where we're going to PUT all of you -- we
don't have run-down monasteries like they do in England -- but we'll cross that bridge when
we come to it."
To be continued...
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Update #459: How About Giving Them Time-Turners, Take II
----------Friday, December 6, 1996
Ford Headquarters
Dearborn, MI
United States of America
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/3.6%
----------NEXT UP: This Has Got To Be Cheating, But I Don't See How

----------It still sure looks a hell of a lot like a Ford Taurus, thought Jared Kincaid. He knew,
however, that it in effect WAS a Ford Taurus with a few minor modifications. The biggest of
these, of course, had been the flying enchantment.
The cars were coming off the assembly line faster than the wizards could enchant them and
make enough cosmetic changes to make it look like a magical car. As a result, most of them
were sold as is, with the Taurus chassis and name. At present, only one of every 10 or so
would actually get the flight modifications and be sold under the Lacewing brand. However,
that would likely change as housewitches, CWI employees, and unemployed spellcasters
started working to enchant the cars for money.
The engineers at Ford hadn't had to do much work to figure out how to adapt a car for flight
-- all they had done was read up on the Bentley Pegasus and imitate what they did. Turning
the steering wheel into an aircraft style control stick had been relatively simple, as had been
adding parachutes to the roof. The wizards had told Ford that the parachutes weren't
necessary as the flying enchantment was pretty stable. However, the president of Ford had
insisted. Otherwise, the government would have probably intervened and prevented the
company from selling the Lacewings.
The president of Ford had reported that approximately one out of every 2000 cars on the
road today now had flight capability. The most common flying car in the United States was,
of course, the DeLorean Aviator. There were a few Pegasi running around but not many due
to the vehicle's high cost. Lotus was supposedly working on a flying car as well, but they
were way behind Ford at the moment. And if everything went as planned, they'd be behind
for a long, long time.
The president of Ford looked at Kincaid and frowned. "I thought Wizard Dresden would be
here at the announcement. He did most of the planning, didn't he?"
Kincaid nodded. "He did. However, he's a pretty busy man. We recently had a string of
serial curses in the Chicago area and Dresden was pretty busy dealing with that. He's all
been busy trying to tell Jim Butcher what he can and cannot announce to the Muggles. He
told me to convey his regrets, however. I'll be his representative."
The president of Ford jerked his head at the car, which was at the center of a brightly lit
room with the Lacewing logo hovering overhead. Reporters and photographers were taking
their first looks at a vehicle which would likely revolutionize the American automotive
industry. "Do you know how to fly this thing?"
"Yes. In fact, I did a few test flights myself. The tricky part was learning to DRIVE it -- I
haven't driven cars much. It took me a while to get accustomed to the pedals and so forth."
"Hmm...well, maybe at the demo I'll drive it around and you fly it around. We'll stop for a
moment so we can change seats before we go airborne. Got it?"
Kincaid nodded. "Got it."
"Good. Let's get on with the announcement."
"Sounds good to me."
The two men made their way to the podium and told the photographers hovering around

the car to take their seats. Once everybody had been settled, the company president began
to speak.
"Ladies and gentlemen, thank you for coming this afternoon. I am the president of Ford,
and with me is a representative of the Chicago Wizarding Institute, Wizard Jared Kincaid. It
is our pleasure to introduce to you the future of the American mass-produced automobile:
the 1997 Ford Lacewing. It has got all of the standard features one would have expected
from a Ford product: a chassis based on the Taurus, responsive handling, airbags, and so
forth. However, it has one feature which is virtually unique among cars today. Wizard
Dresden, if you would do the honors?"
Kincaid nodded and got into the car. He turned the key in the ignition and honked the horn
at the crowd. Then, he grinned and pulled back on the steering wheel. The crowd gasped as
the car rose into the air, and he made a couple of victory laps around the room. He then
headed over to the middle of the room, the car hovering a few feet over the guests' heads.
The Ford representative continued to speak. "In case you haven't noticed, it can fly. No, it
doesn't look like a fancy British model or like a science fiction time machine. However, it
doesn't cost a fortune either. Unlike other flying vehicles you may be acquainted with, the
Lacewing's MSRP starts at $18,995. That's right, ladies and gentlemen. You can get your
own flying vehicle for under $20,000. Granted, it's a little more expensive than a typical
Ford vehicle. However, imagine the respect and prestige you will earn when you're the only
person on your block able to fly out of traffic jams and get to your destination in less than
half the time you would have otherwise. And it is MUCH less expensive than the
competitors, where you are likely paying for the fact that their cars look like time machines.
"There are already over a thousand Lacewings ready to be driven, or flown, off dealership
floors. More of them are coming off the assembly line every day, being produced in the
factories which have spent decades perfecting the Taurus. We at Ford believe that this
vehicle will change the way people use their cars. The first skyway, Massachusetts State
Route 32B, has already been created and has been a hit with wizards and people who own
flying carpets. There are going to be more of those in the future, express lanes dedicated
for flying vehicles. Right now 1 out of every 2000 cars on the road flies. We believe that by
the time the new century come around, 2001, that ratio will be up to 1 in 30 or higher. By
2005, 1 in 10. By 2015, 1 in 4."
The crowd chattered excitedly as the Ford man continued. "In addition to this new product,
we at Ford would like to announce our new Wheels to Wings conversion program which will
take an existing vehicle and make it flight-worthy. The program will include two months of
training and full flight enchantments. It will cost $4995 to convert a Ford vehicle, $6995 to
convert a vehicle made by other American companies, and $9995 to convert a foreign
vehicle."
Kincaid chuckled to himself. Considering that the actual cost to convert an existing car was
maybe $750 (the parachute, the wizard-aided steering modifications, and a few
enchantments), Ford was going to make a killing with this. And if someone else tried to
undercut Ford on the price, the conversion package could drop even further.
The president of Ford smiled. "I vaguely recall a movie where a teenager and a scientist
built a time machine that looked suspiciously like one of our competitors and traveled to the
year 2015. When they arrived in 2015, they found themselves flying in the middle of a busy
skyway with a large number of flying vehicles. Ladies and gentlemen, thanks to the fall of
the Statute of Secrecy, that fantastic future is about to become a reality. And Ford, as

usual, is going to be a key player in making that dream come true.
"I'll now answer some questions from the audience."
------------------------------------------Lou Harold Pharmaceutical Corporation
----------------------Lou Harold looked at his aide in confusion. "What? How can that be? That's impossible! No
one knows that we've been working on trying to recreate the Philosopher's Stone. Granted,
we haven't gotten very far, but still --"
The aide nodded. "I'm aware of that, sir. However, he knew about it. And he mentioned
something on the phone about giving us possible magical assistance and significant financial
compensation."
Harold gaped. "You've gotten in touch with a wizard? And he's going to be able to help us
out?"
"I believe so, sir. His name is Ernesto Dippet. Judging from what he's told me, I am fairly
certain that he knows a lot about the Philosopher's Stone even though he's not an
alchemist."
Harold grunted. "If he's not an alchemist, what good is he going to do? I doubt that every
single wizard studies alchemy, and we need an alchemy to make the Stone."
The aide grinned. "I'm not so sure about that. Like I said, I'm fairly certain that this man
knows a lot about the Stone."
Harold raised and eyebrow at his aide. "And how would you know that?"
The aide laughed. "Simple, sir. He's 331 years old."
Harold gaped at him. "You mean to tell me Flamel supplied him with the Elixir of Life? Or
does he have a Stone himself?"
"The former, sir. Nevertheless, I highly recommend that we listen to this guy."
"I agree. Well done, my friend. Where does he live?"
"Spain, sir."
"Get him over here, pronto."
"Yes, sir."
-------Nestor
---Gabrielle didn't understand what had happened. One moment, the island of Nestor had been
ringed with merpeople threatening the Nestorians with exotic weapons. The next moment,
they had all been gone.
All she had heard were some hideous screeching sounds. It was obvious someone in that
group was upset. The head merman had hollered out something which must have been an
order, and the rest of the group had packed up and left.

Where had they gone? Gabrielle didn't know. Hopefully they wouldn't just reappear on the
far side of the island.
She knew one thing for certain. If the soldiers had left for good and the merperson invasion
was over, she would go back to civilian life. She really looked forward to taking care of this
child. Hopefully, Senhor Henriques would be able to help out as well. The only fly in the
ointment, of course, was the fact that the war with Syrdan was still going on. From what
she'd been told, the invasion had bogged down and they were running out of Muggle
weapons. She really hoped that she wouldn't be sent to Nestor as part of the medical
wing...
To be continued...
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Update #460: This Has Got To Be Cheating, But I Don't See How
----------Saturday, December 7, 1996
Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry
United Kingdom
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/3.6%
----------NEXT UP: Celestine Kamikaze
----------Draco Malfoy took a look at the jet engine closely. Very closely. It seemed to do what he
wanted to do.
Professor Bell had brought the device in to show the class what really kept Muggle planes in
the air. The model she had brought in was a much smaller version than those actually used
on aircraft, and the maximum speed it could accelerate a broom to was something like 200
kph. It also came with a remote control, having been part of a high school science project or
something like that. It would be perfect for a demonstration.
He and the Gryffindors had raced outside (braving the bitter cold) to see it in action. Bell
had brought with her a trained engineer, who had fastened the device to a stable platform
on the ground. After clearing all of the students out of the way, the engineer had flicked a
switch and began turning a dial.
Snow had flown everywhere (and vaporized) as the innards of the machine began spinning
and making a loud noise. She had increased the power further, and the few leaves
remaining on a tree a hundred feet or so away had fluttered wildly, as if in a strong breeze,
and blown away. The sound had drawn out some more students, and they had hurried down
to the courtyard to see what was going on.
Draco's Death Eater activities may have diminished. However, his ambition had not. He was
still a Slytherin, and Slytherins were determined to win at all costs. As the Slytherin Seeker,
the entire House was counting on him to succeed at his job and win Quidditch games. He
would gain Slytherin a lot of House points -- not to mention prestige as well -- if he
managed to pull this off.

The plan would involve attaching the jet engine to the back of the broom and making it
invisible. He had found an invisibility spell in the library and managed to get it to work with
a bit of practice, so that wouldn't be a problem as long as he remembered where the nowinvisible object was. The big issue was making sure the engine didn't fly off midway through
the Quidditch match when he turned power on, particularly since it would probably hit him
on the head if it did so. He eventually decided on mounting a sheet of metal to the back of
the broom using a Sticking Charm and mounting the engine to the metal plate. That way,
the exhaust wouldn't damage his broom once he turned the engine on. It would almost
certainly surprise several of the Gryffindors in the area, though. It could also throw Bludgers
around as well and prevent them from hitting his teammates.
Attaching the engine to the broom had become one of the biggest pet projects Slytherin had
for a long time. Pansy Parkinson had contributed the Silencing Spell which would prevent
the staff from hearing the sound of the engine. Crabbe and Goyle weren't there, so they
couldn't contribute. Zabini (still reeling over the loss of his elf) had contributed the Sticking
Charm.
Draco had convinced Bell (stupid Muggle!) that he wanted to study the engine for his term
project in Muggle Studies. Bell had seemed a bit surprised, but she had recovered and told
him that she had to return the engine in 10 days. That would be enough, he had assured
her. After all, the match against Gryffindor was Thursday afternoon. If he got away with
this, he'd probably tap into the fortune he'd inherited from his parents and buy everyone
engines like this.
Typical brooms reached speeds of 100-150 kph. Racing brooms like Harry's old Firebolt
occasionally hit 200-220 kph, but Draco didn't have to worry about that anymore as the
Firebolt had been destroyed. Draco's Nimbus 2001 topped off at about 180 kph, about the
same as Harry's broom. Draco could already envision what was going to happen. He and
Harry would be racing side by side, heading for the Snitch. Harry would look warily over his
shoulder, thinking Draco would shove him away. Harry would send his broom into overdrive
and close in on the Snitch. Then Draco would ignite the jet engine, accelerate to 250 kph or
so, and zoom right past him to get the Snitch.
Draco had to admit that this was a very dangerous plan. The engine was attached to the
back of the broom, and he couldn't really control the direction it was moving the broom in
without turning the broom. Furthermore, he'd need to get more acquainted with the dial to
make sure he knew which positions corresponded to which speeds. However, he was a
Slytherin. He was big on taking risks, and he was going to do this.
He found it somewhat distasteful to be using Muggle technology here given his pureblood
background. However, he figured the end -- showing other wizards that he was best -- was
worth the means. As it was, none of the other Slytherins were faulting him for his decision
to use the engine.
He knew one thing for certain. Thursday's match would be one for the record books.
-----------------------Mt. St. Helens Facility
------------David Stern looked at the Mt. St. Helens staff in amazement. "The president has asked you
to do WHAT?"
The chairwoman chuckled. "Develop a plan to remove the snow from the sidewalks and
streets during the upcoming winter. It's an ambitious goal, but I'm not entirely sure how

we're going to do it."
Stern shrugged. "Just fly around and cast the Vanishing Spell on the snow. Piece of cake."
"Won't work, Mr. Stern. All that will do is send the snow back into the atmosphere to fall
back down somewhere else."
"How about heating the sidewalks from below so the snow won't accumulate on them?"
One of the other staff members chuckled. "And how do you propose we dig tunnels
underneath the ground to get under the sidewalks? You've heard about what's going on in
Boston with the Big Dig. I suspect that's not going to fly in places like Seattle and Portland."
"All right, then heat them from above. Not only do you get clean sidewalks, but if you have
maybe 10-12 feet of warm air above the sidewalks you'll make it much easier for people to
walk around."
The chairwoman thought for a moment. "That would work, but we don't have the manpower
to cover all that area for a long period of time. Also, the spell won't last very long. We'll
have to keep on recasting it when it starts wearing out."
"Can't you make it permanent?"
The chairwoman shook her head. "I doubt it. We don't know the side effects this will have,
and you have to also keep in mind that without regular intervention the warm air will
eventually cool to the temperature of the environment."
"How about putting a dome over the city?"
Another staff member frowned. "Doubt it. The dome could collapse from the weight of the
snow, for all we know. Also, rain would stay out and pollution would stay in."
"What's wrong with keeping rain out?"
"Drought. There's a reason we're very reluctant to do magical weather modification on a
large scale. It will require a tremendous amount of energy and manpower."
Stern shrugged. "Bring people in from Florida. I doubt they're going to run into snow in
Florida."
"All right, that gives us double the manpower. That might get us both Seattle and Portland if
we're lucky. What do we do with the rest of the country?"
Stern threw up his hands. "It's a start, isn't it? And you only have to do it when it snows,
right?"
The chairwoman put her hand on her chin. "That's true. We can always focus on the areas
where it's snowing and the snow isn't going to melt immediately because it will be over 32
degrees long enough to melt it. We'll need to get the NOAA involved in this as well. That will
only tell us when to do it, not how."
"How about having your wizards hitch a ride on snowplows and cast their spells en route?
That way, they won't have to fly their brooms through the storm and will be able to cover

the entire city with the Muggles."
The committee was silent for a second. Then, she nodded. "That might actually work as the
plows will only be heading to the places with lots of snow. I don't know what it's going to do
about the sidewalks, though. We're going to need help here. What do you think we should
do about the sidewalks?
Stern threw up his hands. "Impervius spells to make sure the snow doesn't hit the ground
and hovers in midair? That layer of snow could also insulate the people walking underneath
it, and for all we know their body heat could melt it from below."
The chairwoman whistled. "You know, that's not a bad idea. Let's consider that a little
more..."
------Nestor
---Andrea Markali was incredulous. "What do you mean, the Americans are backing out of the
war?"
Her aide shrugged. "They claim that the risk of escalation into the Muggle world is way too
high. This has to be a Wizarding only war, particularly with the Judgment Day option off the
table."
"I understand their concern, Jennifer. To be honest, I was a bit concerned abotu it myself.
But still, they promised to help us."
Jennifer smiled. "They actually have. Ever wonder what happened to the merpeople
blockading Nestor? Our intelligence has reason to believe that the Americans honored their
alliance with us...by speaking VERY strongly with the Archon and his representatives to
clean house and get rid of all of those rogue merpeople attacking us."
Markali whistled as she got it. "Clever. The Americans pass the buck to the merpeople and
remind them that it's in the Archon's best interest to make sure that all of his subjects listen
to him. That would explain that sea battle out near the blockade line and the abrupt
departure of the merpeople surrounding the island."
"Exactly, Madame President."
Markali thought back to the report on the sea battle. "Were there wizards involved? I could
have sworn that there had been reports of spell use among the merpeople. Unless I'm very
badly mistaken, the merpeople don't have wizards. That means a third party operating
underwater."
Jennifer shrugged. "Maybe the merfolk do have wizards and we don't see them often. It's
pointless to speculate on that, ma'am. The point is, the Americans did their job and helped
us by getting the blockade lowered. We should be grateful for that even if they don't
provide any more military or technological support."
Markali sighed. "Oh well, we'll take what we can get. Tell everyone that we're going to be
raising the draft age to 37 and that we want all of the people involved to meet at the
appropriate rendezvous points within 48 hours. And start deploying all of the medical units
to Syrdan."

Jennifer saluted. "Yes, ma'am."
---------------------------------------Christians for Humans Headquarters
---------------------Urban IX liked what he was hearing. "You've changed the plans and have decided to use a
car bomb, flying the car in. That's actually not a bad idea -- you don't have to worry about
air traffic control and so forth."
The terrorist on the other end of the line seemed happy. "Yes, Holiness. We've got ourselves
a souped up Ford Fiesta with the bomb in it. Hopefully we'll be able to plant the bomb and
detonate it remotely. If we can't get out...well, so be it."
"It's going to be tomorrow, right?"
"It's actually going to be Monday, Holiness. You'll hear it on the news."
Urban IX chuckled, never seeing Pavlov staring at him...hard. "Good luck, my friends. I'll be
looking forward to this."
Behind him, Pavlov shook his head and sent out an email.
To be continued...
--------------P.S. After I wrote this, it just occurred to me: Alastair Moody can see invisible objects, and I
don't think Draco knows :D. I guess it's time to level the playing field during Quidditch
matches by forcing people on the two teams to trade brooms every time the combined
score reaches a multiple of 100 points...
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How ironic - Christian For Humans using a wizarding device to attack Omega.

thepenguin,
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You know, some people like snow. And what are you going to do with all the landscaping
companies who plow during the winter to make ends meet? How about the salt brokers, the
mining companies, companies like Navistar, Oshkosh, the truck divisions of GM and Ford,
Meyers Plow, the upfitters that make the plow mounts and the salt hoppers/spreaders, the
power equipment companies that make snowblowers, places like Home Depot, Lowe's,
(because it's 1996) DIY Home Warehouse, Builder's Square, who often sell out of icemelt,
shovels, and snowblowers when the next big Panhandle Hook comes through the region,
what are you going to do with them? They're all going to take a huge hit to the pocketbook,
when/if this goes through, some companies will go bankrupt and out of business....
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Quote:

Originally Posted by ByzantineCaesar (Post 5180387)

How ironic - Christian For Humans using a wizarding device to attack Omega.
End justifying the means. In this case, you'll find that the flying car was owned by someone
else, a Christian fundamentalist.
Quote:

Originally Posted by thepenguin (Post 5181173)
You know, some people like snow. And what are you going to do with all the landscaping
companies who plow during the winter to make ends meet? How about the salt brokers, the
mining companies, companies like Navistar, Oshkosh, the truck divisions of GM and Ford,
Meyers Plow, the upfitters that make the plow mounts and the salt hoppers/spreaders, the
power equipment companies that make snowblowers, places like Home Depot, Lowe's,
(because it's 1996) DIY Home Warehouse, Builder's Square, who often sell out of icemelt,
shovels, and snowblowers when the next big Panhandle Hook comes through the region,
what are you going to do with them? They're all going to take a huge hit to the pocketbook,
when/if this goes through, some companies will go bankrupt and out of business....
Looks like someone didn't think about that. I actually kind of like snow, but walking on icy
sidewalks and stuff can be pretty nasty (let alone driving on snowy streets). What I suspect
will happen is that they'll clean the sidewalks and have the plows do the streets.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5181474)
End justifying the means. In this case, you'll find that the flying car was owned by someone
else, a Christian fundamentalist.

Looks like someone didn't think about that. I actually kind of like snow, but walking on icy
sidewalks and stuff can be pretty nasty (let alone driving on snowy streets). What I suspect
will happen is that they'll clean the sidewalks and have the plows do the streets.
That's what we have icemelt for...
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Quote:

Originally Posted by thepenguin (Post 5181535)
That's what we have icemelt for...
Should I get rid of the snow melting project?
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Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5181609)
Should I get rid of the snow melting project?
Keep it on a worst-case scenario basis, and only worst-case. Have it be utilized in storms
such as the
White Hurricane of 1978, where you had drifts of 25 feet or higher due to the winds, and
Snowmageddon, but only in that case to clear the roads (not necessarily to pavement,
hardpack is actually fairly easy to drive on.). But we in the Great Lakes region know how to
live with the snow, and an event that dumps 15 inches on us is not necessarily as bad as a
storm that dumps 20-30 inches of the fluffy white stuff on DC and New York. We'll bitch
about it, but the road crews do a good job.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by thepenguin (Post 5181699)
Keep it on a worst-case scenario basis, and only worst-case. Have it be utilized in storms
such as the
White Hurricane of 1978, where you had drifts of 25 feet or higher due to the winds, and
Snowmageddon, but only in that case to clear the roads (not necessarily to pavement,
hardpack is actually fairly easy to drive on.). But we in the Great Lakes region know how to
live with the snow, and an event that dumps 15 inches on us is not necessarily as bad as a
storm that dumps 20-30 inches of the fluffy white stuff on DC and New York. We'll bitch
about it, but the road crews do a good job.
Makes sense.
Oh...I remember the Great Blizzard of 1978. VERY well. I was in kindergarten, and we had
school closed for 2 weeks -- immediately followed by February vacation. We had to climb
out the windows to get out of the house, and my father had take my sled to the center of
the city (Newton -- it's the same house I visit shortly before Judgment Day ITTL) to go buy
groceries.
We had to listen to the Saturday Night Fever soundtrack over and over again for two weeks
without being able to leave the house much. My parents and the BC student who was
serving as our live-in nanny went nuts and started spraying whipped cream all over the
place... :)
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Update #461: Celestine Kamikaze
----------Monday, December 9, 1996
Somewhere in the Taconic Mountain Range
New York State
United States of America
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/3.5%
----------NEXT UP: World For Humans: And Then There Was One
----------Sergei Borsov still wasn't entirely comfortable with the idea of using a magic-tainted vehicle
for this mission. After all, the command to destroy the wizards and their supporters had
been given by God. Having magic anywhere remotely near the car would likely be a recipe
for disaster.
On the other hand, no one would have expected a Celestine attack on Omega to come from
a flying vehicle for the simple reason that the Celestines weren't supposed to use them. And
as he had told Urban, using a flying car would raise a lot fewer legal and bureaucratic issues
than using an aircraft which would almost certainly have to be tracked by the FAA. He
shrugged. If all else failed, he could always tell St. Peter that it hadn't been his car and the
end justified the means.
He turned to the tall man in the cowboy hat who was making sure that everything was all
set. Hoping to distract himself with some conversation, he pointed at the car. "So this is a
DeLorean, right?"
Henry Woodman nodded. "That's right. You must have seen the movie Back to the Future,
right? This is the same type of vehicle used for the time machine."
Borsov couldn't help but ask. "Does it travel through time as well as fly? I must confess,
that I'm still a bit nervous about using a tainted vehicle in such a holy attack."
Woodman did one final test, nodded, and slammed one of the doors shut. "It doesn't travel
through time, though I must confess that would be a very interesting feature. And don't
worry about using a vehicle tainted by magic. It's all about the end justifying the means,
my friend. At least that's what my America for Humans cell leader said."
Borsov blinked. "You're a member of America for Humans? I thought they were defunct."
"That's what you're supposed to think, Mr. Borsov. However, we're trying to reorganize.
America for Humans as the rest of the world knew it fell apart after the attack on the
Quabbin. Now the militant wing of the Revelation Party, an anti-wizard political party led by
a hot chick named Judith Rodgers. We haven't done much for a while, but we're planning
something big. I can't tell you about it, unfortunately. However, you'll probably like the
results if it works."
Borsov grinned. "I'll pray daily that your mission succeeds, Mr. Woodman. However, let's
focus on what we've come for. I see you've got a large bag of fertilizer in the passenger's
seat. I take it that's the device?"
Woodman pointed at the trunk door. "You got it -- enough explosives to level the main hall
or several of the dorms."

Borsov grinned. "I like the label on the bag: 'Sam's Fertilizer'. I thought Sam already was
fertilizer."
"He is, but he doesn't seem to realize it. We're going fly over there and look around to see if
there are any large gatherings of priests or if you see Samuel himself. That will determine
where we attack. If we don't see any obvious gatherings, we'll assume they're all in the
main hall. Once we're in position, we'll arm the weapon and push it out the door. The bomb
will detonate on impact as we fly away."
Borsov bit his lip. "Are you sure that's safe? People are going to wonder where the flying car
came from and are going to put two and two together."
Woodman nodded. "I was concerned about that myself. However, it turns out we're in
luck...or God has agreed with our plans. Take a look overhead. What do you see?"
Borsov got it immediately. "Clouds."
"Exactly. Once we're in the clouds, we can fly through the clouds and emerge anywhere we
want. No one will be able to see us in there. In fact, if we stay in the fringes of the clouds
we'll be able to see enough to aim the device but they will likely not be able to see us."
"They'll hear the engine."
"A risk we'll have to take. Nothing we can do about that."
"What about the problems launching the weapon from a moving vehicle?"
Woodman grinned. "This isn't like an airplane with a stall speed. We'll stop the car right
over the target and drop the thing straight down. There won't be any lateral motion to deal
with."
The two terrorists discussed the plan for a few more minutes. Finally, everything was all set.
Offering a brief prayer for their success, Woodman guided the Aviator into the air and hid
the car in the base of the clouds. Unless he was very badly mistaken, Omega was only
forty-five minutes or so away, more or less due south.
------Omega
---Samuel's ghostly presence made his way through the snow on the ground without leaving a
trace. The campus sure looked strange with all of the empty buildings in it, he thought.
However, there had been no choice: the various conference attendees had to be evacuated.
Granted, if everything went as planned the place wouldn't be in any danger. However, it
didn't hurt to be safe. The big question would be how many of the priests would actually
want to return from Costa Rica or wherever this place was. It was supposedly warm there
even though it was December.
He looked up into the sky, but all he saw were clouds. He knew there was something else
up there, of course. But it appeared to be invisible.
For the time being, Samuel had the entire Omega campground to himself. That would
change, however, in a few minutes.

He waited, standing near the main hall. He still found it amazing that Muggles had learned
to fly and had supposedly even managed to go to the moon. Where would they go next, the
bottom of the Salt Sea?
The wait was interminable, and Samuel began to wonder if the terrorists had called of the
attack. Finally, after at least an hour, he heard the distinct sound of car engine approaching
from above. Scanning the sky more closely, he could have sworn that he'd seen an
elongated black dot making its way through the clouds. Normally, he would have assumed
that it was bird and passed off the noise to an airplane flying above the clouds. However, he
knew that it was no bird.
Craning his neck as the dot made its way overhead, he just watched as he rose into the air.
-----Woodman pointed out the window. "There! That's Omega! And I think I see Samuel!"
Borsov couldn't see much as he was squeezed between the explosives on his right and
Woodman in the driver's seat. "Are you sure, Mr. Woodman? We've only got one chance at
this."
Woodman rolled his eyes, slowed the vehicle, and brought out some binoculars. "No, it's
something else which glows and likes to hover a few dozen feet above the ground. Now hold
on a second while I...yup, that's him."
Borsov began to tremble with excitement...and trepidation. He was barely able to contain
himself as he asked: "Does he see us?"
Woodman hesitated a minute. "He's looking at us -- scratch that, he's turned away. Now
he's heading over to the main hall."
"Do you see anyone else?"
Woodman grunted. "As a matter of fact, I don't. Let's fly around a little more, preferably at
a distance as to not attract Samuel's attention any more than we have to."
The two terrorists made their way deeper into the clouds as they circumnavigated the
Omega compound. As far as they could tell, the campground was empty. That was
extremely unlikely, however, as the place had been jammed ever since Sukkot. Borsov had
a bad feeling about this and mentioned it to Woodman.
Woodman laughed. "You're being paranoid, Sergei. They have no idea we're coming -we've been very secure on our end, and I trust you have on yours as well. They're probably
all in the main hall, like I thought."
"What's Samuel doing now?"
"He's disappeared into the main hall."
"Is his interpreter with him?"
"No. However, my guess is the interpreter doesn't want to go outside when it's 20 degrees
out there. And keep in mind also that Tiqwael or whatever that other guy's name is will also
need an interpreter, so Samuel's interpreter could be helping him."

Woodman rolled down the window, and Borsov winced as the cold breeze hit him in the
face. "Let me get into position now..."
Sticking his head out the window, he positioned the car so it was right above the main hall.
Nodding in satisfaction, he pulled the steering wheel forward and lifted the car into the air
to the point where only the faintest outline of the building was visible beneath it."
Woodman put the car in neutral and shook with excitement. "All right, Sergei! Reach over
the bag and open the door while I arm the bomb."
Borsov did so. He flipped the door open and backed off instinctively from the device when a
series of beeps emanated from the bag. The temperature inside the car abruptly went from
cold to freezing.
"Now help me push it out."
Both men pushed with all their might and eventually forced the bag out of the car. It began
plummeting towards the ground.
-----Samuel stuck his head out of the roof of the building and watched as the bag headed
earthward. 900 feet, 800 feet, 700 feet. Some people never learn, he thought sadly.
Looking at the vehicle one last time, his silvery form blurred into a comet as it made its way
away from the campground towards the people who were waiting for him.
-----There was a colossal explosion, and both men began cheering excitedly. Their mission had
been a success! God was with them, and He had been at their side as they had vanquished
the demons!
Cautiously, Woodman lowered the car closer to the base of the cloud so he could see more
clearly. That proved to be a mistake, as a large cloud of smoke and ash made its way
through the still-open passenger door. Woodman told Borsov to stay in his seat -- he was
going to move the car a little further away so they could evaluate the results of the drop.
They moved off maybe 300 feet and then tilted the car down so they could see the ground.
A large area was on fire, and it seemed to be spreading slowly in all directions. The weapon
had done exactly what it was supposed to. However, that wasn't what caused the two
terrorists to stare at each other in disbelief.
The bomb had detonated about 600 feet above the ground. As they watched, the fire began
moving in a bizarre fashion which slowly began to trace out a hemispherical structure
hovering in midair.
Omega was covered by a dome which hadn't been there a few days earlier.
Woodman gagged on what was left of the smoke and swore. "Shit! They have a shield up!
They must have known we were coming! Let's get out of here!"
The car banked to the left, giving Borsov the chance to approach the passenger door and
close it safely without having to worry about falling out of the car. Once the door was
closed, Woodman gunned the motor and headed deeper into the cloud bank. Beneath them,
the streams of fire cascading down the shield extinguished themselves through magical
means.

Borsov's stomach lurched as the distinctive sound of helicopters began audible through the
cloud bank. Woodman tried to evade them, but within two minutes both men could hear
rotors in all directions, including above and below them. They were trapped. To make
matters worse, they heard the sound of a jet fighter flying overhead.
The dragnet tightened and the noise of the choppers became deafening. Slowly but surely,
they forced Woodman to drop out of the cloud. Borsov shrieked as he saw the formerly
empty sky above Omega filled with helicopters and people on brooms. In the vanguard of
the attacking forces was a shimmering white form with a neatly trimmed beard, flying
without any aid from a broom or chopper.
One of the wizards amplified his voice loud enough to be heard over the noise of the
choppers. "Attention, Christians for Humans terrorists. We have you surrounded, and you
have thirty seconds to land and surrender. If you refuse, we will open fire."
Woodman and Borsov stared at each other in horror. Someone had betrayed them...but
who? Borsov didn't have much time to think before one of the wizards shot a thick beam of
yellow light across their bow as a warning shot.
Slowly but surely, the DeLorean made its way down to the ground.
--------------St. Petersburg
-------Tsar Alexei's assistant raced into the tsar's office. "Your Majesty! We've got the email from
Pavlov! Email addresses, code words, everything! The message has been relayed to the
United States as well."
The expression on Alexei's face was grim. "Wipe them out. All of them."
To be continued...
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Good to see that the terrorists are losing :)
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Did Samuel know the attack would come by air? If so, there probably would have been a
couple F-16s from the ANG fighter wing at Syracuse or a couple F-15s from the fighter wing
at Otis on a Combat Air Patrol ordered to intercept and escort any suspicious aircraft. You
could have the Delorean fly over the compound, make the drop, then as they're trying to
get away, have a couple Vipers or Eagles drop out of the cloud deck or have them report
the position to Army Apaches and they make the intercept.
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Originally Posted by thepenguin (Post 5184257)

Did Samuel know the attack would come by air? If so, there probably would have been a
couple F-16s from the ANG fighter wing at Syracuse or a couple F-15s from the fighter wing
at Otis on a Combat Air Patrol ordered to intercept and escort any suspicious aircraft. You
could have the Delorean fly over the compound, make the drop, then as they're trying to
get away, have a couple Vipers or Eagles drop out of the cloud deck or have them report
the position to Army Apaches and they make the intercept.
I added a jet fighter.

thepenguin,
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Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5184379)
I added a jet fighter.
Cool. What is the maximum cruise speed of a Delorean Aviator? I would like to write a .5 for
this....

acgoldis,
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Quote:

Originally Posted by thepenguin (Post 5184558)
Cool. What is the maximum cruise speed of a Delorean Aviator? I would like to write a .5 for
this....
It's basically a 1982 era vehicle. Maybe 100 mph or so. We know it can hit 88 as a real
vehicle probably has to do that in the movies.

Tirion,

October 23rd, 2011 05:18 PM

Update #460.5
----------Saturday, December 7, 1996
Syrdach
Syrdan
---------Rasezar was once again walking towards the Cancellor's office... with far less
enthusiasm than before. The dark merwizard had half his body covered in badnages, and
walked with a pronounced limp- and he was among the more lucky ones.
Yesterday was a bad day. More then half of the merwizards residing in Theramas had been
partaking in the blockade and stalking of Nestor, meaning about 500 of them patrolling the
shipping routes and two times as many parading on and near the shore in tribal garb and

repurposed civilian driders. Of course, besides the giant crossbows and other oversized
weapons of the walkers and the stone age equipment of everyone else, all of them had their
wand on their persons in Fideliused holsters... it still wasn't enough.
In hindsight, they should have been looking less at the Veela waiting on the shores and
more under the waves of the Atlantic. As it was, they had no warning before the united
armies of Trapananda and Roqteratl showed up right under them, and proceeded to beat
the crap out of the renegades. Luckily for the Theramarians, the ambushing army respected
the general orders of the Archon, limiting magic use as much as they could as long as they
were in the sight of the Veelas - Merkali and a handful of others were briefed on
merwizards, but with the level of Muggle presence in the country, it was imperative they
kept feigning ignorance.
On the other hand, the Roqteratl army had no reason to hold back, and they had giant-sized
firearms (Engorgioed Muggle weapons specifically designed for amphibious use), along with
other nasty surprises such as camouflage: the merwizards were half expecting this
developement, but the Roqteratl forces seen back a few day were in civilian walkers just like
them, and those were quite easy to notice with their shining gold coloration. Proper army
machines, as it turned out, had a midnight blue colour like the sea- they had no problem
sneaking up to the enemy.
The coastal battle was over in a few minutes, with the same steps repeating over and over
along the whole coastline: the good guys revealed themselves with weapons already trained
on the renegades, and those either dashed towards the deeps, Apparated away, activated
emergency Portkeys (to a now uncomfortably close fallback location, cursing their own antiteleportation barriers), or foolishly decided to draw their wands and fight, occasionally even
getting lucky at overwhelming the walkers... only to face the loyalist merwizards
accompanying those. Figuring their secret was already out, they did not hesitate to return
hexes on their own, Veela observers be damned. At least the Nestorians had the foresight to
keep Muggle tourists away from the sites...
The initial exchange was followed by a series of underwater skirmishes, as the servants of
Syrdan sought to use the vast darkness of the ocean to swim out of the maze of antiApparition jinxes and Portkey Barriers they themselves have set up, dodging the
overwhelming amount of hostile forces pouring in from all direction. After many hours of
playing hide-and-seek, the dark merwizards were either routed, captured or dead, and the
Trapanandans could begin to dispell the barriers, while their mundane comrades carried the
scattered bodies and equipment from the shores. By dawn, the blockade was gone without
a trace. Most of the Archon's enemies had managed to escape, but in all likeness, they
would be taken care of soon enough...
Entranced in his musings, Rasezar entered the chamber, bowed before the trio of Syrdani
leaders as usual, and looked up... only to notice two unexpected individuals in the room.
One of them he knew all too well- Avernus Qełthas, formerly an officer of the Trapanandan
military, now Archon of that city-state. Rasezar knew the man well enough to recognise him
even in human form. The other was a merperson too, but in his natural form, clad in a
midnight blue walker like the ones that kicked their behinds so thoroughly yesterday, only
that this one had some rank insignias and more menacing spikes than justifiable by tactical

reasons. Rasezar braced himself for the ear-splitting shriek, and asked the metal-clad one
the obvious question: "Just who the hell are you?"
Mercifully for the ears of all present, the answer came in only slightly distorted human
speech - courtesy to their developers, the newer Drider models incorporated Muggle
technology to convert merpeople underwater speech into air-compatible sound waves.
"Commander Idris of the Roqteratl Defense Force. You are the one they call Rasezar, I
presume?"
Cancellor Vixar interrupted in place of his stunned minion. "Yes, he is. Now, can we cut this
short and just brief him in on the deal? We've got a parade to watch in half an hour."
"By all means, yes" agreed the Archon. "The Eldest and I have come up with a new policy,
approved by the Merpeople Assembly and thus valid to all of our species: We. Don't. Take.
Sides. In wars!" He wasn't shouting, if anything, his voice was dangerously calm. "We know
of your oaths to this nation's government, unfortunately made in a way to prevent
cancelling them from any ends... so we are willing to make an exception: you and the rest
of your group are free to defend Syrdan as you swore to... but only within it's borders.
Know this, dark one, once you step out of this nation's borders, we will hunt you down with
all our forces."
This wasn't as bad as he feared it would be - of course, with this new policy, invading
Syrdan till they sent the renegades away would have qualified as assisting Nestor thus
violating their own rule. Still, he had to ask something: "This Assembly includes merwizards
now? What's your role, Archon? Honorary wizard-king? Minister of Magic? And why aren't
the residents of Theramar given a seat there too? Tribes smaller than out community have
representatives in Roqteratl..."
It was Idris who answered. "Don't push your luck, criminal. Syrdan might have taken you
in, but in Trapananda and Roqteratl you were not pardoned... and neither in
Houyhnhnmland. You are right where we want you, pariahs in a pariah state, but you seem
to forget that just like Atlantis, we do not forget or forgive when it comes to dark wizards."
"I... uh oh..." Rasezar has apparently ran out of words from being talked down like this by a
non-wizard. Eager to get going, the Archon only said a few more words: "If you have any
more questions, feel free to ask our ambassadors here in the capital. Now, if you don't
mind, I have a bunch of Veela to take care of, because you just had to use magic where
they saw it. Until next time!" Then he, and the Roqteratli, were off.
Waiting till the doors were closed, Rasezar looked at Vixar, and asked a simple question:
"How much do they know?" Despite of everything that happened recently, the ruler of
Syrdan gave his answer...with a huge grin. "Nothing."

To be continued...

acgoldis,

October 24th, 2011 01:07 AM

Teaser: here are the last 10 chapter titles. They may change though, but here's what they
are now. I've arranged the first four in alphabetical order so you don't know what's what.
You may recognize the other six from somewhere else. Shockingly, those are in order :)
Divine Wind
Governments By Committee Usually Don't Work Well Anyway
Hey, He's Even Uglier Than I Was
The Nuke
497: The Elder Wand
498: The Prince's Tale
498.5: The Forest Again
499: King's Cross
500: The Flaw in the Plan
EPILOGUE: Nineteen Days Later
================
Also, here are ten statements about the rest of the story. Five are true and five are false.
1. Hermione gets an Atlantis ring.
PRO: She's earned it.
CON: Where is she going that she'll need one?
2. One of the three Flamels is a closet Black God cultist and betrays the other two when
Koschei returns. Remember that all three were alive during the Black Death.
PRO: They all knew Koschei.
CON: They don't seem the type.
3. Harry Potter is killed.
PRO: One of the big three has to die, don't you think?
CON: Too obvious.
4. Karkaroff is killed.
PRO: Death Eaters know he's defected, and they're trying to take over Iraq.
CON: Would people actually send him to meet with Death Eaters? He may go back now that
Voldemort's dead!
5. Spain sides with Koschei when Sofia realizes Rasputin has a Stone.
PRO: They value Sofia's advice greatly.
CON: This is KOSCHEI we're dealing with.
6. Italy balkanizes (well, begins the process of balkanization).
PRO: The wizards are all in the South.
CON: All we need are for the remaining wizards (or Atlantis if DEFCON 2) to clean up the
gang.
7. Koschei's Horcrux is destroyed, but Koschei himself survives -- and is made aware that
Voldemort had multiple Horcruxes.
PRO: A Horcrux sounds like a good nuke target, at least for a small tactical nuke.
CON: You need to know where the Horcrux is first.
8. Iran invades Iraq.
PRO: They could go after the Death Eaters.
CON: They didn't IOTL in the 90's.
9. Space tourism is inaugurated.
PRO: We've already got Portkeys.
CON: Too expensive.
10. One of the prophecies mentioned in the timeline will be fulfilled in the timeline.

PRO: Why introduce the prophecies otherwise (Chekhov's Gun)
CON: This isn't a novel, so there's no guarantee that Chekhov's Gun applies.

January First-of-May,

October 25th, 2011 02:38 PM

Being somewhat of an optimist, I'd say 1,4,6,9,10 are true, and the rest false. :)
More seriously, here's my (very approximate) personal probabilities and reasons:
1) 65% (she's earned it, and why not?)
2) <1% (I very much doubt, especially since, besides your reasons, they're all French, and
Koschei already has a Stone)
3) 10% (too obvious, and hey, why not Ron? or none, for that matter?)
4) 45% (toss-up, honestly, as I hardly know anything about the guy)
5) 25% (I'm not quite sure of the details, but sounds unlikely for me)
6) 85% (didn't it already? mind you, it's going to reverse in several years, but probably not
before)
7) 40% (you need to know where the Horcrux is first, but when you do... :D as for the
second half, 95%)
8) 30% (why not?)
9) 80% (like in number 6, didn't it already?)
10) no idea (not sure which prophecies had been already mentioned - other than Dawn Ash,
of course)
That makes the four most plausible choices 1, 4, 6, and 9, with 10 as a wild card. This is the
list I chose; I won't be surprised, though, if one (or more) of 1,4,10 is replaced by the same
amount of 5,7,8 (but I would be surprised at 2 and/or 3 being true; 6 and/or 9 are sort of in
the middle - note that I've never put a 0% or 100%, and for that matter, while I didn't
exactly intend it, no two numbers add up to 100%).

acgoldis,

October 25th, 2011 10:29 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by January First-of-May (Post 5196329)
Being somewhat of an optimist, I'd say 1,4,6,9,10 are true, and the rest false. :)
More seriously, here's my (very approximate) personal probabilities and reasons:
1) 65% (she's earned it, and why not?)
2) <1% (I very much doubt, especially since, besides your reasons, they're all French, and
Koschei already has a Stone)
3) 10% (too obvious, and hey, why not Ron? or none, for that matter?)
4) 45% (toss-up, honestly, as I hardly know anything about the guy)
5) 25% (I'm not quite sure of the details, but sounds unlikely for me)
6) 85% (didn't it already? mind you, it's going to reverse in several years, but probably not
before)
7) 40% (you need to know where the Horcrux is first, but when you do... :D as for the

second half, 95%)
8) 30% (why not?)
9) 80% (like in number 6, didn't it already?)
10) no idea (not sure which prophecies had been already mentioned - other than Dawn Ash,
of course)
That makes the four most plausible choices 1, 4, 6, and 9, with 10 as a wild card. This is the
list I chose; I won't be surprised, though, if one (or more) of 1,4,10 is replaced by the same
amount of 5,7,8 (but I would be surprised at 2 and/or 3 being true; 6 and/or 9 are sort of in
the middle - note that I've never put a 0% or 100%, and for that matter, while I didn't
exactly intend it, no two numbers add up to 100%).
There was a second prophecy involving Mercury and the Bear (issued by Trelawney). It was
something along the lines of (I don't have the actual text on me):
"When Mercury comes into conjunction with the Great Bear, the victor shall be the
vanquished and the vanquished shall be the victor."
The preliminary investigation had people assuming it had spacecraft approaching Mercury in
a way so that it could see Ursa Major behind the planet. However, things have changed
slightly since then as a more interesting fact has surfaced: Zygonov introduces the
Rasputinites to the Syrdani chancellors as "the Order of the Great Bear".

acgoldis,

October 25th, 2011 11:25 PM

Update #462: World For Humans: And Then There Was One
----------Monday, December 9, 1996
Christians for Humans Headquarters
Ukraine
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/3.0%
----------NEXT UP: You Give Me A Stone, I Send You To Heaven
----------Urban IX had his eyes glued to the television set. If everything had gone as planned, Borsov
and his America for Humans sidekick had dropped their bomb on the Omega compound
maybe half an hour ago. It was only a matter of time until CNN reported the attack.
At present, however, CNN was focused on another development on the North American
continent, one which potentially could cause more friction the wizards and the Muggles.
Unbeknownst to most of the world, the half-giant state of Ietalis had begun migrating south
from its traditional homeland in the Canadian Arctic. Apparently a bunch of these colonists
had settled on the north coast of the mainland, near where Alaska bordered Canada. The
half-giants had proven to be quite civilized, and had actually opened preliminary trade with
the Alaskan city of Kaktovik. The only problem had been that one of the things they had
found in their colony happened to be a black organic goo which had been oozing its way out
of the ground. This goo, they informed the Muggles, was good for powering torches. The
Alaskan natives had recognized the substance immediately, of course.
Oil.

There had been theories that the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, which was near the Ieti
colony, could have had an oil deposit. Drilling up there, however, had been too controversial
and for the time being it had been abandoned. Things changed completely, however, when
the giants promptly started asking American citizens to pay to get their own oil back.
Or was it their own oil? The purported Ieti colony was very close to the border between the
United States and Canada. There was a distinct possibility that the oil field straddled the
border and that there would have to be three-way negotiations over who got the oil.
The Ieti had deliberately gone out of their way not to settle in places already occupied by
Muggles precisely because they didn't want to trigger an international incident.
Unfortunately, according to Ieti custom, anywhere the half-giants settled was considered
part of Ietalis and ruled by the High Chief. The High Chief had apparently just ordered that
the Americans and Canadians be able to retrieve the oil without compensation as Muggle
property -- after all, the Ieti didn't do much with it. Problems, however, had arisen when
several Ieti realized that they could haggle for lots of Muggle technology in exchange for the
oil. The tactics were obvious: we've discovered you have something we REALLY like. We
have something you want. How much are we going to get out of this? The High Chief
doesn't live down here -- he doesn't realize how difficult frontier life is. He doesn't know
what he's talking about.
Urban groaned. Another case where having bizarre creatures and magic around wasn't good
for the world. A three way fight to destabilize the North American continent. Wonderful.
His musings about the oil crisis in the Arctic suddenly dissipated, however, as CNN brought
out the BREAKING NEWS banner. Was this what he was hoping for? The program showed a
picture of the Omega Institute's logo in crosshairs. Urban smiled -- this had to be it.
The announcer began to speak. "Ladies and gentlemen, we have breaking news from the
Omega conference in upstate New York. Terrorists from the Christians for Humans quasireligious organization have attempted to sabotage the Samuelist convention by dropping a
bomb on the compound. Fortunately, the authorities had been tipped off beforehand and
the bomb detonated harmlessly against a magical shield."
Urban's jaw dropped. Had they been betrayed? It must have been the America for Humans
person! None of his men would have betrayed him!
The announcer continued. "The weapon was delivered by a flying car and would have
demolished the main hall had it hit its target. Fortunately, the attack was thwarted. Both
Wizarding and Muggle authorities arrived on the scene shortly after the bomb was dropped
and took both terrorists into custody."
Two mug shots showed up on the monitor. "The suspects were identified as Henry
Woodman from Topeka, Kansas; and Sergei Borsov from Ukraine. Woodman is a Christian
fundamentalist formerly associated with America for Humans, while Borsov is a member of
Christians for Humans. The government is looking to see if Muslims for Humans was also
involved in the attack."
Urban's mind raced, and he realized what he had to do. He remembered what had
happened to Britain for Humans and America for Humans after their failed terrorist attacks.
It was only a matter of hours -- if that -- until the wizards made their way up the chain of
command and knocked out the terrorists' operations.

Urban had to get out of here. Posthaste.
He shut off the TV and stated telling everyone in the room to run for their lives. Judging
from the lack of people in the room, several had already taken his advice. He hurried over
to his car and saw that people were racing out of the building and into the parking lot as
fast as they could.
Multicolored flashes ringed the compound as he gunned the motor, heading for the exit.
Unfortunately, the demons in the robes were one step ahead of them. One of them pointed
his wand at the road and cast a spell which excavated a huge hole in the driveway. There
was no way the cars were going to make it out of the lot.
Shit, he thought. Hesitating for a brief moment, he reached into his glove compartment and
pulled out a small gun. He didn't really want to use it against anyone, particularly Muggles.
However, this could very well be a life and death situation. He hoped God would forgive
him.
Someone in a pink robe suddenly jumped in front of his vehicle and he instinctively hit the
brakes. That proved to be a mistake, as two more wizards appeared right at his door. Ten
feet away, a member of the strike team pulled open a door and dragged out the driver. The
car radio had been broadcasting reports that Christians for Humans were being rounded up
as the announcer spoke -- and America for Humans was being investigated once again.
Urban slammed his fist on the lock as the wizard brought out his wand. He wasn't getting in
this car, he thought. However, the wizard shouted a strange word:
"Alohomora!"
This caused two things to happen. First, the car's engine died -- damn magic interfering
with electricity! Second, there was a click as the door and seat belt spontaneously unlocked.
Cursing, Urban tried to draw his gun. The wizard saw this and shouted another word:
"Expelliarmus!"
Urban yelped as the gun suddenly flew out the window and landed in the wizard's hand. The
wizard pocketed it, opened the door, and pointed the wand between Urban's eyes.
"All right, you asshole. Let's see your hands. Nice and slow."
Urban tried to look penitent. "I am a Christian clergyman. I'm not actually associated with
Christians for Humans. In fact, I was one of the people who turned them in to the Muggles."
The wizard snorted. "Yeah, and I'm Mother Teresa. Unless I'm very badly mistaken, you're
the head man here. Urban IX himself. My boss will be happy to hear of this. Get out of the
car. Now."
Urban's eyes widened. "Sir, let me exp -- ulp!"
That was far as he got before an invisible force pulled him out of the car and slammed him
up against the hood. This wasn't going very well, he thought. He fumed impotently as the
attacker immobilized him and placed him in handcuffs.
Urban's lips were stiff -- come to think of it, most of his body was as well -- and he could

barely speak. "What you are doing is not something appropriate for a Christian, wizard."
The wizard grinned as a hood was placed over Urban's head, blocking the prisoner's view of
the rest of the men being rounded up. "On the contrary. It is."
"Oh really? How's that?"
"Simple. I'm a Christian. You ain't."
Urban found himself bumping all over the place as he was manhandled over to a broom and
tied to the back. He somehow managed to let out a scream as the wizard lifted off into the
frigid air.
He watched the ground recede beneath him in dismay. Britain for Humans was done for,
America for Humans was going to finished off, and the Celestine Church was about to be
rounded up. This left only one organization left.
Muslims for Humans, he prayed, you are our only hope.
To be continued...

Jcoggins,
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technically the celestines can survive in some form

acgoldis,

October 26th, 2011 12:43 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Jcoggins (Post 5198375)
technically the celestines can survive in some form
I figure they're more or less caput at this point. They can be brought back later if you want,
but after the timeline ends.

Jcoggins,
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Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5198658)
I figure they're more or less caput at this point. They can be brought back later if you want,
but after the timeline ends.
well, they're probably over as a mjor group, but i figure plenty of celestines will be let off
because they had no part in the attack
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Jcoggins (Post 5198893)
well, they're probably over as a mjor group, but i figure plenty of celestines will be let off
because they had no part in the attack
That's plausible. Many of the groups' members will be tried and acquitted, but they'll
probably for the most part be scared to get involved again.

thepenguin,

October 26th, 2011 06:15 PM

I was going to tell you to start updating again. Can't write my .5 for the foiled Omega
attack, my desktop's hard drive has decided to give up the ghost...:mad::(

acgoldis,

October 26th, 2011 11:59 PM

Update #463: You Give Me A Stone, I Send You To Heaven
----------Tuesday, December 10, 1996
Constanta
Romania
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/3.1%
----------NEXT UP: Does This Mean She Can Now Fix Warp Core Breaches?
----------Grigori Rasputin made his way through the streets of Constanta, a city of three hundred
thousand people on the Black Sea coast of Romania. Virtually unrecognizable without his
trademark beard, he headed towards the building which the Black God cult had been using
for meetings with their master.
Ideally, they would have met on Buyan. However, Rasputin didn't want to risk knowledge of
Koschei's private island falling into the wrong hands. Granted, everyone would have to go to
Buyan on New Year's Eve to greet Koschei and defend the island in case the secret of Buyan
leaked out.
Rasputin had spent a long time familiarizing himself with the island. Buyan was maybe ten
miles aross and featured two small mountains maybe 1000 feet high. The easternmost peak
featured what appeared to be the remains of an old Roman fort, complete with a few Latin
and Greek inscriptions. The fort had apparently served as Koschei's hideout as well, as there
appeared to have been signs of magic use in the area.
The fort had been situated on an alpine lake which had featured a small graveyard. Many of
the stones had become weathered over time, but he saw that all of them appeared to be
members of the Koschei family. He was disturbed to see that the tomb of Maxim Koschei,
Lord Koschei's father, was empty. He had the strong suspicion that Koschei's father's bones
had been destroyed by Atlantis shortly after the Atlanteans realized they couldn't find
Koschei's Horcrux. If they weren't going to be able to permanently kill Koschei, at least they
could prevent him from coming back. Rasputin breathed a sigh of relief when he realized
that the Philosopher's Stone provided by Laronov could have well saved his plans to revive

Koschei. Without it, there would have been no known way to bring him back despite the
Horcrux.
As Koschei's current Gatekeeper, or person entrusted with the safety of Koschei's Horcrux,
Rasputin knew where the Horcrux actually was -- roughly. It was apparently 250 feet
underground in the valley between the two mountains, with no obvious surface features to
identify the location. The defenses surrounding the Horcrux were formidable. The location of
the egg containing the Horcrux was Fideliused to the Gatekeeper and Koschei. The egg itself
was Fideliused to Koschei with the Gatekeeper in on the secret. Finally, the Horcrux itself
was Fideliused to the Gatekeeper with Koschei in on the secret. Destruction of the Horcrux
would require breaking through three Fidelius Charms (not including the one protecting
Buyan itself), burrowing 250 feet into the soil of Buyan, and figuring out which of the little
sticks and stones down there was actually the needle. No wonder people had been trying to
find the Horcrux for all these years and failed! To make matters even more difficult for the
Atlanteans, the entire western peak of the island was surrounded by ridiculously powerful
spells which only he and Koschei would be able to pass through. Koschei had done so to
deliberately fool any attackers into thinking that the Horcrux was actually on the
mountaintop and not in the valley.
He had a strange feeling he knew how the wizards of the 14th century had managed to
make it to Atlantis. Judging from the legends he had been told growing up, Olga Koscheiva,
Lord Koschei's daughter, had betrayed her father to Atlantis and allowed Atlanteans onto
the island with Atlantis at DEFCON 1. Once that had happened, he had been rounded up in a
hurry, with or without the Elder Wand. Hopefully Koschei wouldn't make the same mistake
twice.
The island was covered with thick forest near sea level. The forest, primarily pines, thinned
gradually at higher elevations and left the top of the mountains bare. There was also a small
cave in the northwestern side which he had turned into a storehouse for the Elixir of Life
open only to members of the Black God cult. If everything fell apart and Buyan was invaded
by Atlantis, it would be a good idea to have extra doses of the Elixir in reserve. The
coastline was rocky for the most part, though there was a small cove which appeared to
have served as a makeshift harbor at some point in the past.
Rasputin had done a lot of research into the Koschei legend in preparation for this
operation. He had initially been a bit dismayed when he considered the implications
surrounding Atlantean knowledge of Buyan. However, it was very likely that over the next
600 years that knowledge had been lost. He suspected that Atlantis probably either saw
Buyan as a legend (like the Muggles) or, if they knew that Buyan existed, couldn't find it.
That had relieved him for a while...until something else occurred to him. There was indeed a
complication, one which could prove catastrophic. It was this complication which had
prompted him to make his way over to the mainland and speak with his operatives.
Hoping that the raids on the Celestine Church would distract the authorities (damn those
Romanovs! Why can't they stay DEAD?) long enough to finish the meeting, he made his way
into the house and waited for his contact to arrive.
He didn't have to wait long. About twenty minutes after his arrival, someone knocked on the
front door. It was time for the exchange of code phrases.
The guest spoke first. "Hello?"
Rasputin knew the routine by heart. "Huh, a guest? Who is this?"

"My name is Alexandru Valescu. I'm conducting a survey for the electric company here in
Constanta. Is this Alin Milestu I am speaking with?"
Rasputin waited the obligatory three seconds. "I am Mr. Milestu. However, I'm not exactly
big on filling out surveys. I'm kind of busy right now."
"It will only take a few minutes, Mr. Milestu."
Rasputin unlatched the door and let out a theatrical grown. "Oh, all right. Just a few
minutes."
The Mad Monk moved out of the way as Zygonov made his way into the room and closed
the door behind him. The hit man bowed to Rasputin, and the two men exchanged
pleasantries for a few minutes. Finally, Zygonov got down to business. "You wanted to see
me, my lord?"
Rasputin nodded. "Indeed I have, Genya. I've got three people who I want to have
eliminated. I was wondering if you could make sure that this happens before the meeting on
Buyan."
Zygonov shrugged. "I'll see what I can do. Who are you thinking of?"
Rasputin looked at Zygonov with concern. "This is an extremely difficult mission. It's going
to be harder than the hit on Dumbledore."
"I'm game -- hell, I'm one of the best. Who is it?"
Rasputin drew a deep breath. "Dr. Nicholas Flamel, his wife, and his former apprentice Hugh
de Lourdes."
Zygonov blinked. "You want me to assassinate the British Minister of Magic?"
"Ideally, yes, and blame it on Britain for Humans. After you do the need, scour his office for
any information pertaining to the Philosopher's Stone and bring it back to me. We need to
make sure that we're going to be able to recreate the Stone after he's killed."
Zygonov fidgeted nervously. "My lord, killing the Minister of Magic is going to be extremely
difficult. Come to think of it, killing all three of them are going to be hard since the other
two are teaching at Hogwarts. Dumbledore and his cronies may recognize me and my wife."
Rasputin grinned. "He'll have to go home at some point. What do you think the odds are
that he lives at the Ministry? What are the odds that Hugh and Mrs. Flamel live at
Hogwarts? Remember how we impersonated Amelia Bell -- just repeat that process."
Zygonov thought for a moment and chuckled. "You have a point, my lord. We'll probably
have to hit Hugh's house at the same as we do the Flamels'. After all, the death of one of
them could easily put the other marks on guard."
"I agree. Can it be done?"
"Depends. What time frame do we have?"

Rasputin gritted his teeth. "I want them out of the way within two weeks, before everyone
starts converging here to make their way over to Buyan."
Zygonov grunted. "That may be difficult, but I'll see what I can do. What exactly prompted
this all of a sudden? Why do you want these three people dead?"
Rasputin told him.
Zygonov frowned. "I see your concern, and it's a distinct possibility. However, it makes
things a little easier for me. We don't need to kill them as much as make sure they can't
endanger the mission. All we need to do is keep them incommunicado until the mission is
complete. At that point, Koschei takes over and blows them to bits with you as Primary
Disciple."
Rasputin whistled. "That will work as well. I hadn't thought about that. Are you thinking of
kidnapping them or something like that? Kidnapping them would actually be a better idea in
that you may be able to torture them into explaining how to create a Philosopher's Stone.
All right, change of plans. Kidnap all three individuals and make sure they don't escape. If
you have to, kill them. However, only do so as a last resort -- particularly with Dr. Flamel
himself. Try to pass it off as a Britain for Humans revenge act, though keep in mind Britain
for Humans has been more or less wiped out."
Zygonov nodded. "It will be done, my lord. By the 24th, as you requested. If I am not able
to do it myself, I will find someone who will."
Zygonov paused a minute, then continued. "Would you be willing to have Muggles help with
this? The wizards may not be expecting an attack from Muggles, particularly with Britain for
Humans down the drain."
Rasputin nodded. "If that becomes necessary, yes. Use Muggle Black Fist members if
possible. However, if you hire mercenaries, be sure to Obliviate them when the mission is
complete."
Zygonov bowed. "As you command, my lord."
Rasputin smiled. "That is all I ask. Good luck, my friend, and may the Black God by with
you."
To be continued...

thepenguin,

October 27th, 2011 11:10 PM

Where is Buyan? If somebody remembers the location before it was Fideliused (sp?), and
can point on a map, all you need is the latlong, plug it into the INS' of a couple 495th Strike
Eagles, fly 'em on the deck at Mach 2 with their hair on fire, and a B61 renders everything
glowing or gone. F-15E: The new grid square removal service....:D:cool:

Tirion,
Quote:

October 28th, 2011 05:49 AM

Originally Posted by thepenguin (Post 5207614)
Where is Buyan? If somebody remembers the location before it was Fideliused (sp?), and
can point on a map, all you need is the latlong, plug it into the INS' of a couple 495th Strike
Eagles, fly 'em on the deck at Mach 2 with their hair on fire, and a B61 renders everything
glowing or gone. F-15E: The new grid square removal service....:D:cool:
Interaction between unbroken Fidelius charm and the rest of the world is tricky business at
best. How do you carpet-bomb a pocket dimension?

Makemakean,

October 28th, 2011 05:59 AM

Still haven't managed to find the time to work my way through the entirety of this epic
tome, but may I ask, have the dwarves made an appearance yet?
If not, may I reserve them for a future contribution to the story?

acgoldis,

October 28th, 2011 01:18 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Makemakean (Post 5209292)
Still haven't managed to find the time to work my way through the entirety of this epic
tome, but may I ask, have the dwarves made an appearance yet?
If not, may I reserve them for a future contribution to the story?
Go ahead. To be honest, I didn't know there were dwarves :)

acgoldis,

October 28th, 2011 01:48 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by thepenguin (Post 5207614)
Where is Buyan? If somebody remembers the location before it was Fideliused (sp?), and
can point on a map, all you need is the latlong, plug it into the INS' of a couple 495th Strike
Eagles, fly 'em on the deck at Mach 2 with their hair on fire, and a B61 renders everything
glowing or gone. F-15E: The new grid square removal service....:D:cool:
I take it you're starting to see Rasputin's reasoning as to why Flamel and the rest of the
14th century relics could be a possible threat ;)

Jcoggins,

October 28th, 2011 03:13 PM

wait, so koschei told flamel where buyan was?

Tirion,

October 28th, 2011 03:56 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Makemakean (Post 5209292)
Still haven't managed to find the time to work my way through the entirety of this epic
tome, but may I ask, have the dwarves made an appearance yet?
If not, may I reserve them for a future contribution to the story?
Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5209894)
Go ahead. To be honest, I didn't know there were dwarves :)
There aren't. Garden gnomes (no more sentient than a parrot) and goblins (already in,
though a vast underground civilisation of which we only see the tip of the iceberg is
definitely a possibility) are the closest thing we've got.

Xandrel,

October 28th, 2011 04:28 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Tirion (Post 5210256)
There aren't. Garden gnomes (no more sentient than a parrot) and goblins (already in,
though a vast underground civilisation of which we only see the tip of the iceberg is
definitely a possibility) are the closest thing we've got.
What about Leprechauns? Don't they count too?
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Tirion,

October 28th, 2011 04:42 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Astraan (Post 5210341)
What about Leprechauns? Don't they count too?
Leprechauns are Fey. Goblins fit most of the dwarven stereotypes: not as prone to magic as
other races (well, at least not the wand waving type), lives underground (to the point of
being light sensitive), short, fond of gold and industry. Too bad they aren't hairy alcoholics
:D

Xandrel,

October 28th, 2011 05:19 PM

You do know Flitwick is a half-goblin right? (as stated by Rowling)

Tirion,

October 28th, 2011 05:32 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Astraan (Post 5210541)
You do know Flitwick is a half-goblin right? (as stated by Rowling)
Part-goblin. And the wandlessness of goblins (and pretty much every other minority
species- guess the wizards wanted to stick to that monopoly, lest some tree-huggers get
ideas about deforestation by Muggles... and the goblins had enough wars with wizardkind as
is) is stated in canon... it's simply cultural, they don't lack the Q allele, they just utilise it
otherwise, such as crafting really cool artifacts (eg: Gryffyndor's Sword).

acgoldis,

October 28th, 2011 05:35 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Jcoggins (Post 5210145)
wait, so koschei told flamel where buyan was?
It wasn't Koschei, but Flamel knows. As Robert Jordan would have said, read and find out :)
Actually, it can't be Koschei even if he wanted to. If Koschei is the Secret-Keeper and told
Flamel, Flamel would not be a Secret-Keeper. He would know the secret but be unable to
spread it unless Koschei was dead, and he is not yet dead (only incapacitated).
Teaser: remember how people become Secret-Keepers if they outlive the person who told
them the secert? Think of how that applies to Flamel :)

Xandrel,

October 28th, 2011 05:37 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Tirion (Post 5210577)
Part-goblin. And the wandlessness of goblins (and pretty much every other minority
species- guess the wizards wanted to stick to that monopoly, lest some tree-huggers get
ideas about deforestation by Muggles... and the goblins had enough wars with wizardkind as
is) is stated in canon... it's simply cultural, they don't lack the Q allele, they just utilise it
otherwise, such as crafting really cool artifacts (eg: Gryffyndor's Sword).
Actually, didn't wizards ban goblins from using wands?
I believe this was the main reason for all these Goblin revolts.

Makemakean,

October 28th, 2011 05:44 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5209894)
Go ahead. To be honest, I didn't know there were dwarves :)
Brilliant. Wrote a fanfic ages ago, eons if you wanna get specific about dwarves in the Harry
Potter universe. Basically they had left the surface of the Earth about a thousand years ago
when Christianity came to Scandinavia and had resorted deep into their own lands and
kingdoms, deep beneath the mountains, digging further and further and seeing no point in
returning, where they were currently living off the heat from the Earth's magma.
Their society, I figured, had changed quite a lot since the old days, now being quite
steampunkish, as it only seemed reasonable to me that the dwarves, being in love with
craftsmanship and skilled labour would treasure magitech as much as they treasure gold
and jewels and thus grow in that direction. Still, they entertained loads of the old dwarvish
traditions, such as grand, merry feasts with heavy drinking.
I hope you will enjoy them once I get around to it (which should probably be in about a
week from now, once Reading Week commences...) ;)

Tirion,

October 28th, 2011 05:51 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Astraan (Post 5210590)
Actually, didn't wizards ban goblins from using wands?
I believe this was the main reason for all these Goblin revolts.
They did. As for it being a cause... it might be a chicken or egg type of question: waging
war because they denied them, or denying them because giving them wandlore would just
mean more destruction in the next war? Though with goblin ideas about ownership, and
their general blue and orange morality, there could have been any number of other casus
belli first... probably before the wand was ever invented (around the time of Ancient Rome,

If I had to guess).
Of course even if they did get the general idea, whatever underground realms they inhabit
are most likely lacking in suitable wood and wand core material, so the point is moot.

thepenguin,

October 29th, 2011 12:28 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Tirion (Post 5209278)
Interaction between unbroken Fidelius charm and the rest of the world is tricky business at
best. How do you carpet-bomb a pocket dimension?
IDK if a B-52 ARC LIGHT would work, which is why I suggested the B61 dial-a-yield strike. I
think the sheer magnitude of the nuclear blast would disable the Fidelius and destroy
anything living on that island. All you need is the geographic coordinates. Even if a MuggleRepelling Charm was cast on the location, I doubt it would do anything against a Trident,
Minuteman, or Tomahawk TLAM-N strike.

acgoldis,

October 29th, 2011 10:55 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by thepenguin (Post 5212011)
IDK if a B-52 ARC LIGHT would work, which is why I suggested the B61 dial-a-yield strike. I
think the sheer magnitude of the nuclear blast would disable the Fidelius and destroy
anything living on that island. All you need is the geographic coordinates. Even if a MuggleRepelling Charm was cast on the location, I doubt it would do anything against a Trident,
Minuteman, or Tomahawk TLAM-N strike.
What a coincidence: one of the final chapters has the title "The Nuke". I wonder what type
of weapon that involves. On the other hand, we could have Hermione's parents microwaving
dinner...
FYI: I'm on a business trip right now and have my iPad instead of my MacBook. The
keyboard on the iPad stinks, and the lack of a scroll bar in the text entry frame makes it
impossible to do large posts. I likely won't have 464 ready until the middle of next week. All
I can tell you is that it has a Harry POV.

acgoldis,

October 31st, 2011 05:27 PM

Update #464: Does This Mean She Can Now Fix Warp Core Breaches?
----------Wednesday, December 11, 1996
Gryffindor Common Room
Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry

United Kingdom
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/3.1%
----------NEXT UP: This Quidditch Match Has Been Sponsored By Airbus
----------Harry was getting good at Wizard Chess. Not only had he reached the point where the
pieces were actually telling him that he had made good moves, he had gotten Ron's pieces
to start convincing him to surrender the game so that they wouldn't run the risk of being
run through by Harry's men's miniature swords.
Ron glared and picked up his queen. "I know what I'm doing, Queen. Just go where I tell
you or I'm going to throw you off the board."
The pointed her scepter towards one of Harry's castles. "But his castle is over there! Can't
you see he's threatening me? You really don't want to lose me. I'm your most valuable
piece!"
Ron was about to tell her what she could do with her scepter when the door to Harry's room
suddenly flew open, hitting Ron on the head and sending him flying into the chessboard.
Pieces flew everywhere, and Harry's queen started complaining about "unchivalrous abuse"
from under the rug.
Harry looked up to see who it was. It was Neville, and he had an excited look on his face.
Ron saw it as well, and his eyes widened. Rubbing his head, he turned to the newcomer.
"What's up?"
Neville was jumping up and down with excitement, yet there was a vague sense of unease
on his face. "Luna's back!"
Harry smiled. "They finally let her out of the hospital? That's great! I take it she got her
eyes back?"
Neville bit his lip and became more subdued. "Sort of."
Ron looked at him warily. "Sort of?"
Neville hesitated, then drew a deep breath. "Her eyes could not be salvaged, so they were
removed and replaced with artificial ones."
Harry gasped. "Artificial eyes? You mean like --"
Neville nodded and cut him off. "Yes, Harry. Just like Alastair Moody, except she's got two of
them."
Ron shook his head and chuckled. "I thought she was a bit strange before, now -- ouch!"
Harry elbowed him in the chest and gestured pointedly at Neville, who had a dark look on
his face. Fuming, Neville said coldly: "You do realize that Luna and I are dating. It's up to
me to defend her honor. Please don't say that, especially in front of me."
Ron swore and started rubbing his stomach as well as his head. "Sorry, Neville, I forgot. Do
they have all of the abilities Moody has? That is, can she see out of the back of her head
and so forth?"

Neville shook his head. "Her eyes are slightly different from Moody's. For one thing, they
cannot see out of the back of her head as those are limited only to Aurors. They can't see
objects protected by Invisibility Cloaks, either. However, she claims that she can see better
than she did before. She mentioned something about 200 to 1500 nanometers but I don't
know what that means. Do you?"
Harry looked at Ron, and both shook their heads. "Never heard of a nanometer. I've heard
of a kilometer. Must be a unit of distance -- maybe she can see things further away now."
Neville shrugged. "It's possible. At any rate, she's in the hospital wing right now and is
allowed to have visitors. Ideally, they'd have kept her in the hospital a bit longer, but good
old Xeno didn't want her missing too much school with her OWLs coming up this year.
Would you like to come?"
Ron nodded and began cleaning up the chess set. "We'll come. How is she feeling?"
"Physically, she's recovering very well. However, it's still too early to tell when it comes to
the psychological toll. She's getting headaches which appear to be psychological from the
stress of adapting to the new eyes. The fact that she can see more than she did before is
also taking her brain a bit by surprise, but Moody says it's normal and that will go away
over time. The biggest problem that she's had so far is teasing."
Harry frowned. "Teasing her? That's terrible! Haven't Slughorn, Hugh, and so forth put a
stop to that?"
"They have, but people are still doing it. The Slytherins, who already thought she was half
nuts, are doing it even though Slughorn has docked them a few points. The thing that's
most disturbing, however, is that she's been given a nickname by the Muggle-borns which
she doesn't like all that much."
Ron led the group out of the portrait hole, and they began walking towards the hospital
wing. "That sounds a bit odd -- you'd have expected Muggle-borns would be accustomed to
both Muggle and Wizarding medicine. What are they calling her?"
"Geordi LaLovegood."
Harry scratched his head. "Who or what is a Geordi?"
Neville's face was grim. "From what I've been told, Geordi LaForge is a fictional Muggle who
underwent a similar artificial eye treatment in a television program."
Ron stopped short and the other two boys barreled into him. "She got a MUGGLE
treatment? They're giving Moody eyes to Muggles now?"
Neville shook his head. "They aren't, which is confusing. Maybe Hermione can explain."
Ron nodded. "Hermione can probably explain how these eyes work to begin with, and
anything she doesn't know will be filled in by Moody."
They closed in on the hopsital wing and found virtually half of Ravenclaw waiting outside.
Hesitating one more moment before announcing himself to Madam Pomfrey, he pulled Ron
and Harry over one last time. "One more thing. You may find that she looks...strange...with

this new treatment. I'm going to clean your clocks if you laugh."
Ron rolled his eyes. "I've seen Moody's eyes before. I know what artificial eyes look like."
"It's not that. You see, she's got what appears to be a metallic blindfold over her eyes right
now to make sure that the new eyes set properly. Think of a girl's headband but gong
across her eyes instead of her hair. You can't see the eyes at all at the moment. If
everything goes as planned, it will come off around Christmas."
Harry tried to envision Luna with a headband across her eyes and frowned. "That IS a bit
unusual. Thanks for the heads up -- we'd have probably been as surprised as the others
have been."
Neville looked at both of them, hard. "Are you still up for this?"
Both of them nodded, and Neville made his way past the gaggle of Ravenclaws and into the
room.
Luna Lovegood was lying on one of the beds, accompanied by both Madam Pomfrey and
Professor Moody. She seemed happy to see everyone. However, Harry couldn't help but be
a bit disconcerted by the metallic belt covering her eyes. It attached to implants near her
ears and went across most of her face. Ron gaped, and Harry elbowed him once more.
Neville knelt down to talk to her. "How are you doing, Luna? I brought Harry and Ron?"
Luna smiled her usual dreamy smile. "All right, I guess. At least I'm alive -- that's what's
important."
Harry asked, "Can you see? What's it like with these artificial eyes? Has Moody been able to
help you?"
Moody nodded. "I've been able to help her a little. However, my eye doesn't see into the
infrared and ultraviolet. I'm focused on invisible things and the traditional stuff between 400
and 700 nanometers."
Ron blinked. "She can see into the WHAT?"
Hermione charged through the door and stopped next to Ron. "Infrared and ultraviolet.
They're forms of light which normal people can't see. They're redder than red and purpler
than purple. And --"
Hermione's mouth dropped when she caught her first look of Luna. Her lips moved silently,
and Harry made out the words "Geordi LaForge?". Harry caught her attention and shook his
head. Hermione, thankfully, got the message.
Hermione turned back to Luna. "How do you feel? Does it feel strange being able to see
things other people can't?"
Several of the Ravenclaws muttered that she'd spent the last five years doing just that.
However, Neville shut them up.
Luna nodded. "Indeed, it does. I feel pretty good, and I can actually see your body heat to
some extent. You glow faintly in the dark. I take it you know about the electromagnetic

spectrum?"
Hermione nodded as Harry gasped and turned to Hermione. "Is that a side effect of the
treatment?"
Hermione shook her head. "We all glow in the infrared. You can't see this glow, but Luna
now can. Several animals can see in the infrared as well."
Luna continued speaking. "The world looks so much different now. The night sky
looks...different. Even people look different now. I may even be able to tell if someone has
a fever as the glow intensifies and changes color slightly."
Ron and Harry stared at each other -- what was this?
Luna sounded even more dreamy than usual -- it must be the medication, Harry thought.
She continued: "Guys, I know I look weird with this VISOR contraption. I'm still myself,
however. I haven't changed, even though my face looks a little funny. And please don't call
me Geordi LaForge. I don't know who he is, but I don't like nicknames."
Everyone promised, and Moody glared at them to make sure they agreed to it.
Harry turned to Moody. "Professor Moody, is what she says true? She'll see things
differently from us with her new eyes?"
Moody looked at Luna thoughtfully. "Quite possibly. She's going to be able to see things we
can't without serious Muggle technology. This could be a boon for the naturalist within her,
to be honest. There could very well be plants and animals which are only visible in the
infrared or ultraviolet -- which would make an interesting defense strategy when it comes to
evolution as perfect visible invisibility would make an excellent camouflage. And what's
more, since both her eyes can see these wavelengths she'll do a better job at it than I could
since my special eye doesn't provide stereo vision."
Harry got it immediately. "So those Crumple-Horned Snorkacks and whatever she believes
in may actually exist?"
Luna snorted. "Of course they do."
Moody chuckled and ignored her. "The Snorkack, I'm not sure about. However, other
creatures...you never know. Luna, you should talk with Rolf Scamander, a fourth-year. He
might find your new abilities most interesting."
To be continued...

Xandrel,

October 31st, 2011 05:45 PM

Is it wrong that Luna seems much more attractive to me now? :D

acgoldis,

November 1st, 2011 10:28 PM

Update #465: This Quidditch Match Has Been Sponsored By Airbus
----------Thursday, December 12, 1996
Quidditch Pitch
Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry
United Kingdom
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/3.1%
----------NEXT UP: I Always Wanted To Try Out For Aladdin
----------Harry Potter had a bad feeling about this Quidditch match. For one thing, it was against
Slytherin, and matches with Slytherin tended to be very difficult. For another, he and his
friends had been so distracted by Luna's return that he had completely forgotten that he
had booked the pitch for practice yesterday. To make matters worse, the Slytherins had
managed to scavenge Harry's unused time to help Draco try out some new techniques with
his broom.
Something was clearly up with Draco, thought Harry. The Slytherin captain seemed
extremely smug, and he had been spending a lot of time working with his teammates on his
broom. He suspected that he was trying to enchant the broom to accelerate even faster
than it normally did. That could give Slytherin a serious advantage in the upcoming match.
The fact that Ron was his Keeper didn't help much, either. Ron had been a bit distracted
during the last match, which had been shortly after the attack on Hogwarts which had cost
Ginny her leg. He hadn't done that well during warmups today either, and it was a bit late
to recruit a new goalie. That, and the fact that Ron would probably ditch him (and take
Hermione with him) if Harry dropped him from the team.
He told his team to gather together in the hallway leading to the pitch. They huddled around
him, and he told them to look sharp. "Draco Malfoy is up to something -- I can feel it. If
necessary, throw Bludgers at him. I want him distracted long enough to make sure I
capture the Snitch without any interference."
Ron in the process of responding when his voice was drowned out by Slytherin's latest antiGryffindor cheer. Harry groaned when he heard the chant:
Slytherin's the way to go
Because poor Potter flies too slow.
Watch as Draco steals the show!
Weasley is our king!
Ron swore. "Not the 'Weasley is our King' chant again. I'm going to kill them."
Harry frowned. "Ron, this could be a problem. Have they hexed my broom? Did you see
anyone hanging around this tent while we were talking?"
Ron shook his head, as did the rest of the team. Harry drew a deep breath. "All right, here's
what we'll do. Draco's obviously trying going to try to mess with my broom. I'm going to
cast Protego on my broom to ensure that he won't tamper with it. That should spike his
wheel pretty well. In the meantime, keep yourself focused on the match, all right. One, two,

three, TEAM!"
Harry and his teammates shook hands and made their way out onto the field. They arrived
just in time to see the Slytherin team carry Draco and his broom out onto the field with
overwhelming pomp and circumstances. Either that, or the broom weighed a hell of a lot
more than it was supposed to.
---------Draco Malfoy cast a worried glance at the staff box. The biggest problem that he faced
involved the fact that Professor Moody could see invisible objects. Hopefully he wouldn't
know what a jet engine was and not put two and two together until the match was over.
After all, the engine was a Muggle invention, and the only person who really knew about it
was Professor Bell -- who didn't have a magical eye.
He'd had to conjure up a little wall behind his seat on the broom because the engine had a
tendency to suck in his robes. Judging from the bladefs flying around in the engine, getting
sucked into the engine was a serious health risk. Fortunately, the wall didn't weigh too
much, especially when compared to the engine itself. The engine had been so heavy that it
had taken most of his teammates to carry the overweigh broom out.
He'd placed the remote control for the engine in his pocket. Although he itched to fly around
at high speed throughout the match, his goal was to catch Potter off guard and win the
match without alerting the teachers.
Madam Hooch met the two captains in the center and told them to have a, clean safe
match. Draco and Harry shook the hands, and Hooch tossed the balls and Snitch into the
air. She blew the whistle, and the match began.
---------Neville, Luna, and Hermione cheered Harry and Ron as the match continued. They'd need all
the help they could get, however. As usual, the Slytherin Beaters started nailing various
Gryffindor players and even sent a Bludger flying at Ron at the same time that one of their
teammates fired a shot on goal. Ron had to make a split-second decision: defend the shot
or be knocked off his broom by the Bludger. Needless to say, self-preservation instincfts
won out, and it was suddenly 10-0 Slytherin.
Hermione swore. "That is not fair. They shouldn't be Bludgering the Keeper!"
Neville nodded. "I agree. I know we don't do it. However, you have to remember Slytherin
is focused on power and ambition. Each person in that house needs to show off how much
of a bully he or she is. Luna, what do you think? Was that a fair play?"
Luna was frowning, her VISOR-covered eyes scanning the sky. "I'm sorry, I wasn't looking.
I was just watching Draco's broom."
Hermione's eyebrows shot up. "Draco's broom? What about Draco's broom?"
Luna pointed. "I'm picking up faint heat signatures on the back of Draco's broom. I've never
seen them before."
Hermione looked at Draco's broom and shook her head. "I don't see anything."
Luna shrugged. "Maybe I'm imagining something, or my eyes are still getting accustomed to
these other types of light. I may be paranoid."

Neville nodded. "Yes, Luna, you're paranoid. Next time Slytherin tries to score, keep an eye
on those Bludgers."
---------Alastair Moody's eyes narrowed as he tapped Professor Slughorn on the shoulder. "This is
very odd. Horace, can I bother your Omnioculars for a second?"
Slughorn shrugged and handed them over. "Suit yourself. I didn't know you were that much
of a fan, Alastair."
Moody grunted as he trained the Omnioculars on the Slytherin Keeper. "I'm not doing it
because I'm a fan. I'm doing it because I believe Draco Malfoy has attached a foreign object
to the back of his broom."
Flitwick gasped. "A foreign object? I don't see anything."
"That's because it's invisible, Alastair. I can't tell at this point if Gryffindor has tampered
with Draco's broom or if the Slytherins are cheating."
"What is it, Alastair?"
Moody looked at Draco more closely. "It appears to be a narrow, metal tube, though it's not
within his reach. Looks like Muggle manufacture."
Flitwick scratched his head. "Is he allowed to use Muggle technology in Quidditch matches?"
"He probably shouldn't. However, I suspect it's technically not forbidden for the simple
reason that the traditional rules never in considered the possibility of the Statute of Secrecy
falling. We should probably assume it's legal now and change the law as soon as possible."
Professor Bell called in from a few feet away. "Draco is playing with a metal tube? Describe
it."
"It's about a meter long and seems to have gratings on either end. I see signs of blades
inside. Do you recognize it, Amelia?"
The blood drained from Bell's face. "I do, Professor Moody. I do."
"What is it?"
Bell told him.
---------Harry swore as Ron let in another goal and the Slytherins resumed their chant. It was now
70-30 Slytherin, and the Snitch was nowhere in sight. Harry needed to do something in a
hurry.
He had just set off down the field, shadowing Malfoy, when Madam Hooch suddenly blew
her whistle. He frowned: had Malfoy caught the Snitch? He certainly wasn't acting as if he'd
won the game for Slytherin?
Hooch's voice suddenly echoed through the pitch. "Ladies and gentlemen, your attention
please. We are testing out an experimental rule today to ensure that unfair advantages in
broom technology affect the outcome of the match. To that end, we're going to have all of
the players on the two teams swap brooms with their opponent every 100 points. The two

Seekers swap brooms, the two left Beaters swap brooms, and so forth."
Harry's jaw dropped -- that would just make things worse as Malfoy used a completely
different type of broom. Nevertheless, she made the rules. Everyone settled back down to
the ground and swapped brooms. Malfoy looked absolutely furious, yet he handed over the
broom.
Harry's hand nearly broke when he tried to lift it. The back end of the broom was VERY
heavy. It didn't seem to interfere with its flying, but it seemed very suspicious. He started
patting the back of the broom and found there was something there -- invisible. He didn't
know what it was, however. However, whatever it did would likely give Malfoy an advantage
-- an advantage Harry now had.
Madam Hooch blew her whistle, and the game resumed. Malfoy's broom was a little more
sluggish than Harry's, but whatever was attached to the back of the broom didn't seem to
have too much of an impact on its operation.
It was 100-40 when Harry saw a little golden sparkle in the air: the Snitch. Harry dived for
it, and Malfoy followed him half a second later when the Slytherins realized what was going
on. Malfoy was too far behind, however. It was only a matter of time...unless the Snitch
changed direction on him.
Harry closed within five feet of the Snitch. Out of the corner of his eye, he saw Malfoy reach
into his pocket. Harry looked at Malfoy in incredulity. Was the Slytherin captain going to hex
him? Slowly but surely, he reached out with his left hand.
Suddenly, the broom accelerated by a good 50 miles per hour, slamming Harry into what
appeared to be an invisible wall behind his seat. Stars flashed through his head as he
overshot the Snitch. He tried to turn around and was nearly thrown off the broom by the G
forces. What the hell was going on here? Malfoy hadn't hexed him -- his hand was still in his
pocket!
---------Luna dropped her banner in amazement. "A powerful heat source just flew out of the back
of Harry's broom! It's pushed Harry out of the way so Draco can catch the Snitch!"
Hermione winced as the spectators gasped in amazement. "Uh oh!"
---------Bell swore. "Shit! I should have known not to give him that engine!"
Alastair nodded. "Nothing we can do about it now. The question now is whether to expel
him for doing something ridiculously dangerous or give Slytherin 100 points for developing
an invention which will likely revolutionize broom travel."
---------Draco yelped in surprise as the exhaust from the engine slammed into him and nearly
shoved him off the broom with a blast of hot air. Using all of his skills to stay on the broom,
he closed in on the Snitch and caught it. The Slytherins cheered as Madam Hooch
announced the game was over. Slytherin had won in a rout.
The crowd was going nuts, and Madam Hooch had been so shocked by Harry's "bizarre
tactic" that she hadn't even detected the foul. The Gryffindor players were screaming that
he'd somehow managd to hex Harry to prevent him from getting the Snitch. The Slytherins,
of course, were boasting that they would be able to defeat anyone with their new toy.
Draco's teammates lifted him onto their shoulders and began carrying him in a victory lap

around the pitch.
That was when the entire school faculty closed in on Draco with furious expressions on their
faces. Draco's smile slowly disappeared. He had taken a big risk with this stunt. He hoped
he wouldn't be expelled.
Bell spoke first, and her voice was like a thunderclap. "All right, Mr. Malfoy. Give back the
engine. NOW."
Draco saw immediately that this was no time for games. Drawing a deep breath, he
removed the invisibility spell and detached the engine from the broom. Bell asked a couple
of the other teachers to bring it back to her office.
Filch looked at Flitwick. "What do you want us to do to him? Torture him? Give him latrine
duty for a month?"
Flitwick wasn't happy. Draco look at Slughorn, who had a conflicted expression on his face.
It didn't look like Slughorn was going to help much.
Flitwick began to speak. "Mr. Malfoy, you have done something extremely foolish which
could have cost you or one of your schoolmates their lives. I was seriously considering
expelling you. However, one must admit that you may have just revolutionized broom
development by attaching that jet engine. Inventors often put themselves at risk when they
do their work, and this is no exception."
Draco held his breath. What was the verdict going to be.
Flitwick explained. "Mr. Potter gets the Snitch as it is obvious he would have gotten it were
it not for your foul. Gryffindor wins 190-100."
Draco glared at him. "Foul? What foul?"
"Blagging -- interfering with his ability to catch the Snitch, in this case remotely using a
Muggle device to control his broom. However, we cannot deny that you've developed a very
useful invention. 80 points will be added to Slytherin for your work, and I have instructed
Professors Moore and Hawking to help you get this device patented and recognized by the
Ministry of Magic."
Draco's frown turned upside down. This had come out better than he had expected. He saw
Flitwick cast a glance at Slughorn, and realized that Slughorn had put in a good word for
him.
Flitwick fumed for a moment before continuing. "Now get out of my sight before I
reconsider this decision."
To be continued...

Xandrel,

November 1st, 2011 10:42 PM

They should have disqualified Slytherin for cheating.
I know that Muggle technology is not technically illegal, but cheating is still cheating,
regardless how you do it.

acgoldis,

November 1st, 2011 10:55 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Astraan (Post 5227360)
They should have disqualified Slytherin for cheating.
I know that Muggle technology is not technically illegal, but cheating is still cheating,
regardless how you do it.
The question is: what can you call them on? Slytherin has gotten points deducted for
unsportsmanlike conduct in the past in the earlier books.

Xandrel,

November 1st, 2011 10:57 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5227402)
The question is: what can you call them on? Slytherin has gotten points deducted for
unsportsmanlike conduct in the past in the earlier books.
On the grounds that if a Muggle was using something magical in the olympics, he would be
disqualified.
Either that or have them repeat the game ;p

acgoldis,

November 1st, 2011 11:07 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Astraan (Post 5227414)
On the grounds that if a Muggle was using something magical in the olympics, he would be
disqualified.
Either that or have them repeat the game ;p
Should I have them replay it?

Xandrel,

November 1st, 2011 11:11 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5227463)
Should I have them replay it?
How about something like this:

"While Mr. Malfoy's innovation is truly commendable, I can't help but to feel that it has
unfairly affected the outcome of the game. Therefore, I suggest that this match shall be
replayed"
Or something like that.
You can still have Malfoy getting house points AND you have justice so Harry and Friends
wont be emo about losing like that :)

acgoldis,

November 2nd, 2011 12:40 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Astraan (Post 5227480)
How about something like this:
"While Mr. Malfoy's innovation is truly commendable, I can't help but to feel that it has
unfairly affected the outcome of the game. Therefore, I suggest that this match shall be
replayed"
Or something like that.
You can still have Malfoy getting house points AND you have justice so Harry and Friends
wont be emo about losing like that :)
Fair enough. However, keep in mind the staff tried to even the odds by giving Harry the
broom with the engine.

Jcoggins,

November 2nd, 2011 01:41 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5227896)
Fair enough. However, keep in mind the staff tried to even the odds by giving Harry the
broom with the engine.
giving harry a device he does not know how to work doesn't really even any odds

thepenguin,

November 2nd, 2011 02:20 AM

Yep, replay the game. How was Malfoy able to start the jet? It's either a turbojet or
turbofan, I don't think a broom can reach the speeds needed for a ramjet or SCRAMjet to
work... Malfoy would need an APU (Auxiliary Power Unit) on the engine itself or in a start
cart to start the engine initially. To attempt a windmill restart, the broom would have to
move ideally at 350 MPH, which I don't think is possible.

acgoldis,
Quote:

November 2nd, 2011 01:11 PM

Originally Posted by thepenguin (Post 5228239)
Yep, replay the game. How was Malfoy able to start the jet? It's either a turbojet or
turbofan, I don't think a broom can reach the speeds needed for a ramjet or SCRAMjet to
work... Malfoy would need an APU (Auxiliary Power Unit) on the engine itself or in a start
cart to start the engine initially. To attempt a windmill restart, the broom would have to
move ideally at 350 MPH, which I don't think is possible.
I realized that problem about 10 minutes after I finished the update. Assume that the
Ministry of Magic worked with the kid whose science project featured the broom (this is not
a full-size engine -- maximum speed was under 150 mph) to get it to run at Hogwarts for
the demo.
Since Harry was going to catch the Snitch (it was obvious before Malfoy intervened), how
about giving Gryffindor 150 points for the Snitch and Slytherin 150 for the invention (which
they had already received for the Snitch and would have to relinquish) minus 50 for the
unsportsmanlike conduct.

ByzantineCaesar,

November 2nd, 2011 01:34 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5229306)
I realized that problem about 10 minutes after I finished the update. Assume that the
Ministry of Magic worked with the kid whose science project featured the broom (this is not
a full-size engine -- maximum speed was under 150 mph) to get it to run at Hogwarts for
the demo.
Since Harry was going to catch the Snitch (it was obvious before Malfoy intervened), how
about giving Gryffindor 150 points for the Snitch and Slytherin 150 for the invention (which
they had already received for the Snitch and would have to relinquish) minus 50 for the
unsportsmanlike conduct.
Do you mean house points or match points? I'd give 150 match points for Gryffindor and
take those 150 from Slytherin. As for house points, give the usual 50 points to the winner of
the match (Gryffindor) and 50 points for Slytherin for the invention (100-50).

acgoldis,

November 2nd, 2011 01:36 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by ByzantineCaesar (Post 5229350)
Do you mean house points or match points? I'd give 150 match points for Gryffindor and
take those 150 from Slytherin. As for house points, give the usual 50 points to the winner of
the match (Gryffindor) and 50 points for Slytherin for the invention (100-50).
I believe match points count towards house points.

ByzantineCaesar,

November 2nd, 2011 02:10 PM

I'm not sure. The books never said that and I think Harry was awarded 50 points for
capturing the snitch, but I don't know when. Here's a quote from the HP Wiki:
Quote:

Originally Posted by Quidditch Cup, Harry Potter Wiki
It’ s never made clear how many points are awarded for Quidditch victories, but when
Harry was docked fifty points by Professor McGonagall for running round the Astronomy
Tower at 1:00 in the morning, he worried that he’ d lost the lead he gained through his last
Quidditch victory. Therefore the points awarded are assumed to be somewhere in the same
region.

thepenguin,

November 2nd, 2011 07:14 PM

Maybe do it like how the NHL was before they got rid of tied games (with the sudden-death
overtime and 3-round shootout). 2 points for a clear win (The total points from goals scored
and catching the Snitch are more than the other team's goal total), 1 point for catching the
Snitch but losing in total points, and zero points for losing and not catching the Snitch.
Frex:
Gryffindor-v-Slytherin
The teams are tied in goals when Harry catches the Snitch. Game over and Gryffindor wins
by 150 in the match. In the standings, Gryffindor is 1-0-0 with 2 points; Slytherin is 0-1-0
with no points.
Slytherin-v-Hufflepuff
Slytherin is losing by 160 when Malfoy catches the Snitch. After catching the Snitch,
Slytherin loses by a goal. In the standings, Slytherin is 0-1-1 with one point and Hufflepuff
is 1-0-0 with two points.

January First-of-May,

November 2nd, 2011 08:24 PM

thepenguin, you're talking about the Quidditch Cup. The way it works (at least in Hogwarts)
is that every match's scores are added up for every team, and the one with the most wins
(IIRC that made for a dramatic scene in the third book when Gryffindor was something like
220 points behind, and Harry actually had to not catch the Snitch for a while). Yes, that can
theoretically lead to a team losing all three matches winning over a team that won all three
(or any kind of lesser unfairnesses) - very easily, actually, given that the length of a
Quidditch match is very variable; and indeed, if one team had the best Seeker by far, but
the other three are mediocre enough, then it actually has less chances to win the Cup than
the other ones!
[Example: let's say Gryffindor has a good quick Seeker, everyone else's Seekers are
horrible, in order S-H-R from best to worst, while the other players of the teams closely go
G-R-S-H.
Then, this looks (to me at least) like a realistic set of scores:
G-S: 190-30 (40-30 minus the Snitch)

G-H: 200-20 (50-20)
G-R: 210-40 (60-40)
S-H: 430-520 (430-370)
S-R: 710-630 (560-630)
H-R: 820-720 (670-720)
At the end, the scores are: R 1390, H 1360, S 1170, and G 600 - in 4 cases out of 6, the
clear opposite order of what it should be!]

As for House and Quidditch point relations, it's... unclear. Methods of Rationality claims
Quidditch points go straight towards House, but then it's clearly a parallel universe right
from the start; 50 points per victory sounds realistic for me.

acgoldis,

November 2nd, 2011 08:30 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by January First-of-May (Post 5230759)
thepenguin, you're talking about the Quidditch Cup. The way it works (at least in Hogwarts)
is that every match's scores are added up for every team, and the one with the most wins
(IIRC that made for a dramatic scene in the third book when Gryffindor was something like
220 points behind, and Harry actually had to not catch the Snitch for a while). Yes, that can
theoretically lead to a team losing all three matches winning over a team that won all three
(or any kind of lesser unfairnesses) - very easily, actually, given that the length of a
Quidditch match is very variable; and indeed, if one team had the best Seeker by far, but
the other three are mediocre enough, then it actually has less chances to win the Cup than
the other ones!
[Example: let's say Gryffindor has a good quick Seeker, everyone else's Seekers are
horrible, in order S-H-R from best to worst, while the other players of the teams closely go
G-R-S-H.
Then, this looks (to me at least) like a realistic set of scores:
G-S: 190-30 (40-30 minus the Snitch)
G-H: 200-20 (50-20)
G-R: 210-40 (60-40)
S-H: 430-520 (430-370)
S-R: 710-630 (560-630)
H-R: 820-720 (670-720)
At the end, the scores are: R 1390, H 1360, S 1170, and G 600 - in 4 cases out of 6, the
clear opposite order of what it should be!]

As for House and Quidditch point relations, it's... unclear. Methods of Rationality claims
Quidditch points go straight towards House, but then it's clearly a parallel universe right
from the start; 50 points per victory sounds realistic for me.
Maybe the two teams get the difference of the scores (that is, if Team A beats Team B 200
to 80 A gets +120 and B gets -120). If that's the case, it's a 300 point swing for both teams
if the Snitch is reassigned: a HUGE change. Maybe the winner gets the difference and that's

it.
I'm surprised J. K. Rowling never made this explicit :)
------------------EDIT: Apparently the tactic Draco used is in fact a foul, which would normally result in a
penalty shot or something like that. In fact, he used something similar in Book 3:
"Blagging: No player may seize any part of an opponent's broom to slow or hinder the
player. (Draco Malfoy commits this foul in Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban, thus
preventing Harry from seizing the Snitch.)"
So the official ruling I have is: although Draco's use of the engine on the broom wasn't
officially a foul according to the rule at the time, accelerating the broom while Harry was
riding it to make him not catch the Snitch IS a foul (remote-control blagging), one which
Draco has done before under similar circumstances. Since it was obvious Harry would have
caught the Snitch were it not for the interference, we're going to give Harry the Snitch -I'm thinking defensive pass interference like in football. Gryffindor wins the match 190-100.
Madam Hooch doesn't blow the whistle at the time because since it's remote control it
doesn't LOOK like a foul -- perhaps Harry moved out of the way in a hurry because he
thought the Snitch was going to escape or Draco was going to collide with him. Perhaps she
swalled the whistle in surprise. Only when Hooch realizes that Draco ignited the engine to
manipulate Harry's broom does she realize it is a foul, and in order for that to happen Luna
or Moody has to tell her (by which point she's already declared the match over).
Now we need to figure out how this translates to House points, and whether it's relevant for
the story? :)

thepenguin,

November 2nd, 2011 09:11 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by January First-of-May
thepenguin, you're talking about the Quidditch Cup. The way it works (at least in Hogwarts)
is that every match's scores are added up for every team, and the one with the most wins
(IIRC that made for a dramatic scene in the third book when Gryffindor was something like
220 points behind, and Harry actually had to not catch the Snitch for a while). Yes, that can
theoretically lead to a team losing all three matches winning over a team that won all three
(or any kind of lesser unfairnesses) - very easily, actually, given that the length of a
Quidditch match is very variable; and indeed, if one team had the best Seeker by far, but
the other three are mediocre enough, then it actually has less chances to win the Cup than
the other ones!
[Example: let's say Gryffindor has a good quick Seeker, everyone else's Seekers are
horrible, in order S-H-R from best to worst, while the other players of the teams closely go
G-R-S-H.
Then, this looks (to me at least) like a realistic set of scores:
G-S: 190-30 (40-30 minus the Snitch)
G-H: 200-20 (50-20)
G-R: 210-40 (60-40)
S-H: 430-520 (430-370)

S-R: 710-630 (560-630)
H-R: 820-720 (670-720)
At the end, the scores are: R 1390, H 1360, S 1170, and G 600 - in 4 cases out of 6, the
clear opposite order of what it should be!]
Solely using aggregate to determine who plays who in the Championship Game sounds kind
of stupid (not you, the way Jo set it up). If points aggregate is to be used, it should be the
difference of points for (-) points against. The result should be used as a tiebreaker between
teams to determine who plays for the Cup and who doesn't. In this way, it would look like
this:
Gryffindor- Wins:3; Losses:0; Snitch Losses:0. League Points:6; Points For:600; Points
Against:90; Differential: +510
Slytherin- Wins:1; Losses:2; Snitch Losses:0. League Points:2; Points For:1170; Points
Against:1340; Differential: -170
Hufflepuff- Wins:2; Losses:1; Snitch Losses:0. League Points:4; Points For:1360; Points
Against:1350; Differential: +10
Ravenclaw- Wins:0; Losses:3; Snitch Losses:0. League Points:0; Points For: 1390; Points
Against:1740; Differential: -350
Using the above format, Gryffindor has the Quidditch Cup on wins, league points, points
against, and points differential. Hufflepuff is second place, Slytherin third, and Ravenclaw
dead last by a whole lot. Now let's say Gryffindor has some shit-hot Chasers and they're up
190-30 on goals. In this scenario, Slytherin catches the Snitch. Final score: 190-180
Gryffindor. Same thing with Hufflepuff, Gryffindor's team is stacked and it's 200-20 before
the Snitch. Hufflepuff catches the Snitch, 200-170 Gryffindor win. Slytherin-Hufflepuff, the
score is 520-430 Hufflepuff before the Snitch. Slytherin catches the Snitch to win 580-520.
Now the standings look like this (changes in bold):
Gryffindor- Wins:3; Losses:0; Snitch Losses:0. League Points:6; Points For:600; Points
Against:240; Differential: +360
Slytherin- Wins:2; Losses:0; Snitch Losses:1. League Points:5; Points For:1470; Points
Against:1340; Differential: +130
Hufflepuff- Wins:2; Losses:0; Snitch Losses:1. League Points:5; Points For:1510; Points
Against:1500; Differential: +10
Ravenclaw- Wins:0; Losses:3; Snitch Losses:0. League Points:0; Points For: 1390; Points
Against:1740; Differential: -350
In this scenario, Slytherin and Hufflepuff are tied for second place, in overall record and
league points. The tiebreaker is the points differential. If there was a championship match
regardless of overall record, the match would be between Gryffindor and Slytherin.

Xandrel,

November 2nd, 2011 09:14 PM

Of course its relevant to the story.
Its important which house wins, because it wouldn't be a Harry Potter story :p

acgoldis,

November 4th, 2011 08:11 PM

In case you're wondering why I haven't posted anything for a while, they've extended my
business trip another week so I can't do long posts. I'll try doing one now from a computer
with a keyboard while I'm waiting for something to build.

acgoldis,

November 4th, 2011 09:12 PM

Update #466: I Always Wanted To Try Out For Aladdin
----------Thursday, December 12, 1996
Chestnut Hill Mall
Newton, MA
United Statest of America
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/2.9%
----------NEXT UP: We'll Ignore the Secret Servivce For Now
----------I had originally come to the Mall to go buy a few books. However, I couldn't help but notice
that Crate and Barrel was having a sale on flying carpets, reducing the price for a rental to
$34.99/month for a one-passenger rug. The idea of having a flying carpet, at least for one
month, intrigued me. However, I couldn't help but think that it would be a long way down if
a gust of wind capsized the carpet in flight.
The flying carpets were getting more and more cost-effective. Gas was still pretty expensive
despite the recession, about $2.50/gallon, and we didn't need to worry about sticking
quarters in parking meters with flying carpets. It didn't matter much in my particular case I
didn't really use that much gas -- after all, work was a mile away, on the other side of
Brandeis. However, I had gotten a bit paranoid over the 10% pay cut and had developed a
dangerous tendency to be more thrifty than was likely good for me. Renting a flying carpet
could be a good way to try to wean myself of that habit.
I also had to admit that part of the reason I was interested in supporting Guinevere's Flying
Carpets was the simple fact that I knew Jelena Kurchatova from Russian House. I hadn't
known her all that well, but I had had her on my IM list for a while. Who knows, maybe I
could use the fact that I had rented one of her rugs as a pickup line.
I spent a good half hour discussing the flying carpets with the Crate and Barrel carpet
specialist. Eventually, they managed to calm my fears enough for me to pull the trigger and
choose between three carpets: a former Red Sox towel, a Snoopy rug, and a plain blue one.
There were a few more elaborate ones, but they cost more. I chose the blue one.
The salesman led me outside and showed me how to use the carpet. I nearly had a heart
attack when the rug got five feet off the ground: was I developing a fear of heights? The
salesman saw my reaction immediately and informed me that for an extra $9.99/month I
could rent a fence which would fit snugly around the edge of the carpet so I didn't need to
worry about falling off. I wasn't keen on spending ten more bucks, but I figured I wouldn't
have the guts to buy one of these again. So, I walked away with a rug and a collapsible
fence.
I headed back to Waltham, parked the car, and decided to test out the carpet by taking it to
work the next day. It was already far too late to test the carpet at today -- sunset was
about as early as it could get, and there was no way I was going to take the carpet on its

maiden voyage in the dark. If I was able to take the carpet to work without freaking out, I'd
probably fly it over to my parents and land on the porch Sunday morning -- little Mr.
Showoff was at it again.
I began wondering whether using a flying carpet was actually permitted on the Sabbath,
when driving and biking were forbidden. Although all trips were theoretically limited on the
Sabbath to about five miles (ten thousand paces), there was nothing specifically prohibiting
carpet travel, at least at first glance. Then again, would the rabbis have known about this?
There had been several major developments in the Wizarding world with regard to
transportation technology. The Muggle Apparition Network had opened a chapter in
Montreal, its first location outside the United States. A new transit system based on
Portkeys was under development in New York, and the San Francisco BART trains had
gotten a few Portkeys to centralized stops, much like the original MBTA Portkey system. The
San Francisco development was hailed as a major breakthrough in a city where earthquakes
were in danger of derailing trains and wrecking rails.
Perhaps most amazing was the fact that a British schoolboy had invented what was being
called the Malfoy Broom: a broom with a small jet engine attached to the back. Although
Muggles could not fly these brooms unaided, Muggle technology would increase the brooms'
speed drastically. Granted, there was a limit as to how fast the broom could go before the G
forces flattened the rider on turns. However, there were reports out of Britain that racing
broom companies were looking into the implication of the Malfoy Broom very carefully.
I rolled up the carpet, stuck it in a corner of the kitchen, and turned on the TV. There were
reports coming in that many countries had seen the defensive shield which had been placed
over Omega and had immediately started asking the wizards whether cities and important
government agencies could get similar domes. Word had leaked out that the inventor was
an Israeli, and the same technology had been used to block Hamas missile attacks on
Judgment Day. The Israelis, realizing the business opportunities here, had promptly created
a company called MagiDome to sell protection services around the world. Domes had been
already placed around Mecca, the Dome of the Rock/Third Temple complex, the rebuilt
Western Wall, and other religious sanctuaries. The one around Omega supposedly was going
to stay as well. Many people were commenting that the Israelis may have just achieved
world piece by making it, at leat for now, so that defensive technology was ahead of
offensive.
Hoping that I wouldn't chicken out of using the carpet tomorrow (and that it wouldn't rain),
I turned off the TV, played on the computer a bit, and went to bed.
------------------Southern Syrdan
----------Gabrielle, in a crisp new medical uniform, saluted the woman in front of her. "Nurse
Gabrielle reporting for duty, ma'am."
The command smiled and shook her hand. "Welcome to the Nike Division, Gabrielle. My
name is Glenda, and I'll be in charge of deployment of nurses here."
Gabrielle blinked. "Nike Division? Like the goddess of victory? Sounds like an odd name for
a medical wing, ma'am."
Glenda chuckled. "Not when you realize that victory over death and illness can be much
more profound than victory over an evil wizard."

"I see. How can I help you? Be advised that I'm pregnant, so I can't do stuff TOO
strenuous."
Glenda shrugged. "Don't worry about it. Half of us are pregnant -- I'm five months along
myself, to be honest -- and it seems like we're picking up virtually all the pregnant women
in Nestor. Sometimes it appears as if the number of pregnant women here doubles every
day."
Gabrielle grunted. "Sounds risky. If too many of us are caught in battle at any one time
we're going to have a population crash in thirty years or so."
"I doubt that's going to happen, Gabrielle. The Syrdani are actually more civilized than they
let on, especially to people who are not human Muggles. We've been sent to battlefields
several times and there has not been a single case where we have been attacked. If
anything, the Syrdani have held their fire so we can rescue injured comrades. Our soldiers,
incidentally, have given the Syrdani medical corps the same respect."
Gabrielle breathed a sigh of relief. "What type of injuries are we going to have to treat,
ma'am? Be advised that I'm not trained as a nurse."
"Don't worry, Gabrielle. You'll start out by helping the real nurses get stuff like bandages,
spell components, herbs, and so forth -- in effect, you'll be their errand girl. In theory, if
you study hard enough, you'll be able to actually work on patients. However, in practice
that's not going to happen."
"That's good to hear. However, I still want to know what we're dealing with here. I'm a bit
squeamish and don't want to see heads chopped off and so forth."
Glenda's response was to head into a back room and tell Gabrielle to follow her. Gabrielle
did so and found that the room appeared to a makeshift triage center. One woman had
tentacles coming out of her head, and three women were busy treating her. Another had
been hit with a bone-dissolution curse and was being administered Skele-Gro. There were a
few physical injuries as well, and herbalists were doing what they could to staunch bleeding
in a few cases.
Several of the patients were male, which Gabrielle found a bit unusual. Curious, he asked
Glenda about it. The commander beamed with pride as she said: "Those are Syrdani
civilians caught in the crossfire. We will treat anyone from either side as long as they do not
raise arms against us. I doubt the Syrdani would extend the same courtesy to us, but I
want to show the world that we are not barbarians."
Gabrielle nodded. "A wise move, ma'am. Is there anything I can do right now, or do I need
training first? I definitely want to help."
Glenda looked around the room and frowned. "Actually, I'm not --"
Her remark was cut off by a scream from outside a doorway. Both she and Gabrielle turned
to see three women helping a fourth into the room. The fourth woman had a very distended
belly which could only mean one thing."
Glenda whistled. "Damn! Beverly's early! She's only eight months! I hadn't expected her to
pop so soon. Had I known this was going to happen, I'd have sent her home a couple of

weeks earlier. I sure hope it wasn't battlefield trauma. If so, we may have to change our
policies."
Gabrielle flinched. "Battlefield trauma? What do you mean?"
"Stress from seeing people hexed or injured in battle. It can happen to anyone, even
medics. It's well known that women will tend to deliver their babies when they are placed in
stressful situations. Right now the limit for services is 8.5 months: I'm going to drop it to 8
after this."
Gabrielle nodded. "Good thing. Do you want me to help deliver the baby? That's a common
enough practice that I know the basics."
"Even for someone delivering a month premature?"
Gabrielle hesitated. "Not for preemies, unfortunately. I can help with filling buckets of warm
water and so forth."
Glenda nodded. "Fair enough. Beverly is an actual doctor, so if all else fails she could tell
you what to do."
"If she's a doctor, can she deliver her own baby?"
Glenda snorted. "I take it you've never had a kid before. Wait a few months, and then we'll
talk about it. In the meantime, get a hospital robe and let's get going. I sure hope this war
is over before the rest of us all pop at once."
To be continued...

acgoldis,
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Although this episode looks somewhat boring, a lot of things are mentioned in passing
which show changes...yet the POV (as myself) brushes them off.
1. MAN has gone international, which is good as you can't Apparate across borders.
2. The implications of having jet engines attached to brooms hasn't been lost on businesses
focusing on racing brooms. Draco might be able to expand the family fortune off this
invention.
2.5 (can't scroll to edit). Fans of the NIKE! timeline may find something rather familiar in
the Gabrielle scene :)
3. The world's militaries have been thrown for a loop as defensive magical domes are
popping up everywhere thanks to a hastily incorporated Israeli company. The increased
difficulty of attacking protected targets has actually dropped the Apocalypsometer to 2.9%.
4. The Syrdani/Nestorian war is being fleshed out a little more. It looks like both sides are
trying to avoid war crimes.

Xandrel,

November 5th, 2011 02:40 PM

Good to see another update :)

Tirion,

November 5th, 2011 03:06 PM

Nicely done, and actually quite logical. With all those extremely low populations (any given
nation's magical population doesn't exceed that of an archaic greek city-state), life is
somewhat more precious than among Muggles. Of course sometimes that got derailed over
time- I guess that's why many wizard nations use the Dementor's Kiss instead of a
straightforward execution. "Ape shall never kill ape... well, we didn't kill him..."

acgoldis,

November 7th, 2011 03:15 PM

Update #467: We'll Ignore the Secret Service For Now
----------Friday, December 13, 1996
Hogsmeade
United Kingdom
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/2.9%
----------NEXT UP: The Race to Mars Begins
----------George Jameson had thought that it was only a matter of time until he was arrested along
with the rest of the Britain for Humans operatives. He had been lucky, however, and was
still at large; the wizards had raided his house when he had been on vacation and not found
him. He vowed revenge on the wizards for taking over Britain. However, he had to confess
that he couldn't do much by himself,and any attempt to even mention Britain for Humans in
public would almost certainly get him turned in to the wizards.
Fortunately, one of his contacts in Muslims for Humans had placed him in touch with
another Brit, Jean Sigfried, who had been looking for volunteers to strike a blow against the
wizards. He had signed up very quickly and told Sigmund's representative -- some Russian
chap -- that he would do anything to support such a noble cause.
This mission, however, was going to be very difficult. His goal was to find where Hugh de
Lourdes lived and kidnap him. The dossier Sigfried's colleague had on Hugh claimed that the
man was about 630 years old and very wise. He would be a difficult person to subdue, and
he had no compunction about using magic to defend himself. Fortunately, a sniper rifle from
a few hundred feet would be able to catch him off guard.
Ideally, the goal would be to load the sniper rifle with a sedative and only kill him as a last
resort. This was because Wizard de Lourdes could very well be in a position to grant
immortality to anyone who pushed him to do so. Considering that he was six centuries old
already, this didn't seem to be as much of a pipe dream as it had been before the Statute of
Secrecy had fallen. Once the target was asleep, Jameson would break into his house and
drag him away to a safe house designated by Sigmund's men.
This operation was under severe time pressure. It was to be executed as soon as possible,
and it absolutely HAD to be done before the end of the year. What's more, it had to be
performed at the same time as a mission to knock out the Minister of Magic and his wife.
Since de Lourdes was a friend of the Minister of Magic, any attack on one of the three would

certainly alert the other two to the fact that something was amiss.
Jameson had blinked when he had been told that a couple of wizards and a few more
Muggles were going to go after the Minister of Magic. That seemed an extraordinary
dangerous mission: if this Dr. Flamel served the same role as John Major, he would likely be
VERY heavily guarded by both Muggles and wizards. He honestly didn't know how his new
friend planned to pull it off. However, he assumed that everyone knew what they were
doing.
His first task was to figure out where this Hugh de Lourdes lived. The dossier said that he
taught at Hogwarts, so it stood to reason that he probably had a house in Hogsmeade -and even if he didn't live in Hogsmeade, someone in Hogsmeade might be able to point him
in the right direction. He hadn't had much success, so far, as the wizards in Hogsmeade had
gotten a little more leery of Muggles since the Britain for Humans attack on the Three
Broomsticks. He suspected that Flitwick or whoever was in charge of Hogwarts had
instructed citizens to not give out personal information about individual wizards to Muggles.
There was one group of wizards, however, which would still talk to Muggles. Grinning, he
stepped into one of the stores selling magical trinkets to Muggles. He wouldn't touch any of
them with a ten-foot pole, but it wasn't the product that he was interested in.
The proprietor waved to him and came over. "Good afternoon, sir. How can I help you?"
Jameson looked embarrassed. "I was wondering if you by any chance had a restroom in the
store. I'm not sure I can hold this in much longer?"
The proprietor nodded. "I can arrange that. Come with me."
Jameson's eyes scanned the walls as the proprietor led him deeper into the store.
Eventually, he found what was looking for: a Wizarding address book stuck on a shelf. He
didn't have much of a chance to leaf through it because he had to keep on following the
wizard towards the bathroom.
The wizard gestured to a door. "Go right in here, sir. I'll be at the front if you need me."
Jameson nodded. "I appreciate this, sir."
The proprietor smiled. "There are still some stores which appreciate Muggles here. Now, if
you would excuse me, I have business to attend to."
Jameson entered the bathroom and watched through a crack in the door as the shopkeeper
made his way out towards the front of the store. Soon, the proprietor was speaking with
another customer.
Now was the time, Jameson thought. He snuck out of the bathroom, grabbed the address
book -- thankfully Muggles could touch it -- and brought it into the bathroom. He looked
through the L's and smiled as he came across his target's address. Grinning, he jotted it
down and put the book back where it had been.
------------West Bank
------The radical Israeli settler looked at the report and smiled. "Well, well, well. It looks like the
Nephilim have just managed to squelch a major anti-Israeli protest in the Gaza Strip.

Sounds like those monsters may be actually useful."
The second settler frowned. "Really? How so? They do what they can to make sure we don't
overstep our boundaries, either."
The first settler winked. "They're not going to be able to do much enforcement here when
they're busy focusing on Gaza. There aren't that many of them, and I doubt they can watch
both here and there at the same time."
"I see where you're going. Now's a good time to start trying to recruit more settlers, I take
it?"
"You got it, Shimon. Can you do it? You'll have to stop once the Nephilim finish their
crackdown."
The second settler raced out the door. "I'm on it, Avigdor."
------------Dead Sea
------Michal Oved blinked in the glare of the floodlights. Nevertheless, she was able to maintain
her calm. "Yes, that's right. We are now absolutely certain that the water produced by the
desalination project is safe for human consumption. The test results have come in, and this
water is no different from water obtained from ordinary wells."
A reporter raised her hand. "Does that mean you're going to be able to cash in on one of
the Millennium Prizes?"
"Probably. This is a wonderful day for Israel and for the world. Water will soon be readily
available to places which need it, and a Palestinian terrorist cell in the West Bank is in the
process of being broken up by the Nephilim. At the rate things are going, we could actually
have peace in the Middle East at some point."
-------------Waltham, MA
-------It was cloudy, but as long as I stayed below the clouds I'd probably still be able do use the
carpet safely. With a mixture of excitement and trepidation, I brought the carpet outside
and sat on it. Hesitantly, I touched the ctangle in the area which would cause the carpet to
start levitating.
It did so. I raised the carpet until it was about maybe five feet above the ground -- I didn't
want to go TOO high yet, even with the fence in place. I flew around the yard a bit, and
eventually, I became comfortable enough to grab onto the fence and go up above the
buildings and trees.
I flew over Brandeis (note to self, do not look down) and eventually crossed the train tracks.
Soon, Parametric was in sight. I considered landing on the roof for a moment but couldn't
figure out how to get into the building from the roof. So, I slowly made my way back to the
surface and let out a sigh of relief when I landed.
It was an interesting experience. However, it wasn't anything to write home about -- I was
too nervous about falling off most of the time. I decided then and there that I'd let some of
my friends borrow the carpet the rest of the months after I came back home from work.

To be continued...

Xandrel,

November 7th, 2011 03:40 PM

You're back! And with an update!

acgoldis,

November 7th, 2011 04:07 PM

Not yet. I was waiting for something to run at work. I won't be back to a regular schedule
until at least Thursday.

acgoldis,

November 7th, 2011 10:06 PM

Update #468: The Race to Mars Begins
----------Friday, December 13, 1996
NASA Headquarters
Near Washington
United States of America
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/2.9%
----------NEXT UP: Fast Food
----------Linda Warren stuck her head around the doorframe to her supervisor's office. "You wanted
to see me, sir?"
The supervisor nodded. "Yes, Linda. Please come in. Do you want something to eat or
drink?"
Linda shook her head. "Not really, though if you have water I'll take it. How can I help you?
Are you thinking of doing a third Selene-style manned moon mission?"
"Actually, we're not. To be honest, we've got so many rocks from the last two that we won't
need to go over there for a while. I figure we'll start heading over there again once Boeing
has created enough structures equivalent to the Apollo landers to make setting up a
permanent Moon base feasible."
Linda frowned. "That's probably going to take a while. Even getting the remaining Apollo
capsules out of the museums will be difficult."
"I agree. I personally don't think we'll be doing much with manned lunar missions for a
while. However, there's a place where we haven't sent men before which I think would be
worth our while to check out."
Linda blinked. "Really? Where?"
The supervsior grinned and pointed at a large rust-colored globe in front of him. "Mars."
Linda gasped. "You're thinking we're ready to send some people to Mars?"

"Probably not. However, that's why I wanted to run it by you first. Do we have the
technology and magic available to pull this off at some point within the next few years?"
Linda sat down across from him and scratched her head. "Depends. First things first: how
many people are you going to send over? Four like in the lunar missions?"
"Start with one or two, like Gemini or Apollo. A Mars mission is undoubtedly going to be
riskier and longer than a lunar one. However, given the evidence of past life on Mars, we
really should head over there for a better look."
"I agree. Sending a Portkey to Mars is going to be no more difficult than sending it to the
moon. The problem, as you pointed out, is that the trip is going to take longer. MUCH
longer. Not the six months or more you would have expected from a chemical rocket, but
still too long for comfort."
The supervisor steepled his hands on the desk. "How long are you going to expect it to
take?"
Linda started drawing some diagrams on a piece of paper. "The best the Portkeys can do at
this point is about 1 AU every two weeks. At the very minimum, with Mars at opposition and
as close to Earth as possible, that's 0.5 AU. One week each way -- and that's at minimum.
If Mars and the Earth are 90 degrees apart from each other, that trip duration increases to
about 1.8 AU, or over three weeks each way. You remember how impatient you were for
the first Mars rocks to come back? Imagine three people cooped on that spacecraft in zeroG for God knows how long. What are they going to eat, for crying out loud? What happens if
they start fighting?"
The supervisor nodded gravely. "That's a definite issue. However, we've been able to avoid
that on Mir for the most part."
"Mir is much bigger than an Apollo capsule, sir, and I suspect that there is more stuff to do
on Mir. I can already tell you that I had gotten a bit of cabin fever stuck with the four other
astronauts on the first Selene mission, and that was only three days. There may be a way
to make the journey less boring and to reduce food requirements, but it's VERY risky."
The supervisor whistled. "A risky mission is better than none at all. What were you
thinking?"
Linda drew a deep breath. "Use the Draught of Living Death to put the crew into
hibernation. One or two people will have to stay awake, on shifts, in case something goes
wrong. They'll be waking everyone else up and going to sleep when their watch ends."
The supervisor cocked his head. "The Draught of Living Death?"
"It's a potion which will put the drinker into a very deep sleep, almost a coma. It can be
reversed by feeding the sleeper another potion. The potion can be administered by anyone,
even a Muggle, as long as the wizard creates it first."
The supervisor thought for a moment. "That's actually not a bad idea. However, I'm
concerned about side effects. Are there side effects, such as memory loss, when the people
come out of their comas?"

"Not that I know of, sir. Then again, I don't know much about it."
"You can't brew it, Linda?"
Linda shook her head. "No, sir. I'm not a potioneer. However, I suspect the Smoky
Mountain facility will be able to help us make the stuff."
"That's a good start. Is there anything we can do about cosmic rays? Long trips like this
could endanger the astronauts if we don't do anything about cosmic rays."
Linda shrugged. "Cover the capsules with lots of lead shielding. You mentioned that blocks
cosmic rays, right?"
"It does. However, heavier objects are harder to launch, and I'd suspect that Portkeying
something which weighs a few hundred tons is going to be rather expensive."
"It will be. However, all that's going to happen is that we'll probably blow out fuses and stuff
in a larger area. If we're able to launch from somewhere uninhabited, that's going to be less
of a problem."
The supervisor nodded and began jotting down notes. "This may be easier than I thougt.
Storing food will be less of an issue if most of the crew members are hibernating, so we've
managed to dodge that bullet. All right, how about zero-G? Is there anything you can do to
prevent zero-G from harming the astronauts?"
Linda shook her head once more. "Not that I know of, sir. However, there is always the
option of attaching two rocket engines to the top and bottom of the Portkey and launching
them once it has taken off. If we get the capsule spinning fast enough, we can get up to 1
G. Just before we reach Mars, we spin it down, make the capsule horizontal again, and land
at zero G."
The supervisor thought for a moment, then shook his head once more. "I don't see how that
will work. The axis of rotation is going to go right through the center of the ship, not the top
-- remember there's going to be nothing anchoring the top in place. That will require double
the speed, which in turn means double the chance we'll spin the ship to bits. Also, people
will feel pretty strange when they stand up and are UP at their head and DOWN at their
feet. They'll be torn in two."
"Not if the people are only a few inches tall -- recall that they'll be under the Extendatent
charm. There will be a bit of a gravity difference between their head and their feet, but if
they lie low a lot it shouldn't be that bad. And the hibernators will be sleeping, so they'll be
safe."
"What about making sure the ship doesn't break up when you spin it?"
Linda shrugged. "A Strengthening Spell should do the trick. Besides, all that lead is going to
be awfully hard to dislodge."
The supervisor jotted down more notes. "Interesting. What are we going to do if there is an
emergency and the astronauts need to talk with Earth in a hurry? Is there any way to
provide for instantaneous communication across 1 AU or more?"
Linda shook her head. "Faster than ilght communication is still impossible. However, if

you've got multiple people on board they can all work together to solve the problems.
Remember that even during the Apollo 13 crisis the astronauts didn't have this problem -and the Apollo 13 issue was a real emergency. People can wait a couple of minutes."
"Not if the spaceship is hit by a meteor or something."
Linda laughed. "That's not going to happen. The Portkey isn't going to be hit by anything
while in transit. No ordinary matter will get in."
"I see. What about waste products? Is there a way you can get rid of waste products?"
Linda laughed even louder. "Simple. Go to the door and throw it out once you land on
Mars."
Now it was the supervisor's turn to laugh. "Oh, right. There's no door, just a spell keeping
the air in. That will work. And you'll be able to control the temperature, right?"
"Yes. If the ship is spinning like crazy, the capsule will heat evenly. Granted, Mars is colder
than Earth, but the difference isn't enough to wreck the spell."
"Fair enough. However, now that I think about it, is it really wise to throw out junk while on
Mars? You can contaminate the surface, especially with foodstuffs. We want to check if life
still exists on Mars, not put life there to begin with. Is there a way to sterilize everything
before throwing out the trash?"
Linda closed her eyes and shook her head slowly. "Not sure. What's more, it's quite possible
that the sterilization spells that do exist will leave some bacteria and so forth left over. All
we need is one Earth bacterium to mess up the ecosystem over there. All right, scratch that
idea. We don't throw anything out. We'll stick trash in an out-of-the-way part of the ship
and go on from there."
The supervisor wrote some more notes down. "All right, how about spacesuits? Is there any
way to have people walk around without spacesuits? Keep in mind there's s little bit of
atmosphere down there."
"In theory, yes, by trapping the air in a bubble around them. However, it won't let them
travel too far before the CO2 level gets too high. Also, we'd be exposing possible Martian
organisms to oxygen and possible human parasites, which wouldn't be good for them. The
suits stay on while outside the ship. Think of them not as spacesuits but as biological
quarantine suits."
The supervisor smiled. "This sounds easier than I thought it would be. How hard would it be
to send a capsule directly to the site of the first Mars Portkey?"
"Very easy. However, be advised that we've got nasty terrain down there with canyons and
so forth -- and the capsules are much larger than the boxes I sent over there. I'd
recommend going to a safer, more open site first and walking or driving some vehicle over
there. I suppose we can take a rover along -- it will fit in the Extendatented capsule. Test it
out at one of the Viking sites and go on from there."
"A rover would come in very handy. How long do you think it would take to pull this all off -train a crew, get the Draught of Living Death, the rover, the capsule with the rockets to get
artificial gravity, and so forth?"

Linda thought for a moment. "Maybe a year or so, possibly two."
The supervisor clapped his hands. "Great! Let's see if we can get men on Mars before the
Europeans or the Russians do."
To be continued...
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Something not too many people thought about is this: how will magic work in outer space? I
think the guys who discovered it's connection through gravity will eventually ask the
question, what would happen once they try to cast spells outside a planet's gravity well?
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Tirion (Post 5253188)
Something not too many people thought about is this: how will magic work in outer space? I
think the guys who discovered it's connection through gravity will eventually ask the
question, what would happen once they try to cast spells outside a planet's gravity well?
It already has to work: it was used in the lunar mission and so forth. Think of magic as just
an extension of the laws of physics. Location shouldn't matter unless there is a dependency
on air (Sonorus won't help sound travel through vacuum) or gravity (Sticking Charm
dependent on gravity or friction to keep something in place)
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Update #469: Fast Food
----------Saturday, December 14, 1996
Boughar
Algeria
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/2.7%
----------NEXT UP: Super Mario Brothers
----------Abdallah ibn Tariq had a big problem. He knew what he had to do, but it was supposedly
illegal -- and he wasn't even sure it would work.
His family had been averaging probably 400 calories a day for the past few weeks and was
getting very weak. Even worse, they were just about at the point where they would have to
slaughter their precious milch cow. His in-laws didn't have much food to spare, and even if
they did it wouldn't last long in a family of five.
He needed to find food in a hurry, and he could only think of one way to do it: Geminio.
He had never heard of people using the Duplication Charm on food before. He'd have
wanted to read up on it, except that he didn't know where to begin. It would probably take
him a month to figure out if it was even possible to Duplicate food...a month his family did
not have.
There was, of course, another way to do it: simply cast Geminio on one of the few
remaining pieces of meat left. Like most people, he knew at this point that Geminio on a
human being produced an inanimate clone which could pass for a dead body. So it seemed
to indicate that an organic lifeform could be duplicated to some extent. But would the copy
taste as good as the original? For that matter, would it even be made out of edible material?
He had to try. However, he was worried that he would get into trouble because of those
idiots in Atlantis who had placed Geminio on the list of forbidden spells just because it could
be used in the proliferation of nuclear weapons. What was Dagher thinking? Surely there
must be a way for Atlantis to focus on WHAT was being duplicated. Duplicating a nuclear
weapon should certainly be forbidden. But duplicating food? Especially when human life was
in jeopardy because of a famine in the area?
His own personal ethics, as well as Islam, dictated that laws could be disregarded when a
person's life was in danger. The Qu'ranic support was a biggie. Since the Qu'ran was the
word of Allah dictated by the Prophet, this meant that Allah Himself would back up his
decision. Surely the Ministry of Magic would listen to the word of Allah -- and if they didn't,
Dagher would understand as a devout Muslim!
Throwing caution to the winds, he brought out his wand and pointed it at his last remaining
sack of grain. Envisioning the contents of the sack in his mind's eye, he shouted "Geminio!"
There was a flash of light, and when it dissipated two bags of grain were sitting on the
threadbare carpets covering the sand. So far so good, he thought. Opening the new bag, he
saw to his delight that it was full of grain. Taking a deep breath, he reached into the bag
and sampled some of the new food.
It tasted stale and a little bitter. However, he figured it was palatable enough to eat. The

next question would be whether it would provide as much nutrition as the original. To
determine that, he would have to eat a full meal of it and wait about half an hour to see if it
would fill him up.
He did so, and soon his shrunken stomach was ready to explode. All he could do now was
wait for his body to digest the stuff...and prepare for the arrival of guests. He hadn't invited
anyone, but he had a strong feeling that someone from the Ministry was going to stop by to
check what was going on. He wasn't disappointed. About five minutes later, just as the food
was starting to bring back his flagging strength, there was a flash of light and a snap as a
Ministry official Apparated into the building.
The Ministry looked at him warily as his wife shouted, "Abdallah, what's going on here? I
wasn't expecting any guests!"
Abdallah screamed over the representative's head. "I'll explain it momentarily. Put on your
hijab just in case he looks around."
"He's going to WHAT?"
The representative was starting to get a bit impatient, and Abdallah had to end this quickly.
"I'll get back to you. Hold on a second."
His wife acknowledged and went to go corral the chldren. Breathing a sigh of relief, he
turned to the Ministry representative. "Good afternoon, sir. I take it that you've come
because I've cast Geminio."
The agent nodded. "That's right. Are you aware that it's now a restricted spell? You need to
ask for permission from a Ministry official before you do it. I'll let you off the hook this time,
but I recommend you be more careful in the future."
Abdallah's grimaced. "Actually, this is a case where I believe the Atlantean prohibition of
Geminio is a bit extreme. Do you want to know what I copied?"
The Ministry nodded. "I was going to ask for that, so yes."
Smiling weakly, he pointed at the original bag of grain. "There. I made a copy of that sack
of grain. It is the only food I have in this house, and if you took a look at the rest of my
family you will understand that this is an emergency situation. Look how thin I am. My wife
is the same way, and we're giving as much food as we can to our three kids. I had to do it,
sir. The alternative is starvation."
The agent looked at him for a long time. With a thoughtful expression on his face, he
reached into the two bags of food and ate a little of both. He winced a little at the taste of
the duplicated food, but he was able to force it down. Slowly, he turned back to Abdallah
and spoke.
"This has to be allowed. Allah requires it, for one thing. And yes, I agree with you that this
is a case where an exception should be made to the rule."
Abdallah let out a breath he hadn't known he was holding. "So I'm not in trouble?"
"No. To be honest, Geminioing food hadn't even occurred to us up in Algiers."

Abdallah glared at him. "That's because you have much more food available up there, and
it's easier to distribute. You don't have to worry about starvation up there, particularly you
rich folk who make up the Ministry of Magic."
The Ministry representative had the dignity to look a little guilty at that. "I agree with that
assessment."
"Good. Are you going to be make an exception to the rule to allow for the Geminioing of
food?"
The agent shrugged. "I'm not sure that's possible. However, what I can do is give you a
license to cast Geminio. Do you think you'll be able to cast that spell again?"
Abdallah nodded. "Yes, I think so."
"And are you sure that the Duplicated food has the same nutritional value as the original?"
"That I don't know. However, I definitely feel stronger now that I have eaten it. On the
other hand, I couldn't feel much weaker!"
"That's consistent with what I know about Geminio. I suspect that the copide food provides
maybe 70-80% of the nutritional value of the original. It's not perfect, and I can tell you it
doesn't taste as good. However, if there's nothing else, and you can make lots and lots of
it..."
Abdallah finished the sentence. "...then no one will be hungry again as long as there is at
least one morsel of food left to copy from."
The repersentative nodded. "And someone is good enough at Geminio to mass produce the
product. Can you imagine what Geminio Maximus can do in a situation like this? It would fill
a whole room with copies of the original. It would replenish the storehouses in an instant."
Abdallah blinked. "I didn't even know there was a Maximus-level version of the spell."
The representative thought some more. "There is. However, we don't want TOO many
people Geminioing food because for all we know they'll be copying stuff other than food.
After all, we can't track what is being copied. So, I've got a proposition for you. Have you
ever thought about going into business?"
Abdallah shook his head. "I have no time. I've got to take care of the animals and so forth."
The representative grinned. "You can always hire someone to do that for you once the
Ministry starts paying you to Geminio food during this drought."
Abdallah reeled back. "You want me to work for you?"
"Yes. We'll keep the Geminio down to you and only you, so you have more or less a
monopoly. You don't need to worry about competition, at least in this part of the country.
We may have more people start Geminioing food in different areas, however. In either case,
you'll never go hungry again. No one around here will go hungry again."
Abdallah grinned. "I like it. The only problem is: what happens if they're sick of stale food?"

"They'll go after the original, which will taste better -- and likely carry a higher price. That
way, the original growers and so forth won't be forced out of business."
Abdallah couldn't believe it. His fortune was made. Allah had rewarded him for realizing that
Atlantis's laws could be overridden by a Higher Authority. Punching the air in satisfaction, he
called in his family. "I'm in. Wait until the rest of us find out. In the meantime, let me make
a few more bags so we can have a real feast here..."
To be continued...
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This shows how little do they know or care about economy. It's one of the areas where the
wizards are the most backward... still in the Middle Ages, I see.
But even if they are willing to trust him just at face value, they could have him take an
Unbreakable Oath to use the spell only to provide food, and to use the food only to help
people, not to get filthy rich at their expense.
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I'm with Abdallah on this one. Geminioing food should be allowed.
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Update #470: Super Mario Brothers
----------Monday, December 16, 1996
Underworld
Catanzaro
Italy
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/2.8%
----------NEXT UP: King of the Warlocks
----------Don Mario made his way down into the sewers from the ancient Fideliused church which was
the local branch of the Italian Ministry of Magic. A good half of the members of the Ministry
had mysteriously disappeared, most of whom were had been sent on missions to infiltrate
'Ndrangheta. It was obvious that the crime syndicate was up to something, and up to
something big. This time, however, the head of the Auror Department had gotten smart.
He'd sent Don Mario in with both an Invisibility Cloak to hide him from the enemy. If he was
very careful, he'd be able to complete his reconnaissance mission without being detected.
The Muggle authorities had picked up intelligence that several 'Ndrangheta members may
be meeting in the sewers underneath the city. They had sent one of their top agents in
there, armed to the teeth. Luigi had reported back that there were some bizarre things
floating around in there, including plants and animals he'd never seen before. That had
unnerved both the Muggles AND the wizards, and for good reason. When there are missing
wizards and unusual plant life showing up strange places, it doesn't take a rocket scientist
to put two and two together. It was obvious that 'Ndrangheta had managed to pick up a few

wizards and was using said wizards to lure in and neutralize the Ministry forces. After a brief
discussion with the Ministry, the Muggles ordered Luigi to proceed deeper into the tunnels.
That had been the last they'd heard of him.
Now it was Don Mario's turn. Floating serenely above possible booby traps (and God knows
what else) on a hovering bank of cloud, he made no sound as he made his way into the
tunnels, keeping his right hand on -- well near -- the wall so he wouldn't get lost. He was
armed with a wand, though he was reluctant to use it against anyone but wizards because
multicolored beams of light would be a dead giveaway. He was protected from Muggles by a
magically-enhanced Kevlar vest, one which would stop anything pointing at anything but his
head and legs.
The smell was horrible, so bad that he had to consciously make an effort to not throw up.
Not that throwing up would change the complexion of the sewage all that much. Eventually,
he gave up and cast a spell on himself which temporary deprived him of his sense of smell.
As he made his way down the tube, he noticed that there were things actually living in the
sewage. He recognized them as Tentacled Centipedes, a dangerous small animal. He was
once again thankful for his levitating cloud. All he had to do was touch the tentacles and the
toxins in their skin would have corroded him to jelly.
He stopped his cloud abruptly and looked at the centipedes. These animals shouldn't be
living in the sewers, he realized. Something fishy was going on here. Conjuring up a small
lead pipe -- and being very quiet about it -- he probed the floor of the sewer a few feet
ahead of the centipedes. When he retrieved the bar, it was still dry.
Very interesting, he thought. The sewage is illusory, and the smell likely was as well. It
made sense, however. The Muggle crime lords had to come through here as well, and they
did not appreciate walking through sewage. A few minutes of experimentation revealed that
there was a small dry channel, maybe two feet wide, which did not actually have sewage in
it. It was in this channel that the centipedes had been wandering. The Muggles must have
walked down the channel and the wizards must have put the animals in afterwards to make
sure no one came in after them. Grimly, he smashed the centipedes with the pipe and
continued on.
He had to jump out of the way as a Fanged Terrapin bounded around the corner and jabbed
at his feet with its long, turtle-like neck ending in a fanged beak. He bit back a swear as he
bashed his head into the ceiling, breaking what appeared -- of all things -- to be wooden
beams in the process. Debris rained down into the channel as he prodded with the lead pipe
and knocked the Terrapin upside down and back into its shell. Seconds later, it dissolved as
a centipede crashed into it. The incident had made a lot of noise, and the echoes
reverberated down the corridor. He froze for a moment, making sure that both the cloud
and the pipe were covered by the Invisibility Cloak. Fortunately, no one appeared to have
heard him.
He was about to continue when he saw a few gold coins lying on the ground that hadn't
been there earlier. It took him a second to realize that there had been a hidden panel in the
ceiling. Shining the light from his wand into the hole, he saw that there was a large stash of
gold and silver coins there. He had to hurry now -- he had to consider the possibility that he
had tripped a Muggle alarm when he had smashed the ceiling. Bringing out his wand under
the Invisibility Cloak, he ignored the coins and proceeded down the corridor. Visions of a
Muggle digital stopwatch counting down swam in his head.

The pipe branched, and he immediately probed with the lead pipe to determine which
effluent was illusory. He headed down the fork with the illusory sewage only to find his path
partially blocked by what appeared to be Devil's Snare poking its deadly leaves out of a
lower-level pipe. That was easy to deal with, however. Brandishing his wand at the writhing
branches, he cast a thin beam of fire at the plant. As he had expected, the plant recoiled
out of the way and let him pass. He caught a brief glimpse of gold flickering in the wand's
light further down in the pipe, underneath the plant. He didn't have time to go after it,
however.
He continued on a few hundred feet, following the trail of illusory sewage and bashing the
local wildlife with his lead pipe. Suddenly, however, he froze halfway through a strike on a
centipede. Unless he been very badly mistaken, he had heard human voices. He had to be
very cautious now. Putting the pipe in his left hand and the wand in his right, he craned his
neck to look around a corner.
He saw that the wizards had been busy. A large platform had been erected, hovering over
the sewage like a small bridge. A series of stairs led from ground level up to the platform,
which featured six chairs and a symbol which looked like a Fascist axe. Four of the seats
were occupied by Muggles, or at least by people wearing Muggle robes. The last two were
occupied by wizards, their wands at the ready. Beyond the seated gangsters was what
appeared to be a small building.
One of the Muggles spoke. "I understand, Gerardo. We've got over half the wizards now. I
highly doubt the Ministry of Magic will be able to stop us. And we've got enough Muggle
weapons to take on a small army."
The wizard nodded. "We're in position to cast the Imperius Curse on several high-ranking
mayors and government officials in the South. They'll be doing the Godfather's bidding as
soon as you give the word."
Mario bit back a gasp. That was Don Gerardo's voice. Gerardo had been turned by
'Ndrangheta! It had to be...or did it? The man's voice sounded a little resigned. Mario had a
strong suspicion that the gangsters had forced Gerardo to take an offer he couldn't refuse.
The Muggle grinned. "That's good to hear. Catanzaro is ours, right? Getting the big cities is
going to be critical here."
Gerardo sighed -- yes, Mario thought. Gerardo doesn't want to do this, but he saw himself
as having no choice. "Yes, sir. I can assure you Catanzaro will fall."
"Good. Remember the plan: the initial takeover is to be done under the name of Cosa
Nostra. We will then ask Rome if they need an ally in a fight against Cosa Nostra. Rome
probably won't like it, but they'll probably buy it. The two of us combine to knock out Cosa
Nostra, which would leave us in charge without anyone to fight us off. We then tell Rome
they're in for one hell of a surprise."
"Won't Rome require that we agree to behave?"
The Muggle smirked. "Probably. However, I doubt there's much they can do about it.
Particularly when the Liga Nord is going to start agitating for separation from the rest of
Italy, ostensibly to wash their hands of Cosa Nostra. The way I see it is this: we use you
wizards and our soldiers to take control of the population and infrastructure and ward off
Rome --"

"I didn't think you gangsters knew how to run cities."
"We won't do the dirty work, Gerardo. We'll just tell the mayor what we want to see
happen, and he'll make sure it gets done. After all, he doesn't want those acid-backed
centipedes in his town's water supply any more than we do. At any rate, we secure our
independence and give the 'Ndrangheta syndicate actual political power over a large area.
And if Padania breaks free, the more the better. Rome won't be able to focus entirely on
us."
"How long do you think it will take until you're in position to take over the South and
declare independence?"
"A few months, if that. We're only going to have one shot at this, and we're not going to
rush it. We need to get as many weapons as we can as fast as possible. I take it you can't
make copies of them magically?"
Gerardo shook his head. "No. The Geminio spell is restricted."
The Muggle grunted. "Oh well, we'll get the weapons on the black market. If we have
enough, no one will be able to stop us."
The other wizard shook his head. "You may have a bigger problem than you realize, sir.
Atlantis may intervene, not to mention the rest of Europe."
The Muggle glared at him. "I wouldn't be so sure about that. Remember the South has had
a bit of an independence movement for a while. We're just going to be strengthening the
South's local identity and giving them a strong leader who will actually be able to do the
job. If the South WANTS to be independent, what's Europe supposed to do? And as far as
Atlantis goes -- wasn't there supposed to be a 5% chance of the destruction of civilization
before they would intervene? I thought Atlantis was laissez-faire."
Gerardo nodded abruptly. "The 5% threshold is correct. However, last time I checked we
were around 3% or so -- and I suspect that the fragmentation of Italy could do a lot to
destabilize Europe. Particularly when one of the nations is going to be run by what is going
to be considered -- forgive me -- a pariah state. I wouldn't be surprised if the takeover of
the South pushes it up to 5%. And if it does, beware. A lot of the Atlantis bigwigs have rings
which make it impossible for them to be hit by magical means. These rings activate once
the 5% threshold has been breached."
Another Muggle chuckled. "All right, fine. We put bullets in their heads."
Gerardo shook his head. "The rings will prevent that."
The Muggle frowned and thought for a moment. Finally, he began pacing. "Gerardo, I want
you to go in there and make sure they don't reach the 5% threshold. Talk them out of it if
necessary, and keep in mind that if you decide to upstage us we can always go after more
of your relatives."
"That's impossible, sir. The DEFCON meter is controlled by the Head Astrologer and people
like that. I'm not an astrologer, and I won't be able to get into that department. I --"
There was a sudden shout from further down the corridor, past where Mario had entered the

chamber. "Sir! There's an intruder!"
Mario spun to see another Muggle race past him into the chamber. In his hand was a piece
of painted wood and a few gold coins. Mario's eyes widened as he recognized pieces of the
secret compartment he'd bashed his head into jumping over that Terrapin.
The newcomer waved the wood in his masters' faces. "Someone's come in, crushed several
of the magical animals, and broken into one of the gold compartments. There's also a dead
magical plant in the area as well."
Guns and wands came out as the Muggle leader cursed. "You're sure this wasn't from Luigi's
mission the other day?"
"Yes, sir. This is brand-new."
The Muggle slammed the palm of his hand against floor. "Damn! All right, Gerardo. Do your
thing."
Gerardo looked at him helplessly. "I'm not sure if --"
All of the guns swerved to point at Gerardo. "Do it. Now!"
Helplessly, Gerardo brought out his wand and pointed it down the hallway, directly at Mario.
"Revelio Hominem!"
Mario winced as the spell detected him. The second wizard stared at him and pointed. "The
spell is picking up someone in this room! I think he's invisible!"
The Muggles pointed their guns at Mario. "Well, I doubt an Invisibility Cloak will stop bullets.
Federico, block the exit. We don't want him escaping. Carlo, can you do something about
his Invisibility Cloak?"
The second wizard was happy to comply. "Accio Cloak!"
Mario reached to grab hold of the cloak but found that he had the lead pipe in one hand and
the wand in the other. He watched helplessly as the Invisibility Cloak flew off of him and
settled into the second wizard's hand.
Gerardo saw him, and his jaw dropped. "Don Mario!"
Mario looked at Gerardo urgently. "Gerardo, you don't have to do this. We're going to --"
The Muggle cut him off. "Gentlemen, fire!"
Guns barked as Mario brought up a shield that deflected the bullets. Unfortunately, that left
his back facing the gangster who had just run into the room. There was a gunshot behind
him, and his leg erupted in pain as it exploded out from under him. He collapsed as an
Expelliarmus sent both the lead pipe and the wand flying from his hands. Damn! Without a
wand, he couldn't even send a Patronus back to warn his friends. And he certainly wasn't
walking back on one leg.
One of the Muggles suddenly chuckled. "His name is Mario, is it? Well, well, well. Let's
introduce him to some Muggle pop culture, shall we? Immobilize him as I bring out the

flamethrower. Federico, get out of the way."
The wizards hit him with a Petrificus Totalus and forced to him to watch as Muggle went into
the building and came back with a flamethrower. The flamethrower had an image of a
dragon drawn on it. Mario had an awful feeling that it was about to turn into a dragon,
though he didn't know how the wizards would accomplish that.
The Muggle looked at him with a satisfied expression on his face. Grinning evilly, he pointed
the dragon-marked flamethrower at Mario and spoke.
"You wanted to learn more about Muggle culture, did you not? Well, try this one on for size.
I'm sorry Mario, but your princess is in another castle."
Mario had approximately three seconds to mull that over before the fire consumed him.
To be continued...
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Holy shit super mario brothers.
This is awesome.
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Update #471: King of the Warlocks
----------Tuesday, December 17, 1996
Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry
United Kingdom
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/2.8%
----------NEXT UP: Now We've Got Food AND Water
----------Patrick Stewart saw himself as an accomplished Shakespearean actor. Yet he had never
thought that he'd have been asked to play the lead Muggle role of a Shakespearean play
he'd never heard of before. The man who had originally been tagged to play the role had
been killed during the Britain for Humans attack on Hogsmeade a few weeks ago, and after
a hurried discussion with the rest of the Hogwarts staff Headmaster Flitwick had decided to
turn to him.
Most of the Hogwarts students had no idea who he was. A few of the kids recognized him
from his role as Jean-Luc Picard, but those references were few and far between as it would
have required that the child be raised as a Muggle and be interested in Star Trek. Stewart
had to admit, however, that he would have preferred this real-life magical world to anything
Gene Roddenberry could have dreamed up in his pseudo-utopian 24th century future.
It appeared that the real-life story behind King of the Warlocks was fairly well known,
though the details were sketchy. The so-called "King" had in fact been a Russian tyrant by
the name of Lord Boris Koschei. Not satisfied with the way Atlantis served the world in an
era before the Statute of Secrecy had come into being, Koschei had tried to take over. In an

act which had been cited many times as one of the reasons the Statute of Secrecy had to be
introduced, this man had turned to evil and unleashed the Black Death on the Muggle world.
Millions of people had died before Koschei was in fact finally neutralized by the Atlantean
authorities.
The play focused on Koschei's plot and eventual capture. It actually had several tragic
heroes, including his own daughter, Olga Koscheiva, who had been horrified at what her
father had done and betrayed the location of her family's private island to Atlantis. As one
would have expected in a performance like this, all of the bad guys were killed.
Shakespeare -- well, Sir Henry Wood -- had added a postscript, however, which claimed
that Koschei's body was never found and that he could have survived using a Horcrux. The
incident had given birth to the Russian legend of Koschei the Deathless.
Amazingly, two of the Hogwarts staff members were old enough to remember the Black
Death personally. Hugh had only been ten at the time Koschei had been captured, and his
parents hadn't told him much. Mrs. Flamel, on the other hand, had been an adult, and she
had remembered a lot of it. Not only did the private island -- known as Buyan -- exist, but
there had been several expeditions there in the late 14th century to try to discover the
location of this Horcrux. Mrs. Flamel didn't know much about these expeditions, as they had
been highly secret. However, her husband supposedly had been on one of them, and from
what he had told her, they hadn't found anything. Either the Horcrux didn't exist -- and
Koschei was in fact truly dead -- or it had been so well protected that platoons of powerful
wizards hadn't been able to find it.
Mrs. Flamel's reaction had been a bit surprising when someone had asked her where Buyan
was: it had looked like she wanted to say something, but it wouldn't come out. Eventually,
she admitted that she had forgotten where exactly it was. All she could remember was that
it was in Europe somewhere: perhaps in the Aegean, Black, or Caspian Seas. Perhaps it was
further north, up where Azkaban was. For all they knew, it could be in the Aral Sea
somewhere and was now part of the mainland thanks to over-irrigation. No one really knew
for sure anymore as too much time had gone by.
Most of the characters in King of the Warlocks were, not surprisingly, wizards. There were a
couple of ghosts as well, and their roles were being filled by a woman known as the Grey
Lady and a man known as the Bloody Baron. There was a jester as well, and Stewart was
surprised to hear that most of the times fools and jesters appeared in Shakespearean
dramas they were supposed to be played by poltergeists like Peeves. From what he had
seen of Peeves, the man certainly made a very good jester. Granted, half of Peeves's
practical jokes got students into trouble. But isn't that what jesters were supposed to do?
The general story of Koschei was fairly well known in the Wizarding world, as it had been
the last time prior to the fall of the Statute that Atlantis had gone to its highest level of
alert, DEFCON 1. DEFCON 1 implied a greater than 10% chance of the destruction of human
civilization, and a tremendous pandemic spreading throughout the known world would
certainly qualify as a civlization-ending event. Supposedly a similar pandemic had actually
made it all the way to Judgment Day back in the 1600's BC.
Stewart was filling the role of Pope Clement VI, who had been a true Muggle (Wizarding
popes like John Paul II were few and far between). As Europe's leading spiritual leader, it
had been up to him to try to prevent the Europe from panicking when the disease ravaged
the countryside. The Pope hadn't been able to do much, however, especially when word
leaked out that wizards themselves were falling ill. Even Atlantis bubbles hadn't been able
to protect the wizards completely. Yes, the bubbles were airtight and would prevent any

diseases from reaching their hosts. Unfortunately, the fact that they were airtight made it
so that the hosts would suffocate unless they lowered the bubbles momentarily to bring in
some fresh air...and allow rats and germs to begin nibbling at them.
Everyone had immediately began clamoring for Hermione to get involved as soon as word
had leaked out that Hogsmeade was going to be putting on the play. Purists complained
that only male actors would have been allowed, but it wasn't long before she was placed in
the role of Olga Koscheiva. This inevitably resulted in Ron Weasley being offered the role of
Fyodor, Olga's husband. Ron couldn't act to save his life, however, and eventually the role
went to an actor from Hogsmeade. The role of the Russian prince, not surprisingly, went to
King William. Mrs. Flamel complained that the prince in question had supposedly been his
forties at the time and that William didn't fit the role all that well. Flitwick, of course, had
chuckled at her and responded: "Do you serious think the Muggles will care? They're seeing
a Shakespearean play they never knew existed. I think they'll be able to overlook a minor
detail like this."
Judging from the throngs of Muggles making their way into Hogwarts, Flitwick had been
correct. The show had long since sold out, and fans of Shakespeare had been auctioning off
tickets for £250 and higher. Half of Nicholas Flamel's medieval literature department had
shown up, probably because the Minister of Magic had pulled strings. Dr. Flamel himself had
declined the invitation, saying that he'd already lived through the story and that he was too
busy serving the country. Oh, and he'd already seen it.
Mrs. Flamel had been unanimously chosen to be the director thanks to her own experience
with Koschei. This had proven to be a good choice. Although the ancient woman had never
directed a play before in her life, she had seen enough plays over the years to know what
should and should not be done. What's more, she had seen King of the Warlocks a few
times herself. Most of the rehearsals had taken place in the Room of Requirement, much to
the dismay of students had been trying to hide things in there.
Right now, Mrs. Flamel was giving the cast members a final pep talk. Hermione looked
nervous, but she always did. Stewart was convinced, however, that Hermione would do fine.
If there was anyone who was good under pressure, it was she.
------Kenny Wright, a fourth-year Gryffindor, nudged Harry Potter in the shoulder as they took
their seats. All of the Houses were seated together in the Great Hall, as usual. What wasn't
usual was that the tables had disappeared and that at least three thousand other people
had managed to force their way into the hall. Although a few of them were wearing robes,
the vast majority were wearing Muggle dress.
Wright pointed at the program. "Wow! Patrick Stewart! I actually get to see Patrick
Stewart!"
Harry glanced at him. "You know Patrick Stewart? I've never heard of him before."
Ron turned to Kenny. "Let me guess. Picard, right?"
Kenny nodded. "Yup. I think he's the best Star Trek captain there is. My father disagrees,
however, and we tend to fight about it a lot."
Harry looked at Ron, confused. "Star Trek? Remind me what Star Trek is again. I thought it
had something to do with Luna's new eyes."

Ron explained. "Hermione told me all about it. It's a Muggle television show which takes
place in the future where a spaceship is exploring the galaxy and encountering all sorts of
aliens, astronomical oddities, and so forth. The man who plays Pope Clement played the
captain of that spaceship on the show. Geordi LaForge, the character with the artificial eyes,
was also on that ship."
Harry grunted. "He must be pretty good then, and he's got a lot of experience. I'm surprise
he didn't get the job as the director."
Ron shook his head. "I suspect we'll be content with his role as an advisor. Mrs. Flamel lived
through all this stuff, so it would have made sense for her to direct this. If all else fails, she
had Stewart to turn to in case she needed some help. I -- whoa, what's this?"
Harry turned to him and saw he was pointing at the Ravenclaw section. Following his finger,
he saw that Rolf Scamander was openly ogling Luna. What's more, Luna couldn't seem to
figure out what she was supposed to do.
Harry spun and turned to Neville. "Neville, uh, I think --"
Neville took one look and his eyes narrowed. "I'm going to kill that Rolf. Luna's mine."
Harry glared at him. "Neville, he likes her because she can discover new species of animals
with those new eyes of hers! He's a descendant of Newt Scamander, the bloke who wrote
the textbook! If he's a naturalist, why wouldn't he be interested in learning what she can
see?"
Neville's voice came out a growl. "Judging from what I'm seeing, he wants to go beyond
ordinary lessons. I'm going to get even with him at some point."
Harry's response was overwhelmed by comments as virtually all of the Muggle-born
students abruptly got up, waving their hands and/or pointing at Luna. Ron glanced at the
stage and saw that a bald man in his fifties had come onstage.
Patrick Stewart.
Apparently he had come on to recite the prologue. He had to wait a few moments, however,
because half of Ravenclaw, a good quarter of Slytherin, and most of the geeky Muggle-born
were shouting "GEORDI!" and pointing. Neville looked like he wanted to kill someone; Luna
looked like she was about to cry; and Rolf looked paralyzed, as if he didn't know what he
had to do. Several Hogwarts staff members were already deducting points across the board.
Onstage, Patrick Stewart had been patiently waiting for the commotion to die down. Once it
did sufficiently, he raised his hand. "Good evening, British wizards. My name is Patrick
Stewart, and I'm a well-known Muggle actor. I see you've heard of Star Trek. However, I
wasn't the person who played Geordi LaForge. I was Jean-Luc Picard. I --"
He froze as he noticed Luna with her artificial eyes. Thinking quickly, he smiled and said the
first diplomatic thing that came to mind. "I see we have a fan here who could easily perform
the LaForge role as well as LeVar Burton. I must say, I and the rest of the cast are flattered
that Star Trek has already made it into this neck of the woods. I hope that my role as the
Pope will ensure that the rest of Shakespeare's -- or I should Henry Wood's -- plays make it
once again into Muggle society. It actually makes a lot of sense: the Picard role was for the
Enterprise much like what the Pope's role is for the Church."

Lots of people cheered, and Stewart noticed that the teachers were taking advantage of the
confusion to reprimand a few of the overzealous Trekkies. Oddly enough, the fan with the
fake VISOR looked very upset. She was probably expecting an autograph, he thought. He
made it a point to make sure she got one after the show was over.
It took a few more minutes for the commotion to die down. When it did, the man who
played Jean-Luc Picard started the prologue which reintroduced the Wizarding plays back
into Muggle society.
To be continued...
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Poor Luna :(
But good update :)
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Believe it or not, I've actually BEEN to a Shakespeare performance where Patrick Stewart
had the leading role. It was in Central Park when I was visiting friends in New York. I
remember imagining Shakespearean insults being hurled at Klingons and Romulans.
What's even funnier is that it probably would have been in the summer of 1996 or 1997 or
so. I guess I know what Stewart did after he finished in Central Park :)
I was so tempted (as joke) to have someone introduce Patrick Stewart as "the second-best
Enterprise captain in history", keeping in mind that Voyager wasn't really out yet. Naturally,
this would produce a flame war worse than Mac vs. Windows or emacs vs. vi :)
I don't know if it's just me, but TOS and TNG seem to appeal to different generations.
Maybe I'm dating myself because I'm old enough to remember TNG as being "new" and not
original (I had seen a few of TOS episodes on TV during syndication before TNG had come
out and had been old enough to like them (I'm 40 now)). TOS seemed to have much more
in the way of "deeper meanings" than TNG -- and when it comes to Americana you see a lot
more of Shatner in commercials and stuff than Patrick Stewart (of course, that could be
because Stewart is still an actor). TOS works well with the Cold War generation, I'd say.
And they didn't have the luxury of falling back on good special effects to make their show
appealing.
And yes, Patrick Stewart could easily serve as a director. I know Jonathan Frakes directed
Best of Both Worlds, which gave him an opportunity to make his dream come true: "get the
Captain out of the way so I'm in charge of the ship and save the world".

Jcoggins,

November 12th, 2011 06:26 PM

DS9 was good too. also, i think luna might be being overly sensitive, at least compared to
canon

acgoldis,

November 12th, 2011 06:36 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Jcoggins (Post 5272653)
DS9 was good too. also, i think luna might be being overly sensitive, at least compared to
canon
For some reason, DS9 never really appealed to me. Maybe because it didn't "feel" like Star
Trek (an Enterprise traveling all over the place, etc.)

Jcoggins,

November 12th, 2011 06:45 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5272681)
For some reason, DS9 never really appealed to me. Maybe because it didn't "feel" like Star
Trek (an Enterprise traveling all over the place, etc.)
DS9 was pretty different. less idealistic

acgoldis,

November 13th, 2011 03:15 PM

Update #472: Now We've Got Food AND Water
----------Tuesday, December 17, 1996
Atlantis
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 4/1.9%
----------NEXT UP: All Right, Who Forgot the Heat Shield?
----------The head of the Carthaginian Ministry of Magic hurried over to Dagher. Originally in
Carthage, it had moved west after the destruction of Carthage and had changed locations
several times over the centuries. Now, if Dagher recalled correctly, it was hidden
somewhere in Algiers and served both Algeria and Tunisia. "Grand Mugwump, we've got an
interesting dilemma. I've spoken with some of my men in Algeria and we've come to the
conclusion that Geminio and Engorgio should be taken off the Taboo list."
Dagher frowned. "We disallowed those three spells for a reason. We can't let anyone use
magic to create nuclear weapons anymore."
"I agree, sir. That's why Compressio will stay interdicted. If you can't compress the fissile
material to the critical density, the bomb isn't going to go off."
"True. However, what good is it going to do to keep Compressio interdicted? All the Taboo
will do will be to tell us when someone casts the spell. If the only time it's problematic is
when it's used in a nuclear device, there will be one big explosion to indicate that someone
used Compressio. The point is, it's a useless deterrent all by itself."

The Algerian nodded. "In that case, release Geminio and keep Engorgio and Compressio
Tabooed."
"And allow people to start cloning pre-existing Muggle nuclear weapons?"
"I'm not so sure that's going to be as much of an issue, sir. Remember the magic will fry
Muggle circuits. And if we keep close tabs on whom we sell Ar-38 to we may be able to tell
if that goes into the wrong hands. The point is, we need Geminio free, sir. This is serious."
Dagher scratched his head. "What's all this about allowing Geminio? What just happened?"
"Simple, sir. There are drought and famine in parts of my jurisdiction, and one wizard used
Geminio to increase his food supply in what could have been a life and death situation. We
realized that we had to allow this, sir. We brought him over to Algiers and he convinced us
that mass Geminio of food should be able to at least let us through the famine."
Dagher stroked his beard. "Indeed. That has to be allowed, especially when lives are in
danger. I take it there's no way to reproduce food that quickly using Muggle means?"
"No, sir."
Dagher started pacing the room. "This could be a major development, my friend. We've got
Portkeys sending supplies all over the world now, and into space for that matter. A school in
Colorado is trying to convince Mt. St. Helens to even start sending Portkey boxes
underground to sample mantle and core material. Do you realize what it means if we use
the Israeli desalination technique, food Geminio, and Portkeys in together?"
The Algerian's eyes widened. "Indeed, sir. All ocean water becomes potable, and we can
send it all over the place via Portkey. And if we're able to Geminio food and send it around
as well in a manner which can get it not just to wizards but to Muggles as well without
worrying about the Statute of Secrecy..."
Dagher smiled. "Exactly. We've just solved world hunger AND world drought, provided that
at least some sample of the food exists naturally. And I doubt we'll have to worry about
running out of ocean water."
Both men paused as this sank in. Eventually, Dagher continued.
"Granted, we're going to have to do a lot of testing on the Geminioed food. Your friends in
Algeria can be what Muggles call guinea pigs: if they can eat the food without getting sick
from it or sick OF it, we're in business. Tell Michal Oved that I want to see her immediately.
I want both the Israelis and you fellows testing out these new ideas. Michal Oved will send
you some of the wizards associated with the desalination project, and you are to send the
man who Geminioed the food over to Israel. In the meantime, I'm going to speak to the
Taboo Department and instruct them to take Geminio off the list of proscribed spells."
The Algerian smiled. "I can't help but admit, sir, that this is amazing. Now the Muggles will
be able to enjoy the same bounty that we wizards do, and we don't need to worry about
giving away our secrets."
Dagher nodded. "Indeed. Inform your staff and the Israelis that they may be in the running
for a Millennium Prize. Tell them that they should donate at least 10% of the prize money

into Lowne Paolte's angel fund so it can be reused to work on the remaining problems. And
pray to Allah that Dark wizards won't be able to construct a full nuclear arsenal solely out of
Engorgio and Compressio."
The Algerian ran off. Dagher had about two minutes to work on the crises in Italy, Syrdan,
and Eastern Europe before a man ran into his office with an excited look on his face. The
man was wearing a robe indicating that he was from the Head Astrologer's department.
Dagher turned to him with a smile on his face. "Good afternoon, Paul. What's gotten you so
excited?"
Paul grinned. "Something you were probably responsible for, no doubt. Would you believe
that the latest numbers on the Apolcalypsometer have dropped to 1.9%? It was 2.7%
yesterday! We've gone to DEFCON 4! What happened?"
Dagher explained. "We've just figured out how to solve not only world drought but world
hunger as well. We are on the verge of solving another of the Millennium Problems, Paul. To
top that off, defense is starting to get the upper hand in the arms race with offense thanks
to our magical shields."
The astrologer whistled. "That's amazing! Congratulations!"
"Thank you. What are the major focal points now? Maybe this will clear things up a bit and
remove a bit of the noise."
"Well, there's a small concentration of negative energy in Italy and another one in Syrdan,
as you would expect. However, there is a full-blown vortex developing in Eastern Europe,
focused near the Romanian coast of the Black Sea."
"A vortex?"
"Yes. It's on the same order of magnitude as the one Voldemort had triggered in North
Korea. To be honest, I'm amazed we're at DEFCON 4. I sense major storm clouds on the
horizon, and had a vision of a huge tornado miles across."
Dagher frowned. "It's troubling, but I wouldn't worry about it right now. If it were truly a
problem, we'd probably still be at DEFCON 3 or higher. Is Rasputin involved with this?"
"I believe so, sir. His name is coming up a lot in the discussions."
"Where is he?"
The astrologer shrugged. "We don't know. We're looking around in Eastern Europe and are
being assisted by the Chinese and Korean Ministries of Magic. So far, nothing. However, it's
possible that he's gotten involved with Mab."
"Mab? The insane witch from the medieval era who's been possessing people for hundreds
of years?"
"Yes, sir. I don't want Mab involved here, because I see her as a major wild card. For all we
know, Rasputin is going to try to pick her up, and that will knock some sense into her. You
know Rasputin -- he'd pick up my hippogriff if it were wearing a skirt."

Dagher snorted. "I've got a major file on Mab. Trust me, she can't figure out who she is half
the time. If Rasputin is smart, he'll stay away from her because she could leak information
to anyone."
"I totally agree, sir. What about the two spies who received Muggle tracking information?
Are either of them in the area?"
Dagher shook his head. "The woman is in Syrdan, and the man is in England."
The astrologer froze. "You're seeing Rasputin getting involved in the fight between Syrdan
and Nestor? That could expand things in a hurry."
Dagher winced. "I don't know. You're the astrologer, Paul. Figure it out and get back to me
as soon as you can. Are either of the recent prophecies in play?"
The astrologer hesitated, then nodded. "I believe so, sir. The one about the Romanovs -the Dawn Ash Prophecy -- still appears to have to a few years to go before its denouement.
However, my men are picking up signs that the Mercury and the Bear Prophecy may be on
the verge of being fulfilled."
Dagher nodded. "That could be good to know. How does it go again, and who uttered it?"
"Sybill Trelawney, sir. 'When Mercury is seen in conjunction with the Great Bear, the victor
shall be the vanquished and the vanquished shall be the victor.'" [P.S. That was update 356
or 357]
Dagher grunted. "Trelawney is responsible for the Harry Potter prophecy, is she not?"
"Yes, sir. And we know that one came true."
"Indeed. Do you have any idea who or what Mercury and the Great Bear refer to?"
The astrologer looked at him noncommittally. "We're not sure. We know the Great Bear is
often associated with Russia, and the fact that this problem is in Eastern Europe is an
interesting coincidence."
"Russia has a space program, does it not? Would it involve a Russian mission to Mercury?"
"I doubt it. There have been no Venusian, Martian, or Hermian missions launched from that
area. I -- GOOD GOD!"
Dagher cocked his head. "What?"
The astrologer jerked back in amazement as something occurred to him. "I know a little
Greek, as you would have expected for someone who studied the oracles at Delphi. As you
know, Hermes is the Greek form of the Roman god Mercury."
Dagher nodded. "Yes, I'm aware of that."
"Well, it turns out that there is a feminine form to the name Hermes."
Dagher looked at him in surprise. "There is? What is it?"

"Hermione."
To be continued...

Xandrel,

November 13th, 2011 03:38 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5276248)
"Well, it turns out that there is a feminine form to the name Hermes."
Dagher looked at him in surprise. "There is? What is it?"
"Hermione."
To be continued...
Oh shit, oh shit, oh shit....
:D

thepenguin,

November 13th, 2011 04:27 PM

Isn't there a space project named HERMES around this time? That spacecraft passing
through Ursa Major (The Big Dipper)? Or maybe just the planet Mercury itself rising in
conjunction with the constellation....

acgoldis,
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Quote:

Originally Posted by thepenguin (Post 5276424)
Isn't there a space project named HERMES around this time? That spacecraft passing
through Ursa Major (The Big Dipper)? Or maybe just the planet Mercury itself rising in
conjunction with the constellation....
It's possible. There are Mercury missions going on as we speak in the timeline, and they
could see the planet with Ursa Major behind them if they're in the right orientation relative
to the planet.
Mercury cannot rise in the constellation Ursa Major, at least as seen from Earth.
For Mercury to rise at the same time Ursa Major does, the event would have to take place at
a certain latitude on the Earth's surface. This latitude would change with time as the planet
moves. Note also that it would be a range of latitudes because Ursa Major is actually a
rather large constellation (it's not just the Big Dipper).
Here's info on the HERMES project. It would likely have been unusable in 1996...without

Wizarding help, that is.
http://www.spaceref.com/news/viewpr.html?pid=26259

acgoldis,

November 13th, 2011 08:24 PM

Update #473: All Right, Who Forgot the Heat Shield?
----------Thursday, December 19, 1996
Mir Space Station
Low Earth Orbit
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/2.1%
----------NEXT UP: Half-Anniversary
----------Richard Branson had two weeks preparing for this moment. Now that it was upon him, he
couldn't wait to become the world's first space tourist.
Getting him up there wouldn't be difficult, as Linda Warren had demonstrated with that Nike
so long ago. The question was whether he would be able to adapt to zero gravity. Nothing
the wizards could do -- at least that he knew of -- could simulate gravity, and they wouldn't
be able to do much to reverse loss of bone mass until they got back to the ground. Yes, the
wizards did have something called Skele-Gro. However, they didn't have much experience
using Skele-Gro on Muggles.
They'd sent him on the Vomit Comet a few times. True to form, he had vomited -- but only
once. He personally felt the long periods of accelerating upwards at 2G or whatever it was
more disconcerting than the periods of zero G.
He had gone through a quick briefing on the Soyuz escape module. If the cabin
depressurized due to an electrical failure or meteoroid impact, everyone was going to have
to leave in a hurry by Soyuz. Sending everyone back by Portkey would be difficult as it
would take multiple trips to send everyone back (the mate of the now-famous Nike would
only take one person at a time), and if the environment became hostile before everyone
escaped it was the Soyuz or bust. He really didn't want to land in this thing -- it was so
cramped! How did Apollo and Soyuz era astronauts survive days cooped up in this in the
60's and 70's?
The Mir mission commander had initially been adamantly against any people Portkeying to
the station. Granted, the people would likely behave better than the shoe did. However, the
people would likely require much more magical energy to transport due to their higher
mass. The shoe had apparently not shorted anything out...but would the people? An
electrical failure on Mir would likely knock out both the life-support systems and the Soyuz
as well, leaving the crew in big trouble. It had only been after several attempts to Portkey
humans into Mir mockups which had convinced him that everything was safe. However, just
as a precaution he and the crew would hunker down in the Soyuz at the time Branson came
over.
Television cameras flashed as Linda Warren walked into the room with an old phone
handset in her hand. Laying it on a table, she pointed her wand at the receiver and shouted
"Portus". The handset flickered blue for a moment and drummed on the table for a moment

before falling silent. She then helped Branson into a spacesuit. Although the wizards were
confident everything would be safe, it didn't hurt to make sure nothing would go wrong on
this inaugural mission.
He had originally wanted to do an EVA while he was up here. Astronauts did EVA's on Mir all
the time, and they already had extra spacesuits up there. The problem was that he hadn't
trained for the sight of having absolutely NOTHING underneath his feet. People often got
extreme vertigo the first time they went EVA, and throwing up in a spacesuit would be bad
even if you were a wizard.
His second option -- Portkeying up into empty space with a suit on, falling back towards
Earth, and being whisked away before hitting the atmosphere -- was also not going to work.
If there was nothing underneath his feet, he would likely continue to travel at the speed he
would have been launched from on the Earth's surface -- Earth's rotational velocity. This
would not have been enough to maintain orbit, so he would have started falling down.
Unfortunately, he couldn't go anywhere without a marker to serve as a Portkey destination,
which meant he would arrive just OUTSIDE the space station. This proved problematic as
landing outside a space station while traveling at a different speed from it tends to cause
said space station to crash into you at high speed. Turbulence in the upper atmosphere
could have also finished him off before he had the guts to pull the trigger on the return
journey. And without a heat shield even a temperature increase of 50 Fahrenheit inside the
suit would likely endanger his health.
He reminded himself he should be thankful to able to spend a couple of days on the station
as is. Waving one last time to the crowd, he reached over to the old handset and grasped it
in the suit's stiff grip. He held on tight as the ground zoomed away beneath him, and fought
a brief bout of vertigo as the sky turned black and he found himself hovering over miles and
miles of emptiness. He starting to have second thoughts about all this when he finally
materialized in the middle of a decent-sized module. The bizarre alternate world of the
Portkey disappeared around him and he gasped for a minute in surprise when he realized
gravity wasn't coming back.
He was on Mir, all right. And much to his relief, the lights were still on. He couldn't tell if the
fans and so forth were still running -- the spacesuit was soundproof -- but everything
looked to be OK. There was a brief delay as the Russian space agency told the cosmonauts
everything was all right, and after a few minutes a bunch of men floated into the chamber.
All of them were wearing Russian uniforms.
The man in the front looked like he had swallowed a sour apple. However, the expression on
his face softened quickly. "Welcome to Mir, Mr. Branson. I'm in charge of this facility, and I
give the orders. When I tell you to do something, you do it without hesitation. Magic or no
magic, there are only a few centimeters of material separating us from hard vacuum, and I
don't want you to endanger the rest of us for your...jaunt. Understood?"
Branson nodded and handed over a suitcase. "I do, Commander. In exchange, I give you a
bottle of Skele-Gro to deal with any problems with your bones you have suffered due to the
low gravity."
The commander took the bottle and gestured with his other hand. "Thank you. Now come
with me. And congratulations on being the world's first...space tourist."
-------------------Sanders Household

----------Melissa Sanders squealed in delight. "It's great! She'll love it!"
Her husband looked at the magical teddy bear warily. "Melissa, Hermione is only a couple of
months old. I doubt she can even see it. We can't give it to her yet. Besides, won't she be
intimidated by something about three times as big as she is?"
David Stern frowned. "If you want, I can exchange it for something smaller. Perhaps you
would prefer one the smaller animals I had for my nephew?"
Sanders shook his head. "Don't worry about it -- this will work out fine. We've already got
several introductory toys for her, after all. We'll give the bear to her in a few months."
Not surprisingly, the bear promptly spoke up. Whimpering softly, it said: "You don't want
me?"
Stern laughed quietly to himself, but Sanders actually felt sorry for the animal. "Don't
worry, bear. We'll give you a nice home. However, our daughter is still a bit young for you."
The bear shook its head. "I'm good for kids ages 6 months and up. Is your child six months
old? I can also shrink to a more manageable size you can stick me in a closet or pocket."
Sanders's eyes narrowed, and Stern grew embarrassed. Softly, Stern muttered "oops" as
Sanders began to explain. "She's actually two months old right now. Will it be all right for us
to put you in a closet for the time being? We'll introduce you to her four months or so from
now, when she outgrows her current toys and needs a new one."
The bear seemed to cheer up. "That would be nice! I'm sure she'll be happy. I'll sing songs
to her, make funny noises for her, and so forth. With four months to prepare, I'll have some
really good ones!"
Melissa looked at the bear hopefully. "I don't suppose you'll be able to feed Hermione and
change her diapers as well?"
"I'm sorry, I can't do that. However, I CAN turn different colors. Watch this!"
Sanders rolled his eyes as he picked up the bear -- which had abruptly turned a hideous
shade of purple -- and put it in a closet along with no fewer than ten other Slinky Snakes,
Bubble Rattles, and other toys both magical and mundane. The bear waved goodbye as
Sanders shut the door. Amazingly, it didn't start complaining it was scared of the dark as
soon as the door was closed.
Stern looked at Sanders apologetically. "Izzy, it's not my fault. The guy from Mt. St. Helens
said that people use this toy for Wizarding children as young as 2 months. They told me to
disregard the label."
Sanders sighed. "We don't have wizards in this house most of the time. If something goes
wrong because the toy was inappropriate, we're not going to be able to fix it immediately.
I'm sorry, Dave, but I think the toy will have to wait."
-----------West Bank
------The phone rang in Avigdor's office, and he picked it up. "Hello?"

Shimon sounded frantic on the other end. "Avigdor, look out! The Nephilim have just come
after us! They're evicting us unless we're willing to share our community with Palestinians!"
Avigdor bit his lip. "Shit. Can't you do something about it?"
"Do something? How about running? They've got a least one wizard, and they're all twice as
tall as we are!"
"You're supposed to be a soldier in the army of God, Shimon. Soldiers don't chicken out!"
"Against humans, yes. But against these guys? That's cheat --"
The phone suddenly went dead. Avigdor groaned, hung up, and turned to the rest of the
people in his group.
"All right, fellows. The Nephilim are onto us. Be very careful from now on in. Oh...and arm
yourselves. I'll ask for backup. We can't let these terrorists and heathens take possession of
our land."
To be continued...

Xandrel,
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Talking teddy bear... is there a cowboy and an astronaut in the room as well? :D

acgoldis,

November 13th, 2011 08:43 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Astraan (Post 5277426)
Talking teddy bear... is there a cowboy and an astronaut in the room as well? :D
It's a standard Wizarding toy. I hadn't even thought of the Toy Story reference, believe it or
not. It's just a bear that will be presented to Hermione Sanders at some point.

Xandrel,

November 13th, 2011 09:14 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5277453)
It's a standard Wizarding toy.
Well I hope that it will not be turned into a spider, we know how well that went last time :D

Tirion,

November 13th, 2011 09:24 PM

Good bit about Mab and Rasputin :D I'll have to tie up that plotline too, eventually... first off
is the Naztheros arc, though, sometimes next week... damn, endgame is coming so quickly.
BTW, it may be just me and my interest in Hellsing, but somehow "The Bird of Hermes is
my name, eating my wings to make me tame" came into mind when I read that part about
Mercury-Hermes-Hermoine... and brought up the question: what's that escaped vampire
from about a 100 updates earlier been up to?
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Tirion (Post 5277626)
Good bit about Mab and Rasputin :D I'll have to tie up that plotline too, eventually... first off
is the Naztheros arc, though, sometimes next week... damn, endgame is coming so quickly.
BTW, it may be just me and my interest in Hellsing, but somehow "The Bird of Hermes is
my name, eating my wings to make me tame" came into mind when I read that part about
Mercury-Hermes-Hermoine... and brought up the question: what's that escaped vampire
from about a 100 updates earlier been up to?
Um yeah... I have to get on that one eventually, you may be surprised, but this has
haunted me for quite some time.
I'm not just that talented as a writer (in the sense that I'm not good at dialogues), so I'm
unsure what I should I write.

Xandrel,

November 13th, 2011 10:08 PM

(I really hope this will be okay with you guys...)

Update #473.5
----------Thursday, December 19, 1996
Copenhagen city.
Denmark.
----------It was five months already. Five months since Andrei ran from that cursed island.
He experienced great pains during his travel from Tragura to Denmark.
Thankfully, a group of Merpeople helped him survive.
When they realized that he is a vampire and that Tragura is not so far away, they realized
that he escaped.
Fearing that they will call the wizards to kill him, he was surprised to see that they
congratulated him.

One of them explained that for many years, Merpeople have been against the things that
are going on on that island.
They then helped Drakovski get to Denmark so he can find other vampires and contact the
Danish Ministry of Magic.
However, his plans failed. Just as he predicted, the Wizards on the island realized that he
faked his death and began searching for him.
When they found out that he is not on Tragura and that the Death Barrier is deactivated, a
full-scale alarm was raised and everybody was searching for him.
They managed to get to the Danish Ministry before him and lied to Minister Djorn Kiersted
that Andrei is a wanted Vampire-Criminal.
This of course erased any possibility for him to speak to Kiersted.
Andrei was forced to live in the sewers with some homeless muggles. He didn't mind that,
as he got plenty of blood thanks to that.
At first he wasn't so eager to kill them, they were innocent people after all.
But he had to survive somehow and wizards in the area would surely get him if cows and
other animals started dying.
After about two months, he encountered another Vampire, named Peter Fieldman. He was
British.
He approached him and explained the situation. Peter of course didn't know about Tragura's
existence, but was more than happy to hear that Andrei escaped.
Freedom was a beautiful thing after all.
Drakovski and Fieldman then became close friends and moved to a hotel.
Today they were supposed to meet a friend of Peter's who supposedly had enough power to
free the vampires.
When he finally arrived, Andrei immediately sensed that something wasn't right about the
man.
He seemed suspicious, but the vamprie kept this to himself.
"Welcome. My name is Boris Gawrilenko. I work for a very powerful and wise man. We are
currently recruiting for potential allies.
Here's the deal: we help to free your vampire friends and when the time comes, you help us
fight our enemies."
Drakovski considered the option. Vampires were no pushovers, so certainly a fight wouldn't
be that hard.
And his people would be free! That's a good option.
"Okay. I agree. Can I know how your master is named?"
Boris grinned and looked at the sky for a moment.
"Well, let's just call him Mr. Grigori for now."

To be continued...

Tirion,

November 13th, 2011 10:25 PM

YEEES!!! Looks like there's now a way to upgrade Muggle Black Fist members into
supersoldiers... newborn army / Last Battallion Satanist* Edition here we come! :eek: :D
*Yeah, I know, it's an ignorant slur. Tchernobog isn't Satan, he's the God of Death. Though,
that'd make praying to him quite short:
What do we say to the God of Death?
'Not today'.
:D

acgoldis,

November 17th, 2011 12:20 AM

Update #474: Half-Anniversary
----------Friday, December 20, 1996
Shores of Lake Scrimgeour
London, UK
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/2.1%
----------NEXT UP: Maybe I Can Introduce the Crumple-Horned Snorkack
----------Hermione Granger always thought that she was eloquent and had a strong vocabulary. More
often than not, she was not at a loss for words. However, this was a speech that she was
going to have to work on a great deal. She had only found out about it two days earlier, and
she had been absolutely swamped that day with J. K. Rowling visits, cleaning up the King of
the Wizards set, and mid-terms.
Your mission, should you choose to accept it: write a dignified speech for the six-month
anniversary of the Judgment Day attack and be prepared to present it to the people of
Britain within 48 hours. Oh, and keep in mind that millions, perhaps billions, of people will
be watching you as quite arguably the most famous witch in Britain.
The company that ran the Hogwarts Express had chartered a special train so that everyone
from Hogsmeade could make it to the ceremony, which was going to start at 1:08 PM on
the dot -- the time the initial nuclear weapons had gone off in the Ministry of Magic. All of
the students had been told to dress in the most formal robes they had. There were a couple
of exceptions, though. Hermione was to wear formal (and modest) Muggle clothing because
she was going to be speaking. And there was also King William, who would be wearing
clothing appropriate for his rank. The king wouldn't be speaking, however, as a
representative of the Regency Committee would be doing it in his place.
There had been a brief meeting in the Great Hall before the students and staff had headed
off to the train station. There, Professors Flitwick and Moody had read off, one by one, the
list of students who had died in the Judgment Day attack. The reading had brought back a
lot of memories: Colin Creevey, the owner of a well-known Muggle camera; Justin FinchFletchley, the boy who would have been attacked by a snake had Harry not discovered his

Parselmouth ability. A large number of them had been Muggle-borns who had been living in
and around London with the rest of the Muggle families.
The list had then gone on to include students who had lost relatives in the attack -- that list
was also long and included several students who were now orphans. It also mentioned the
staff members who had been killed in the events leading up to Judgment Day: Minerva
McGonagall and Dolores Umbridge. Such was the solemnity of the occasion that not a single
student laughed or cheered at the mention of Umbridge's death. Finally, Flitwick had
mentioned the people who had been injured or killed in the two attacks on Hogsmeade:
Severus Snape, Albus Dumbledore, and so forth. Ironically, it had been the attacks after
Judgment Day which had done more harm to Hogwarts than the Judgment Day nuke itself.
Ron's face had whitened when Flitwick mentioned the name Fred Weasley. It wasn't much
of a consolation, but Hermione reminded him that had it not been for the fact that the
Weasleys had been on bereavement leave at the time Judgment Day had taken place, Ron
would have likely lost his father as well as another brother. Percy and Arthur Weasley had
been working in the Ministry, after all.
As the students marched into place in the park which now lined Lake Scrimgeour, Ron
turned to Hermione. "I hope this speech goes well, Hermione. I -- whoa, look at Malfoy!"
Ron pointed, and Hermione saw that Malfoy was staring in horror at the ruins which were
still standing. Without Crabbe and Goyle around to bolster his ego, the former school bully
collapsed and fell to his knees. Pansy Parkinson hurried over to his side, and Ron heard
Malfoy sobbing in a trembling voice: "The horror...annihilation...mercy killing...Pansy, hold
me!"
Harry, who had been walking behind Ron and Hermione, nodded. "I was told Draco was
brought to this area shortly after the bomb had gone off and saw the ruins before they were
submerged. Apparently what he saw jolted him enough that he renounced his Death Eater
allegiance. I don't LIKE him all that much, but I can tell he's not as nasty as he once was."
Ron nodded. "If there is anything good that came out of that attack, it was Draco's
reformation."
Hermione glared at him. "I don't think that's appropriate, Ron. One person's change of heart
is not worth the death and traumatization of millions of people. Particularly now."
Ron nodded in understanding as a large group of wizards escorted Nicholas Flamel -- in his
formal robes as Minister of Magic -- over to the Hogwarts delegation. Accompanying the
wizards was a large group of Beefeaters. People melted out of his way as he approached the
Gryffindors.
Flamel put his hand on Hermione's shoulder. "Are you ready, Hermione?"
Hermione nodded. "It's not perfect, but I think it will do. Hopefully the other speakers will
take up my slack."
"Probably. Where's William?"
Hermione pointed, and it was easy to make out King William due to his unusual garb. Flamel
nodded, and the royal guards came and began escorting him to a hastily prepared box on
the shore where he would be watching the ceremony with the Regency Committee.

Hermione saw, much to his surprise, that the Wizarding Queen -- Laura Spencer -- was also
in the royal box along with an Auror in what appeared to be ceremonial garb. Seated next
to Princess Diana, Hermione suddenly noticed how much the two women looked like each
other. Granted, Diana was significantly older. However, it was fairly obvious they were
related.
There were people all around the perimeter of the lake. Ideally, the people invited to speak
would have done so from the center of the lake, right at ground zero. However, there was
no real way to get the Muggles out there, there was still a risk of residual radiation, and it
was still considered disrespectful for anyone to actually enter the water. In lieu of a floating
platform, a large podium had been hastily constructed by the wizards facing away from the
lake, so that the lake would be in the background. Many of the speakers were already
there: Prince Andrew, ex-Grand Mugwump Dialonis, Michael Heseltine, and so forth. There
were two empty chairs reserved for the Minister of Magic and Hermione.
Crowds moved out of the way as the Beefeaters and Aurors cleared a path to the podium.
Hermione was the first to speak, and cameras flashed in her face as she mounted the
podium.
-----"For thousands of years, wizards and Muggles lived, worked, and played together. Wizards
were responsible for helping the human race through many of the difficult periods in history,
and were it not for the close cooperation between our two groups it is quite possible that
the human race could have perished. Most of the interaction between wizards and Muggles
has been done in a spirit of cooperation knowing that it takes both magic and muscle to
create a flourishing society. As Charles Darwin would have said, why would hominids have
evolved Wizarding genes unless they benefited the species in some way?
"This union would not last, however. A little over three hundred years ago, influential
members of Muggle society fostered distrust between wizards and Muggles and began to
persecute wizards. This caused the wizards to go into hiding, and the Industrial Revolution
took place as the Muggles found themselves turning to technology to replace the skills
which had been lost via magic. Several generations of people grew up not knowing that
magic was even possible. Yes, stories about witches and wizards existed. However, with no
evidence to support them, they soon were passed off as myths or legends.
"It took a sheer accident to pierce the wizards' veil of secrecy and bring them back to the
attention of the Muggles. In August 1995, a young British wizard was caught on film when a
Muggle soft drink company was preparing a television commercial for the Super Bowl, the
championship match for American football. The wizards tried to prevent the information
from spreading into the Muggle world, but to no avail. The footage with the wizard was
shown during the Super Bowl, and it soon made it onto the Internet at the end of January
1996. Once it reached the Internet, the information spread worldwide and the wizards
admitted that they could no longer contain it.
"After a brief period of time when the two communities were feeling each other out, the
wizards went right back to helping the Muggles improve their world. This time, however,
information went two ways: Muggles introduced wizards to the wonders of modern
technology, and wizards showed the Muggles what magic could do. The combination of
technology and magic has ushered in a brand-new era of discovery when problems which
had been deemed intractable to one of the two groups suddenly were found to have easy
solutions if one looked at the problem another way.
"Magic has made childbirth significantly simpler, and safer, for both mother and baby. It is

now possible to travel from place to place in a snap, reducing the stress on the environment
and fossil fuel use. Just recently we sent the first tourist into space as we finally begin to
send human beings into space on a regular basis. We have explored planets we have never
been to before, and we have discovered evidence of past life on Mars. New landmasses
have been discovered in the Pacific Ocean, and Jonathan Swift has been vindicated in his
geography lessons. World hunger and world drought have been solved, two problems which
have been synonymous with impossibility in the Muggle world. We have discovered several
new hominid species and have found that they are, for the most part, all versions of Homo
sapiens. What's more, these species are all intelligent and civilized. My boyfriend's future
sister-in-law is, in fact, a veela, an attractive woman who looks to most people like a normal
person but is in reality a member of Homo sapiens nestora. Very likely these veela have
been walking among you without anyone realizing they weren't stock Homo sapiens. Some
of you may even be veela and not know it.
"The wizards have benefited from Muggle technology as well. It was widely believed that
lycanthropy, the disease which turned people into werewolves, had no cure other than a
risky potion which needed to be taken once a month. Thanks to science, however, not only
do we have a Wolfsbane Pill in the works but there has been work on a lycanthropy vaccine.
Geneticists have discovered the genes responsible for magic use and have shocked the
Wizarding world that it is possible to be a "half-wizard"...and the half-wizards are two
hundred times as common as full wizards. Thanks to this discovery, we may be on the
verge of a revolution where the number of people eligible to be wizards has been increased
by a factor of 100. Magical devices for storing data and information, such as Pensieves, can
now be supplement by computers. What is easier to misplace, one sheet in a package of 50
unbound pieces of parchment or an entire personal computer where one can call up
anything one wants on a moment's notice?
"Unfortunately, just as there are criminals in the Muggle world, there are also bad apples in
the Wizarding world. Lord Voldemort, also known as Tom Marvolo Riddle, was about as bad
as they got. A firm believer that wizards were superior to Muggles, he was also a believer in
eugenics and thought that 'inferior' individuals such as a Muggle-born wizards and Muggles
should be eradicated or controlled. If that sounds a lot like what Hitler did to the Jews and
other minorities during the Second World War, it should. In one very real sense, Voldemort
and the Death Eaters were to the Wizarding world what Hitler and the Gestapo were to
Europe.
"On May 21st, about a month before Judgment Day, Voldemort came to power in a coup in
North Korea. With the power of a nation at his beck and call, he began to plot his takeover
of the world in the name of eugenics and 'blood status', as he would call it. He was
eventually overthrown on June 20th, at 1:08 AM London time. However, he had planned a
nasty surprise for the world, and his death curse detonated a nuclear bomb in the British
Ministry of Magic, right beneath our feet, twelve hours later.
"Once again, the world was threatened with the destruction of civilization, and once again
the wizards responded. For the first time in over 3500 years, Atlantis executed the
Judgment Day protocol and destroyed the rest of Voldemort's forces, including several
terrorist groups he armed with nuclear weapons. Atlantis did precisely what it was supposed
to do: stay out of the way for the most part and let the world do its thing without
interference. However, when the security of the human race as a whole was threatened, in
this case due to nuclear war, it had to intervene. And intervene it did. Had it not been for
the gallant work of Grand Mugwump Dialonis, we would likely not be here listening to this
speech.

"The message I would like to leave you with is this. There is a long history of cooperation
between Muggles and wizards. Yes, there will be times when wizards will try to have their
way with Muggles. When that happens, disasters can happen, like the one which happened
here. However, one must realize that those are the exceptions rather than the norm. Just as
most Muggles are not like Hitler, most wizards are not like Voldemort. We are here to help
the Muggle world, just as we always have. Do not let the misguided actions of one lunatic
poison a relationship which is beneficial to both parties."
To be continued...
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Update #475: Maybe I Can Introduce the Crumple-Horned Snorkack
----------Friday, December 20, 1996
Shores of Lake Scrimgeour
London, UK
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/2.1%
----------NEXT UP: I Know, Old People Like To Sleep
----------Luna Lovegood was bored. Hermione's speech had been interesting, but the other speakers
hadn't really turned her on all that much. To make matters worse, it was snowing out and
they were going to be out here until at least 4:30, the moment the anti-magic EMPs had
drained away after the Judgment Day declaration. She knew, of course, that she had to stay
put, especially as a member of Ravenclaw. A large number of the Ravenclaw sixth-years
had been trapped on top of the Astronomy Tower when that animated snake had attacked
Hogwarts, and most of those people had lost their lives. She had to admit that had
Professor Sinistra scheduled the Astronomy classes any other way, it would have been Luna
herself who would have been trapped on top of the tower.
That wasn't to say that Luna had gotten away scot free. The second attack, the Britain for
Humans one, had ruined her eyes and forced her to wear Moody-style artificial eyes.
Considerating the alternative, she didn't mind the artificial eyes. However, the fact that she
had to wear -- at least for the time being -- that bizarre headband over her eyes had made
her the butt of Geordi LaForge jokes. Merlin's beard, even the Muggle actor who had played
the Pope had compared her to LaForge! Although the actor had explained that LaForge had
done amazing things on the show and had saved the characters time and time again, that
knowledge didn't do much good when it came to preventing other students from taunting
her.
She got up momentarily -- earning her a frown from her Head of House -- and moved her
chair closer to the edge of the lake. If she was going to stay here for an extended period of
time, she would at least give the naturalist within her free rein and look at the fish. Not
surprisingly, Rolf Scamander followed her over to the lakeshore. Luna didn't really know
what to do about Rolf. She wasn't exactly crazy about him, and she didn't need a boyfriend
as she was already dating Neville Longbottom. However, it was obvious that he was crazy
about HER -- and it wasn't entirely because she was a naturalist. She had tried to convince
him several times that she wasn't available, but of course Rolf wouldn't take no for an
answer. Damn fifth years!
She had to admit, though, that Rolf's desire to learn more about wildlife through Luna was a

valid rason for him to sit next to her. Grunting silently to herself, she made room for him
next to the lake and started looking into the lake so she could focus on something more
interesting than long-winded British diplomats.
She watched as a few fish swam lazily around near the edge of the lake. Most of the floating
litter which had been lying in the drowned towns had been cleaned up and washed
downstream, and the water was relatively clear. She saw a few fish here and there, though
most of them were smal and familiar. There wasn't enough radiation at this point anymore
to really endanger anything which stayed there for short periods of time.
Her eyes widened as a bizarre purple sea snake about a couple of feet long undulated its
way downstream. She had never seen anything like that before, and come to think of she
could remember seeing anything that color before. Hoping that it wasn't her new eyes
messing around with colors, she tapped Rolf on the shoulder and winced internally as he
stared hopefully at her.
She shook her head and pointed at the snake. "Rolf, what kind of snake is that?"
Rolf's gaze followed her finger. "What kind of snake is what?"
"That. The purple one."
"Huh! I don't see any snake. Is this another of your Crumple-Horned Snorkacks or a real
invisible creature you're picking up with your new eyes?"
"It's there all right. Look, it's coming in our direction now. And yes, the Crumple-Horned
Snorkack exists."
Rolf shook his head. "I -- wait a minute. I do see ripples on the surface which could be
made by a swimming eel or fish, yet I don't see the fish. I don't know if the snow is in the
way, though."
"It's not -- I can see it quite clearly. It's a brilliant purple, a shade I didn't realize was
possible before I got these new eyes. I suspect it's an ultraviolet-only species."
Rolf's excitement began to grow. "I think you're right. This could very well be creature
invisible to normal sight. There's only one way to find out. We need someone with one
normal eye and one...artificial eye. If it can only be seen with one eye..."
Rolf and Luna looked at each other, nodded, and started scanning the crowd for Moody.
Moody was around, of course, but he was sitting with the rest of the teachers and paying
attention to the speakers. A lot of good that was going to do, she thought. She wasn't going
to get a chance to complete this discovery.
Unless...Luna looked down the row of Ravenclaw students until she saw a seventh-year.
Discreetly telling the students in between to get her attention, she mouthed: "Robin! You're
seventeen, right?"
The seventh-year looked at her in bewilderment. "Yes. Why?"
Luna pointed at the ripples in the lake above the mysterious snake, now maybe twenty feet
from the edge. "You can cast spells outside of school. There's an unusual sea snake in the
water where those ripples are. I need you to cast a spell to make sure it doesn't go away."

The seventh-year turned to the lake and blinked. "I don't see --"
Luna caught a glimpse of her Head of House out of the corner of her eye and realized she
had to hurry. "I know, you can't see it. However, I can. We need to catch it so we can study
it."
Robin looked at Luna irritably. "Luna, this isn't the time to be catching fish. In case you're
wondering, I lost my boyfriend in the attack on --"
An adult's voice cut Robin off. "WHAT ARE YOU DOING? Ten points from Ravenclaw!"
Rolf gulped as Luna spun to see her Head of House staring her in the face. With Flitwick
forced into the headmaster's office by virtue of his seniority and the deaths or incapacitation
of most of the staff members present during the Super Bowl Breach, a man from
Hogsmeade -- a Ravenclaw alumnus -- had taken over duties of Head of House.
Luna tried to explain. "Sir, I have a very good explanation for this. You're aware that I'm
able to see things with my new eyes which were invisible to human beings before?"
"Yes, I'm aware of that. However, excitement over your new eyes does not allow you to
besmirch the reputation of Hogwarts at a time like this! Particularly given how many of our
housemates were killed during the snake attack!"
Luna shook her head. "This is important, sir. You see, I believe I've discovered a brand new
species of snake. We believe it's visible only in the ultraviolet, and I can see ultraviolet with
these eyes. Now that you're here, you can cast a spell which can keep it near the edge of
the lake until the end of the ceremony, at which point we can capture it and study it". The
Head of House looked at her warily as Rolf added: "I think she's right, sir. I can see ripples
in the lake but no animal making them."
The Head of House looked as if he were going to explode. "That's the wind, Mr. Scamander.
It's not an animal. We see that all the time."
"It's not, sir. For all we know, those wind ripples could be due to these snakes half the time
and we'd have never known unless we'd been able to see ultraviolet. I'll swear under
Veritaserum."
The Head of House raised an eyebrow and grinned slightly. "Will you also swear that Moody
will be able to see it as well? For some reason, the Muggle story of the boy who cried wolf
comes to mind."
"Absolutely, sir."
The Head of House hesitated. Luna could understand what he was thinking: this could be a
once in a lifetime discovery, particularly if she was the only person who could study it...a
discovery which could conceivably earn Ravenclaw more points. Ravenclaw had a lot of
ground to catch up, especially now that Slytherin had padded its lead with Draco Malfoy's
jet-powered broom. Eventually, he grunted and brought out his wand. "All right, I'll humor
you, at least so you can shut up and treat this ceremony with dignity and respect. Where is
the beast?"
Luna looked over the lake. The snow was getting heavier, and she was having trouble

seeing. Eventually, though..."There! It's about thirty feet away from the shoreline now. You
can't see it, so follow my finger."
Judging distances with a critical eye, the Head of House brought out his wand and waved it
irritably. The surface of the water shimmered for a moment, and a barely visible bubble
about twenty feet in diameter suddenly cut off part of the surface of the water. The snow
slowly started to accumulate on top of it, and the Head of House quickly heated the surface
of the bubble so that the snow would melt and not distract from the proceedings.
The Head of House pointed. "There. Is that good enough?"
Luna glanced at the bubble and saw that the snake was indeed trapped. She watched as it
bashed into the bubble, reared up (oddly enough, there were little yellowish polka dots on
its underside, which presumably were there to mimic flashes of sunlight), and tried to figure
out what was going on. "It is. Thank you for your assistance, sir. I assure you, this
discovery will earn our house points and not distract from the ceremony."
The Head of House walked away. "It had better, Miss Lovegood. It had better. If it doesn't,
this house is going to be losing ten more points and I'm going to be very cross with you."
Rolf and Luna looked at each other and smiled. Rolf, naturally, took this as a come-on, and
she firmly shook her head once again and changed the subject. "All right, Rolf. We've got
ourselves a new snake. When we're done with this meeting, we'll hand it over to Moody and
Grubbly-Plank and see what they make of it. I think we've earned ourselves at least thirty
points for this. Agreed?"
Rolf nodded. "Agreed. Now let's get back to the ceremony before we get ourselves into even
more trouble."
With that, the two students turned to face the speakers and distracted themselves by
thinking about the new snake (and occasionally glancing at it). Without even thinking, two
words came to Luna:
"Serpens lovegoodii".
Unfortunately, at the same time they came to her, Rolf distracted her with two of his own:
"Serpens scamanderii".
To be continued...
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Well it IS Luna who can see the snake so I'd say she gets to name it.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Astraan (Post 5295481)

Well it IS Luna who can see the snake so I'd say she gets to name it.
You are correct :)
FYI -- 25 updates left. According to the schedule all of them but two (478 and 480) involve
at least SOME stuff related to (or softening up for) the Battle of Buyan. I can't believe we're
getting close to the end. For those familiar with the Wheel of Time series, Tarmon Gai'don is
upon us :)
I honestly never thought we'd make it to the final battle.
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What are you going to do when you finish this timeline? Go to disneyland? :D
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Astraan (Post 5295622)
What are you going to do when you finish this timeline? Go to disneyland? :D
Probably go back to my real life. I'm getting a bit tired, to be honest. It's a good thing I'm
stopping when I am. Various relatives are telling me I should start interacting with people
more often again in real life :)
Actually, the most obvious thing to do after I finish is to actually work on the Wiki in case
the Shared World wants to use it (assuming enough people are still paying attention to
warrant it)
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Update #476: I Know, Old People Like To Sleep
----------Friday, December 21, 1996
de Lourdes Residence
Hogsmeade
United Kingdom
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/2.4%
----------NEXT UP: Wizard Travel Agent
----------Hugh de Lourdes looked at the Pensieve and frowned. The normally clear liquid was starting
to glow faintly, a sign that it couldn't hold much more information. Most modern Pensieves
boasted that they could hold 600 man-years of information, far more than any family
needed. However, Hugh wasn't an ordinary man. He had already lived for over 600 years,
and if he ever chose to reconstruct the Philosopher's Stone from the memories stored in the
Pensieve he'd have to find one which stored memories for even longer.

The first Pensieve he'd used, back in the fourteenth century, had been only able to store
100 years' worth of information. That had naturally run out by the middle of the fifteenth
century, at which point he had been forced buy a second Pensieve and start filling IT up. He
thought back to his little house back in the 1700's which had been chock-full of Pensieves.
Eventually, Pensieve technology had improved to the point where he would be able to get
away with one Pensieve...but for how much longer? Should have try to bring out one of the
old fourteenth-century Pensieves out of storage and fill that up? He had no idea how well it
worked after all these years.
He eventually decided that he would stop putting memories in the Pensieve once it filled up.
He figured that he only had maybe forty more years of life left, which was probably about
the amount of memory space the Pensieve had left. If he ever decided to reconstruct the
Stone out of the memories in the Pensieves, he'd buy another to keep the memories going.
He had placed an enchantment on the Pensieve which would allow only him to access the
Stone. If someone else stuck his head in the bowl with thoughts about the Elixir of Life in
his mind, he'd just draw a blank. Hugh hadn't been kidding when he had told Sofia Dippet
that no one would be able to access those memories. Hell, the Pensieve itself was in a closet
with a locked secret door!
He tapped his head with his wand and extracted a stream of memory from yesterday's
Judgment Day commemoration. It had gone more or less as planned. His master had given
a speech and had gone briefly into the chaos which had accompanied the last time Atlantis
had gone to DEFCON 1 prior to this year. Most people knew the story, of course, and now
the Muggles did as well thanks to the play the Hogwarts students had put on. He explained
that in one sense Atlantis had been at a greater risk of losing its own wizards during the
Koschei crisis than during Judgment Day because there had not been any anti-magic EMP's
protecting the wizards at the time the Black Death was going on. That, and the fact that
even wizards weren't 100% sure what caused disease to spread in those days.
He had been stunned to hear that Hermione had actually written her own speech. She was
becoming extremely popular, though Hugh, and it was only a matter of time until she
became Minister of Magic. You couldn't pick a better Minister in the post-Statute era,
especially since she came from a Muggle background!
He had just finished storing his memories and putting away the Pensieve when he heard a
knock on his door. He looked at the door and frowned: he hadn't been expecting guests.
What was this? Cautiously, he walked to the door and said: "Hello?"
A man's voice answered. "Mr. de Lourdes, I'm George Galway, and I'm a senior at
Cambridge. I'm doing some research on senior citizens my thesis and I was wondering if I
could interview you."
Hugh looked at the door in surprise. "You're a Muggle, right?"
"Yes, sir."
"I'm not really sure if I count as a senior citizen in this regard. Biologically, I'm only in my
fifties. Yes, I'm a bit older than that, but in terms of physical health I'm like anyone else in
his fifties."
"I'm studying memory issues, sir, and the possibility that people's brains can fill up as they

get older. You're about the oldest person I can get my hands on without trying to get an
audience with the Minister of Magic."
Hugh looked out the window and saw that there was a station wagon parked outside. Oddly
enough, it had the name of a delivery company on it. The Muggle must have come in that
car, he thought. He wondered if the Muggle's father ran a delivering company.
The Muggle spoke once more. "Do you have the time to answer a few questions, sir? It will
only take maybe 30 minutes or so."
Hugh shrugged. "I don't see why not. There's nothing urgent going on right now. However,
I'm surprised you didn't call beforehand."
"I didn't know they had phones in Hogsmeade, sir."
Hugh laughed. "That's understandable. If you need to contact me again after this, look me
up."
The student chuckled. "Thank you, sir. Can I come in?"
"Certainly. However, I don't really have much food for you right now. Let me get the door."
Hugh opened the door and saw a man who appeared to be in his mid-twenties, perhaps
younger. Not surprisingly, he had a Cambridge sweater on. He had a briefcase in his hand
and a sly smile on his face.
Hugh held the door open so that the student could walk in. The smile was easy to
understand -- if you want to talk to someone with a lot of memories, why not get someone
who's overflowing Pensieves with them? An interview with one of the three ancient wizards
would be an absolute coup.
The student walked in and sat down on the couch. Hugh, ever the gracious host, started
walking off to the kitchen as he heard the student starting to open his briefcase. "I'm afraid
all I have in the Muggle drink areas are Coke, Sprite, ginger ale, and -- ow!"
Hugh winced in pain as something pricked him in the neck. He spun, and his eyes widened
when saw the student standing behind him with a syringe in his hand. He began to grow
sleepy, and he had just enough time to wonder 'what the hell?" before he fell unconscious.
-----Henry Woodman threw the syringe back into the suitcase and did what he could to catch the
wizard before he fell to the ground. If the Russian fellows were right, Hugh would be out for
at least eight hours and would have virtually no memories of what had happened for about
twenty minutes before the attack.
He dragged the wizard over to the couch and went back to the station wagon, where he
spoke with his accomplice. "Piece of cake, my friend. He headed out to the kitchen and I got
him in the neck. He went out like a light. He trusts us Muggles a great deal, it looks like."
The accomplice smlied. "Good. I'll unlock the trunk so we can take the... other type of trunk
out. I hope we're going to be able to lift him -- how much does he weigh?"
"He looks to be about 65 kilos or so. Not a bantamweight, but there are two of us here.
We'll be able to do it."

Both men smiled as the accomplice put the moving company's hat on his head (where had
those Russian blokes gotten the car from?) popped the trunk, and brought out a large,
padded box marked with the moving company's logo -- and a few air holes. They brought it
into the house and laid it next to the sleeping wizard.
Making sure the wizard was still alive and the padding was good enough to transport their
new hostage without hurting him more, they folded up Hugh like a pocket knife and placed
him in the trunk. The handling wasn't particularly gentle, but the man never noticed.
They tried to play it casually as they put the syringe back in the suitcase, but the suitcase in
the trunk, closed the trunk, and carried it back over to the car. They then placed Hugh's
new home back in the trunk of the car. Once that was done, they lowered the partition
between the trunk and the back seat designed for large loads. Hopefully that would improve
Hugh's air circulation during the trip back.
Woodman grinned. This had been easy, and no one had really noticed anything. As far as
the rest of the community knew, someone had delivered a Muggle item to Hugh's house.
Perhaps he was interested in Muggle items now that he could collect them more freely.
Inevitably, the wizards would catch them. However, by then it would be too late. Hugh
would be in the safe house and -- at least according to the Russians -- even the wizards
wouldn't be able to find him there. He didn't know how the Russians would be able to
manage that, though, and he sure hoped the Russians knew what they were doing.
Woodman was happy at least for one thing. They had struck back against the forces of evil
and taken a wizard hostage. If everything went as planned, they would have the Minister of
Magic completely at their mercy. The goal was to retrieve Hugh, alive, as a possible hostage
and make sure he stayed put until the end of the year. Mission accomplished.
------------------Flamel Residence
---------The two Black Fist members parked their moving van outside the Flamels' house. As far as
they could tell, no one was suspecting anything. Their spotter confirmed that Hugh and his
wife were both in the building and were ready to be taken out. The spotter did not see
Hugh, however, which was good -- it would have been more difficult to take out three
people. Hopefully Woodman would get the job done over at Hugh's house.
The two men had heard rumors that someone had already broken into the Flamel house
once and that it was only protected by a Muggle burglar alarm in case Muggles had visited
prior to the fall of the Statute. Both Black Fist members were good with dismantling alarms,
and they were convinced that as long as they didn't try to steal anything the magical alarms
inside the house would not go off.
Grinning, the first cultist came up to the door. He knocked, and for a few seconds nothing
happened. Finally, someone responded. But it was neither Flamel nor his wife.
A man in a gray robe tapped the cultist on the shoulder. "I'm sorry, sir, but this is a
restricted area."
The cultist blinked. "Who are you? I need to talk to Dr. Flamel about something. He's
expecting me."

The robed man's eyes hardened. "He's actually not expecting anyone right now, which
makes me wonder why you're here. As far as your other question goes, I am an Auror who
has spent time with British special forces. I'm part of the Minister of Magic's personal
guard."
The cultist didn't like where this was going. He glanced back at the car with a worried
expression on his face as the Auror said: "May I see your ID please? This is highly irregular,
sir. Perhaps the Minister simply forgot to tell me, in which case I'll let you right in. This is all
for the Minister's safety, after all. Britain for Humans has just been taken out of business,
which means that there are probably several pissed off Britain for Humans members
seeking revenge."
The cultist's eyes widened at the last statement, and the Auror's eyes went flat. It finally
dawned on the cultist that the last statement had been a trap and he had fallen right into it.
The Auror took out his wand and Stunned the cultist as no fewer than three more Aurors
appeared out of nowhere. "Sir, you are under arrest. Keep your hands where we can see
them. Otherwise, we may be forced to hex you with worse than a Stunning Spell."
Two of the Aurors dealt with the cultist as the other two started walking towards the car.
The second Black Fist member, realizing the game was up, immediately gunned the motor.
He didn't get far, however, before a blue beam hit the car and it screeched to a halt with
smoke rising from its engine.
To be continued...
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Update #477: Wizard Travel Agent
----------Friday, December 21, 1996
Baghdad
Iraq
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/2.6%
----------NEXT UP: Love Bites
----------Daryna Vovchanckaya had just finished meeting with the Death Eaters, and as far as she
could tell they were all ready to launch their attempted takeover of Iraq. The Death Eaters,
supplemented by several Black God cultists, would Apparate into Saddam Hussein's
government compound (or at least as close to it as possible), assassinate or Imperius him,
and take over the country. This scheme had already been shown to work during the run-up
to Judgment Day, and it would actually be relatively easy in Iraq because of two reasons.
First, Atlantis was (at least for the time being) not allowed to intervene because the city had
been at DEFCON 3 for a long time. Second, the Iraqi Ministry of Magic -- such as it was -consisted almost entirely of Death Eaters and Black Fists. If Saddam expected his own
wizards to help defend his state, he would be sorely mistaken.
If everything went as planned, the Death Eaters would transform Iraq into a Wizarding state
similar to Syrdan but with Islam as its primary faith. Any Muggle or Atlantean interference

would result in a magical blockade of the Straits of Hormuz along with possible disruption of
the world's oil supplies. The destruction of the oil wouldn't hurt the Death Eaters at all
because they could supply stuff by magic. Muggles, on the other hand, would not be as
lucky. They would depend on the wizards to supply them with everything, which would place
the wizards in a position of authority over the Muggles.
In exchange for this assistance, Rasputin and his underlings would be allowed free rein in
Iraq as long as they did not try to overthrow the government. They would be allowed into
the government in advisory roles provided that they converted to Islam. They would also be
allowed yahoos at a reduced price.
What the Death Eaters didn't realize is that the treaty was with Rasputin, not with Koschei.
Rasputin was indeed planning to honor it. However, there was nothing saying Koschei had
to. Koschei could order the Black Fist to take over Iraq and there was legally nothing the
Death Eaters could do to stop it. Since Koschei would have had to get rid of the Death
Eaters at some point anyone to consolidate his control over the world, it would only be a
matter of time until he turned on them. The Death Eaters, naturally, didn't know about
Koschei. They didn't really have to know, after all.
A loud hoot interrupted her train of thought. She turned and saw a snowy owl in the window
with (to most people) nothing in its talons. She knew, however, that there was an invisible
piece of parchment in its claws. Making sure she was alone, she probed the animal's leg
until she found the parchment. She retrieved it, placed it on the table in front of her, and
tapped her wand on it to make it visible once again.
------To all of my followers, Muggle and Wizarding.
The time has come to prepare for Lord Koschei's return to our world. As you know, in less than a week
and a half I shall perform the ceremony which will restore Koschei to child form and then use the Elixir of
Life to bring him back completely. This will take place on the secret island of Buyan, whose location only
I know. This is because I am currently Lord Koschei's Gatekeeper, and by extension Secret-Keeper for the
island.
It is extremely unlikely that Atlantis knows that Buyan still exists, let alone able to find it. However, I do
not wish to take any chances with our lord's return. To that end, I would like all of my followers to travel
to the safe house in Constanta, Romania, over the next ten days. Once there, I will personally escort you
to Buyan and let you in on the secret. If Atlantis does try to interfere when I bring Lord Koschei back, we
will be there to stop him.
You do not have to come immediately. However, make sure to be there by the 31st. Be advised that once I
escort you to the island, you are not leaving Buyan until I have performed the ceremony. After all, the
fewer people outside Buyan who know of the island's existence, the better.
There are few facilities on the island, and those which do exist are mostly based around an old Roman
fort. You will need to bring food for however long you wish to stay, which must be at least until the end
of the year. I recommend bringing tents and heating equipment as it can get very cold out here. Muggle
agents should get in touch with one of the wizards to provide them with magical shelter before traveling
to Buyan.
I will make one trip every two or three days until all of you are on the island. You will be escorted
offshore as a group and then be given the coordinates of Buyan where no one else can see you. We will
then fly to Buyan and get set up. Muggles, be advised that you will have to travel behind wizards on

broomsticks. We cannot allow Muggle cameras and satellites to tell everyone where we are going.
This is our moment of triumph, ladies and gentlemen. 1997 will usher in the beginning of the Age of
Koschei, when our master will supplant Atlantis as the ruler of the Wizarding, and soon the Muggle,
world. All of us will become part of Koschei's cabinet and will soon find ourselves with power over
billions.
We will likely be immortal as well. Thanks to the ingenious work of our late friend Laronov, we have our
own pirated copy of the Philosopher's Stone. As long as we prepare and drink the Elixir of Life, we will
not age. In addition, we have kidnapped Hugh de Lourdes, one of the people who helped develop the
Stone. If we are lucky, he will be willing to save his own life to create more Stones for us and ensure that
we are the only people who have them. All other copies of the Stone have been destroyed, and we plan to
send a message to Nicholas Flamel telling him that we will kill Hugh if Flamel ever tries to interfere or
create another Stone. Ideally, we would have kidnapped both Flamels as well, but we were unlucky in
that regard.
Until such time that we have multiple Philosopher's Stones, use of the Elixir of Life will be on an
emergency-only basis. There is going to be a large cache of Elixir in cave on the northwest shore of the
island. I have placed a spell upon it which will only allow people in if they are in life-threatening
situations. We will not waste the Elixir on anything trivial, my friends, until we no longer need to worry
about wasting it.
Note that you will be able to Apparate here. Our men have already taken control of the Russian and
Ukrainian consulates, Imperiusing everyone so they work for us and don't tell anyone. Since the vast
majority of us are Russian or Ukrainian citizens, this is not considered an international Apparition. This
will make things much easier for all of us.
Ten more days and the world will be ours. Long live the Black God.
Sincerely,
Grigori Rasputin
------Vovchanckaya looked at the note in amazement. It would take her a day or so to pack and
put everything together. However, she wanted to go to Buyan as soon as possible. Buyan
was, after all, the ultimate safe house. No one would be able to threaten her once she
moved there.
She would spend the rest of the day preparing for the journey, magicking up warm tents
and clothing. First thing tomorrow morning, she'd head on over there. She was really
excited about this. It was about time their dream came true and it became more than just
talk.
The Death Eaters in Iraq would probably be excited when Rasputin told them to launch their
attack as well. What they did not realize, however, was that their takeover of Iraq would
only be a diversion from the main event on Buyan.
------------British Ministry of Magic
London
------Nicholas Flamel, flanked by no fewer than eight Aurors, looked at the captured Black God
cultist in a fury. "All right, Mr. Kamalin. Who are you working for, and why did you try to

break into my house?"
The cultist sneered at him. "Go to hell, you bastard."
Flamel shrugged and turned to the Auror next to him. "All right, Dave, give him the
Veritaserum."
The Auror's face was grim as he nodded at the two men standing behind the prisoner. In
one sudden movement, the men forced open the cultist's mouth so that Dave could pour
the Veritaserum down his gullet. The prisoner tried to spit it out, but the guards clamped
the man's mouth shut after pouring in the potion and forcing him to swallow it. It took a few
moments for the Veritaserum to take effect. When Flamel judged that the time was right,
he resumed the interrogation.
"All right Mr. Kamalin. What's your name, and who do you work for?"
The man stared at him through partially glazed eyes. "My name is Ivan Kamalin, and I'm a
Black God cultist."
There was an audible gasp as several of the Aurors registered their surprise. Everyone had
thought that he had been working for Britain for Humans and had planned this attack to
avenge the group's capture.
Flamel's eyes narrowed. "You're a Black God cultist, I see? One who just happens to have
been supporting Britain for Humans as well?"
Kamalin shook his head. "I'm not a member of Britain for Humans, Minister. I've met a
couple of Britain for Humans members, but I haven't done much work with them."
"So Britain for Humans has nothing to do with this home invasion?"
"No, sir. At least as far as I know."
"Who's your immediate supervisor? Who sent you on this mission?"
"Genya Zygonov."
Flamel whistled: the name sounded familiar. He shot a questioning glance at the Auror next
to him, and the Auror nodded quickly. "He's Grigori Rasputin's primary hit man. Zygonov
was the man behind the attack on Hogwarts that killed Severus Snape and injured Albus
Dumbledore."
Flamel grimaced. "The one that won Rasputin the Elder Wand?"
Dave nodded. "The same, Minister."
Flamel turned back to the prisoner. "Where is Zygonov, Mr. Kamalin?"
Kamalin shrugged. "I don't know, sir. He said he would contact me within five days if the
mission succeeded."
One of the other Aurors swore. "Zygonov's being very careful here -- he figured that there
was a strong possibility this mission would fail given the security forces protecting the

Minister of Magic."
Flamel nodded and continued the interrogation. "Zygonov works for Rasputin, right?"
"Yes, Minister."
"Why has Rasputin targeted me?"
Kamalin shrugged. "I don't know, Minister. All I was told to do was kidnap, and if necessary
kill, you and your wife."
Flamel's heart leapt into his throat. Growling ominously, he pointed his wand between
Kamalin's eyes. "You planned to attack my wife as well?"
Kamalin nodded. "Yes, Minister."
The Auror nodded brusquely and cut in. "There were two crates in the back of the moving
van, both with air holes. It was obviously both you and she were being targeted."
Flamel could barely restrain himself from obliterating the man where he stood. "What has
my wife done to you? Why are you doing this?"
Kamalin winced. "It was just a job. You'll have to ask Zygonov if you run into him."
Flamel's mind raced. "Why..."
Then it hit him. "The Stone! Admit it, Mr. Kamalin! He's after the Stone, right?"
The prisoner shrugged. "I don't know. It's possible, though. I've heard amazing things about
the Stone. I wouldn't mind having one myself. I don't suppose..."
The Aurors started all started babbling at Flamel at the same time. "You can't give it to him,
Minister. You know better than that."
Flamel shook his head. "I can't give it to him as I don't have the instructions either
anymore! However, something doesn't make sense. Why would he try to kidnap both me
and my wife? Kidnapping me makes sense because they could force me to make more
Stones -- they didn't know any better. Kidnapping her makes sense because she would
make a good hostage if they were to force me to make the Stone. Kidnapping both of us,
however, makes NO sense."
He paused, and his eyes widened. Suddenly, he turned back to the prisoner. "Wait a
minute. You said one option was to kill both of us, right?"
The prisoner nodded. "Yes."
Flamel swore even more loudly. "Then it can't be the Stone he's after. He must know that if
I die, no one can make the Stone. Everyone associates the Stone with me and only me -and now that we've taken out Harold-Green, they're no longer an option. They must already
know that if I die, the Stone goes with me!"
A third Auror frowned. "What you say makes sense, Minister. I don't think he is after the
Stone. I --"

The Auror was cut off by an abrupt "Sir!" from the doorway. Everyone turned to face the
door, where another aide was waving a document in his face.
Flamel rolled his eyes and glared at the aide. "Michael, this is not the time. I'm busy with
the interrogation here."
The aide shook his head. "This is urgent, sir. We have a letter from Grigori Rasputin. He
claims to have kidnapped Hugh de Lourdes and threatens to kill him if we try to rescue him.
He also demands that you not make any more Philosopher's Stones, nor instruct anyone
else in making Philosopher's Stones."
Flamel shrieked, "WHAT? What the hell does Rasputin want with Hugh? And did I hear you
right? He's trying to tell me NOT to make Stones?"
The aide nodded. "That is correct, sir!"
"Let me see that!"
Flamel snatched the document out of the aide's hand and began to read it. Sure enough, it
said exactly what the aide had told him it had. This made less and less sense. How could
this be?
The room was silent for a few minutes. Eventually, another of the Aurors began to speak.
"Minister...Hugh de Lourdes was your apprentice, right?"
Flamel nodded. "Yes, he was. A damn fine one at that. I wouldn't have been able to create
the Philosopher's Stone without his help."
The Auror nodded. "Minister...could Hugh create the Stone on his own, if Rasputin and his
men provided him with the necessary components?"
Flamel's jaw dropped. "Oh, shit. In theory, Hugh can. I believe he's got a second set of
instructions, but they're under serious magical protection -- and only he can get at them,
for what I've been told. However, it's extremely unlikely that the instructions are with Hugh
right now. Without them, Hugh is as powerless as we are to create a new Stone."
A fifth Auror shook his head. "Forcing Hugh to create a Stone doesn't fit Rasputin's actions,
sir. If Rasputin wanted to get his hands on someone who could make the Stone, why go
after you when all he needed was Hugh? Hugh would have been a much easier target. There
was no reason to go after all three of you."
Flamel shook his head furiously. "You're right, Kevin. That doesn't make sense either. Hell,
NOTHING makes sense here. Do any of you have any idea what's going on?"
There was dead silence. Finally, a timid: "No, sir."
"Well, find out! And FAST!"
To be continued...
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Update #478: Love Bites
----------Tuesday, December 24, 1996 [note that 12/21 was a Sat -- I messed up]
Black Fist Safe House
Constanta
Romania
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/2.7%
----------NEXT UP: Santa Got Run Over By a Broomstick
----------It seemed an eternity. Finally, Zhukov eventually snapped back into reality and felt solid
ground beneath his feet once more. Letting go of Zygonov's hand, he turned on his
Wizarding colleague.
"I hate Apparition! I hate it! Don't do that to me again!"
Zygonov shrugged. "Up to you. This way is a hell of a lot faster, though. And you don't have
to go through customs now that we've taken control of the embassy in Bucharest. One trip
to the embassy, a step outside onto Romanian soil, and another jump to here. Piece of
cake."
Zhukov groaned. "Maybe to you, when you're accustomed to zipping all over the place this
way. I think I'll stick to airplanes next time."
Zygonov chuckled as he looked around the room. "There should be a lot of people here by
now, and unless I'm mistaken Rasputin is going to be sending us over pretty soon. Let's see
if we recognize any familiar faces here."
The two men walked deeper into the building and saw that Rasputin was loaded for bear.
There were bizarre herbs and stones which looked to be spell components of some sort, and
he had no idea what they were for. What he did recognize, however, were the guns stashed
in a corner. He whistled in admiration.
"Where'd you get the AA-12 automatic? I'd kill for some of these things."
Zygonov barely spared a glance at the guns. "We forged some documents and Obliviated
people into thinking that we were authorized to carry the weapons. You'd be surprised what
useful stamps and stuff you can find in an embassy. To be honest, though, I'd prefer spells
to shells. Spells can do more things and -- no offense -- are a bit more elegant."
Zhukov looked at the weapons wistfully. "Can I have one? I'll feel a lot better, especially if
we're going to run into wizards."
"It's not up to me to decide. However, to be honest, you're not the only person who's asked

about the guns. I suspect he's going to have a lottery to see who gets them."
Zhukov squirmed. "Can you rig the lottery so I get one?" This elicited a laugh from
Zygonov: "And you're the third person who's asked me that, Zhukov."
Zhukov grumbled as Zygonov led him around the corner and into a room which was filled
with Black God agents. He didn't see Rasputin, but Zygonov reassured him that their leader
would be with them shortly. He recognized a few of them, but not many. He hadn't realized
how big the organization was.
He knew one person fairly well, however, and walked up to her. "Good evening, Miss
Vovchanckaya. It's good seeing you again after that near miss in Atlantis."
Vovchanckaya nodded. "And it's good seeing you as well. I still can't believe we made it out
of there in one piece. I thought we were goners."
"Did they do the water torture with you as well?"
Vovchanckaya winced in recollection. "That they did, Zhukov. That goes to show how
corrupt is and how Atlantis needs to be replaced with a competent man like Koschei. They
go out of their ways to start with this Aes Sedai nonsense and have their own Aes Sedai
convince themselves they're not 'attacking' us."
"Amen to that, Daryna. I'll be glad when we're finally able to show the world how things
should really be done. They told me that you confessed -- did you?"
Zhukov hesitated. However, that was long enough for Vovchanckaya to know what his
answer was. Realizing it was hopeless, he sighed and nodded. "They said you'd already
confessed, so it was pointless to keep on fighting."
Vovchanckaya swore. "Really? They told me that you had confessed and that it was worth
my while for ME to talk. What this means is that they lied to us. Whichever one of us was
interrogated first was told that the other one had already confessed even though he hadn't
even been questioned yet. Sounds like the Atlanteans played a bit of a dirty trick on us."
Zhukov was furious. "Indeed. And I bet the person who said that was an Aes Sedai as well
and violated his own vows."
Vovchanckaya nodded. "Accepted, not Aes Sedai. They were allowed to lie."
The two agents chatted for a few more moments. The conversations, however, cut off
abruptly when someone mentioned Rasputin was standing in the doorway.
Zhukov turned and blinked in surprise. The Mad Monk was barely recognizable, having
shaven off his trademark beard. He seemed excited, and for good reason. Standing next to
him was one of the most handsome men Zhukov had ever seen. Zhukov shot a quick glance
at Vovchanckaya, who appeared to be ogling the second man openly. And judging from the
reactions of the other women in the room, she wasn't the only one.
Rasputin began to speak. "Ladies and gentlemen, thank you for coming. As you know, I am
the Secret-Keeper for Buyan and in a few minutes I will be telling you where the location of
Buyan is. I will then escort you by broomstick over to the island so that you can set up your
camps and settle down.

"Everything is going according to plan. We appear to have Nicholas Flamel at bay for the
time being, now that we have Hugh sedated and under our control. Don't worry, he's been
tied up and relieved of his wand: he won't be able to escape or Apparate out of his room. I
had hoped that he would give us more information about the Philosopher's Stone, but I
suppose we'll have to live with what we've got. Atlantis still appears to be at DEFCON 3, so
they don't seem to be getting involved. However, I would not be surprised if the DEFCON
reading escalates to 2 or 1 when we actually try to bring back Lord Koschei. This could
result in Atlantean interference if they somehow figure out where Buyan is. To that end, I
want all of you to complete all of your preparations on Buyan by the 29th at the latest.
Defense is going to be word, my friends. Defense, defense, defense.
Rasputin then indicated the man standing next to him. "Now, you may be wondering who
this man is. This man is in a position to improve the stamina, strength, and reflexes of
anyone who is willing to take him up on the offer. His services will also provide customers
with increased healing speed and partial resistance to magic."
The cultists muttered among themselves as Zhukov looked at the man curiously. Perhaps
this was what the doctor ordered.
Rasputin held up a hand, and the crowd quieted instantly. "There is a catch, however, which
may cause some people to decide against taking him up on his offer. You see, Edvard here
is a vampire."
The cultists began talking again as Zygonov drew a sharp breath. Zhukov gawked at the
vampire and turned to Zygonov. "Genya, you fellows have VAMPIRES as well?"
Zygonov looked at Edvard hard, but nodded. "Indeed. There are actually two kinds of
vampires, half vampires and full vampires. Full vampires age extremely slowly and are very
hard to kill with weapons. However, sunlight incapacitates them and several spells can ward
them out. Perhaps the biggest drawback is that a transformation to a full vampire causes
the subject's body to transform into a bat shape, and the vampire will have to wear an
illusory body to safely interact with people. Despite what you may have heard as a Muggle,
not all vampires are evil, and they can only cast spells if the person had been capable of
spell work before being transformed into a vampire. They need to feed on blood, however,
and that tends to make them unwelcome in many communities.
"Half-vampires, on the other hand, combine several of the traits of both humans and full
vampires. They have improved stamina and strength, but they are not incapacitated by
sunlight. Their condition can be reversed by the Elixir of Life, turning them back into
ordinary humans. They do, however, have a mild need to consume blood."
The vampire, who had been listening to Zygonov, nodded. "That's about right, Genya. You
seem to know your stuff. At any rate, I'll finish Mr. Zygonov's description. A person starts
the transformation into a vampire by being bitten by a full vampire such as myself. Yes, I
have fangs, but I prefer not to show them in public because I don't want to freak people
out. Once a person is bitten, he becomes a half-vampire and receives all of the benefits of
half-vampirism. However, it is important that he not give in to his temptation to feed on
someone else's blood. Once he does so, he becomes a full vampire and there is no turning
back. I personally would have preferred to have stayed a half-vampire, but there isn't much
I can do about it now."
Rasputin nodded. "Well spoken, Edvard. Now, ladies and gentlemen, here is my offer. If you

wish, Edvard will bite you to give you half-vampire abilities. Be very careful with these
abilities, as you may feel immortal but in fact are not. People who take him up on his offer
will remain half-vampires until they consume the Elixir of Life, which as you know we have
in abundance. They must be careful, however, to not be tempted by any blood which is
shed during the battle. Once you become a full vampire, the Elixir of Life will not save you.
"Note that if you are injured in battle and need to take the Elixir of Life to save your life,
you will lose your half-vampire abilities. However, I would recommend that you allow your
natural improved healing powers to take care of the injury for you. Half-vampires are hard
to permanently kill, and full vampires even harder. The drawbacks of being a full vampire,
however, outweigh the benefits in my opinion."
Edvard nodded. "And in mine as well. Don't become a full vampire unless you know what
you're doing. And you already have access to immortality through the Elixir."
Rasputin smiled and patted Edvard on the back. "All right, ladies and gentlemen. If any of
you want to become a half-vampire, at least for this battle, talk to Edvard before we go.
You'll need to be very disciplined to not transform completely into a full vampire during the
battle, however, should the battle take place. Any questions?"
One of the cultists raised his hand. "Lord Rasputin, are you going to become a halfvampire?"
Rasputin shook his head. "I don't want to risk it, and I've always had a history of giving in
to my...urges. Besides, I've got the Elder Wand. Nothing can hurt me. Anything else?"
There were no more questions, and Rasputin nodded. "All right. We'll get all our halfvampires ready and then head on over."
Zhukov thought about Edvard's proposal for a moment. He really didn't like the idea of
turning into a monster. However, the transformation was reversible though the Elixir of Life.
Considering that he would have one dosage of the Elixir of Life on him all the time, he could
always use it to reverse the half-vampirism in case he found the temptation to feed too hard
to deal with. Maybe he'd watch and see what everyone else did.
Judging from the reactions of the people in the room, about 40% of the Muggles and maybe
20% of the wizards were thinking of taking the vampire up on his offer. Edvard bowed in
acknowledgement and told the candidates to follow them into a side room so he could
administer the bites.
Zhukov circulated around the room a little more, meeting more people while Edvard was
working with his new recruits. He saw that one man was looking at Rasputin thoughtfully,
with repeated glances at the Elder Wand. Unless he was badly mistaken, Rasputin would
have more of a fight for the Elder Wand than he had anticipated.
--------Atlantis
----An aide raced over to Dagher with an excited look on his face. "Sir! Something has come up
and I need to talk to you about it!"
Dagher grunted. "I'm a bit busy right now, but I think I have a few minutes. What's going
on?"

The aide produced a piece of parchment. "Remember how you wanted me to report when
the two Rasputinite spies who had infiltrated Atlantis converged in the same place?"
Dagher nodded in recollection. "Yes. The theory is that they will all converge on Rasputin's
hideout. If they're both tracked to the same place, odds are Rasputin is there and we'll nab
him. Are you telling me that they're both in the same place now?"
The aide nodded excitedly and handed the document over. "Yes, sir. Here, read."
Dagher looked at the parchment and frowned. "They were simultaneously in Constanta,
Romania? What the hell are they doing there?"
"I don't know, sir. But I thought you might want to know."
Dagher nodded. "I can't imagine Rasputin setting up shop in Romania. However, it's better
than nothing. Write down their current location and feed it to the special ops people. I want
our men there within 12 hours so we can grab the first person we see. If it's Rasputin,
perfect. If it's one of these two goons, it's better than nothing. Maybe they know more now.
Are both of them still in Constanta?"
The aide bit his lip. "I'm not sure. Shortly after they arrived in Constanta, their signals just
disappeared. I suspect it's either a Fidelius or someone figured out they were being
tracked."
Dagher grunted. "A distinct possibility. Still, it's worth the risk. Let's get going."
"Yes, sir."
To be continued...
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Update #479:Santa Got Run Over By a Broomstick
----------Wednesday, December 25, 1996
St. Peter's Basilica
Vatican City
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/2.7%
----------NEXT UP: Ed the Singing Vampire
----------John Paul and Samuel stood together up on the balcony in St. Peter's Basilica. The
conference had adjourned for the time being, with a lot of people wanting to take a break
for Christmas anyway. What the various clergy weren't sure about, however, was whether it
would resume, as It was fairly obvious that no permanent solution was going to be reached.
If anything, Samuel's beliefs would just serve to create a fourth Abrahamic religion -- or at
least a major Abrahamic philosophical movement.
Samuelism (as it was being called) was starting to make inroads everywhere, particularly
among people who had been raised religious and had found the strict dogma distasteful.
Supposedly already a few million people practiced at least a few Samuelist customs, and if

that weren't good enough they were still being recognized as saintly people in their
churches, mosques, and synagogues. The strong moral character shown by most Samuelists
ensured that the new faith would avoid the persecutions and discrimination usually suffered
by new religious sects.
Regardless of whether people practiced Samuel's customs, a good 80% of the Abrahamics
accepted him for who he was and saw him as an important guide to understanding the word
of God. As a result, John Paul had asked Samuel to stand at his side as he gave the
Christmas sermon at the Vatican.
It was normally difficult to figure out what to talk about for the sermon. However, this time
there was no problem. So many amazing things had happened over the past twelve months
that he wasn't sure where to begin. The wizards had been exposed, and he had admitted to
the world that he himself could cast spells. Heroes from the Bible had returned in ghost
form, and an evil wizard had nearly triggered a nuclear holocaust. The Philosopher's Stone,
a magical artifact of incalculable power, had emerged and had nearly been mass-produced
by an American pharmaceutical company. And all of this had been because one teenage
wizard had been caught on camera by a small American soft drink company filming a Super
Bowl commercial.
He turned to the crowd and continued his speech. "The arrival of a new, more benevolent
era will almost always be accompanied by turmoil as the old one is overthrown. You can
compare what has happened with the wizards to what happened with the Savior at the end
of his life. In both cases, a series of amazing events paved the way for a new, more
prosperous and kinder world. However, several of those events were tragic. God sacrificed
His own son in order to improve the lives of future generations, and many millions of people
had their lives shattered by the events surrounding Judgment Day. However, just as the
word of God began to spread throughout the world, making it a better place, the benevolent
work of wizards began to make itself known after Judgment Day. God willing, we have made
it through the tumultous early years of the new era. If things continue to go as I hope, we
may be on the verge of a long era of prosperity.
"I have no idea if the events of Judgment Day are the fulfillment of the prophecy in
Revelation. I may be a wizard, but I am not an experienced prophet. I have been told that
several people in Atlantis are well-versed in prophecy and may be able to answer that
question. However, they have been ordered not to reveal any prophecies to laypeople,
particularly those with religious and theological connotations, unless it is an absolute
emergency. I personally hope that it is the fulfillment of Revelation, because if it is so a long
period of prosperity is going to follow -- and we will never have to worry about war for a
long, long time.
"As far as the omens surrounding the beginning of the Savior's life go, we all know that
Jesus's birth was heralded by a strange light in the sky, the Star of Bethlehem. Now that
magic has returned, strange lights in the sky are becoming commonplace -- and interesting
coincidence. Just as the Savior's birth was acclaimed by the Three Kings, several important
political leaders announced the arrival of the wizards to the world. In fact, I found myself in
the awe-inspiring position to have been one of those messengers, a position which I do not
believe I deserved. Jesus performed miracles almost as soon as he was born -- remember
the Infancy Gospels and so forth -- and the wizards started performing amazing feats
almost immediately after they were introduced. The parallels are staggering, and it seems
almost impossible for it to be coincidence.
"I cannot help but wonder, if the stories of the lion lying down with the lamb refer to what

happened over the Jewish holiday of Sukkot, when people from all three denominations
converged on the Third Temple for their pilgrimages under the banner of Samuelism. Jews,
Muslims, and Christians, enemies for such a long time, literally slept in tents together in the
shade of God's mountain. And the one time a fight broke out, God Himself sent an angel
down to deal with the perpetrators and stop it. Yes, I know that some people say that there
was a wizard behind it. However, there is no proof the wizards did it. Furthermore, even if
the wizards did do it, which Power inspired them to do it?
"I encourage all of you, my flock, to keep your eyes and mind open to the marvels which
will be revealed over the next few years. Although the kingdom of God may or may not
have finally arrived, the kingdom of those whom God has granted amazing powers has most
definitively arrived. Treat our new visitors like the awe-inspiring mortals that they are, and
we will likely all benefit greatly."
-------------------Russian Embassy
Bucharest
Romania
----------Halyna Zygonova rematerialized into realspace with a snap and began looking around the
room. Not surprisingly, the first thing she saw were several embassy employees with vacant
expressions on their faces. She walked down the hall towards the front desk and
approached the robed man behind it.
The man looked at her appraisingly. "Welcome to the Consulate, ma'am. How can I help
you?"
Zygonova knew the routine by now. "I'm here because my friend Boris wants a passport."
"Do you have his birth certificate and his other documents."
"I do, sir. However, they're pretty old. I hope you can read them."
The man behind the desk relaxed now that the guest had passed his challenge. "Welcome to
the embassy, Mrs. Zygonova, and merry Christmas to you."
"Merry Christmas to you, as well. And unless I'm badly mistaken, we're only a week or so
away from a major celebration."
The desk man chuckled. "You've got that right. Would you believe we've even got a guy
here who's been transforming people into half-vampires? A good third of the crowd has
taken him up on his offer."
Zygonova flinched. "My husband is already here. Did he --"
The man shook his head. "No, he didn't try it. To be honest, he seems a bit weirded out by
it. It's understandable, considering that if you lose control and try to feed on someone else
you turn into a monster."
Zygonova's response was interrupted by another voice. "Vampires are not intrinsically evil,
David. I should know, as I am one. Are the windows closed? I'm hurt by sunlight."
The desk man looked around the room. "Yup. You're Edvard, right?"

The vampire emerged from the shadows, and Zygonova saw that he seemed like an
ordinary, albeit rather attractive, man wearing a Muggle suit. Checking the windows one last
time, the vampire nodded. "Yes, I'm Edvard. And I think I underestimated the number of
people who wanted to become half-vampires. If I bite anyone else I'm going to go nuts. You
must be Mr. Zygonov's wife, right?"
Zygonova nodded. "I am. I'm a bit relieved my husband didn't take you up on his offer.
Sleeping with him would be a bit...complicated."
Edvard laughed. "No, that should not be a problem with a half-vampire. To be honest, I'm a
bit surprised he didn't join the club. He's extremely disciplined and would probably be able
to resist the --"
The vampire's response was cut off by a whole series of snaps arriving one after the other.
Seconds later, multicolored beams shot down the hall and crashed into a defensive screen
the cultists had placed across the entrance of the office the three people had been talking
in.
Zygonova screamed as she and David brought out their wands. The vampire swore, brought
out a gun, and shouted. "Stay behind me! I'm stronger than a normal person and am
somewhat resistant to magic! I'll help you deal with these guys."
The two witches tried firing a few blasts down the corridor, but they didn't get very far as
the force field stopped spells in both directions. Edvard's bullet, however, passed through
the shield and was promptly neutralized by a Protego.
Stalemate, Zygonova thought. I guess we'll have to wait until they get closer.
Seconds later, no fewer than fifteen men barged down the corridor towards the office. Some
were wearing Romanians robes, and some were Romanovs. David yelped and cast a spell
which prevented people from making their way through the door. That didn't last long,
however, as one of the head Romanovs waved his wand and neutralized not just David's
spell but the spell preventing curses from crossing into the office as well.
Both David and Zygonova lanced out with their wands, and a couple of intruders went
down. However, it was fairly obvious they were outnumbered. It appeared a retreat was in
order here.
Edvard took advantage of his lightning-fast reflexes to dodge an attack, an act which caused
several of the attackers to gasp in surprise. Glancing at Zygonova, he shouted, "I'll hold
them off! Get out of here and warn the rest! Head over to the safe house!"
Zygonova nodded and dragged David along with her. Free to attack the enemy without
having to worry about hurting his own people, he switched the machine gun to full
automatic mode and began firing into the crowd. Five or six people went down as a few
more spells shot out at him. One hit him in the side, and he went woozy for a second before
his magic resistance took over. He recovered just in time to dodge an Avada Kedavra curse.
--------Igor Romanov had hoped to capture all three of these fellows and have them tell them
where Rasputin was. Ideally, he would have wanted to take Rasputin as well. Unfortunately,
the raiding party hadn't expected the embassy to have been compromised. It looks like the
surprise was gone. Rasputin would likely be on his guard after this.

With both of the tracked Black God cultists having lost their signals, he needed to
interrogate someone else to see what was going on. This guy would work, he thought. He's
attractive and got amazing reflexes, which was an interesting combination. He's somewhat
resistant to magic. And he's using a gun, so he's likely not a wizard.
He had a suspicion he knew what exactly he was dealing with here. Raising his wand in the
air, he waved it in a circle as the man in front of him fell to a bullet.
"Stefnimyerus!"
The cultist's body began to glow and sparkle, and the cultist began to curse. Realizing what
he had discovered, Igor shouted:
"Look out! He's a vampire! I just cast a vampire detection spell!"
The Auror next to him nodded quickly. "I'll handle that! Lumos Solaris!"
A blast of yellow light -- stored sunlight from the outside -- shot out of the wand and
illuminated the room. Faced with his bane, the vampire shrieked, dropped the gun, and
began writhing on the floor. Score one for people who remembered how to deal with
vampires in Defense Against the Dark Arts, Igor thought.
Three people ran over to tie up the vampire -- conjuring extra-strong cords to make sure
the well-built man didn't escape -- as Igor ordered the rest of the raiding party into the
building to search for Rasputin. It took about twenty minutes to search the complex, and
the word eventually came back that the rest of the people had fled the coop, probably via
Apparition.
Igor swore and pointed at Edvard. "I should have put up an Apparition shield before we got
started. Well, I won't make that mistake again. Let's take this fellow back to base and
interrogate him. Anyone have a cloak which we can put over him so he doesn't fry outside
en route?"
To be continued...
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Update #480: Ed the Singing Vampire
20 TO GO
----------Thursday, December 26, 1996
Detention Area
Atlantis
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/2.8%
----------NEXT UP: Michal Oy-Veyed
----------Heydar Dagher was starting to get worried about the DEFCON readings again. Although they
were lower than they had been earlier -- when they had been up in the 3's and 4's -Ndukaku had been reporting that they had been climbing steadily, without any obvious

cause, over the past few days. Just a few days ago, they had been under 2. Now, the latest
estimate had it at 2.8.
The problem was still centered in the western Black Sea. To the best of his knowledge,
there was nothing there. However, events had transpired which were making it increasingly
likely that the Apocalypsometer was not malfunctioning. Black Fist agents had been sighted
in eastern Romania, in the city of Constanta -- not far away from the "nexus of evil", as
Ndukaku had taken to calling it. They had apparently managed to take over at least one of
the embassies in Bucharest as well so they could Apparate to it from abroad and go from
there to Constanta. Had it not been for the tied-up Muggles they had stumbled across in the
embassy upon immediately Apparating there, they wouldn't have known that they had
Apparated into a trap. They would have likely made their way over to the front desk only to
be taken out by the vampire and his two friends.
There was still disagreement over whether the "nexus of evil" was actually hiding a Black
Fist base. Legends existed of private islands Fideliused by their owners, so it was not
inconceivable that Rasputin had claimed an island back in the teens or so and made sure no
one remembered it. On the other hand, the majority of people argued that there were in
multiple bases, one in Constanta and others around the shore of the Black Sea. The
existence of multiple bases would explain the rapidly worsening DEFCON readings, and it
would explain why the center of the problem appeared to be in the Black Sea itself...in
between all of them.
Rasputin was getting increasingly bold, Dagher mused. For some bizarre reason no one
could fathom, he had kidnapped Hugh de Lourdes and nearly caught both Flamels. Dagher
couldn't imagine why Rasputin would want all three of them, and neither could Flamel.
Dagher's initial assumption that Rasputin had been after the Stone didn't hold water, as
Flamel pointed out. Combine that with the fact that Rasputin had demanded that Flamel
NOT produce Stones, and most of Atlantis was baffled.
There were other issues in the world, of course, but for the time being they were being
placed on the back burner. Intelligence had reported that Sofia Dippet had just sent a large
donation to Lou Harold Pharmaceuticals -- formerly known as Harold-Green. It was obvious
that she was trying to urge them to reconstruct the Stone from whatever detritus the
American agents had left behind. She would likely be disappointed, however, as both
Radner and Ariadne had told him that there was absolutely no way they'd be able to
reconstruct ANYTHING. The agents had been quite thorough.
The war between Syrdan and Nestor was getting worse. Basilisks, manticores,
Acromantulas, and other creatures were "accidentally" being transported to the main front
on Syrdan. It appeared that Andrea Markali had resigned herself to the fact that she
wouldn't get American support and decided to get creative. Dagher suspected that Syrdan
wouldn't be able to last much longer. The yahoo had taken complete control of the
southwestern part of the island and were threatening to march on Syrdasch. With limited
Muggle technology in their hands, an individual Muggle likely wouldn't be able to do much.
Throw in a few tens of thousands, however, and things got tricky. There was a spell which
would exterminate Muggles, but use of such a spell would almost certainly get Syrdani
leaders executed for war crimes.
Italy also was having problems. A strong secessionist movement had abruptly started
brewing in the southern half of the country, and to make matters worse it looked as if many
of the missing wizards from the Ministry had defected to the south and were now
consolidating their power. The Liga Nord, the peninsula's northern independence movement,

was all for this. With the Liga Nord in control of the north and secessionist gangs in the
south, Rome had its hands full -- and didn't have wizards it could rely on.
Dagher pushed all of those thoughts out of his mind as he and at least ten other people
made their way into the interrogation chamber which was holding the captured Black Fist
vampire. Although Edvard had been administered Veritaserum, the vampire had been quite
cooperative up to this point. It was obvious that he didn't want the wizards hitting him with
sunlight again. And considering that the interrogation chamber had windows and Atlantis
was on the surface, all the questioners needed to do was tie him up and shove him into the
sunlight.
The interrogator nodded as Dagher walked into the room. "We're ready to begin, sir. We've
hit him with a bunch of Stunning spells as well as Veritaserum doses, both for his good and
ours. We don't want him thrashing around, falling into the sunbeams, and frying himself.
You wouldn't believe how strong this man is."
Dagher grunted. "I'm not surprised. Vampires can be tough to deal with, especially if they
turn bad on you. I take it he's still behaving?"
"Yes, sir. I can tell he wants to get out of here, but he knows there's no way he's leaving
here with the sun out. Maybe he figures that if he behaves well we'll let him off easily."
Another of the Aurors snorted. "Let him off? He opened up on us with a machine gun!"
The vampire rolled his eyes. "You attacked us first. We did it in self-defense!"
Dagher waved him off irritably and sat down across from the prisoner. "Spare us the
philosophical discussion, Edvard. We need to talk to you about your friend Rasputin now. Do
you know who I am, Edvard?"
Edvard nodded. "I do. You're Grand Mugwump Dagher, are you not?"
"Yes. I apologize if we've done you any harm to this point. That blast of sunlight must have
hurt, I suspect."
The vampire winced. "It did, sir, and I'd appreciate it if you didn't do it again."
"We won't, Edvard, unless you force us to. At any rate, let's talk. You work for Rasputin,
right?"
"Yes, sir."
"Where is he, and what are his plans? And why is he recruiting vampires?"
Edvard shrugged. "I haven't seen him much. He generally visits every so often, welcomes in
the Black Fist members as they arrive, and shuttles them off to the island. He's recruited
my people so we can make them half-vampires and give them some extra stamina and
faster reflexes."
Several Aurors began muttering to themselves uncomfortably. Dagher knew enough about
vampires that Black Fist half-vampires could be a problem, particularly if they were
spellcasters. Cautiously, he asked: "You're making people into half-vampires?"

"Yes, sir."
"How many vampires are working for him, and how many people have your
kind...modified?"
Edvard looked angry for a moment, and Dagher kicked himself for using the words "your
kind". However, the prisoner answered the question. "We've got a few vampires interested
in Black Fist, but I'm the only full member. I've done all the conversion, and so far I've
transformed about 50 wizards and 80 Muggles."
Igor Romanov swore. "Fifty vampire wizards. Wonderful."
Edvard continued. "I administered the bites, and the new half-vampires are recuperating on
the island right now. I've paired them up so they can watch either in case they start to get
too attached to their new...impulses."
Dagher frowned. "How many men do you have there?"
"Maybe four hundred, all armed to the teeth."
"Yet only a third opted for these vampire abilities?"
Edvard grinned. "I gave them fair warning about what happens when a half-vampire gives
in to his impulses. It was only appropriate that they know everything so they could make an
informed decision."
Dagher breathed a sigh of relief at this -- finding yourself facing 130 vampires was a lot
better than having to deal with 400. The Grand Mugwump went on: "All right, so now we
know about the vampires. Now, to Rasputin. Where is Rasputin now, and what island are
you referring to? What is Rasputin's plan, and why did he threaten the British Minister of
Magic?"
There was a long pause, and the vampire's face grew pale. It suddenly occurred to Dagher
that the prisoner may not be magically allowed to spill the beans on Rasputin. The
prisoner's face contorted as the Veritaserum's demand that he speak his secrets fought with
the spell which demanded that Edvard keep silent.
Finally, Edvard sighed. "It's obvious you're going to imprison me for attacking your men, so
I might as well put myself out of my misery and talk.
Rasputin has been shuttling the cultists to the island of Buyan so they can protect the island
when Rasputin brings back Koschei on New Year's Eve."
The Aurors began shouting at each other in incredulity. Igor Romanov's eyes went as wide
as saucers as Dagher raised his hand. "Guys, don't overreact. Those are probably code
words. He may not be high enough in the organization to know what locations they refer
to."
The prisoner, who appeared to be aging rapidly, shook his head and turned to Igor. "No, sir,
this is the real thing. Koschei the Deathless has a Horcrux, and that has kept him alive all
these years. I can tell you are a Russian, sir. You probably know the tale, or at least the
little which has made it to our time since the Black Death."
Dagher looked at the prisoner and then at one of the Aurors. "Could he be lying? Even

under the Veritaserum?"
The Auror shook his head. "I gave him enough to make a politician tell the truth. Also, he's
aging -- that has to be a curse he triggered for speaking the truth. I'd believe him if I were
you."
Dagher's mind raced as the vampire's hair started to turn gray. They didn't have much time
left. Frantic, he yelled at the Aurors to apply Legilimency to the prisoner. It took a good
three people to overwhelm the vampire's natural defenses, but they eventually made it to
the point where they were able to probe his mind.
Time ticked by, and Dagher watched as the Legilimenses' blood drained from their faces.
Finally, one of them shuddered and turned to Dagher. "I caught a few shots of Rasputin in
there talking to, and biting, several known Black Fist members. Rasputin seems absolutely
convinced that he's going to be able to bring Koschei back and mentions a Fidelius
protecting the island of Buyan. Rasputin says he's the Gatekeeper, or Koschei's SecretKeeper. He's been the Gatekeeper for over eighty years."
Dagher didn't like where this was going. Although he didn't know the location of Buyan, he
had seen documents deep in the bowels of Atlantis which claimed that Koschei had had a
Gatekeeper. The hypothesis was that the Gatekeeper was the highest-ranking wizard on the
Russian leader's advisory board (or equivalent), and it would change only when the wizard
died. Upon the Gatekeeper's death, the spell would automatically look up the next leader
and determine the Gatekeeper from that. The vast majority of the time, the Gatekeeper
probably didn't even know what this mythical island he had dreamed up was referring to.
But now...
If everything had gone as planned and Rasputin had died when he was said to have died,
Igor Romanov -- or possibly Tsar Alexei himself -- would have likely qualified as the
Gatekeeper. However, all of those plans had gone out the window when Rasputin had
created his Horcrux. Rasputin would be immortal -- and the permanent Gatekeeper -unless that Horcrux was destroyed. Where the Horcrux was, no one knew. Simply
destroying Rasputin's physical body would not get Atlantis any closer to Buyan as it would
render the Atlanteans incapable of contacting the Gatekeeper.
Dagher realized what had to be done. They had to find Rasputin's Horcrux -- or at least
Rasputin -- and neutralize him before he could bring back Koschei. And they had to do it
VERY quickly. This had to be a legitimate threat -- hell, the return of Koschei would certainly
explain how rapidly the DEFCON readings were worsening!
He turned and faced the men behind him. "Gentlemen, this is very disturbing. I remember
seeing a document in the bowels of Atlantis which supports this man's story. The position of
Gatekeeper stayed in the Russian cabinet, which is understandable for someone with
Koschei's background. It passed to its successor with the death of the previous Gatekeeper.
Rasputin was part of Nicholas's cabinet. And if he had a Horcrux so he never died..."
People muttered in horror as Dagher spun and grabbed hold of Edvard's lapel. "Tell us
where Buyan is! NOW! What does Koschei want?"
Edvard, his voice increasingly hoarse, shook his head. "I can't. He hasn't told anyone until
they're en route to Buyan, and once they land on Buyan they aren't leaving until Koschei is
brought back."

Dagher cursed silently to himself. Rasputin was playing it smart: everyone who knew about
Buyan was finding himself ON Buyan so no one else could get to him.
Edvard continued. "Besides, I wouldn't be able to tell you anyway. I'm not the SecretKeeper."
Dagher didn't like this at all. Turning back to the Aurors, he told them to Legilimens the
fading vampire once more to see if they could pick the location of Buyan out of his head and
bypass the Fidelius. A few more minutes went by, and the Aurors glared at the vampire
furiously as the prisoner withered in his chair and finally fell to the floor, dead. There was a
flash as his body disappeared and transformed itself into the hideous batlike shape that was
the vampire's natural form.
Dagher rounded on the head Auror. "Well?"
The head Auror raised his hands helplessly. "As far as I can tell, he was telling the truth. He
didn't know. Either that, or he'd been Obliviated."
"Did he know why Rasputin threatened Flamel?"
"No."
"Shit! Did you at least get an idea as to what Koschei wants?"
"He doesn't seem to know that either. I'm guessing the only person who does is Rasputin at
this point, and he's probably spending most of his time on or around Buyan."
Dagher looked around the room and saw the sea of somber faces looking back at him.
However, not all was lost, as one man commented: "Actually, I suspect that we DO know
where Buyan is, at least its general vicinity."
Dagher glanced at him. "You do? Where?"
The man grinned. "The vampire said Buyan was an island, and that matches the story which
has been handed down since the Black Death. If Rasputin is shuttling everyone to this island
from Constanta, it would seem logical for the island to be pretty near Constanta."
Igor got it immediately and gritted his teeth. "It's in the Black Sea. It's got to be."
Dagher smile and punched his fist in the air. "And Ndukaku's Apocalypsometer target is
probably pointing right at it! Well done!"
Igor shook his head. "It's useless. We may know where the island IS, but without a way to
break through the Fidelius we can't actually GO to it."
Dagher winced. "Damn, Your Highness, you're right. All right people! Everyone put pn your
thinking caps and get to work. We've got one week until the end of the world, and we're
going to do everything we can to stop it!"
To be continued...
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I was away for a few days but now I'm back and I can say that its awesome that you
incorporated Vampires to Rasputin's organization :)
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Welcome back!
I LOVED that joke about Stefnimyerus being the spell to make vampires sparkle :) :) :)
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Well that's what she gets for ruining Vampires :P
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Interesting…
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One thing to bear in mind about Syrdan: yahoos aren't automatically Veela supporters.
Sure, the handsome and healthy males would (and many times, do) give their lives for their
new overlords, but for every such enthralled man there's probably a wife, lover or crush left
behind, and Hell hath no fury like a woman scorned... for the wizards, it might not even be
necessary to overuse Imperius to raise some yahoo cannon fodder on their own. Also,
showing the world that Veela can charm men to fight their (former) beloved ones to the
death is quite a propaganda feat.
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Update #481: Michal Oy-Veyed
19 TO GO
----------Saturday, December 28, 1996
Muslims for Humans Headquarters
[location classified]
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/3.1%
----------NEXT UP: Sodomized Hussein
----------Salah Antoun figured watched as the Syrian militants unloaded the boxes of fertilizer from
the truck. As far as he could tell, everything was there and accounted for. They had enough
resources to develop a relatively powerful bomb. The question was: how were they going to
deliver it to the Israeli Ministry of Magic and get away with it?
Going through the Nephilim was a nonstarter. First, there was a reason their group was
called Muslims for Humans. Not only were the Nephilim not Muslim, but they weren't even
human. Granted, they LOOKED human, and could have passed for human had someone
shrunk them to half their normal size. However, anyone that big must have come out of a
djinn's bottle or something like that. As one would have suspected from infidels, they had
no interest in following the word of the Prophet voluntarily. Unlike most infidels, however,
they were strong enough to wear thick armor most of the time and weren't easy to convince
using weapons.
This implied that the device would have to be delivered to the Ministry using mundane
means, which would be extremely difficult. It wasn't as if Muggles never came in and out of
the Ministry: the building had a secret Muggle entrance which allowed people like Benjamin
Netanyahu access to the facility. The problem was that Antoun suspected that there were
security checkpoints in place inside the Muggle entrance to protect the wizards and any
Muggle bigwigs who were in the area. They would have likely been able to fool an Israeli
soldier by hiding it in bales of hay and so forth, or disguising it as something else. However,
he doubted that the group would have been able to fool the wizards, particularly after the
American and Bulgarian Ministries of Magic had already been attacked.
Fortunately, they wouldn't have to rely on the Muggle entrance. One of his colleagues had
found herself cursed with a trait which she had been ashamed of at first but which, thank
Allah, would come in instrumental in this operation. Both she and her husband had been
worried that they may have inherited some of the Wizarding genes and had taken genetic
tests to reassure themselves that they were human. He had been human, much to his relief.
She, however, had been outed as a Q-only witch.
The fact that they had Q-only witch had their disposal made their life much easier. Although
she refused to take classes in Apparition and other Wizarding skills, much to her credit, the
fact that she could hold a wand (even though she disliked doing so) would come in handy
here. All the Muslims for Humans personnel had to do was waylay a Ministry employee who
was wearing a burqa, steal her wand, and dress the Q-only witch up in her garb. There were
enough religious Muslims in the Ministry for this to be doable, and with only the woman's
eyes visible it wasn't out of the realm of possibility that the Ministry officials wouldn't realize
that there was an impostor under the robe.
The Muslims for Humans personnel would then pressure the captive Ministry employee for
information about other entrances, including a few which allowed wizards -- widely believed

to be anyone with a Q when it came to spell detection -- access to the Ministry if they
flushed themselves down the toilet. The terrorist would then pose as an ordinary Muggle
shopper and buy an Extendabag, a bag enchanted with the now-ubiquitous Extendatent
charm. She would stuff the explosives into the bag (how ironic to be using a magical item
here!), hide the bag under her robe, and enter the Ministry through the toilet after hours.
She would then plant the bomb in a closet or somewhere appropriate like that, set the timer
so it would go off at 8 AM, and then exit the way she came in. Piece of cake. With luck, the
entire facility would collapse. The captive witch would be given the opportunity to flee after
the attack, and she would almost certainly take advantage of it. However, all she would do
would be to say Muslims for Humans had been behind it -- which was kind of the point.
There were several complications with this plan, however. The first involved how exactly
they were going to keep sure the captive witch didn't escape, either by Apparition or by
hexing her captors. Simply pointing guns at her wouldn't help as witches could always
Apparate on the spur of the moment -- the guns wouldn't do much good if she disappeared
before they could fire. Antoun supposed that the Q-only witch could grab her wand after the
terrorists had knocked her out. He doubted that she would try to escape without her wand.
Another major complication involved the timer. Antoun knew enough about magic to know
that magic tended to mess with electrical equipment. Although it was extremely likely that
the wizards had hacked up the Ministry of Magic so that Netanyahu's computers would fry
when he visited, there was always the possibility that an electronic timer would fail to
function properly. Fortunately, there were always analog options: a bit obsolete, but
obsolescence was actually a virtue here.
There could also be an issue as to where exactly the bomb should be placed. Simply sticking
it in the first closet she found wouldn't do any good if all the terrorist blew up was a bunch
of brooms. For all Antoun knew, most of the important areas of the Ministry of Magic had
additional security requirements which the Q-only witch's newly-"acquired" ID card wouldn't
give her access to. She would also likely not have much time to explore much of the facility
before planting the bomb.
There was another possibility: that she stay behind and detonate the device as a suicide
bomber. Neither she nor her husband liked the idea all that much: they were fond of Allah,
but weren't THAT fond of Him. Normally, they would have just reassigned the infiltration to
someone else who would have been willing to blow herself up. Except there wasn't anyone
else.
Antoun watched as the last box of fertilizer was unloaded and the terrorist began taking out
boxes full of heavy weapons. If Allah decided that it would be impossible, or unfeasible, for
them to break into the Ministry of Magic without alerting anyone, then the Muslims for
Humans personnel would start attacking Nephilim with their new bazookas and so forth. It
was fairly obvious that neither the Israelis nor the Palestinians were particularly fond of the
giants, and Antoun suspected that one or both of them would join him to get the giants out
of there. That would likely draw people out of the Ministry to defend the Nephilim, which in
turn would allow the Q-only witch easier access to the facility.
Regardless of how this went, this would be a difficult task. However, Allah often demanded
sacrifices from His followers, and this would be no different.
-------Buyan
---At least it was warm, thought Hugh. They could have dragged him over to this island and

left him to die out in the forest somewhere. However, they were at least courteous enough
to leave him and his rotating guard a tent of their own.
They're not going to kill me, he thought, as they obviously want me to create a Stone for
them. Since they were unable to abduct my master and his wife, they have no other option
but wait for me to do it. It would probably be to my benefit not to tell them that I actually
CAN'T do it without the instructions in my Pensieve.
He had gotten a brief glimpse of the island before they had shoved him into this tent. It
didn't look familiar, which was somewhat surprising as he thought he knew the area around
the Black Sea pretty well. How could someone misplace an island a good ten miles across?
He answered his own question with a frown: Fidelius Charm. Koschei must have cast the
Fidelius on him and made himself the Secret-Keeper. However, that didn't make sense, he
realized. If Koschei was the Secret-Keeper, and he wasn't around, how had Rasputin been
able to gain access to it? Rasputin and Koschei had never been active at the same time, so
Koschei would have never had the opportunity to tell him!
The tent flap opened and Rasputin made his way into the tent. He seemed very excited and
was completely unconcerned that Hugh would try anything. The simple truth was Hugh
couldn't do anything: six people were pointing wands at him and the tent was blocked
against Apparition.
Rasputin smiled evilly at him. "How are you doing, Mr. de Lourdes?"
Hugh glared at him. "Fairly well, considering you've stuffed me in this tent."
The Mad Monk laughed. "Don't worry, we're going to take good care of you. You are going
to make a very good hostage, after all."
Hugh's eyes shot up. "Let me guess. You're going to tell my master you'll kill me unless he
gives you a Stone."
Rasputin's smirked. "That would be a logical thing for us to do."
"Indeed, it would. And it would be absolutely barbaric. I thought you were beyond that, but
I see you are no better than a fourteenth-century warlord."
Rasputin muttered something into one of his attendants' ears, and the man bowed and left.
Turning back to his prisoner, he smiled once more. "Fourteenth century warlords could do
what they did because they had immense power over other people. Why can't I do this
when I've got so much power here?"
Hugh shook his head angrily. "He'll never create a Stone for you. Never. He sacrificed his
own immortality to keep it out of the hands of people like you."
Rasputin looked thoughtful for a moment. Suddenly, his grin widened. "We will see, Mr. de
Lourdes. We will see."
The two men spoke for a few more minutes. Hugh found, much to his dismay, that Rasputin
was keeping most of the information very close to his vest. The Russian was being smart,
Hugh realized, and smart villains were tough to deal with. Although Rasputin was making
sure that Hugh wouldn't escape, he wasn't telling Hugh anything which could have helped

his adversary in case Hugh DID manage to escape.
Hugh sighed. "I can't believe you're going to try to bring back Koschei. Although I was too
young at the time to remember many of the details, both my father and my master told me
about Koschei. My master said that he started working on the Philosopher's Stone so he
could help undo some of the damage caused by Koschei!"
Rasputin rubbed his hands together as the man came in with a ceramic bottle and two small
crystal goblets. "Koschei is a misunderstood man, my friend. Besides, I believe I have
something for him which will make him look upon me favorably."
Hugh jerked his head at the bottle. "And what would that be? Are you going to get him
drunk? The Ministry officials will be all over you!"
Rasputin shook his head. "They won't be all over me thanks to this Fidelius Charm. And as
far as this little potion goes, I believe you may be somewhat familiar with it."
The Mad Monk grinned like a schoolboy as tilted the ceramic jug and poured a glowing white
liquid out into them. Hugh's jaw nearly hit the floor when he realized what it was.
"Oh my God! Is that what I think it is?"
In response, Rasputin handed one of the vials to Koschei and lifted the other in his hand.
"I'd like to propose a toast to Dr. Nicholas Flamel, our mutual benefactor."
Hugh took a whiff of the potion in the vial and shrieked in horror. It was the Elixir of Life, all
right. Rasputin had a Stone!
Rasputin nodded at him savagely. "Drink up, Mr. de Lourdes. We've got a lot more where
that came from. We don't need to worry about wasting it."
Hugh downed the potion -- it couldn't hurt, after all. How had he done it? He couldn't
imagine his master caving in. Yet that was the only other option, as all of the illegallyproduced Stones had been confiscated!
Hold on a second, he thought. That's a decent amount of Elixir he's got there. There's no
way my master could have recreated the Stone and produced that much on such short
notice, let alone manage to get it to Buyan! This meant Harold-Green.
Had Rasputin brokered a deal with Harold-Green to produce an extra Stone and hand it over
when no one was looking? It was a distinct possibility, especially if someone from Black Fist
infiltrated the company and produced a Stone...or Stones. Hugh shuddered at thought of a
mass-produced Philosopher's Stone in the hands of a criminal.
Rasputin's sinister laugh echoed in the tent as he pointed his wand at Hugh once more.
"Thank you for allowing me to share the toast with you. Now, if you don't mind, I think I'll
Obliviate you to make sure that you don't tell anyone about the Elixir..."
--------------------------British Ministry of Magic
--------------Flamel's aide threw the scrolls all over the place. "No, I don't know where they took him!
The owls are returning empty-handed!"

Flamel swore. "Get me the Romanovs. Hell, get me Atlantis! I want 24-hour guards around
my wife!"
----------------Hall of Portraits
Atlantis
--------Dagher looked at Grand Mugwump Zerind's portrait and frowned. "What do you mean, you
can't tell me where it is? You know where it is! You sent everyone over there to take out
Koschei!"
The fourteenth-century Mugwump grimaced. "I indeed know. However, I'm no longer the
Secret-Keeper. I can't tell you."
"What do you mean, you're no longer the Secret-Keeper? Olga Koscheiva told you and died,
making you the Secret-Keeper!"
Zerind looked at him apologetically. "Remember the nature of the Fidelius Charm, Wizard
Dagher. It has to be stored in a living soul. When I died, I lost my ability to store the
secret."
Dagher's eyes widened in horror. "Oh shit. You're probably right. The position of SecretKeeper passed to your Aurors after you died, then?"
"I would suspect so. And judging from the fact that you're telling me it's almost 1997,
they're obviously dead too by now."
"Did you jot down any notes about Buyan's location while you were Secret-Keeper?"
"They were put in my Pensieve, which has almost certainly been erased or possibly even
lost during the centuries. All I can say is see if anyone else in this room was in on the secret
and took some notes before he died."
Dagher looked at the wall full of portraits. "That's going to take forever!"
Zerind nodded. "Indeed, it may. However, it's the only chance you've got. The library in the
vaults was too extensive for me to pore through everything even in my day. Nowadays, it's
probably intractable."
--------Baghdad
----Dear Death Eater Followers:
Your moment has arrived. Atlantis may have gotten wind of part of our operation. The time has come for
the diversion we've been planning.
Execute Operation Nineveh.
Good luck, and may Allah be with you.
Sincerely,
Grigori Rasputin
To be continued...
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Update #477.5: Side effects include...
----------Friday, December 21, 1996
Somewhere in Southern Syrdan
----------Pleasant musical voices, the soft rustling of feathers, and the song of birds- quite a nice
start of a day, dreamily thought Floppy the house-elf as she slowly returned to the land of
the conscious.
... Now wait a minute! Fractured memories of the previous ...days? weeks? came back to
her in a rush: the pain and that sickening crack as the building came down on her head,
then the constant vertigo as she came to, the worried expressions of her companions,
Samanar Naztheros pleading with someone for access to a book... She stopped her train of
thought, and even breathing for some time, so big was her shock as she just discovered
something: her compulsion to call the wizard 'Master' has disappeared. Forcing herself to
keep her calm, she decided to investigate this change further. The results were surprising.
For one, she had no problem thinking of herself in first person, nor did she see anything bad
about being free. Rare as it was, she had heard of such cases- mistreated elves occasionally
snapped, left their masters at the first opportunity and reverted to free will- and quite often,
actively sabotaged the human's activities till then. This was not the case here: Floppy -note
to self, get a name fit for a Being ASAP- was far from being angry at the wizard. In fact,
having spent most of his life in exile and poverty, with only the elf as company, young
Samanar has treated this elf with respect and kindness. "Almost as a friend... though the
fact that we both knew I am compelled to follow his every wish made things complicated."
Perhaps, then, it was some effect of the head injury? She tried to remember as much as she
could about that... which didn't really help her understand. Memories came forward: Soonto-be-Mistress... ehh, scratch that, Myrtille, giving her some kind of potion to take the pain
away- she smelled the odor of chocolate, but the dose was carefully measured, enough to
give her a high but not causing lasting harm... so it wasn't that.
His wizard being ambushed as he carried her, hit in the back of the head by a yahoo of all
things as they approached an old temple of Water under a shimmering forcefield dome- but
somehow they managed to fall in a way that she wasn't injured, and the two of them (the
Veela became violently sick half a mile before that, it must have been some racial repelling
ward) were brought before a group of 'loyal' (read: under Imperius and/or pissed off by
their mates being seduced away by Nestorians) yahoos and some wizards... his wizard
asked for a certain book of his family, containing an experimental treatment for house
elves. That must have been it- the treatment worked, but with some side effects.
At least she was still in Syrdan... coming to think about it, her sense of location was much
more developed now. And she had a strange feeling also, at first attributed to lingering pain

from the injury, but now the elf started to notice, it was yet another sense she didn't know
of: somewhat like feeling the wind, or heat... no human words could describe it accurately.
Nor the pain it caused when overwhelmed: looking around, she tried to pinpoint sources of
the new feeling, but all she could feel radiating it were completely mundane and inert items:
a pair of nails here, a pin there...
She couldn't dwell on it long, for as soon as she started to notice they were all made of iron,
the entrance flapped open and Samanar Naztheros stepped into the tent. Noticing that his
house-elf was finally awake, the wizard pulled closer and whispered: "I'm glad to see you're
back among us. Hopefully, you'll be able to Apparate now, and not a moment too soonlooks like we'll have to leave in a hurry. You feel up to doing the usual side-along trip?"
Floppy nodded. "Good. Then I'd like you to try it, but first, let me Disillusion you." He drew
his wand and cast the spell nonverbally.
"Now, please Apparate somewhere in this tent, where no-one will step on you. Stay hidden,
and be ready to take Myrtille and I to an empty location as soon as I snap my fingers." He
heard the usual cracking sound of Apparition, followed by approaching footsteps from
outside. Hiding a smirk, he forced his face into a desperate expression, and turned to
address the quartet of Veelas entering the tent.
His lover was there, accompanied by two uniformed witches with wands drawn, and a crone
in gaudy robes... "Oh crap, that's Merkali herself," he realised. "Looks like it's really
serious." Bowing politely to the Veela president, he sheathed his wand lest the bodyguards
curse him into a pool of goo, which judging by the looks on their faces was still a very real
possibility.
Merkali spoke: "Mr Naztheros, it looks like your free ticket out of here is gone. With this in
mind, let me repeat the alternatives my ambassador has already offered to you: Stay here
in Syrdan, be a good little figurehead for a new puppet government that serves the needs of
everyone on the island, and of course expresses it's gratitude towards us. In exchange of
your cooperation, you'll be able to finally complete the reforms your late father proposed,
and pass into history as the man whose contribution to the integration of the new territories
into Nestor has proven invaluable..."
Seeing the look of disgust on the wizard's face, Merkali's tone changed. "But you already
said no to that, didn't you? Well, allow me to throw in another boon for you: the freedom of
you lovely little fiancé!" At that, both his and his lover's eyes went wide as saucers, and
they asked simultanously: "WHAT?"
With an insufferably smug expression, Merkali continued. "As you are probably aware, we
have laws against charming people. These laws clearly say that any suitably young Veela,
which you my dear clearly are, has to be accompanied by chaperones on any and all
journeys abroad, which you clearly neglected to do. Considering our agent's reports about
your abuse of charm during your stay in Roqteratl, the punishment will be five to ten years
of inprisonment in the lovely company of Dementors."
Incredulous, Myrtille snapped: "Now THAT's just bullshit. Take a look around, no one cares
about that idiotic law, it's just the thing you say to foreigners who you hadn't yet managed
to enthrall. Also, my 'abuse of charm' happened with informed and consenting adults, so I
really don't see a snowball in Hell chance of a jury finding me guilty me for it. And last I

checked, we don't even HAVE Dementors! Why can't you just return your attention to your
oh so important war for conquest, and let my boyfriend and I be?"
Merkali flashed a smile, the kind that smile was as funny as the one that moves very fast
towards drowning sailors. And has a fin on top. "You hail from quite a powerful family of
witches, girl, but you forget your place if you think I won't arrange just such a trial for you.
Especially considering that, since your arrest took place in a war zone, you won't be seeing
any civilian juries at all. And about the Dementors: I'll get some, just for you."
Her words certainly managed to break the young witch. Merkali was also satisfied by seeing
how this affected the Syrdani, who was now trying to comfort the crying girl with hugs and
whispered reassurances. "It would really have made things more complicated if he had
turned out not to be in love without Charm... now at least I don't have to find one of my
girls to seduce him, or Imperius him." Still, the president winced when Samanar looked into
her eyes with a great deal of hatred.
"You can force me to take the job, but even then, it won't end well," he said. "My father was
a brave fool who got exiled because he dabbled in politics, and I always wanted to avoid his
mistake. With or without your invasion, Syrdan has issues, and you really can't expect me
to set them right by just snapping my fingers!"
"Still, you'll keep trying because you know the alternatives are even worse," Merkali
responded... then her jaw dropped as the wizard's expression changed into a mischievous
grin. "Fine then, see if it works for you" he lifted his gloved right hand. A metallic SNAP was
heard, then Merkali heard the rustle of little feet on the floor, felt something small but
powerful impact her at waist level and shove her aside, and before anyone could reacy, the
couple disappeared with a thundering CRACK.
-------A few miles away
-------Rematerializing in a forest clearing, the unusual trio could still hear a harpy's scream of
rage. Smirking at the wizard, the elf remarked: "You really do have a talent for the
dramatics, sir."
"Thank you, Floppy..." Then, realisation dawned on him. "Wait. You speak differently since
you wake up... how come you didn't call me Master like you always did?"
The elf shrugged. "I actually hoped you could tell me. Whatever you did to save me caused
some changes... I found that I have free will, but also some wierd new sense. And I never
in my life was angrier than when that old hag threatened you. Fear not, I still like your
company." She winked at the shocked human. "After all, we have been through some real
interesting adventures together, saving each other's life and all that. Still, there are two
things I'd like to ask."
Trying to take it all in, Samanar said: "Go on, I'm listening."
"First, I'd like to say it's been an honor to work for you, sir, and I'd gladly stay your

employee. But, and that ties to my second request, I really need some time to get to know
the new me... to discover my new limits, and also to find out my true name, as I find
'Floppy' quite an inadequate name for a free-willed Being."
"Of course you can keep working with me" responded the wizard. "As for your leave, I think
I understand your situation... and of course you're free to do as you wish, as long as you
wish. Seeing how my wealth grew, I'd be able to support you in this, so if there's anything
you need, just ask me, you're always welcome in my house. Just please take us out of
Syrdan first."
"Naturally. Though, aren't there some more of those family grimoires to be found?"
"Sure there are, and I still intend to get them back," the wizard said. "But this trip to
Syrdan has opened my eyes. It's time for me to stop behaving as the impoverished exile I
was. It's time for me be responsible, to do the sensible thing and just send bounty hunters
while we stay behind to govern the company, and it's also time to settle down, which
reminds me..."
He turned to his Veela girlfriend, and kneeled before her, and finally asked the question he
has delayed so far, and got the answer he hoped for... not that we particularly care about it.

Thus ends the tale of the adventures of the exiled Syrdani Samanar Naztheros, his faithful
house-elf Floppy, and his Veela love interest Myrtille Trepanier. (Whew. One less loose end
to tie up.)
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Nineveh... anything to do with Mosul?
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Update #482: Sodomized Hussein
18 TO GO
----------Sunday, December 29, 1996
Presidential Palace
Iraq
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/4.8%
----------NEXT UP: I Thought Old People Didn't Know How To Use Computers
----------Saddam Hussein was pleased with the way the recruitment of the wizards had gone so far.
Most of the members of his new Ministry of Magic were in fact Muslim, just as he had

hoped. There were both Sunnis and Shi'ites in the group, and much to his amazement they
were actually getting along. Perhaps the rumors that the wizards were more tolerant of
social distinctions were true.
There were several hundred wizards in his service now, and he had given them lavish
apartments in a tony neighborhood in Baghdad. Although the apartments were veritable
slums compared to the magical buildings he'd read about, they seemed to be pretty
grateful.
He wondered whether it was time to start picking on Iran and/or Kuwait again. He had no
idea if the Iranians had wizards. However, he knew the Kuwaiti didn't. That gave him a bit
of a tactical advantage. Granted, there was always the possibility that the Americans would
try to get involved to maintain their hold on Middle Eastern oil. Hopefully he'd be able to
fend them off by threatening magical attacks on Israel and on American civilians.
He caught a brilliant flash of red light out of the corner of his eye and looked up from his
desk to take in an amazing sight: one of his Ministry of Magic members casting spells in the
corridor outside his apartment. What the hell was going on here? He reached into the desk
for a small handgun as he asked one of the wizards for an explanation.
The wizard's response was worrisome: "Mr. President, stay down! There are Black Fist
assassins in the building! They're trying to overthrow you and take control of your oil!"
Saddam growled. "Black Fist? Those Russian crazies? What would they need oil for when
they've got magic?"
"I don't know! Now, if you would excuse me, I've got some bad guys to stun!"
Saddam let the guy continue his fight as he pressed a button on the bottom of his desk. The
button was connected to a secret door which led to an emergency exit, to be used in just
such a scenario. The wizards couldn't take him out if he wasn't there, could they?
There was only one problem: the button didn't seem to work. It must have been shorted
out by all of the magic in the corridor, he thought. But if that were the case, why were all of
the hotlines on his telephone starting to light up? Hoping that the attackers hadn't blocked
his secret exit, he made sure his gun was loaded and headed for a closet. It was a tight fit,
but he made it in. He opened the door a crack so he could see out.
The fight lasted for a couple of more minutes. Finally, the flurry of colored lights subsided
and five people in Ministry robes walked into his office. Someone cast a spell, and Saddam
felt a brief chill go down his spine. The caster smiled and walked right over to his closet.
Opening the door, he smiled. "The palace is secure, sir: the Black Fist members have been
run off."
Saddam smiled. "That's good news. I'm glad to have you on our side."
The wizard saluted and stood aside. "Indeed, sir, you're lucky you recruited us. Now, I
recommend you head over to the phone to see what all those messages are about. I'll cast
a spell on you to make sure that you aren't disturbed while you do this."
Saddam thanked the wizard and began hurrying back to his desk. Virtually every hotline
was active now -- were the Black Fist people trying to take over the whole country? He
reached for the handset as a grinning Ministry member pointed a wand at him and spoke

two words.
"Avada Kedavra!"
Huh? Wasn't that ---------Making sure that the security cameras had been shorted out, the Death Eater shoved the
Iraqi dictator's body out of the way and reached for the handset. Chuckling to himself, he
lifted the Muggle contraption. "Hello?"
"We've got a problem here! There are people in robes and masks attacking our forces here!
It's a surprise assault, and we're getting mowed down! We need help!"
The Death Eaters stifled laughter as the wizard held up a hand and spoke once more. "Sir,
this is Wizard Khan from the Ministry of Magic. I'm in charge of the president's magical
guard."
"Where's Saddam?"
"He's somewhere safe now, where no one can hurt him. We've fended off some attackers
and are cleaning up here."
The Death Eaters grinned at that. It was the truth, wasn't it?
The soldier on the other hand spoke quickly. "Khan, do you have any forces you can spare
us? We're getting annihilated by what look like science fiction laser blasts!"
The wizard thought he heard a scream in the background. Feeling a little relieved that
everything was going as planned, he considered his response. Finally: "We'd like to send
someone down there. Unfortunately, there are attacks all over the country right now and
we're stretched very thin. Furthermore, we're going to need a decent number of wizards
here just in case the bad guys sent reinforcements after Saddam. We may be able to spare
one or two people, but that's it. I'm sorry. You'll have to make do with what you've got."
The soldier sounded furious. "What good is a Ministry of Magic if you can't protect the -SHIT!"
There was the sound of a phone handset being dropped on the floor, followed by several
swears and screams. The Death Eater suspected he knew what was going on, and he wasn't
surprised to hear someone shout "Avada Kedavra" on the other end of the line. Seconds
later, there was a heavy thump which was the unmistakable sound of a body hitting the
ground.
The Death Eater hung up the call. Unless he was highly mistaken, the soldier didn't have
much to say anymore.
--------------White House
-------Clinton stared at his aide in disbelief. "What did you say?"
The aide spoke so quickly and excitedly the president could barely understand him. "Sir,
we're hearing rumors that there has been a coup in Iraq. Saddam Hussein is out of power,
and there are unconfirmed reports that he is dead."

The Secretary of State gaped at the aide. "Who did it?"
"We're still not sure. However, there were reports of wizards attacking military bases."
The Secretary of State frowned. "Iraq has a volunteer Wizarding force, if I recall correctly?"
Clinton nodded. "I believe so. You think they turned on their Muggle overlords and tried to
take over the country, much like what Voldemort did?"
The Secretary of State turned back to the aide. "It's a disturbing possibility. Mr. Pike, whose
side are the wizards on, the the attackers or the defenders?"
"From the reports that are coming in, the attackers."
"Did they face any magical opposition?"
"Very little, if any. It looks like an inside job. They caught the government completely
unprepared."
There was a flash of light as Persephone Ariadne Apparated into the room. Normally, it was
impossible for people to Apparate into the White House. However, high-ranking Department
of Magic officials got special dispensation.
Ariadne's face was grim. "They're Death Eaters, or at least the Death Eaters are being
framed for it. Word has just come in, Mr. President."
Everyone turned to her, and Clinton closed his eyes. "How do you know, Secretary?"
Ariadne shrugged. "They set the Dark Mark loose over the presidential palace, sir. What's
more, there are rumors that the Dark Mark has appeared all over the place there: military
bases, oil refineries, major cities."
Clinton stared at Ariadne in horror. "That's impossible! They've got to be someone
impersonating the Death Eaters! The Death Eaters were all destroyed during Judgment
Day!"
"Apparently not, sir. There are enough reports of people wearing Death Eater masks to
make this plausible."
"Anyone can wear a Death Eater mask!"
"Yes, but we've got hundreds of attackers here. Unless they've been mass-producing Death
Eater masks, we've got to consider the possibility that some Death Eaters were left behind
after Judgment Day and orchestrated this."
"What do you think the odds are that this is Rasputin and not the Death Eaters? I heard you
guys talking about him."
Ariadne thought for a moment. "I'd say maybe 30%. Rasputin hasn't shown any interest in
the Middle East. Besides, it would be out of character for him to suddenly show himself now
after laying low for so long."

Another terrible thought occurred to the president. "Could the Black Fist organization,
Syrdan, or Tsalasia join forces with these characters? Could they be financing this attack?"
Ariadne nodded slowly. "It's a distinct possibility, sir, but we have no way to tell at this
point."
The Secretary of State chimed in. "Are they attacking the oil refineries like Saddam did
during the Gulf War?"
"Not yet, sir. However, I wouldn't be surprised if they hold the world's oil hostage to get
their point across. The wizards aren't dependent on oil for their power, after all, so they
have nothing to lose. Fortunately, I suspect right now they're still consolidating power, so
we may have some time to prepare and try to defend the oil pipelines."
"What is Atlantis doing?"
"Nothing yet. Atlantis is still at high DEFCON 3. However, they are watching the situation
closely."
"What do you recommend we do?"
Ariadne paused for a moment, then sighed. "Latest reports have the DEFCON meter at
4.8%. The barrier for Atlantis intervention is DEFCON 2, or 5.0%. At the rate things are
going, this could very easily hit DEFCON 2, at which point Atlantis gets involved. I'd
recommend a draft of all capable wizards, to be supervised by my department under
DEFCON 2 and by Atlantis if DEFCON 2 or higher. We won't deploy them until we have no
choice."
Clinton nodded. "Make it so. Do you think that this will go all the way to Judgment Day
again?"
Ariadne shuddered. "I doubt it, sir. Iraq isn't a nuclear power, and we need nukes and other
weapons of mass destruction to get the situation dangerous enough to threaten mankind as
a whole. That's a good thing, because we will not be able to use the Judgment Day protocol
again for another four and a half years."
The president told the Secretary of State. "Have the news media already found out about
this?"
The Secretary of State nodded. "I sure hope not. Secretary Ariadne?"
Ariadne looked at her feet in shame. "CNN's website just broke the story, including the fact
that wizards are involved. There are reports of panic buying all over the world. We tried to
Obliviate people, but they got it onto the Internet. And once it's on the Internet...you know
what happened last time."
"Shit!"
------------------Hall of Portraits
Atlantis
---------The late Grand Mugwump Chen (1421-1527) looked at Dagher apologetically. "Yes, I
supervised a mission to Buyan to try to find Koschei's Horcrux. I jotted down some notes

about its location shortly before I launched it in 1494."
"How did you find out about it?"
"A document of the late Grand Mugwump Zerind's which was in my predecessor's
possession."
Dagher looked at him hopefully. "Do you think you would be able to identify this
document?"
Chen shook his head. "I doubt it's still around, and if it is, it's in the vault where --"
Dagher finished his statement: "-- there is so much junk it will be hard to find it. I'm
amazed Dialonis was able to find Noha-Pishtin's work about Judgment Day!"
Chen chuckled. "I'm not. Judgment Day was a rather big event, and as you know there's a
whole section devoted to the two Judgment Days."
Dagher bit his lip. "Three. We had one six months ago."
Chen's eyes widened. "God help us. You'd have figured out we'd learn from these mistakes!"
"Well, apparently we don't, and we don't have time to chat about Judgment Day OR go
through the whole vault. This means the only chance we have is to try to find documents
outside of Atlantis, which means visiting your colleague's homes. We'll start with yourself.
Did you jot down any notes about Buyan which we may be able to find?
Chen nodded. "I did, but I put them in the Pensieve --"
"-- which has likely been erased and reused. I know. All right, think back to some of the
people you spoke with and sent to Buyan. Were any of them famous? Did they have estates
somewhere where they wrote diaries which may have contained this information? If they
wrote entries while they were Secret-Keeper we may be able to not only get the information
but become Secret-Keepers now that he's dead."
Chen thought for a moment. "I only remember a few people. Charles St. Pierre, Lone Wolf,
Nicholas Flamel, John--"
Dagher abruptly held up a hand in amazement...and hope. "Nicholas Flamel? Did you say
Nicholas Flamel?"
Chen nodded. "Indeed I did. The reason I remember him was because he was supposedly
over 140 at the time, but he didn't look a day over 60. I wish I could have aged like him!
Hell, there were jokes running around that he actually had a Philosopher's Stone! We
brought him along because he was one of the few people left who dated from Koschei's time
and remembered what Koschei did when he was active."
Dagher was speechless. He couldn't believe his luck as he reasoned it out himself. Olga
Koschieva tells Zerind. She dies, making him Secret-Keeper. After he dies, Zerind informs
Chen in writing. That makes Chen a Secret-Keeper. Chen tells Flamel, and Flamel outlives
him. Which means -Thanking Chen profusely, he spun on his heel and raced towards the door. He now knew

why Rasputin had targeted Flamel...and the other two ancients, considering that they would
likely have become Secret-Keepers had Flamel died. And he also understood that Rasputin
almost certainly knew by now that the Flamel kidnapping attempt had failed. This meant
that Rasputin would have to try again at some point using one of the people not yet on
Buyan.
Rasputin had targeted Flamel because of what Flamel knew. Rasputin knew that Flamel
could blow the whistle on Buyan.
He raced down the corridor and nearly collided with three of his aides who had been running
in his direction. All four men went down in a jumble of robes.
One of the aides spoke first. "Sir, thank God we've found you! We've got a problem --"
Dagher bellowed right over him. "GET NICHOLAS FLAMEL OVER HERE, NOW!"
To his amazement, the aide shook his head. "I'm afraid we don't have time for Dr. Flamel
right now. The Death Eaters have re-emerged and taken over Iraq."
Dagher froze. "WHAT?"
To be continued...
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Update #483: I Thought Old People Didn't Know How To Use Computers
17 TO GO
----------Monday, December 30, 1996
British Ministry of Magic
London
United Kingdom
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 2/5.0%
----------NEXT UP: Is There a Draft In Here?
----------The transparent bubble appeared around Nicholas Flamel with no warning, neatly slicing the
table in two. The British Minister of Magic looked around the room in horror and found the
expression on his face mirrored on those of his colleagues.
Flamel was the first to speak. "I sure as hell hope that I've got a malfunctioning ring. Please

don't tell me that this insanity in Iraq has gotten Atlantis to DEFCON 2. I've only got a few
years left, and I was really hoping for a more peaceful retirement, especially after Judgment
Day."
The deputy Minister of Magic shook his head. "I'm afraid not, sir. The Apocalypsometer just
hit 5.0%. Panic is starting to grip the US, and oil prices have risen to $150/gallon as
refineries all around the world are starting to hoard the stuff. A few aircraft carriers have
left the United States and headed into the Atlantic, ostensibly for 'security measures'. The
Middle East looks like it's about to explode. Iran has started to deploy troops over to the
border and is requesting assistance from Atlantis. And now that we're at DEFCON 2, they're
going to get it."
Flamel grimaced. "Wonderful. Who's been sent over there? If it's the Second Division of the
Standing Army, that's Dumbledore's Army, and I would have known about it."
"It's the First Division, sir, the Durmstrang battalion. It's being headed by Stanislav Drakul,
who has you know showed promise in the Koreas."
"Not Karkaroff?"
The aide shook his head. "Dagher doesn't want any former Death Eaters anywhere in the
area. I think he's being paranoid, but I figure he knows what he's doing."
"I understand. How's Israel reacting to all of this?"
"Israel, strangely enough, appears to be unchanged, at least on the surface. However, I
cannot help but suspect Michal Oved is doing something in case the Iraqi wizards head in
their direction."
"Are the Nephilim still maintaining control over there?"
"As far as I can tell, yes, which is a miracle in and of itself. Then again, when you've got
wizards backing up a bunch of four-meter tall people, you've got a pretty effective
deterrent."
"I assume the United States has asked Heseltine to join another coalition against the
Iraqis?"
"They haven't yet, but we can assume there's going to be a formal invitation soon. What's
interesting here is that this is going to be a VERY widespread coalition, at least at the start
since the Death Eaters are EVERYONE's enemy. The Russians are actually backing us for a
change, as are the Germans and Chinese. The Saudis are flaming mad as well."
Flamel nodded. "That goes to show, since the Iraqis just gave the former Saudi Minister of
Magic the proverbial finger. Has anyone started sending weapons to Iran yet in case the
Iranians do invade?"
"Not yet, sir. There's still bad blood between the United States and Iran, as we all know. It
looks like the United States doesn't know what to do at this point. They're trying to choose
the lesser of two evils, and they don't know who that is yet."
Flamel looked at his feet, shrugged, and took off the ring, causing the Atlantis bubble to
wink out. Sitting down heavily in a chair, he scratched his beard. "I can't imagine why this

has gotten us up to DEFCON 2. Had I been a betting man, I'd have figured this would push
the Apocalypsometer to 3% or so. Not 5%. Something else is going on, and I want to know
what it is."
A voice behind him answered that question. "Dr. Flamel, I believe we can answer that
question."
Everyone spun as a large group of Atlantis representatives made their way into his office,
followed by -- oh great -- a large number of Muggle and Wizarding reporters. The vast
majority of them were high-ranking Aurors, undoubtedly being called upon to spearhead the
attack on the Death Eaters. What was most surprising, however, was the person leading the
delegation: Ambassador Dialonis.
Flamel picked up a Ministry report on the Iraqi takeover and shook it angrily. "Anastasios,
what's going on here? Why are all you guys here instead of in Atlantis trying to get rid of
those idiots in Baghdad?"
Dialonis looked grave. "Dr. Flamel, we have reason to believe there are two threats at this
point. The first, as you know, is the Iraqi incident. There is a second, however, which has
the potential of being significantly more serious."
The room was silent for a good twenty seconds. Finally, Flamel said: "You've got to be
kidding me. What's possibly worse than the return of the Death Eaters? Wait a minute -- did
you lose the damn Resurrection Stone, giving them a chance to bring back Voldemort? I
told you to keep --"
Dialonis cut him off. "The Resurrection Stone is safe, Dr. Flamel. However, the primary
threat isn't Voldemort. We believe we know what Rasputin's plans are, and we have about
24 hours to thwart them. And for that...we need your help. You're the only person who can
do this."
Flamel stared at the former Grand Mugwump incredulously. "Rasputin can wait until we've
gotten rid of these guys. I --"
Dialonis interrupted once more. "Rasputin has gone to the secret island of Buyan so he can
bring back Koschei. We have testimony under Veritaserum that this is true. You DO
remember him, do you not?"
No one moved for a good two minutes, and Flamel stared at Dialonis, absolutely
thunderstruck. The Iraqi news bulletin fell from his hand as Flamel shook his head slowly.
"This cannot be happening. No way. You've been Confounded."
Dialonis shook his head. "The evidence is overwhelming, sir. I suspect this has been in the
cards for a while, and according to Grand Mugwump Zerind Koschei can only be brought
back in a twelve-day period centered on New Year's Eve."
Flamel exploded: "Zerind? Zerind is dead! Has Dagher been chatting with the portraits
again? Trying to get inspiration for throwing the Death Eaters out of Iraq, is he?"
One of Aurors stepped forward. "Dr. Flamel, we think we know why Rasputin tried to attack
you. It only makes sense if he is indeed trying to bring back Koschei. He believes that you
may know the location of Buyan and are a Secret-Keeper for that fact. If he takes you out,

plus anyone who could possibly have heard the secret from you, he makes it so we can't
interfere with his operation. Is it true? Are you a Secret-Keeper for Koschei?"
Flamel paused once more as the cameras snapped everywhere. Finally: "I do know where it
is, and I was sent there back in the late fifteenth century by then-Grand Mugwump Wu
Chen, and --"
The Auror talked right over him. "Would you be able to see on a map, even if it is not
normally visible?"
Flamel, still somewhat confused, nodded. "Yes, I would. Let me guess: the risk of these
reports being true is high enough that Dagher has no choice but to divide his forces and
send some over to Buyan to deal with Rasputin. And in order to do so, he needs me to blow
the whistle on the island."
Dialonis nodded. "I'm afraid so, Dr. Flamel."
The head Auror reached into his robe and pulled out a large map of the Black Sea area, with
a thick grid of longitude and latitude lines. "Where is it, Dr. Flamel?"
Flamel looked over the map as everyone held their collective breaths. Finally, he jammed
his wand down on what appeared to be an empty spot. "There. The island of Buyan is right
there."
Cameras snapped like firecrackers as he removed his wand. When his wand was gone,
everyone saw a small island sitting precisely where the wand had been.
The Auror grabbed the map and checked out the coordinates. "44 degrees, 2 minutes north.
29 degrees, 57 minutes east. I think we've got it!"
Flamel shook his head. "You've got it, all right. However, you can't TELL anyone because
you're not the Secret-Keeper, and I highly doubt you're going to kill me to spread the word.
It has to come out of my hand or out of my mouth."
Dialonis stared at the floor in dismay. "I thought would be a problem, Dr. Flamel. We've got
to think --"
Suddenly, one of the news reporters at the back of the room raised her hand. Flamel,
increasingly irritated, called on her.
It took a bit of prodding, but the reporter eventually spoke up. "If I would make a
suggestion, I work for the Daily Mail and am somewhat familiar with computers. The Daily
Mail has a website. If I get you in touch with our software hackers, would you be willing to
enter the information onto the Web page? Unless I'm mistaken, anyone given access to the
Web page will be able to read it. It will be the Super Bowl Breach, all over again."
Flamel laughed and slammed his fist on the table. "Perfect! Tell every single person who is
to set foot on the island to go to that Web page. Do you think it will be able to handle the
traffic?"
The reporter gritted her teeth. "I hope so, Minister."
Flamel walked over to her and shook her hand. "Congratulations, Ms. Rowling. You may

have just saved the world."
He started making his way out of the room and called back over his shoulder. "On my
orders, all of Dumbledore's Army is to start heading over to Buyan. Anyone who is of age in
that organization, either the original school organization or the Hogsmeade version, must go
to that island within 12 hours or be subject to imprisonment in Azkaban. Anyone who's not
of age stays put. It's time for a military draft, and if Atlantis has a problem with it Dagher
goes through me. Got that?"
Dialonis smiled. "I would have suggested something similar myself, Dr. Flamel."
The British officers nodded and started issuing the appropriate orders. Cameras flashed as
Rowling and Flamel started heading towards the exit. Suddenly, however, Rowling stopped
in her tracks with a worried expression on her face.
Flamel looked at her uneasily. "Shit. There's a problem, right."
Rowling blinked and shook her head. "Not really. It's just that someone I know may be
affected by this."
Flamel threw up his hands. "We can deal with that later. Let's get Buyan on the
map...again."
Flamel headed off, leaving Rowling frozen for a few moments. Slowly, sheepishly, she
turned to the rest of the reporters and explained why she was so uneasy.
"Hermione Granger is going to war."
-------------------------------------Muslims for Humans Headquarters
--------------------Salam Antoun looked at the news report in disbelief. The Death Eaters, the sworn enemies
of the human race, had dared take over a Muslim nation? They would pay for that. Allah
willing, they would pay for that!
He stared screaming to the rest of his colleagues. "Change of plans! Forget Israel -- they
can wait until later! We're only a few hundred miles from Baghdad. We're going to blow the
crap out of those Death Eaters!"
Everyone cheered, and no fewer than three people admitted that they had hoping for this
new order to come through.
To be continued...
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Update #484: Is There a Draft In Here?
16 TO GO
----------Monday, December 30, 1996
Suburbs of London
United Kingdom
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 2/5.0%
----------NEXT UP: I Knew Elves Had Some Fight In Them (.5)
----------Hermione had told Ron a lot about Nirvana, the Buddhist version of paradise. However, her
description didn't seem to match what was coming out of the radio in her mother's 1992
Toyota Corolla.
And I forget just why I taste
Oh yeah, I guess it makes me smile
I found it hard, it's hard to find
Oh well, whatever, never mind
Ron held onto the door handle for dear life as the car spun around a corner. "Hermione, be
careful! Someone almost hit us there!"
Hermione didn't take her eyes off the road. "I'm doing what I can! However, be reasonable.
There's only one first drive after you've gotten your driver's license, and I'm going to make
the most of it. Besides, you should be accustomed to cars by now -- you flew one into
Hogwarts."
Ron's face was turning green. "Yes, we did that. However, I didn't know what we were doing
-- and we didn't have other vehicles and buildings we could hit! Can you slow down,
Hermione? I'd rather ride a dragon!"
Harry chimed in diffidently from the back seat. "You know, Hermione, he's got a point. Ron's
never been in traffic before. Besides, you're not exactly an experienced driver. And there IS
slush on the ground."
Hermione sighed, turned down the volume, and slowed down. "Oh, fine. Better be safe than
sorry, at least until I put some charms on this vehicle."
The three spent the next couple of hours traveling around London. Hermione showed Ron
some of the lesser-known sights. Despite all that had happened over the past year, Ron still
wasn't entirely familiar with Muggle London. Nor was Harry, for that matter, since he had
been cooped up in the Dursleys' house most of the time. All of the Christmas lights were
still on, and people were stampeding into stores in the annual ritual known as the returning
of dud Christmas presents.

Ron pointed at a banner in a toy store's window and fell over laughing. "Look at that!
£149.95 for a Wizard Chess set! How much do they go for in Hogsmeade, 9 Galleons or
something like that? We can make a lot of money off this, Harry!"
Hermione rolled her eyes. "Ron, don't you realize that probably every single wizard in this
country is thinking the same thing? Besides, it will never work now that Hogsmeade has
lowered the security and let Muggles back in again...at least for now. I can't imagine them
raising the barriers once more now that the Death Eaters have taken over Iraq. However,
what law requires that people act rationally?"
She looked at her watch, an battered analog Timex which had only three hands. "It's
starting to get a little late. I think we'd better head home to my parents' house. You two
won't mind sharing a bed, won't you? We've got you set up in the guest room."
Ron's eyes narrowed. "Can't you just cast a spell which will turn one bed into two? The
Geminio spell is legal again, is it not?"
Hermione shook her head vehemently. "In theory, yes. In practice, where are we going to
put the second bed? The house isn't exactly a monstrosity now, is it? Then again, we could
always put the second bed outside, I suppose."
Ron shivered at the thought. "And have me freeze to death? I don't think so."
The three students wended their way back through the streets of London and turned onto
the street leading to Hermione's house. Harry saw immediately that something strange was
going on. There were several television crews parked on her block, and she saw no fewer
than three brooms outside. Cocking his head at Hermione, he asked her if she had been
expecting guests.
Hermione shook her head, as puzzled as the other two were. "I haven't. I wonder if they're
going to interview me about the attack in Iraq."
Ron snorted. "But you don't know anything about Iraq!"
"I know more about it than you do, Ron. In all fairness, however, we are pretty good people
to talk to about the Death Eaters. I'll try to get rid of these people in a hurry so we can
break out your new Muggle Christmas presents."
Ron gaped at her. "I've got Muggle Christmas presents? Whoa! Now THOSE would be worth
something in the Wizarding world, at least as curiosities!"
Hermione parked the car in the driveway and began fumbling for her door key as she and
her two friends made their way to the door. However, she didn't need them, as her mother
opened it before she got there.
Mrs. Granger looked serious. "Hermione, an owl stopped by our house and delivered you
some mail. It's marked with the seal of the Auror Office of the Ministry of Magic. I haven't
opened it, but I've got the impression that it's very important."
Hermione blinked. "The Aurors want to talk to...me?"
"It seems like it, Hermione. Have you done anything wrong?"

All three kids looked at each other and shook their heads as Hermione said, "I don't know of
anything, Mum."
Harry suddenly thought of something and began to speak. "Mrs. Granger, did Ron and I get
letters as well?"
Hermione's mother shook her head. "No, just her."
"What are all these people here for, Mrs. Granger?"
"I don't know, Harry. They said they would explain what's going on after Hermione read the
letter. They claim that they've got some stuff to give her."
Hermione led the trio into the kitchen. "Who's here? What am I getting?"
"I don't know what you're getting, Hermione. However, there seem to be a lot of people
here. J. K. Rowling has come, the man with the fake eye is here --"
Hermione grunted. "Alastair Moody?"
"That's him. There's a bloke named Aberforth as well -- he's the old headmaster's brother,
right?"
Ron nodded. "Yup, that's him. I liked Albus better."
"I see. What's most surprising of all is that the Minister of Magic has arrived here in person.
At least I think he's the Minister of Magic. His name is Nicholas Flamel and he claims to be
six billion years old."
The three kids stared at each other for a moment before Hermione spoke. "What is Dr.
Flamel doing here when he's supposed to be taking care of Iraq? Is he going to give me a
present too?"
To everyone's astonishment, Hermione's mother nodded. "He says he has something for
you, and that he doesn't have much time. He also wants you to open the message as soon
as possible so everyone can discuss its implications."
Hermione didn't like this. "Implications?"
"That's what he said. Now we don't want to keep the Minister waiting, particularly if what he
says is true and Voldemort's men are on the loose in the Middle East. The letter's on the
table, next to the washing machine."
"Have you read it, Mum?"
Hermione's mother winced and shook her head. "No, Hermione. I don't want to open official
Wizarding correspondences which, for all I know, will explode if the wrong person reads
them."
Vaguely unsettled, Hermione walked over to the letter and opened it. She started scanning
through it, and her eyebrows suddenly shot up in shock as Rowling, the other reporters, and
the wizards began making their way into the kitchen. The room was soon packed with
people.

Harry waved his hand at her to get her attention. "Hermione, what's wrong? You look like
you've seen a dragon."
Hermione lowered the letter and began shuddering. "This can't be happening. This CANNOT
be happening."
Ron rounded on her. "Hermione, what is going on here? I haven't seen you this frightened
since we caught you in the bathroom with that troll!"
The voice that answered was Alastair Moody's, and it was surprisingly gentle. "It's an order
for a Wizarding military draft, son. All Dumbledore's Army members age seventeen and up
are have been ordered to report to the Ministry of Magic by 7 PM today so they can be
briefed and transported to the war zone. Failure to do so will result in imprisonment in
Azkaban. Miss Granger is of age, so off she goes. And yes, she has to leave within 60
minutes."
Hermione's mother shrieked in horror. "You're sending my baby off to Iraq? You can't do
that!"
Moody rounded on her. "She is no longer a baby, Mrs. Granger. She is considered a full
adult in the Wizarding world, and she has taken five and a half years of Defense Against the
Dark Arts. I should inform you that Dumbledore's Army is now considered the Second
Division of the Wizarding Standing Army. Atlantis has us in reserve precisely for situations
like this. Hermione has enlisted, and she must therefore serve."
Mrs. Granger sounded desperate. "She can't serve while she's still in school, can she?"
Moody wasn't moved. "Troops currently enrolled at Hogwarts will serve until the Christmas
break ends. Once break is over, they will return to Hogwarts and study triple Defense
Against the Dark Arts until the end of the year. They will then serve their country once more
in the summer, assuming the emergency lasts that long."
Ron and Harry started looking at Moody with determination. "She won't be alone, Professor!
We'll go with her!"
Moody shook his head savagely. "No, Mr. Weasley, you will not. The order specifically
forbids the call-up of anyone under seventeen."
The Auror turned back to Mrs. Granger, who was sobbing. "Mrs. Granger, you can take
some comfort in the fact that I will be there with her. I feel like I owe it to her as her
teacher."
"Don't send her to Iraq! She can serve if she has to, but don't send her to Iraq! Send her
somewhere safer! What are you going to do with her?"
Moody shook his head. "You don't want to know, and besides, I wouldn't be able to tell you
anyway."
Mrs. Granger turned to Flamel. "Can you get her special dispensation? She's done wonders
for Muggle-Wizard relations!"
Flamel shook his head. "Much as I would like to, I have to be impartial as Minister and

therefore can't make any exceptions. I'm sorry. She has to serve, just like everyone else. If
it makes you feel any better, I'm going as well."
Ron blinked at him. "But you're the Minister of Magic! You have to stay behind and keep
everything under control!"
Flamel nodded. "I'm aware of that. However, the mission Hermione, Moody, and I will be
going on requires expertise which only I have. Besides, I've been to this place before,
something virtually no one of this generation can claim."
"Who's going to be running the Ministry while you are out, Dr. Flamel?"
Flamel shrugged as he reached into his pocket and brought out a small box. "My wife. She
isn't going to be needed at Hogwarts, at least for now. I'd been hoping Hugh would take the
job, but I suspect Hugh is still incommunicado. Now, Hermione, hear me out. I had intended
to give you this later, but considering that your mother will probably kill me if I don't do it
now I might as well get it out of the way. Would you be so good as to give me a lock of your
hair?"
Hermione's eyes widened as she plucked a strand of hair from her head. Pointing at the
box, she asked: "My hair...are you going to be Polyjuicing into me?"
The wizards laughed and shook their heads as Flamel accepted the hair. Still chortling,
Flamel tapped his wand to the hair and then to the box. The box glowed like a small sun for
a moment, then it faded away. Harry had never seen anything glow that brightly. Whatever
was involved was very serious magic.
Presenting Hermione with the box, the Minister said. "It's not Polyjuice, Hermione. It's
something far more valuable. And you've certainly earned it, considering all that you've
done."
Suspicious, Hermione took the box and opened it. Inside it was a small circlet of gemencrusted gold. The ring took the form of a serpent biting its own tail.
Hermione stared at it in disbelief and showed it to the crowd. "Oh my God. OH MY GOD!"
Ron looked at her in horror. "King William proposed?"
Flamel's eyes widened, and everyone started laughing again. Wiping his eyes, the Minister
shook his head. "Now THAT I had never even occurred to me. Go ahead, Hermione, put it
on. We hit DEFCON 2 earlier today, so we'll be able to see if it works. Oh, and everyone else
get back."
The wizards backed off, with Ron and Hermione convincing Hermione's mother to get out of
the way. Taking a deep breath, Hermione put the ring on her finger.
There was a brief flash of light, and a brief cracking sound. When the light had cleared, it
revealed Hermione surrounded by a thin, transparent hemisphere. Ron and Harry stared at
each other, and then at Hermione. When Ron spoke, his voice was filled with awe.
"Hermione, you've got yourself an ATLANTIS RING!"
Moody nodded. "And a broken sink, it looks like -- that barrier cut right through the sink.
We'll fix it before we leave."

Hermione's mother gaped at her daughter. "What is this bubble surrounding her?"
Hermione explained. "It's an Atlantis bubble! I'm...flattered to get this! It renders me
completely invulnerable to anything short of a direct hit from the Elder Wand or a nuclear
weapon! Nothing will be able to hurt me now, Mum!"
Hermione's mother screamed out in joy and raced to hug her daughter, but she didn't get
very far before she crashed into the protective shield and fell onto her rear end. Helping her
up, Moody explained: "This ring can only be warn by her, and it is one of the greatest
rewards a witch or wizard can receive. There are only a two drawbacks to the ring. It is
completely airtight, which will prevent poisons and gases from harming the wearer.
However, the wearer will have to take it off momentarily to replenish his or her air supply.
Second, this engagement will be under DEFCON 2 rules. That means, she will not be able to
cast spells out of the ring unless they are in self-defense."
Moody looked at Hermione wistfully. "I've been an Auror for many years, and even I haven't
gotten one of those. Getting one at her age is...extraordinary, to say the least."
Hermione took off her ring, and the bubble disappeared. Water started leaking out of the
sink as her mother raced over to hug her. Soon, Harry and Ron were doing so as well. Harry
had a brief vision of Voldemort killing her, and he shook his head to clear it. Paranoia wasn't
good in this situation. However, he couldn't help but think that this could very well the last
time he'd see her...in this world at least.
Flamel put his hand on Hermione's shoulder. "You'd better hurry up -- we have to meet at
the rendezvous in less than an hour. Let's have Professor Dumbledore give you the sword
so you can start packing. There's no time to waste."
Hermione nodded and shook the Minister's hand. Flamel then vanished as Harry turned to
Moody and asked: "Sword? What sword?"
Aberforth Dumbledore's deep voice answered that question as he brought an object out of
his robe. "This sword, Mr. Potter."
Everyone gasped as the lights from a row of Sylvania bulbs reflected off the gems
embedded in the sword of Godric Gryffindor.
Hermione looked at Aberforth in astonishment. "Professor Dumbledore -- I'm flattered once
again, but why am I being given this? I have a wand, after all. Besides, this belongs to the
school, not to me."
Aberforth smiled. "Yes, and as Gryffindor's Head of House I have a say on who gets it and
when. The sword should always go to those in dire need, and if there is any time it should
be in the hands of a Gryffindor it should be now, particularly given the stakes in this
mission."
Hermione frowned. "But won't the sword get in the way? It's big and bulky. In all fairness,
Professor, the only thing I can imagine the sword is good for is destroying Horcruxes."
Aberforth nodded. "Exactly. And that's precisely why you're getting it. There may be up two
Horcruxes involved here, and we already know that the sword works well against Horcruxes.
As of today, the sword is on loan to you until you return from your mission. These

Horcruxes will be difficult to find, and odds are that we won't find them. However, it's better
to be prepared in case we get lucky."
Mrs. Granger scratched her head. "What's a Horcrux?"
Aberforth shook his head and smiled. "You don't want to know, Mrs. Granger. Trust me."
Hermione nodded and jerked her head at him as she placed the sword on the table next to
her. "Trust him."
Aberforth wished Hermione luck and vanished as abruptly as Flamel had. Moody fixed the
sink and followed soon thereafter, leaving Hermione and her friends at the mercy of the
reporters. It took a lot of coercion, but eventually Hermione managed to convince everyone
that there was no time for interviews. Besides, Hermione wasn't entirely sure where she
was going to be deployed yet. Iraq made a lot of sense. However, why would she be going
after Horcruxes? Voldemort was already dead. He had no Horcruxes left.
By 6:45, Hermione was all packed, and everyone gathered in the living room one last time.
Her mother was a little less nervous, considering that Hermione had been given an Atlantis
ring. Her father, who had come in during the packing session, had been caught completely
off guard, but even he admitted that if Hermione had been called to duty, she had to serve.
Harry and Ron spent a good five minutes each hugging her, and Ron added a few special
treats which -- for the first time in almost a year -- didn't earn a reproach from anyone else
in the room.
Finally, the time had come. Drawing a deep breath and raising the sword of Gryffindor in a
solemn salute, she disappeared into thin air, leaving her civilian life behind her.
To be continued...
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Hermione in MOPP 4? We have air assets in Saudi Arabia and Turkey and in the Red Sea
and Persian Gulf, not to mention the B-52s in Diego Garcia. Use them. The wizards should
not have to go it alone. I'm sure there will be Special Forces operators embedded with the
wizards, Combat Controllers for sure, maybe Deltas or Green Berets... Can use the 160th
Special Operations Aviation Regiment (Airborne) as well... Don't forget our guided missile
destroyers and cruisers in the Gulf. They can be used for Tomahawk strikes to soften up the
opposition.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by thepenguin (Post 5328430)
Hermione in MOPP 4? We have air assets in Saudi Arabia and Turkey and in the Red Sea
and Persian Gulf, not to mention the B-52s in Diego Garcia. Use them. The wizards should
not have to go it alone. I'm sure there will be Special Forces operators embedded with the
wizards, Combat Controllers for sure, maybe Deltas or Green Berets... Can use the 160th
Special Operations Aviation Regiment (Airborne) as well... Don't forget our guided missile

destroyers and cruisers in the Gulf. They can be used for Tomahawk strikes to soften up the
opposition.
Hermione is actually going to be deployed to Buyan -- see the previous update. She doesn't
know Buyan has come into play yet, though, from her POV. However, there are going to be
all sorts of fun things going on in Baghdad.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5328610)
Hermione is actually going to be deployed to Buyan -- see the previous update. She doesn't
know Buyan has come into play yet, though, from her POV. However, there are going to be
all sorts of fun things going on in Baghdad.
You writing in 160th SOAR, Delta, and/or Seal Team SIX for that operation in Buyan? I
would have Muggle air assets attempt to perform high-explosive Fidelius removal before the
ground forces move in and have them on standby for close air support missions. Joint
wizard-muggle op. There's Special Operation assets at RAF Mildenhall as well. 160th SOAR
can pack up and move in 48 hours, same with Delta and Seal Team SIX.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by thepenguin (Post 5328645)
You writing in 160th SOAR, Delta, and/or Seal Team SIX for that operation in Buyan? I
would have Muggle air assets attempt to perform high-explosive Fidelius removal before the
ground forces move in and have them on standby for close air support missions. Joint
wizard-muggle op. There's Special Operation assets at RAF Mildenhall as well. 160th SOAR
can pack up and move in 48 hours, same with Delta and Seal Team SIX.
There are going to be soldiers of all types. Right now the Fidelius is more or less out of the
way because we're assuming all agents who are going to be participating have been
"invited" into the secret by Flamel's Web document.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5328683)
There are going to be soldiers of all types. Right now the Fidelius is more or less out of the
way because we're assuming all agents who are going to be participating have been
"invited" into the secret by Flamel's Web document.

You know what this means right? While the ground assets are being collected...B-2

PRECISION CARPET BOMBING!!!!:D:D:D
Especially since ITTL, the Spirit reaches IOC in two days...
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Update #484.5: I Knew Elves Had Some Fight In Them
16 TO GO
----------1857Z
Monday, December 30, 1996
Suburbs of London
United Kingdom
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 2/5.0%
----------NEXT UP: Uh, You Do Realizes Wizards Don't Rely On Radar
----------Hermione rematerialized near an old public toilet with Professor Moody at her side. She
blinked at him, put down her suitcase, and frowned. "Uh, Professor, are you sure we went
to the right place? We're supposed to be going to the Ministry of Magic, right?"
Moody nodded, his artificial eye scanning the area for watchful Muggles. Hermione still
couldn't get over how it swiveled in its socket like that, even after having him (or someone
who looked like him) as a professor for a year and a half.
Seeing nobody other than a stream of wizards and witches heading for the toilets, Moody
started stomping his way towards the toilet. "This is one of the entrances to the Ministry,
Miss Granger. It's disguised as an old, out-of-order bathroom."
Hermione got it immediately. "It's a secret door, sort of like with the Room of
Requirement?"
"Sort of. The toilets in there are actually enchanted so that people who step in them are
transported into the Ministry."
Hermione's nose wrinkled. "We flush ourselves in with all of the --"
Moody chuckled. "No, there's no...other stuff that goes in with us. Trust me, it's safe. And it
isn't going to smell, either. Now, if you would excuse me, I'll have to get into the men's
line."
Hermione took her place at the back of the women's line. If they were going to be flushing
themselves in with garbage, these ladies weren't dressed for it. Some of them were wearing
some pretty expensive robes, including one woman who looked as if she could have been a
model. Now that she thought about it, the woman looked familiar. In fact, unless she was
mistaken...
She blurted it out: "Fleur Delacoeur?"

The woman turned around. Sure enough, it was Bill Weasley's girlfriend. She was wearing
what appeared to be a formal Beauxbatons uniform, which seemed more or less appropriate
for a military draft.
Fleur stared at her. "Hermione Granger, is that you?"
Hermione whistled: Fleur's English had improved greatly. "Yes, Fleur, it's me. You were
called up as well?"
Fleur nodded. "I'm in one of the Dumbledore's Army chapters, just as well as you. Besides,
I had experience fighting dragons and dealing with danger during the Triwizard tournament.
I can only hope that they're not going to have us swim underwater or get lost in enchanted
mazes. I'm surprised Harry and Ron aren't here...oh wait, they're not seventeen, right?"
"Nope, they're not. Where's Bill?"
"He's already in the Ministry. I had an errand I had to run first, so I had to come a bit later."
"I see. Do you know what you're going to be doing in Iraq? I assume that's where we're
going, after all."
Fleur smiled. "I can't really say. However, I have already been given my instructions. Let's
say the powers that be like the fact that I'm partially veela and that I'm capable of seducing
men."
Hermione stared at her. "But you're already seeing someone. Besides, doesn't that make
you feel like a bit of a...well..."
Fleur actually blushed. "Sort of, to be honest. I'm not particularly thrilled about it myself.
However, these are troubled times, and we're going to have to do what we have to do."
Fleur's face grew serious as they entered the women's room. "Hermione, we are going to be
in serious danger. This isn't going to be a walk in the park or a vacation. Think of it as being
on the same level as the Triwizard Tournament, which you saw firsthand. However, this
time it's for real. In this case Dumbledore and Madame Maxime aren't going to be around to
bail us out if we get caught by grindylows. If it is our time to go, so be it. Hopefully we'll go
out like my fellow Triwizard contestant Viktor Krum: a hero in the Koreas."
Hermione nodded, but she couldn't help think of what happened to the fourth Triwizard
champion: struck down unprovoked by one of the nastiest Dark wizards of all time. A Dark
wizard who, for all she knew, could have just resurfaced in Iraq. Not wanting to think about
that, she turned to the stall in front of her and watched as the woman before her stepped
into the toilet, pulled the handle, and vanished.
The toilet transported them into an alcove which seemed to have originally been designed
for Floo travel. What was most unusual, however, about the entrance was the fact that
there was a laptop computer staring the new arrivals in the face. Floating next to the
computer was a sign which read: "ATTENTION: PLEASE READ THE INFORMATION PRINTED
ON THE SCREEN TO YOUR LEFT. THIS IS EXTREMELY IMPORTANT AND IT WILL AFFECT
YOUR MISSION."
Hermione looked at Fleur in astonishment. "They're using computers in the Ministry now?
That's...progressive!"

Alastair Moody's voice echoed out from the corridor beyond the alcove. "They normally don't
use computers, Miss Granger. However, this particular operation requires that some
information be conveyed electronically. Read what's on the screen and let's go."
Hermione looked at the screen and frowned. "It's from a Daily Mail reporter. That's odd:
why would...Oh!" Hermione's tongue froze to the roof of her mouth as the highlighted
sentence in the middle of screen caught her attention.
I, Nicholas Flamel, inform you that the Island of Buyan is located in the Black Sea
at coordinates 44 degrees, 2 minutes north and 29 degrees, 57 minutes east.
Fleur gasped, and she wasn't the only one. Shocked comments about Buyan resonated
throughout the alcove as the latest group of travels headed deeper into the Ministry.
Both Fleur and Hermione turned to Moody. Fleur asked: "Professor Moody, is this a joke?
There wasn't really an island called Buyan, was there? And if there had been such a place,
wouldn't its location have long since been forgotten?"
Moody shook her head. "It's there, all right. Nicholas Flamel was there over five hundred
years ago, and as things turned out he is now a Secret-Keeper for its location. And unless I
am very badly mistaken, we're going to be heading over there shortly."
Hermione scratched her head. "What would we be going to this secret island for? Are we
going to gather there as a safe house?"
Moody shook his head. "Far from it. I suspect we're going over there because we're going to
have to finish off Rasputin before he brings back Boris Koschei."
Hermione stopped short and nearly toppled over as Fleur walked into her. "Excuse me,
Professor. Are you telling me that the man who triggered the greatest crisis of the first
millennium managed to survive? And he's taking advantage of the fall of the Statute of
Secrecy to come back and threaten the Muggle world once again?"
Moody nodded gravely. "That is precisely what we are afraid of. We have reason to believe
that Rasputin and the Black Fist have gathered a huge force there to hold us off long
enough until Rasputin completes the nine-plus hour ritual required to bring back Koschei.
Once Koschei is back...well, you know what he did last time from the play you just put on.
Both Rasputin and Koschei HAVE to be stopped, and destroyed permanently this time if
possible. And to make matters worse, we blew our Judgment Day on Voldemort so we won't
be able to use it again for another four and a half years."
Fleur put her hands to her face. "Merde! This is terrible!"
Hermione nodded. "You've got that right. I take it that's why Atlantis is at DEFCON 2? I
highly doubt a bunch of wizards in charge of Iraq would be enough to make it all the way to
2."
Moody nodded. "You are correct, Miss Granger. The issue with Iraq is of little consequence
compared to what could go down if Koschei returns to Earth. The Muggles, of course, are
going mad because they're concerned the Middle East will destabilize. They don't realize
that if Koschei returns you can get a worldwide pandemic which can kill half the world's
population or more. Imagine Koschei repeating the Black Death, but this time with anthrax,

dengue fever, or ebola...and taking advantage of airplanes to spread the contagion more
easily among the Muggles."
Fleur's face was white, and Hermione had the sword of Gryffindor in a viselike grip as Moody
continued. "We MUST NOT FAIL here. Do you hear that, everyone? We MUST NOT FAIL. I
expect everyone here to lay down their lives to make sure Koschei does not come back, and
if he does that he does not get off that island."
Hermione shook momentarily. However, the sword in her hands brought her to her senses.
Gryffindors were renowned for their courage, so how could someone entrusted with the
sword be allowed to quiver in fear?
Everyone was silent as Moody and the Ministry officials escorted them into a large room
which Moody explained was normally used as an atrium. The traditional fountain in the
center of the room, however, had vanished. In its place was a greatly-enlarged image of an
ancient map, looking to have been from the fifteenth century and marked with the initials
NIF. It depicted what appeared to be small island about fifteen miles so across, dominated
by two mountains and a small valley in the middle. Situated behind the map was a podium,
and behind the podium was the Minister of Magic.
Flamel was speaking, and Hermione listened in attentively. "Yes, I have brought you
together from all walks of life to confront an evil on the same level as Voldemort's, possibly
even worse. When I was in my twenties and thirties, Professor Koschei brought the world to
its knees by taking an existing strain of bubonic plague and turning it into the worst
pandemic in the history of Europe. Had it not been for the fact that the Norse had already
found evidence of the New World, this would have likely gone to Judgment Day. And what's
even more frightening is that Koschei managed to pull this off with fourteenth-century
Muggle technology. No planes. No genetic engineering. No nothing other than magic.
"Each of you has something to give here. Some of you are SEALs, very good at infiltrating
enemy encampments and taking out targets. Some of you are Aurors or members of the
Order of the Phoenix, with great experience fighting Dark wizards like Voldemort. Some of
you are members of Dumbledore's Army, Britain's newly formed magical militia. If the real
world James Bond exists, he would be in this room right now. And there are veela among
you as well who are hoping to take advantage of the fact that Rasputin is an inveterate
womanizer."
Hermione turned to Fleur, who was actually blushing. It was obvious what Fleur was
supposed to do. Glancing around the room, Hermione thought that she saw a few more
veela in the crowd as well.
"Let me reiterate what we know. Koschei survived all these years by placing his Horcrux on
the island of Buyan and Fideliusing the island's location to himself. When he was
incapacitated at the end of the Black Death, the Fidelius Charm transferred itself to his most
obvious successor: the highest-ranking magical advisor to Koschei's old kingdom in central
Russia. This man or woman, called the Gatekeeper, kept the role for the rest of his or her
life. When he died, the spell sought out the new ruler and reassigned the Fidelius to the new
ruler's chief advisor. This spell continued for the next six centuries, and it began applying
itself to the head of Russia as Koschei's old kingdom fell under the rule of the tsars.
"Normally, this would have assigned the Fidelius to trustworthy individuals such as Tsar
Alexei Romanov. However, Koschei had not considered the possibility that one of his
Gatekeepers would create a Horcrux and then join the Black God cult. Because of this

Horcrux, Rasputin never died. As a result, he remained the Gatekeeper long after the tsars - and eventually the Soviet Union -- died. Had Rasputin not been revived by the Black
Cultists after the Breach, it is quite possible that it would have been lost to history for good,
as the only person who had access to the island no longer had a corporeal body.
Unfortunately, that was not the case."
Flamel pointed at himself. "What Koschei and Rasputin did not know is that I am also a
Secret-Keeper for this island. You are probably all familiar with the story of Koschei. Suffice
it to say that since I was a relic from Koschei's time, a fifteenth-century Grand Mugwump
who had learned of the secret from his predecessors -- in a direct chain of communication
to Olga Koscheiva -- invited me to go to Buyan as a consultant so we could hunt for
Koschei's Horcrux. We never found it, of course. However, that was without modern
technology. And now that I have outlived Grand Mugwump Chen, it is up to me to warn the
world about this new threat.
"Here is what we are going to do. After we adjourn this meeting, you will be assigned into
divisions and your division leader will brief you on your individual mission in case we do
have to assault Buyan. Hopefully, we will not have to do this. Everyone here agrees that
assaulting Buyan is going to be extremely expensive, and the body count is going to be
high. To that end, we have asked the Muggles to make the first move."
Flamel waved his wand in the air, and the ghostly image of an odd-looking aircraft hovered
over his head. "The aircraft you see above me is an American B-2 bomber, also known as a
Stealth Bomber. This Muggle vehicle is extremely difficult to detect, and it can carry tens of
thousands of kilos' worth of bombs. While we organize our forces, the Muggle air units will
fly one of these planes over to Buyan and drop its entire payload of bombs on it. Officials
plan to drop explosive devices on every square meter of that island they can reach. This will
almost certainly destroy everybody on Buyan. If everything goes as planned, and the
spotters report that the Black Fist members have all been destroyed, we will go to the
island, find Koschei's Horcrux, and destroy it once and for all. If we find Rasputin's as well,
we'll destroy it as well. You will get to visit what is left of this island in relative safety and
may participate in an expedition which will rid the world of a major Dark wizard."
Flamel's tone grew somber. "If, on the other hand, the bomber is destroyed or the bombs
don't do enough damage to kill everyone, then a ground assault will be ordered. The odds of
the bomber's destruction are pretty low, as the aircraft is black, will be flying without
running lights, and will almost certainly not be visible from Buyan. However, we have to
assume that Rasputin and his men have been organizing the defense of the island. We have
reason to believe that they've been there for a week at least, and that's a lot of time to
prepare...especially when no one knows where you are. This assault will be costly, and I
freely admit it. For the Muggles among you, think of D-Day with wizards."
Flamel paused one last time, then drew a deep breath. "At present, we have no plans to use
nuclear weapons in this battle. Although we are almost certain that a nuke will will destroy
most of the people on the island and win the day for us, the world is still reeling after the
events of Judgment Day. We do not want to open that can of worms again. However, it is
my pleasure to inform you that Atlantis will be helping us out. Several people here have
Atlantis rings, and they will be instrumental in protecting their colleagues from enemy
attack. Be advised that since we are at DEFCON 2, their role must be defensive only."
Hermione blinked and stared at her pocket, which had the ring in it. Was she going to be in
the forefront? Yikes!

Flamel continued. "We will also have the elves of Britain on our side as well. As you are
aware, elves have their own special type of magic. Now that many elves burdened with
harsh masters have won their freedom through the work of the Society for Preservation of
Intelligent Welfare, we at the Ministry and Atlantis have invited them to work for us and join
us in our crusade. Many of them, I am happy to admit, have accepted. And most of those
who have joined want to avenge themselves on SOMEBODY."
Hermione gawked at him. Was this good or bad? SPIW's work now allowed the elves to
effectively choose between a harsh master and Atlantis. However, was Atlantis any better if
they were going to be sending elves on military missions which could get them killed? Why
was everything this complicated?
Flamel nodded. "That's all for now. Let's all pause for a moment of silence and prayer before
we get your own units' briefings underway."
Hermione tried to calm herself with Buddhist meditation practices. It took a few seconds to
calm herself down, but eventually she began to focus on the thoughts and began telling
herself: these stressful feelings are impermanent, just like everything else.
Including life.
To be continued...
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Well, I can already tell you that the spotters may have problems trying to figure out how
effective the B-2 mission was. The weather forecast for any given day is derived from the
Boston area weather, updated to fit the season and the location.
Ladies and gentlemen, here's the current forecast for Boston.
Mainly cloudy. A few peeks of sunshine possible. Slight chance of a shower late. High 64F.
Winds SE at 5 to 10 mph. Showers this evening becoming a steady rain overnight. Thunder
possible. Low 54F. Winds SSE at 10 to 20 mph. Chance of rain 90%. Rainfall around a
quarter of an inch.
To mimic an Eastern European winter environment (and to get around the fact that it's
unseasonably warm in Boston right now: way to go CO2), we'll lop off 20 degrees from this:
Mainly cloudy. A few peeks of sunshine possible. Slight chance of a shower late. High 44F.
Winds SE at 5 to 10 mph. Showers this evening becoming a steady rain overnight. Thunder
possible. Low 34F. Winds SSE at 10 to 20 mph. Chance of rain 90%. Rainfall around a
quarter of an inch.
Now as you know rain and 34 degrees doesn't really make all that much sense. And it's too
warm for all snow.
Mainly cloudy. A few peeks of sunshine possible. Slight chance of a shower late. High 44F.
Winds SE at 5 to 10 mph. Showers this evening becoming a steady snow, sleet, and
freezing rain overnight. Thunder possible. Low 34F. Winds SSE at 10 to 20 mph. Chance of
precipitation 90%. Total accumulation 1-3 inches.

Lovely. The weather is going to be atrocious, and the spotter planes won't be able to see
the ground unless they get below the cloud cover (it was already kind of cloudy late last
night, which means around midnight it will already be cloudy). And of course you've got
some nasty wind coming right off the ocean. Let's see how this plays out...
EDIT: Weather we actually got was a spot shower or so later on in the evening (after the
battle has ended ITTL) with mostly cloudy the rest of the day, with a few breaks in the
clouds here and there. I'll probably use that.
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I want to see some awesome action :D
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Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5335353)
Lovely. The weather is going to be atrocious, and the spotter planes won't be able to see
the ground unless they get below the cloud cover (it was already kind of cloudy late last
night, which means around midnight it will already be cloudy). And of course you've got
some nasty wind coming right off the ocean. Let's see how this plays out...
Quote:

Originally Posted by National Reconnaissance Office
Ve haf vays...
(fiiiilllleeeerrrr)
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Update #485: Uh, You Do Realizes Wizards Don't Rely On Radar
15 TO GO
----------0055Z
Tuesday, December 31, 1996
Beach Area
Buyan
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 2/5.2%
----------NEXT UP: B-2 Versus Dome (.5)
----------Grigori Rasputin watched as the last group of Black Fist operatives landed on the beach in
the south-central part of Buyan. There were now approximately 1500 agents on the island,
with a good hundred or so still in transit...or not bothering to come at all. Ideally, the Mad

Monk would have waited to make sure everyone was there before he started raising the
island's final defenses. Unfortunately, he was running out of time. He couldn't wait for
everyone to show up, and it was getting close to the time he had planned to bring back
Koschei. It wasn't up to his followers to question his orders: they were supposed to be at
the new safe house by midnight, and if they weren't there, so be it.
Clearing centuries' worth of rampant tree growth out of the way with his wand, he led his
small army up the eastern hill on the island, into what were once the ruins of the Roman
fort on top of the hill. They were ruins no longer, however. The various pieces of stone and
concrete had been Transfigured and mutated into a modern fort which, Rasputin hoped,
would be capable of withstanding an army chock-full of wizards. Granted, it was unlikely
that the Atlanteans would interfere. However, Rasputin couldn't help but worry that the
inability to capture Flamel and his wife could have left the door open for Atlantis to come to
Buyan.
He told his colleagues to put up various magical defenses as he thought through the
complicated ritual required to bring back Koschei. The powerful medieval wizard had
apparently managed to cast a spell which automatically imbued the Gatekeeper with the
tools required to bring him back, which was a good thing. Unfortunately, as far as Rasputin
could tell it would take a good seven hours or so of uninterrupted concentration and rune
drawing to set up the construct necessary to bring him back. Once he started on the ritual,
he could not allow himself to be disturbed for any reason or he'd have to do it all over again
from scratch.
Zygonov would be in charge of the Wizarding defense of the island once Rasputin began
working on the ritual. Borodin, one of the newly-upgraded half-vampire Muggles, would be
in charge of the Muggle defense. Both men were experts at what they did and Rasputin was
convinced that they would be able to hold off the Muggle forces long enough for Rasputin to
complete the ritual.
These weren't exactly the best conditions to fight under. It was cloudy right now, with
occasional stars visible through breaks in the clouds. If the enemy attacked during the
night, there wouldn't be any stars for the attackers to occult with their brooms. It was quite
possible, in fact, that they could attack under complete surprise. Rasputin still had
something to say about that, however.
The thick tree cover would mean that could be snipers around every trunk. People would be
easy to track thanks to the snow on the ground, which would make even invisibility not a
sure thing. Invisible people still made footprints, after all. To make matters worse, the
forecast was for rain to start in the mid-afternoon and change to snow and sleet during the
night. Only an idiot would fight a major battle in the middle of a snowstorm in a forest.
Unfortunately, Rasputin didn't have much of a choice. It was obvious Atlantis was onto him
as they may have already held Zhukov and Vovchanckaya. He needed to do this as soon as
possible, before Atlantis figured out what was going on.
Rasputin was excited, and he was not the only one. Most of the Black God cultists were
amazed that they were actually standing on Buyan, an island which didn't exist as far as the
world was concerned. Many of them were imagining what they would do when they had the
world at their feet. Rasputin let them fantasize, of course. In practice, however, Koschei
wasn't a god. He couldn't fix everything, and even if the Black Fist organization did become
masters of the world individual operatives would likely have their dreams thwarted by
reality, Koschei's orders, or Atlantis. He couldn't say anything because high morale would be
useful at a time like this.

Rasputin made his way into what used to be the fort's main hall and began to speak. "All
right, my friends. The time has come for me to start work on the ritual. Whatever you do,
make sure if there is any interference, you deal with it. I'm going to get rather irritated if
you interrupt midway through the ritual and force me to restart it all over again."
Zygonov put his hand on Rasputin's shoulder. "We will do our best, my lord. You can count
on us."
Rasputin smiled and lifted the Elder Wand. "Good. And now, let me put the finishing touches
on our defenses courtesy of the Elder Wand. Yes, my friends, this is the infamous Elder
Wand. It is unbeatable, and I plan to relinquish control of it to Koschei when he comes back.
In the meantime, though, I can use it to cast spells which would be far beyond those of
ordinary human beings. Watch this."
He thrust the Elder Wand into the sky and shouted: "Protego Maximus Domus!"
There was a thunderclap which probably could have been heard in Istanbul. Rasputin's ears
rang -- he hadn't anticipated the amount of energy that would be released by the Elder
Wand fired at maximum power. Several Muggles complained that the circuits on their
weapons had blown out. Fortunately, however, the simpler weapons still worked.
It was unlikely they would need their weapons, particularly now that a huge dome was
covering virtually the entire island. Normally, domes fifteen miles across would have been
difficult to establish without the work of several wizards from Atlantis. This was not the case
here.
Rasputin added a Portkey barrier around the island, something he thought would come in
quite handy given recent events. Satisfied with what he had done, he put the wand back in
his pocket and began working on the runes.
He had barely started writing the first rune when the Elder Wand suddenly flew out of his
robe and was replaced by someone else's wand. Shit, he thought. Someone had just
Disarmed him and taken control of the Elder Wand. He should have known this would
happen. Judging from the exclamation of joy about a hundred feet behind him, the wand's
new master was a woman, and Rasputin now held her old wand.
The woman's elation didn't last long, as another Expelliarmus shattered the silence. This
was followed by a third and a fourth. Soon, small duels were breaking out all over the
fortress.
Rasputin groaned inwardly to himself. Just what we need right now: a few hundred Black
Fist wizards fighting over the Elder Wand instead of concentrating on Koschei -- or at least
getting some sleep!
He hoped that the rest of this operation would go more smoothly.
--------------------------0100Z
Somewhere over Europe
--------------United States Air Force Captain Chase "Chevy" Dunham could not believe he was actually
going to be flying a Stealth Bomber into combat. He had always wanted to fly one of these
things -- it looked so cool, after all. He had been a bit nervous at first when he saw all of

the dials and gizmos and HUDs he'd have to deal with while flying the plane. Fortunately,
he'd done well enough on the tests to become a candidate for the mission...and he'd had
enough luck to win the lottery as to which pilot would actually attack Buyan.
His aircraft was loaded to the gills with the heaviest conventional bombs the Air Force could
call up on short notice. If everything went as planned, he was less than an hour away from
dropping a whole arsenal on an island which he hadn't known existed a few hours earlier.
He would be releasing the weapons far enough away from the target to be safe yet near
enough for the GPS homing beacons to reach the desired latitude and longitude, where they
would explode on contact with the ground. And they would explode with enough oomph to
level everything in the area. Given that the plan was for them to carpet-bomb the island,
there was no way that the Black Fist personnel would be able to hide from this attack.
Dunham would then fly over the island, where he would report on the results of the attack
(presumably, the entire place would be on fire and torn to shreads). With a launching point
far away and the plane invisible to radar, this should be easy.
The wizard in the copilot's seat would then cast Revelio Hominem and check to see if there
was anyone left down there. If there were no survivors, a mission would immediately set
out for Buyan and wizards would come ashore looking for Rasputin's Horcrux, Koschei's
Horcrux, or both. Any Horcruxes discovered would eventually be dispatched with the Sword
of Gryffindor, a British artifact which had been brought along by the famous British witch
Hermione Granger.
The problem, of course, was that the bad guys had magic as well. He didn't know of
anything which would be able to detect him a few hundred miles away, particularly when it
was raining ordnance. However, it was obvious magic could do things he had always
thought impossible.
The Stealth was being accompanied by two "small" escort fighters crewed by a combination
of a wizard and a Muggle. Dunham's mission was to focus on the island and only the island.
Any threats to him or his squadron would be dealt with by the escorts.
He watched as his HUD counted down the distance to the target. Less than half an hour was
left until showtime.
-----------------0116Z
Iran/Iraq border
---------It hadn't taken long for the Atlantean wizards to knock out the Muggle defenses separating
the two countries. Soon, the Iranian armed forces were making their way into Iraq. Reports
from the south indicated that the Saudis were making good progress as well.
The goal they had agreed on was to get rid of the wizards and restore Iraq to its Muggle
rulers. That was easy enough to live with. Now of course, if it became necessary to leave a
few Iranian regiments behind to make sure the wizards came back...they'd do that too.
----------0119Z
Baghdad
-----A good three city blocks of the city were on fire. Purple fire.
People were running everywhere as multicolored beams crisscrossed the sky, followed by

hails of bullets. More often than not, the beams bounced off improvised shields or crashed
into the walls of buildings, knocking them down one at a time. Urban warfare was never
pretty.
This looked to be Operation Desert Storm all over again. Unfortunately, at least at this point
it seemed the bad guys were winning. The Death Eaters had planned very well, and for the
time being their central stronghold in Baghdad appeared to be impregnable. Hopefully that
would change.
There had been a brief moment of tension when Iranian forces suddenly found themselves
working with Mossad agents. A few angry words were bandied back and forth. However, the
two sides eventually agreed to bury the hatchet for now and deal with a much more
pressing issue. Crises like this made strange bedfellows.
To be continued...
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Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5342083)
-snipB-2s fly with two crewmembers, pilot and co-pilot. There ARE provisions for a third person
to sit in the cockpit. The wizard would be the third person. My .5 calls for a strike package
of eight B-2s to kick things off, then cruise missile strikes by American and Allied ships and
planes (B-52 CALCM raid from Diego Garcia), then low-level airstrikes by American tacair.
After that, the assault on the island. Based on your update, the assault forces will be flown
by MH-60s (160th SOAR), and Romanian helicopters. Should have it up sometime tonight or
early tomorrow.
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Update #485.1: No Country for Muggles
----------0055Z
Tuesday, December 31, 1996
Broadleaf Forest Area
Buyan
----------When he heard the enormous thunderclap, Sevastyan Orlov threw himself on the ground by
reflex, completely sinking into snow and fallen leaves. After a minute of complete silence,
his enchanced hearing picked up his squadmates moving around, then standing up.
"That was damn magic, I say! Look, it even ruined my rifle's red dot!" Complained one of
the cultists. Sevastyan checked his own weapons- true enough, electricity was gone, but
with half-vampiric eyesight, their aim would hopefully still be sufficient should hostiles came

to fight them. Sidearms and melee weapons - even half-vampires with no experience with
these got a sword or axe, their newfound abilities made this option too lethal to pass up.
Their wireless comm unit was, surprisingly enough, working with some interference- then
again, it was based off the Wizarding Wireless, it made sense if it was magic-resistant. Now,
to see whether the higher ups knew what it was about...
"Commander Borodin, sir! 5th squad requesting orders, standing by."
The calm voice of their superior came into line moments later: "Borodin to all perimeter
units, the thunderclap was a friendly spell, I repeat, friendly spell, no hostiles contacted.
Continue assuming your designated positions, be ready for incoming hostiles. May the Black
God keep your wits sharp and your hands steady, over."
However, enchanced hearing wasn't always an improvement, all things considered. "Am I
the only one who heard wizards quarrelling in the background, guys?" asked one of the halfvampires. Orlov sighed, he suspected the cause of the wizard mayhem- the artifact wand
Rasputin used to heal his scars to test it. "Shut up, all of you. It's wizard business, and we
ain't no wizards. Grab your stuff and get going to the valley, and don't forget to pray to
Tchernobog for some wind when you thank him for good news."
"Good news?" asked one of his bretheren. "Indeed" he smiled, "Though Syrdan isn't coming,
it's because they keep Nestor busy- no Veela will come here tonight."
"Since when is that good news?" asked the guy, "I always wanted to see them Veelas,
heard they are so beautiful you'd never look at human women the same as before..."
"Trust me" growled Orlov. "You don't want to see them as hostiles. Fireball-throwing fliers
and mental domination" here he shuddered, even though his memories of The Incident were
blissfully muted "don't sound so good when you're on their wrong side."
----------Merpeople Assembly Chamber
Roqteratl
----------The Elder of House Zace yelled at the Eldest, voicing the thoughts of a significant part of the
amphibian species.
"We can't stand idly while those tricksters and babysnathers get more and more privileges!
With all due respect, sir, this city has had it's trustworthy wizards for thousands of years,
there's no reason to stop relying on them!"
Archon Avernus I of Trapananda, on his newly established place at the Eldest's right side,
facepalmed. The more primitive tribes have mostly kept their mouths shut so far, but he
wasn't naive enough to attribute it to gratitude for their uplifting -the effects of which were
already visible- instead of fear. Perhaps in a few generations, with wizards of their own
blood living among them, there would be trust, but for now, all they achieved was the silent
submission of the Thousand Tribes, and the watchful eye of Roqteratl.
"Gentlemen" softly began the Eldest, and all others became silent. "You are too hard on this

young man." Avernus resisted the urge to roll his eyes at the patronizing tone. "He and his
followers did a very brave thing, coming out of hiding to help us, discarding five thousand
years of tradition for the sake of doing the right thing. You should not condemn them for the
sins of their precedessors!"
"Still, as we all know, a single support is often too unstable to bear a weight, and even with
their impressive command on magic, our new brothers and sisters don't have the power nor
the desire to lead us alone, in any way. Those fearing that their gifted children would be
taught to despise their Muggle parents should therefore be relieved to learn that Roqteratl
also opens schools for merpeople of all ages with magical talent." The Archon looked like he
has eaten something bitter. "Consult my aide about the details of..."
He fell silent as a glowing ethereal squid materialized near the Archon, and spoke with a
woman's voice: "My lord, I've just heard the news: Atlantis is going to war, and they
request our help. The battle will start in a few hours, I humbly suggest you gather our best
and most trusted available battlemages, and send them to Atlantis for a briefing as soon as
possible. I'm waiting for your answer."
The Archon reached for his wand, but stopped as he felt the Eldest's hand on his arm.
"You're not alone in this" said the old one, "it's time to show the world we merpeople stand
as one!"
The wizard shook his head. "I appreciate the thought, but this is a war of wizards. It's our
duty to ensure the safety of normal people, not to let them walk into deadly danger with
us."
The lord of Roqteratl smirked. "Who said anything about normal people?"

To be continued...
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Update #485.5: B-2 Versus Dome
15 TO GO
----------0136Z
Tuesday, December 31, 1996
Eastern Mountain
Buyan
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 2/5.2%
----------NEXT UP: A Dangerous Escalation (.8)
----------Genya Zygonov spun in astonishment as the Caterwauling Charm went off. His surprise was
twofold: first, that something was actually approaching Buyan; and second, that he had
been able to hear the alarm over the sound of the dueling Black God cultists.
Shit, he thought. Either we've got a malfunctioning spell or Atlantis has figured out how to
get to Buyan. In either case, we're in trouble. Fortunately, they had time to prepare. The

alarm had been set to trigger twenty miles or so from the island, which meant that the
invaders still had a while to go to before they actually became a problem.
He had to reorganize the troops quickly. He had no idea who currently held the Elder Wand,
and for the moment he didn't care. All he was concerned about was giving Black Fist the
ability to meet this possible intruder.
He amplified his voice and bellowed at everyone to stop fighting. Much to his amazement, a
good half of them obeyed. Unfortunately, that still left a good 300 wizards or so duking it
out over control of the Elder Wand. He fumed when he saw that several wizards were
already dead, killed by their own colleagues without even Rasputin's help. Incensed, he
began to launch into a tirade which would hopefully bring everyone back to their senses.
He had scarcely opened his mouth when the five-mile Caterwauling Charm went off. Doing
some quick math in his head, he realized that whatever it was was coming in very, very
fast. He doubted even Portkeys traveled at that speed, and he wasn't even sure Muggle
aircraft could do it. What on earth could it be? He turned to look at Rasputin, but Rasputin
was still busy with his runes and could not be disturbed. His gut feeling was that it was a
mistake of some sort, a problem with both spells. True, that was unlikely, but -Then all hell broke loose.
Several tremendous explosions suddenly blossomed on the far side of the island, the side
nearest Romania. The earth shook as nearly invisible objects crashed into Rasputin's dome
and let loose with unimaginable fury. The dueling wizards stopped what they were doing
and stared in amazement at the fireworks on the other side.
Zygonov didn't know whether to be grateful or terrified. He was troubled by the fact that
the Atlanteans, or at least the Muggles, had discovered Buyan. On the other hand, he was
happy that the shield was powerful enough to deflect these powerful explosives.
His mind raced, and he frantically tried to figure out what was attacking them. It had to be
a series of Muggle missiles or bombs, probably launched from a submarine or an airplane. If
that was the case, the attacking vehicle was likely nearby. He told everyone to scan the
skies as the explosions continued on the other side of the island.
The Black First agents promptly reported that they couldn't see much because the clouds
were in the way. Others complained they had lost their night vision. Shit! He should have
figured they would try an attack like this, particularly if the attackers were hidden by the
clouds! The only problem with this theory was the simple fact that the attackers couldn't see
what they were -His wife suddenly shrieked and pointed at the western side of the island. "Everyone, take
cover! The shield is starting to weaken!"
Zygonov glanced back at the attack site and saw, to his horror, that his wife was right. The
shield was beginning to fluctuate, which was not a good sign. Hopefully the attack would let
up soon, but it didn't seem to be cooperating. The bombs continued streaming into the
western side of the island as Zygonov shouted, "Those of you tasked to guard Rasputin,
stay here. Everyone else, scatter and start casting Shield Charms in that direction! We don't
want to be around if that dome --"
There was a final flash of light, and the dome disappeared. Within seconds, the explosions

began detonating all over the island, focusing on areas near the mountaintops...and
Zygonov's men.
The next twenty seconds or so were absolute hell as the bombs began to fall within two
hundred feet of the Black Fist encampment. Tree limbs and shrapnel flew everywhere, and
at least a hundred wizards fell to the ground, clutching themselves in pain. The sound was
absolutely deafening, and Zygonov had his hands midway to his ears when a piece of trunk
maybe three inches wide suddenly sliced through his left arm, cutting it off at the wrist.
Someone screamed, and it took Zygonov a second to realize that it was him. One glance at
his arm told him immediately that this was a fatal blow. He couldn't believe that it would
end like this, so close...
Suddenly his eyes widened. The Elixir of Life! Each cultist had been given a dose of the Elixir
of Life! Black God, please make it that the vial was still intact. Rasputin had told him it was
Unbreakable, but would the spell hold up to such an attack?
He was already starting to fall into shock. Barely able to concentrate enough to remember
what he was doing, he reached into his robe with his good hand and pulled out the vial of
Elixir. He poured the potion down his throat as he took shelter behind a tree.
The potion's effects astonished him. The pain stopped almost immediately, and his severed
hand quickly started to grow back. Within ten seconds, it was as if he had never been
injured! He had survived, at least for now!
The bombs continued to come in. Oddly enough, they were all focused on the same point
for the most part about five hundred feet away from the mountaintop. He didn't know why
exactly they were targeting over there: nothing was there, after all. Maybe they were
having targeting problems because they couldn't see through the clouds. Thank the Black
God for this miserable aim!
Figuring it was only a matter of time until the enemy realized their aim was off, he reached
for his wand...only to find that the shock waves from the explosions and the buffeting had
thrown it from his robe. He had to scrabble through the snow for a good ten seconds before
he found it, praying the whole time that he would make it through this raid.
Suddenly, without warning, the bombs stopped falling and the night was peaceful once
again. However, it was no longer silent as cultists were strewn all over the area, screaming
in pain and shock. Zygonov saw at least a hundred people down, unmoving. A good two
hundred had been forced to use their Elixir of Life to keep themselves going, just like he
had.
The fact that he had been able to see well at all was due to another, equally disturbing
development. All of the bombs had set part of the forest on fire. Flames licked at trees four
hundred feet from him or less, and he was concerned a little that the entire island would be
consumed. Fortunately, the snow slowly began to inhibit the fire. It took a good two or
three minutes, but several of the uninjured wizards eventually managed to put it out
completely.
Rasputin suddenly appeared behind him, and Zygonov's eyes widened. "My lord! You should
go back to your runes!"
Rasputin shook his head. "It's too late for that now, Genya. We have to get away from

these mountaintops. It's obvious that one of the Flamels told Atlantis we're over here, and
they're going to do everything in their power to stop us. You do know why we have to get
away from the mountaintops, right?"
Zygonov nodded. "Yes, my lord. If you're a Muggle tactician with a map of the island, the
first places you'd go after would be obvious high points, particularly above the tree line
where you can see forever."
"Correct. I want everyone to head further down the mountain into the valley between the
two hills, as far away from the beach as possible. We'll reorganizes our defenses down there
and I'll start with the runes once more. We'll leave skeleton crews on the mountains to see
if anyone makes it onto the island some other way."
"Fair enough, my lord."
Rasputin looked out over the rest of the cultists. "Good God, we've got at least a hundred
people down in one attack. What was it?"
"I believe a Muggle aircraft attacked us with missiles or bombs. Your dome held back a few
of them, but eventually they overwhelmed the dome and made it in. We were very lucky
that they were off-target."
Rasputin thought for a moment, then nodded. "Actually, it's not that unexpected. I suspect
they only have Nicholas Flamel's old map of the island, and you know how inaccurate old
maps tended to be. Remember they haven't been here yet to get a real look at the terrain.
Unless I'm badly mistaken, those missiles were aimed at where they thought the two peaks
were. They were slightly off, just enough for us to come out of here with only 100 dead."
Zygonov winced. "We won't be able to handle many more attacks like this, my lord. What I
recommend doing is reconstructing the dome, and doing so before the Atlanteans figure out
that they've killed a lot of our men. The fact that we've put out the fire near us will work to
our advantage: if whoever owns the Elder Wand puts the dome back, we just may be able
to convince our attacker that their raid didn't do any damage."
Rasputin grunted. "I don't see how that's possible -- they'll look down and see the flattened
trees."
"I don't think so, my lord. Remember, it's cloudy. If they stay above the clouds, they won't
be able to see anything. And if they venture below the clouds, we'll be ready for them."
Rasputin hesitated a minute, then nodded. "Sounds reasonable. All right, let's start cleaning
things up. I want everyone who's still injured and able to walk to Apparate over to the cave
with the Elixir storage -- as long as you don't try to get off the island, you'll be fine. There,
they are to heal their injuries and get a new dose of Elixir. Half-vampires should not take
advantage of the Elixir unless it is a life-and-death situation: recall they lose their abilities."
Zygonov nodded approvingly. "Sound thinking, my lord."
"Thank you. And tell everyone to reconstruct that dome as soon as possible...and this time,
start casting Protego spells in whichever direction the Caterwauling Charm indicates any
future attacks are coming from. If we're lucky, concentrate all of the magical energy in one
direction will likely generate a stronger shield than if we try to spread it equally all around
the island."

Within half an hour, all of the surviving Black God cultists had been healed and the owner of
the Elder Wand had relinquished the wand to Zygonov. There were now not one but two
Elder Wand-created domes over the island, one created by Zygonov and one created by the
previous owner of the Elder Wand. The island was now even better prepared for an enemy
attack, now that Rasputin's men knew that the Atlanteans knew where Buyan was.
The final casualty total was 121 dead in the bombing raid, 41 half-vampires reverted back
to human form due to consumption of the Elixir of Life, 2 half-vampires evolved to full
vampire after failing to resist the temptation for blood, and no fewer than 260 at least
partially injured. The attack had been costly, but the Rasputinites had learned their lesson
and would be ready next time.
-----------------0219Z
Far above Buyan
---------The wizard in Dunham's bomber grunted. "Uh oh."
Dunham turned to him with a bad feeling in the pit of his stomach. "Uh oh what?"
The wizard pointed at the ground. "We've got at least 1300 people down there. There is
evidence of damage to both mountains, but not enough to kill the enemy. Most of them
seem to be concentrated in the valley between the mountains."
Dunham got immediately. "They figured we'd go for the mountaintops because that's what a
normal defensive commander would do."
"Exactly, so they went for reverse psychology. This is problematic. They now know we're
onto them, and they've done something quite rash which could make things a bit trickier in
the long run."
"Oh? What's that?"
The wizard pointed out the window at the cloud deck, illuminated faintly form below by what
appeared to be flames from burning tracts of forest. "You see that faint twinkling just above
the clouds?"
Dunham nodded. "I do. I figured that was just stars or something like that?"
The wizard blinked at him. "Stars between us and the clouds? Nope. What I believe you are
seeing is a magical defense shield. They've put up a shield to make sure we can't get
through again."
Dunham whistled. "That's not good. Can we overwhelm it with bombs?"
"Possibly. However, you have to keep in mind that they know we're coming now. They'll be
watching out for us now and will try destroying us if they see us. At the very least, they'll
cast spells at anything even before our weapons make it to the shield."
Dunham grunted. "What do we do?"
"Nothing right now. All I can recommend is report back to base and tell them what's
happened. If I were HQ, I'd go after them again, either with another B-2 or with some

Tomahawks. And I sincerely hope it's enough to make it though the shield."
"Makes sense. And if that doesn't work? If the shield is able to keep bombs out?"
The wizard bit his lip. "We'll have to go underneath the shield, or through it on the strength
of Atlantis bubbles. You have to understand that the Protego dome spell is designed to work
with Atlantis bubbles -- the two shields will merge and let the wizards with the bubbles
through. That means a ground assault."
Dunham groaned. "A ground assault on a stronghold with up to 1300 wizards defending it.
That's going to be expensive."
The wizard sighed. "Tell me about it."
To be continued...
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Oh, and did I forget to mention that nested shields like this can hold the enemy off
indefinitely? As soon as the outer shield starts to waver, they construct a third-level shield
inside the inner shield. When the outer shield goes down, the second-level shield is
promoted to first level and the third-level shield is now promoted to second. When the nowfirst level shield starts to waver, make a third once again. Rinse and repeat.
The only surefire solution is to use a large enough attack which will destroy the shields all at
the same time and preferably everyone who can rebuild the shields. The only thing which
will do this is going to be a nuclear weapon. However, thanks to the fact that Protego and
the Atlantis bubbles work together Atlantis bubbles can pass through the shields so that
may not be necessary...or will it?
The only limitation is that the shields enclose a smaller and smaller area each time, but
when the first shield is 15 miles across you've got room to maneuver. And when there is a
lull in the battle, dismantle all shields and recreate the two-level 15 mile shield again.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5346509)
Oh, and did I forget to mention that nested shields like this can hold the enemy off
indefinitely? As soon as the outer shield starts to waver, they construct a third-level shield
inside the inner shield. When the outer shield goes down, the second-level shield is
promoted to first level and the third-level shield is now promoted to second. When the nowfirst level shield starts to waver, make a third once again. Rinse and repeat.
The only surefire solution is to use a large enough attack which will destroy the shields all at
the same time and preferably everyone who can rebuild the shields. The only thing which
will do this is going to be a nuclear weapon. However, thanks to the fact that Protego and
the Atlantis bubbles work together Atlantis bubbles can pass through the shields so that
may not be necessary...or will it?

The only limitation is that the shields enclose a smaller and smaller area each time, but
when the first shield is 15 miles across you've got room to maneuver. And when there is a
lull in the battle, dismantle all shields and recreate the two-level 15 mile shield again.
This is, however, presupposing that 1. you have the physical endurance to keep pumping
out powerful shield after powerful shield. Remember, the Word of God herself said that most
adult wizards cannot cast Protego; and 2. that you can tell the 1900-odd Marines charging
towards your position to "Wait, lads, just a few minutes. Need to cast these shield so you
can't come after us." and they'll go "Oh, don't mind us then. Take all the time in the world,
old chap." As for nuclear weapons, that will be fleshed out in my .7, which will come out
sometime today or tonight. I have an interview with the Horseshoe Casino at 1PM...
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Quote:

Originally Posted by thepenguin (Post 5346612)
This is, however, presupposing that 1. you have the physical endurance to keep pumping
out powerful shield after powerful shield. Remember, the Word of God herself said that most
adult wizards cannot cast Protego; and 2. that you can tell the 1900-odd Marines charging
towards your position to "Wait, lads, just a few minutes. Need to cast these shield so you
can't come after us." and they'll go "Oh, don't mind us then. Take all the time in the world,
old chap." As for nuclear weapons, that will be fleshed out in my .7, which will come out
sometime today or tonight. I have an interview with the Horseshoe Casino at 1PM...
Most of the wizards here are Aurors or equivalent, and even the draftees have served in
Dumbledore's Army and are seventeen. Flamel's there because he knows the island, and we
already know Harry can cast Protego.
I'm in the middle of writing the Security Council meeting minutes, the Tomahawk raid
against the shield which they now know is up, and the Security Council's response -- do you
want to do that? This isn't the ground assault yet.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5346719)
Most of the wizards here are Aurors or equivalent, and even the draftees have served in
Dumbledore's Army and are seventeen. Flamel's there because he knows the island, and we
already know Harry can cast Protego.
I'm in the middle of writing the Security Council meeting minutes, the Tomahawk raid
against the shield which they now know is up, and the Security Council's response -- do you
want to do that? This isn't the ground assault yet.
Doing it. Having second thoughts on the Security Council. There might be some twists here.
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Update #485.8: A Dangerous Escalation
15 TO GO
----------0230Z
Tuesday, December 31, 1996
White House
Washington, DC
United States of America
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 2/5.4%
----------NEXT UP: Humans for Muslims
----------Bill Clinton was still in the Oval Office after a long day of work. Being President wasn't easy,
he mused. Sometimes, he wondered why he had decided to run for re-election in the first
place.
He had thought running the country had been difficult even before the world had found out
about the wizards. Now, of course, it had gotten infinitely more complicated. He had no
experience trying to tell wizards what to do, and he still didn't know what exactly an enemy
wizard would try to do to his nation. Were all of them as powerful as Voldemort, or was
Voldemort an exception?
The latest reports on Iraq weren't encouraging. Voldemort's rejuvenated Death Eater
movement had entrenched itself in Baghdad and was proving extremely difficult to dislodge.
Supposedly the Death Eaters had taken a few civilians hostage and were threatening to kill
them unless the Atlantis forces backed off. The city, already ravaged by the first Gulf War,
was now in the throes of anarchy and urban warfare. The only good news was that the
invasions from Saudi Arabia and Iran had at least managed to distract the Death Eater
forces in other parts of the country from going to the assistance of their brethren in the
capital.
It was now about 9:30 PM, and he had just heard a report from the Buyan front claiming
that the Stealth bomber raid had struck the island but had done so off-target and as a result
left a lot of people alive. Radar imaging provided by the bombers had revealed the
explanation: Nicholas Flamel's fifteenth-century map, the only clue the Americans had had
as to the island's configuration, had been inaccurate -- and the enemy had anticipated that
the bomber would attack the mountaintops. Fortunately, the Americans would not have to
make that mistake again.
It didn't take long for the United Nations's Security Council's conference call to come in.
Within two minutes, all five nations were represented and the meeting began. Due to the
urgency of the situation, they didn't even bother with the traditional pleasantries before
getting started. It had been unanimously agreed that the Council expand to six members,
adding the Wizarding Ambassador to the traditional mix of the United States, Russia, China,
France, and Britain.
Dialonis spoke first. "Gentlemen, good evening. Here is the latest update on the fight
against the Dark wizards. Iraq is still at a standstill, and we're about to send in a few

wizards equipped with Atlantis bubbles to try to clear things out. The First Division of the
Wizarding Standing Army is doing an admirable job keeping things in line, but we're going
to need more manpower to turn the tide. We probably have enough forces deployed right
now to deal with either Buyan or Iraq, but not both."
The Chinese diplomat asked, "Don't you have two of them? What's the second division
doing?"
The Briton answered that. "They're destined for Buyan. They were waiting to see whether
the B-2 raid would finish off the wizards without forcing us to revert to a ground assault.
Unfortunately, that does not appear to have been the case."
Clinton winced. "He's right, unfortunately. It appears that the map we had for Buyan was
inaccurate, which should have been expected with medieval cartography. We've got a more
accurate map now, however, thank to the flyover. In addition, the Rasputinites anticipated
we'd go after the high ground and seem to have congregated in the valley instead."
China: "How many people are down there?"
Dialonis hesitated before responding. "The spotter claims there are at least 1300 people
down there."
The rest of the Security Council members swore as Clinton asked: "Are they all wizards? Or
are they both wizards and Muggles?"
"We don't know at this point, Mr. President. The spell only detects living people. It doesn't
say if they're wizards or Muggles. We should probably assume the worst case scenario:
maybe 1200 wizards and 100 Muggles with very advanced weaponry."
France: "Did the spotters see any evidence of damage on the island? What about wizard
defenses?"
Clinton answered this. "They couldn't see the surface very well because of the cloud cover.
However, they saw evidence that several parts of the island were on fire. As far as the
defenses go, one of the spotters claimed that there was a magical shield surrounding the
island. I suspect they put the shield up shortly after the attack once they realized we know
they're there?"
Dialonis: "I don't like this. Was there evidence of one shield or two?"
Britain: "Why does that matter, Ambassador?"
Dialonis: "Because two shields can be maintained indefinitely by recreating an inner shield
whenever the outer shield is wavering. With two shields, there will always be at least one
shield up, even if the outer shield falls before the inner shield is recast. As long as there is
room inside the inner shield to make a new one and protect all of the defenders, they can
just wait us out. If there are two shields up, we're going to need a ground assault...or a
nuclear weapon."
The British representative swore once again. "We can't allow a stalemate, because if we do
so they're going to bring Koschei back. In this case, the tie goes to Rasputin."
Clinton breathed a sigh of relief. "They claim they only saw one shield. Would they have

been able to see both of they were there?"
Dialonis: "I believe so, Mr. President. All right, here's what we can do. We need to figure out
if our weapons can get through the shield. Are there any other B-2 bombers ready for a
mission?"
Clinton: "No. However, we've got units which can launch Tomahawk missiles in the area. Is
there a way you can hack a missile so that it tracks Rasputin?"
Dialonis: "Possibly, but we don't know how. And we don't have time to figure it out at the
moment. Looks like you Muggles are going to have to do this the old-fashioned way."
-------0352Z
Buyan
---Rasputin was getting tired. However, he couldn't rest very long or the runes he would was
working on would lose their power. At one point, someone had been forced to hand him a
Pick-Me-Up Potion in one hand while he wrote intricate symbols with the other. It had been
a gamble, but it had worked.
There were still about five hours left for him to finish the construct. He really hoped he could
stay up the whole time.
Suddenly, the Caterwauling Charm went off once more. All eyes turned to the
mountaintops, and people brought out their wands. Rasputin turned back to his work as
Zygonov told everyone to get ready.
Zygonov thought he caught a glimpse of a cluster of gray streaks heading in their direction,
all spouting fire from their tails. They seemed to be missiles, probably launched by ship.
And, much to his chagrin, he saw they were targeting the center of the island. Hopefully,
the shield would hold.
The objects slammed into the shield and exploded. They weren't as powerful as the first set
of explosions, but there were sure a lot of them. And sure enough, it was only a matter of
time until the front shield began to waver.
Hoping he had enough strength to produce another shield, he constructed another dome
inside the inner dome and managed to bring it up just as the outermost shield conked out.
The missiles promptly began pummeling the second shield, which was now on the outside.
Exhausted, he told someone else to Disarm him, take the Elder Wand, and construct a third
shell inside the one Zygonov had just created if the original second shell failed.
It didn't take long for the wizards to realize what they were planning. The Elder Wand,
fought over so viciously a few hours earlier, was handed from wizard to wizard as they each
took turns putting up replacement shields. Eventually, the half-vampires took over the bulk
of the shield generation due to their unusual stamina.
It took a good six or seven shields to get the job done, and the eventual final line of defense
had left a good half mile of the island undefended as the various barriers had retreated.
However, they did what they had to. They had fended off the latest assault and were
confident that they would be able to ward off any others.
The only problem was that Rasputin had broken off his rune writing to come on over and

check on everyone. It would now take seven more hours for Koschei to come back. This
time, however, the Black Fist agents were certain no one would interfere unless they they
tried a ground assault...and they couldn't imagine any way a ground assault would be any
more effective than the air assault. They had time to kill, and soon the world would be
theirs.
-------0500Z
White House
---The world leaders listened in dismay as Clinton issued his final report. "The latest spotter
planes have confirmed that there are now two shields surrounding the majority of the
island. It appears that Rasputin's men have realized that a double shield will ward off all
future attacks, at least from the air. There is no additional damage to the center of the
island."
Dialonis: "You're saying that majority of the island is covered. Let me guess: they gave up
part of the island in order to implement the retreating shield tactic when the Tomahawks
came in?"
"That's what it looks like, Ambassador. We may have a place to launch a ground assault
from. The question is whether we'll be able to get through the shield at ground level."
Dialonis sounded hopeful. "It's possible. I suspect that the Atlantis bubbles will temporarily
disrupt the dome and allow people to pass through. People can remove their rings outside
the dome, let someone stand next to them, and put the ring back on so it includes both of
them. That way, they'll be able to shuttle people into the area."
"Where they'll be picked off immediately."
The hope drained from Dialonis's voice. "We can only try, however. If we bring in Marines
with hand grenades and so forth we can have them launch them at the enemy."
"From inside the Atlantis bubbles? I didn't think anything could pass through in either
direction!"
The Chinese representative offered a suggestion. "How about Transfiguring people into
blades of grass which are plucked, so to speak, and brought by the ring bearer into the
dome? The wizard drops them on the ground and then leaves the area. He then goes back
onto the other side as the people resume their normal forms and start attacking."
Dialonis: "That's possible. However, someone is going to have to figure out how to
transfigure the wizards back -- and do so without penetrating the shield. I'm almost
thinking we should go underground --"
The British ambassador coughed for a moment. "Gentlemen, we have to consider all
possibilities here. From what you are telling us, a ground assault is going to be extremely
difficult, and even if we do penetrate the dome we're probably going to be mowed under. An
air assault may also be out of the question. This may leave only one option, as distasteful
as it is in the light of recent events. We need something powerful enough to destroy the
shields and ensure that the wizards won't be able to bring them back. Ideally, we need
something that would destroy everything in the area so we don't have to risk a frontal
assault."

There was dead silence as people slowly understood what he was referring to. Finally,
Clinton let it out. "Good God. Are you asking for what I think you're asking?"
The Briton's answer was terse. "Yes. Tactical nuke. Center of island. The end."
The Russian nearly exploded. "What the hell are you thinking? You realize what happened
six months ago. Do you want to let the cat out of the bag Again?"
The Briton's voice turned frosty. "I know, sir. Believe me, I know. Look what Voldemort did
to --"
Dialonis cut in. "I don't like the idea of using a nuke, to be honest. However, it may very
well be our only option. If anything, a nuke will likely be powerful enough both destroy
Koschei AND his Horcrux, particularly if it's big enough to decimate the island."
He paused for a moment and let it sink it. "I recommend that we at least grant our
members the authority to use a nuke as a last resort, and ONLY a last resort, if the ground
assault fails."
There was a brief hesitation. Eventually, the rest of the Security Council agreed to this
proposal. Clinton, however, had one reservation.
"What happens if we can't get our friendlies off the island before we deploy?"
Dialonis's voice was sad. "We let them make the call. If the men on the ground think they
can do it without nuclear assistance, we leave it to them. If, however, they believe there is
no option but to use the weapon...so be it."
Clinton pressed him: "You're willing to sacrifice the friendlies."
"Yes, Mr. President. Koschei was a major threat to civilization, possibly even more
dangerous than Voldemort considering that he did what he did six hundred years ago. And
keep in mind that if things do escalate, there is no Judgment Day to fall back on. Remember
we can only use that once every five years."
The Russian spoke. "Which way is the wind blowing down there?"
Clinton bit his lip. "It's coming out of the south-southeast."
The Frenchman swore. "It's going to rain fallout all over the Romanian coast. I don't like
this idea. Besides, it sets a bad precedent --"
Dialonis interrupted smoothly. "We'll have everyone we can spare create a rainstorm and
precipitate the fallout before it reaches the coast, just like we did in Ogdensburg and New
York."
The discussion continued for a few more moments. However, it was obvious what the
decision had to be. Koschei was too dangerous to be kept alive, there was no Judgment Day
to fall back on, and even the Grand Mugwump wasn't convinced a ground assault was going
to work. Furthermore, if one or both of the Horcruxes was under a Fidelius it could very well
take a nuclear explosion to destroy it. They had to make sure that Koschei never got off the
island, as once he did that it would be almost impossible to track him down. This meant
they had to catch him completely by surprise and not give him a chance to Apparate out of

there.
Clinton drew a deep breath and committed himself. "All right, gentlemen. We will have a
100 kT Trident waiting for orders. God help us all if we are forced to use it."
To be continued...
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So wait, are you planning to bring back Koschei or not? :confused:
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Astraan (Post 5347628)
So wait, are you planning to bring back Koschei or not? :confused:
He's coming back. Don't worry about that. Like you said (I think it's you), a villain like him
is too good to waste :)
In all seriousness, Rasputin's men are correct when they realize those series of double
domes are going to give the Rasputinites time to at least relax (with those half-vampires
standing guard with the Elder Wand) and get some sleep before any ground invasion, which
would almost certainly be in the morning. All Rasputin needs is seven hours or so of
uninterrupted time to bring back Koschei. Remember that at the time of the Tomahawk
attack it is 3:50 AM Zulu (what is that, 4:50 AM Buyan?). People are a bit short on sleep at
the moment.
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I'm spending some time putting the finishing touches on the final battle here. I've been
running a few things past Penguin, and he's plugging a lot of plot holes (Protego is a difficult
spell which exhausts people, so you're going to have a lot of tired people on Buyan; any
sane good guy would keep the bad guys awake all the time with Mach 2 flyovers, etc.). I'm
a fantasy guy, not a military tactics guy :)
We'll see how this works out.
By the way, we've just discovered a way to overcome an Atlantis bubble: convert the magic
of the bubble wall to electricity. Remember the APC from the raid in Diagon Alley?
If everything goes as planned, there should be references to things from all over the
timeline here. Good way to end it :)

thepenguin,
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Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5349921)
I'm spending some time putting the finishing touches on the final battle here. I've been
running a few things past Penguin, and he's plugging a lot of plot holes (Protego is a difficult
spell which exhausts people, so you're going to have a lot of tired people on Buyan; any
sane good guy would keep the bad guys awake all the time with Mach 2 flyovers, etc.). I'm
a fantasy guy, not a military tactics guy :)
We'll see how this works out.
By the way, we've just discovered a way to overcome an Atlantis bubble: convert the magic
of the bubble wall to electricity. Remember the APC from the raid in Diagon Alley?
If everything goes as planned, there should be references to things from all over the
timeline here. Good way to end it :)
AC, check PM.
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Update #486: Humans for Muslims
14 TO GO
----------0821Z
Tuesday, December 31, 1996
Baghdad
Iraq
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 2/5.4%
----------NEXT UP: Strange Bedfellows (.2 -- note Penguin writes .5)
----------Stanislav Drakul didn't really like the idea of fighting a battle in a mosque. Although he
himself was not Muslim, waging war in a sanctuary designed for religious contemplation was
rather distasteful. Unfortunately, he didn't have much of a choice in the matter. Intelligence
reported that the Death Eaters had held the high-ranking Iraqi officials hostage in the
mosque, possibly expecting the wizards to be reluctant to attact a sacred shrine. They had
also turned the mosque into a heavily defended fortress, desecrating the place even further.
Drakul was indeed reluctant to attack the shrine. However, what else could he do? He had
orders, and orders had to be carried out. He tried to console himself with the thought that
Allah would not have approved of a mosque in this format. If that was the case, he was
enforcing God's will with this attack.
At the moment, however, he wasn't anywhere near the mosque. Rather, he and his platoon
were pinned down by a large number of Death Eaters in an office building about a block or
so from the mosque. Thankfully, the office building was deserted, so there was an easy way
to deal with it.
Making sure that his comrades were covering him, he took off his Atlantis ring and waited
for the bubble to wink out. The was no way he'd be able to contact the Muggle command

post with the bubble up. Although the bubble kept all sorts of radiation and energy from
entering, it had a notorious tendency to block transmission in the other direction as well.
He lifted the walkie-talkie to his lips. "Echo Base, this is Rogue Leader. We've got some
problems here. A large number of Imperial stormtroopers on Hoth has pinned us down.
Request assistance, preferably an ion cannon strike."
The Muggle general on the other end of the line answered quickly. "Rogue Leader, this is
Echo Base. How far are you away from the enemy?"
"About a block and a half."
"That's too close -- the ion cannon can do a lot of damage. Is there anyway you can get out
of the way while making sure that the stormtroopers don't follow you?"
Drakul grunted. "I'm not sure, but I'll do my best. And if I don't, I still want you to attack.
I've got a personal shield, after all."
"Acknowledged, Rogue Leader. We'll send a strike over there in a couple of minutes. We will
--"
The signal dissolved into static as one of his colleagues yelled, "Sir! They're coming out".
Dropping the radio, he jumped out in front of his men and slid the Atlantis ring back onto
his finger. Seconds later, three Avada Kedavra beams slammed into the shield, which rang
like a bell.
Drakul longed to fight back. However, they were still operating under DEFCON 2 rules of
engagement and as a result the Atlantis bubbles would not permit him to use his weapon to
attack the enemy. His colleagues, who did not have Atlantis rings, could. However, they
couldn't shoot around him in the narrow alley. Anything they fired at the "stormtroopers"
would be blocked by Drakul's own bubble.
There was one thing they could do, however. Pointing his wand further down the alley, he
said: "Heads up, everyone! I've called in a strike! That building with the Death Eaters is
going to be Tomahawked in a minute or so. Let's get further away from so that we don't go
up with it!"
His second nodded. "Sounds all right with us. Let's go! Let the shield down momentarily so I
can make sure they don't follow us!"
Drakul's brow furrowed. "I can only have it off for a second or so before they realize what
we're trying to do. You have to understand also, Hector, that I won't be able to defend you."
Hector nodded. "I'm aware of that and am willing to take the risk."
Hoping that this wasn't the last time he'd see Hector in this world, Drakul took off the ring
and shot a stun beam at the Death Eaters as Hector ran past. The Death Eaters, in turn,
responded with an Avada Kedavra just as Drakul got the ring back on. Hector ducked, and it
slammed into the newly-restored Atlantis bubble. Hector promptly retaliated with a few
more curses, backing slowly away from the Death Eaters at the end of the alley.
Suddenly, the man serving as rear guard shouted. "Sir! Death Eaters just entered the other
end! We're trapped -- aagh!"

Drakul spun to see a red beam hit the rear guard in the head, dropping him like a sack of
grain. Beyond him, at the other end of the alley, were more Death Eaters. Drakul had the
strong suspicion that both sides had been caught off guard by this encounter.
This was a problem. There was only one Atlantis bubble to go around, and that was in the
middle of his unit. Drakul wasn't in a position to ensure that his entire unit was safe. It
looked like he would have to choose the lesser of two evils and consider the second group of
Death Eaters the main threat. After all, the first group could only target Hector, and he had
taken cover beyond a few trash cans.
A veritable rainbow of beams shot out from Drakul's unit's wands, followed almost
immediately by another rainbow from the newly-arrived Death Eaters. By the time the
smoke had cleared, four Death Eaters were down along with five of Drakul's men. To make
matters worse, the new arrivals were screaming for backup and more Death Eaters were
running in their direction.
Frantic, Drakul watched as one of his lieutenants transfigured the body of one of the dead
soldiers into a brick wall. Drakul approved of the idea. Unfortunately, someone Evanesco'ed
the wall approximately three seconds later as even more people -- this time in Muggle dress
-- began running towards second group of Death Eaters.
Drakul heard a groan behind him and spun to see Hector fall with a burning hole in his robe.
Fortunately the Death Eaters stayed behind in the building, sitting targets for the upcoming
missile strike. Drakul understood their reasoning: with their opponent completely blocked by
an Atlantis bubble, what good was it to come out and expose themselves?
There were more shrieks, and Drakul turned back to see roughly twice as many Death
Eaters at the far side than there had been earlier. Half of his men were now down, and one
of them was acting strangely in a way which suggested he was under the Imperius Curse. If
this kept up much longer, Drakul would be the only person left to report this disaster to HQ.
Suddenly, a staccato popping sound burst out from beyond the Death Eaters. It took Drakul
a good five seconds for him to realize what it was: a machine gun. Although he was grateful
for the support, he could have sworn that there were no machine gun units anywhere in the
vicinity.
Death Eaters shrieked and fell to the ground in droves, and the remainder suddenly cursed
and start pointing their wands at the newcomers. Deadly beams burst forth as three familiar
words suddenly exploded from the general vicinity of the machine gun:
"Muslims for Humans!"
Several of Drakul's men gasped, and Drakul himself did the only thing he could think of.
"Lower your wands and let Muslims for Humans take care of them! Do not use magic
against them!"
The fight between the Death Eaters and Muslims for Humans men lasted a good ten seconds
before a tremendous explosion caused everyone on both sides to turn towards the office
building, which was a smoldering ruin. Nothing could have survived that attack -- nothing.
The road was clear to the main Death Eater stronghold...if the Muslims for Humans units
would let them through.

At the moment, the Muslims for Humans soldiers were finishing off the Death Eaters and
cheering the destruction of the office building. Acting on impulse, Drakul tore off his ring
and moved to the rear guard's former position, reactivating the ring between the Muslims
for Humans men and the rest of his unit.
Several Muslims for Humans shouted and aimed their guns at Drakul's men. Drakul watched
their leader, however. It was obvious that the leader recognized the bubble surrounding him
and what it represented. Much to Drakul's relief, the leader raised his hand and told
everyone to hold their fire.
Drakul nodded and put his wand back in his pocket. "Thank you for your support,
gentlemen. We thought we were goners there. I'm Stanislav Drakul, acting leader of the
First Division of the Wizarding Standing Army. I take it you're associated with Muslism for
Humans?"
The leader of the Muslims for Humans cell nodded. "Indeed. I am Lieutenant Antoun, and
these are my men. I can tell you are from Atlantis, Mr. Drakul. Although for the most part,
we do not entirely trust wizards, we learned enough during Judgment Day to understand
that there are good wizards as well as bad wizards. It is fairly obvious which is which in this
case."
"That's good to hear, Lieutenant. I take it you're here because a Muslim nation is under
attack by wizards?"
"Correct."
An idea formed in Drakul's head, and the Durmstrang deputy headmaster indicated his
men. "As you can see, we are not attacking you. In fact, my wand is not in my hand and
this bubble will protect our men from any attacks, either ours or yours."
Antoun nodded. "That is consistent with what I have heard."
Drakul spoke carefully. "I propose a truce for the duration of this fight. It's obvious both of
us are being inconvenienced by the Death Eaters, and both of us will benefit from our
ridding Iraq of them. What do you say?"
Antoun spoke with his men for a few minutes. The discussion was fairly heated, but Antoun
eventually started speaking firmly enough to get his point across. Finally, the rest of the
group nodded and Antoun turned back to Drakul.
Antoun smiled. "As Allah is our witness, we have a truce until the Death Eaters are gone
from Iraq."
"Good. Now let's join forces and raid that headquarters building. We deal with the wizards,
you free the hostages. Given your distrust of magic, we will not cast any magic spells on
you without your permission. Since there are hostages there, and it's a religious shrine, try
not to use weapons unless you have no choice."
Antoun nodded. "Fair enough. Let's go."
---------------------Kurd Partisan Base
Northern Iraq

-----------Agent Babur looked at the television broadcast and whistled. "Well, look at that. It appears
that the government and wizards are finally making progress against the Death Eaters
running the country. I wouldn't be surprised if we get rid of those assholes."
Agent Behawta nodded. "Indeed. And this brings up a rather fascinating development."
Babur smirked. "Let me guess. With Saddam dead and the government crippled, there's a
wee bit of a power vacuum right now. Not to mention that Iran and Saudi Arabia are on
Iraqi soil as well."
"An astute observation. Now if I'm reading this right, the government is nonfunctional and
needs some assistance. And if the government can't be saved, it is up to us to make a new
government. In the latter case, deft political manipulations can make the Kurds power
players in that government."
Babur chuckled. "I'm confused, Behawta. Are you advocating control of the government in
Baghdad or independence from the disintegrating state of Iraq?"
"Whatever works, my friend. The point is, if there's a time we Kurds will truly be able to
make ourselves felt, it is now. If we're lucky, we'll be in charge when the dust from this
fighting settles."
To be continued...
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Update #486.2: Strange Bedfellows
14 TO GO
----------0832Z
Tuesday, December 31, 1996
Baghdad
Iraq
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 2/5.2%
----------NEXT UP: Omaha Beach, Buyan (.5, by Penguin)
----------Drakul turned around the final corner and held up his hand. "Mr. Antoun, tell your men to
back off! They've got the door guarded! First Division members, stand next to me and face
off against these guys! Aim into those slots! Make sure you're partially covered by the man
in front of you, and make sure the lead men are covered by my Atlantis bubble! Hurry!"
Beams of multicolored light flashed as the Aurors arranged themselves into a wedge shape.
A couple of the wizards went down, but reserves quickly took their place. Antoun watched
as his new allies returned fire. Judging from the expressions on their faces, their opponents
were putting up a good fight.
Antoun wanted to help, but he didn't know how. He tried to get one of the wizards'
attention, but all that managed to do is distract him long enough to get him gunned down

by a blue laser beam.
He caught a brief glimpse of the entrance to the Death Eaters' headquarters. The door (as it
was) was shut, and people were shooting multicolored light out of slits in it. No wonder the
attackers were having so much trouble: they were effectively trying to raid a medieval fort
with the enemy firing out of arrow slits! He watched as a multicolored beam shot out of one
of his alies' wands and crashed into the door a few inches a way from the slits. The door
simply absorbed it as several more beams burst out from behind it. A groan betrayed the
fact that one of the Aurors had been hit.
Suddenly, one of the Aurors in the back of the wedge walked over to him. "This is getting
nowhere, which means we have to get creative. Mr. Antoun, please tell me one of you has a
hand grenade or something equivalent."
Antoun floundered weakly. "Well, I suppose we have a --"
The wizard cut him off. "Will it knock down the door? I'm just hoping that they haven't
hardened it against Muggle explosives. Guns aren't enough."
"Uh, yes, but..."
"Give it to me. I'll make it invisible while you throw it at the door."
Antoun gaped at him. "Now wait a minute, I --"
The wizard threw his hands up, then dodged out of the way as a purple beam missed him.
"For the love of God! Accio Hand Grenade!"
The last sentence was spoken in a whisper, and Antoun still wasn't entirely certain what
exactly the wizard had said. However, the Muslims for Humans leader's eyes widened as a
hand grenade suddenly flew past him towards the wizard. The wizard reached out to grasp
the grenade and was promptly struck by one of the beams shot from the door. Antoun
watched the man go down with a thud as the grenade rolled around the ground near him.
Antoun wasn't sure how the grenade had gotten over there. However, he knew what to do
with it. Figuring that those beams wouldn't be accurate enough to hit a small object like the
grenade and that they wouldn't be able to hit it once it got too close to the door, he reached
for the grenade, pulled the pin, and tossed it towards the door.
The grenade bounced off Drakul's Atlantis bubble and landed at one of the other wizards'
feet. Antoun shrieked that it was live, and the wizard alertly grabbed it and cast a spell
which delivered it to the base of the door and attached it securely to the bottom.
Drakul told everyone to get behind him, and they managed to do so just in time as a
colossal explosion ripped through the early morning light. When it cleared, the door was still
intact...but the entire frame had been blown to bits. The wooden panels comprising the door
itself were lying on the ground, completely intact.
Drakul motioned with his wand, and both Muslims for Humans and Aurors roared as they
charged the compound. They stopped short, however, as Drakul held up his hand once
more. "The door is booby-trapped: the Atlantis bubble is registering interference with a spell
in the doorway. Hold on a second while Oleg here gets rid of it!"

Antoun watched as one of the other wizards pointed his wand at the jagged hole in the wall.
Oleg uttered the word "Finite", and the hole briefly shimmered with a white light. Drakul
motioned forward once more just as more as several more enemy beams crashed into the
Atlantis bubble.
Drakul blocked bolts while one of the other wizards raised his wand and shouted "Revelio
Muggletum". Antoun winced as the spell detected him, and it took him a few moments to
realize that the wizard was using the spell to figure out where the hostages were.
The third wizard smiled and pointed upwards. "They're upstairs, directly above us!"
Drakul, completely unconcerned about enemy attack thanks to the Atlantis bubble, turned
to Antoun. "You and your men should find your way upstairs and rescue the hostages. We'll
deal with the wizards out here. Do you want any of us to go with you? There may be
magical defenses you'll need to overcome. I'm only asking first because I know you're
uncomfortable about magic in general."
Antoun figured Allah would have agreed as well, given that the wizards were working on the
side of good this time. "We'll take a wizard along with us. However, I'd appreciate it if we
were the ones to actually rescue the Iraqi officials. The hostages may not be happy if they
see wizards running at them with raised wands."
Drakul nodded and turned to Oleg. "Oleg, go with them. I'll deal with the wizards down
here. I suspect the prisoners are left lightly guarded since we're actually invading the
complex right now! And Antoun, I'm telling you in advance we're taking the machine gun in
here! Now move!"
Antoun and Oleg moved off as Drakul and the rest of the wizards began to make their way
deeper into the compound. However, he didn't go far before he saw a building map on one
of the walls. There was only one staircase, and it was at the other end of the building. They
would have go to go through all of the defenses after all, it seemed like.
Oleg shook his head and grinned. "I don't think so. Watch this, and get out of the way."
Antoun watched as the wizard pointed his wand at the ceiling above and shouted two
words: "Silencio! Reducto!"
There was a flash of light, and the ceiling immediately above Oleg broke apart. Debris fell to
the ground, revealing a hole in the ceiling. The sound of the falling pieces of plaster was
soon accompanied by the stuttering of the machine gun in the main room and the sounds of
spells being shot off in all different directions. Oddly enough, the explosion itself had made
no sound. Presumably this had been done to not alert any guards upstairs.
A yellow beam suddenly appeared out of nowhere and took down one of Antoun's men. Oleg
spun, fired something into the smoke, and turned back to Antoun. "Have your men cover
me! I'm going to send you up there to free the captives!"
Antoun blinked. He issued the orders, and he nodded in approval as his men began trading
shots with the wizards. Turning back to Oleg, he asked: "Me? I can't fly! I don't know if --"
Oleg pointed his wand at Antoun, and the Muggle fell silent. "I'm sorry, but there's no other
way to get this done. Levicorpus!"

Antoun bit back a shriek as an invisible hand lifted him into the air. He went sailing through
the opening and soon found himself on the second floor in the middle of a group of
prisoners. He recognized several of them from Iraqi news reports.
There were no guards visible. However, Antoun figured it was only a matter of time until the
Death Eaters figured out what was going on.
He turned to the first prisoner and began untying his bonds just as Oleg launched another
Muslims for Humans member through the opening. Within thirty seconds, five prisoners had
been freed.
Antoun began working on prisoner number six when he heard footsteps in the corridor.
Reaching for a brick which had been blown back into the second floor by the Reductio
explosion, he stood next to the door to the prisoners' room and waited. A few seconds later,
someone shouted for the prisoners to stay where they were and for their rescuers to freeze.
Antoun's response was simple: he hit him on the the head with the brick. The Death Eater
crumpled and the rescue continued.
There was a sudden howl downstairs which suggested Oleg had been hit. There was a
scuffle for a moment, and then suddenly all noise downstairs ceased. It sounded like the
battle was over. But who had won?
Antoun herded all the prisoners together and asked them how to get to the nearest
staircase. One of them remembered, and they all started heading in that direction. They
were just starting down the stairs when they heard a large group of people coming upstairs.
Quietly lowering the brick, Antoun reached for his sidearm as the first glimpse of the enemy
came around the corner.
It was an Atlantis bubble. Antoun lowered the weapon as Drakul led the wizards around the
corner and onto the second floor. The prisoners cheered loudly and pressed Drakul for an
update.
Drakul smiled. "We got all of them. Had it not been for our friends in Muslims for Humans,
we'd have been hard-pressed to pull this off. But pull it off, we did. Thank you, Mr. Antoun,
for providing that machine gun. It took out a good ninety percent of it, and the rest of the
wizards took the remainder prisoner after they were injured. It's a pity we lost Oleg there at
the end."
Antoun smiled. "You're welcome, Mr. Drakul. I never thought I'd be fighting side by side
WITH a wizard for the benefit of humanity. If we're lucky, we'll come to our senses and
agree to not kill each other once this battle is finished."
Drakul laughed. "I hope that's the case as well."
------0900Z
---Word soon began to spread that the Death Eaters had been eliminated in Baghdad.
However, the battle in Iraq was not yet over. Rumors were spreading that one of the dead
Death Eaters had invoked a death curse which would mine the Straits of Hormuz, something
the world truly did not need. Oil refineries were going up in smoke, and a few of the airfields
in other parts of Iraq were starting to host dragons instead of aircraft. There was a report
where a dragon had bitten off the wing of an airplane only to find itself blasted out of the
sky by a heat-seeking missile. The surviving First Division members, along with their new

Muslims for Humans allies, were immediately ordered to one of the airfields to eliminate one
of the remaining pockets of Death Eater resistance. By 0915Z, the combined Muslims for
Humans and First Division unit had liberated their assigned airfield. During the battle,
Lieutenant Antoun was killed by a dragon. He was mourned by both Muslims for Humans
and Wizarding forces, and his successor immediately agreed to maintain the truce with the
wizards against the Death Eaters.
It looked like the tide was slowly starting to turn in Iraq. There was still a lot of work to do,
but it was definitely progress.
--------1000Z
Atlantis
----"Ladies and gentlemen, the time has come for our ground invasion of Buyan. May the Five
Gods be with us."
To be continued...

acgoldis,

December 6th, 2011 11:11 PM

Temporarily bumping the thread. The next update (486.5) is going to be coming courtesy of
Penguin. 487 is likely to have a Drakul POV and the title "I Don't Think This Was Part Of
Their Mandate.".
EDIT: I'll do 487 today or tomorrow. It's disjoint from Penguin's episode, and I don't want
to hold everyone up. Both of them occur between 1015Z and 1030Z in two separate areas
of the world, so the order doesn't matter. Penguin's can be 487.2 if I get in first.

thepenguin,

December 8th, 2011 01:24 AM

Here it is guys. Deepest apologies for the delay. It's hard to work on something like this
when you have friends and/or family in the same room wanting to look over your shoulder
and say "Whatcha doin'?". That, and I had to run my dad to Castalia today-an hour to and
from.

Update #486.5: From the Halls of Montezuma to the Shores of Buyan
13 TO GO
----------0400Z
Tuesday, December 31, 1996
Old Roman Fort
Buyan
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 2/5.2%
Grigori Varlamov struggled to relax to the point where he could get some sleep. The missile
attacks had just ended, with the result of Rasputin moving even further into the valley to
protect against any interference whilst he tried to bring back the Black God. As he slipped
into his sleeping bag, he heard a loud hollow sucking noise, then the Caterwauling Charms

going off. He and the others present at the fort, along with the others tasked with defense
all over the island, sprang into action. He pulled out his wand, pointed at the direction of the
noise, and yelled “PROTEGO!” A shimmering light confirmed his success. The noise grew
until it was almost on top of him. Could this be the end? The Muggle Christian God bringing
down His vengeance? His fears were all for nought as two F-16s screamed overhead,
making the loudest noises he had ever heard, flames pouring out of their behinds. They flew
over and banked hard to the southeast, heading towards Turkey.
F-16CJ 89-2047 ‘AV’ 510th FS
“BUZZARD 21”
15,000 feet over the Black Sea (five miles southeast of Buyan) and climbing. Mach 0.95
Tuesday, December 31st, 1996
0405Z
“Hot damn, Poncho! Best flying I’ve had since the exercise at Spadeadam,” Captain Nick
“Mongo” Miller exclaimed through his mask. His wingman, Captain Pete “Poncho“ Barnes
replied “Yeah, I know, Mongo. Probably gave them boys a good scare.” “Damn right we did.
You see them fucks scatter?” “Roger. How‘s your Italian girlfriend right now? Ain’t her
brother part of that wizarding army they‘re staging?” “Yeah. She‘s been worried sick per the
phone calls we‘ve had. The jarheads will make sure nothing happens to him.” “Roger that.
Let’s get back to Constanta.”
F-14A 160395 ‘AC-203’ VF-32
“GYPSY 31”
5,000 feet (and climbing) over the Black Sea, fifteen miles south of Buyan. 550+ KIAS
Tuesday, December 31st, 1996
0455Z
Lieutenant Commander Jack “Firkin” Grigsby pulled back on the stick of his F-14, taking the
Tomcat to an altitude that would clear the ‘Buyan Superdome’ yet still be in range to get
good quality photos. The pilots, especially those detached to Mihail Kogalniceanu
International Airport in Constanta, started making comparisons to the football stadium in
New Orleans after the failed Tomahawk attack. As of yet, nobody made any jokes about the
Saints playing the Damned. But that would change.
“GYPSY 32, climb to seven thousand. Advance to mil power.”
His wingman, Lieutenant Fred “Daysin” Weeks responded “Roger Firkin.”
“Island dead ahead now, eight miles,” piped up Firkin’s Radar Intercept Officer, Lieutenant
Commander Shaun “Guru” Witmer. Grigsby responded “Roger Guru. GYPSY 32, arm your
camera.” “Roger.” Daysin’s RIO, Lieutenant Junior Grade Tom “Redrum” Redrick, flipped a
few switches to turn on the cameras in the TARPS pod, slung underneath in the “tunnel”
between the engines. The pod would give Minister Flamel and the other senior commanders
the best imagery available. Five miles out and the Tomcats leveled to seven thousand feet.
“Don’t get down too far Daysin, else Guru’s bonking your wife when we get back.” “Don’t
count on it.” “Yeah sure. Excuse me, Grigory Yefrimovich, this is Firkin at the desk. It is
your zero five hundred wake-up call.” The jets engaged their afterburners just before
reaching the coastline. The plan was to be supersonic or damn close to it as they passed
over the main part of the island.
Central Valley
Buyan

Tuesday, December 31st, 1996
0500Z
Evgeniy Borodin groaned inwardly. The Caterwauling Charms were going off again and that
godforsaken noise, like giants rolling down a hill, was back. Suddenly, silence. Borodin cast
the shield charm and looked overhead. Two gray arrows streaked over, almost too fast for
the eye to keep up with. The arrows suddenly sprouted wings of white and a horrendous
thunder-like noise could be heard. As soon as the noise started, it stopped. Borodin started
thinking. Could this be a message from the gods?
0600Z
The flybys kept coming, the latest by two B-1s based out of Diego Garcia, a long trip for
these crews to perform a Mach 1 flypast. They met their tanker and recovered to that small
group of islands in the middle of the Indian Ocean.
0700
This one was eight A-10s from Spangdahlem, who stayed around for a little bit, making
mock attack runs from 10,000 feet to the imposed hard deck of 8,000. The concrete
practice bombs made loud thumps upon hitting the dome. The 30mm rounds from the huge
Avenger cannon made sounds like hail hitting a car roof. Men were being driven out of their
minds.
0850
South Beach
Buyan
Vladimir Konstantinov walked his patrol inside the dome near the southern beach of the
island. Cradling his AKM rifle in his arms, close to his chest, he expected no surprises, no
sudden arrival of Atlantis wizards. The half-vampire Muggle was sure of his decision to join
the Black Fist militant group, if not only to get away from St. Petersburg and the continued
troubles after that bastard Mikhail Sergeyevich started the path to the dissolution of the
Soviet Union. A dark spot in the corner of his eye caused him to stop and turn so the
objects were centered in his vision. He gazed upon the shapes of the USS Nassau and USS
Vicksburg in abject horror. Even more worrying, he thought he could see tiny wakes in the
water. He turned to run towards the treeline, where the command post stood, screaming
“Amerikantsy! Amerikantsy!” all the way.
Bridge, USS Vicksburg (CG-69)
Black Sea, eight miles south of Buyan
Tuesday, December 31st, 1996
0900Z (1100 EET)
“Gun crews report ready in all respects, Captain.” “Very well.” Captain David McCullough
picked up the mouthpiece. “Fore and aft gun crews, commence firing!” Bells rang and horns
sounded as the five-inch guns roared in anger, shooting over the Marine Amtracks making
for the beach.
Vulture‘s Row, USS Nassau (LHA-4)
Black Sea, eight miles south of Buyan

Tuesday, December 31st, 1996
0930Z (1130 EET)
Hermione Granger stood on Vulture’s Row, looking at the AAVs sailing towards the beach of
Buyan and the hive of activity on the Nassau’s flight deck. Two Cobra gun ships sat on the
far edge of the deck, ready to launch when given the word that the dome had fallen. A
Harrier was being lifted on the aircraft elevator to the flight deck. Two black helicopters sat
at the front part of the deck. Those MH-6 Little Birds would fly her, Moody, and Flamel,
along with a fire team of US Navy SEALs from the highly secretive Team SIX, to the general
area of the Central Valley where Rasputin was likely bringing Koschei back to a corporeal
form.
She moved her eyes from the helicopters, which freaked out Moody to no end, to the area
of the deck that contained her real and hopefully lasting contribution to the cause. Sixty
mannequins, bought at cost from Constanta boutiques, were being made to look like
wizards trying to Apparate in. Delayed Portkeys were being attached to the lifeless foam
dummies, along with wizard clothing and blood bags, to make it look like they really went
splat upon reaching the shield. The Russians would call it a maskirovka- an illusion, a great
fake designed to make the fatigued enemy on the island have second thoughts on where
the invasion was actually going to take place. The plan was to have real wizards Apparate
in, but Hermione was able to convince Dialonis, with the help of Marines, that if Rasputin
cast a dome over the island to keep bombs and missiles out, then it can only be logical to
assume that he cast anti-apparition wards as well. He took it well, as well as anybody can
take having their plan torn to shreds by a seventeen-year-old girl and a couple big men in
funny clothes with splotches of green and brown all over.
She reached into her back jeans pocket, and pulled out a small picture, somewhat worn and
wrinkled, but if it got too far gone, she could always Reparo it and it would be good as new.
The picture was of her and Ron, taken at a photo booth on the pier in Brighton, a rare
moment in time when two teenagers could act like, well, two teenagers. The Trio went down
to Brighton after Hogwarts let out for the summer and before the nuclear blast in the
Ministry of Magic. Ron and Hermione were able to sneak off and have time to themselves,
which culminated in that visit to the photo booth. She smiled inwardly at the memory.
The sound of turbines winding up snapped her back to reality, and she looked at the two
Cobras readying for flight. She was so focused, she didn’t hear the footsteps beside her.
“Penny for your thoughts, Granger’.”
“Oh, you startled me, Major.”
Major Darlene “Scarlett” O’Hara, a Cobra pilot, took pity on the scared seventeen-year-old
when she arrived on board yesterday, reflecting on how scared she was when she reported
to Annapolis for Plebe Summer. “Sorry about that, sugar. But really, how are you feeling?”
“I’m scared, terrified really. This isn’t how I envisioned spending my winter break. I just
hope this isn’t the last one,” she choked out, glancing down at the picture.
“Is that your man,” O’Hara asked, looking over.
“Yes, Ron. We’ve had it for each other since First Year, but we were too stupid to realize it
until recently.” She chuckled. “When King William came to Hogwarts, he was so jealous, he
even punched him, right in front of the King Mum.”

“Sounds like he’s loyal to a fault, bless his heart. Especially if he punches the King of
England in front of his momma. Oh, he’s a darlin’,” she said after looking at the picture.
“You hold onto that boy, y’hear? If you keep those memories close to you, you’ll make it
home after this mess winds down. This can be something you tell your kids someday. He
truly loves you, and not in that teenage crush kind of way. He was willing to punch the King
of England for you.” At Hermione’s perplexed expression she added “Honey, I grew up in
Savannah, Jawjuh. I’m a born and bred Southern girl, and we Southern Belles like our men
to be strong and loyal. As long as they’re respectful to us and to others, and work hard, we
don’t mind if they get a little green with envy once in a while. As far as I am concerned, that
boy’s a good catch for you, and you need to get back to him as soon as this little dust-up’s
settled.”
Hermione took in the elder woman’s words, then reached into her left front pocket and
pulled out a folded-up piece of lined paper. “Major, if I don’t make it off that bloody island, I
want you to deliver this to my parents when you have the ability to.” She handed it to
O’Hara and she took it and shoved it into the breast pocket of her flight suit. “You’re getting
it back after it’s all over, y’hear? You got too much to live for. You do your job here, and get
back to your boy and screw his brains out. And punch out that Minister of yours for pulling a
stunt like this. Drafting a girl with no combat experience and throwing her into the fight? If
you'd have been my daughter, I'd have shoved a shotgun into his face and dared him to
take you. Now, you got any chow yet?" Hermione shook her head. Her stomach was turning
too much to even think of the prospect of breakfast. "C'mon, you need to go into battle on a
full stomach and the cooks are pretty good for being Squids."

Granger Residence
15 Blakesley Avenue, Ealing, Greater London
Tuesday, December 31st, 1996
1000Z
"Evelyn, do you need help with the dishes? I can have Ronnie help you."
"No, it's fine Molly, I'll just thrown them into the dishwasher."
"A...dishwasher? How does one of those things work?"
"I rinse the dishes, put them in the rack inside-top's for cups and mugs, and the bottom's
for the bigger plates and the utensils. Measure the correct amount of soap, and push the
button."
"Absolutely amazing."
“Be careful to not let Dad hear you say that Mum,” chuckled Ron, walking into the kitchen.
His face turned to a solemn and depressed look. Mrs. Granger noticed. “Don’t worry, dear.
She’ll come back.” “Yes, Ronnie. She’ll come back. Any girl than can stand you is too strong
to be defeated by those wretched Death Eaters.” Ron replied sardonically “Jeez, thanks
Mum.”

Just then, Mrs. Granger yelped in surprise. "That idiot! Reggie, that Moody fellow didn't fix
the sink like he should have!"
Her husband, Reginald "Reggie" Granger responded from the living room. "Can you do
without it for a couple days love? B&Q's closed for New Years."
She responded while walking in with Molly and Ginny. "I could use the slop sinks for a
couple days, but only a couple days. If I need to cover your appointments, so be it." "Okay
dear."
The morning show anchors suddenly changed from talking about the newest store in Milton
Keynes to a more serious tone. "We have been informed that the King Mother is addressing
the nation about the recent events in Iraq and in the Black Sea. We divert from our original
programming to bring you to the Royal Residence in Windsor, Berks."
"My fellow Britons, I appear on your screens and on your radio speakers not only as Queen
Regent, but also as a fellow citizen. As I speak, United States Marines and British Wizard
forces are conducting an invasion of Buyan Island, off of Romania. These forces are tasked
with stopping perhaps the greatest evil we have faced since the events over the summer
and indeed, since the start of recorded history. The brave men and women of the Second
Wizarding Army may not be your sons, daughters, sisters, brothers, and friends, but they
are Britons, defending this country against the greatest evils in the magical world.
"Before a young man named Harry Potter flew through a commercial for the Super Bowl,
the magical world remained largely obscured from our eyes, but ever since then, we have
had our eyes opened to this hidden world. We have witnessed great triumphs and even
greater sorrow and devastation. The events that propelled me into this position of great
responsibility showed the world both the absolute worse and the absolute best that our
shared humanity can offer. The nuclear attack in London caused great devastation and loss
of life, but one girl was determined to save as many lives as she could. Hermione Granger
was working at her parents' dental practice when the attacks occurred. Without thinking of
her own safety or well-being, she endeavoured to save as many lives as she could. Using
magic, she created shelter and distributed lead vests to mitigate against the effects of
radiation and undoubtedly saved many lives. I have come to know this young woman
personally as a classmate of my son, the future King William the Fifth. She does have a
family, a mum and father that love her very dearly and are proud of her every achievement.
She has a loving boyfriend, unyieldingly loyal, willing to confront even the future King of
England to defend her honour. I know that she will do everything in her power to help stop
this latest evil in defense of her nation. I fervently pray that she, and the others that have
been enlisted in fighting this depraved man, Grigoriy Rasputin, do not experience failure and
that they return to their loved ones. If some must give the ultimate sacrifice, may our Lord
hold their families in His comforting hands. May God bless the Second Wizarding Army, the
24th Marine Expeditionary Unit, and all those who are fighting for freedom around the
globe, and may He grant us an everlasting peace."
There was not a dry eye in the house.
South Beach
Buyan
1000Z
The AAVs crawled onto the beach, the engines rising in pitch to provide the additional

speed. They raced off the beach to the coastal plain, receiving no resistance. A crewman in
the lead AAV announced that he could see people on the other side of the plain, in the
treeline. They were approaching the platoon of vehicles, but stopped a thousand yards in
front. They appeared to be forming a line. Igor Romanov, sitting in the commander's hatch,
spoke through the intercom to the driver. "Shield barrier in range. About five hundred more
meters then we'll breach. Gunner, be ready to engage." "Aye, sir. Forty mike-mike and the
Ma Deuce are ready in all respects." "Okay." The 15 AAVs reached the dome and then went
through. Using the tactics developed in the Battle of Diagon Alley, all of the AAVs were
magically enhanced to drive through the dome without being adversely affected. They all
went through. That's when the enemy started shooting bullets and firing off spells. The
rounds and spells pinged off the hulls harmlessly. The roar of the M2HB .50 caliber machine
guns and the 40mm Mk 19 grenade launchers in the vehicles' turrets roared to life. The rear
hatches opened up and Marines and wizards stormed out and began to move forward. The
Marines responded with their training in infantry tactics and squad movements. Still, some
went down, often while pulling down their wizard counterparts when they decided to stand
up at the wrong time. A few wizards also paid for their mistakes with their lives. The
Marine/Wizard team still moved forward, Marine machine gunners providing covering fire for
their fellow Marines and the members of 2nd Wizard. The half-vampires, Muggle and Wizard
alike, provided stiff resistance, often recovering from being shot multiple times. It took a
coordinated effort between the dismounted platoon and the AAVs to defeat the threat. They
soon eliminated the Muggle half-vamps, but the Wizard half-vamps proved a tougher nut to
crack.
Igor Romanov led the effort, locating the half-vampire with the Elder Wand quickly due to
the unusual strength of the spells being launched from that direction. He dove behind a tree
and pulled out his gun, reasoning that the gun would be less likely than the wand to have
trouble with the Elder Wand. Removing his ring so he could fire without having the bubble in
the way (and using the tree for cover), he drew a bead on the Elder Wand's owner when he
was distracted and promptly shot him in the chest.
The vampire howled and collapsed, forcing Igor to react quickly before the Rasputinite
healed himself. Taking careful aim, Igor Disarmed the vampire to gain control of the Elder
Wand and promptly Summoned it to his hand. Elated, he screamed into his communications
device. “I’ve got it! I’ve got the Wand! FINITE INCANTATEM!” The magical dome that
protected most of the island came down in a shimmering light. Corporal Darnell Perkins
spoke into his radio. “Nassau, Griffin Two One Actual, the superdome is open. The
superdome is open.”
The Marines and Wizards’ elation were short-lived, as the Atlantis shields suddenly
disappeared and more Rasputinite wizards popped up on the ridge in front of them. “We
need to pull back,” yelled Pierre Ribeau, an Atlantis wizard. Perkins yelled back “Fuck that!”
Another Marine yelled “Corporal, we need to Go Ugly Early!” Perkins spoke into his radio.
“Any Allied aircraft, any Allied aircraft, this is Griffin 2-1 Actual. Requesting fire support.”
“Griffin 2-1 Actual, ABRAXAN Flight. Four A-10s with 30 mike-mike and 500-pound bombs.
Where you need us?” “ABRAXAN, 2-1 Actual. I need you to obliterate the ridge. Give them
everything you got.” “Roger, what’s your position?” “300 yards south of the ridge. Wait one
ABRAXAN.” Corporal Perkins turned to Ribeau. “Can you shoot sparks from that thing?”
“Yes, but…” “NO BUTS WIZARD! Shoot some sparks or we’re overrun!” Ribeau raised his
wand, said a few words, and red sparks came out from the tip.

A-10 81-0952 ‘SP’ 81st FS
“ABRAXAN 21”
1045Z
Tuesday, December 31st, 1996
“2-1 Actual, have your position. Dropping 300 yards north of your line. Boomer, Humor,
Nacho, drop on my line. Next pass with the gun.” “2.” “3.” “4.” Major Tom “Bowie” Smith
nosed over and put the nose of his Warthog parallel to the ridge. The pipper in his HeadsUp-Display showed where to drop, and he pushed the button on his stick. Twelve 500pound bombs fell from the aircraft and white balloons sprouted from their tails. “WHUMP
WHUMP WHUMPWHUMP WHUMP WHUMP WHUMP WHUMP WHUMP WHUMP WHUMP
WHUMP!” The ridgeline became a wall of fire and debris as the bombs found their mark. The
other planes followed suit. A second pass wasn’t really needed, but for the sake of
completeness, Major Smith and his flight rolled in- going for guns. The roar of 30mm bullets
hitting their target was heard before the “BVRRRRRRRRRRRMMMMM” of the Avenger
cannon. That pocket of resistance was elminated.
Grasping the Elder Wand in his hand, Igor stood up, fully intent on moving forward. He
reached for his ring so he could put it on and insulate the Wand from further attacks.
Too late. A wet “thud” was heard as his head exploded in a red mist, then the crack of the
rifle that did him in. “SNIPER! STAY DOWN!” Corporal Perkins crawled to the other squad
leader in his area. “Did you see that Frank?” Corporal Frank Cummins responded. “Naw
man. Sounded like it came from the summit.” “Fuck. What the…” Perkins trailed off as he
saw the Elder Wand zoom off into a copse of trees. He thought he heard a small “pop” as
well. “That wand…it’s gone.” Another wizard made to stand up, but Perkins hauled him
down. “Stay the FUCK down!” “We need to go after the Wand!” “Not with that sniper up
there we don’t!”
Flight Deck, USS Nassau
1045Z
After hearing the message on the radio about the dome being brought down, Hermione,
Moody, Flamel, and five very mean-looking men in camouflage ran to the Little Birds and
strapped into the bench seats on the outside of the helicopters. The landing zone was too
small for the 160th’s Blackhawks, but a perfect fit for the Little Birds. The team would be
escorted by two Cobra gunships. Hermione pulled down the goggles on her helmet-which
was provided on request. She was taking no chances with her well-being. She wore a WWW
Shield © shirt under her jacket and Kevlar vest-again, provided upon request. Moody
thought she was mad and even more paranoid than him, but Flamel could understand her
thought processes.
The latest reports from the front lines was that the beachhead was secured and Marines
were streaming in and headed towards the battle. Atlantis wizards and members of Second
Wizard were Apparating in on Black Beach and moving in Marine LAVs towards their
objectives-some were going to try to get into the Elixir repository in the northwest part of
the island, while the others were going to storm the old Roman fort. The platoon of AAVs
and the First and Second Platoons of Alpha Company were pinned down near Phase Line
Scrimgeour, where the forest transitioned to mountain, on the western side of the island.
They took off, with the Cobras on either side of them. As they flew, Hermione’s curiosity got

the better of her and she looked down. The world raced by below her. The Vicksburg flashed
past, the crew on her deck looking like ants. As they flew over the beach, she saw vast
amounts of equipment and Marines and members of Second Wizard moving towards the
fight. They flew towards the western mountain. Moody looked at her and pantomimed to
cast Revilo Hominem. After a few minutes of hand signals and lip-reading, she got the idea
and cast the spell. There was a glowing spot near a cluster of bushes halfway to the
summit. The sniper was under an Invisibility Cloak. Moody Summoned it to him and one of
the Cobras let loose a stream of 20mm rounds. The sniper was no more. The group
proceeded to the LZ, an open field before the valley itself, separated from the valley by a
stand of trees. The two MH-6s flared and landed in the field, the Cobras providing
overwatch. They moved quickly off the benches and moved towards the trees, the SEALs
with their weapons at the ready. The Little Birds didn’t waste time leaving the area.
They made it to the trees and began scouting the valley below. One SEAL looked through a
spotting scope. “Hey, Minister, there’s some activity down there, about a thousand yards
downrange. There’s one bad guy, looks like he’s drawing something in the ground, and the
rest- about twenty- are looking around.” He reached for his radio earpiece. “That airstrike
on the ridge killed about five hundred bad guys. Drone footage shows they were all bunched
up ready to charge. The other thousand are unaccounted for. They just disappeared.”
“Damn, that means they could pop up behind us for all we know. Can I look through that
thing?” “Sure Minister.” Flamel looked through the scope. “Well, that’s Rasputin. I can’t
make out the others, but…oh, wait. Somebody just popped in. Yep, that’s Zygonov. Handing
him something… Bloody hell! It’s the Elder Wand!”
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Good job! :)
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Update #487: Bubble Bobble
13 TO GO
----------1030Z
Tuesday, December 31, 1996
Mosul
Iraq
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/4.9%
----------NEXT UP: Wait Until Gardeners Get Their Hands On This
----------Stanislav Drakul looked in approval as the Death Eaters controlling the airfield began to be
swarmed under. It was only a matter of time now, he thought. Not only were the Death
Eaters facing a large force of wizards dotted with Muslims for Humans irregulars, but there
were now reports that an expeditionary force from the Iranian army was heading in their
direction.
The Death Eaters had given it the old college try, however. They had managed to erect a
small protective dome over the airfield and find a few dragons to defend it. The dragons had
proven to be both a blessing and curse. It was true that they made attacking the target

extremely dangerous. However, their arrival had caused almost all of the civilian onlookers
to start running for their lives, particularly after one of them nearly burned down a small
apartment building in an attempt to get at one of Drakul's men. There would be very few
civilian casualties as a result.
It was fairly obvious that the end was nigh for the Death Eater movement, hopefully this
time for good. They were outnumbered at least 6 to 1, at least in this particular location.
Drakul had watched in admiration, and even a little shock, as the dome surrounding the
airfield collapsed under a barrage of laser-guided bombs. Ideally, the attackers would have
used Tomahawk missiles, but with all of the civilian buildings in the area precision and
human judgment were going to be much more important.
Many of the Muslims for Humans soldiers had suddenly discovered that they really wanted
to be somewhere else once the dragons had shown up. Fortunately, some of them -including Antoun's successor -- had mustered the courage to attack one of the dragons with
a machine gun. The bullets had actually managed to tear through the creature's fragile
wings and forced it to the ground. The only problem was that the dragon hadn't taken the
loss of its wings philosophically, choosing to breathe fire on its tormentors instead. A good
half of the Muslims for Humans recruits had been caught in that raid, and the wizards were
barely able to cast a spell in time to protect their new allies. Some of the Muslims for
Humans men grumbled about the spell, but they didn't complain THAT much considering the
alternative was to have been turned into charcoal.
Drakul watched as one of the special forces men near him aimed a bazooka at the last
remaining dragon. The round hit the monster in the head, destroying it in a colossal
explosion. Bits of blood and gore sprayed everywhere as the dragon's carcass crashed onto
the airfield's runway. He glanced at the Death Eaters and saw that they were all looking at
the dragon and standing very still. Drakul could already sense the gears churning in their
heads: should we surrender or die?
The decision didn't take long. Seconds later, the Death Eaters took off their masks,
pocketed their wands, and raised their hands to the sky.
Drakul thought he saw his Atlantis bubble flicker a little as he ordered the rest of his men to
cease fire. It was nothing, he thought. Some rogue Death Eater probably launched a spell
and I saw the beam's reflection in the bubble. It's not like it could have been anything else.
However, the incident forced him to focus on the fact that this could be a trap. He would
have to proceed very carefully here. The simple fact that they still had their wands in their
pockets made him nervous.
Gathering a small group of wizards and Muggles, he led the delegation over to the remains
of the Death Eater encampment to take the enemy's surrender. At first, everything was
peaceful. The Death Eaters came up to him, surrendered their wands, and did not fight as
his comrades placed them in handcuffs or magical binders depending on the background of
the arresting officer. As he worked, reports began coming in from places like Basra where
the Death Eaters were also starting to surrender.
Drakul was about to take the wand of the next prisoner when something which he thought
was impossible happened.
His Atlantis bubble flickered once more...and vanished. Suddenly, he was unprotected with
a Death Eater two feet from him. He heard a grunt of surprise next to him and caught a
glimpse of the man next to him also without his Atlantis bubble.

This could be a problem.
-------Atlantis
---Ndukaku hurried over to Dagher with an expression of alarm on his face. "Grand Mugwump,
we've got a bit of a problem here for our friends in Buyan and Iraq."
Dagher frowned. "A problem? From what I've been hearing, things have been going pretty
well. The Death Eaters are being rounded up in Iraq, and the coalition forces have just
breached the shield wall on Buyan."
Ndukaku grinned slightly. "That, sir, is part of the problem. We may be in a situation which
could endanger our forces."
Dagher stared at him. "What? Explain."
Ndukaku stared at the floor, a little embarrassed. "Well, I just had them recalculate the
Apocalpysometer reading now that the Death Eaters are about to be eliminated from Iraq.
It's dropped, as you would expect. It's now at about 4.97%."
Dagher was confused. "It's dropped 0.4%? That's pretty good, and not unexpected. What's
the problem?"
Ndukaku looked back at the Grand Mugwump. "Well, we've just downgraded to DEFCON 3,
sir. We're no longer above the 5% barrier, which in turn means we should stop intervening
in Buyan and Iraq."
Dagher snorted. "We're already there. It's not like we can extricate ourselves easily. You
have my permission to proceed."
Ndukaku nodded distractedly. "I was expecting you would say that. However, there's even a
bigger issue. Once we hit DEFCON 3, the Atlantis bubbles go down all over the world.
Including Buyan."
Dagher's eyes widened, when he realized what that meant. "Oh shit. I should have thought
about that! Damn me!"
Ndukaku tried to calm his boss. "You've done a pretty good job so far, even though you're
relatively new to Atlantis."
"Not good enough. Can you turn those rings back on?"
Ndukaku shook his head. "They're tied to the 5% boundary, and we can't control that. All
we can do wait until it exceeds 5% again and not recalculate the DEFCON value until the
battles end or things get bad enough that we get out of the phase transition on the DEFCON
2 side."
"Phase transition? What do you mean?"
Ndukaku explained. "Suppose we're exactly at 5% and we make progress in a way which
relies on the bubbles. The value will drop below 5%, at which point the bubbles would have
shut off. However, since losing the bubbles will allow the enemy to advance, the value will

start rising towards 5% again, bringing us back where we started."
Dagher began to see where this is going. "I get it. And if we breach the 5% barrier going
up, the shields will come back up which will reduce the enemy's progress. That will cause it
to go back down to 5% again."
"Correct. It's a phase transition, just like when we're at zero celsius and are converting from
water to ice and vice versa. There's a long period of time when trying to heat the water-ice
mixture doesn't change the temperature."
Dagher thought about it. "I like your idea: recalculate until we're above 5% and then don't
do anything until the situation dictates that shields should be raised or lowered for good.
Then recalculate based on the new data."
"That's it, sir."
"Good. Make it so."
"Yes, sir."
-----Mosul
--The Death Eater and Drakul spent a good second or so staring at the where the Atlantis
bubble had been. Then all hell broke loose.
The Death Eater had been handing the wand hilt-first to Drakul. The prisoner suddenly
reached for the wand with his other hand, clearly intending to turn it around. Drakul was
only vaguely aware of that as he brought his own wand into his hand. He didn't know why
the shield was down, but he had to defend himself now.
He cast Expelliarmus just as the Death Eater opened his mouth to cast something which
would have likely made life unpleasant for him. The Death Eater's wand flew away, where it
was picked up by one of the Aurors in the First Division. Drakul then hit his Death Eater with
a Stunning Spell which kept him docile long enough to put him in binders.
A quick glance down the line revealed that several other Death Eaters had tried to attack
the Atlanteans when the shields had dropped. Two of the Atlanteans had actually been
caught off guard and succumbed. However, it hadn't taken long before their backups
subdued their attackers.
Drakul shuddered to think about what would happen if the bubbles went down on Buyan as
well. He had about five seconds to ponder this when gunfire broke out a few blocks away,
far from the front. Was he imagining something, or were the Muggles fighting each other
now?
Then it occurred to him. Saddam Hussein was dead and the Iraqi government was in
disarray. The Death Eaters had been rounded up...leaving a power vacuum for the Muggles.
The door was open for the Sunnis, Shiites, Kurds to bid for control of the nation. To make
matters worse, troops from Iran and Saudi Arabia were converging on Baghdad to oust a
Dark wizard government which no longer existed. Only time would tell if they would actually
LEAVE Iraq.
Uh oh.

------U.S.S. Nassau
Buyan
---Nicholas Flamel may have already been on Buyan. However, his Patronus was already on
the ship, and the glowing phoenix turned as a wizard flew in and landed on the deck. The
man's face was bloody, and he had a scar on a cheek. He and the rest of teh advisory
council listened as the man began his report.
"Gentlemen, we've got a bit of a problem. Shortly after we destroyed the shield, all the
Atlantis bubbles turned off, catching everyone off guard. A good forty people were taken out
while our side was trying to figure out what the hell was going on. Progress appears to have
stopped for now."
Igor Karkaroff blinked at the messenger. "How could the Atlantis bubbles just turn off like
that? They're not supposed to do that."
The messenger shrugged. "I don't know, sir. They just disappeared, and they haven't come
back since."
Flamel didn't like this. "Could Rasputin have done something?"
One of the Atlanteans shook his head. "I don't think so. Those rings are controlled from the
Prophecy Department on Atlantis. I sure as hell hope Atlantis hasn't been compromised."
Flamel didn't want to bring this up, but he had to. "Diversion. Could this whole thing with
Buyan and Iraq be a diversion?"
The Atlantean frowned. "It's possible, but I doubt it. That vampire we interrogated didn't
mention anything about an Atlantis takeover. However, it's a good thing to check. I'll see if
I can send a message over there to ask for clarification."
He issued the appropriate orders and turned back to the messenger. "Do you have an
update on the Elder Wand?"
The messenger looked at his feet. "There's still fierce fighting over it. We actually had it
inside an Atlantis bubble for a while, something which I thought would keep it ours for good.
That had been, of course, until the damn bubbles went down. The Hapsburg princess who
had been holding it was blown away by a sniper before she could bring out her wand."
Karkaroff blinked. "We're getting nobles killed?"
"Looks like it, sir. Igor Romanov is also down. He was killed shortly after using the Elder
Wand to remove the shield. He had to bring down his bubble so he could disarm the wand's
prior owner. We've got to get the nobles out of here until we can at least get those bubbles
back. Most of them are just being invited just because they've got the rings. They don't
have much practical fighting experience."
The Atlantean nodded. "I agree. Tell them to retreat and leave the fighting to the
professionals. Any news on that potion the Black God cultists are carrying around? I
remember you saying Slughorn didn't recognize it."
"Don't know, sir. Slughorn claims it's some kind of healing potion, and the few of us who

have quaffed it say it has amazing healing powers. It once saved someone from the brink of
death. If it's a healing potion, it's the strongest one I've ever encountered."
Flamel frowned and began scanning the carnage around him. "Maybe I can identify it -- I've
been around longer than you have, and I've seen lots of strange stuff. There's a headless
Black Cultist here with a vial. It's a glowing...God, no. It can't be."
Karkaroff didn't like this. "Can't be what?"
Flamel unstoppered the vial and took a whiff. A horrified expression appeared on his face as
he drank a few drops. Shaking his head in disbelief and pocketing the vial, he answered
quickly.
"Bloody hell. That's the Elixir of Life. They've got themselves a Philosopher's Stone!"
Everyone started talking at once until the Atlantean suddenly amplified his voice and
shouted: "HOW IS THIS POSSIBLE?"
Flamel looked towards the old Roman fort. "They have Hugh hostage, and he knows how to
make the Stone. I bet they tortured or Legilimensed him. He wouldn't have given out that
information willingly. I don't know where he'd have gotten the spell components from,
though. They're pretty obscure."
He turned to the messenger. "Tell everyone to start looking for the Stone as well. If they
find, have them confiscate it immediately and return it to me so I can destroy it. It would be
a small red gem, probably under heavy guard. Also, try to steal as many of those Elixir vials
as you can. We don't want those in the hands of our enemy."
There was a brief moment of silence. Suddenly, the Atlantean chuckled. "Well, at least we
now know how Rasputin is planning to revive Koschei."
Flamel stared helplessly into the heavens. "First the Elder Wand, and now the Philosopher's
Stone. If those get into Koschei's hands we're in deep, deep trouble."
To be continued...
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Quote:

...collapsed under a barrage of air-to-ground missiles launched by a fleet of fighter jets.
Ideally, the attackers would have used Tomahawk missiles, but with all of the civilian
buildings in the area precision and human judgment were going to be much more
important.
They would probably use laser-guided bombs, either 500 or 1000-pound class, but until the
advent of JDAM and GPS munitions guidance, you still had to accept a little collateral
damage. Also, wasn't Flamel on Buyan and Romanov the one that lost the Elder Wand after
being sniped?
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Quote:

Originally Posted by thepenguin (Post 5374670)
They would probably use laser-guided bombs, either 500 or 1000-pound class, but until the
advent of JDAM and GPS munitions guidance, you still had to accept a little collateral
damage. Also, wasn't Flamel on Buyan and Romanov the one that lost the Elder Wand after
being sniped?
I can't remember if Flamel had already gone ashore. I figured it would be wise for him to go
ashore only when the beachhead was more or less secure. I think I had him going ashore
around 489 or 490.
Romanov lost the Elder Wand, but other people out there have rings.
I'll change the laser-guided bombs thing.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5375728)
Romanov lost the Elder Wand, but other people out there have rings.
I'll change the laser-guided bombs thing.

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis
I can't remember if Flamel had already gone ashore. I figured it would be wise for him to go
ashore only when the beachhead was more or less secure. I think I had him going ashore
around 489 or 490.
Quote:

Originally Posted by thepenguin
Flight Deck, USS Nassau
1045Z
After hearing the message on the radio about the dome being brought down, Hermione,
Moody, Flamel, and five very mean-looking men in camouflage ran to the Little Birds and
strapped into the bench seats on the outside of the helicopters....
I had him going ashore in my update, but I can change that.... :/
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Quote:

Originally Posted by thepenguin (Post 5375804)
I had him going ashore in my update, but I can change that.... :/
It was a bit too early at that point. I'll send the three of them ashore in a different part of
the island in a future episode. Alternatively we can keep them ashore and figure out how he
can join that conference remotely. Simply sending a Patronus won't help because Flamel will
not be able to investigate the potion. In fact, it may not be a bad idea to send Flamel
ashore at the cave since he is already familiar with the island (an aerial surveillance may
not necessarily pick out the cave if it's hidden by a rock outcropping).
Hmm...maybe Flamel could send a Patronus and grab a vial off a dead Black Cult member
to test it.
The thing is, I figured all the generals would be staying behind safely on the ship until the
initial threat is neutralized.
EDIT -- I changed it. He sends a Patronus and gets a vial off a dead body...and pockets it.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5375848)
It was a bit too early at that point. I'll send the three of them ashore in a different part of
the island in a future episode. Alternatively we can keep them ashore and figure out how he

can join that conference remotely. Simply sending a Patronus won't help because Flamel will
not be able to investigate the potion. In fact, it may not be a bad idea to send Flamel
ashore at the cave since he is already familiar with the island (an aerial surveillance may
not necessarily pick out the cave if it's hidden by a rock outcropping).
Hmm...maybe Flamel could send a Patronus and grab a vial off a dead Black Cult member
to test it.
The thing is, I figured all the generals would be staying behind safely on the ship until the
initial threat is neutralized.
EDIT -- I changed it. He sends a Patronus and gets a vial off a dead body...and pockets it.
Do you want me to remove that part?
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Quote:

Originally Posted by thepenguin (Post 5375894)
Do you want me to remove that part?
Flamel is on the island. You don't need to remove anything.
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Update #487.5: Wait Until Gardeners Get Their Hands On This
13 TO GO
----------1103Z
Tuesday, December 31, 1996
Buyan
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 2/5.6%
----------NEXT UP: Well, At Least THESE Guys Have An Exit Strategy
----------Judging from the increasing sense of anticipation he was getting from the guard, he figured
it was only a matter of time until Rasputin was finished with the runes. Once he was done,
he could cast the spell which would bring back Koschei, albeit in child form. Normally, that
would have been the end of it as the traditional ritual to bring back someone from a Horcrux
required the use of the father's bones -- and Atlantis had long ago destroyed Koschei's
father's body.
Of course, Atlantis hadn't considered the possibility that someone would create the Elixir of
Life.
Hugh had been too young during the Black Death to remember much about Koschei.
However, his master had told him enough. Bringing back Koschei, particularly in a world full

of chemical, biological, and nuclear weapons, wouldn't be a particularly good idea...unless
for some reason Koschei decided to repent.
Turning Koschei back to the light side seemed, oddly enough, not completely implausible.
There were old rumors claiming that Koschei had initially rebelled against Atlantis because
he believed Atlantis to be too laissez faire when it came to interfering with international
politics. From what he had heard coming out of today's Atlantis, there were several people
arguing for increased Atlantean interference, particularly with the Statute of Secrecy down
and the Muggle world in desperate need of magical assistance. Would Koschei suddenly give
everything up if Dagher realized that Koschei had a point given the fall of the Statute? Only
time would tell.
Hugh's musings were suddenly interrupted by gunfire in the distance. He looked up to see
the guard spin and stick his head out of the tent. The gunfire sounded again, this time
closer. He heard voices outside telling everyone to hold just a little longer as Rasputin was
almost done.
Hugh tensed. The guard's back was still turned, and it was unlikely that the other guards
were watching the tent with enemies approaching. Now was his chance.
He picked up a rock which weighed at least five kilos and slowly crept behind the guard,
who paid him no notice. Hugh lifted the rock over the guard's head and released it just as
the guard realized something strange was going on. He spun and caught a glimpse of Hugh
staring at him before the rock hit him on the head, knocking him out.
Hugh grabbed the guard's wand and dragged him into the tent. Once both he and the guard
were safely out of sight, he cast Geminio on himself, arranged the clone body on the bed,
and then dressed up in the guard's robes. If anyone asked him why he had left his post, he
would say the prisoner was sleeping.
Relieved to be free, he made his way out of the tent and looked around. He couldn't see
much through the trees, but he thought he had caught a brief glimpse of Rasputin in the
distance. The man was surrounded by a bizarre set of runes Hugh had never seen before.
Hugh had to do something to disrupt Rasputin's concentration, and do so quickly. Gripping
his trusty rock, he crept towards Rasputin.
---------------Rasputin grinned as the last rune was put into place. He heard the gunfire in the distance,
but he was now fairly certain that he would be able to bring Koschei back in time to allow
him to finish off whoever was attacking them. In the meantime, he trusted his men to deal
with any potential interruptions.
Stepping into the center of the circle of runes, he uttered ancient words which had not been
spoken in over six hundred years. Lightning flashed everywhere, and thunderclaps
temporarily blocked out the sound of the approaching gunfire. Rasputin had to look away to
prevent himself from being blinded. When he turned back to his handiwork, he saw that he
was no longer alone. A distorted, deformed child lay on the ground next to him. The child's
body was covered with sores and wrinkles, and its face was that of a man in his fifties with
short gray hair and intelligent eyes.
The child spoke something in a language which sounded remotely like Russian, yet for some
reason Rasputin only understood two or three of the words. Telling the child to hold on a
second, he reached into his pocket for his extra vial of the Elixir of Life. The child looked at

it curiously -- obviously, Koschei didn't recognize the Elixir as he predated it -- as Rasputin
told him to open his mouth to receive the liquid. The child looked at him blankly for a
moment.
It was at this point that Rasputin realized Koschei hadn't understood a word of Rasputin had
said. And it soon became obvious why.
Koschei spoke Russian, but likely not the traditional dialect that Rasputin had been. There
were several dialects of English which were mutually unintelligible, and Russian presumably
had the same problem in some cases. However, that issue was nothing compared to fact
that Koschei was in effect speaking a dead language -- one which had evolved drastically
since the fourteenth century. Shit, Rasputin thought. I need to find a Middle Russian scholar
in a hurry! This guy had the same problem Samuel did!
Desperate, Rasputin resorted to sign language to try to explain to Koschei what he was
doing. Koschei understood -- thank the Black God for Koschei's intelligence -- and opened
his mouth. Rasputin unstoppered the vial and lifted into the air.
That was when something hit him hard between the shoulder blades and knocked him to his
knees. Furious, he turned his head just in time to see Hugh de Lourdes pointing a wand at
him and shouting "Accio Elixir". The vial of Elixir tried to jump out of Rasputin's hands, and
the Mad Monk clutched it desperately to prevent it from escaping. However, that distraction
proved costly as Hugh ran up and tackled him like an American football linebacker.
The child that was Koschei looked on in confusion as the two men struggled. Hugh kicked at
Rasputin's arm hard enough to knock the Elixir of Life loose. The vial spilled and fell into the
snow, causing a patch to glow briefly. Koschei shouted something which didn't seem
particularly pleasant, and Rasputin responded by screaming for help.
Suddenly, the ground underneath them shuddered. Rasputin and Koschei looked down in
confusion, and their eyes widened as trees and vines suddenly growing at hundreds of times
their natural rate. Within seconds, a large hedge had appeared between Rasputin and
Koschei. And it was still growing.
Hugh wasn't fazed by this, and Rasputin realized that the Elixir of Life had likely drained
through to the forest floor and fertilized all the leaves and seeds down there enough to
revive them. Apparently the Elixir worked on plants as well as on animals -- something
Hugh had already known.
Black Fist cultists soon raced into view and fired at Hugh from behind him. The ancient
wizard stiffened and collapsed as Rasputin's allies helped their master to his feet. Watching
in satisfaction as Hugh was dragged back to the tent, Rasputin turned to his rescuers' leader
and noticed that it was Zygonova.
"Thank you for rescuing me. You did your job well: I've revived Koschei, and his child form
is hiding behind that hedge over there. Do you have any more Elixir? Hugh spilled mine
when he jumped me."
Zygonova nodded and reached for her pocket. However, she didn't have much time to react
before she suddenly spun and shot a Killing Curse out into the forest. It hit a tree, which
abruptly withered and collapsed. As it did, gunfire responded from further back in the forest.
Rasputin and Zygonova dove behind more trees in an attempt to lead the enemy away from
Koschei's vulnerable form. They watched as a large group of soldiers made their way into

the clearing.
Rasputin looked back at Koschei and tried to send him a message by thought: Hold on, my
lord. We'll be with you momentarily. Just let us get rid of these fellows first. Whatever you
do, don't leave that hedge. You're pretty well hidden in there, I'd expect.
Turning back to Zygonova and his rescuers, he pointed at the attacking wizards. "All right,
you guys. Annihilate them, and keep them away from that hedge!"
-------------Black Cult wizard Viktor Karmov caught a brief glimpse of bright light high overhead.
Reacting instinctively, he shot a thick beam of yellow light into the sky. There was a faint
explosion, and he risked a glance up to see a fighter jet tumbling out of the sky. Heh, he
thought. I got one!
Zhukov didn't give him time to gloat, however. Putting his hand on Karmov's shoulder, he
told him to hide behind a tree. "Take cover! I think we've got an LAV coming in our
direction!"
Karmov frowned. "A what?"
"An LAV! It's a armored vehicle for transporting personnel! What's more, if it's one of those
from the beach it's probably immune to magical attack!"
Karmov flinched. "You're the Muggle. What do we do about it?"
Zhukov thought for a moment. Suddenly, he grinned and nudged Karmov. "You any good at
Transfiguration? Thank God I know English!"
------------------Marine Lieutenant John Jameson held up his hand as the LAV came over the ridge. "Hold a
second here. I see someone waving us down. Damn, he's got an injured soldier in his arms.
Do we have any room in here to take the casualty back to base, or at least make sure we
can start triaging him without fear of Black Cultist attack?"
Harold Clarkson looked at the rest of the people in his unit. There wasn't much room.
However, they had seen too many people die on the field to characters out of monster
movies. They had already endured several horror flicks' worth of nasties, and they hadn't
even found Rasputin yet. It may have been a tight fit, but considering that there were no
immediate threats...the vote was unanimous.
Jameson nodded. "All right, stop and cover me. I'll go out and bring in the wounded man."
The rest of the troops stood back respectfully as Jameson and the uninjured soldier helped
the hurt man into the vehicle. Both newcomers thanked them greatly, and Jameson told
them that it was nothing. There weren't any threats right now, and they didn't want to see
more men dying if they could help it.
As a matter of fact, they wouldn't. Shortly after the vehicle got underway again, the healthy
man suddenly pulled out his machine gun and began firing away at the rest of the Marines.
All four of them went down in a heap. Jameson, fortunately, had a good enough of reaction
time to fire on his attacker, and the man's eyes widened as the bullet hit him in the chest.
The man crumpled, reached for his pocket, and pulled out a vial of glowing white liquid.
Jameson didn't care what it was -- he was just happy that he'd thwarted the attack. He
REALLY didn't want to give these assholes one of the LAV's.

That was when the supposedly injured Marine suddenly kicked him in the side. Jameson
spun and caught a punch heading towards his face. He had barely started struggling with
this second attacker when the machine gun barked again and hit him in middle of his back.
The last thing Jameson saw was the first attacker pointing the gun at him. Apparently he
had miraculously recovered from a gunshot wound to the chest. Hell, he didn't look hurt at
all anymore...
----------Zhukov tossed the last body out of the LAV and grinned. "All right, Karmov. Where do you
want to go now? Thank God I know how to drive this thing!"
To be continued...
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Update #488: Well, At Least THESE Guys Have An Exit Strategy
12 TO GO
----------1113Z
Tuesday, December 31, 1996
Mosul
Iraq
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 2/5.7%
----------NEXT UP: A Civilian Reacts
----------Stanislav Drakul had thought that his work would have been done as soon as the last group
of Death Eaters had been rounded up. Unfortunately, there had been a major fly in the
ointment, one which had nothing whatsoever to do with the Death Eaters.
Right now, he and six other members of the First Division of the Wizarding Standing Army
found themselves in the unenviable position of trying to separate two rioting groups of Iraqi
Muggles who were fighting for control of the city center. One bunch consisted entirely of
Sunni Muslims, and the rest consisted entirely of Shiites. Both sides were armed with
handguns and a few grenades here and there.
Drakul's fears had come true. Although the Death Eaters were gone, it soon became obvious
to everyone that a new government needed to be installed in Iraq...and there were at least
five or six different parties who wanted to be in charge. It was true that several of the old
administration's people had survived thanks to his raid on the Death Eater safe house.
Unfortunately, the decrees of a small group of politicians wouldn't do much good when the
other people had guns. The police force was hopelessly overwhelmed by the sheer number
of insurgents, which had put the government in a situation that they would have call in the
army to clean everything up.
Except that the army had its hands full. Dagher, as a former Saudi minister, had enough
influence on the Saudi command structure to convince the government to call back the
Saudi troops which had been headed into Iran now that the Death Eaters had been ousted.
On the other hand, most of the Iraqi army veterans knew what had happened between

1980 and 1988 when it came to the Iranian army.
It soon became obvious that the invasion to remove the Death Eaters had served as the
perfect pretext for restarting the Iran-Iraq war. Iran had been on the offensive when the
war had ended in 1988, and they soon found themselves with troops in Iraq and no obvious
Death Eaters to attack. Several commanders figured: might as well try to go after Iraq
again now that their government is in shambles and we've already got troops there.
To make matter worse, the Kurds were starting to get restless up north. There had been a
few incidents where Kurdish soldiers had fired on Iraqi and or Iranian forces. For the time
being, the Kurdish leaders had managed to keep everything under control. Drakul was
unsure, however, as to how long it would remain that way.
Gunfire brought Drakul back to reality, and he immediately ordered the men around him to
cast Expelliarmus on both sides while he covered the wizards with his Atlantis bubble. The
bubbles were now on again, and as far as he could tell they were on for good. He had
received a bulletin from Dagher explaining the temporary fall of the bubbles, and he was
hoping that the fact that the bubbles were on again was due to the increasing chaos in Iraq
and not because of something going on somewhere on Buyan. The reason was simple: Iran
and Iraq going after each other was one thing, but a wizard who liked to throw around
biological weapons was something else entirely.
After confirming that both groups of civilians had been completely disarmed, he removed his
bubble and amplified his voice. "Attention, citizens of Iraq. I am Stanislav Drakul of the First
Division of the Wizarding Standing Army. Your country is in tough enough shape as is, and
you don't need revolutions stirring things up further."
One of the rioters sneered at him. "And what are you going to do about it? We've been
oppressed for a while, and now it's time for us to take control with a new government."
Dagher glared at the speaker. "And what makes you qualified to run the country?"
"It's our turn, wizard! The previous administrations got us into war and dictatorship!"
"I see. And do you have any experience running a country, good sir?"
The speaker hesitated, then said: "I must admit I haven't run a country before. However, I
know what should NOT be done, and I know to not make those mistakes."
"I assume treating everyone equally and fairly is something which must be done by a just
government, right?"
"Yes."
Drakul slammed the point home. "Then why are you attacking these people because they're
from a different ethnic group? That makes you unjust and unqualified in my opinion. What
we need is government by a neutral party, like what we had in the Koreas."
One of the rioter's opponents cut in. "And who's going to run that? The United Nations?
Atlantis? Hell, you? If it is one of you wizards, what makes YOU qualified to do it?"
Drakul responded smoothly: "Because we have experience doing so in Korea and because
we aren't troubled by Muggle vendettas and prejudices like you characters are. In fact, it is

my fervent wish that the Saudis and my forces stay in this area to keep everything under
control until the United Nations or some other authority can create a temporary
government."
The first man shook his head. "We're not Koreans. You don't know Iraqis at all, don't you?"
"No. However, we know human nature. And we did pretty well in Korea even though we
didn't know the Koreans very well. Trust me, son. This will work. Do you want anyone else
to die?"
"Of course not. That's why we need to create a new government, with us at the head."
Drakul tried to negotiate with the two parties for a little longer, but it soon became obvious
that they weren't getting it. He told his men to prepare for another peacekeeping mission,
this time in the Middle East. Against his better judgment, he began hexing people from both
sides and told them that they would keep on getting hexed as long as they continued to
fight each other. That eventually worried them enough to get them to back off. Thank God
for those Expelliarmuses early on in the encounter!
He had scarcely escorted the two sides out of contact with each other when he saw a
Patronus fly in from Atlantis and land right in front of him. He recognized the scorpion
easily: it was Dagher's.
The scorpion spoke. "Good morning, Stanislav. How are things going?"
Drakul bit back a curse. "Problematic. It looks like this whole region is going to explode. It's
obvious that you're going to send us on a mission to stabilize Iraq, sir, and I've already told
my men to get ready."
The scorpion shook its head. "That won't be necessary, Stanislav. You're going on a
mission, but it's not going to be in Iraq. Now that the Death Eaters are out of the way, I'm
going to be sending you and the rest of the First Division to Buyan. I want you to Apparate
over to the American warship Nassau in 15 minutes so we can debrief you on what is going
on."
Drakul was aghast. "Sir," he said, "are you sure that's wise? The Middle East is going to
completely self-destruct unless we keep things under control!"
"You won't be going there permanently, Stanislav. Once we have Buyan well in hand and
Koschei back in Sheol where he belongs -- or dead -- then you will be able to spend as
much time as you want in Iraq."
Drakul gritted his teeth. "You've already got men there, sir. We're needed here!"
The scorpion shook its head. "It's true that help is needed where you are. However, you
have to understand that this is right now a Muggle-only fight. Let the Muggle authorities
take care of that. It is not up to us to determine who rules Iraq, and keep in mind that
although wizards can deal with Muggles, Muggles can't deal with wizards easily. The simple
truth is this: while it is true that wizards can clean up Iraq, that would leave Muggles to deal
with Rasputin and Koschei...which they CANNOT do."
Drakul felt his fighting a losing battle, but he had to try. "Sir, I just separated two gangs of
rioters who would have killed each other. Can't we stay a little longer?"

"I'm afraid not, Stanislav. The battle for Buyan has been extremely bloody, with hundreds
of wizards killed on both sides and Rasputin still at large. We're going to need
reinforcements, and you're the reinforcements."
"Sir, I respectfully request --"
Dagher cut him off. "Request denied. We'll be expecting you on the boat in fifteen minutes.
Dagher out."
The Patronus disappeared, and Drakul glared for a good five seconds at where it had been.
However, orders were orders. Sighing, he shouted to his men: "Attention! We've been
redeployed to Buyan! Prepare to Apparate over to the Nassau in fifteen minutes!"
His second frowned. "Sir, is that wise? This whole country will likely blow up if we aren't
here to defend it."
"Probably. However, if we finish off Koschei fast enough, maybe we'll be able to win both of
these fights. Now move!"
------1135Z
Buyan
---Atlantis Auror Johann Stein turned his head just in time to see the Elder Wand fly into the
hands of the wizard next to him. He didn't know English all that well, and he doubted that
the man next to him knew German. However, if all else failed, there was always Latin.
He took off his ring momentarily -- thank God it had come back on -- and reached out.
"Surrender the wand! Hurry!"
The Elder Wand's new owner nodded and let Stein Disarm him. The Elder Wand flew into
Stein's hand, and he slammed the ring back onto his finger just as machine gun fire tore
into the wand's prior owner. The man's body collapsed in a pool of blood as the trail of
bullets flowed in his direction. They got him, but too late. Soon, they were bouncing off the
Atlantis bubble and falling harmlessly to the ground.
Stein punched the air in excitement and turned to one of the other soldiers. "Ernst, send a
message to Dagher and tell him that I'm the master of the Elder Wand and that I've got it in
an Atlantis bubble!"
Ernst saluted and ran off as an odd mechanical sound caught Stein's ear. Frowning, he
turned and saw that the sound was coming from what appeared to be an LAV, one of those
magical-resistant vehicles the Muggles had used to storm the island. It must have recently
seen action, as its machine gun was steaming.
Ernst shouted that he was going to take the LAV back to base. Stein nodded and watched as
he climbed into the back of the vehicle to spread the good news.
-------------Zhukov waited for the enemy soldier to make it into the vehicle before jumping him, closing
the door, and grabbing his gun. Thinking that firing the weapon would alert the Elder
Wand's new owner as to what they were doing, Zhukov conked poor Ernst on the head with
the butt of the weapon. He'd probably be out for a long time. A quick look at the man's
uniform revealed that Zhukov wouldn't be able to fit in his clothes. Oh well.

He headed over to the driver's section and spoke in Karmov's ear. "I've taken our intruder
out of the picture. You think you can get that wand out of the bubble?"
Karmov smiled. "I think so. This vehicle has a field which converts magic to electricity,
right? And the Atlantis bubble is made out of magic, is it not?"
--------------Stein frowned as the LAV approached him. What was going on here? Why didn't Ernst tell
the driver to go back to base and report the capture of the Elder Wand? He approached the
vehicle and started waving for the driver to return to base.
The LAV just trundled on in his direction. Slightly disturbed, he braced the Atlantis bubble
against a tree and prepared to block the vehicle's path. This was important. What on Earth
was Ernst doing?
The vehicle made its way up to the Atlantis bubble...and promptly passed right through it in
a shower of electric sparks. Stein stared at it for a moment, and it took him a moment to
realize that the anti-magic field was likely disrupting the magic of the Atlantis bubble. He
made a mental note to warn his commanding officer about this effect.
He cupped his hands over his mouth and began screaming at the driver. "Go back to base!
The Elder Wand needs to be taken out of the fight!"
The LAV didn't move for a moment. Then, the machine gun slowly began to turn in his
direction. Realizing what had happened, he pointed his wand at the LAV and cast a spell.
Nothing emerged from the wand other than a mild electric shock.
Meanwhile, the LAV's new owners trained their machine gun on him and set loose on him
under full automatic.
That weapon worked.
-------------Inside the LAV, Karmov lowered the gun and began whooping it up. "Check it out! I'm
probably the master of the Elder Wand now!"
Zhukov didn't take his eyes off the displays. "Good for you. Now let's get the Wand if
possible and get out of here!"
To be continued...
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Good to see the bad guys being resourceful this time :) Rasputid did plan his move for a
long long time, and now it starts to show...
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PLAUSIBILITY CHECK: Elixir Of Life Can Bring Ghosts Back To Life
------------------------------------------------------------------------This is a tricky one. However, hear me out. We already know that it can restore
disembodied spirits to corporeal form (Voldemort, for instance, was counting on this in book

1). The problem with ghosts is that their souls have been separated from their bodies.
However, consider the following: what is a ghost? A ghost is in one sense nothing more
than another disembodied soul who has taken advantage of the Z chromosome to visit from
Sheol. The point is, at the time a mortal gives the ghost the Elixir the ghost is in fact
tethered to the real world since the soul IS in fact in the real world at the time. This makes
the ghost eligible for revival, provided there is a way for him to consume the Elixir.
Note that so much energy is required to revive the ghost that any physical trauma
responsible for the being's original death is not healed by the Elixir (unless multiple doses
are given). What this in turn means is that unless the subject is treated quickly, whatever
killed him originally will likely do him in again. Nearly Headless Nick won't last long with that
big hole in his neck, will he?
Death by natural causes (old biological age) cannot be reversed.
The best people to use this on would be Avada Kedavra victims and people felled by
diseases for which cures were discovered after their death.
It's unclear what Rowling's stand is on this. She claims death is final, but the ghost scenario
is extremely close to Voldemort's in book 1 when his soul survived on Earth via Horcrux and
yet could still take advantage of the Elixir.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5383455)
PLAUSIBILITY CHECK: Elixir Of Life Can Bring Ghosts Back To Life
------------------------------------------------------------------------This is a tricky one. However, hear me out. We already know that it can restore
disembodied spirits to corporeal form (Voldemort, for instance, was counting on this in book
1). The problem with ghosts is that their souls have been separated from their bodies.
However, consider the following: what is a ghost? A ghost is in one sense nothing more than
another disembodied soul who has taken advantage of the Z chromosome to visit from
Sheol. The point is, at the time a mortal gives the ghost the Elixir the ghost is in fact
tethered to the real world since the soul IS in fact in the real world at the time. This makes
the ghost eligible for revival, provided there is a way for him to consume the Elixir.
Note that so much energy is required to revive the ghost that any physical trauma
responsible for the being's original death is not healed by the Elixir (unless multiple doses
are given). What this in turn means is that unless the subject is treated quickly, whatever
killed him originally will likely do him in again. Nearly Headless Nick won't last long with that
big hole in his neck, will he?
Death by natural causes (old biological age) cannot be reversed.
The best people to use this on would be Avada Kedavra victims and people felled by
diseases for which cures were discovered after their death.

It's unclear what Rowling's stand is on this. She claims death is final, but the ghost scenario
is extremely close to Voldemort's in book 1 when his soul survived on Earth via Horcrux and
yet could still take advantage of the Elixir.
No it isn't possible. Once someone is dead in the HP-universe, they are dead I'm afraid. The
only reason Voldermort was able to return or Rasputin was because they have horcruxes to
tether their souls to the Earth (in essence, a 'body'). Without a horcrux, a dead soul moves
beyond the point where it can be recovered.

Tirion,
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On the other hand, horcruxes (or close enough) can be created accidentally, even in canon.
Exhibit A: Voldemort vs Harry Potter, round 1.
That's actually quite interesting, now that you think it through. Horcruxes are created by
murder (specifically, some dark spell or ritual designed to separate soul from body or
somesuch- an Avada Kedavra interfering with some (Good-aligned) blood magic worked just
fine in that case. But this means that in any large-scale battle between wizards, several
proto-Horcruxes would regularly end up embedded in people, it's about as natural and
probable as guns jamming, and can even happen to the so-called Good Guys once they
start throwing Avada Kedavra or similar spells around.
Why no-one noticed? Two reasons.
One. If it works like Voldemort's example shows, the unknowing Horcrux is a vulnerable
human being right in the middle of a magical battle, with one side actively trying to kill him.
9 times out of 10, they'd be destroyed in seconds without anyone noticing, and in the rest
of the cases, there's the other thingTwo. Regret. Regret for creation of the Horcrux re-unites the soul, erasing the Horcrux from
existence. Voldemort didn't feel any regret because he was long past the point where it was
possible for him- a series of Dark rituals with positive feedback has seen to it, each
removing some of his capacity to feel regret and thus making further rituals more probable
to happen... sounds like alcohol, doesn't it? Getting drunk on the Dark Side. The
overwhelming majority of people, even the antagonists, aren't yet there.
So, it's down to whether the Good Guy in question would use Avada Kedavra. Harry didn't,
either because he was such a wide-eyed idealist, or later because he knew another way to
kill Voldemort just as surely and without the risk of killing someone by friendly fire.
Because, spells sometimes collide, colliding spells sometimes bounce, and most people give
a shit if Random Possibly Friendly Guy is hit by a stunner, or the freaking unblockable* 1hit-kill curse.
On the other hand, someone smart enough and lacking any specific Blood Magic bond with a
powerful enemy might will risk firing the most powerful curse imaginable, if the gains
(killing the enemy) outheight the above mentioned risks.
Moody would use that curse at the drop of a hat. Flamel too, provided the target is Koschei
or trying to bring him back. Hermione... not sure about her. She is smart enough to realize
when it's worth firing the Killing Curse, and as I recall she did show some penchant for
cruelty (girl who betrayed DA to Umbridge, face permanently disfigured). But also, she is
just a frightened 17 year old, blundering around in a battle fought by devoted fanatics and

trained killers.

*can't be blocked, is routinely dodged.
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I think the Elixir only works if there is something connecting the soul to the world of the
living, i.e. the soul isn't dead yet. Voldemort was still alive, although without a body, which
is an injurement, after all. A very severe injurement, but all can be cured by the elixir.
Ghosts, on the other hand, are fully and completely dead. Nothing binds them to life and,
since there is no injurement, they can't be brought back by the elixir.
By the way, Voldemort only was able to create an accidental horcrux because his inner soul
was too fragile. When the Dark Lord cast the Avada on Harry, he had already split his soul
into five pieces. Remember, the record was two or three horcruxes. With such a fragile soul,
it is no wonder that a backfired killing curse can split it once again.
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Update #489: Well, At Least THESE Guys Have An Exit Strategy
11 TO GO
----------1136Z
Tuesday, December 31, 1996
169 South Street
Waltham, MA
United States of America
Iraq
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 2/5.8%
----------NEXT UP: Mad Eye Bye Bye
----------I knew that New Year's Day was a holiday. However, most of the festivities were on New
Year's Eve. Why didn't people get New Year's Eve off as well? It was kind of a surprise to
find that we had to work on the 31st. On the other hand, this was my first full-time job
which included a winter session. Perhaps other companies were not like Parametric.
On the other hand, who was I to complain? I still had a job, and that was the important
thing. Many of my friends from MIT and Brandeis, including those in the high-demand
software engineering field, had either lost jobs or not been able to find one. Some had
taken temporary employment as waitresses, janitors, Christmas elves (the fake kind), and
so forth. My parents urged me to work my rear end off because I did NOT want to join that
throng, particularly with my poor social skills.
I turned on the television for the morning news and saw that a wizard's hat was displayed
on the television monitor behind the anchor desk. Clearly, the fighting in Iraq was still going
on. How high would gas prices climb today? $4.25 per gallon? I felt damn lucky I could walk
to work if I so chose! There was no way I was going to move to Cambridge or Brookline and

deal with gas prices like that for my commute!
The announcer was in the middle of his report: "...right, the last Death Eaters have been
ousted from Iraq, and the land of Saddam Hussein is once again free from wizard tyranny.
Unfortunately, we're not out of the woods yet. Although the Death Eaters are gone, the
Iraqi nation has suddenly found itself with foreign troops on its soil and a nonfunctional
government. Multiple sources are reporting that no fewer than four factions in Iraq are
vying for power and that the nation is about to devolve to civil war. Shiite Muslims are
fighting Sunni, a few army commanders want to turn the country into a military
dictatorship, and several Kurd partisans are taking action in the north. However, that is not
the only story. Let's contact Rebecca Walsh, who is coming to us from just outside the city
of Mosul."
An attractive young woman -- in order to be a good reporter, looks tended to be helpful -appeared on the screen the middle of what seemed to be a clearing. She appeared to be in
a desert somewhere, and I couldn't identify any landmarks. Without warning, there was a
puff of black smoke in the distance. A few seconds later, a faint boom reached the
microphone. The explosion must have been pretty loud to have been heard from the
reporter's location.
The woman on the scene began to report. "This is Rebecca Walsh from just outside Mosul,
where the engagement between the Iraqi and Iranian Muggle forces is continuing to
escalate. There are mortars shelling Iraqi soldiers just over the horizon here, and there has
been a steady stream of refugees reporting of major warfare between the Iraqi and Iranian
armies."
The anchorman asked, "Why would the Iraqis be fighting the Iranians?"
"They believe the Iranians are planning to take advantage of their armies' position inside
Iraq and resume the Iran-Iraq war from 1980-1988. Officially, the Iranians say they are
there to ensure that their Iraqi neighbor doesn't fall into civil war. No one here believes
that, though. There's no peaceful reason for the Iranians to be advancing anymore now that
word has gone out that the last pockets of Death Eaters have been eradicated. Besides, if
the Iranians intended to help the Iraqis, why are they shelling Iraqi positions? Another thing
to keep in mind is that Iraq just took some land from the Iranians as a reward for Saddam's
work during Judgment Day. The Iranians could very well believe that they are no longer
entitled to that land because they let Dark wizards similar to Voldemort take over their
country. This could also be a land grab."
"This doesn't sound good. What are the Saudis doing, and why aren't the Wizarding forces
maintaining the peace? From what we've been told, Wizard Drakul's division is currently in
Iraq and they did a fine job in the Koreas."
The reporter's face darkened slightly. "The Saudis have reportedly ceased their invasion of
Iraq and are heading back to the border, where they're maintaining a defensive position
until all of this plays out. That's what one would have expected Iran to do as well, if you
think about it. As far as Drakul's unit goes, it was supposedly here half an hour ago and
then promptly disappeared all over the country."
"Where did they go?"
"They didn't say, but people have been speculating. If the reports coming out of the Black
Sea are to be believed, there is a major Wizarding operation going on there. Experts

suspect that the wizards left to join that operation. They figure the UN and the neighboring
states can deal with what is, at this point, an all-Muggle crisis."
I blinked. Another major Wizarding operation? Was there another group of Death Eaters
which the world hadn't known about and who were now seeking to avenge the death of
their leader? Just what the world needed at this point, I thought.
The anchorman clued her in. "Rebecca, we have more information on that operation in the
Black Sea. It appears that a large force of wizards and Muggles from all over the world is
trying to suppress an uprising by a Russian cult worshiping the god Tchernobog. At least,
that's what Atlantis is saying. However, there are rumors that it's gone beyond that.
Supposedly the purpose of this cult is to restore a legendary Russian Dark wizard to power.
They're concerned that he will try to take over the Muggle world now that the Statute of
Secrecy has fallen."
The reporter frowned. "Sounds like a good description of Voldemort, but I didn't know
Voldemort was Russian."
"Voldemort wasn't Russian -- he was British. This Russian seems to be a completely
different individual, but Atlantis is taking him as seriously as they did Voldemort."
"How much do you know about him?"
"Only what we're hearing out of CNN. Just that he is considered a major threat to the area
and that they are focusing on a location known as Buyan. They have been reassuring us
that he is unlikely to return to power and this is all being done as a precaution."
The reporter's frown deepened. "I've never heard of Buyan."
"Neither have I. Supposedly it's another hidden island like Syrdan, and no one seems to
know where it is other than the people involved in the operation itself. Now -- Rebecca, can
you hold for a moment? We've got a new bulletin coming out of Iraq."
The reporter's response was drowned out as a tank suddenly rumbled past her. It had
Arabic symbols on it which I couldn't read, so I couldn't tell where whose side it was on.
However, it was clearly heading in the direction of that smoke plume.
Rebecca's image vanished and was replaced by that of the anchorman by himself. "Ladies
and gentlemen, we have more disturbing news out of the Middle East. There is a report, at
this point unconfirmed, that an American oil tanker has struck a mine in the Straits of
Hormuz and is sinking. No one has claimed responsibility for this attack, and at this point it
would be premature to link this incident to the fighting between Iran and Iraq.
"Mines in the Straits of Hormuz indicate a disturbing escalation of the conflict. This is
because all Middle Eastern oil exported to the Western world has to travel through the
Straits. If the Straits are blocked off, the American people loses access to all Middle Eastern
oil. For those of you who remember the 1970's oil embargo, be prepared. We may have to
go through that all over again."
I had been a child at the time, and I remembered very little of the embargo. I vaguely
recalled something about us not wanting to turn lights on Shabbat as often not just because
it was traditionally forbidden but because of an embargo of some sort. However, if
something had been serious enough to worry my father, it must have been problematic

indeed.
I turned the television off. The world was scary enough as it is, particularly now that it knew
what damage a Dark wizard could do. It was probably time for me to get dressed and go to
work.
----------------------------------Krivak-class FFG Ladnyy
247th Independent Submarine Division
Under the Black Sea
------------------Captain Konstantin Sokoloff looked at the message from HQ and his eyes widened.
Swearing viciously, he raced back to the bridge and started shouting out orders.
"Attention, all hands. We have been given new orders. We are to head to the island of
Buyan to help destroy a group of...wizards. Set course for the following coordinates, where
we will rendezvous with the American warship Nassau."
There was a long pause. Finally, the XO drew a deep breath. "Captain, this has got to be a
joke. There's no island of Buyan, that's a myth, and --"
Sokoloff looked grimly at him. "This isn't a joke, I'm afraid. Get us over there as fast as
possible. Cavitate if you have to. And yes, that's an order. Make sure all torpedoes are
ready for use."
The XO blanched, but orders were orders. "Yes, sir. Helmsman, enter the new course into
the system and let's get going. Engineering, check the torpedoes."
The helmsman nodded and began entering the information into the computer. "Yes, sir."
The XO looked at the captain in disbelief. "Captain...what's going on? Are we really going to
be attacking wizards?"
Sokoloff nodded. "Indeed, we are. And apparently there IS an island of Buyan, like the
myths say. I don't know where it is, but I get the impression the people on the Nassau do
know. This is a joint American/Russian operation which involves both wizards and Muggles,
and supposedly both Moscow and the Americans are nervous about this. If you want any
provocation for our side, there are rumors that these wizards have killed Igor Romanov, a
member of the Wizarding nobility. Tsar Alexei is furious, and he's gotten Yeltsin all riled up
as well."
The XO frowned. "We're sending a sub over there because someone messing around with
the Wizarding Romanovs? Who the hell's running the operations there, Grigori Rasputin?"
Sokoloff chuckled. "Judging by all of these crazy surprises we've had over the past year, I
wouldn't be surprised."
The helmsman gulped and turned to the captain. "Sir, if Buyan really exists...is the rest of
the story true as well? I mean, about Koschei the Deathless?"
The smile melted off Sokoloff's face. "I sure as hell hope not. From what I recall, he was one
nasty piece of work. However, even if he does exist and is still alive after all these years, I
doubt his magic will stop a torpedo aimed at his balls."

To be continued...
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Update #489: Well, At Least THESE Guys Have An Exit Strategy
11 TO GO
----------1136Z
Tuesday, December 31, 1996
169 South Street
Waltham, MA
United States of America
Iraq
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 2/5.8%
----------NEXT UP: Mad Eye Bye Bye
----------I knew that New Year's Day was a holiday. However, most of the festivities were on New
Year's Eve. Why didn't people get New Year's Eve off as well? It was kind of a surprise to
find that we had to work on the 31st. On the other hand, this was my first full-time job
which included a winter session. Perhaps other companies were not like Parametric.
On the other hand, who was I to complain? I still had a job, and that was the important
thing. Many of my friends from MIT and Brandeis, including those in the high-demand
software engineering field, had either lost jobs or not been able to find one. Some had
taken temporary employment as waitresses, janitors, Christmas elves (the fake kind), and
so forth. My parents urged me to work my rear end off because I did NOT want to join that
throng, particularly with my poor social skills.
I turned on the television for the morning news and saw that a wizard's hat was displayed
on the television monitor behind the anchor desk. Clearly, the fighting in Iraq was still going
on. How high would gas prices climb today? $4.25 per gallon? I felt damn lucky I could walk
to work if I so chose! There was no way I was going to move to Cambridge or Brookline and
deal with gas prices like that for my commute!
The announcer was in the middle of his report: "...right, the last Death Eaters have been
ousted from Iraq, and the land of Saddam Hussein is once again free from wizard tyranny.
Unfortunately, we're not out of the woods yet. Although the Death Eaters are gone, the
Iraqi nation has suddenly found itself with foreign troops on its soil and a nonfunctional
government. Multiple sources are reporting that no fewer than four factions in Iraq are
vying for power and that the nation is about to devolve to civil war. Shiite Muslims are
fighting Sunni, a few army commanders want to turn the country into a military
dictatorship, and several Kurd partisans are taking action in the north. However, that is not
the only story. Let's contact Rebecca Walsh, who is coming to us from just outside the city
of Mosul."

An attractive young woman -- in order to be a good reporter, looks tended to be helpful -appeared on the screen the middle of what seemed to be a clearing. She appeared to be in
a desert somewhere, and I couldn't identify any landmarks. Without warning, there was a
puff of black smoke in the distance. A few seconds later, a faint boom reached the
microphone. The explosion must have been pretty loud to have been heard from the
reporter's location.
The woman on the scene began to report. "This is Rebecca Walsh from just outside Mosul,
where the engagement between the Iraqi and Iranian Muggle forces is continuing to
escalate. There are mortars shelling Iraqi soldiers just over the horizon here, and there has
been a steady stream of refugees reporting of major warfare between the Iraqi and Iranian
armies."
The anchorman asked, "Why would the Iraqis be fighting the Iranians?"
"They believe the Iranians are planning to take advantage of their armies' position inside
Iraq and resume the Iran-Iraq war from 1980-1988. Officially, the Iranians say they are
there to ensure that their Iraqi neighbor doesn't fall into civil war. No one here believes
that, though. There's no peaceful reason for the Iranians to be advancing anymore now that
word has gone out that the last pockets of Death Eaters have been eradicated. Besides, if
the Iranians intended to help the Iraqis, why are they shelling Iraqi positions? Another thing
to keep in mind is that Iraq just took some land from the Iranians as a reward for Saddam's
work during Judgment Day. The Iranians could very well believe that they are no longer
entitled to that land because they let Dark wizards similar to Voldemort take over their
country. This could also be a land grab."
"This doesn't sound good. What are the Saudis doing, and why aren't the Wizarding forces
maintaining the peace? From what we've been told, Wizard Drakul's division is currently in
Iraq and they did a fine job in the Koreas."
The reporter's face darkened slightly. "The Saudis have reportedly ceased their invasion of
Iraq and are heading back to the border, where they're maintaining a defensive position
until all of this plays out. That's what one would have expected Iran to do as well, if you
think about it. As far as Drakul's unit goes, it was supposedly here half an hour ago and
then promptly disappeared all over the country."
"Where did they go?"
"They didn't say, but people have been speculating. If the reports coming out of the Black
Sea are to be believed, there is a major Wizarding operation going on there. Experts
suspect that the wizards left to join that operation. They figure the UN and the neighboring
states can deal with what is, at this point, an all-Muggle crisis."
I blinked. Another major Wizarding operation? Was there another group of Death Eaters
which the world hadn't known about and who were now seeking to avenge the death of their
leader? Just what the world needed at this point, I thought.
The anchorman clued her in. "Rebecca, we have more information on that operation in the
Black Sea. It appears that a large force of wizards and Muggles from all over the world is
trying to suppress an uprising by a Russian cult worshiping the god Tchernobog. At least,
that's what Atlantis is saying. However, there are rumors that it's gone beyond that.
Supposedly the purpose of this cult is to restore a legendary Russian Dark wizard to power.

They're concerned that he will try to take over the Muggle world now that the Statute of
Secrecy has fallen."
The reporter frowned. "Sounds like a good description of Voldemort, but I didn't know
Voldemort was Russian."
"Voldemort wasn't Russian -- he was British. This Russian seems to be a completely
different individual, but Atlantis is taking him as seriously as they did Voldemort."
"How much do you know about him?"
"Only what we're hearing out of CNN. Just that he is considered a major threat to the area
and that they are focusing on a location known as Buyan. They have been reassuring us
that he is unlikely to return to power and this is all being done as a precaution."
The reporter's frown deepened. "I've never heard of Buyan."
"Neither have I. Supposedly it's another hidden island like Syrdan, and no one seems to
know where it is other than the people involved in the operation itself. Now -- Rebecca, can
you hold for a moment? We've got a new bulletin coming out of Iraq."
The reporter's response was drowned out as a tank suddenly rumbled past her. It had
Arabic symbols on it which I couldn't read, so I couldn't tell where whose side it was on.
However, it was clearly heading in the direction of that smoke plume.
Rebecca's image vanished and was replaced by that of the anchorman by himself. "Ladies
and gentlemen, we have more disturbing news out of the Middle East. There is a report, at
this point unconfirmed, that an American oil tanker has struck a mine in the Straits of
Hormuz and is sinking. No one has claimed responsibility for this attack, and at this point it
would be premature to link this incident to the fighting between Iran and Iraq.
"Mines in the Straits of Hormuz indicate a disturbing escalation of the conflict. This is
because all Middle Eastern oil exported to the Western world has to travel through the
Straits. If the Straits are blocked off, the American people loses access to all Middle Eastern
oil. For those of you who remember the 1970's oil embargo, be prepared. We may have to
go through that all over again."
I had been a child at the time, and I remembered very little of the embargo. I vaguely
recalled something about us not wanting to turn lights on Shabbat as often not just because
it was traditionally forbidden but because of an embargo of some sort. However, if
something had been serious enough to worry my father, it must have been problematic
indeed.
I turned the television off. The world was scary enough as it is, particularly now that it knew
what damage a Dark wizard could do. It was probably time for me to get dressed and go to
work.
----------------------------------Kilo-Class Submarine B-871
247th Independent Submarine Division
Under the Black Sea
------------------Captain Konstantin Sokoloff looked at the message from HQ and his eyes widened.
Swearing viciously, he raced back to the bridge and started shouting out orders.

"Attention, all hands. We have been given new orders. We are to head to the island of
Buyan to help destroy a group of...wizards. Set course for the following coordinates, where
we will rendezvous with the American warship Nassau."
There was a long pause. Finally, the XO drew a deep breath. "Captain, this has got to be a
joke. There's no island of Buyan, that's a myth, and --"
Sokoloff looked grimly at him. "This isn't a joke, I'm afraid. Get us over there as fast as
possible. Cavitate if you have to. And yes, that's an order. Make sure all torpedoes are
ready for use."
The XO blanched, but orders were orders. "Yes, sir. Helmsman, enter the new course into
the system and let's get going. Engineering, check the torpedoes."
The helmsman nodded and began entering the information into the computer. "Yes, sir."
The XO looked at the captain in disbelief. "Captain...what's going on? Are we really going to
be attacking wizards?"
Sokoloff nodded. "Indeed, we are. And apparently there IS an island of Buyan, like the
myths say. I don't know where it is, but I get the impression the people on the Nassau do
know. This is a joint American/Russian operation which involves both wizards and Muggles,
and supposedly both Moscow and the Americans are nervous about this. If you want any
provocation for our side, there are rumors that these wizards have killed Igor Romanov, a
member of the Wizarding nobility. Tsar Alexei is furious, and he's gotten Yeltsin all riled up
as well."
The XO frowned. "We're sending a sub over there because someone messing around with
the Wizarding Romanovs? Who the hell's running the operations there, Grigori Rasputin?"
Sokoloff chuckled. "Judging by all of these crazy surprises we've had over the past year, I
wouldn't be surprised."
The helmsman gulped and turned to the captain. "Sir, if Buyan really exists...is the rest of
the story true as well? I mean, about Koschei the Deathless?"
The smile melted off Sokoloff's face. "I sure as hell hope not. From what I recall, he was one
nasty piece of work. However, even if he does exist and is still alive after all these years, I
doubt his magic will stop a torpedo aimed at his balls."
To be continued...
Kilos were attack subs, not SSGs or SSBs (like the Julietts or Golf I and Golf II. You could
have the Krivak-class FFG Ladnyy be the ship sent as the Russian contribution. Point is, any
Russian military units at this time are in shambles. The military situation in Russia after the
fall of the Soviet Union is not a good one...
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Update #489: Well, At Least THESE Guys Have An Exit Strategy
11 TO GO
----------1136Z
Tuesday, December 31, 1996
169 South Street
Waltham, MA
United States of America
Iraq
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 2/5.8%
----------NEXT UP: Mad Eye Bye Bye
----------I knew that New Year's Day was a holiday. However, most of the festivities were on New
Year's Eve. Why didn't people get New Year's Eve off as well? It was kind of a surprise to
find that we had to work on the 31st. On the other hand, this was my first full-time job
which included a winter session. Perhaps other companies were not like Parametric.
On the other hand, who was I to complain? I still had a job, and that was the important
thing. Many of my friends from MIT and Brandeis, including those in the high-demand
software engineering field, had either lost jobs or not been able to find one. Some had
taken temporary employment as waitresses, janitors, Christmas elves (the fake kind), and
so forth. My parents urged me to work my rear end off because I did NOT want to join that
throng, particularly with my poor social skills.
I turned on the television for the morning news and saw that a wizard's hat was displayed
on the television monitor behind the anchor desk. Clearly, the fighting in Iraq was still going
on. How high would gas prices climb today? $4.25 per gallon? I felt damn lucky I could walk
to work if I so chose! There was no way I was going to move to Cambridge or Brookline and
deal with gas prices like that for my commute!
The announcer was in the middle of his report: "...right, the last Death Eaters have been
ousted from Iraq, and the land of Saddam Hussein is once again free from wizard tyranny.
Unfortunately, we're not out of the woods yet. Although the Death Eaters are gone, the
Iraqi nation has suddenly found itself with foreign troops on its soil and a nonfunctional
government. Multiple sources are reporting that no fewer than four factions in Iraq are
vying for power and that the nation is about to devolve to civil war. Shiite Muslims are
fighting Sunni, a few army commanders want to turn the country into a military
dictatorship, and several Kurd partisans are taking action in the north. However, that is not
the only story. Let's contact Rebecca Walsh, who is coming to us from just outside the city
of Mosul."
An attractive young woman -- in order to be a good reporter, looks tended to be helpful -appeared on the screen the middle of what seemed to be a clearing. She appeared to be in
a desert somewhere, and I couldn't identify any landmarks. Without warning, there was a
puff of black smoke in the distance. A few seconds later, a faint boom reached the
microphone. The explosion must have been pretty loud to have been heard from the
reporter's location.

The woman on the scene began to report. "This is Rebecca Walsh from just outside Mosul,
where the engagement between the Iraqi and Iranian Muggle forces is continuing to
escalate. There are mortars shelling Iraqi soldiers just over the horizon here, and there has
been a steady stream of refugees reporting of major warfare between the Iraqi and Iranian
armies."
The anchorman asked, "Why would the Iraqis be fighting the Iranians?"
"They believe the Iranians are planning to take advantage of their armies' position inside
Iraq and resume the Iran-Iraq war from 1980-1988. Officially, the Iranians say they are
there to ensure that their Iraqi neighbor doesn't fall into civil war. No one here believes
that, though. There's no peaceful reason for the Iranians to be advancing anymore now that
word has gone out that the last pockets of Death Eaters have been eradicated. Besides, if
the Iranians intended to help the Iraqis, why are they shelling Iraqi positions? Another thing
to keep in mind is that Iraq just took some land from the Iranians as a reward for Saddam's
work during Judgment Day. The Iranians could very well believe that they are no longer
entitled to that land because they let Dark wizards similar to Voldemort take over their
country. This could also be a land grab."
"This doesn't sound good. What are the Saudis doing, and why aren't the Wizarding forces
maintaining the peace? From what we've been told, Wizard Drakul's division is currently in
Iraq and they did a fine job in the Koreas."
The reporter's face darkened slightly. "The Saudis have reportedly ceased their invasion of
Iraq and are heading back to the border, where they're maintaining a defensive position
until all of this plays out. That's what one would have expected Iran to do as well, if you
think about it. As far as Drakul's unit goes, it was supposedly here half an hour ago and
then promptly disappeared all over the country."
"Where did they go?"
"They didn't say, but people have been speculating. If the reports coming out of the Black
Sea are to be believed, there is a major Wizarding operation going on there. Experts
suspect that the wizards left to join that operation. They figure the UN and the neighboring
states can deal with what is, at this point, an all-Muggle crisis."
I blinked. Another major Wizarding operation? Was there another group of Death Eaters
which the world hadn't known about and who were now seeking to avenge the death of their
leader? Just what the world needed at this point, I thought.
The anchorman clued her in. "Rebecca, we have more information on that operation in the
Black Sea. It appears that a large force of wizards and Muggles from all over the world is
trying to suppress an uprising by a Russian cult worshiping the god Tchernobog. At least,
that's what Atlantis is saying. However, there are rumors that it's gone beyond that.
Supposedly the purpose of this cult is to restore a legendary Russian Dark wizard to power.
They're concerned that he will try to take over the Muggle world now that the Statute of
Secrecy has fallen."
The reporter frowned. "Sounds like a good description of Voldemort, but I didn't know
Voldemort was Russian."
"Voldemort wasn't Russian -- he was British. This Russian seems to be a completely
different individual, but Atlantis is taking him as seriously as they did Voldemort."

"How much do you know about him?"
"Only what we're hearing out of CNN. Just that he is considered a major threat to the area
and that they are focusing on a location known as Buyan. They have been reassuring us
that he is unlikely to return to power and this is all being done as a precaution."
The reporter's frown deepened. "I've never heard of Buyan."
"Neither have I. Supposedly it's another hidden island like Syrdan, and no one seems to
know where it is other than the people involved in the operation itself. Now -- Rebecca, can
you hold for a moment? We've got a new bulletin coming out of Iraq."
The reporter's response was drowned out as a tank suddenly rumbled past her. It had
Arabic symbols on it which I couldn't read, so I couldn't tell where whose side it was on.
However, it was clearly heading in the direction of that smoke plume.
Rebecca's image vanished and was replaced by that of the anchorman by himself. "Ladies
and gentlemen, we have more disturbing news out of the Middle East. There is a report, at
this point unconfirmed, that an American oil tanker has struck a mine in the Straits of
Hormuz and is sinking. No one has claimed responsibility for this attack, and at this point it
would be premature to link this incident to the fighting between Iran and Iraq.
"Mines in the Straits of Hormuz indicate a disturbing escalation of the conflict. This is
because all Middle Eastern oil exported to the Western world has to travel through the
Straits. If the Straits are blocked off, the American people loses access to all Middle Eastern
oil. For those of you who remember the 1970's oil embargo, be prepared. We may have to
go through that all over again."
I had been a child at the time, and I remembered very little of the embargo. I vaguely
recalled something about us not wanting to turn lights on Shabbat as often not just because
it was traditionally forbidden but because of an embargo of some sort. However, if
something had been serious enough to worry my father, it must have been problematic
indeed.
I turned the television off. The world was scary enough as it is, particularly now that it knew
what damage a Dark wizard could do. It was probably time for me to get dressed and go to
work.
----------------------------------Kilo-Class Submarine B-871
247th Independent Submarine Division
Under the Black Sea
------------------Captain Konstantin Sokoloff looked at the message from HQ and his eyes widened.
Swearing viciously, he raced back to the bridge and started shouting out orders.
"Attention, all hands. We have been given new orders. We are to head to the island of
Buyan to help destroy a group of...wizards. Set course for the following coordinates, where
we will rendezvous with the American warship Nassau."
There was a long pause. Finally, the XO drew a deep breath. "Captain, this has got to be a
joke. There's no island of Buyan, that's a myth, and --"

Sokoloff looked grimly at him. "This isn't a joke, I'm afraid. Get us over there as fast as
possible. Cavitate if you have to. And yes, that's an order. Make sure all torpedoes are
ready for use."
The XO blanched, but orders were orders. "Yes, sir. Helmsman, enter the new course into
the system and let's get going. Engineering, check the torpedoes."
The helmsman nodded and began entering the information into the computer. "Yes, sir."
The XO looked at the captain in disbelief. "Captain...what's going on? Are we really going to
be attacking wizards?"
Sokoloff nodded. "Indeed, we are. And apparently there IS an island of Buyan, like the
myths say. I don't know where it is, but I get the impression the people on the Nassau do
know. This is a joint American/Russian operation which involves both wizards and Muggles,
and supposedly both Moscow and the Americans are nervous about this. If you want any
provocation for our side, there are rumors that these wizards have killed Igor Romanov, a
member of the Wizarding nobility. Tsar Alexei is furious, and he's gotten Yeltsin all riled up
as well."
The XO frowned. "We're sending a sub over there because someone messing around with
the Wizarding Romanovs? Who the hell's running the operations there, Grigori Rasputin?"
Sokoloff chuckled. "Judging by all of these crazy surprises we've had over the past year, I
wouldn't be surprised."
The helmsman gulped and turned to the captain. "Sir, if Buyan really exists...is the rest of
the story true as well? I mean, about Koschei the Deathless?"
The smile melted off Sokoloff's face. "I sure as hell hope not. From what I recall, he was one
nasty piece of work. However, even if he does exist and is still alive after all these years, I
doubt his magic will stop a torpedo aimed at his balls."
To be continued...
I didn't know the US was part of Iraq...
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Hopefully he's the only big name in these series of updates that buys the farm...
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Update #490: Mad Eye Bye Bye
10 TO GO
----------1241Z
Buyan
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 2/5.8%
----------NEXT UP: Free Trip to Oz
----------Far away from the center of the action, Hermione, Flamel, Moody, and their band of special
agents made their way across the northwestern portion of the island. They had spent the
last hour or so scouring Buyan for Koschei's reputed Horcrux. Unfortunately, they were not
picking up any conclusive traces of objects mentioned in the Koschei legend: hare bones,
dead oak trees, egg shards, and so forth. Flamel hoped that Koschei hadn't gotten creative
and simply dropped the needle on the ground without anything to identify it. Finding a
needle in a haystack would be nothing compared to finding a needle in a forest full of pine
trees!
They had avoided Black Fist patrols for the most part because Moody was able to see
through the trees with his magical eye and catch sight of enemy troops before they could
see Flamel's band. This allowed Flamel and friends to get out of sight, or at least under
camouflage, before the Rasputinites got close. Although Flamel was fairly certain that they
would be able to fend off any intruders, he didn't want Rasputin finding out what they were
trying to do. If he realized that they were after Koschei's Horcrux, he would probably
become VERY irritated and send virtually every single minion on the island after them.
The only thing which looked remotely suspicious to this point was a large concentration of
defensive spells focused on the top of the western peak. These spells had been there ever
since Flamel had first investigated the island under Grand Mugwump Chen five centuries
earlier. Chen, not surprisingly, had forced his way through to the center of the complex and
done extensive digging in the area. He had found nothing, however. The investigation had

left the island with a third of the people thinking that the Horcrux was there ready to be
picked up, a third convinced that the Horcrux was there but inaccessible, and a third sure
that it was a red herring designed to lure attackers away from the Horcrux's actual location.
As a result, Flamel had resumed his investigation up there and had no better luck than he
had centuries earlier. If anything, his luck was worse because the island was now
completely overgrown with five centuries worth of forest. Back in the old days there had
been large clear patches.
Flamel couldn't decide whether the Horcrux was there or not. He had to continue looking,
however. Operating under the assumption that they had been looking the wrong place the
whole time, he turned to his map and stabbed his finger at the northwestern corner of the
island.
"This is our next destination, ladies and gentlemen. There's a small cave up there which we
noticed the last time I was here but did not have much of a chance to explore. It's hard to
reach, and in an out of the way location. It sounds like it would be a perfect place to hide a
Horcrux, either Rasputin's or Koschei's."
Hermione looked at the map and frowned. "You said you were here earlier. You looked
through it already and didn't find anything? How do you know we're not making the same
mistake twice?"
Flamel sighed. "I don't know, to be honest. However, we've got a hell of a lot more people
searching this time, some of whom are armed with fancy Muggle technology. Back then we
only had five or six people. Now we have several dozen."
Moody pointed at his artifical eye. "Don't forget this, Minister. If it's invisible, I'll pick it up."
Flamel nodded. "Exactly. Now everyone be careful -- unless I'm mistaken, it's less than half
a mile from here. Don't make any noise unless you have to, and if you see any footprints
alert the rest of us immediately."
Fighting their way through thick forest littered with trees downed by the B-2 bomber
attacks, they made their way closer to the cave. Soon they saw evidence of footprints
leading to and from their destination. Moody grimaced when he saw that.
"Everyone, keep your wands and guns at the ready. We don't know if the Horcrux is there,
but that doesn't mean that the Rasputinites aren't using it as a command center. Hermione,
Minister, you two take the lead. Leave just enough of space between your Atlantis bubbles
to allow me to shoot between them. And keep it quiet!"
They made their way over the last ridge and caught sight of a black speck in the distance.
Flamel was about to press forward when Moody suddenly hissed and pointed at the cave.
"Look out -- it's guarded. There are no fewer than four people there, two wizards and two
Muggles."
Hermione thought for a moment. "Interesting coincidence, a possible Horcrux location with
guards around it. And it's in the middle of nowhere. Of course, it could just be an enemy
base."
Flamel nodded. "Indeed, Hermione. I personally am not looking forward to infiltrating an
enemy base, particularly one with only one entrance. However, remember our mission:

we're here to take out Horcruxes, and it's possible Koschei's Horcrux is in there. We have to
try it -- we have no choice. Besides, it's quite possible that the cave is guarded because
there's a Horcrux there which isn't Koschei's."
Moody grinned evilly. "Rasputin's. We never did figure out what happened to it."
"Exactly. From what I've been told, it's an old music box. If you see any thing from the
Koschei myth or a music box, call for Hermione. She's got the sword, and the sword is the
only safe means of destroying Horcruxes. At that point, everyone is to focus on giving
Hermione the chance of knocking out the Horcrux. Understood?"
Everyone nodded, and Flamel continued. "Unless you see evidence of the Horcrux, do not
get into a fight. If necessary, Imperius the guards into thinking they haven't seen anything.
Like I told you earlier, we don't want Rasputin finding out we're out here."
The rest of the group agreed, and Flamel told everyone to slowly move ahead. They crept
through the snowy forest, barely making a sound. Their stealth lasted approximately five
minutes, when a Caterwauling Charm went off directly over their heads.
Moody pulled out his wand as the guards -- now in plain sight -- reached for their weapons.
"Everybody, get down until I deal with the wizards! Hermione, Minister, you know what to
do!"
Flamel kept his wand in his pocket -- he couldn't use it in the bubble anyway. To his left,
Hermione stood stock still in her bubble. She was trembling visibly, and it occurred to her
that this was the first time she had ever seen real combat. She was acting like a Gryffindor,
however, and toughing it out, just as someone from her House should.
Multicolored bolts flashed through the forest and spent most of their time hitting trees. Five
minutes later, all that had managed to do was point out the marauders' location to the
enemy. Gunfire suddenly erupted from behind them, and the SEALs in the back suddenly
found themselves returning fire.
Hermione turned to Flamel and had to scream to be heard over the din of the spellcasters.
"There's got to be something there all right. Look at all those people defending it. I wouldn't
be surprised if it is the Horcrux!"
Flamel slowly nodded. "Neither would I, at this point. This is very interesting."
"Should we call in a missile strike?"
Flamel shook his head. "Don't bother. All that will do is bury it in rubble. We're going to
need to get over there and --"
Flamel's comment was cut off by a shriek of pain between him and Hermione. Both bubble
bearers turned to see Moody writhing on the ground, a bullet through his wand hand.
Swearing loudly, the Auror tore off a piece of his robe and screamed for one of the men to
help him make a tourniquet. Once the tourniquet was in place, a white-faced Moody turned
to Flamel.
"Damn! The bastard got in a lucky shot through the hole! That makes me mad. And NO ONE
wants to see me mad."

Hermione tried to keep Moody down. "Professor, stay down! I --"
Moody put his wand in his other hand and shoved Hermione's bubble out of the way so he
could stick his left hand through opening. Roaring like a lion, he cast a hideously complex
spell. A fraction of a second later, the entire clearing outside the cave caught fire. The four
guards suddenly shrieked in pain and fell to the ground. Within seconds, they were all dead.
No guards replaced them from further back in the cave.
Everyone looked at Moody, who stared in satisfaction at the burned remains at the front of
the cave. Seconds later, he collapsed to the ground once more. Pointing the wand at
himself, he cast a healing spell. He couldn't concentrate well on it given his pain, but he did
manage to prevent himself from going into shock. Meanwhile, the battle around the
perimeter of the marauders' army soon petered out as the tenacity, bravery, and skill of the
SEALs took out all of the attacking units.
Flamel reached for his ring. "Professor Moody, I need to heal you. You can't go on this way!"
Moody waved him off irritably. "Don't endanger yourself, Minister. Besides, I'm an Auror.
I've been through worse. Imagine Evan Rozier hitting me in the eye."
Hermione whimpered: "I hate to think."
Moody glanced at Flamel's belt. "Minister, if you insist, you can give me that Elixir --"
Flamel nearly exploded. "No! No one uses the Elixir anymore!"
Hermione turned to Flamel. "Dr. Flamel, he's badly injured --"
Flamel shook his head violently. "Absolutely not."
Moody spoke over her. "Stop arguing. Let's get to the cave and search it before Rasputin
figures out we're here."
They encountered no more resistance, and soon the raiders found themselves outside the
entrance to the cave. The entrance was dark, but there seemed to be an odd white glow
emanating from inside.
Flamel looked at the cave suspiciously. Suddenly, without warning, he removed his ring and
took a whiff of the air.
Hermione noticed the smell as well. "Is it just me, or does something smell very sweet
around here?"
Flamel suddenly started racing towards the cave. "Shit! I know exactly what's going on now!
That glow is the glow of the Elixir of Life! They've got the Philosopher's Stone in the cave!
The smell clinches it!"
One of the SEALs gaped at him. "Are you sure about that?"
Flamel didn't stop running. "I'm positive! I invented it, I know the --"
CLANG.

Flamel's charge suddenly stopped short as he ran into what appeared to be an invisible wall
at the mouth of the cave. He fell to the ground, rubbing his head, as Hermione barely
avoided plastering herself against the barrier.
Moody cast Finite Incantatem as the SEAL told him to lie down. The barrier shimmered a
little, but it held. Furious, Moody raced up next to it...and walked right through it.
Moody, Flamel, and Hermione stared at each other. Suddenly, Hermione hit on an idea.
"Remember Voldemort's defense at his Horcrux cave? You can only pass through if you're
injured? This would be a perfect thing to apply here to prevent people from using the Elixir
until they absolutely needed it."
Flamel smiled. "You know what? I think you're right. Alastair, check it out and come back
here. If you see anyone, take them out."
Hermione rounded on Flamel. "Dr. Flamel, he's --"
Moody growled: "-- injured. I know. However, I'm an Auror. I do things like this all the
time. Now shut up and let me explore."
Moody stayed in the cave for about five minutes. Suddenly, a swear emanated from the
cave, followed by a sigh. That didn't sound good, thought Flamel. Don't tell me someone
was waiting inside there and finished Moody off.
Two more minutes went by. Finally, Moody emerged from the cave.
He was a changed man.
Moody now had two natural eyes and legs, and the hideous battle scars from his face and
arm had disappeared. He seemed in perfect health and free all of the fatigue had that had
crept up during the campaign.
Hermione stared at him. "Bloody hell! How --"
Flamel stared at him in amazement. Then, rolling his eyes, he threw his hands up. "Judging
from your new appearance, I take it you found the Elixir there."
Moody nodded, reached into his pocket, and soon began bouncing a little white ball up and
down in his hand. "Indeed I did, and it works like a charm. Thank you, Minister."
Flamel fumed. "I don't like you using it. People should not be using the Elixir."
Flamel suddenly realized what the little ball he was bouncing was. Pointing a trembling
finger at him, he asked: "Is that..."
Moody lifted the ball for everyone to see, and Hermione nearly retched when she realized
that it was his old eye. "Yes, it's my old eye. I liked it better, for God's sake. I could see
invisible objects. I guess I can say goodbye to my Mad-Eye persona."
One of the SEALs grinned. "We can always poke your eye out for you."
Moody shook his head. "I don't like it THAT much. At any rate, toss me a few hand
grenades. I'll look in there for a few minutes. If I see any signs of the Horcruxes, I'll report

it immediately. If not...well, I guess a hand grenade or two should take care of your Stone."
Hermione cut in. "And if the Stone isn't there?"
Moody grinned. "Then we deprive them of the Elixir of Life, which is just as good when it
comes to this battle."
To be continued...
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Very good! You managed to fool us all, perfect job! ;)
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Quote:

Originally Posted by ByzantineCaesar (Post 5388309)
Very good! You managed to fool us all, perfect job! ;)
Thanks!
It's obvious in retrospect: Mad-Eye indeed died...but Moody didn't :)
In all fairness...originally, Moody was supposed to die in the battle of Diagon Alley (the one
that killed McGonagall). It occurred to me, however, that at the time I wouldn't have
anyone to teach Defense Against the Dark Arts if I knocked off Moody. So, I had him injured
:D

Jcoggins,
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he could still use his eye as a monocle
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Update #491: Free Trip to Oz
9 TO GO
----------1324Z
Buyan
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 2/6.0%
----------NEXT UP: Koschei ISOT
----------Grigori Rasputin was running out of time, and his men were starting to get fatigued. His
forces were surrounded, and they had spent the last hour or so fighting off a seemingly
endless supply of Atlanteans, SEALs, and so forth. Most of their supply of the Elixir of life

had been used to treat various wounds suffere during the encounter, and Rasputin had told
everyone to not use their Elixir unless they were absolutely certain they were going to die.
A few feet away, in the depths of the newly grown thicket, Koschei was moaning piteously.
He did not look happy, and he was throwing increasingly irritated glances at Rasputin. The
Mad Monk had the impression that Koschei was having second thoughts about making
Rasputin Primary Disciple. On the other hand, Koschei didn't seem surprised that there were
people fighting on the island. After all, that was how he had met his match last time around.
Rasputin needed a lot of help, and he needed it fast. He wanted to kick himself for leaving
so many people behind to guard the Elixir cave -- the Stone wasn't even on the island, and
there wsa no reason for the invaders to go there unless they knew it was hiding the Elixir.
Frantic, he sent a Patronus over to the cave asking anyone there to join him. He didn't get a
response, however. That in itself was a bad sign. Could the invaders have actually knocked
out the guards and made their way into the cave after all?
To make matters worse, he could feel the temperature dropping. It was likely only a matter
of time until the drizzle which had built up during the day would turn into flurries and later
that night into heavier snow. He really wanted to get the battle over with before that -fighting in the middle of snowstorm was going to be a pain in the neck.
He spun as two huge explosions let loose in the enemy ranks. Had they brought a mortar
along to perform the coup de grace? The enemy fire had stopped, and it appeared that they
were going to use the mortar to give their own soldiers a break.
Or were they? More explosions erupted in the distance, followed by a hail of machine gun
fire. Rasputin stared in astonishment as several of the enemy attackers were mowed down
and the remaining opponents started focusing their efforts on something out of Rasputin's
sight.
Soon, their quarry came into vision. It appeared to be one of the machines Zygonova had
called an LAV: an armored personnel carrier which had been hardened against magic. He
watched as the machine gun sprayed death over the battlefield once more, dropping
another rank of enemy soldiers. Thank the Black God! One of his men had commandeered
the vehicle!
Bullets and spells closed in on the vehicle only to be repelled by its anti-magic armor.
Realizing this was his chance, Rasputin told everyone to counterattack and handle everyone
which was not in the line of sight of the LAV. Within ten minutes, the battle was over and
the field was littered with the bodies of members of Dumbledore's Army.
Rasputin's weary men cheered as the LAV made its way over to their commander. The door
opened, and two men emerged. Rasputin ran over and embraced them like brothers.
"Zhukov! Karmov! Thank the Black God for your timely arrival! How did you take over the
vehicle?"
Karmov grinned. "Simple -- we Transfigured ourselves to look like enemy soldiers and
pretended we were injured. The crew picked us up and let us in, and we promptly let loose
with the machine gun."
Rasputin grinned. "Good thinking."

"Thank you, my lord. Speaking of our lord, I've got a bit of a present for you. I think you
may find it will come in handy, especially if you need help bringing back Koschei."
Karmov reached into his pocket and showed Rasputin the Elder Wand. The Mad Monk
pumped his fist in the air and smiled ear to ear. "Well done, Karmov! Well done! I hope you
don't mind if I Disarm you so I can take control of the wand."
Karmov grinned. "Promise you'll make me Second Disciple."
Rasputin slapped Karmov on the back. "You've certainly deserved it given your success
here. We owe you are lives. Congratulations."
Grinning, Rasputin Disarmed Karmov and retrieved the Elder Wand. He turned back to the
hedge -- which had grown further -- and began trying to figure out how to reach Koschei
without resorting to an axe. It occurred to him that Avada Kedavra would likely work on
trees. He'd just have to make sure that he didn't hit Koschei. He didn't want to go through
that crazy ritual with the runes again!
He lifted the wand and started blowing trees out of the way. He didn't get far, however,
before the Caterwauling Charm warning the Rasputinites of incoming missile attack went
off. Seconds later, missiles started landing in the middle of the Rasputinite forces.
Karmov collapsed immediately as left leg was torn off by shrapnel. He reached for his Elixir
but went into shock and expired before he could get to it. Hoping that the Elder Wand would
enhance his draining energy reserves, Rasputin protected a roughly two-mile diameter area
centered on himself with a dome. The missiles detonated merrily on the surface of the dome
for a while, giving everyone a well-deserved break. Satisfied, he went back to hacking his
way through to Koschei.
Then, of course, the dome collapsed under the barrage of missiles. Rasputin dove for cover
as screams erupted from his men. Hiding behind a tree, he tried to think of what to do. He
didn't have the energy to bring up another dome, and he didn't want to relinquish the Elder
Wand. Besides, the domes inevitably blew apart when too many missiles hit them.
Finally, an idea came to him. He would take advantage of all of the loose debris and
shrapnel around them. If there was a way he could get all that stuff flying around at high
speed, it would likely destroy the missiles or force them to fly off target. And best of all,
since the explosions would produce more debris, this kind of defense would be selfperpetuating. He wouldn't have to maintain it!
Telling everyone to watch the sky, he raised the Elder Wand to the sky and began uttering
words which would control the weather. The words were barely audible over the sound of
the explosions. However, their effects soon became obvious as the dome was soon replaced
by a rotating ring of air. At first, the winds in the ring blew slowly: 10 to 20 miles per hour.
However, he amplified the spell more and the wind speeds increased. 30. 50. 80. Trees
started snapping and flying around as he broke 100.
He waited for a few more minutes. When he lowered the wand, his men were in the eye of a
mile-high tornado covering most of the western half of the island. Angry clouds surrounded
his forces, but here inside the storm everything was protected.
The missiles continued to come in for a few more seconds, and one of them hit the LAV
dead center and blew it out of existence. However, it didn't take long before the immense

winds began blowing them off course, throwing debris into their path, slicing off stabilization
fins, and so forth.
Zhukov looked at him in amazement. "Man, my lord! That's one hell of a storm you've got
there!"
Rasputin nodded. "Indeed, it is. I think that will handle our enemies and give us enough
time to bring back Koschei and head on over to the Elixir cave to replenish our Elixir supply.
Speaking of bringing back Koschei, who here wants to give me his Elixir vial? Don't
everyone jump at once."
No one responded. It was obvious they wanted Koschei back, but how long was this tornadic
shield going to hold. Rasputin shrugged, turned to Karmov's fallen body, and neatly plucked
the unused Elixir vial out of the dead man's pocket. "Thank you again, my friend. Your
sacrifice will not have been in vain."
------1356Z
---Fleur Delacoeur, with her charming instincts at full power, closed in on the latest group of
guards. She was lucky to have headed for Rasputin when she did: with that tornado now in
place, she would have never been able to get through!
Her latest quarry consisted of two men. He whistled to get their attention, and they turned
to look at her. It didn't take long before that look turned to a leer, and they started hooting
at her and drooling. She didn't particularly care for that sort of people, so she brought out
her wand and promptly Stunned both of them.
A few hundred feet later, she stumbled across a man and a woman. This was going to be a
bit trickier. However, she knew what to do. She called out, and both the man and the
woman turned to look at her.
The man immediately succumbed to the charm. The woman, however, promptly challenged
her and shot a green beam at her. Fleur dove behind a tree, and it crashed into the trunk
and set it ablaze. Fleur shot a weapon back at her as the woman called to her colleague for
help.
Fleur's beam forced the woman behind a tree of her own, leaving the man staring at her
lovingly. Drawing a deep breath, Fleur shouted:
"Good sir! That woman tried to kill me! Help me! Neutralize her and I will be eternally
grateful to you!"
The man didn't think twice before turning on his colleague and hitting her with a Stun beam.
The woman crumpled as the man, now clearly aroused, began walking towards her and
grinning.
He pointed at his nether regions. "Want to see my wand and go to bed with me?"
Fleur raised hers. "Fine with me. In fact, I'll even go out of the way to help you sleep.
Somnolens!"
Seconds later, the man was asleep and Fleur stepped over the two prone bodies. She
figured she less than a half mile away from Rasputin at this point, and judging from the

experience she was picking up he was as good as hers.
To be continued...
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So when does that Marine tank platoon come into play? The Weapons platoon has anti-tank
missiles (AT-4 at this time-Javelin hasn't entered the Fleet for a few years yet.) that will
definitely take out a LAV, as will an A-10 or a Cobra with TOW or Hellfire.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by thepenguin (Post 5391605)
So when does that Marine tank platoon come into play? The Weapons platoon has anti-tank
missiles (AT-4 at this time-Javelin hasn't entered the Fleet for a few years yet.) that will
definitely take out a LAV, as will an A-10 or a Cobra with TOW or Hellfire.
I should mention that the LAV was taken out by the missile attacks. Right now the Marines
are stuck on the wrong side of the tornado. The tornado can be maintained by simply
keeping the air moving, which requires different spells from Protego.
You can assume for the time being that nothing can get through the storm. Say about 90%
of Rasputin's forces are within the storm and 50% of the attacking forces. Flamel's group is
also inside (and note that Rasputin will be heading in his direction if he successfully brings
back Koschei's body). The support ship is outside.
Speaking of the tornado, you've actually seen this mentioned back in 472 in the prophecy
department:
---"Well, there's a small concentration of negative energy in Italy and another one in Syrdan,
as you would expect. However, there is a full-blown vortex developing in Eastern Europe,
focused near the Romanian coast of the Black Sea."
"A vortex?"
"Yes. It's on the same order of magnitude as the one Voldemort had triggered in North
Korea. To be honest, I'm amazed we're at DEFCON 4. I sense major storm clouds on the
horizon, and had a vision of a huge tornado miles across."
---And as far as prophecies go, remember how many people have been interpreting the
Mercury and the Bear Prophecy as referring to some form of interaction between (or at least
being in the same area) of Hermione and Koschei? Assuming Koschei stays with Rasputin,
that could very well be coming to pass.

thepenguin,
Quote:
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Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5392570)
I should mention that the LAV was taken out by the missile attacks. Right now the Marines
are stuck on the wrong side of the tornado. The tornado can be maintained by simply
keeping the air moving, which requires different spells from Protego.
OK.
(fillerrrrrrrrr)
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1 Attachment(s)

Here's a half-baked map of where I see everyone right now.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5392711)
Here's a half-baked map of where I see everyone right now.
I had thought the island was shaped more like Manhattan, with the mountains flanking the
west and east coasts...

ByzantineCaesar,
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Btw, is Zygonov dead?
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Quote:

Originally Posted by ByzantineCaesar (Post 5393707)
Btw, is Zygonov dead?
I can't keep track of everybody :O
The way I see it, he's still around but the missile attacks knocked off his wife (who was near
Rasputin).
Vovchanckaya: still around
Zygonov: still around
Zygonova: toast
Rasputin: still around
Koschei: still in child form
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Update #492: Koschei ISOT
8 TO GO
----------1400Z
Buyan
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 1/10.7%
----------NEXT UP: Conservation of Incapacitated People
----------Grigori Rasputin took a good look around the area. Everyone was looking at him
expectantly, and some of them were even holding their breaths. As far as he could tell,
Hugh was still subdued and there weren't going to be any more interruptions. A flew aircraft
and choppers were trying to peek over the edge of the tornado, but the wizards who had
survived to this point tended to be pretty good at shooting down aircraft. Natural selection
in action, Rasputin mused. Those who don't know how to evade bullets and destroy
airplanes are already dead, leaving a small group of survivors who knew how to fight.
Casting one glance at Halyna Zygonova's hideously mangled body, he brushed the last
branches out of the way and retrieved Koschei's childlike form. Telling Koschei that
everything would soon be right, he carried Koschei over to an open area and laid him down
gently in the snow. Had this been a normal child, Koschei would have likely been shivering
and close to death. However, this was a projection of a soul in Limbo. He wasn't sure what
Koschei could feel right now and what he couldn't.
Focusing himself on the task at hand, he gestured for Koschei to open his mouth. The
ancient legend did so as Koschei uncorked the late Karmov's Elixir vial and poured it into
the child's distorted mouth.
Within seconds, the childlike form began to glow with a blinding white light similar to that of
the Elixir itself. Rasputin had to look away as the trees cast writhing shadows on the trunks
behind them. One of the rear guard blasted a helicopter out of the sky, and it crashed to the
ground less than a mile away. No one batted an eye.
The light show lasted a good fifteen seconds or so. Suddenly, Rasputin felt a small package
materialize in his hands. Puzzled, he opened it and saw that it contained two objects: a
wand and an Atlantis ring.
Rasputin grinned. Well, well. Unless he was badly mistaken, these two objects belonged to
Koschei. He had no idea Koschei had been given an Atlantis ring! Having an Atlantis ring on
THEIR side would probably even things up a lot. Closing the package once more, he turned
back to Koschei as the light began to fade.
Standing before him was a man about 5'7" in height. He was wearing what appeared to
Rasputin to be an archaic dress robe which looked like something a college professor would
have worn during a graduation. He was clean-shaven and had short gray hair. Rasputin
watched as the man looked at his body in amazement and began pinching himself to make
sure he was really there.
Rasputin couldn't help but think that Koschei looked...well, like a college professor. Hell, the
guy would have looked like a computer geek had he worn glasses! He vaguely remembered

stories about Koschei having worked at Durmstrang and having once been a healer in the
old days.
Koschei beamed as he looked around the group. Finally, he punched his fist into the air and
shouted one word.
"Sic!"
Everyone cheered and fell to their knees, and Rasputin bowed in respect. Rasputin,
however, felt somewhat uneasy. It was fairly obvious that Koschei had given up on speaking
to him in Middle Russian and had decided to switch to Latin. Although it made perfect sense
for him to do this, Rasputin had to admit that his Latin was terrible. He knew a lot of Greek
and Russian, but he hadn't done any work with Latin since his school days! He wouldn't get
very far in his Primary Disciple campaign if he didn't know what the hell Koschei was saying!
What Koschei did next didn't require any translation, however, as he abruptly embraced
Rasputin in a bear hug which knocked the package from Rasputin's hands.
-------Professor Boris Koschei looked at the people around him, and at his body, in amazement.
Good Lord, that Horcrux had worked! He hadn't been entirely comfortable with creating one
of the accursed things, but Grand Mugwump Zerind's thugs had been hounding him like
crazy and he'd had no choice. He had to stay alive until the time was right to stop that
pandemic he'd created. Only by healing the Black Death would he be able to convince the
world and Atlantis that he was qualified to rule the submerged city and introduce his
political reforms. He hated to think how far the pandemic had spread, as he had never
intended for it to get loose among the Muggles. To make matters worse, Atlanteans had had
the temerity to put him out of commission (Olga, you MORON!) before he could actually try
to stop it!
What was that glowing white goo the Gatekeeper had fed him to bring him back? It was a
healing potion, obviously. But a healing potion strong enough to revive a man from a
Horcrux? He certainly didn't know of anything powerful enough to do THAT! He made it a
point to try to get more of that stuff. Perhaps he could use it the next time he tried a
pandemic.
Judging from the fighting his followers had had to endure while he had been sitting around
in child form, it looked like Zerind's men had followed the Gatekeeper here. He swore to
himself: this Gatekeeper must be an idiot if he let Atlantis in on the existence of Buyan
again. However, he owed whoever this fellow was -- Grigori something -- a tremendous
debt of gratitude.
He was a bit surprised that no one here spoke Russian, particularly this Grigori fellow who
certainly LOOKED Russian to him. Those names Karmov and Zygonova (how could a
civilized woman wear pants?) were Russian as well. And where had all these trees come
from? The last time he'd been here, there had been lots of plowed fields here! Glancing at
the mountaintop near him, he had a feeling that it was the mountain on the western side of
Buyan, the one he called Mount Natasha after his wife.
His first order of business was to help his men beat off these Atlantis thugs. They had to be
from Atlantis: they were creating explosions which were far beyond anything the Muggles
had been able to throw at them (unless they managed to do something with Greek fire?
Those Romans were notorious for using that). He also couldn't figure out what those flying
contraptions with spinning wheels on top of them were supposed to do. Were they a form of

military transport for Atlanteans he hadn't known about? If they were, they weren't doing
anyone any good as they were being blasted out of the sky by his colleagues.
He wondered whether the cult of the Black God still survived. He had never been a big fan
of the cult, and to be honest some of their rituals scared him. However, a politician often
had to make sacrifices and do things he didn't like to get the job done. A new pandemic
would likely kill a few thousand people, but this time he vowed to not let it get out of
control.
First things first: reintroduce himself to the world, get himself up to date (what was it? 1420
or something far-off like that?), and do what must be done to make Atlantis the worldwide
leader it had the potential to be.
-------Atlantis
1401Z
---Dagher knew something was wrong as soon as he saw no fewer than seven people from the
Department of Prophecy running in his direction with Ndukaku himself in the lead. Hoping it
wasn't what he thought it was, he asked Ndukaku what was going on. He was already
having enough trouble now that that damned tornado was making it almost impossible for
his men to reach Rasputin!
The Head Astrologer reached into his pocket and pulled out a small golden key with an eye
on it. Dagher recognized it immediately, and his heart sank. There was only one reason he
would be bringing out that key.
Ndukaku's face was grim. "The latest Apocalypsometer result just came back. 10.7. We've
gone up 4.7% in a span of less than a minute. We haven't seen a jump that high since right
before Judgment Day."
He paused, and when he spoke again his voice was somber. "I think we know what that
means, sir."
Dagher nodded. "I think you're probably right. A helicopter flying over the edge of the
tornado caught a glimpse of a vivid flare of light the color of the Elixir of Life's glow less
than thirty seconds ago. It was shot down shortly thereafter."
Ndukaku gulped. "That was just about the time we made our calculation. The two can't be a
coincidence, sir."
Dagher shook his head sadly. "I don't think it is. And I know why you have that key out, my
friend."
Ndukaku's tone of voice turned formal. "Grand Mugwump, I, the Head Astrologer, report
that the odds of the end of civilization are now in excess of 10 percent. The time has come
to go to DEFCON 1. Do you concur?"
Dagher reached for his pocket and pulled out the Atlantis Key. "I concur. Follow me to the
control panel so we can change the setting on the rings."
The two men made their way down the corridor at the head of a growing crowd of
onlookers. Everyone was silent. They knew what this meant. After all, they had seen it six
months earlier.

The two men inserted their keys in the panel and turned it them. The panel glowed red
momentarily, indicating the transition to DEFCON 1.
Dagher turned to one the chief Aurors. "Execute Operation Antidote. Did that helicopter
report the position of that flash before it went down?"
The Auror nodded. "It did indeed, sir. We're going to throw everything we have at it. We've
got a submarine trying to make its way underneath the storm, and we've got another series
of missiles trying to make their way through the tornado."
"What about the B-2's?"
The Auror made a face. "Out of action for a long time -- they need to be refueled and
reloaded."
Dagher groaned. "Wonderful."
-----------Hermione gasped as Flamel's Atlantis bubble suddenly turned opaque. "What the hell?"
Flamel swore. "Hermione, please don't tell me my bubble has also gone opaque."
Hermione blinked. "It has. What does that mean?"
Flamel hesitated, than let it out. "It means DEFCON 1, which could only mean one thing.
Koschei is probably back, and we're running out of time. We need to find that Horcrux, and
do it very, very soon. Let's hope it's not on the other side of that tornado."
---------------------1402Z
Laboratory of Infectious Diseases
Bethesda, MD
-----------Doctor Samantha Davis nearly dropped her beaker in shock as three robed figures suddenly
materialized in the room. "Who are you?"
The woman reached into her robe and brought out a card with the insignia of the
Department of Magic, "My name is Theresa McGee, and I am an Auror from Enfield, MA. I
work for the Department of Magic."
Davis blinked. "You're a wizard?"
"Technically, I'm a witch, not a wizard, but that's beside the point. We have come because
we have reason to believe that there may be a magical threat against chemical, biological,
and nuclear stockpiles all over the world. We're here to make sure no Dark wizards infiltrate
this lab."
Davis's brow furrowed. "Does this have anything to do with what's going on in the Black Sea
or Iraq?"
"I'm afraid I can't answer that question, ma'am. I take it that you have a stockpile of
infectious disease cultures here?"
Davis's mind race. "We do, but I'm not allowed in there --"

McGee cut us off. "Take us there, and make sure that no one tries to enter it for the next
few hours. If they do, we will not be held responsible for what happens to them."
To be continued...
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NOTE: This is the first episode with a Koschei POV. You can see how some of the myths and
legends mentioned so far about him have been corrupted over time.
Koschei isn't even a Black God cultist after all (at least I don't THINK he is -- I don't
remember if I specifically stated that he WAS a cultist instead of was simply USING the cult)
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Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5396654)
...."What about the B-2's?"
The Auror made a face. "Two hours out, sir. They need to get refueled and reloaded."
Dagher groaned. "Wonderful."...
-----------Where are these B-2s based? The hangers haven't been built for them yet at Fairford (they
need special climate-controlled hangers to protect the RAM (Radar-Absorbing
Material)coating). Until they built the hangers at Fairford, they had to fly out of Missouri
(and they still do, but they could land at Fairford until the base went into "care and
maintenance" status). They need twelve hours to fly from Missouri to drop over Buyan and
another twelve back. I suspect the 2nd Brigade Combat Team, First Infantry Division is
being mobilized from their current deployment in the Balkans. Now make sure a certain
individual is chasing after red-haired brats after this is all over ;)
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Originally Posted by thepenguin (Post 5396809)
Where are these B-2s based? The hangers haven't been built for them yet at Fairford (they
need special climate-controlled hangers to protect the RAM (Radar-Absorbing
Material)coating). Until they built the hangers at Fairford, they had to fly out of Missouri
(and they still do, but they could land at Fairford until the base went into "care and
maintenance" status). They need twelve hours to fly from Missouri to drop over Buyan and
another twelve back. I suspect the 2nd Brigade Combat Team, First Infantry Division is

being mobilized from their current deployment in the Balkans. Now make sure a certain
individual is chasing after red-haired brats after this is all over ;)
Couldn't the B-2's land somewhere and refuel instead of having to go back to Missouri? I
can get rid of the B-2's -- they're not crucial, but it would be a logical thing for them to try
to reuse if they were available.

ByzantineCaesar,

December 16th, 2011 02:08 AM

Hopefully Koschei will live. I like him :D
And what a plot twist! Koschei isn't a really dark wizard after all!

thepenguin,

December 16th, 2011 02:53 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5396839)
Couldn't the B-2's land somewhere and refuel instead of having to go back to Missouri? I
can get rid of the B-2's -- they're not crucial, but it would be a logical thing for them to try
to reuse if they were available.
At this time, they would have to go back to Missouri. It is only recently that the
infrastructure was built outside of Edwards and Whiteman to support these bombers, and
even then the only place they are forward deployed is Guam (Fairford is mainly a transient
airfield). There should be some B-52s and/or B-1s at Diego Garcia. Flight time for the Fat
Fucker is 7h 26m one way. They can launch 20 CALCMs each from a long way off, at least
600 nautical miles away (specific range classified). They could launch from over Turkey and
go home, never having seen Buyan. You could also have NATO nations get involved.

Tirion,

December 16th, 2011 05:17 AM

I believe the (mer)person mentioned in next episode's title is still busy on Syrdan. Just
sayin'.

acgoldis,

December 16th, 2011 10:28 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Tirion (Post 5397509)
I believe the (mer)person mentioned in next episode's title is still busy on Syrdan. Just
sayin'.
Are there any of his friends available?

acgoldis,

December 16th, 2011 10:29 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by thepenguin (Post 5397091)
At this time, they would have to go back to Missouri. It is only recently that the
infrastructure was built outside of Edwards and Whiteman to support these bombers, and
even then the only place they are forward deployed is Guam (Fairford is mainly a transient
airfield). There should be some B-52s and/or B-1s at Diego Garcia. Flight time for the Fat
Fucker is 7h 26m one way. They can launch 20 CALCMs each from a long way off, at least
600 nautical miles away (specific range classified). They could launch from over Turkey and
go home, never having seen Buyan. You could also have NATO nations get involved.
The problem with long range shots is that they'd likely have to pass through the storm to
get to Rasputin, which would be tricky with all the debris in the air. The subs can sneak
under the storm and fire that way.

acgoldis,

December 16th, 2011 10:31 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by ByzantineCaesar (Post 5396918)
Hopefully Koschei will live. I like him :D
And what a plot twist! Koschei isn't a really dark wizard after all!
I think of him sort of as the Wizarding equivalent of Kyp Durron or Anakin Skywalker. He
has some lofty goals and believes the end justifies the means. That's what caused him to
dabble in the dark side to some extent. Of course, if people from Atlantis start attacking
him, he's not going to take it philosophically. And what are the chances the Atlanteans are
going to BELIEVE him when he says "I didn't mean that!". It's an interesting coincidence
that both of the Dark Jedi mentioned in the title were able to be turned back to the light
side ;)
He basically tried the same thing the little kid from the Incredibles did: create a monster
and be the only person able to destroy it in order to get people to notice him.
This didn't come out the way I actually expected -- we'll see how it impacts the rest of the
story.

thepenguin,

December 16th, 2011 11:21 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5397863)
The problem with long range shots is that they'd likely have to pass through the storm to
get to Rasputin, which would be tricky with all the debris in the air. The subs can sneak
under the storm and fire that way.

If the subs are Los Angeles subs, they still have to launch cruise missiles, and COMSUBLANT
won't put a couple of $406 million attack subs-the backbone of the Submarine Force-at risk
to potentially be lost. The Turks have Type 209 (diesel) subs with Harpoon.
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acgoldis,

December 16th, 2011 11:56 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by thepenguin (Post 5397917)
If the subs are Los Angeles subs, they still have to launch cruise missiles, and COMSUBLANT
won't put a couple of $406 million attack subs-the backbone of the Submarine Force-at risk
to potentially be lost. The Turks have Type 209 (diesel) subs with Harpoon.
I'll just make it so SOME subs make it in -- won't say who. We've already got a PoV of one
of the subs in the area.

acgoldis,

December 16th, 2011 09:37 PM

Update #493: Conservation of Incapacitated People
7 TO GO
----------1403Z
Buyan
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 1/10.2%
----------NEXT UP: Phlegm Suppressor
----------Koschei released Rasputin and shook his hand firmly. "Thank you for bringing me back, sir.
Hopefully I'll be able to finish what I started last time. I take it Atlantis is giving you

trouble? Who are you, if I may ask?"
Rasputin stared at him blankly and slowly took a look around. It didn't long for Koschei to
realize that he was looking for someone who knew Latin. This fellow didn't speak either
Russian or Latin? What kind of an ignoramus was he? Eventually, one of the men raised his
hand and offered to serve as an interpreter.
Rasputin replied: "My name is Grigori Rasputin, and I'm your Gatekeeper. I'm one of the
leaders of a sect of wizards and Muggles dedicated to the Black God, Tchernobog."
Koschei grunted. That answered one question: the Black God cult still existed half a century
or so after his apparent demise. Now would they still be willing to support him in his quest
for Atlantis reform? He wondered if Zerind was still running the show over there. A tendency
to attack people prematurely fit Zerind's personality very well.
He turned back to Rasputin. "Why are they attacking my island? Are they scared I'm going
to cause another pandemic? Had they done what I had requested, I wouldn't have had to
launch the enhanced bubonic plague in the first place!"
Rasputin nodded. "I think so, my lord. Had things turned out differently, you would have
likely found yourself the ruler of the world. Hopefully we'll be able to pull that off this time
and remake the world in our image. You will be our general and leader, and we will be your
obedient servants."
Koschei had mixed feelings about this. His plan had worked...but it had worked too well.
And trust Zerind to knock him off before setting the cure in motion! Aloud: "It's true that
having the only known cure for the pandemic would have given me a lot of influence in
Atlantis. I wouldn't mind ruling the world, but getting into a position of power in Atlantis will
be a good start. We need to start helping out the Muggles more and not only get involved at
DEFCON 2. First things first -- let's get these thugs off my island. Try not to use lethal force
unless there's no choice."
Rasputin's response puzzled him. "Zerind? Who's Zerind?"
Koschei rolled his eyes. "The Grand Mugwump. Don't you remember him?"
"The Grand Mugwump's a man named Heydar Dagher. This Zerind you're talking about is
long dead, my lord. He's been gone over six hundred years."
Koschei froze: he couldn't have heard that right. "Excuse me? What do you mean, six
hundred years?"
Rasputin drew a deep breath and braced himself. "My lord, tomorrow is New Year's Day
1997. Black God willing, 1997 will be the beginning of the age of our ascendancy."
Koschei reeled back in surprise. "WHAT?"
-------1405Z
---Captain Sokoloff had the radar operator ping actively as the submarine cautiously made its
way underneath the storm. The waves were pretty big, and they rocked the boat back and
forth even down here. The radarman had his hands full making sure they were far enough
away from obstacles to prevent the ship from being pushed into them by the surf.

The vessel made slow progress, inching its way towards the coast a few feet at a time.
Eventually, though, Sokoloff felt the buffeting of the waves lessen. Cautiously, he told the
helmsman to go to periscope death so Sokoloff could look around.
The periscope went up. They were a good tenth of a mile or so inside the inner wall of the
tornado, and there were still 5-7 foot waves slamming against the hull. Shooting from here
wasn't a good idea, he thought. Lowering the periscope once more, he headed in another
mile or so and came to surface depth once more. The sea was much calmer, enough to
shoot from.
Sokoloff turned to the radio operator. "Can you send a message through that storm?"
The radioman gulped. "I'll try, sir."
"Do your best, Mr. Turchin. Tell the Nassau we've passed through the storm and are
awaiting instructions."
It took a few moments for the message to get through, but eventually the radioman
received a response. "Sir, HQ reports that Koschei has likely returned. What's more, they
believe they have pinpointed where he was brought back. Your orders are to fire everything
you have at the following coordinates while we distract them with a few helicopters..."
-------1406Z
---Rasputin watched as Koschei moved off to one side. It looked like the man was in shock,
having suddenly found himself transported six hundred years into the future. Rasputin
admitted that he wouldn't have done much better if someone transported him to the 26th
century. Hell, he was having enough trouble dealing with the end of his own century!
Koschei puzzled him. The man didn't seem like the criminal mastermind Rasputin had
thought he had been. If anything, he sounded like a politician trying to rally the troops to
change Atlantis! Furthermore, it almost seemed as if Koschei hadn't really wanted to initiate
the Black Death. What was going on here?
Rasputin couldn't believe he was thinking this, but he had to consider the possibility that
this whole scheme to bring back Koschei had been a fool's errand and the cult of the Black
God would have to take over the world without Koschei's help. A few quick glances at the
rest of his men revealed that they were starting to think the same thing.
------Koschei heard an odd mechanical sound overhead and looked up to see one of the bizarre
flying contraptions the wizards had been traveling in. It most definitely wasn't a broom, and
it appeared to be hovering in midair. Trying to distract himself from the fact that the world
he knew was gone, he began walking towards a clearing so he could get a better look at it.
Suddenly, yellow lights started flickering on it and projectiles of some sort began strafing
the ground. He shrieked and hid behind a tree, and he heard a series of thunks as the
projectiles slammed into the trunk. He turned to warn his new underlings and saw that they
were all facing the new threat. Wands and bizarre Muggle weapons he had never seen
before were pointing into the sky, presumably at the flying vehicle.
Koschei suddenly glimpsed something long and narrow hurrying towards his group at an
inconceivable rate of speed. It looked to be the size of an obelisk and it had flame coming

from its bottom. Whatever it was, it didn't look friendly. He blinked, and his eyes reopened
to find the object hugging the ground -- and half the distance to the Black God cultists.
Oddly enough, it made no sound, as if it had been traveling faster than sound. But that was
impossible...wasn't it?
His new allies were facing away from it, completely oblivious to the danger. What's worse,
there was no time to warn them -- and there were now three of the objects heading in their
direction. Acting on instinct, he dove into the snow and covered his head with his hands.
-----Rasputin caught a glimpse of something odd out of the corner of his eye. Frowning and
clutching the Elder Wand, he turned to take a look at it.
He barely had time to scream before the sub-launched missile exploded less than five feet
from him. Black God cultists fell in droves as no fewer than six missiles detonated among
the surprised cultists. By the time the dust had settled, almost 100 cultists were dead.
Rasputin's childlike form lay at the bottom of a crater. The Elder Wand was nowhere to be
found, and the package containing Koschei's ring and wand were also nowhere to be seen.
There were no other surviving cultists within 20 feet.
About fifty feet away, in a small grove of trees, Koschei lifted his head and saw the carnage.
This was not good. It sounded like he would have to start his crusade all over again, without
any supporters.
To be continued...

ByzantineCaesar,

December 16th, 2011 10:03 PM

Where's the Elder Wand?! :eek:

acgoldis,

December 16th, 2011 10:10 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by ByzantineCaesar (Post 5399535)
Where's the Elder Wand?! :eek:
Rasputin was holding it at the time the missile came in. Koschei's ring and wand were also
thrown somewhere. You can assume that Elder Wand and Atlantis ring are more or less
indestructible. Koschei's regular wand could be damaged.
I think the bigger question, however, is this. It is obvious that Rasputin lost his weapon and
was disarmed -- the Elder Wand isn't next to him anymore. With that in mind...
...who is the master of the Elder Wand?
I've already ruled on this: you'll find out later :)

acgoldis,

December 18th, 2011 01:55 PM

Update #494: Phlegm Suppressor
6 TO GO
----------1411Z
Buyan
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 2/5.7%
----------NEXT UP: Divine Wind
----------Fleur Delacoeur made her way around the boulder, took one look at what she saw on the
other side, and hid behind it. She had to plan her next move very, very carefully.
She had to be getting very close to Rasputin's home base. The ground in front of her was
pockmarked with craters which hinted at a recent missile or bomb attack. There were at
least thirty bodies in the area, and ten more people were walking around trying to care for
the wounded. She watched as one of them bent over one of the fallen men, retrieved a vial
from his side, and brought it to the injured man's mouth. The injured man took a drink,
glowed momentarily, and restored himself to full health. Fleur looked on in amazement as a
detached arm spontaneously regrew itself on what had been a bleeding stump.
That had to be the Elixir of Life, she thought. Flamel had briefed her on the mystical
substance back in London. She wondered whether she should get a sample of her own in
case she was injured herself.
People were calling out for Rasputin and were getting no response. They had no idea that
Rasputin had in fact managed to survive in child form but his feeble voice was being
drowned out by the screams of the injured. In all fairness, however, the cultists had been
doing the right thing in focusing on the injured subordinates first as they didn't have
Horcruxes to fall back on if they died before they were healed.
One of the healers seemed to be getting a lot of attention from the rest of the crew, and
some were even bowing to him respectfully. Fleur didn't recognize the elaborately-dressed,
silver-haired man. Probably Rasputin's second-in-command, she thought. It certainly wasn't
Rasputin himself! She decided that she would try to charm him in case Rasputin had been
killed.
One of the newly-healed people suddenly accosted the silver-haired man, who appeared to
be using methods which did not involve the Elixir of Life. Very interesting, she thought.
The patient spoke in Latin and shook the silver-haired man urgently. "My lord, it's
dangerous out here. We need to get you away from the targeted areas. Get back into the
forest where no one can see you."
The healer rounded on him angrily. "Sir, I am a healer. I swore an oath to make sure
everyone got treatment. This included putting myself in danger to help people. Now let me
help people. Considering what I did before, at least I can atone for my past transgressions
and do that!"
The patient gaped at him. "But --"
One of the other cultists barked something at the newly-healed man. The patient turned to
him, and the second cultist shook his head and waved his hand dismissively. Fleur frowned:

what did that mean? Were there internal struggles in the Black God camp? How close were
they to restoring Koschei? Did some people not accept this healer as the second-incommand?
Fleur began pondering how to get to this new officer when someone shouted: "Incoming!"
Fleur looked up and saw a group of missiles emerge blast their way through the tornado
wall and make their way towards the Black God camp. She had been amazed that the
weapons had made their way through the storm in one piece.
Or had they? Several of the missiles were corkscrewing out of control, and Fleur saw that
one of the errant missiles had a tail fin with a hole in it. Cultists dove for cover as the
missiles came in.
Fleur jumped back behind the boulder and covered her head with her hands as titanic blasts
went off behind her. The rock, a good twenty feet across, even moved a few feet from the
force of the blasts. She opened her eyes just in time to see one of the errant missiles hit the
ground no less than ten feet in front of her.
There was a brief flash of yellow light, and that was that.
-----Koschei dove back into the trees as soon as he saw the flying obelisks heading in his
direction. Considering what happened last time, he didn't want to be anywhere in the area
when they hit the ground, and he had to stay around long enough to heal any more
wounded men. Envisioning the old Roman fort in his head, he tried to Apparate over to a
safe place.
Nothing happened. What the hell?
Koschei didn't have time to think about why the Apparition had failed. The forest around
him was soon decimated by explosions, and the next thing he knew he was lying on his
back with his ears ringing and an ache in his side. Casting a quick healing spell on himself,
he came to his feet with his borrowed wand in his hand. He had to destroy whatever those
things were before they attacked these men again! Where was his Atlantis ring?
The sky was clear once again. Drawing a deep breath, he turned once again to the Black
God cultists' camp. Once again, about half of the cultists were down. This time, however,
most of them wouldn't be getting up because they had already used their healing potions.
Koschei's thoughts went to the healing potion. There was something familiar about it,
something he couldn't place. Then it occurred to him: the smell! He knew that smell! His old
lab in Kiev came to mind, and he forcibly ejected it from his thoughts so he could focus on
the issue at hand.
The obelisks had targeted a wider area this time. Although most of them had gone after the
same area the first group had attacked, several had gone awry. One had impacted the hill
about ten feet or so behind a boulder and had triggered a small avalanche which had
thankfully been blocked by the rock. Two more had fallen behind him.
He still weren't entirely sure why they were attacking his island. Was it because these Black
God cultists were up to something? It was a distinct possibility: although he wasn't against
using the cultists, he would have preferred different underlings. Well, he'd take what he
could.

There was another, more disturbing, possibility. He thought back to the Black Death, back
in the fourteenth century (he still couldn't believe he was in the 20th century). It was now
obvious that the disease had gone out of control because he had not been able to stop it in
time. Considering that it had started spreading among the Muggles, which had not been his
intent...he couldn't imagine what the final death tally would have been. A few thousand?
Ten thousand, perhaps even a hundred thousand? If that was the case, he could have gone
down in history as one of the worst villains of the fourteenth century. Considering that
people had come back to Buyan to try to revive him...
He shuddered. It made all too much sense. They wanted him out of the way before he could
kill more people. The thought knocked him to his knees as strongly as the obelisk had. A
healer gone down in history as a killer!
He briefly considered using Avada Kedavra on himself, but these fools would probably just
bring him back. Besides, that would just be chickening out. He decided that he would atone
for his sins the best he could by spreading his knowledge of healing throughout the world
during his crusade to reform Atlantis.
He would continue to do what he could to reform Atlantis. However, he swore a solemn oath
in the name of all the gods he knew of. He would never again try to attract Atlantis's
attention by starting a pandemic and trying to stop it.
------Two hundred and fifty feet below the surface of Buyan, a needle in an ornate egg trembled
slightly as its owner experienced a pang of regret. The Horcrux remained intact, however.
------1413Z
Atlantis
---Koschei's decision did not go unnoticed. Back on Atlantis, Ndukaku raced out of the
Prophecy Department and nearly ran over the flunky talking to Dagher. "Sir, you're not
going to believe this!"
Dagher turned to him. "Let me guess. You've hit 15% now because Koschei has taken
control of the entire Black God cult. We don't seem to be making much progress."
Ndukaku shook his head. "We're at 5.7% now. It's dropped from 10.2%!"
Dagher's jaw dropped. "What?"
Ndukaku shoved a parchment in the Grand Mugwump's face. "Take a look! The only
explanation I can think of would be that someone either incapacitated Koschei again or
destroyed his Horcrux!"
Dagher frowned. "I didn't think we were getting anywhere with him. Yes, we're pummeling
Rasputin's men with those missiles, but they've got lots of the Elixir of Life to play with.
We'll probably have to hit them a lot more to exhaust their supply."
Ndukaku shrugged. "Be that as it may, this is the only explanation I can think of for such a
steep drop."
Dagher nodded and thought for a moment. "All right, here's what we'll do. The First Division
is being briefed on Buyan as we speak, right?"

"I believe so, sir."
"Good. Tell half of them to return to Iraq and maintain order. They'll operate under Drakul.
The rest of them will go to Buyan and take orders from Karkaroff. If Koschei is out of the
picture, or at least hampered in some way, we can take advantage of it. In the meantime,
let's go back down to DEFCON 2."
"Yes, sir."
------1414Z
---Flamel told the SAS scouts to start checking out the far side of the mountain. They were
going to look for the Horcrux in that area next. However, they need to be sure that there
weren't enemy troops there before sending the rest of the team over.
The SAS team saluted and headed off. Flamel turned back to Hermione and rest of his
group and opened his mouth to report what he had done.
Hermione's Atlantis bubble turned transparent. Inside it, Hermione's eyes widened and she
pointed at him. "Sir, your bubble is now clear. Does that mean what I think it does?"
Flamel froze for a moment. Finally, he managed to compose himself. "DEFCON 2. How long
were we at DEFCON 1, fifteen minutes? What the hell is going on here?"
"Did they get Koschei?"
"That's the only thing I can think of, Hermione. We'll find out momentarily, I suppose.
However, the fight isn't over as we've still got a lot of Black God cultists to get rid of.
Besides, what good is getting rid of Koschei if we haven't found the Horcrux? They'll just
bring him back. Unless I'm badly mistaken, we'll go back up to DEFCON 1 as soon as
someone gets around to bringing Koschei back."
-------1417Z
---Zygonov saw the towering pillar of smoke rising over the site of the brilliant white light
seventeen minutes earlier. It didn't take a Grand Mugwump to realize what was going on.
He gathered his group of reinforcements. "It looks like Rasputin, Koschei, and my wife are
in danger. Come with me. We're going to help."
Vovchanckaya shook her head. "We're supposed to stay here, aren't we?"
Zygonov glared at her. "We've already killed all of the Marines inside the tornado, and no
one else can get in. We're just wasting our time here. Besides, if Koschei is destroyed
permanently this is all for naught. Now let's move!"
-------------------1420Z
Ministry of Magic
Madrid, Spain
----------Minister of Magic Rodrigo Calderon glared at Ernesto Dippet angrily. "Forget it, Don Ernesto.
I'm not touching him with a three-meter pole."

Ernesto blinked. "Sir --"
"I know exactly why you want us to ally with Koschei. You've heard the reports he has a
Philosopher's Stone and you want someone to give you your toy back now that Flamel
destroyed his."
"But --"
"The answer is no. Go away and stop bothering me. Oh, and be advised that I'm going to be
sending some people after you. If you do try to do anything in support of Koschei, you can
kiss both yourself and your mother goodbye."
To be continued...

acgoldis,
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Update #495: Divine Wind
5 TO GO
----------1425Z
Buyan
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 2/5.8%
----------NEXT UP: Nobody Wants Me
----------United States Air Force pilot Mark Yoshimoto had ciimbed into his fighter jet in Constanta as
soon as the call had come in. His task was to fly over to Buyan, make his way above the
tornado, and fly just low enough to be able to see how well the missiles from the submarine
and aircraft had decimated the enemy forces. With luck, both Koschei and Rasputin would
be dead -- or at least incapacitated.
Yoshimoto came from a long line of fighter pilots. His paternal grandfather had given
everything for the cause, flying a kamikaze mission against an American cruiser in the
waning days of the Second World War. His father had served in Vietnam and had gained lots
of experience shooting up Viet Cong. Now it was his turn to continue the tradition.
He was hoping he wouldn't have to engage the wizards. Several helicopter crews had been
lost to multicolored beams along with a few fighter jets. Yoshimoto's mission was probably
one of the most dangerous ones he'd engaged in so far. Since it was a reconnaissance
mission, he'd have to fly below the clouds so he could see the target area -- or at least in
the fringes of the cloud. He had to admit that he would have to give the terrorist who had
attacked the Omega Institute credit for THAT idea!
Hiding in the clouds until the last minute, he took a deep breath and slowly descended to
the point where he could see the Black God camp. The area had been absolutely
devastated, with bodies lying everywhere. Here and there a few people squirmed, obviously
in pain. There were a few people still walking around dazedly, and one man in a particularly
garish robe was bending over one of the bodies. As far as he could tell, the operation had
been a resounding success. It looked like a good 50% of the wizards had been killed and

most of the rest of them had been injured. The explosions had been so intense that they
had actually triggered a small avalanche on the northeastern face of the mountain.
He caught sight of what appeared to be small child writhing in the center of one of the
craters. This had to be either Koschei or Rasputin. At this distance, however, he wasn't able
to tell who. And he wasn't crazy enough to try to take a closer look.
He was in the middle of reporting his observations back to home base when the world
suddenly turned yellow. His fingers jerked back as electrical shocks danced over the
consoles, and he looked out the window to see some of the surviving wizards pointing
wands at him. Damn, he thought. They had seen him through the fringes of the cloud.
Either that, or they had heard him coming in.
Rubbing his fingers, he soon realized that he was in an even worse predicament. The
engines had conked out completely, and he could barely steer. The enemy spell had turned
his fighter jet into one of the world's most expensive gliders. The aircraft was losing altitude
quickly, and at only a thousand feet or so above the ground he had no way to get back to
base.
Yoshimoto acted on instinct, reaching for the handle for the ejection seat. However,
something occurred to him. He was of Japanese descent, and he had been shot down. There
was something he had to do in order to save face.
Snarling, he pulled back on the joystick and aimed his fighter jet at the man with the garish
robe. He pressed some buttons and strafed the Black God camp with his machine gun.
Double-checking that his plane was on target, he pulled the handle on the ejection seat and
escaped from the falling aircraft.
He watched in satisfaction as an area over a hundred feet across erupted in flame. The
plane blew up on impact, aided conveniently by several unfired missiles. When the smoke
cleared, only two or three people down there were still on their feet. Everyone else was
clearly dead, and in some cases literally dismembered.
Yoshimoto grinned. Mission accomplished. He felt an immense sense of relief, and he
imagined his grandfather's spirit watching over him.
The pilot's elation lasted approximately six seconds, when a green beam suddenly lanced
out of the forest less than half a mile away.
-------Zygonov recognized the kamikaze tactic immediately, and he screamed at everyone to hit
the deck as the plane crashed into the ground. Virtually the entire area went up in flames,
and huge pieces of debris slammed into trees near him.
He had a very bad feeling about this, and he fervently prayed that his wife had come out of
this all right. Vovchanckaya, meanwhile, entertained herself by shooting the pilot out of the
sky. Apparently the man had ejected before crashing his jet. The pilot was a sitting duck out
there as he was hanging from a big parachute and not moving very fast.
Zygonov bared his teeth. If those men had killed his wife, they would pay for it.
------Zhukov didn't know how he had survived. The men on either side of him had been
completely obliterated by the explosions, yet he had managed to make it through. He
thanked the Black God profusely for that.

However, he wasn't out of the woods yet. A branch had been sent flying into his knee,
breaking it and knocking him to the ground. Zhukov was barely able to crawl at this point,
but he had the Elixir of Life at his side.
A green flash split the sky, and he looked up to see a body dangling limply from a
parachute. For the time being, he was more or less safe.
He reached into his utility belt, brought out his vial of Elixir, and downed it in one gulp.
Within seconds, the pain had diminished and his leg was whole again. Hesitating for a
moment, he turned back to his two fallen colleagues and began searching through their
belongings to see if they had any more vials of Elixir he could use.
He didn't see any Elixir on them -- they must have either used it or the vials had blown
away. However, he saw something odd lying in the snow. Curious, he bent down and
touched it. It didn't shock him -- wands tended to do that -- so he picked it up.
The object was a small finger ring in the form of a Great Serpent. He suddenly realized what
he was looking at: Lord Koschei's Atlantis ring. He remembered seeing Rasputin drop the
ring along with Koschei's wand when Koschei had hugged him.
Zhukov grinned. Might as well try, he thought. He stuck the ring on his finger half expecting
that he'd get blown up.
Nothing happened.
Oh well, he thought. Gun at the ready, he started towards the center of the explosion.
Although Koschei himself was useless in the struggle at this point, Rasputin certainly wasn't.
He tried to remember where Rasputin's body -- or at least child form -- was. If he could get
his hands on another vial of Elixir he would be able to revive Rasputin and continue the fight
for the Black God.
He eventually did manage to stumble across two more sealed vials, one for himself and one
for Rasputin. Pocketing both of them, he gingerly made his way through the bomb craters
looking for Rasputin.
He saw Koschei's child form first -- the silver hair was an immediate giveaway. Next to the
child was an ornate wand, presumably Koschei's, half-buried in the rubble. He couldn't
touch the wand, of course, and ignored it. Koschei promptly started beseeching him to heal
him with "the potion". Zhukov didn't bother, and he kept on looking.
Eventually, he found Rasputin's child form in the center of another crater. Rasputin realized
what he was trying to do immediately and opened his mouth. Zhukov poured in the Elixir,
and the forest glowed once more. When the glow dissipated, the Mad Monk was standing
before him.
Rasputin breathed a sigh of relief. "Thank you so much, Viktor. I owe you one."
Zhukov nodded graciously. "It was my pleasure, Lord Rasputin."
Rasputin began looking around. "Looks like we're in trouble. I hope Zygonov came to his
senses and started the reinforcements over here when he saw those missiles attack us."

Zhukov shrugged. "Don't know, my lord. I haven't been looking out for them."
"Keep an eye out for them, if you can. Now, for two important questions. Where is the Elder
Wand, and where is Koschei?"
Zhukov shook his head. "I wasn't paying attention to what the Elder Wand looked like -- all
the wands look the same to us Muggles. And as far as Koschei went, I saw his child form a
couple of craters away."
Rasputin gritted his teeth. "I'd have preferred the Elder Wand, but if we can't find it so be it.
Help me look around for another body, preferably an intact one. I need to steal someone's
wand and revive Koschei."
Zhukov stared at him. "Revive Koschei? Why? He's just going to get in the way."
Rasputin shook his head. "He's got an Atlantis ring, which means if we play our cards right
we can have him defend us. Furthermore, he appears to be an expert healer as well, so if all
else fails we could have him heal us if we get injured. We want him back, Zhukov. He won't
be any use AFTER the fight, but he can come in handy during it."
Zhukov showed Rasputin the ring. "I've found the ring, my lord. It doesn't do anything."
Rasputin rolled his eyes. "That's because it's tied to him, not you. He's the only person it
will work for. And for it to work, the ring has to be on his finger. This in turn means he has
to be alive."
The Mad Monk looked around his crater and caught sight of a body which had fallen in.
Stripping it of its vial of Elixir, he explained his plan to Zhukov. "Here's what we do. I revive
Koschei and you point your gun at him. That should attract his attention -- hell, he probably
doesn't know what a gun is. Meanwhile, I Imperius him to do everything we tell him to do.
The Imperius will last maybe fifteen minutes or so. We then jam the ring on his finger so
the bubble comes up. Hell, we could conceivably force him to put the dome back up for us:
he's not as tired as we are."
Zhukov looked at the ring. "How will I be able to get out of the bubble once the shield goes
up?"
Rasputin looked at him as if he was stupid. "You're not going in there: we're using
Wingardium Leviosa instead. We levitate the ring over to his finger and put it on. The shield
goes up and moves exactly where we tell Koschei to move. We can use him as a mobile
shield/battering ram which can heal people from time to time."
"How long will this mind control work?"
"Fifteen minutes."
Zhukov stared at him. "Fifteen minutes? That's not very long."
Rasputin grinned. "In a pitched battle, fifteen minutes is forever. Now let's get going. Cover
me and keep an eye out for reinforcements on either side."
-------1426Z

---Igor Karkaroff pointed furiously at the tornado. "I know! I know you want to attack Rasputin
and Koschei! I do as well! Unfortunately, they've got that damn tornado in the way and we
can't get through it. All we can do is try to fly over it, and if we do we get shot down!"
One of the First Division members, newly come to Buyan, grunted. "Why can't you
terminate the spell?"
Karkaroff stared into the sky. "I can't! It was created using the Elder Wand, and the Elder
Wand is the only thing that can destroy it -- that, in the hands of its master!"
"Where's the Elder Wand?"
Karkaroff look at him helplessly. "Inside the tornado."
The recruit winced. "Oops."
"Tell me about it. In the meantime, I want you guys to start taking out enemy troops on the
eastern side of the island. I get the impression that most of them are in the west at this
point, but there could be a few stragglers here or there. Do you think you can do that?"
The recruit nodded. "Yes, sir."
To be continued...

Tirion,

December 19th, 2011 01:17 AM

Can the Imperius be maintained once the Atlantis shield is up, I wonder? That stuff is
designed to block even the unblockable Killing Curse...

thepenguin,

December 19th, 2011 01:17 AM

There are squadrons based in Constanta, at the commercial airport there (during the
opening stages, an eight plane detachment and their ground crews from the 510th Fighter
Squadron (31st FW, Aviano AB) arrived at Constanta and flew harassment raids before the
invasion. Elements from the 555th FS "Triple Nickel" (31st FW) and 22d and 81st Fighter
out of Spangdahlem arrived shortly thereafter.), and there are fighter units at Incirlik AB in
Turkey for NORTHERN WATCH. Diego Garcia is exclusively a bomber base. The distances
are far too great for fighter operations to originate out of Diego.
EDIT: Sidewinders are air-to-air. He could push the "Jettison Stores" button, which releases
anything on the racks at the time the button is pushed. The Sidewinders would be
improvised kinetic kill vehicles. If he has external fuel tanks on his wings, they could
probably become improvised fuel bombs. He COULD also fire his 20mm cannon on the way
down.

acgoldis,
Quote:

December 19th, 2011 01:31 AM

Originally Posted by Tirion (Post 5407033)
Can the Imperius be maintained once the Atlantis shield is up, I wonder? That stuff is
designed to block even the unblockable Killing Curse...
The spell is already in effect. However, it cannot be refreshed once the shield is up. It runs
out and that's that.
While the spell is in effect, simply speaking to him will cause him to obey.

acgoldis,

December 19th, 2011 01:46 AM

1 Attachment(s)

Here's the latest tactical map. Note how all of the forces inside the tornado (which is 90% of
the bad guys and 25% or so left of the good guys) are starting to converge on the same
area. The SAS scouts sent out by Flamel are closing in on Rasputin.
Note that the blue party is basically all gone other than 2 or 3 guys (including Rasputin and
Koschei).
At this point, here's how I see it. I'm handwaving numbers at this point. This battle has
been VERY bloody.
100 people in Flamel's group
10 people or so left in the Blue group
300 people or so in the White group
300 people or so in the Black group (Vampires/2)
600 Marines or so outside the tornado (engaging the Vampires/2 group)
No Marines left inside the tornado (wiped out by the Whites)
200 or so bad guys and maybe 1500 or so good guys spread out through the eastern side of
the island (the good guys will knock out the bad guys)
Zygonov was in the Whites
Total number of bad guys at the beginning: 1500
Total number of bad guys now: maybe 800, 610 inside the tornado and 190 outside it
Total number of good guys at the beginning: 6000 or so
Total number of good guys on the island in the original invasion: 5000
Total number of good guys on the island now: 2200, 100 inside the tornado and 2100
outside

acgoldis,

December 20th, 2011 12:57 AM

Update #496: Nobody Wants Me
4 TO GO
----------1432Z
Buyan
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 2/5.8%

----------NEXT UP: It's A Trap!
----------The Elder Wand was confused.
The last person to have wielded it had been its master, and that man had rightfully earned
its allegiance by Disarming its prior owner. This man, Rasputin by name, had worked great
wonders with it and had deserved its powers, at least given what the Wand had known at
the time.
That was, of course, until he had been Disarmed in turn. The Wand could not tell if Rasputin
had been killed: the magical energies it was reacting to were inconclusive on that regard.
Nevertheless, the Wand knew that once again it had made a mistake. Rasputin was not an
appropriate master. The person who had incapacitated him would be much more fitting.
The only problem was that according to the information it was receiving, Rasputin had not
been Disarmed by anyone. No one within a five-mile radius was broadcasting the telltale
mark indicating that he or she had attacked Rasputin. The only other possibility left was the
fact that Rasputin had died of natural causes and dropped the Wand that way -- but that did
not fit the facts very well. Furthermore, Rasputin had been in perfectly good physical
condition before he had abruptly lost everything. It was unlikely he had just spontaneously
died. Having been created by Death, the Elder Wand knew a lot about mortality.
The Wand extended its awareness further and discovered, much to its surprise, the mark of
Rasputin's conqueror far, far away. Normally, that would have been a relief. However, in
this case it had to have been a malfunction. For one thing, there were no wizards in that
area, and as a result no one could have possibly cast the spell that had felled Rasputin.
Second, the signal was being broadcast from a location a good hundred feet beneath the
surface of the Black Sea. The only way to explain an underwater source would have been
use by a merperson. Yet there were no merpeople within a fifty miles.
This had to be a mistake, thought the Wand. What was it to do? It had not found itself in
this situation before, not in hundreds of years of use!
The Wand pondered its predicament. Finally, it reached a decision. It could not reattach
itself to Rasputin given what had happened. However, it could not associate itself with
anyone else since no one else had earned it. This meant, at least for the time being, that it
had no master.
Normally, in situations like this, potential suitors fought over the Wand. This inevitably led
to the strongest, and therefore most worthy, candidate actually taking possession of the
Wand. The Wand sensed that there was a lot of fighting going on in the area, which meant
that this conflict was likely ongoing. All the Elder Wand had to do was wait for the first
person to pick it up and make him or her its new master. After all, the fighting was naturally
going to be over it, and it would only be appropriate for it to reassign itself to the eventual
winner.
Relieved that it had made its decision, the Wand contented itself with lying in the snow and
waiting for someone to come to it. Granted, there was a Horcrux-supported spirit at its side,
but what use was such a spirit if it had no functional hands and was already half dead?
-------Rasputin, with Koschei's Atlantis ring in his hand, made his way over the lip of the crater
and breathed a sigh of relief when he saw Koschei's child form squirming at the bottom of

the crater. Gesturing desperately, he showed Koschei the ring and a vial of Elixir. Koschei
got the point immediately and opened his mouth.
The Mad Monk thought he heard something behind him, something which sounded like a
branch snapping. He spun around and scanned the forest from whence he had come.
Nothing, other than the fact that the snow was starting to get a little thicker. There were a
few footprints here and there, but there was no way to tell which were old and which were
new.
Hoping he wouldn't break his neck, he slid down into the crater and nearly impaled himself
on a wand which, amazingly, had survived the explosion intact. He examined it briefly, and
his eyes widened when he realized that it was the Elder Wand. Trust the Elder Wand to
survive a plane crash!
Would the Elder Wand still acknowledge him as its master? He hadn't died, and no one had
Disarmed him (unless that bomb blast counted as a Disarmament?). Hoping against hope
that the wand still liked him, he picked it up. A wave a recognition flooded from the wand,
and Rasputin nodded. The Elder Wand still accepted him as his master.
-----------The SAS agent had originally come into the area to scout it out for Flamel, Hermione, and
the rest of their unit. Hidden under an Invisibility Cloak formerly owned by Harry Potter and
given to Nicholas Flamel, he had taken the opportunity to track Rasputin and see what he
had been doing. If Rasputin was around here, the agent mused, Koschei probably was as
well.
The agent accidentally stepped on a branch, and he froze. Rasputin stared at him and
looked right through him. Shaking his head, the Mad Monk slid down into the crater as the
agent came a little closer. What was in there?
The agent grinned in satisfaction and brought out his gun. There was a childlike shape in
the bottom of the crater, which meant that it was either Koschei or Rasputin. And the agent
knew it wasn't Rasputin.
Rasputin had a vial of the Elixir in his hand. Clearly, he was planning to revive Koschei. The
SAS man wanted to see the look on the Rasputin's face when the newly revived Koschei
found a bullet in his head after Rasputin had used up his Elixir.
He whispered orders into his radio, telling people he had a shot at Koschei and could not
pass up this target of opportunity. He would rejoin the rest of the unit after this
incapacitation attempt. He also radioed in his current position -- if the incapacitation
attempt failed, there was always the possibility of an air strike.
-------------1434Z
Eastern Buyan
-------The First Division forces were taking a lot of casualties, more than Karkaroff had been
anticipating. It wasn't easy to storm a fortified island filled with trees perfect for guerrilla
warfare. Nevertheless, they were definitely making progress picking off the Black God
cultists stranded outside the tornado.
Karkaroff watched as a Muggle attached to his unit let loose with a flamethrower, causing
five people to screamed and fall to the ground. One of them, a wizard, managed to bear the
agony long enough to cast a spell which would douse the flames. The other four weren't as

lucky.
The Durmstrang headmaster pointed at him. "Take him prisoner! He's a wizard!
Expelliarmus!". Karkaroff waved his wand, and the survivor's weapon suddenly flipped up
into the air and landed in Karkaroff's hand.
Reports began coming in from all over the eastern half of the island. A good hundred cultists
had been neutralized to this point, and several groups had made it away from the coast and
into the interior. The half-vampires near the beach, meanwhile were still putting up a good
fight. In fact, they had been slowly starting to get the better of the Marines outside the
shield as Muggles, no matter how well trained they were, often didn't consider the ways
wizards could attack their foe.
A Patronus came in explaining that the vampires were now caught between the tornado, the
First Division forces, and the Marines. It was only going to be a matter of time now. There
was likely more to the report, but the Patronus suddenly cut off without warning. This
probably meant that the wizard had either been distracted or had been killed before
finishing his report.
He stared at where the Patronus had been for a good two or three seconds, wondering what
it portended. That proved to be a mistake, however, as a bullet hit him in the temple while
he was distracted. He was dead before he hit the ground.
--------Baghdad
----Drakul had spent the last five minutes Disarming both Shiites and Sunnis alike. So far, he'd
broken up four firefights yet only lost three men. As he had feared, the situation had
deteriorated drastically during the few minutes he had been out.
He fervently hoped that he would be able to restore order.
To be continued...

ByzantineCaesar,

December 20th, 2011 01:17 AM

Nice change of pace to have an Elder Wand POV :D

acgoldis,

December 21st, 2011 11:22 PM

Update #497: It's A Trap
3 TO GO
----------1441Z
Buyan
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 2/6.1%
----------NEXT UP: Primary Disciple
----------The blaze of white light faded, and once again Rasputin found Koschei standing in front of
him. Koschei breathed a sigh of relief, but this time it was tinged with some suspicion.

Rasputin blinked: what had he done wrong? Finally, it occurred to him: the ring. Koschei
had seen his ring and wanted it back to prevent any more...mishaps.
The Mad Monk hesitated for a moment. However, he shrugged and took it off his finger.
Since he was still the master of the Elder Wand, he would always be able to shoot right
through the Atlantis bubble and order Koschei around. It would be prudent to not give the
game away just yet.
He held the ring out to Koschei, who took it with a big smile on his face. Rasputin was about
to comment on this when he saw something much more disturbing: a faint red spot on
Koschei's forehead. Rasputin knew enough about modern weapons from his experience with
the Black Fisters to realize a laser targeting device when he saw one.
Yelling in surprise, he spun around, faced the forest, and began to cast Revelio Hominem.
There was a brief popping sound, accompanied almost simultaneously by a brief hum as
Koschei's Atlantis bubble activated. Less than a second later, there was a flash of blue light
as the bullet bounced off the Atlantis bubble and landed in the snow.
The spell revealed two large groups of people converging on the area. One was coming from
the northwest, where the Elixir cave was. He suspected that those were the Atlantis forces
who had knocked out the guards at the cave. The second group seemed to be coming from
the south, roughly where Zygonov and his men would have been coming form. He
estimated 300 people in the southern group, 100 people coming from the cave, and about
5-10 snipers and sharpshooters in the area, including one nearby who likely had a gun
pointed at Koschei...and almost certainly was in the process of aiming it at Rasputin himself.
With most of his guards dead and Koschei more or less useless, Rasputin needed
reinforcements in a hurry. Figuring that there was no need for stealth anymore, he shouted
at the top of his lungs: "Zygonov! Vovchanckaya! Get over here!"
That done, he turned to face the invisible SAS man and began fighting him.
---------------------The SAS agent watched in horror as a translucent bubble appeared around Koschei and
deflected the bullet. Jesus Christ, he thought. Koschei had an Atlantis ring! He was using
Atlantis's own power against it!
How had he gotten the ring? Had he stolen it? Had Rasputin given him one? He had no idea.
What he did know, however, was that he had to send word in a hurry. He'd do so as soon as
he took out Rasputin. Thank God Koschei wouldn't be able to shoot out of that bubble...or
would he?
Regaining his composure, the agent turned the gun on Rasputin as the Mad Monk shouted
arcane words. A brief chill washed over him, which he thought was a bad sign. Just to be
sure, he dove behind a tree, making sure the Invisibility Cloak stayed on. The dive proved
to be a lifesaver as a green beam zoomed right past where his head had been.
Sticking his head around the tree, he saw that Rasputin had dived behind Koschei's Atlantis
bubble. Koschei seemed very confused, and he seemed to be trying to figure out where the
bullet had come from. The agent watched as the infamous wizard put his hand in his pocket
and began waving his hands frantically. It looked as if he was trying to get everyone to stop
fighting, but that was obviously a ruse. He was naturally trying to cast something nasty.
------------Koschei had no idea what had hit the shield, and he didn't really want to know. He had

enough trouble as it was, seeing that he had to make an important decision. He had seen
Rasputin's child form earlier, which implied that Rasputin had a Horcrux and was likely a
Dark wizard. Koschei doubted that Rasputin had created the Horcrux out of self-defense, as
Koschei himself had.
Allying with a bunch of weird cultists was one thing. Allying with a Dark wizard, however,
was something else entirely. It was true that he owed his revival to Rasputin -- he couldn't
deny that. However, was it ethically appropriate to join a group of Dark wizards?
It suddenly occurred to him that Rasputin probably wanted to ally with him because he was
under the assumption that Koschei himself was a kindred spirit, a Dark wizard who liked to
kill hundreds of thousands of people. Well, he was going to dissuade Rasputin of THAT! This
might be a good time to feign allegiance to Rasputin, help him enough to satisfy his revival
debt, and then turn him in.
There wasn't much he could do now, however, now that the Atlantis bubble was on his
finger. All he could do was try to get everyone to stop fighting and wait.
------------It took a lot of maneuvering and hiding, but he eventually managed to strip the SAS agent
of his Invisibility Cloak and take him down. However, the noise had attracted other people's
attention. More of the SAS agents nearby opened fire, and Rasputin jumped under the Cloak
to hide himself. He didn't know how well the Elder Wand would work against six people at
the same time.
Where were his reinforcements? And what the hell was Koschei doing, just standing there
trying to stop the fighting?
------------Zygonov heard shouts in the distance, followed by gunshots. Gunshots meant almost
certainly that enemy troops were closing in on Rasputin and Koschei and they needed to be
dealt with. Shouting at the top of his lungs to distract the enemy, he immediately ordered
his men to start fighting Rasputin's attackers.
------------Flamel and Hermione led the group of Horcrux hunters around the side of the mountain. The
report from the SAS operatives had come in, and they had said that the coast was more or
less clear. Only three or four people were there, and the agents would be able to take them
out. Thankfully, Rasputin himself had been among the group. One of the agents had stayed
behind, claiming that he might have a shot at Koschei himself.
At first, everything was peaceful. However, there were signs of a struggle. The ground was
littered with dead bodies, and Hermione gasped as she saw corpses of people she
recognized from Dumbledore's Army. Most of the Dumbledore's Army victims were clustered
near the remains of what appeared to have been one of the LAV's.
Hermione nearly retched, and Moody barked an order at her. "Stay sharp, Hermione! We
need your bubble up there! Keep on guarding the rest of our men. We don't know what
surprises Rasputin has planned."
They made their way forward, and Hermione hoped that the SAS agent had taken out
Koschei. She thought she had heard a gunshot, but she wasn't sure. Seconds later, a single
voice burst out in Russian. She didn't know much Russian, but she did recognize two words:
Zygonov and Vovchanckaya. Flamel swore and told everyone that Rasputin had noticed
them and was calling for reinforcements.

Everyone brought their wands out as gunfire erupted around them. One of the SAS agents - the cute one -- went down with a green beam in his chest. Hermione's face paled a little,
and to distract herself she turned back to the source of the initial shout. All she saw was an
elaborately dressed man in an Atlantis bubble. Seconds later, another shout burst out some
distance to their south and more spells began whizzing through the trees.
Flamel grunted and hurried over to the man with the bubble. "This is odd -- how did one of
our guys get over here? Let's see if he'll explain what's going on."
Hermione nodded, and Moody started questioning the man. The man shook his head
furiously and pointed hurriedly over their heads. He responded in Latin, and his response
was surprising.
"Behind you! I'll explain later!"
He had barely gotten the words out when Hermione suddenly screamed and pointed behind
Flamel. "Dr. Flamel, look!"
Flamel spun, and his jaw dropped when he saw hundreds of people coming out of the trees.
There were a few SAS men among them, which seemed odd at first. However, that surprise
was nothing compared to what they felt when the SAS men started shooting at them.
Moody swore. "Shit! They've been Imperiused, which means these are Rasputin's men!
We're in trouble! Hermione, take point!"
Hermione squeaked. "Me?"
Moody glared at her. "HERMIONE, DO IT! We'll need everything we've got!"
-----------Zygonov's eyes widened in surprise as he saw the enemy forces come into view. It was a
damn good thing he had defied orders and come to help when he did! Had he stayed
behind, Rasputin would have been overrun! As it was, it appeared he had a good 3:1
advantage over the opponents.
He looked around for Koschei, then shook his head when he realized that he didn't know
what Koschei looked like. What was even more surprising was the fact that Rasputin himself
had disappeared. Was he dead? And what was that new fellow with the Atlantis bubble
around him doing? He was just standing there, seemingly in shock!
A flicker of light suddenly appeared next to him, and Zygonov jerked his wand out.
However, Vovchanckaya called him off. "It's Rasputin -- he was wearing an Invisibility
Cloak."
Rasputin was hyperventilating. "It's good you came, Genya. Here's the story. We brought
Koschei back, but he isn't the mastermind we thought he was. That's him in the bubble. It
looks like we're going to have to take over the world by ourselves."
Zygonov blinked. "What do you mean? Koschei triggered the Black Death!"
"That he did. However, he doesn't seem to be as excited about causing mischief and
mayhem as he was earlier. Keep him around, however, as we could use his Atlantis bubble
as a shield if necessary."

Lights erupted everywhere as the enemy forces engaged them. Moving a bit out of the way,
Rasputin continued his report. "We outnumber these fellows 3:1, and only two of them have
Atlantis bubbles -- including, oddly enough, a teenage girl. I've got the Elder Wand, so the
bubbles aren't going to be a problem."
Zygonov grinned. "Let me guess. We get rid of them like we did those Marines earlier."
"You got it, Genya. Finishing off these guys should be easy. Don't let them get away and
warn their allies, if any are left inside the tornado."
Zygonov barked an order at one of the other men in his unit, and the man started casting
spells. "Sergei here is still pretty much refreshed, and he should be able to cast a shield this
immediate area. Rest assured, my lord, none of them will come out of this alive."
-------------Moody whistled and turned to Flamel. "We're outnumbered, Minister. We need
reinforcements. And I don't think we're going to get them with the tornado in the way."
Flamel nodded worriedly. "I think you're right. I'd recommend a dignified retreat to a more
defensible position."
"This may be our only chance at Koschei and Rasputin, sir."
Flamel looked at Rasputin, who had reappeared in the midst of his army. "That may be true.
However, we can't fight 3:1 odds, plus the Elder Wand and Koschei. We need to retreat to a
more defensible position."
Moody bit his lip, but he slowly nodded. "I don't like it, but I think you're right. Let's head
up that mountain."
It was like herding cats, but eventually Flamel convinced everyone to start heading towards
higher ground. The Rasputinites continued their pursuit, and although the higher ground
gave Flamel's men a bit of an advantage, it wasn't much. And certainly not enough to -Flamel suddenly walked right into Moody, who was staring at a flickering wall in horror. "A
shield! They've put a shield! They know what we're trying to do, and they're not letting us
escape!"
Flamel drew a deep breath. "And we can't really shoot through the tornado -- it would be
too imprecise and would likely hit us. This is not good, not good at all."
Moody groaned. "Well, if we're going to go out, we're going to go out with honor. I'll take
every one of these bastards with us."
Flamel thought for a moment, then looked down at the enemy forces. "Hopefully it won't
come to that. There's still one card we still have to play."
"Oh, really? What's that?"
Flamel gritted his teeth. "I know Middle Russian -- remember Koschei was my
contemporary. I'm going to talk to Koschei."
To be continued...
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1 Attachment(s)

Tactical map as of update 497. Basically, the bad guys have the west side of the island and
the good guys are likely going to have the east side.
At this point, here's how I see it. I'm handwaving numbers at this point. This battle has
been VERY bloody.
100 people in Flamel's group, who look like they're about to get vaporized
310 people or so left in Rasputin/Zygonov group
300 Marines or so outside the tornado (300 casualties getting rid of the half-vampires)
No Marines left inside the tornado
150 or so bad guys and maybe 1000 or so good guys spread out through the eastern side of
the island (the good guys will knock out the bad guys)
Total number of bad guys at the beginning: 1500
Total number of bad guys now: maybe 460, 310 inside the tornado and 150 outside it
Total number of good guys at the beginning: 6000 or so
Total number of good guys on the island in the original invasion: 5000
Total number of good guys on the island now: 1400, 100 inside the tornado and 1300
outside
Koschei: alive
Rasputin: alive
Zygonov: alive
Zygonova: dead
Vovchanckaya: alive
Flamel: alive
Hermione: alive
Moody: alive
Karkaroff: dead
Drakul: alive, in Iraq
---------Needless to say, 498 is the climax. It's going to be broken up, but this scene has been in
my mind for probably five months now. A major battle is going on and you've got ALL the
main characters and devices from several different plot lines coming together: Flamel,
Koschei, Rasputin, Moody, Hermione, the Elder Wand, the Philosopher's Stone....
Oh, and to make things even more interesting, Samuel is going to be mentioned in 498. I'll
leave it up to you to figure out how he gets involved :)
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Update #498: Primary Disciple [this episode was TOUGH!]
2 TO GO
----------1444Z
Buyan
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 2/6.1%
----------NEXT UP: Mercury and the Bear (.2)
----------Koschei watched as the battle unfolded. It looked, much to his chagrin, that Rasputin was
winning. Koschei had originally hoped that these new people would explain what was going
on, or at least kill off Rasputin. Unfortunately, that did not seem to be the case. The
newcomers were badly outnumbered and were up against the Elder Wand as well. To make
matters worse, one of Rasputin's followers had raised a shield to prevent their opponents
from escaping the trap.
He would still need to be careful with the new arrivals, however. After all, one of them had
fired some kind of projectile at him (with what, a slingshot?). They hadn't tried to attack
him since, however, and he thought he knew why. As long as he had the Atlantis bubble up,
attacking him would have been a fool's errand. If he lowered the bubble, however, they
would probably turn on him.
He knew he was going to side with the new arrivals over Rasputin. Rasputin was obviously
evil thanks to the Horcrux. These new people were clearly fighting Rasputin, and the enemy
of his enemy was his friend. It slowly occurred to them that being on the side of good, they
were likely going to try to kill him because they thought he was evil. He needed to convince
the newcomers that he wasn't going to hurt them. Once that happened, things would be
golden.
His mind was still racing, and he turned back to watch the fight. Rasputin's men pounced on
their trapped adversaries, mowing them down in droves. The two people with the Atlantis
bubbles did what they could to protect everyone else, but they couldn't be everywhere at
the same time. One of the men who had been accompanying the girl with the Atlantis ring
was proving to be a formidable fighter, casting spells as if there were no tomorrow. This
man -- Koschei believed his name was Moody -- must have been an Auror at one point. But
Moody was constrained to one place just as badly as the people with the bubbles were.
Koschei hated to admit it, but it was only a matter of time until the Rasputinites annihilated
their opponents or forced them to surrender. Sure enough, the man in the Atlantis bubble
reached into his pocket, found a white handkerchief, and began waving it frantically. Time
to parley, Koschei thought.
---------------Dagher looked at the latest report and grunted. "If I'm reading this right, our men are
probably on the verge of being wiped out inside the tornado. On the other hand, we've
forced the cultists on the eastern half of the island into their last stand."
The assistant nodded. "Exactly. My suggestion is to tell the Nassau to fire more missiles at
the shield protecting the eastern mountain. If the shield goes down, the First Division forces
should be able to retake that part of the island."
"Make it so, David. What about the western half?"

The assistant stared intently at the floor. "I don't think there's much we can do about those
fellows. I'm hearing reports they're trapped in a shield inside the tornado, so they can't
escape. The only thing we would be able to do would be to try shooting missiles through the
tornado at the shield, which could conceivably lower the shield. Attacks from above are
useless, as we've already found out. The problem with the missile attacks is that the
tornado may deflect the missiles...and once the shield goes down, they're as likely to take
out our men as they are the enemy as the two groups are probably all mixed together."
Dagher groaned. "Rasputin and Koschei are in there, aren't they?"
"Yes, sir."
Dagher looked out the window. "Damn. If you're correct about the missile attacks, they
won't improve the situation at all. I think you're right, David. There may not be much we
can do there unless we overwhelm them with helicopters or destroy the tornado even
though it was created by the Elder Wand. We don't have enough troops to spare at this
point, and there's no way I'm going to use a nuke."
The assistant's eyes widened. "Can you send the First Division forces in once they've
cleaned up the eastern half of the island?"
Dagher pursed his lips. "You know, that's not a bad idea. If we crush the people on that
mountain fast enough, we'll be able to redeploy them via helicopter -- or broom, for that
matter, as brooms are smaller than choppers and harder to hit -- inside the tornado. Their
orders will be to go after the remaining Rasputinites and rescue any survivors from the
Horcrux hunting group."
David sighed. "I don't like it, but I don't think there's anything better."
"Neither do I, David. Make it so."
"Yes, sir."
-----------------Koschei watched as the man in the Atlantis bubble put his wand to his throat to amplify his
voice. He doubted Rasputin's men would agree to anything other than unconditional
surrender, but it was worth a try.
The man in the bubble spoke in a booming voice. "Is Professor Koschei here? I would like to
speak with Professor Koschei."
Koschei's jaw dropped. The man had actually spoken Russian! Rasputin stared at the man in
disbelief, then looked at Koschei along with virtually everyone else in the area. The man in
the bubble, meanwhile, kept his eyes focused squarely on Rasputin.
Drawing a deep breath, Koschei raised his hand. "I'm Professor Koschei. Who are you, and
who is fighting whom about what here?"
The man in the bubble gaped at him. "YOU'RE Koschei? I thought you were one of us! You
have an Atlantis ring, and you warned us that those men were closing in on us!"
Koschei nodded. "You may not believe this, but I'm not the monster you think I am. I am
actually a trained healer, and I earned my Atlantis ring working on a healing draught called
the Healthful Concoction. However, you seem to already know that as you appear to be

using it, or something derived from it. I recognize the smell. I'm actually pleased it's still in
use after all these years."
The teenage girl spoke at this point. "He's correct, Dr. Flamel. Koschei was a healer at one
point. I read -- Dr. Flamel?"
Flamel was staring at Koschei in absolute shock. Slowly, he put his hand to his head. It took
him a good ten seconds for him to continue the conversation.
"YOU were part of the Healthful Concoction Committee?"
Koschei blinked: how the hell had this fellow learned about an obscure committee six
hundred years earlier? Cautiously: "Yes, I was. I was actually secretary of the group, and
we did a lot of the work in the lab in Kiev. I'm surprised you're aware of the Committee,
since from what I gather it disbanded over six hundred years ago."
Flamel's next remark absolutely floored Koschei. "Professor Koschei, your Healthful
Concoction work helped lay the groundwork for the creation of...a powerful healing
artifact...less than half a century later. Come to think of it, I may have actually cited your
group in my paper!"
It was now Koschei's turn to be amazed. "How can that be? You'd have to be six
hundred...wait a minute, did you actually pull off a Philosopher's Stone?"
Flamel looked like he wanted to kick himself. "Well...we've since destroyed the Stone to
keep it out of the hands of people like Rasputin and...you, but apparently they managed to
get a specimen. That white potion they're --"
Flamel suddenly slammed his jaws shut, but Koschei understood immediately and
completed Flamel's sentence: "-- is the Elixir of Life. So that's how I was revived.
Apparently it can return incapacitated people to their bodies. Congratulations! You've
probably changed the world with that device. I take it people don't age anymore in 1996?"
The Auror named Moody suddenly barked something at him in Latin. "All right, Koschei.
What do you want? We're not going to let you kill another fifty to seventy-five million
people. I --"
Koschei's reaction took everyone off guard: he fell to his knees and began sobbing. "NO!
Seventy-five million! What have I done? WHAT HAVE I DONE? That was never supposed to
have happened!"
---------------Flamel stared at Koschei in amazement...and with a hint of suspicion. He glanced at Moody,
who was looking hard at the crying Koschei.
Moody didn't say anything for a long time. Twenty seconds later, however, his eyes
widened. Turning to Flamel, he whispered. "You're not going to believe this, but I think he
means it. I can read facial expressions pretty well, and this guy looks VERY distraught."
Flamel gasped. "You mean to tell me --"
Moody nodded. "He didn't mean to cause the Black Death. All these years, he's been seen
as a monster...whereas in real life it was probably just an accident. Plagues got out of hand
very easily in those days."

Flamel grunted. "I know all too well."
He paused. "I'm still not sure I don't believe him. If he was a healer, he would have known
that biological warfare could get out of hand and wouldn't have done anything to trigger a
plague. However, he knows about the Healthful Concoction Committee. NO ONE knows
about that. And he certainly seems to be remorseful for what he has done."
He turned back to Koschei. "All right, Koschei. Explain. What exactly happened?"
Koschei could barely make speak through the tears. "I am a political activist who advocates
increased Atlantean intervention in the world's affairs."
Flamel whistled. "That actually does sound familiar -- I remember people talking about it
during the Black Death."
"Exactly, Dr. Flamel. I figured I needed to do something that would allow me to
demonstrate my leadership ability to Atlantis and score myself some political points. So,
when the bubonic plague arrived in my area, I took advantage of my work on the Healthful
Concoction and made it more virulent. I let it loose among the wizards in my area, planning
to use the Healthful Concoction to cure it once it made the news. I was hoping I would be
able to heal everyone before it finished them off."
He paused and hung his head again. "Unfortunately, I did my work too well. The disease
unexpectedly spread to the Muggles, and soon thousands of people were getting sick. I
immediately started planning my healing crusade when my idiotic daughter turned on me
and betrayed my private island of Buyan to Atlantis, which turned against me. They
invaded, and I was knocked out before I was able to apply the cure. The net result was a
plague which got...completely out of control."
Koschei began sobbing once more. "I am a healer, not a killer! I never intended to cause
the Black Death! You must believe me! I'll swear under the Veritas Potion! Think about it -if I were a killer, why did I not attack you after Rasputin revived me?"
Moody glanced at Koschei. "Veritas Potion?"
Flamel kept his eyes focused on Koschei when he answered the question. "We now know it
as Veritaserum. It's been around for a while. At any rate, Koschei, you've got a nice story.
However, there's one thing that doesn't fit. If you're got such a noble heart, why did you
create a Horcrux? You must have known it was Dark magic."
Koschei winced. "Believe it or not, it was out of self-defense. Atlantis was already on my
tail, and I had to keep myself alive long enough to perform the cure. Unfortunately, Atlantis
got to my father's body before the Gatekeeper could revive me."
Flamel didn't buy it. "You still had to kill a person in order to create the Horcrux. That alone
is enough to put you in Azkaban."
Koschei shook his head. "I don't deny it. However, you have to realize it was a mercy
killing. The man had bubos all over his body. He was in great pain, and he didn't have long
to live. I put him in that predicament, so it was my responsibility to deal with it. I figured I
would do two things for humanity there: put a plague victim out of his misery and ensure
that I lasted long enough to invoke the Concoction."

Koschei looked at Flamel with pleading eyes. "As God is my witness, I swear I will never
unleash a plague on mankind again. I will do everything possible to atone for my despicable
acts. If necessary, I will kill myself."
Moody flinched and turned to Flamel. "He may have a point. Remember I was forced to
perform a mercy killing when we visited London immediately after Judgment Day."
Flamel hesitated a moment. He wasn't convinced of everything Koschei was saying, but he
didn't buy the suicide thing for a moment. "Killing yourself doesn't mean much, Koschei.
You've always got a Horcrux to fall back on."
Hermione chimed in once more. "Actually, Dr. Flamel, that may no longer be the case."
Flamel frowned. "What do you mean? We never found it."
Moody looked back at Koschei and spoke softly. "I think Hermione's right, Minister. I think
the Horcrux has been destroyed."
"Huh? Why?"
Hermione answered that with a whispered comment of her own. "Regret."
----------------Several miles away, a First Division patrol was making the rounds outside the tornado when
the ground suddenly shook underneath them. Everyone brought their wands out in a hurry,
but nothing attacked them.
The captain looked at the ground warily. "What the hell was that? It's like something
exploded down there."
His lieutenant shrugged. "A tree probably fell nearby. I wouldn't worry about it. What I
would worry about is figuring out how to get in and out of the tornado so we can help out
those poor guys."
----------------It took a good five minutes, but eventually all of Flamel's forces were convinced, as were
the Rasputinites. Koschei had been telling the truth the entire time, and his decision to not
introduce another pandemic had been the momentous event which had dropped the
DEFCON meter back under 10%. Koschei had even confessed under Veritaserum, which
Moody had brought along.
Koschei had removed his ring and thrown it into the snow, saying that he didn't deserve it.
Flamel, however, gave it back to him. "You've earned it, and you will earn it once more after
we combine forces to improve the health of everyone else on this planet. You will more than
atone for your sins, Professor. I'm confident about it."
A Patronus approached Rasputin as Koschei accepted the ring -- but put it in his pocket
instead of on his finger. When some of the people looked at Koschei strangely, he
explained: "I am a healer and I will offer my services to anyone injured during this battle."
He then offered his hand to Flamel. "Dr. Flamel, when this is over I will make you my
Primary Disciple and Gatekeeper. Together, we will heal the world."
------------Rasputin was getting tired of all this. He had already known that Koschei was useless.

However, now Koschei had become a liability in that it was obvious he was going to defect
to the other side. He was tempted to kill Koschei, but he figured it wasn't worth it as the
Atlanteans would just revive him from that buried Horcrux.
Clearing his throat, he pointed the Elder Wand at Flamel. "I hate to break up the festivities,
but I believe our men are under attack on the eastern side of the island. You have two
minutes to call off the attacks on our men and let us leave the island in piece or I will
personally strike you down with the Elder Wand -- you recognize this, don't you? Once you
are dead, we will go after the rest of your men. This is your last chance, Flamel. What will it
be?"
Rasputin chuckled. "Don't worry, I won't kill everyone. We'll need at least one person to
survive to report your destruction back to your authorities. Know that if you defy me, you
will be putting your life in danger. From now on in, the cult of the Black God will rule the
world."
The Mad Monk then turned to Hermione and winked. "Don't worry, young lady. You may get
off easy. After all, I need a new wife now that my old one is dead. I've always liked younger
women."
To be continued...
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These ships are in the Eastern Mediterranean Sea and in Tomahawk range:
From the Theodore Roosevelt Strike Group:
USS Ramage (DDG-61)
USS Hayler (DD-997)
USS Atlanta (SSN-712)
USS Montpelier (SSN-765)
The Tarawa-class assault ships do not have Tomahawk capability. Missile strikes were from
the Vicksburg, but her Tomahawk stores are no doubt depleted (depending on how many
missiles were launched)....
Remember: Chasing after red-headed brats with a person who has "the emotional range of
a teaspoon."
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Quote:

Originally Posted by thepenguin (Post 5424145)
Remember: Chasing after red-headed brats with a person who has "the emotional range of
a teaspoon."
I think we've found a Hermione fan here :)
In all seriousness, Hermione does play a major role in what's left of 498. Note also the title

of the episode: Mercury and the Bear. In case you want to hear the text of the prophecy
(I'm not giving anything away -- this is already public knowledge):
"When Mercury is seen in conjunction with the Great Bear, the victor shall be the
vanquished and the vanquished shall be the victor."
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Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5424166)
I think we've found a Hermione fan here :)
In all seriousness, Hermione does play a major role in what's left of 498. Note also the title
of the episode: Mercury and the Bear. In case you want to hear the text of the prophecy
(I'm not giving anything away -- this is already public knowledge):
"When Mercury is seen in conjunction with the Great Bear, the victor shall be the
vanquished and the vanquished shall be the victor."
I just think that Ron and Hermione represent the best chance to be the bright spot in this
whole mess. In all seriousness, the wizards could take some advice on how to train an army
from the muggles. The US Army doesn't just hand an M-16 to an 18-year-old and say "Off
to Kosovo you go."
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Quote:

Originally Posted by thepenguin (Post 5424425)
I just think that Ron and Hermione represent the best chance to be the bright spot in this
whole mess. In all seriousness, the wizards could take some advice on how to train an army
from the muggles. The US Army doesn't just hand an M-16 to an 18-year-old and say "Off
to Kosovo you go."
All people drafted were in Dumbledore's Army, so they had some training. And Hermione
realistically is there for her Atlantis bubble as well, which means she doesn't really get to do
anything unless we hit DEFCON 1 (which will not happen the rest of the way).
Hermione is actually my favorite canon character. I think she's cool, and I like smart people.
However, as is the case with all the canon characters in this TL there is no such thing as
plot armor. We've already wiped out Snape and a whole bunch of major characters. If it so
happens that one of the Trio gets killed off, so be it.
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Originally Posted by thepenguin (Post 5424425)
I just think that Ron and Hermione represent the best chance to be the bright spot in this
whole mess. In all seriousness, the wizards could take some advice on how to train an army
from the muggles. The US Army doesn't just hand an M-16 to an 18-year-old and say "Off
to Kosovo you go."
All people drafted were in Dumbledore's Army, so they had some training. And Hermione
realistically is there for her Atlantis bubble as well, which means she doesn't really get to do
anything unless we hit DEFCON 1 (which will not happen the rest of the way).
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Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5424446)
All people drafted were in Dumbledore's Army, so they had some training. And Hermione
realistically is there for her Atlantis bubble as well, which means she doesn't really get to do
anything unless we hit DEFCON 1 (which will not happen the rest of the way).
It just seems like, from what I've read of the Hermione Goes to War arc, that she was told
"You're drafted" and they tossed her right into the fighting. I'm talking about how to move
under fire, how to flank an enemy, how to take an objective, what do you do when you lose
your wand, stuff that TRADOC, AETC, and the Navy Training Command teaches all the time
to their recruits (change "losing your wand" with "losing your rifle"). I believe there needs to
be regular joint exercises with Muggle and Wizarding forces, so that for example, the 3/25
Marines can deploy with an element of Dumbledore's Army, and they both know what the
other unit's doing at all times. Wizards need to be cross-trained on the use of firearms,
especially sidearms (M9, Browning Hi-Power, etc.) so they have a backup in the heat of
battle in case they and their wand get separated or the wand is broken. I suspect DARPA
will be working on ways to protect our tactical aircraft against spells and curses and
developing magic-resistant armor for our ground forces after this action.
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Update #498.2: Mercury and the Bear
2 TO GO
----------1450Z
Buyan
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 2/6.1%
----------NEXT UP: Penguin, I Apologize, Your Suggestion/Request Came In Too Late
----------Nicholas Flamel didn't like where this was going. Rasputin was pointing the Elder Wand at
him and was demanding that the Atlantean forces let him escape...or else.
There was no way Flamel could let the Rasputinites off the island again. After all, the world

knew where they were right now -- and they were all in one place. If they escaped, they
would likely scatter to safe houses all over the world and would be extremely difficult to get
rid of completely. He would do whatever was necessary to ensure that the world still had a
chance of getting rid of these creeps. Thank God Koschei hadn't been the monster Flamel
had thought he had been or there would have been REAL trouble!
It was fairly obvious at this point that Flamel would have to sacrifice himself for the cause.
He had hoped that he would have had more time with his wife, at least enough to tell her
goodbye. However, he had lived a long and fulfilling life -- a VERY long and fulfilling life. He
had no right to complain that he hadn't done enough.
He turned to look at Moody and Hermione. Moody seemed furious, and he seemed to be
concentrating on casting a nasty spell. Hermione, oddly enough, seemed calm and had her
eyes closed. She was probably doing something Buddhist or Samuelist, he mused. She had
one hand on the hilt of the Sword of Gryffindor, and she was probably preparing to meet
her fate with dignity.
Drawing a deep breath, he started telling Rasputin to go to hell. However, he didn't get very
far before something truly remarkable happened.
Hermione suddenly jumped in front of him, waving her free hand wildly. "Stop, all of you!
Can't you see there's a better way than fighting?"
------Hermione didn't know why she had done it. All she knew was that she had felt an irresistible
urge to go and protect Flamel, or at least try to get the two sides to start negotiating. She
knew it was foolhardy in the extreme, but the drive was too strong for her to hold back.
She thought back two years earlier to the Shrieking Shack. There, she had jumped in front
of Harry in an attempt to shield him from a curse from Sirius Black. It had been reckless in
the extreme, and it could have gotten her killed had Sirius actually been a criminal.
Fortunately, Sirius had been an innocent man and had not actually tried to attack her.
She tried to calm herself by focusing on her breath. She had a strong suspicion that
Rasputin would not be as forgiving as Sirius was -- and that he would not be amenable to
negotiation, particularly when his side was winning. However, she was a Gryffindor, and
Gryffindors were one with courage.
------Flamel stared at Hermione in disbelief. "Hermione, what are you doing? Get out of there!"
Hermione didn't budge, and she started hard at Rasputin. "There's got to be a way other
than fighting. Ask him what he wants and maybe we can reach a settlement, just like what
Professor Moody did with Koschei."
Moody growled at her and pointed his wand at Rasputin. "I doubt Rasputin's actually good,
Hermione. Besides, I'm the Auror. Get out of the way, I'll handle this. I -- oof!"
That was about as far as he got before one of the other Black God cultists hit him in the
head with a Stunning Spell. Moody fell to the ground, slurring swears to beat the band.
Flamel instinctively turned to check on Moody, but he couldn't do much with the Atlantis
bubble up. Fortunately, Koschei immediately jumped up and raced over to Moody's side.
Several cultists glanced at Rasputin, but he shook his head. "Don't bother -- they'll just
bring him back again. Stay focused on the people we CAN kill. Speaking of killing, that was

just a taste, Auror. You interfere again and you're getting an Avada Kedavra."
Koschei took a look at Moody and began waking him up again. As he worked, he turned to
Hermione and spoke in Latin. "Young woman, this man is extremely dangerous and is the
master of the Elder Wand. You should get out of the way if you have a chance. This is no
time for games. I know teenagers think they're indestructible, but that's not the case."
Flamel glanced at Koschei before turning back to Hermione. He opened his mouth to order
Hermione to back off when something occurred to him.
He was seeing both Hermione and Koschei at the same time. Unbidden, the words of Sybill
Trelawney's prophecy came to mind. He considered the implications, and he froze.
"When Mercury is seen in conjunction with the Great Bear, the victor shall be the
vanquished and the vanquished shall be the victor."
Hermione's code name was Mercury, and Koschei's was the Great Bear. Everything matched
all too well. What's more, Hermione was involved in a confrontation with a powerful Dark
wizard who was threatening them all. Hell, the fact that the prophecy had even occurred to
him was probably a sign that was involved in some way. And unlike the most popular
interpretations of the Dawn Ash Prophecy, Flamel and Trelawney were both somewhat
involved with Hermione's life.
It occurred to him that the knowledge of this prophecy gave his side a distinct advantage.
As the Minister of Magic, he felt it was his duty to remember as many of the prophecies as
he could. He doubted that the prophecy was known to anyone else outside the Department
of Mysteries.
The Mercury and the Bear prophecy seemed to imply that whichever side won the
showdown between Hermione and Rasputin would likely lose the war. Victory for Rasputin
made a lot of sense: if Rasputin were to suddenly die, killed by Moody or someone else, his
followers would get very upset and kill off the entire rest of Flamel's unit in revenge. Victory
for Flamel and Atlanteans, however, DIDN'T make all that much sense. What could
Hermione's capitulation -- or possibly death -- do to help Flamel's cause? Their forces were
still outnumbered, now at least 5:1. Rasputin still held the Elder Wand, and it didn't seem as
if any help was forthcoming. Hermione would just be the first in a long series of casualties.
Flamel decided upon a course of action. He didn't like it, not one bit. However, he had no
choice. It was the only chance the world had, and he fervently prayed that he was
interpreting the prophecy correctly.
Hermione Granger had to lose this fight against a man who had already shown he was
capable of Avada Kedavra. That could only mean one thing. He couldn't allow anyone else to
help Hermione out here, as distasteful as that seemed.
He thought back to King William, who was almost certainly going to be told about the
events which would transpire here. He muttered under his breath: "Forgive me, Your
Majesty, for what I am about to do."
He raised his hand and amplified his voice. "All right, Rasputin, you've got yourself an
audience. Let's hear what you have to say. Everyone, put down your weapons and hopefully
we'll get out of this without any further bloodshed."

-------------1453Z
Bridge, USS Nassau
-------The aide saluted the captain of the Nassau and began his report. "Sir, the missiles are
starting to make their way through the shield on the eastern side of the island. The shield
will be down momentarily, if it is not already, and the enemy wizards are scattering all over
the place on brooms and on foot. Some of them are heading for the tornado."
The captain nodded. "They're making sure we can't take them all out in one blast. Tell the
First Division to continue their advance, and try to make sure Flamel's units don't get even
more enemies to deal with."
The aide saluted and raced off. The captain turned to look at the western mountain, where
the tornado was still raging. In the southwest, the sun was getting low in the sky. He would
have to finish this battle as soon as possible because he didn't want the cultists to escape in
the dark.
Suddenly, an explosion rocked his ship. He turned to the first officer and said: "What the
HELL? Damage control!"
The damage control officer was looking at his monitor in disbelief. "Something hit the hull,
sir! It must have been a torpedo!"
"A torpedo? A torpedo from -- SHIT!"
The captain cut off his remark when another explosion buffeted the bridge. The damage
control officer shouted, "Port side, this time!"
"Is it the Russian sub? Why would they fire on us?"
The first officer suddenly pointed out the window, and his finger suddenly started moving.
"Oh my God! Look!"
The captain turned to follow the first officer's finger and watched as he saw the tip of a
wizard's head skimming the surface near the ocean. As he watched, the wizard shot
powerful yellow beams at the waterline, triggering more explosions.
An alarm hooted, and the damage officer spun. "Shit! We've got flooding in sections 2 and
4!"
Reports started coming in all over the ship. "Help, we've got wounded...I saw a yellow
light....What does Reducto Maximus mean?"
The captain tried to compose himself -- he needed to be a rock in times like this. "All right,
gentlemen. It looks like we've got wizards trying to sink us by poking holes in the hull. Bring
out the deck guns and waste them!"
The first officer shook his head. "That's no use, sir. They're right down near the surface,
only a few feet from the ship. If we were to fire on them, the guns would shoot right into
our own decks. Furthermore, these bastards are FAST! And it's getting dark out, so they're
easy to overlook except when they fire!"

"Dammit! I want everyone with their sidearm on the hull shooting at these guys! I'm not
going to let a bunch of purple-robed jerks take out the pride of the United States Navy!"
There was another explosion, and the ship lurched again. Slowly but surely, the vessel
began tilting to port.
The damage control officer swore. "This is getting ugly, sir! I'm not sure how much longer
we can keep this up! To be honest, sir, I think we know where all the wizards went after we
knocked their shield down."
The captain grunted. "They're trying to knock out the missile launchers as the missiles are
the only things which will penetrate a shield. A clever plan, I must say. Now, it's our turn to
thwart it. Do we have any wizards left on board?"
The first officer nodded. "Yes, a few."
"Good. Tell them to start casting spells to plug the holes in the hull and deal with these
bogeys. The rest of you guys, grab your guns and blow these assholes' heads off!"
To be continued...

thepenguin,

December 23rd, 2011 10:32 PM

The Montpelier is 700 miles south in the Eastern Mediterranean. And I hope my suggestion
is about what we PM'd about regarding the mermaids and Syrdan...

acgoldis,

December 23rd, 2011 11:31 PM

1 Attachment(s)

Here's the tactical map as of 498. The situation in the west is looking bad for the good guys.
50 people in Flamel's group, who look like they're about to get vaporized
230 people or so left in Rasputin/Zygonov group
300 Marines or so outside the tornado
No Marines left inside the tornado
90 or so bad guys and maybe 800 or so good guys spread out through the eastern side of
the island
10 bad guys attacking the Nassau
Total number of bad guys at the beginning: 1500
Total number of bad guys now: maybe 330, 230 inside the tornado and 100 outside it
Total number of good guys at the beginning: 6000 or so
Total number of good guys on the island in the original invasion: 5000
Total number of good guys on the island now: 1150, 50 inside the tornado and 1100 outside
Koschei: alive (no Horcrux)
Rasputin: alive
Zygonov: alive
Zygonova: dead
Vovchanckaya: alive

Flamel: alive
Hermione: alive
Moody: alive
Karkaroff: dead
Drakul: alive, in Iraq

thepenguin,

December 24th, 2011 12:01 AM

Class specifications of the Tarawa LHA:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tarawa_...s_assault_ship
Quote:

As of 1998, the ships' armament consists of a Mark 49 RAM surface-to-air missile system,
two Vulcan Phalanx close-in weapons systems, six Mark 242 25 mm automatic cannons, and
eight 12.7 mm machine guns. Previously, the amphibious warships were fitted with a Mark
25 Sea Sparrow missile system (which was replaced by the Phalanx units), and two 5-inch
(127 mm) Mk 45 lightweight guns in bow sponsons (the guns were removed across the
class during 1997 and 1998). Countermeasures and decoys include four Mark 36 SRBOC
launchers, a SLQ-25 Nixie towed torpedo decoy, a Sea Gnat unit, SLQ-49 chaff decoys.

ByzantineCaesar,

December 24th, 2011 03:11 AM

I'm not sure if Koschei would lose his horcrux. He hasn't specifically regretted creating the
horcrux and neither the murder. Yes, he regretted the Black Death, but he didn't say a word
about the horcrux. He was happy that he created in, in fact.

Tirion,

December 24th, 2011 09:27 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by ByzantineCaesar (Post 5428248)
I'm not sure if Koschei would lose his horcrux. He hasn't specifically regretted creating the
horcrux and neither the murder. Yes, he regretted the Black Death, but he didn't say a word
about the horcrux. He was happy that he created in, in fact.
The sacrifice for the Horcrux was a man dieing from the plague he unleashed. He only
deemed it an acceptable prize when he didn't know the death count... once he did, I guess
the ritual was too closely related to the subject of his regret.

acgoldis,

December 24th, 2011 02:41 PM

Update #498.5: Fall of a Gryffindor
2 TO GO
----------1456Z
Buyan
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/3.4%
----------NEXT UP: For The Love Of The World (.8)
----------Grigori Rasputin liked where this was going. Against all odds, he had gotten the
representatives of Atlantis to beg for mercy, including a man he was fairly certain was the
British Minister of Magic. It's not like his opponents had much of a choice, however, as they
were very badly outnumbered.
He looked at the brave young woman who had jumped in front of Flamel. She wasn't THAT
unattractive, and she seemed extremely brave and strong-willed. What's more, she even
had a dowry: an ornate goblin-made sword in her hand. That was too much of a
coincidence, he thought. It must have been the Black God in action.
First things first. He needed to make sure the rest of his colleagues made it off the island in
one piece. Gesturing imperiously at Flamel, he began to issue his demands. "First thing I
want you to do is stop firing on my men on the eastern side of the island."
Flamel shook his head. "Those are not my men. Those are likely American soldiers, and I'm
not their commanding officer."
Rasputin pointed his wand at the teenager. "They're part of the invading army, which
probably means you communicate with them. Send a Patronus over there and issue the
order. If you don't, I'm going to vaporize you."
The teenager closed her eyes, took a deep breath, and reopened them. When she spoke,
her voice was astonishingly calm. "You'll have to kill me first, Rasputin. Do you want the
death of an innocent child on your hands?"
Rasputin snorted and looked at her. "Innocent? You're part of the group as well, and you
have a sword in your hand. You don't seem that innocent to me. What's more, you've got
an Atlantis ring, so we know who your master is. I don't know how you got the ring, and to
be honest I don't care. I'll tell you what: I'll let you go if you agree to sleep with me."
The girl shook her head. "Just like you slept with all your five hundred mistresses back in
the teens, right?"
One of the Aurors nearby held up a hand. "For God's sake, Hermione, don't provoke him!
Minister, can you calm her down?"
Rasputin turned back to Flamel, who glanced thoughtfully at Hermione for a moment.
Finally, he shook his head slowly and turned back to Rasputin.
"All right, you win. I'll send the Patronus."
------------USS Nassau

------The glowing phoenix materialized abruptly in front of the captain, who drew his gun
instinctively before he realized what it was. The enemy wizards were still attacking the ship,
and the friendlies on board the ship were constantly teleporting to hull breaches and
patching them up before the flooding got too bad. Unfortunately, the wizards were starting
to get winded and the amount of water inside the ship was still increasing despite all of the
Evanescos and bilge bumps. The ship was no longer tilting to port for the simple reason that
enough water had entered the starboard side to set her upright again.
It was only a matter of time, he thought. Granted, four or five of them had been taken out
by lucky machine gun fire. However, there were still five left, and those five were pretty
adept at dodging bullets and killing soldiers.
The phoenix spoke in Flamel's voice. "Captain, we have a delicate situation here. I need for
you to stop firing missiles at the cultists on the eastern hill."
The captain stared at the phoenix. The code words "delicate situation" meant Flamel was
speaking under duress and the conversation was likely being monitored. He had to choose
his response carefully.
"Are you sure about this, sir?"
The phoenix nodded. "I am, Captain."
The captain grinned slightly and winked at the phoenix. "Order acknowledged. Captain out."
The phoenix disappeared as the captain turned back to his first officer. "Tell all of
our...normal...crewmen to continue the missile attacks. I suspect that these enemies are
from the eastern mountain, which in turn means the shield must be down. Now's our chance
to finish off that base. Fire everything we've got at the base, and do so before those flying
monsters turn this ship into Swiss cheese. With luck, the cultists will recall these fellows
attacking us."
------------Rasputin smiled at Flamel. "See? That wasn't so bad. You follow orders, and you get to live
a little longer. Hopefully it will become habit-forming."
Flamel rolled his eyes. "That's very comforting, Rasputin."
"It's a start. Now, let's get on with the rest of my demands. I want Atlantis to publish a
decree which encourages wizards to be placed in charge of Muggles whenever appropriate.
Wizards can always be given technology, but Muggles cannot be given magic. Only people
adept in both disciplines should be allowed to rule people."
Flamel slumped. "In other words, you want the world to be ruled by people who can use
both wands and guns."
"If necessary, so be it."
"You do realize that you're forcing your Muggle allies into a subservient role, right?"
Rasputin shook his head. "Actually, I'm not. The rulers may have to be wizards, but their
cabinet and staff members don't have to be. Now, let's get on with the rest of the demands.
The Black God cult is also to be recognized as a valid religious belief, and people must be a

member of this cult to hold high political office. There is to be no religious discrimination
against the cult, either."
Flamel's voice began to sound desperate. "You do realize that I can't speak for Atlantis. I
can just convey the message."
Rasputin pointed at Flamel's hand with the Elder Wand. "You've got a ring. They'll listen to
you. Believe me, you're going to want them to listen to you."
-----------------Eastern Mountain
---------The First Division officers watched and waited as the latest barrage of missiles lit up the top
of the mountain. Jurgen Helmholtz, the wizard now in charge of the forces on Buyan after
the death of Karkaroff, felt a brief sense of relief that the tornado was in place. Had it not
been for the tornado, everyone across Buyan would have likely seen the explosions on the
mountaintop...including Rasputin. The ruse would never have worked.
The last fireball dissipated, and the wizards prepared themselves for another attack. Yet
none came. Thirty seconds went by, then sixty. The delay stretched to two minutes, and
nothing happened.
Had the forces on the mountaintop been finished off at last? There was only one way to
check. Telling everyone to stay put, Helmholtz mounted his broom and let a group of
volunteers over to the top of the mountain.
The cultists were all dead, and in some cases blown to pieces. There was no motion
anywhere on top of the mountain other than the fall of the snowflakes. Telling everyone to
stay sharp, he cast Revelio Hominem to check for invisible soldiers.
Nothing.
Helmholtz breathed a sigh of relief. The battle was over, and the eastern half of the island
was in their hands at last.
Punching the air in elation, he led the scouts back to the First Division's headquarters and
made his report. "They're all dead, ladies and gentlemen. The eastern half of the island is
ours."
There was a brief cheer, and Helmholtz allowed the men to celebrate a little before he gave
the next order.
"If you're injured, stay here and get treatment. If not, and you've got enough energy left to
deal with another fighter, follow me. We're going to fly over the tornado and help out
Flamel's men...whatever's left of them. Who's with me?"
The response wasn't encouraging. Out of the 1000 or so First Division units left on Buyan, a
good 700 had received either serious injury, were exhausted, or were Muggle attaches who
couldn't fly on brooms. Helmholtz himself was on the verge of collapse, but he had to keep
on going to set a good example for his men.
Minutes later, a force of 300 wizards headed west, towards the tornado.
------1501Z

---Rasputin continued his list of demands. Flamel had fought tooth and nail over each one, but
he had eventually given in. The teenager, named Hermione, stood there in her bubble with
her eyes closed most of the time. She seemed to be doing some kind of meditation practice
to calm herself down.
He looked her over once more and saw that at one point she was smiling. He blinked: had
she lost it completely? He wouldn't want a wife who was half-crazy now, would he? He
recalled stories from the Great War where people had lost their mind after witnessing the
horror of the trenches.
He turned back to Flamel. "Second, I am to be placed in charge of the Russian Empire and
crowned the new tsar. If the Russian Empire no longer exists, then whichever political entity
rules Moscow will suffice."
Flamel was starting to look like a broken man, which was good for Rasputin. "Russia is now
a democratic state ruled by a Muggle. Tsar Alexei does have a role in the government, but
it's effectively a ceremonial position. They're not accustomed to have wizards in
government, and the ruler is no longer absolute."
Rasputin grinned. "Well, you'll have to get them accustomed to that. Now -- what?"
The Mad Monk frowned as a Patronus approached him. The message was in Russian, and it
sounded frantic. "My lord, there are hundreds of brooms flying over from the eastern side of
the island! It looks like this parley was just an attempt to stall! They've got reinforcements
en route!"
Rasputin swore viciously and pointed his wand directly at Flamel and Hermione. "You tricked
me! This was all a delay tactic so you could send reinforcements over!"
Flamel looked hopelessly confused. Hermione, meanwhile, still had that unnerving smile on
her face. Scratching his head, Flamel said: "That wasn't me! I wasn't involved with that!
However, I'm more than willing to get reinforcements."
Rasputin was fed up. "I do not like being betrayed, and you will now face the consequences.
Goodbye, Dr. Flamel. Miss Hermione, move out of the way so I can finish him off. This will
not be pretty, I'm afraid. You will not want to watch this."
Hermione didn't move. She just stood there in front of Flamel with that smile on her face.
Moody abruptly lashed out with his wand. However, Zygonov fired a red beam at him and
hit him in the chest. The Auror groaned and fell to the ground.
Slowly, Hermione opened her eyes and spoke calmly. "Like I said, you'll have to kill me to
get to him."
Moody could barely speak. "Dammit, Hermione, move! Minister, push her out of the way!"
Flamel shook his head slowly and looked away. He knew what had to happen, and besides
he wouldn't been able to cast a spell through the bubble anyway.
Rasputin's eyes narrowed. "Miss Hermione, I do not want to kill a potential spouse or
mistress. Get out of the way."

Hermione shook her head. "You can't win, Grigori. If you strike me down, I shall become
more powerful than you could possibly imagine."
Flamel and several of the Muggles cheered. Rasputin, however, nearly exploded in rage: he
did NOT like being taunted. Pointing the wand at Hermione's chest, he roared: "Woman, this
is your final warning. MOVE!"
Hermione closed her eyes one last time. Smiling once more, she grasped the hilt of the
sword in both hands and lifted the blade in a formal salute to an enemy.
Rasputin had had enough. This woman was too stubborn to make a good wife anyway. He
spoke three words, and three words only.
"So be it."
Gathering all of the anger and power he could muster, Rasputin channeled it into the Elder
Wand and spoke two words.
"Avada Kedavra!"
Moody screamed as the green beam smashed through the Atlantis bubble protecting
Hermione and hit her in the chest. Hermione fell to the ground like a puppet with cut
strings, the sword of Gryffindor at her side. The Atlantis bubble winked out as she passed
on.
A powerful blast of magical energy suddenly raced through him as soon as Hermione hit the
ground. He didn't know what it was, and he frowned for a moment. He looked around and
saw that all of the wizards on both sides were reacting the same way. Whatever it was,
however, didn't seem to do any harm. If anything, it brought several hundred astonished
wizards back to their senses.
Screams of "NO!" and "HERMIONE!" echoed throughout the enemy forces as Rasputin
turned his baleful gaze on Flamel -- who, oddly enough, was smiling now. What the hell was
going on with these smiles?
Flamel spoke calmly. "You made your last mistake, Rasputin. We've got you now --"
That was as far as the Minister got before his Atlantis bubble suddenly disappeared.
Rasputin grinned, walked up to Flamel, and pointed the wand right between his eyes from
five feet away. "I don't think so, Dr. Flamel. Farewell, my betrayer."
A brief furrow creased Flamel's forehead. Rasputin could imagine what was going through
the man's head: what the hell happened to my bubble? I guess I'm not in such as good of a
position as I thought. Well, he wouldn't have much time to worry about it.
Rasputin cast Avada Kedavra again, and the green beam hit the startled Flamel right
between the eyes.
To be continued...

acgoldis,

December 24th, 2011 03:58 PM

Things to note from that last update (and questions):
1. Penguin -- there was nothing I could do to save Hermione from the AK. Once the
prophecy came in (around 352 or so), Hermione was fated to lose the fight unless you
wanted either a plot hole or dystopian world.
2. We are now at DEFCON 3, which would be a good explanation as to why the Atlantis
bubble disappeared from Flamel. But how did we get to DEFCON 3 all of a sudden?
3. Is Hermione really dead? She sure looks like it, at least on the surface.
4. Is Flamel really dead? He also looks like he's going to be pushing up daisies pretty soon.
5. What did Rasputin feel when Hermione died? Something clearly happened.
6. Does Koschei have knowledge the rest of the crew doesn't? Remember he's a healer and
he's familiar with at least one of the components which make up the Philosopher's Stone.
Flamel, it should be noted, is trained as an ALCHEMIST, not a healer.
7. Will the First Division wizards actually arrive in time to help out? They're coming en
masse this time, which might give them a better chance.
8. Hermione and Flamel were attacked with the Elder Wand. Does that come into play? We
know it's strong enough to go through an Atlantis bubble, and Flamel got hit without the
bubble to attenuate it.
9. What was Hermione smiling about? You can assume she does not know about the
prophecy.

thepenguin,

December 24th, 2011 04:45 PM

Re: #3. I don't think so. I theorize that the Atlantis bubble "blunted" the full energy behind
the AK curse, in other words, a portion of the energy from the AK was spent on punching
through the bubble. Enough energy from the curse reached her to stop her heart, but not
remove her soul. That being said, somebody better start thumping on her chest soon or
she's brain dead.
Regarding the prophecy, there was another way. The mere fact of her being in physical
proximity to Rasputin would be enough to trigger the "Losers win, and Winners lose" clause
of the prophecy.

ByzantineCaesar,

December 24th, 2011 04:45 PM

My two cents:
2. The prophecy was partially fulfilled, and since the guys who make the DEFCON statuses
are all prophetd they would have noticed that.
3. Don't think so. She had an Atlantis Bubble and she was holding the Sword of Gryffindor
by her chest. I bet the AK got severely weakened by the bubble and it then hit the sword.
Hermione is just pretending to be dead or knocked off by the AK.

4. Flamel is pretty much toasted. There's no way he wpuld survive that AK. But, wait...
Hermione protected the Minister with her love, so there's the possibility of him surviving,
although the AK didn't backfire.
5. Maybe he created his nemesis, like Voldemort did to Harry.
6. One cannot bring someone from the dead, not even with the elixir of life.
7. Probably yes if they are using Firebolts :D
8. Sure it does. If it was an ordinary wand Hermione wouldn't have been hit.
9. No idea. Maybe she thought she was protecting Flamel by the love wall.

thepenguin,

December 24th, 2011 04:52 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by ByzantineCaesar (Post 5429697)
My two cents:
3. Don't think so. She had an Atlantis Bubble and she was holding the Sword of Gryffindor
by her chest. I bet the AK got severely weakened by the bubble and it then hit the sword.
Hermione is just pretending to be dead or knocked off by the AK.
2. Do you think that the force of the curse hitting the sword (that teaches me for skimming)
would be enough to knock her unconscious? Think Scott Stevens' hit on Paul Kariya during
Game 6 of the 2003 Stanley Cup Finals. Paul was gone for a few seconds...

acgoldis,

December 24th, 2011 05:00 PM

More observations:
1. The curse hit Hermione, not the sword. The Atlantis bubble disappeared around her as
well, which could be taken as evidence that she may be dead.
2. The curse which hit Moody was red. It was not an Avada Kedavra. And you are correct, it
did not backfire.
3. Perhaps a fight between the Elder Wand and a bubble is roughly equivalent of regular
wand vs. no bubble. If that's the case, the person in the bubble is still toast.

ByzantineCaesar,

December 24th, 2011 05:02 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by thepenguin (Post 5429707)

2. Do you think that the force of the curse hitting the sword (that teaches me for skimming)
would be enough to knock her unconscious? Think Scott Stevens' hit on Paul Kariya during
Game 6 of the 2003 Stanley Cup Finals. Paul was gone for a few seconds...
Yes. The Avada Kedavra is the most powerful curse of the HP Universe and the sword's
metal is a nice energy/electricity conductor. The effect would be like a stunning spell me
thinks.

ByzantineCaesar,

December 24th, 2011 05:06 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5429732)
More observations:
1. The curse hit Hermione, not the sword. The Atlantis bubble disappeared around her as
well, which could be taken as evidence that she may be dead.
2. The curse which hit Moody was red. It was not an Avada Kedavra. And you are correct, it
did not backfire.
3. Perhaps a fight between the Elder Wand and a bubble is roughly equivalent of regular
wand vs. no bubble. If that's the case, the person in the bubble is still toast.
1. Hermione is dead then.
2. Standard stunning spell.

acgoldis,

December 24th, 2011 05:09 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by ByzantineCaesar (Post 5429753)
1. Hermione is dead then.
2. Standard stunning spell.
Unless she slid the ring off her finger. We don't have a Hermione POV in this episode ;)

Jcoggins,

December 24th, 2011 05:11 PM

there's something else which might come into play: rasputin is not the master of the elder
wand

ByzantineCaesar,
Quote:

December 24th, 2011 05:14 PM

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5429758)
Unless she slid the ring off her finger. We don't have a Hermione POV in this episode ;)
Still toast if bubble vs Elder Wand equals non-bubble vs ordinary wand.
Quote:

Originally Posted by Jcoggins (Post 5429762)
there's something else which might come into play: rasputin is not the master of the elder
wand
I think he is. The wand specifically said that whoever picked it up would be the next master.

acgoldis,

December 24th, 2011 05:17 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by ByzantineCaesar (Post 5429764)
Still toast if bubble vs Elder Wand equals non-bubble vs ordinary wand.
I think he is. The wand specifically said that whoever picked it up would be the next master.
Rasputin is in fact the Elder Wand's master at this point. Otherwise, it would not have
penetrated the Atlantis bubble.

Jcoggins,

December 24th, 2011 05:17 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by ByzantineCaesar (Post 5429764)
I think he is. The wand specifically said that whoever picked it up would be the next master.
it also said rasputin specifically wasn't worthy
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acgoldis,

December 24th, 2011 05:18 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Jcoggins (Post 5429770)
it also said rasputin specifically wasn't worthy
That was when he was disarmed earlier and before he got it back. The Elder Wand realized
that it had underestimated Rasputin and let him use it again.

Jcoggins,

December 24th, 2011 05:19 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5429769)
Rasputin is in fact the Elder Wand's master at this point. Otherwise, it would not have
penetrated the Atlantis bubble.
if i undertand it's thought process, it decided that rasputin was unworthy since he was
disarmed. then it decided to just assume the next person to pick it up was worthy. since
rasputin picked it up, those to things contradict each other. and i think the wand would go
with it's prior reasoning rather than following through on something arbitrary

thepenguin,

December 24th, 2011 05:23 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5429732)
More observations:
1. The curse hit Hermione, not the sword. The Atlantis bubble disappeared around her as
well, which could be taken as evidence that she may be dead.
Defense crosses:
Quote:

Moody screamed as the green beam smashed through the Atlantis bubble protecting
Hermione and hit her in the chest.

This is it in a nutshell. The bubble blunted the curse before dissipating. Even magic has to
follow the basic laws of physics. Energy cannot be created out of thin air nor be vanished
into thin air (Remember the update with the radioactive material and the Gemino spell? The
spell had to follow the Law of Conservation of Mass.). The energy has to go somewhere. A
portion of the energy behind the AK was absorbed by the bubble and transformed into
another form of energy, heat, maybe, when the bubble went away. Even if it hit her and not
the Sword, she's unconscious, not dead. There was not enough energy remaining to kill her.

acgoldis,

December 24th, 2011 05:34 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by thepenguin (Post 5429785)
Defense crosses:
This is it in a nutshell. The bubble blunted the curse before dissipating. Even magic has to
follow the basic laws of physics. Energy cannot be created out of thin air nor be vanished
into thin air (Remember the update with the radioactive material and the Gemino spell? The
spell had to follow the Law of Conservation of Mass.). The energy has to go somewhere. A
portion of the energy behind the AK was absorbed by the bubble and transformed into
another form of energy, heat, maybe, when the bubble went away. Even if it hit her and not
the Sword, she's unconscious, not dead. There was not enough energy remaining to kill her.
Remember there's no information in canon as to what happens if a person is "nicked" by an
Avada Kedavra spell. It's possible that he's only rendered unconscious. After all, we know
an indirect basilisk stare will Petrify and not kill.
On the other hand, Avada Kedavra could be an all-or-nothing, in which case if you're nicked
you're still dead. I know, of course. You'll find out by the end of the story :)

thepenguin,

December 25th, 2011 03:05 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5429799)
Remember there's no information in canon as to what happens if a person is "nicked" by an
Avada Kedavra spell. It's possible that he's only rendered unconscious. After all, we know
an indirect basilisk stare will Petrify and not kill.
On the other hand, Avada Kedavra could be an all-or-nothing, in which case if you're nicked
you're still dead. I know, of course. You'll find out by the end of the story :)
Well, hopefully you leave us a nice gift under the virtual Christmas Tree....

acgoldis,

December 25th, 2011 02:31 PM

Update #498.8: For The Love Of The World
2 TO GO
----------1456Z
Buyan
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 3/3.4%
----------NEXT UP: The Flaw in the Plan
----------Hermione Granger's first taste of battle had been nothing like what it had been like in the
storybooks. The stories, both Wizarding and Muggle, featured knights in shining armor and
other heroes going off to war, defeating all their enemies, and gallantly saving the princess.
Real life, however, was much more disturbing.
Bodies littered the ground as far as she could see. Many of them had been mangled beyond
recognition, and some of casualties had fallen into rigor mortis with looks of absolute horror
frozen on their faces. She had already retched at least three times, possibly more.
The worst of it was the fact that she recognized many of the students from Dumbledore's
Army. When Hogwarts resumed after the winter break -- if it even did -- it would be without
a good half of the seventh-year Gryffindors. The school had taken a tremendous hit over the
past year, considering the events of Judgment Day, the attack on Hogwarts, and now this.
Half of the staff was gone as well: Snape, Lupin, Umbridge (which Hermione admitted ahd
been a relief), McGonagall, Sinistra, Dumbledore. Even Sirius Black had been killed -- by
American friendly fire.
The thing which had finally pushed her over the edge had been discovering the body of
Fleur Delacoeur crushed against a rock by what appeared to have been an avalanche. One
of her arms had been sliced off, and that mesmerizing silver hair had now been dipped in
blood. Considering what had happened to Krum, she wondered if there was a curse against
Triwizard contestants. There had better not be, because if there were Harry would be the
next target.
The story of Jephthah as described by Samuel had warned her that people could go mad
after seeing the horrors of the battlefield. Fortunately, Samuelist practices kept her from
losing her senses. She had always had strong powers of concentration, an ability which
helped her do well in school, and over the past few months she had become adept at
Buddhist/Samuelist metta meditation. This practice allowed a person to mitigate sadness
and anger by focusing on love and compassion. That allowed her to remain calm and at
least somewhat happy even in the worst of times.
-------Hermione was trying to practice metta as Rasputin pointed his wand at her. Even so, there
were times where her instincts and fears broke through and terrified her. There wasn't
much else she could do, what with the Atlantis bubble up and so forth. She had felt a bit
nervous that she was being sent off to war without any combat experience outside
Dumbledore's Army training. However, it had soon become obvious that they didn't need
her for the war as much as her Atlantis bubble.
She had read up a little on Rasputin in the library. There wasn't much there at Hogwarts, of
course, as he had been a foreign wizard. However, there had been a good deal of
information about him in the Muggle libraries near Hogwarts. Neither of the libraries had
much information on Koschei which wasn't already covered in Sir Henry Wood's play. At first

that may have been surprising. However, considering the fact that a good half of Europe
may have died in the Black Death, it was understandable that a lot of material may have
been lost in the ensuing chaos.
Trying to ground herself once more with the meditation practice, she watched as Rasputin
leered at her. "Innocent? You're part of the group as well, and you have a sword in your
hand. You don't seem that innocent to me. What's more, you've got an Atlantis ring, so we
know who your master is. I don't know how you got the ring, and to be honest I don't care.
I'll tell you what: I'll let you go if you agree to sleep with me."
She felt a brief burst of anxiety, but focus on her breath calmed her once more. She glanced
at the sword, having almost forgotten that she was still carrying it. She had a momentary
vision of lopping off Rasputin's head with the sword, but she knew that she would never get
that far if she tried with the bubble in the way and so forth. She felt a brief sense of
satisfaction as Rasputin's comment confirmed the Muggle histories about him being a
womanizer.
She threw his comment back in his face. "Just like you slept with all your five hundred
mistresses back in the teens, right?"
A couple of people laughed. Moody, however, did not find it was funny and screamed at her
to not provoke Rasputin. Koschei just stared at her blankly, having not understood the
English comment.
Flamel's reaction was strange: he just looked at her thoughtfully for a moment and then
looked back at Rasputin. She had suspected him to agree with Moody -- what she had done
had been a bit reckless. Clearly, he knew something that she didn't. But what?
Could Rasputin's insatiable appetite for women help her out here? Unless he was faking it,
he seemed interested in her. And who could blame him? She was smart, brave, and a
British national heroine. It was true, she was only seventeen. However, Rasputin had lived
in a time when people married much younger than they did today. Seventeen- and
eighteen-year-old brides hadn't been as unusual in those days as they were today.
If that was the case, Rasputin might be reluctant to kill her. This could work to her
advantage. If she stayed in front of Flamel, he'd have to get through her to get at Flamel
and most of the rest of the Atlantean forces. And he likely wouldn't do that.
She considered taking her jacket off and letting Rasputin see her figure. Despite her selfimage issues, she must have been attractive enough to win the attention of the superstar
Krum when it came time to choose a partner for the Yule Ball two years earlier. However,
she wasn't as adept at shrugging off physical sensations as she was with metta meditation.
Yes, it would distract Rasputin even further. However, it was still below zero outside
Centigrade. She'd probably freeze to death before Rasputin seduced her.
She turned back to Rasputin, who was starting to dictate terms to the allied forces. The Mad
Monk was in a position of power here, and he knew it. Most of the demands were
completely unreasonable, yet the allied forces had to accept them because they didn't have
much of a choice.
The idea of the Black God's wizard in charge of Atlantis worried Hermione a great deal. The
world would need a lot of tender loving care at a time like this, and she went back to the
metta practice. Focusing on love was much more productive than listening to Rasputin recite

his demands. Deep down inside, however, she wondered if Rasputin would in fact try to kill
her and Flamel...and whether she would defy him long enough to call his bluff. She
wondered that if Rasputin did take her out, she would be too immersed in the metta
practice to even get nervous.
Suddenly, something occurred to her. Being killed while focusing on love.
She remembered talking with Harry about how he had survived the Avada Kedavra curse
from Voldemort. Supposedly his mother had protected him by broadcasting feelings of love
in his direction. When she died, the protection lingered, and it lingered to this day.
Voldemort had been unable to touch him or cast spells on him until the Dark Lord had been
revived using Harry's blood.
A ridiculous plan began to materialize in her mind. She was now a fairly accomplished metta
practitioner, and she had gotten to the point where she could broadcast love for large
numbers of people fairly easily. Would it be possible for her to try to protect the entire unit
from Rasputin and his men? She thought it was definitely plausible...and it could very well
be the only way they were going to get out of this in one piece.
There was only one small problem with the plan: her own role in it and what would have to
happen to her.
She fought back a tremendous surge of fear strong enough to break her concentration
momentarily. Had she not already been performing Samuelist practices which were intended
to calm her down, the plan would have fallen apart then and there. As it was, however, she
was able to think her way through it.
The Sorting Hat chose you for Gryffindor, she realized. It saw in you qualities of courage
which Godric Gryffindor would have likely approved of himself.
You stayed behind after the nuke went off in London to put up a shield to protect the
Muggles from fallout.
You defied Sirius Black in the Shrieking Shack when you still considered him to be a killer.
You confronted Devil's Snare, a three-headed dog, and a basilisk in order to remove threats
to Hogwarts and its students.
You have what it takes to go through with this. You are a soldier in the Second Division of
the Wizarding Standing Army, and soldiers are often required to risk themselves, and in
some cases sacrifice themselves, for the sake of the overall mission.
Not only that, you are likely the only person capable of accomplishing this. How many other
people are currently on Buyan, do not need to focus on fancy wand work, have the luxury of
protection in an Atlantis bubble, and are competent enough in metta practice to do this?
Besides, remember what you learned back in your second year. Even if you are called upon
to make the ultimate sacrifice, it may not be the end after all.
A brief vision of Sybill Trelawney arose unbidden in her mind's eye. The normally wide-eyed,
half-crazed ex-teacher had a look of intense focus on her face. She spoke five words.
Do what must be done.

Ignoring Rasputin's pompous boasting, she closed her eyes once more and recalled
Samuel's recommendations for increasing the number of people affected by a metta
meditation. She began began focusing on Ron, the person on the planet she loved the most.
It didn't take much of an effort to do that, and she wondered how he would react if she
were in fact to fall in this confrontation.
Next, she widened her circle to include Harry and the rest of her closest friends. That was
also relatively easy, as was the next step, one of her own devising: extending the love to all
of her year at Gryffindor.
The next few stages were more difficult, but she focused on the urgency of the situation and
forced her way through it. The sphere of love was extended to cover all of hear year in all
four...er, five houses, even the still-insufferable Draco Malfoy. It was then extended to all
seven years and the surviving staff members.
Then came all of Hogsmeade, followed by all of England, Muggle and Wizarding. She felt her
attention starting to diffuse a little, but she was able to get herself back on track by
envisioning her parents in her mind's eye. After all, they were English...and quite possibly
unaware of what was going on here on Buyan. The presence of her colleagues here on
Buyan were also material enough to bolster her meager abilities.
She continued to expand her sphere of love as the confrontation continued in the material
world.
-------------Somewhere, far far away, a Patronus came to visit Rasputin and began screaming at him
urgently in Russian. Hermione didn't know Russian all that well, but she got the gist of what
was happening. Reinforcements were on the way, and Rasputin wasn't happy about it.
Rasputin's face darked and he rounded on Flamel. "You tricked me! This was all a delay
tactic so you could send reinforcements over!"
Somewhere equally far away, she heard Flamel's voice. "That wasn't me! I wasn't involved
with that! However, I'm more than willing to get reinforcements."
Rasputin: "I do not like being betrayed, and you will now face the consequences. Goodbye,
Dr. Flamel. Miss Hermione, move out of the way so I can finish him off. This will not be
pretty, I'm afraid. You will not want to watch this."
Hermione didn't move. She was focusing on expanding her awareness to encompass most
of Europe. So far, so good. Risking a loss of concentration, she opened her eyes and spoke
calmly. "Like I said, you'll have to kill me to get to him."
Moody: "Dammit, Hermione, move! Minister, push her out of the way!"
Rasputin: "Miss Hermione, I do not want to kill a potential spouse or mistress. Get out of
the way."
Hermione forced the image of her parents back into her mind's eye and went back to
focusing on England once more. Aloud, she said: "You can't win, Grigori. If you strike me
down, I shall become more powerful than you could possibly imagine."
Flamel and several of the Muggles cheered. Hermione, however, paid little attention as she

expanded her circle of love to cover all of Europe.
Rasputin was not pleased. He shouted: "Woman, this is your final warning. MOVE!"
Hermione closed her eyes one last time. Smiling once more, she grasped the hilt of the
sword in both hands and lifted the blade in a formal salute to an enemy. Her smile
broadened when she achieved her ultimate objective: broadcasting love with her mind
focused on a large blue-green ball with continents and oceans traveling through the
blackness of space. Keep the world safe from the Black God cult and Rasputin, she thought.
Then, very faintly, she heard Rasputin's final comment.
"So be it."
She sensed Rasputin raising the Elder Wand, even though she couldn't see it. All of her
powers of concentration were focused on keeping that image of the planet in her mind's
eye.
For the love of the world.
There was a mind-searing flash of green light, and it was over.
To be continued...

thepenguin,

December 25th, 2011 02:49 PM

Dammit. COAL! And not even Anthracite...:mad:

acgoldis,

December 25th, 2011 02:50 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by thepenguin (Post 5432295)
Dammit. COAL! And not even Anthracite...:mad:
Besides, remember what you learned back in your second year. Even if you are called upon
to make the ultimate sacrifice, it may not be the end after all.

acgoldis,

December 25th, 2011 04:29 PM

PLAUSIBILITY CHECK: One Last Chance To Save Hermione
---------------------------------------------------------------This is close to borderline ASB in terms of its being contrived. However, it is plausible and it
doesn't leave any plot holes. If there is ANY sign of it being ASB, it's going to be dropped
and the call on the field stands: Hermione is going to stay dead. The current plan for 500
and the Epilogue assumes a dead Hermione.
-----Very often, technology which is used for evil often starts out as scientific breakthroughs
which are neutral or used for good. The Horcrux is no different. The research which
eventually led to the development of Horcruxes started out with Atlantis "technology"

designed to imprint newly created Atlantis rings with the essence of the people their tied to.
This is done, of course, to ensure that no one else can use the power of the ring.
What this means is that the Atlantis ring can be used as a very primitive Horcrux. After all,
the term Horcrux is derived from the Latin words meaning "external essence". It's
SIGNIFICANTLY more difficult to revive a person from an Atlantis ring, and it requires
significantly more bureaucracy to actually invoke. But it can be done.
In order to revive someone from an Atlantis ring, the following conditions must all be met.
1. Permission must be granted by the Grand Mugwump and a few other important
individuals.
2. The deceased must have done something truly extraordinary to merit this revival
(particularly in how he or she died).
3. There must be a way to access the soul of the deceased so it can be bound back to the
body.
4. The body of the deceased must be intact and not be such that reinserting the soul will not
just have the person die again. Physical trauma will still kill the person after revival, after
all.
5. The deceased must not have died of natural causes.
6. The deceased can be no more than 100 years old. This practice cannot be used to
provide immortality.
7. The deceased is Obliviated after revival and is given memories which are designed to
convince him or her that she never died.
This knowledge is ancient and lost to all wizards nowadays. However, it was fairly well
known to ancient healers...including Koschei. Koschei may have the ability to invoke it.
What about the plot hole about Koschei still needing a Horcrux? Take a look at condition 1:
Atlantis approval. At the time Koschei created the Horcrux, Atlantis was already on his tail.
They would never have approved revival in this fashion.

thepenguin,
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Do it. I don't see anything ASB in there. Seems very plausible. And this may be the one
thing that Koschei can do to re-endear him to the Atlantis bigwigs...

ByzantineCaesar,

December 25th, 2011 04:37 PM

Well, it's true that the ring binds the owner to Earth as it wasn't destroyed. A part of the
owner lives within the ring from this view point. So, yeah, it can be done.
Also, Flamel (if he's dead) and Igor Romanov can be revived that way too.

ByzantineCaesar,

December 25th, 2011 04:39 PM

By the way, are you planning to publish this in fanfiction.net? If you want I can do it, since I
have an account there. Of course all the credits would be given to you.

acgoldis,
Quote:

December 25th, 2011 04:47 PM

Originally Posted by ByzantineCaesar (Post 5432492)
Well, it's true that the ring binds the owner to Earth as it wasn't destroyed. A part of the
owner lives within the ring from this view point. So, yeah, it can be done.
Also, Flamel (if he's dead) and Igor Romanov can be revived that way too.
Igor cannot be revived as his head was blown off. That's physical trauma -- violates
condition 4.
Flamel (if dead) cannot be revived because he is over 100.
Quote:

Originally Posted by ByzantineCaesar (Post 5432495)
By the way, are you planning to publish this in fanfiction.net? If you want I can do it, since I
have an account there. Of course all the credits would be given to you.
Sure, go ahead. I was thinking of making an RPG version of this and putting it on Hogwarts
Extreme. The game would start on 1/15/96, 2 weeks before the breach.

ByzantineCaesar,
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Alright. What's the name? Harry Potter and the Superbowl Breach? Also, should I adress
you as acgoldis?

acgoldis,

December 25th, 2011 07:23 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by ByzantineCaesar (Post 5432578)
Alright. What's the name? Harry Potter and the Superbowl Breach? Also, should I adress
you as acgoldis?
Use Harry Potter and the Super Bowl Breach and call me acgoldis.

Tirion,

December 25th, 2011 07:38 PM

It is consistent with the rules, though it implies some serious Dark magic in the creation of
the Altantis rings... enough to warrant that Obliviation, lest the revived one would wonder
about the prize paid for his/her life. After all, the killings required for making a Horcrux were
there for more than just shits'n'giggles...
That being said, we talk about the same culture that used soul-eating via Eldritch
Abominations as a "humane" form of execution and imprisonment... and even Dumbledore,
the closest they had to Lawful Good among the powerful figures of a supposedly
democratic* first world magical country had done some pretty ambiguos things "for the
Greater Good". I say it's perfectly plausible that Atlantis had such an emergency protocol
powered by human sacrifice, back in the day where human life was not yet viewed as

today... probably lore well on it's way to being forgotten by Koschei's time, but very much
alive during the good old slave-holding days of Antiquity.

acgoldis,

December 25th, 2011 08:07 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Tirion (Post 5432838)
It is consistent with the rules, though it implies some serious Dark magic in the creation of
the Altantis rings... enough to warrant that Obliviation, lest the revived one would wonder
about the prize paid for his/her life. After all, the killings required for making a Horcrux were
there for more than just shits'n'giggles...
That being said, we talk about the same culture that used soul-eating via Eldritch
Abominations as a "humane" form of execution and imprisonment... and even Dumbledore,
the closest they had to Lawful Good among the powerful figures of a supposedly
democratic* first world magical country had done some pretty ambiguos things "for the
Greater Good". I say it's perfectly plausible that Atlantis had such an emergency protocol
powered by human sacrifice, back in the day where human life was not yet viewed as
today... probably lore well on it's way to being forgotten by Koschei's time, but very much
alive during the good old slave-holding days of Antiquity.
The premise is there is a way to create a device which successfully captures the essence of
a human being without requiring human sacrifice. In other words, the Horcrux is not the
only way to ensure that there is an "external essence" of a person outside his or her body.
It's the only way available "illegally", however.

Tirion,

December 25th, 2011 08:55 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5432902)
The premise is there is a way to create a device which successfully captures the essence of
a human being without requiring human sacrifice. In other words, the Horcrux is not the
only way to ensure that there is an "external essence" of a person outside his or her body.
It's the only way available "illegally", however.
Right, they already have access to powerful ancient magic without paying for it with blood
sacrifice. I think the resurrection protocol might be like the Judgement Day devices, bound
by rules to prevent it's abuse... However, there is a catch: the Avada Kedavra spell is a
relatively recent one, invented only in the Middle Ages. So, what else would fulfill the
requirements? Dementors come into mind, but #3 might not be fulfilled in this case. Direct
exposure to Basilisk gaze, maybe? Those were first made by Harpo the Foul in Ancient
Greece, along with the first Horcrux. An immortal Parseltongue leading an army of supersnakes against a much more primitive world might have been a serious enough threat to
come up with such a countermeasure (and surely an interesting tale in and by itself), and it
would predate Koschei and Flamel by more than 2 thousand years, which is enough time for
it to be almost completely forgotten.

acgoldis,

December 25th, 2011 11:42 PM

Update #499: The Flaw in the Plan
1 TO GO
----------1501Z
Buyan
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 4/1.7%
----------NEXT UP: A Second Coming
----------Nicholas Flamel watched as the green beam flashed and hit Hermione in the chest. She
collapsed, and the sword of Gryffindor plummeted to the snow at her side. It was now or
never, he thought. If he had interpreted the prophecy correctly, the battle would start to
turn in his favor. If not...well, he likely wouldn't be around long enough to worry about the
consequences.
A brief surge of magical energy rushed past him, something which he had never
experienced before. Was this the prophecy fulfilling itself? He wasn't familiar with the details
when it came to fulfillment of prophecies. Maybe he'd get in touch with Trelawney after this
was all done. At the very least, it was a good sign. Glancing around, he noticed that
everyone was puzzled by this latest development. One more advantage for him to work
with, he realized.
He grinned and turned to Rasputin. You made your last mistake, Rasputin. We've got you
now --"
Suddenly, his Atlantis bubble disappeared, and he abruptly shut his mouth. This could NOT
be good, he realized. It was highly unlikely that Atlantis had gone to DEFCON 3, particularly
while Rasputin was still active and held the Elder Wand. This meant that the ring must have
malfunctioned somehow. Was he being punished for misinterpreting the prophecy or
triggering it prematurely?
Concern creased his brown as Rasputin walked to him and pointed the Elder Wand at his
face. The Mad Monk was jubilant, and for good reason. "I don't think so, Dr. Flamel.
Farewell, my betrayer."
Flamel heard Moody tensing himself to act. However, there was no way he was going to be
able to react in time to save Flamel. Oh well, he thought. At least I lived a long and happy
life.
Rasputin shouted two words: "Avada Kedavra". A powerful green beam similar to the one
which had killed Hermione lanced out from the wand and hit Flamel in the forehead.
The curse suddenly bounced off Flamel's forehead and began heading back towards
Rasputin. The Russian barely had time to react before it hit him in the stomach, bounced
again, and threatened Moody. Moody's eyes widened as the spell crashed into his arm,
bounced a third time, and made its way into Rasputin's forces. It hit Zygonov in the
shoulder, and the man fell to the ground. He didn't get up.

For a good five seconds, no one moved. Flamel's forehead hurt like hell, and he reached up
with his glove to see if he was injured. The skin felt rough through the fabric, and he
realized that the curse had left a scar on him. The scar appeared to be about two or three
inches long and had the shape of a lightning bolt. He glanced towards Moody and saw that
there was a jagged tear in the fabric of his robe where the curse had hit him.
A lightning bolt-shaped scar in the forehead from a rebounding Avada Kedavra curse.
Flamel recognized what that meant. Suddenly, he realized what Hermione must have done
and crowed: "WAY TO GO, HERMIONE!"
Time suddenly resumed. Rasputin looked at his wand in disbelief as Vovchanckaya shouted
Zygonov's name. Koschei looked at the scene in amazement and asked: "My goodness!
Have you developed a countercurse for Avada Kedavra?"
Rasputin pointed the Elder Wand at Flamel once more, but his wand suddenly leapt into the
air and landed in Moody's hand. Rasputin roared in anger and launched himself into the air.
He landed on Moody and began grappling with the Auror for the Elder Wand as the fighting
resumed between the Black God cultists and Flamel's men.
Spells were launched into the air on both sides. Those triggered by the attacking Atlanteans
hit their marks and took out some of the cultists. Those launched by the cultists, however,
all backfired. Every single one of them bounced or missed, and the colored beams hit trees
or other cultists. No fewer than thirty cultists went down in that first flurry of activity.
Flamel suddenly heard a loud scream of pain. He spun and saw Moody with his bare hand
against Rasputin's face. Had the Auror punched him? Flamel looked a little more carefully
and saw, to his amazement, that Rasputin's face was starting to redden and blister. Moody,
suddenly realizing what was going on, grabbed onto Rasputin's left hand, pulled off his
glove, and began touching there as well. It was only a matter of time before the Mad Monk's
hand began to swell as well. The Mad Monk screamed for help, and no fewer than four spells
hit the Auror at the same time. All of them bounced, and Flamel watched as one the boulder
which had stopped the avalanche and sliced it in two. Freed from the obstacle, the snow
advanced a few more feet and covered yet another cultist with pieces of Fleur Delacoeur.
Suddenly, one of the Muggle cultists let loose with a machine gun and several Atlanteans
went down. Casting Protego about himself with the Elder Wand, Moody bellowed at the top
of his lungs. "Take out the Muggles first! They still seem to be able to hurt us -- the bullets
aren't bouncing! Minister, you take charge while I deal with these goons!"
Flamel nodded and began issuing orders. As an Aes Sedai, he was not allowed to use magic
as an offensive weapon except against Dark wizards. Since these were Muggles, he could
not attack them. However, he could issue orders. Looking around the area, he began
deploying his men. Several Muggles went down, and Moody grimly kicked a body out of the
way and told one of the SAS men to take the machine gun.
Seeing that everything was starting to get under control, it was time for Moody to deliver
the coup de grace. He watched as Moody lifted the Elder Wand to the sky and shouted,
"Finite Incantatem!" Lightning flashed everywhere, and the powerful tornado surrounding
the western half of the island slowly began to dissipate. Moody cast the spell once more,
and the shield which had previously held in the Atlanteans suddenly disappeared in a flash
of light.
---------------Daryna Vovchanckaya stared in disbelief as what had once been a promising advantage

suddenly blew itself apart. The machine gun suddenly spat death in her direction, and she
barely had time to duck out of the way before the bullets slammed into the tree behind her,
taking out one of the Muggle cultists in the process. Acting on instinct, she aimed her wand
at the soldier operating the weapon and let loose with a Killing Curse. It bounced off the
man's shoulder and shot off into the sky where it would likely threaten some birds or
weather satellites.
The soldier noticed she was still alive and fired on her again. This time, she was hit in the
leg and had to reach for the Elixir with one hand while shooting at the Muggle again with
the other. Realizing that going after the Muggle himself would be useless, she pointed her
wand at the gun and it disappeared in an actinic red flare.
That brought her approximately three seconds of relief, as shortly after she vaporized the
gun no fewer than fifteen multicolored bolts rained down on them from above. She glanced
up and saw hundreds of brooms heading in their direction. One of them hit her with a
Stupefy and she fell, twitching, to the ground.
---------------Helmholtz couldn't believe what he was seeing, but he knew to take a gift when it was
offered. "Attention, men! The Aurors appear to have cast a spell which renders the enemy
wizards' magic harmless. I'm not sure how if the Muggles are still dangerous, however. Take
out the Muggles first, and go after the wizards as targets of opportunity. Thank God that
tornado is out of the way. Now let's MOVE!"
---------------No fewer than a quarter of the Marines roared in satisfaction as the tornado protecting the
western side of the island began to dissipate. Their commander, however, brought them
back into line with a brief sequence of orders.
"All right, men, listen up! Nicholas Flamel and his friends need help over there, and it's up
to us to deliver it. Remember that the Black God cultists have distinctive robes and go after
them. Don't go after a wizard or someone in Muggle dress or they attack a known enemy -we don't want any friendly fire casualties here. Got that? Good. Now, march!"
---------------The captain of the Nassau had been on the verge of ordering everyone to abandon ship
when the explosions suddenly stopped. Telling everyone to stand by, he asked the first
officer to find out what was going on.
It took a few minutes, but the first officer eventually came back with a look of disbelief. "Sir,
you're not going to believe this. I think the enemy spells just stopped working. One of the
men reported seeing one of the wizards cast a beam at us only to have it bounce off the hull
and blow himself up."
The captain cackled smugly. "Serves them right. What happened to the rest of them?"
"They've run off, sir. I suspect they're heading over to the island to get help."
"Shit! Track them, figure out where they're going, and fire some missiles down the shafts of
their brooms. Knock them out of sky. Meanwhile, let's take advantage of this lull by getting
this damn water out of our hull."
The first officer ran off as the second officer suddenly shouted and pointed out the window.
"Sir, look! The tornado! It's dissipating!"
The captain looked towards the western side of the island, saw the weakening tornado, and

rubbed his hands together easily. "About time we got some luck. Send some fully armed
choppers over there to figure out where the bad guys are. If they're all together in one
place and are far enough away from friendlies, we'll loose the rest of our missiles at them.
Otherwise, have the choppers use their guns."
"Yes, sir!"
-----------------By 1530Z, it was all over. Completely overwhelmed by the Marines, helicopters, and First
Division wizards, the Black God cult had finally been crushed. Of the three hundred cultists
who had been present in the tornado at the time Rasputin had killed Hermione, 152 were
dead, 95 were unconscious, and the remaining 53 had been taken prisoner. The
unconscious men had been triaged by Koschei and the Marines' medical staff and had been
sent off to the Nassau to recuperate before their interrogations.
Genya Zygonov and his wife were both dead, and Daryna Vovchanckaya had been taken
prisoner. Rasputin had been assassinated, and his child form was kept under high security
to ensure that anyone who tried to revive him would get caught. The Russian government,
still smarting from the death of Igor Romanov, immediately assured everyone that they
would get to work trying to find his Horcrux.
Perhaps most amazing had been the discovery that Koschei had actually not been a monster
as much as a good man who had done some foolish things in an attempt to save the world - things he had since regretted. Several of the wizards didn't believe it at first, but repeated
testimony from the Marines and Muggles seemed to confirm this unbelievable rumor.
There were conflicting stories about what had turned the tide. Some people attributed it to
the enemy wizards running out of energy. Others thought it was become the enemy's wands
had overheated. Yet others believed it to have been a tactical issue, where the cultists
never figured out how to get wizards and Muggles to work together.
The most bizarre theories of all, however, came from Nicholas Flamel and the people who
had been inside the tornado at the time their luck had changed. Depending on who was
telling the tale:
1. Hermione Granger had either pulled a Joan of Arc and put herself in danger to save the
rest of the team,
2. Hermione Granger had cast a spell which had caused the enemy attacks to miss, or
3. Hermione Granger had seduced Rasputin and tried to kill him, or
4. Hermione Granger had been instrumental in triggering a prophecy which would ensure
that Atlantis win the battle.
The captain of the Nassau didn't know what to believe. However, he did know one thing.
Turning to Flamel, who was back on board, he said: "I must say, this Granger girl appears
to have saved all of our necks. Where is she? I want to congratulate her personally."
Flamel bit his lip. "Sir, I'm afraid she's dead. She was killed by Rasputin just before
everything turned around. I have reason to believe that her death may have been the
catalyst that turned everything around for us. Had Rasputin not killed her, the battle would
have ended much differently."

The captain looked at the ground for a few minutes. Finally, he sighed and turned back to
Flamel. "That's a real shame. I was really starting to admire that girl. Rest assured that
she's going to get a posthumous award out of this from the United States government."
Flamel nodded. "She'd appreciate it, I suspect. Then again, perhaps she'd just think she was
doing her duty."
"Maybe. Where's the Elder Wand now? Does Rasputin still have it?"
Alastair Moody, who was also on the bridge, reached into his pocket and brought out the
Elder Wand. "I have it right here, Captain. I'm its master right now, and I intend to be its
master for a long time. Once we're done over here, I'm going to head over to the British
Department of Mysteries and leave the Elder Wand there until Atlantis has a chance to pick
it up and put it under Grand Mugwump-only security. No one is going to have to worry
about this wand again, gentlemen."
"That's good news. What about the Philosopher's Stone and Koschei's Horcrux?"
Flamel grimaced. "I'm not worried about Koschei's Horcrux anymore since he's actually a
good man and does not appear to be in any danger of going back to the dark side. The
Philosopher's Stone, however, may still be an issue. We searched the island, and it wasn't
there. It's still out there, probably in one of the Black God cultists' houses. Rest assured
we'll interrogate them thoroughly. We'll find it, Captain."
The captain nodded and paced the bridge a little more. Suddenly, he stopped. "Hermione
was seventeen, right?"
Flamel nodded slowly. "Yes, sir. She turned seventeen in September, and she had just
become old enough to be eligible for the draft. I personally didn't want to put her in danger,
but I could not allow myself to make exceptions for personal reasons."
The captain's face was grim. "My youngest daughter is seventeen. I can already tell you
that she would not have been able to handle this as well as Hermione did."
"It's understandable, sir. She had some training fighting Dark wizards as part of
Dumbledore's Army."
"Which army?"
Flamel slapped himself on the head. "The Second Division of the Wizarding Standing Army,
sir."
The captain was even more impressed. "A heroine, scholar, and soldier as well. It's
amazing. That's a combination which you only find in fantasy children's books. Sounds like
something J.R.R. Tolkien would have written about."
Flamel chuckled. "Possibly, though he got a lot of the magic wrong."
The captain stared out into the sunset a little longer. Finally, he brought his hand up in a
formal salute.
"To Hermione Granger, the greatest saint of our time."

To be continued...

thepenguin,

December 26th, 2011 01:22 AM

IMHO, sounds like you took the easy way out by not bringing her back via the ring. Her
being "resurrected" would have been one of those legends talked about for generations. She
sacrificed herself for the whole of the world and the Gods rewarded her for her selflessness
by giving her life. I think I'm pulling the handle on this one. Penguin 11 punching out.

acgoldis,

December 26th, 2011 01:33 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by thepenguin (Post 5434171)
IMHO, sounds like you took the easy way out by not bringing her back via the ring. Her
being "resurrected" would have been one of those legends talked about for generations. She
sacrificed herself for the whole of the world and the Gods rewarded her for her selflessness
by giving her life. I think I'm pulling the handle on this one. Penguin 11 punching out.
Not yet! There is still one episode left!
Teaser -- she IS coming back. You'll see in 500. Originally, she was going to come back as a
ghost, but we figured out a way to bring her back for good.

Jcoggins,

December 26th, 2011 01:45 AM

if i were moody, i'd toss the wand through the vail

FDW,

December 26th, 2011 04:28 AM

Wow, this was an interesting series of updates…

ByzantineCaesar,

December 26th, 2011 05:09 AM

Very good update. Now we have a bunch of boys who lived :p

thepenguin,

December 26th, 2011 12:03 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5434202)
Not yet! There is still one episode left!
Teaser -- she IS coming back. You'll see in 500. Originally, she was going to come back as a
ghost, but we figured out a way to bring her back for good.

Will monitor on Guard:p. How the hell is this going to be explained to her family? "Oh, your
daughter died, but we can bring her back." :confused::confused::confused:

Jcoggins,

December 26th, 2011 12:48 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by thepenguin (Post 5435387)
Will monitor on Guard:p. How the hell is this going to be explained to her family? "Oh, your
daughter died, but we can bring her back." :confused::confused::confused:
"- we have the techno- er, we have the magic"

acgoldis,

December 26th, 2011 12:48 PM

Update #500: A Second Coming
----------Thursday, January 2, 1997
Great Hall
Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry
United Kingdom
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 4/1.3%
----------NEXT UP: EPILOGUE -- 2011: A Space Odyssey
----------Harry made his way into the Great Hall in full dress robes as the news continued to spread.
Hermione Granger was dead, and a memorial service was going to be held Thursday
evening at Hogwarts.
Yes, the Battle of Buyan had been won and the First Division of the Wizarding Standing
Army had been deployed to Iraq to stabilize the country much as it had done in the Koreas.
However, that was scant consolation for the people whose lives Hermione had touched.
Harry couldn't imagine what life was going to be like without Hermione.
It had taken a long, private conversation with Minister Flamel and Alastair Moody to cheer
Ron back up again, along with a visit with the enigmatic Professor Boris Koschei. Much to
everyone's surprise, Koschei had proven to be a very polite, good man who had created his
Horcrux out of a mercy killing for self-defense. Not only that, he had managed to both
convince Atlantis to call off the Aurors AND consider his petition for increased involvement
for the Muggle world. Apparently Koschei had done something which convinced Dagher that
he had been trustworthy. Harry wondered what it could have been -- it would have had to
have been something truly spectacular.
Koschei was supposedly going to be at this ceremony as well, along with several people
from Durmstrang. After some brief discussions, Koschei had been allowed to return to
Durmstrang to take up his former post as Deputy Headmaster. The position of headmaster,
formerly filled by Karkaroff, had been given to Drakul. Helmholtz had been given command
of the First Division of the Wizarding Standing Army. Supposedly Koschei and Flamel were
working on founding a research hospital on what was left of the island of Buyan.

Harry had asked Ron what the officials had spoken with him about. Ron had just winked at
him, however, and told him that it would be one hell of a surprise. Ron even admitted he
had barely believed it himself at first. However, he had seen proof that Moody et al. were
telling the truth.
The House tables had been removed from the Great Hall and had been replaced with long
rows of seats, much as it had been for the production of the "Shakespeare" play (would that
have to get rewritten now that everyone knew the truth about Koschei?). The podium
normally used by the headmaster had been placed at the front of the room. Before the
podium lay a coffin which had been draped with the Hogwarts, Atlantis, and British flags.
The lid of the coffin was closed -- apparently the Grangers had decided on a closed-coffin
ceremony. Lying on the coffin was the Sword of Gryffindor.
Hundreds of people were crammed into the room, and the back of the room was filled with
reporters. There seemed to be an even mixture of wizards and Muggles, and a few ghosts
were wandering around. Harry caught sight of Moaning Myrtle in the crowd, and she winked
at him. "Hello, Harry."
"Hello, Myrtle. How have you been? I don't think I've ever seen you outside the bathroom
before."
"Hermione was one of the few friends I had, Harry. Besides, this is a special occasion,
something which I helped make possible. You'll soon see why."
Harry stared at her in disbelief. MOANING MYRTLE had helped out? What was going on
here?
Telling Myrtle he'd return later, he made his way to the area which had been reserved for
Gryffindors near the front of the room. Thankfully, most of the reporters ignored him until
he was safely hidden in the crowd. They seemed to be concentrating either on the king or
Samuel, who had come to pay his respects once word had leaked out that Hermione had
been a Samuelist.
Something seemed out of place for a moment, and it took Harry a good two or three
minutes to figure it out. Samuel had been a priest, which meant he shouldn't have been in
the room with a dead body. Perhaps he had changed his mind about this practice now that
he was dead? He'd try to get in touch with the interpreter after the ceremony.
Flitwick stepped up to the podium and delivered the first eulogy. Samuel (along with the
ever-present interpreter) spoke second, followed by Myrtle and Ron. Hermione's mother
followed Ron, with tears in her eyes of both sadness and pride. Next came Grand Mugwump
Dagher, Flamel, and a rather embarrassed Boris Koschei.
The speeches went on for a good two hours. Finally, Flitwick looked down at the coffin and
appeared to tense slightly. A brief expression then flitted his face which reminded him of
something one of the Weasley twins would have had. Something very strange was going on
here. He said there would be one more speaker, and she would arrive shortly.
Nothing happened for a good twenty seconds or so, and Harry wondered if the last speaker
hadn't come. Then something happened which caused everyone in the room to gasp in
amazement and start chattering excitedly. Harry was in the front of the room, and he had a
good look at what was going on. He himself couldn't believe what he was seeing.

In front of all of the guests, and on live television, the lid of the coffin suddenly opened of
its own volition. There was a brief flurry of fluttering flags, and Hermione Granger stepped
out of the coffin with an expression of relief on her face. Turning to Flitwick, she said: "It
was a bit stuffy in there. Next time you want to do something like this, add more air holes."
Hands shot up all across the room and people started screaming. Flitwick, having expected
this, amplified his voice. "This is not a joke, ladies and gentlemen. Hermione Granger,
Countess of Hogsmeade, has in fact been returned to us, and she will prove that she is not
an impostor by casting a Patronus."
Hermione waved her wand, and a glowing otter suddenly appeared over the coffin. It flew
around the crowd for a few moments as Flitwick continued. "It was extremely old magic,
magic which had been long forgotten by everyone other than Professor Koschei. Now,
please pay attention as Miss Granger explains what has just happened. The sequence of
events is quite...extraordinary."
Flitwick clapped his hands, and the somber decorations in the Great Hall changed to
celebratory tapestries of red and gold. Hermione came to the podium and could barely be
heard over the din of flashes going off and people taking pictures.
Hermione began to speak. "Ladies and gentlemen, I have returned. To be honest, I wasn't
expecting it. However, I'm not going to complain about it.
"Let me explain to you what happened. As Samuel explained, I have studied Samuelist
techniques and am adept at metta meditation. Realizing that I stood a good chance of being
killed by Rasputin, I began practicing metta meditation for the benefit of the world and
provoked Rasputin into killing me. For those of you who are unfamiliar with the story of
Harry Potter, that is precisely the sequence of events which allowed Harry Potter to survive
the curse from Voldemort as an infant. In my case, however, the practice allowed me to
protect the entire world from Rasputin and his men when I was killed.
"Yes, I was dead. I was in Sheol for a little while before I searched my memories and
realized that I had the ability to return as a ghost. I had spoken with Moaning Myrtle,
hovering to my right, a lot during my second year when I had been working on a draught of
Polyjuice Potion. When I accidentally transformed myself into a cat and found myself unable
to embark on the mission I had been planning for, I spent the next hour discussing the
nature of ghostly existence with Myrtle. I learned a lot about ghosts at that time, including
what Myrtle did to return as a ghost.
"I returned as a ghost after the battle was over and the Atlantis forces were starting to take
the prisoners away. By this time, it was dark, and my ghostly form lit up the area for thirty
feet or more. People came to investigate and nearly fell over when they saw that I had
returned.
"I told Professor Moody that I was going to offer my services to Hogwarts as the Black
House ghost. Moody seemed surprised at the offer, but he immediately accepted. Koschei,
however, asked me if I wanted to come back to life again instead.
"Needless to say, that comment got a lot of attention, and Moody immediately told him that
I couldn't return because I didn't have a Horcrux tying me to this world. Professor Koschei
disagreed, however. I may not have had a Horcrux per se, but there had in fact been
enough linking my soul to Earth to bring me back."

She raised her hand and pointed to the Great Serpent ring on her finger. "This, ladies and
gentlemen, was effectively my Horcrux. My Atlantis ring.
"Professor Koschei explained that the standard spell used to create an Atlantis ring uses a
piece of the candidate's hair to prime the ring with the essence of the person who is going
to be using it. This is done to ensure that no one else abuses its power. We all knew that, of
course. What we didn't realize, however, was that the concept of a Horcrux was developed
by Dark wizards who wanted to preserve themselves without having access to an Atlantis
ring. They turned this ancient magic to evil purposes and created the Horcrux as a means of
illegally tying themselves to Earth without use of an Atlantis ring.
"Why is it that no one knew that people could be revived from an Atlantis ring? It's very
simple, in fact. The conditions required to revive someone from an Atlantis ring are so strict
that it was performed maybe once every two or three hundred years. It eventually reached
the point where the spell was forgotten, simply because it was only known to the most
important healers of the day -- and no one used it anymore. According to the notes Dagher
found in Atlantis, the last revival from an Atlantis ring occurred in 1392.
"In order to be revived from an Atlantis ring, four conditions must be met. First, the
candidate must receive permission from the Grand Mugwump himself and provide a VERY
good reason why he should be revived. This, by the way, explains why Koschei decided to
rely on the Horcrux instead of his Atlantis ring: he had already been targeted by Atlantis for
starting the Black Death, so he would never have received permission from Grand
Mugwump Zerind. Flamel, incidentally, relied on the Philosopher's Stone because he wasn't
a healer and therefore wasn't aware of this possibility."
Hermione continued. "Second, there must be a way to access the soul of the deceased so it
can be returned to the body. Although there are supposedly ways to access souls hidden in
the Department of Mysteries, the easiest way to do that turns out to be if the dead person
comes back as a ghost. I didn't know that at the time, but I was more than willing to take
advantage of it.
"Third, the body of the deceased must still be intact and not have been subject to physical
trauma. Reinserting a soul isn't going to do much good if the body it's going to inhabit has
no head. This means of revival is best suited for people killed by basilisks or Avada Kedavra.
"Finally, the deceased must not have died of natural causes and must be no older than 100
years old. Atlantis officials realized that people could try to use the Atlantis ring to obtain
immortality, and they put in rules to make sure no one tried to abuse its power.
"Amazingly, my case seemed to satisfy all of the conditions. Dagher agreed to drop the
inevitable charges against Koschei if he were indeed telling the truth and reintroduced
Atlantis to this kind of magic. Koschei immediately accepted these terms and told him where
to look in the Atlantis library to find the information. Needless to say, the process worked.
Here I am."
Hermione paused for a moment and turned to Flitwick. "Headmaster, I'm still open to
becoming the Black House ghost. I love Hogwarts, and I would give everything to see what
magical wonders have been hidden in the depths of the library here. The idea of spending
eternity perusing the books really appeals to me."
Harry couldn't help but laugh. Turning to Neville, who was sitting next to him, he said:

"Yup, that's Hermione all right. No one else would think like that."
Neville chuckled as well. "I agree, Harry."
Hermione continued. "Moody himself admitted that as a Muggle-born I would be perfect for
Black. We agreed that my Atlantis ring would be Black's signature artifact, much as the
sword is for Gryffindor. However, considering that I'm only seventeen right now, it's
probably going to be a long time before I take that job."
Everyone laughed at that, and Hermione resumed her speech. "Most of the people here at
the front of the room were aware that I had returned before you were. I had wanted to
come out earlier, but George Weasley seemed to have other ideas and convinced me that
he might be able to help out a little. I thought it was wildly inappropriate, but George
threatened to preempt me and go to the press."
Harry groaned. Having someone jump out of the coffin at her own memorial service
sounded like something one of the Weasley twins would have done. He was going to have a
long talk with George about this.
Hermione began to wrap up. "And now, in celebration of my return, the well-treated elves of
Hogwarts are going to be treating all of you guests to a banquet fit for noble wizards. Have
a good evening, everyone."
She stepped from the podium to deafening applause, and everyone rose to their feet.
Eventually, one of the reporters at the back of the room shouted loud enough to be heard.
"Miss Granger, what are you going to do now that you've returned?"
Hermione shrugged. "Break out my Ancient Runes textbook. I've still got three chapters to
read before school resumes next week."
And finally, the epilogue, fifteen years later...

ByzantineCaesar,

December 26th, 2011 01:55 PM

Perfect update. I bet all f the students got a heart attack. The Slytherins won't be happy
about that, not at all. May I ask you one more thing? What about a list of everyone who
died throughout the TL?

acgoldis,

December 26th, 2011 02:14 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by ByzantineCaesar (Post 5435507)
Perfect update. I bet all f the students got a heart attack. The Slytherins won't be happy
about that, not at all. May I ask you one more thing? What about a list of everyone who
died throughout the TL?
I'll see if I can make one. It's probably going to be hard to find though -- I haven't keep
track of which students died. All I remember is Colin Creevey is toast and a lot of the sixth
and seventh year Ravenclaws and Hufflepuffs. A lot of named students died during

Judgment Day.
The staff list is going to be easier.

acgoldis,

December 26th, 2011 09:21 PM

All right, here is the list of canon Hogwarts characters who were killed or otherwise
incapacitated. Assume dead unless otherwise specified.
STUDENTS
Colin Creevey -- Judgment Day nuke [I just had a crazy vision of a camera with pictures of
dead people being thrown through a Deathgate]
Padma Patil -- Judgment Day nuke
Parvati Patil -- Judgment Day nuke
Dean Thomas -- Judgment Day nuke
Justin Finch-Fletchley -- Judgment Day nuke
Many other Muggle-borns killed by the nuke since they were living in the area
Many sixth- and seventh-year Ravenclaws and Hufflepuffs, Rasputinite raid on Hogwarts to
get the Elder Wand
ORDER OF THE PHOENIX
Albus Dumbledore -- INJURED, now retired
Remus Lupin -- killed by Muggle while in wereform
Severus Snape -- killed by Vovchanckaya
Fred Weasley -- Battle of Diagon Alley
Fleur Delacoeur -- friendly fire, Buyan [admit it -- she didn't exactly cover herself with glory
during the Triwizard Tournament]
Minerva McGonagall -- Battle of Diagon Alley
Sirius Black -- radiation poisoning from nuclear attack on Pyongyang
OTHER HOGWARTS AND MINISTRY STAFF/ASSOCIATES
Dolores Umbridge -- Judgment Day nuke
Kingsley Shacklebolt -- Judgment Day nuke
Professor Sinistra -- Rasputinite raid on Hogwarts
Rufus Scrimgeour -- Judgment Day nuke
Firenze -- presumed killed during fighting in the Forbidden Forest after the attack on
Hogwarts: the centaurs were getting nailed
Igor Karkaroff -- Rasputinites on Buyan
Cornelius Fudge -- ALIVE, Wizarding ambassador to Togo. You can have him plotting to
return to the Ministry in Shared World :)
Rubeus Hagrid -- ALIVE, British ambassador to Ietalis
Sybill Trelawney -- ALIVE, fortune teller/soothsayer for Muggles
DEATH EATERS
All canon Death Eaters are dead or in prison with the exception of Draco Malfoy, who has
reformed. Assume they're down for the count.

OTHER NOTABLES
Osama bin Laden -- killed by Damodharan Dilmi
-----CURRENT HOGWARTS STAFF ROSTER (* = Muggle)
Filius Flitwick -- Headmaster
Aberforth Dumbledore -- Transfiguration
Perenille Flamel -- History of Magic
*Amelia Bell -- Muggle Studies
Horace Slughorn -- Potions
Alastair Moody -- Defense Against the Dark Arts
Hugh de Lourdes -- Charms
Wilhelmina Grubbly-Plank -- Care of Magical Creatures
*Stephen Hawking / *Patrick Moore -- Astronomy
NOTE: DIVINATION DISCONTINUED, though I expect to have Trelawney back teaching at
the school in the epilogue
NOTE: ALL OTHER SUBJECTS STILL HAVE THEIR ORIGINAL TEACHERS
CURRENT BEAUXBATONS STAFF ROSTER
Madame Maxime -- Headmistress
CURRENT DURMSTRANG STAFF ROSTER
Stanislav Drakul -- Headmaster
Boris Koschei -- Deputy Headmaster
WIZARDING STANDING ARMY, 1st DIVISION
Jurgen Helmholtz -- Commander
WIZARDING STANDING ARMY, 2nd DIVISION
Nicholas Flamel -- Commander in Chief
Alastair Moody -- Interim Commander, that may change
CURRENT MINISTERS OF MAGIC
BRITAIN: Nicholas Flamel (to retire in June 1997 to give speaking tours, at which point
Hugh takes over)
UNITED STATES: Persephone Ariadne (Travis Radner, Secretary Emeritus)
SPAIN: Rodrigo Calderon
RUSSIA: His Majesty Tsar Alexei
GERMANY: Jorg Eichmann
TURKEY: Dalan Demir
BRAZIL: Dom Pedro José Ferreira
ISRAEL/MIDDLE EAST: Shoshana Meyer (known as Michal Oved)
BULGARIA: I forgot, he's in there somewhere because Somebody for Humans blew up his
ministry ;)
INDIA: I forgot, but he's in there as well going nuts when his ministry is taken over on
Judgment Day

Tirion,

December 26th, 2011 09:29 PM

Who's teaching Potions? Slughorn is getting too old for that.

acgoldis,

December 26th, 2011 09:38 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Tirion (Post 5436646)
Who's teaching Potions? Slughorn is getting too old for that.
Duh -- Slughorn is still teaching potions for now. Forgot him. I'll put him in the list. Note,
incidentally, that this is the same year that he started teaching Potions in the canon timeline
(Harry's 6th).
If you've got a better idea for Potions, you can have him come in for the 1997-98 school
year :)

ByzantineCaesar,

December 26th, 2011 10:05 PM

Good list, although you might want to add the Brazilian Minister of Magic, Dom Pedro José
Ferreira.

Jcoggins,

December 26th, 2011 10:13 PM

so how does it feel, being finished with this?

acgoldis,

December 26th, 2011 10:16 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Jcoggins (Post 5436785)
so how does it feel, being finished with this?
Relieved. I get to go back to the real world for a change. To be honest, I never thought I'd
actually make it through to the end. However, it was getting a bit draining near the end: I
was getting tired of it.
There's still one more episode which takes place in 2011 though. Hint -- it's based on one of
the scenes from 2001. Yes, there's space travel in it. I'm thinking of giving the more
frequent posters cameos in it (spaceship pilots, medieval knights, etc.). Yes, there are
medieval knights and spaceship pilots in it.
Incidentally, a friend of mine and I were thinking of setting up some kind of RPG based on
this timeline. The characters could be students at Hogwarts and it would start in late
January. The timeline would be in real time (January 28, 2012 would involve the Breach and
so forth).

thepenguin,

December 26th, 2011 10:47 PM

I think there would be Marines flanking her "coffin" during the ceremony. I think they would
have adopted her as one of them, especially after the events on Buyan (She definitely
displayed the Corps' Core Values during the last action). Would you mind if I wrote an

attachment to the last update? You can go on with the epilogue, just edit the addition into
Update 500...

acgoldis,

December 26th, 2011 10:58 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by thepenguin (Post 5436895)
I think there would be Marines flanking her "coffin" during the ceremony. I think they would
have adopted her as one of them, especially after the events on Buyan (She definitely
displayed the Corps' Core Values during the last action). Would you mind if I wrote an
attachment to the last update? You can go on with the epilogue, just edit the addition into
Update 500...
Sure, go ahead.

FDW,

December 27th, 2011 07:02 AM

Well, that was a good work. The Koschei bait and switch really caught me off guard there. I
wonder, are you still going to be having other people write their side segments like you
were trying to do before?

acgoldis,

December 27th, 2011 11:27 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by FDW (Post 5438208)
Well, that was a good work. The Koschei bait and switch really caught me off guard there. I
wonder, are you still going to be having other people write their side segments like you
were trying to do before?
Yup. They go in Shared World. I've already opened the Shared World thread (unless you
want them to go in here). There's also an RPG I'm setting up for people who haven't read
the book where people play minor characters (we've got Theodore Nott and Daphne
Greengrass already taken) and react to the events in the timeline. You can try that as well,
though if you've read the timeline you already know what's going to happen and you have
to put that out of your head. Nott is going to be in for a wild ride as he loses his father
during Flying House...and Snape is somewhat responsible.
As far as the Koschei turning good: it caught ME off guard as well. Originally he was going
to be bad, but sometimes episodes don't turn out the way I had expected. What tends to
happen is that I'm not that good at writing truly evil people and the evil tends to get
mitigated. Then someone said "Koschei is good: wow!" and I thought "oops". At that point I
was more or less stuck with it, so I rewrote the end with Koschei good. Originally Hermione
and Koschei were going to fight (hence the prophecy), but luckily you could still trigger the
prophecy with the two of them in the same room.

Jcoggins,

December 27th, 2011 05:46 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5438458)
Yup. They go in Shared World. I've already opened the Shared World thread (unless you
want them to go in here). There's also an RPG I'm setting up for people who haven't read
the book where people play minor characters (we've got Theodore Nott and Daphne
Greengrass already taken) and react to the events in the timeline. You can try that as well,
though if you've read the timeline you already know what's going to happen and you have
to put that out of your head. Nott is going to be in for a wild ride as he loses his father
during Flying House...and Snape is somewhat responsible.
As far as the Koschei turning good: it caught ME off guard as well. Originally he was going
to be bad, but sometimes episodes don't turn out the way I had expected. What tends to
happen is that I'm not that good at writing truly evil people and the evil tends to get
mitigated. Then someone said "Koschei is good: wow!" and I thought "oops". At that point I
was more or less stuck with it, so I rewrote the end with Koschei good. Originally Hermione
and Koschei were going to fight (hence the prophecy), but luckily you could still trigger the
prophecy with the two of them in the same room.
link please? to the shared worlds thing
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acgoldis,

December 27th, 2011 10:17 PM

EPILOGUE -- 2011: A Space Odyssey
----------August 26, 1346
Near Crecy
France
ATLANTIS DEFCON STATUS: 5/0.7%

----------Special thanks to my relatives and friends, who have had to put up with me
babbling about this timeline for a year and a half. I would also like to thank
everyone else who contributed to and help with this timeline. I would also like to
go out of my way to honor J. K. Rowling, who created most of this world to begin
with.
----------Eighteen-year-old Nicholas Flamel, apprentice wizard, watched with the rest of the Royal
Wizards as the front lines of French knights melted in a storm of English arrows. He had
seen enough of war to realize that it wasn't nearly as glorious as the tales made it out to be,
and he had a strong feeling that this was not going to be pleasant.
The English loosed again, and the second row of French knights collapsed. Another volley
took out the French horses, leaving the knights without mounts in longbow range. This was
going to be ugly, he thought. Turning to his mentor, Richard Montaine, he asked to see if
there was anything he could do to help stop the bloodshed.
Montaine shook his head and patted his horse's neck. "I understand what you're thinking,
son. Unfortunately, we can't act without authorization, or at least without the orders of the
king. If we do, the Minister of Magic is going to have our heads."
"But our forces are being annihilated!"
"I can see that, son. However, we can't be too rash. I see the English wizards on the other
side standing with their wands at the ready. If we just wade in there now, we're just going
to tie ourselves up and make matters worse."
"But --"
Montaine snapped at him. "Stay where you are! That's an order!"
Flamel grumbled to himself, but he reined in his horse. He watched helplessly as an errant
arrow, it tip on fire, slowly arced into the air and began to come down...
-------------Tuesday, December 27, 2011
Spaceship Albus Dumbledore
Over Ecuador
-------Flamel's view of the battle disappeared and was suddenly replaced by darkness and pain.
Welcome back to the ravages of old age, he thought. A disembodied voice spoke out of
nowhere:
"Oh good, he's waking up. I thought we'd lost him there. We knew he doesn't have much
time left, and it would be a shame for him to pass on before getting to the station. Minister
de Lourdes, are you sure you're sure won't --"
Hugh's voice snapped back at the speaker. "No. The Stone dies with us, end of story. The
human race is not ready for it yet, and you know how long it took to track down the one
that was lost after the Battle of Buyan. Besides, he hasn't been the same since his wife died
two years ago. Let him go."
The first person spoke once more. "Mrs. Weasley, do you concur?"

A woman's voice answered. "I agree. We've got enough trouble with people living too long.
I should know, considering the spread of that Hermionist cult."
Hugh grunted. "They're still spreading? I though you told them to stop!"
The woman sighed. "I did, but what else would you expect? They see someone sacrifice
herself for the sake of the world, apparently die, and come back to life in front of witnesses.
Shortly thereafter, mankind takes several steps forward. If that doesn't sound like the
Second Coming of Christ, I don't know what does. As far as my denial goes, they claim it's
just God or Christ being modest."
"How many members does it have now?"
"About 4,000,000. And it's growing."
Flamel slowly opened his eyes as Hugh continued to argue with Hermione. "And we've got
enough people converting to Samuel -- oh, my master is up! Master, how are you feeling?"
Flamel rubbed his aching head wearily. It was hard to breathe, but he thought he'd be able
to manage it. "About as well as I could have expected, I guess. Where am I?"
Hugh explained. "You're aboard the Albus Dumbledore right now. We're approximately
11,000 miles above Ecuador at the moment, about halfway to the Ecuador Space Ring. We
should be there in about an hour and a half. The wizard behind the mass accelerator did a
pretty good job launching us out of there: we're making good time."
Flamel grunted. "Why did they put the Space Ring so far up?"
Hermione shrugged. "There's nothing they could have done about it: the laws of physics
dictate that. If you want the Space Ring to stay in the same position relative to the ground,
it has to be a little over 22,000 miles above a point on the equator."
"Why didn't they Apparate me?"
"They didn't think you were in good enough shape to handle the rigors of Apparition or Floo.
So, we had to do it the other way. However, you should at least be proud you've been able
to take a trip to the station. It's still extremely expensive for people to come up here."
Flamel tilted his head up a little to look around his sickbed. He recognized Hermione
Weasley and Hugh immediately. Next to them was a doctor and a tall Slavic man who
looked vaguely familiar but Flamel couldn't place him.
The Slav nodded in understanding and reintroduced myself. "I'm Tsar Alexei Romanov, Dr.
Flamel. I'm acting as Russia's Minister of Magic and am in the Muggle Head of State's
cabinet."
Flamel let out a weak laugh. "I remember you now. You were the man who threw the big
party in St. Petersburg when Rasputin was finally killed once and for all and none of you
guys died."
"Indeed, Dr. Flamel. Who would have thought that Rasputin's death curse would have no
effect since all of the people he had sentenced to death had already died? As far as the
Dawn Ash Prophecy went...well, that goes to show how hard it is to interpret prophecies."

Flamel knew all too well. Long believed to have foretold the death of the Romanovs, the
prophecy uttered by Jelena Kurchatova-Luryev had proven to refer to the disbanding of the
Russian House dormitory in 2004, a little over five years after a student named Dawn Ash
had moved into the dorm. Flamel couldn't imagine how someone who wasn't Russian could
have made it into the house, but he didn't know much about MIT other than the fact that it
had once hosted a gate to the American Department of Magic.
Flamel turned back to Alexei. "Whatever happened to Kurchatova-Luryev? I haven't heard
much about her recently."
"She's got a six-year-old daughter now and is heading one of the American Department of
Magic's prophecy departments. The mucky-mucks in Enfield already think little Julia is going
to be a seeress. From what I've been told, she's been spending most of her time predicting
that she's going to beat Jennifer Morgenstern at checkers."
Flamel grinned for a moment. "Guinevere and Jennifer. What a surprise." Then he looked at
the doctor's face, and the grin disappeared. "All right, Doctor. Let's hear the bad news."
The doctor shook his head slowly. "We nearly lost you there, Dr. Flamel, and to be perfectly
frank I'm not sure how much time you have left. It could be hours, it could be days.
Whatever it is, it's not much."
Hugh looked at him in sympathy. "We're both getting old, Master. Several of my friends
have recommended that I retire and turn the Ministry over to Mrs. Weasley here when she
gets old enough. In all honesty, though, I think she could use more seasoning. Besides, she
doesn't have much experience working with the higher levels of the Ministry yet. Hell, she
says she's got at least a couple of more years left in her PhD."
Alexei grinned. "I bet she'd taste good with it."
Hermione glared at him for a moment and turned back to Flamel. "I'm not really sure I'm
ready, Dr. Flamel. I'm only 32 and I have two young children. I've got a PhD to finish as
well. Surely someone more experienced should take the position. Besides, Ron's already
stuck up as is --"
Hugh put his hand on Hermione's shoulder. "I wasn't ready either, Hermione, and neither
was my master. However, we learn on the job. Don't worry, you'll have lots of people
helping you out."
"But --"
"Hermione, you can work in both the Muggle and Wizarding worlds with equal ease.
Everyone loves you. If you did choose to enter the Ministry of Magic, you'd become the
perfect Minister."
Hermione grumbled a little. "The perfect Minister. And they think I'm the second coming of
Christ as well. Oh boy, George Weasley has a lot to answer for. He's the one who forced
that damn prank on me. Did you know there are four million people who think Judgment
Day was the Tribulation and that I'm the new version of Christ?"
"I'm afraid so. Religion's gone all topsy-turvy ever since the Breach. We've got 250,000,000
Samuelists, 4,000,000 Hermionists, a few hundred thousand Traditional Celestines, and God

knows what else!"
The conversation continued for about another hour with the familiar refrain of Blue Danube
playing through the intercom. Eventually, though, the intercom beeped and the captain
began to speak. "Ladies and gentlemen, this is Captain Alexander L. Tirion of the
Dumbledore. We're going to have to make a little burn here as the Space Ring does not use
magic to produce artificial gravity. As most of you know, the Space Ring spins slowly to
produce a 1G acceleration at the perimeter. This means that we're going to have to start
rotating as well so we can line up properly with the station. I want everyone to tie
themselves down so they don't start floating all over the place. You may want to get away
from the windows as well unless you want to prepare yourself for the spinning world which
will meet you at the station."
The next five minutes were spent securing Flamel's bed with spells to make sure he didn't
move around too much. By the time the incantations were complete, Flamel's weight had
increased slightly and stars were moving lazily through the window.
Hermione winced and turned away. "I think I'm going to be sick. I think I'll wait until I'm at
the station to look."
Hugh smiled. "You're sure it's not morning sickness again?"
Hermione looked like she wanted to punch Hugh but restrained herself. Seconds later,
Flamel fell unconscious again. When he came to once more, the doctor was hovering over
him with a very worried expression on his face. "Dr. Flamel, if you plan to use the Stone,
now is the time to do it. I'd say you've got an hour left, maybe two."
Flamel shook his head. "I'm ready. To be honest, immortality isn't good when you see all of
your friends die. And getting over a six-hundred year marriage is...well..."
Hugh shuddered. "I can imagine. I had trouble when my wife died in childbirth after a few
years of marriage. Your case...God, I can imagine."
------It had become difficult for Flamel to turn his head. However, he did what he could and saw
the Space Ring in front of him. The space station itself thankfully was not rotating from the
perspective of the Dumbledore. But the stars beyond it still were.
Flamel felt a brief pang of regret that Dumbledore wasn't here to see this. The great
Hogwarts headmaster had died in 2005 when his heart had finally given out, and the entire
Hogwarts community had mourned him. Supposedly the funeral had attracted over forty
thousand Hogwarts alumni from over forty years of classes. Dumbledore had known this
was coming, however, and told everyone to not mourn his death, but to celebrate his life
instead.
The spacecraft headed towards a small rectangular opening in the center of the station.
Docking between two other ships, the people began filing out of the ship. Captain Tirion
spoke one last time. "Thank you for flying on the Dumbledore. You don't need spacesuits in
the central hub there. However, be advised that you are in zero-G there. Use the ladders to
go down to the habitation ring, and if you are handicapped use the elevator. Remember that
your weight will increase as you head towards the edge."
Hugh and the rest of his comrades helped coax his bed out of the spacecraft and over to the
elevator. Flamel blacked out once more a few seconds after he left the spacecraft, when the

artificial gravity field suddenly disappeared and left him floating. When he woke up, gravity
had returned and he was looking out the window at a large orb of blue and white.
The entire Earth, floating in space.
Tears filled his eyes as it slowly began to rotate underneath him like hands on a clock. It
was one of most beautiful things he had ever seen.
He thought back to his childhood when knights fought each other and no one knew of the
New World. In a span of seven hundred years, mankind had grown by leaps and bounds.
When he had been born, people had been nervous to leave the cities they had been born in.
Now, they could leave the planet, and there was even a small base on the moon. The
average lifespan was up to 82 and was likely going to increase further. The amount of CO2
in the atmosphere was down to 310 ppm and dropping further. Against all odds, humanity
had made it.
There had been various mistakes along the way, more mistakes than he could have
counted. However, over the long term, life had become so much easier. Mankind had
prospered, and he thought that with the increased ties between Atlantis and the Muggle
world it would continue to prosper further.
His heart suddenly screamed in pain, but he was able to get out a final remark.
"Robert Jordan was right. The First Age of Mankind has ended. The Age of Legends has
begun."

THE END
thepenguin,

December 27th, 2011 10:35 PM

I was going to have her get a doctorate and teach at Canoe U... She is getting a Navy
Cross, though...

Tirion,

December 27th, 2011 10:58 PM

Longbow, not crossbow. Consequently, arrows instead of bolts.
Thanks for the cameo ;)
And Hugh did get married, but his wife died in childbirth way back.

FDW,

December 27th, 2011 11:34 PM

That was a good ending…

acgoldis,
Quote:

December 28th, 2011 12:20 AM

Originally Posted by Tirion (Post 5440047)
Longbow, not crossbow. Consequently, arrows instead of bolts.
Thanks for the cameo ;)
And Hugh did get married, but his wife died in childbirth way back.
I'll fix that :)

Jcoggins,

December 28th, 2011 12:24 AM

this has been an awesome ride

acgoldis,

December 28th, 2011 12:33 AM

Thank you! Who knows, maybe I'll get a Turtledove this year ;)
At any rate, here are the links to the Shared World timelines:
Shared World itself: http://www.alternatehistory.com/disc...d.php?t=225276
RPG starting before Breach (2 Slytherin and 1 Ravenclaw already taken)
http://www.alternatehistory.com/disc...d.php?t=225278

acgoldis,

December 28th, 2011 12:34 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by thepenguin (Post 5439964)
I was going to have her get a doctorate and teach at Canoe U... She is getting a Navy
Cross, though...
She could get a doctorate between 1996 and 2011 and then enter the Ministry. This would
likely make her undergrad class of '02 and PhD class of '06 or so (we'll assume she gets
through it quickly because she's smart).

acgoldis,

December 28th, 2011 12:51 AM

BTW: here's the scene from 2001 this is designed to mimic. Except the spaceship has
artificial gravity in the TL thanks to...magic. :)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=leOzWXbQE9A
And I leave it open whether this timeline is actually in the Robert Jordan universe (e.g.
Jordan world > Hogwarts world > world as we know it). Remember all the concepts coming
from Jordan and the foundation of the Order of Aes Sedai with their Great Serpent rings?
For all we know, the POD precipitated an earlier transition from Jordan's First Age to the
Second Age, complete with its End of Age disaster similar to the Second/Third age War of

Power:
http://wot.wikia.com/wiki/Age_of_Legends

thepenguin,

December 28th, 2011 02:00 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5440358)
She could get a doctorate between 1996 and 2011 and then enter the Ministry. This would
likely make her undergrad class of '02 and PhD class of '06 or so (we'll assume she gets
through it quickly because she's smart).
She would earn her undergrad in '02, but I think she would have to get a Master's before
the Doctorate. I was going to have her be a professor of Wizard-Muggle Relations at the
United States Naval Academy-Annapolis (you know, the rails being greased a teensyweensy bit by the fact she has a Navy Cross and that whole saving-the-world thing). Say
Univ. Virginia (or a British Uni, but I think she would want to travel, maybe with Ron in tow)
for undergrad, the John F. Kennedy School of Government (Hahvahd) for her Master's, then
a Ph.D from...somewhere, IDK (Weatherhead School of Management?). See, the way I was
writing her epilogue in my head was that she gets a position at the Naval Academy for a
new course, Wizard-Muggle relations and their effect on the world, helped a little bit, of
course, by the fact that she is a recipient of the Navy Cross (only the Medal of Honor is
higher), and the Victoria Cross. Ron is a Keeper Coach with the Washington Senators, an
expansion team in the American Quidditch League, and they make their home in Annapolis.
I would think that she would be behind Ron and would go wherever he would after she got
her degrees (he gets the position with the Sens, she goes to USNA [or UMD-College Park,
but I think USNA is a bit more prestigious]). It would have been written as a "Where are
they now?" piece by no other than Jo Rowling. It would have come full circle in a way, I
suppose.

acgoldis,

December 28th, 2011 02:33 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by thepenguin (Post 5440606)
She would earn her undergrad in '02, but I think she would have to get a Master's before
the Doctorate. I was going to have her be a professor of Wizard-Muggle Relations at the
United States Naval Academy-Annapolis (you know, the rails being greased a teensyweensy bit by the fact she has a Navy Cross and that whole saving-the-world thing). Say
Univ. Virginia (or a British Uni, but I think she would want to travel, maybe with Ron in tow)
for undergrad, the John F. Kennedy School of Government (Hahvahd) for her Master's, then
a Ph.D from...somewhere, IDK (Weatherhead School of Management?). See, the way I was
writing her epilogue in my head was that she gets a position at the Naval Academy for a
new course, Wizard-Muggle relations and their effect on the world, helped a little bit, of
course, by the fact that she is a recipient of the Navy Cross (only the Medal of Honor is
higher), and the Victoria Cross. Ron is a Keeper Coach with the Washington Senators, an
expansion team in the American Quidditch League, and they make their home in Annapolis.
I would think that she would be behind Ron and would go wherever he would after she got

her degrees (he gets the position with the Sens, she goes to USNA [or UMD-College Park,
but I think USNA is a bit more prestigious]). It would have been written as a "Where are
they now?" piece by no other than Jo Rowling. It would have come full circle in a way, I
suppose.
Is there any way she'd have time to do that too?

thepenguin,

December 28th, 2011 03:04 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5440681)
Is there any way she'd have time to do that too?
I would think she would wait a long while before trying for Minister of Magic or any upperlevel management job in the Ministry. In 2011, she's 32, and any red-haired brats she and
Ron parent would be anywhere from ten years to eighteen months. And that's a very
stressful position to put a family in, all the time in the public spotlight, facing public scrutiny
at every turn (Johnny Weasley gets detention at Hogwarts! Film at eleven!), and the
demands on the position would cause strains on the family ("Mommy, I need this for the
school play!" "Not now, luv, Mummy's preparing for a meeting with Syrdan and Nestor...").
No, I think she would wait until the kids are at least college or high school senior-age before
she makes a run. She might not even get her doctorate for a little while. And I do think she
and Ron are going to make the most of this second chance at every turn (ie: screw like
rabbits). Re: the Epilogue. I think 15 years is a bit fast to have a manned space station in
geosynchronous orbit serviced by a vehicle propelled by a mass driver (I don't think
Dumbledore would have an HMS prefix (His Majesty's Ship-reserved for warships of the
Royal Navy). There would probably be a space vehicle named Albus Dumbledore, but again,
it would not have HMS at the beginning of the name, unless it has phaser banks, but as a
purely explorational space vehicle, no). Atlantis can tie in with Mir or collaborate with NASA,
ESA, the Russian Space Agency, JAXA, etc. on the International Space Station. The space
station itself isn't a big deal (ISS was developed in five years), it's the engineering of the
mass driver that would take a long time. Better off to launch the first missions on an Atlas V
(though you would have to pry it away from the National Reconnaissance Office) while the
mass driver is being studied. And how about a future amphibious assault ship named USS
Buyan Island (LHA-6 or LHD-9)?

acgoldis,

December 28th, 2011 12:26 PM

I changed Hermione to be working on her doctorate with people urging her to join the
Ministry and she says she's not ready. And I figured the space station (even if a small one)
could be plausible given 15 years of magical development.

ByzantineCaesar,

December 28th, 2011 02:10 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5441591)

I changed Hermione to be working on her doctorate with people urging her to join the
Ministry and she says she's not ready. And I figured the space station (even if a small one)
could be plausible given 15 years of magical development.
So why is she up there? You could make her the Head of the Department of Magic Law
Enforcement (as per OTL) or even International Magic Cooperation. By the way, is Harry still
the Chief Auror?

acgoldis,

December 28th, 2011 02:55 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by ByzantineCaesar (Post 5441785)
So why is she up there? You could make her the Head of the Department of Magic Law
Enforcement (as per OTL) or even International Magic Cooperation. By the way, is Harry still
the Chief Auror?
I changed her so that she's not very high in the Ministry anymore at this point. She's still
working on the PhD. She's up there because someone pulled strings as she's so famous :)
Harry is still Chief Auror.

thepenguin,

December 29th, 2011 03:14 AM

Does the Shared Worlds bit start after the Epilogue, or can people play around in the fifteen
years between the Second Coming and the journey to the stars? (There is an entire other
fanfic waiting to be written fleshing out those fifteen years)

franz ferdinand,

December 29th, 2011 03:16 AM

oh thank god. I thought this would be about that godawful fanfic.

thepenguin,

December 29th, 2011 11:08 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by franz ferdinand (Post 5444376)
oh thank god. I thought this would be about that godawful fanfic.
Sounds like that one's a laugher just based on reading the tvtropes page...

acgoldis,

December 29th, 2011 11:47 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by thepenguin (Post 5444369)

Does the Shared Worlds bit start after the Epilogue, or can people play around in the fifteen
years between the Second Coming and the journey to the stars? (There is an entire other
fanfic waiting to be written fleshing out those fifteen years)
It starts after 500. Part of the purpose of the Epilogue is to make sure you don't blow the
world up :)

thepenguin,

December 29th, 2011 10:20 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5445140)
It starts after 500. Part of the purpose of the Epilogue is to make sure you don't blow the
world up :)
OK. Thinking of a spinoff, maybe The Ballad of Ron and Hermione (I have Billy Joel on the
brain right now), or something like that...

Xandrel,

December 31st, 2011 10:18 PM

A tear almost formed in my eye.
Good job acgoldis, good job sir.

acgoldis,

December 31st, 2011 10:25 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Astraan (Post 5453845)
A tear almost formed in my eye.
Good job acgoldis, good job sir.
Thank you! I still can't believe I finished it all.
P.S. Did you see your cameo there as well, under your former name?
Alexander L. Tirion

Xandrel,

December 31st, 2011 10:26 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5453856)
Thank you! I still can't believe I finished it all.

P.S. Did you see your cameo there as well, under your former name?
Alexander L. Tirion
Indeed I saw that, thank you for doing that :)

acgoldis,

December 31st, 2011 10:29 PM

I was going to have Hermione's new Patronus be a penguin after her revival, but she had to
cast the Patronus to prove her identity in 500 so that won't work. I had a bit of a scene in
mind where Hermione's kids have stuffed animals at home, including a big penguin -- but it
didn't make it in.

ByzantineCaesar,

December 31st, 2011 10:34 PM

Nothing about me? :p

acgoldis,

December 31st, 2011 10:35 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by ByzantineCaesar (Post 5453884)
Nothing about me? :p
I wasn't sure how to fit you in there. Maybe I could add a copilot named Cesar "Penguin"
Gonzalez from Argentina.

acgoldis,

December 31st, 2011 10:47 PM

For what it's worth, the RPG is underway. We've got 3 or 4 characters already, primarily
Hogwarts students. Events occur in real time (subtract 16 years from the current date, so
today's date in the timeline is December 31, 1995. Although we're after the POD, the
Breach has not yet occurred and nothing unusual is happening with respect to Hogwarts).
These are basically test scenarios at this point which are in effect in canon as there haven't
been any changes from the real timeline yet for Hogwarts. The interesting stuff starts
January 28th 2012.
Daphne Greengrass and several other students have written the Ministry of Magic
complaining about Umbridge. They've gotten stock letters back in response saying their
ideas will be taken "under advisement". Meanwhile, Amos Diggory started shouting
Voldemort killed his son and was deemed insane and forced into St. Mungo's by the Ministry
of Magic to shut him up. Cedric has a younger sister, Colleen Diggory, who is currently a
third-year Ravenclaw.
The first signs of the Breach -- the chase for the tape and so forth -- are going to reach the
back pages of the Daily Prophet by 1/20. Not that anyone will necessarily read them. Things
will suddenly move to the front page on 1/29 and 1/30 while the wizards in London sleep...

I'm seriously thinking of telling people about this RPG at Arisia, a major boston scifi/fantasy con which starts up in two weeks. We may get a lot more takers.

ByzantineCaesar,

December 31st, 2011 11:09 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5453885)
I wasn't sure how to fit you in there. Maybe I could add a copilot named Cesar "Penguin"
Gonzalez from Argentina.
César "Penguin" Gonçalves of Brazil ;)

thepenguin,

December 31st, 2011 11:18 PM

I am toying with the idea of starting a Ron/Hermione spinoff detailing their lives between
Hermione becoming the Girl Who Lived...Again and AC's epilogue, and maybe past that a
little bit. Don't expect the pace of the updates to be any faster than AC's update rate,
indeed there might be extremely slow periods in the thread. It all depends on when I can
update. My laptop literally killed itself (BSOD-Massive Memory Dump) and my computer's in
the living room, so I have to contend with family members LOS and going "Whatcha
doooin'?" AC and I are discussing possible university scenarios for Ron and Hermione. Could
use your input too.
In America:
Cleveland, Ohio
Ron: Cleveland State University
Hermione: Case Western Reserve/John Carroll/Baldwin-Wallace
Reasons: Purely the Author's. I'm a Clevelander born and bred and have local knowledge.
But this would probably be the last place they'd think of going when looking for colleges.
Washington, D.C.
Ron: University of Maryland-College Park/George Mason University
Hermione: George Washington University/American University/Georgetown University.
Reasons: Seat of the American government; Washington's a cosmopolitan city-one block
you could be in the slums; walk five minutes and you're in the middle of the nightlife; cars
are nearly unneeded, the Metro's amazing. Hermione's possible schools have some cachet
worldwide.
Boston, MA
Ron: Boston College/Boston University/UMass Boston
Hermione: Hahvahd/MIT
Reasons: It's AC's stomping grounds; close to the Two Towns; MIT has a magic curriculum;
Boston has a lot of history.
Pittsburgh, PA
Ron: University of Pittsburgh

Hermione: Carnegie-Mellon University
Reasons: Like Cleveland, the Steel City is a little obscure, but it is growing and starting to
thrive at this point in time. Based on the passage about the "Hermionists" in the Epilogue,
Pittsburgh and Cleveland could be the best chance at normalcy for our favorite couple. Also,
could Ron be a walk-on in any of these football programs (1. Assuming they don't stay in
England for school and 2. CSU doesn't have a football program, even today.)? He's tall with
big hands and feet and he has to have soft hands to catch those Quaffles.

ByzantineCaesar,

January 13th, 2012 12:46 PM

Guys, I'm not sure if you have noticed, but Hogwarts Exposed has been nominated to the
Turtledove Awards in the Continuing Published Fiction of the ASB section. We are currently
winning for only one vote.

ByzantineCaesar,

January 18th, 2012 01:30 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by ByzantineCaesar (Post 5504372)
Guys, I'm not sure if you have noticed, but Hogwarts Exposed has been nominated to the
Turtledove Awards in the Continuing Published Fiction of the ASB section. We are currently
winning for only one vote.
Losing by one vote now :(

Klisz,

January 22nd, 2012 06:46 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by ByzantineCaesar (Post 5524565)
Losing by one vote now :(
And now it won! :D
http://alternatehistory.com/discussi...1&d=1327261384

metastasis_d,

January 22nd, 2012 07:10 PM

Congrats, Acgoldis!

Durabys,

January 22nd, 2012 08:44 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by acgoldis (Post 5440354)

Thank you! Who knows, maybe I'll get a Turtledove this year ;)
At any rate, here are the links to the Shared World timelines:
Shared World itself: http://www.alternatehistory.com/disc...d.php?t=225276
RPG starting before Breach (2 Slytherin and 1 Ravenclaw already taken)
http://www.alternatehistory.com/disc...d.php?t=225278
*tears fall from face*
You and Doragon are the probably best writers I have ever seen :cool:. Well done. You have
deserved that Turtledove Award. ;)

acgoldis,

January 23rd, 2012 12:55 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Durabys (Post 5546405)
*tears fall from face*
You and Doragon are the probably best writers I have ever seen :cool:. Well done. You have
deserved that Turtledove Award. ;)
I won the Turtledove award? Wow -- thank you! I'm flattered! I wasn't even paying
attention -- after all, I can't vote for myself. I'm glad you liked the story. I know so much
hard science, trying to throw magic in there and linking it to dark matter and so forth was
kind of cool. And once again, Ziggurat Labs made its annual appearance at Arisia this year
:)
I'd really love to make this into a movie, but I doubt I'd be able to get away with the
copyright. They wouldn't even let me use a LARP based on this timeline at Arisia. I had the
scene with the "death" of Hermione in my head for probably nine months, and she was
actually GOING to die but I got pressured into getting her brought back. That scene was my
favorite along with the death Voldemort.
There are still openings available for the RPG -- the Breach is in less than a week. We've got
Daphne Greengrass, a Slytherin, joining Dumbledore's Army and picking on Umbridge right
now. Wait until she winds up getting drafted if the story goes on to the end of 2012. :)
There probably won't be any more timelines for a while -- I'm exhausted. Looks like
someone else is going to have to do Men in Black Exposed.
Incidentally, with the New England Patriots in the Super Bowl again (two weeks from
today)...for some reason I'm going to be paying more attention to those commercials. :)
----------------Surprises from the timeline:
1. Koschei was supposed to be bad but when I brought him out I tried to make him more
realistic and have him see himself as having done the right thing. He was originally going to
be the one to kill Hermione. That certainly changed!

2. Dumbledore was originally supposed to have been killed by Vovchanckaya during the
attack on Hogwarts, but like Luna and Hermione I eventually acknowledged popular
requests and gave him a reprieve.
3. The second half of the timeline is not Harry Potter as much as "realistically, what would
happen if magic were introduced to our world?" Like someone said, once Voldemort is dead
Harry himself becomes insignificant.
4. Rasputin wasn't supposed to be there -- Byzantine Caesar introduced him. Nor was
Koschei. The original plan was to have virtually no action in the second half (after
Voldemort's death) and make it almost entirely a sociological treatise, so to speak. This
worked out much better, to be honest. I would have lulled people to sleep otherwise.
5. You'd be surprised how many real people show up in this timeline. With the exception of
myself (though I basically play a random Muggle POV and that's it) and Kurchatova (whose
name has been changed to protect her anonymity in her case), they all show up in cameos
and that's it. Remember the Dawn Ash prophecy? Guess who I ran into at Arisia: Dawn Ash.
She thought it amusing that she was involved in a prophecy. And when I described
Kurchatova to her she knew exactly who that was supposed to be :). Incidentally,
Guinevere and Jason are NOT real people.
6. Moody was supposed to have been killed during the battle that killed McGonagall but at
the time I realized I couldn't kill him because there was no one else to do DADA. That
changed a lot!
7. There were two Judgment Days before the Voldemort one. We know about the Hammer
of Ra one in 2807 BC. Whatever happened to the second one? It disappeared from the story
a long time ago as part of a plot when Atlantis staged the Thera eruption of 1600 BC to
attract everyone's attention (this was before the magical EMP's were introduced). All that's
left of that now is a nebulous reference to 1600 BC which officially refers to Atlantis having
to clean up after Thera.
8. Believe it or not, I introduced the story of the meteor impact triggering the first
Judgment Day and Noah's Flood BEFORE I EVEN FOUND OUT ABOUT BURCKLE CRATER! I
just made it up as an excuse for a Judgment Day! A few days later, I do research on the
Noah story and find Burckle Crater. I nearly fell over when I saw that.
9. The whole Samuel and Omega plot stemmed from a long-running beef I've had with
organized dogmatic religion as compared to personal spirituality (I was raised in a religious
household and it never clicked). I'm probably going to Omega again this year for a little
retreat. Seth Binus, the young rabbi who shows up at Omega for the Sukkot pilgrimage,
was a friend of mine (now deceased).
10. And lastly, for humor: remember how I am constantly trying to pick up Michelle
Goldhaber ITTL as part of Students for Samuel? Didn't work IOTL either, and I've been
trying off and on for 15 years now. However, she's probably the best female friend I have at
this point and I'm her best non-boyfriend male friend.
11. It never made it into the story, but shortly after Hermione's revival her Patronus
changes from an otter to a penguin. Hint: who saved Hermione from certain death at the
hands of Rasputin? It wasn't MY idea :)

12. You may recognize the name Siatnan (well, Sia Tnan) as the Imperial admiral from
Attack of the Jedi Clones, captain of the flagship Cosmic Dust. By coincidence, my (now ex)girlfriend's last name was Nantais and she often went by the name Cosmic Dust. The
Syrdani government structure is based, in fact, on the system the New Republic used after
Palpatine's death in Attack of the Jedi Clones (the rotating chancellorship). Her sister Erin
served as the model for E[rin] Megan Baldwin (the anthropologist who got the first Muggle
studies position at Hogwarts). In the most amusing scene of all, when I replaced Megan
Baldwin with a Rasputinite mole I needed to think of someone to replace "Erin". The first
person to came to mind was Erin's boyfriend, who went by the nickname Zygon. The rest is
history.
13. My ex's new boyfriend is named Rodrigo. He's Chilean. He shows up by accident with
the Spanish Minister of Magic: "Uh, I need to think of a Spanish name in a hurry...". As a
representation of her new boyfriend, I was SO tempted to kill off Rodrigo Calderon but I
concluded two wrongs don't make a right :)
14. No real people are killed during the course of the timeline. Sometimes they get VERY
lucky. Remember Heather and Pascal, the housemasters from H-Entry at the time the Four
Towns are attacked? They're the only two people who survive? The reason is because I
knew them personally. Heather was actually partially veela (a technical definition for "I
think she was hot!"). There was going to be a scene where Michelle Goldhaber is outed as a
Veela as well
---If we want a REALLY crazy WI based on this timeline: try this -- all the Philosopher's Stone
addicts die ca. 1992 when the Stone is destroyed, just like the trope says about them.
Things go absolutely NUTS if Flamel dies. The first half goes off more or less without a hitch,
at least until the death of Voldemort.
The second half, however, is where everything goes nuts. The Stone doesn't get loose (we
can assume the notes self-destruct or something on Flamel's death), which in turn means
that Harold-Green and so forth don't start working with the Elixir. Dumbledore likely
nominates someone else (quite possibly Fudge, who actually SURVIVES all of this stuff -you forgot about him, in exile in Togo!) as his Deputy Minister after Judgment Day because
the only reason he picked Flamel is to give Harold-Green or whoever winds up with the
Stone a hell of a surprise upon his resignation if the Stone gets loose.
Without the Stone getting loose, Dumbledore likely keeps the job as Minister of Magic and
doesn't return to Hogwarts. This of course forces Rasputin to try to break into the Ministry
of Magic to get the Elder Wand from Dumbledore. There's no attack on Hogwarts, Snape
survives as headmaster, and we can assume the attack on the Ministry fails. Stephen
Hawking doesn't start working at Hogwarts.
Rasputin goes to Buyan but finds that he can't bring back Koschei because Koschei's father's
body is missing and he has no Elixir. However, not all is lost, as he soon realizes (especially
since he knows Flamel is dead) that there is no way in hell the good guys can get to the
island without Flamel around to blow the whistle as the alternate Secret-Keeper. This could
put Rasputin in a VERY interesting position: send people out who know where the island is
but can't communicate it short of being Legilimensed (see Snape Legilimensing Draco in
Gringotts). Rasputin has the perfect safe house, and he knows it. He can wreak havoc all
over the place and no one can get him.
Again, I appreciate your support and hope to see you again in the RPG.

thepenguin,

January 23rd, 2012 01:51 AM

Congrats AC. I didn't pay much attention to the Turtledoves myself. When it comes to ASB,
you, Doragon, and Eckener (started the 2011 USA gets swapped with 1905 USA thread-it
died a slow death [not helped when my hard drive killed itself].) come immediately to mind
as some of the better writers in this forum.
Now, with Father Goldis' blessing, I am trying to get a continuation off the ground focusing
on the aftermath of the Battle of Buyan and the development of the relationship between
Ron and Hermione. There will be some big names not already mentioned fighting on Buyan.
Some will die, some will carry the scars for the rest of their lives, but they will all be heroes.
Rasputin will not only be known for the events on Buyan, but also for a murder nearly 53
years ago in a small city on the shores of Lake Erie in Ohio. Hogwarts will take in foreign
students for possibly the first time in its history and transform itself into a premier magical
school not only for Britain and Ireland, but also for Europe and beyond. This will be called
(tentatively) Mercury Ascendant. I posted a thread about it, but it died a quick death due to
missteps by me. Hopefully it gets as much participation as this thread has gotten.

Xandrel,

January 31st, 2012 10:51 AM

Superbowl is coming soon, I wonder if we'll see any surprises? :p
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